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MESSAGE DU PRESIDENT DE LA CONFERENCE 

II me fait plaisir de souhaiter la bienvenue a tous les participants a la 
six ieme co nference canad ienne sur !'intell igence art ificie lle 
co mmandit ee pa r la Societe canadienne pour l' etude de 
!'inte lligence par ordinateur (SCEIO) . 

L'org anisat ion de cette conference est un be l exemple de 
cooperat ion entre les universites montrealaises , incarne dans le 
Centre de recherche informatique de Montreal inc.(CRIM) . 

L'equipe de Montreal a trava ille en co llaboration avec le comite de 
programme preside par le or Bill Havens, les off iciers de la SCEIO et 
son president le or Gordon McCalla, ainsi qu'avec le redacteur en 
chef du bulletin canadien sur !'intelligence art ificielle, le or Graeme 
Hirst. 

Je desire re mercier les organismes suivants pour leur aide : 

Le Centre de recherche informatique de Montreal 
Le Conseil de recherches en sciences naturelles et en gen ie 
du Canada (CRSNG) 
L'lnstitut canadien des recherches avancees 
L'Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal 

J'aimerais egalement offrir mes plus sinceres remerciements aux 
personnes suivantes : 

Aux membres du comite organisateur pour avoir 
gracieusement fail don de leur temps a !'organisation de 
cette conference. 

Au or J. Charles Giguere, directeur general du CRIM , pour 
avoir mis a noire disposition les ressources humaines et 
materielles du CRIM. 

Au or Roland Dore, directeur de !'Ecole Polytechnique de 
Montreal, pour l'accuei l et le soutien de cette co nference. 

Au pr Claude Dubeau, directeur du service de !'Education 
permanente de !'Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal et les 
membres de son service, pour !'organisation materielle. 

A Mlle Nadine Lasalle, pour son enthousiasme et son 
devouement dans !'organisation de plusieurs aspects de la 
conference . 

Renato De Mori 

President de la conference 

MESSAGE FROM THE GENERAL CHAIRMAN 

It is a great pleasure to welcome all parti cipants to the 1986 
Conference of the Canadian Society for the Computat iona l Studies 
of Intelligence. 

The organization of this Conference represents a beautiful example 
of cooperat ion among all the Montreal area universities, facilitated 
by the ce ntre th ey form ed as a consortium , the Centre de 
recherche informatique de Montreal inc. (CRIM). 

The team in Montreal interacted well with the programme committee 
chaired by Dr. Bill Havens, with officers of th e CSCSI and its 
President Dr. Gordon McCalla, and with the Editor of Canadian 
Artific ial Intelligence Newletters, Dr. Graeme Hirst. 

I am pleased to acknowledge support from : 

Centre de recherche informatique de Montreal inc. (CRIM) 
The Natural Sciences and Eng ineering Council of Canada 
(N SECC) 
The Canadian Institute for Advanced Reaserch (C IAR) 
Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal 

I would like to express my warmest thanks to : 

The members of the Organizing Committee for the time they 
generously spent on this conference; 

Dr. J. Charles Giguere, Director of CRIM , for making CRIM's 
excellent physical and human resources available to the 
Organizing Committee; 

Dr. Roland Dore, Director of !'Ecole Polytechnique de 
Montreal, for his we lcome and support for this conference; 

Prof. Claude Dubeau, Director of !'Educat ion permanente, at 
!'Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal and his team for the 
material organizat ion. 

Ms. Nadine Lasalle, for the enthousiasm and dedication she 
has brought to her tasks as Conference Secretary. 

Renato De Mori 

General Chairman 



MOT DE BIENVENUE DU PRESIDENT DU PROGRAMME 

A titre de president du comite du programme de la Conference 
nationale canadienne d'intelligence artificielle, j'aimeniis vo~s 
souhaiter la bienvenue a cette conference et la bienvenue dai'ls 
cette tres belle ville qu'est Montreal. Cette conference est la 
sixieme conference bisannuelle organisee par la SCEIO et nous 
sommes fiers du programme technique presente dans les actes. La 
SCEIO a acquis la reputation d'organiser des rencontres 
internationales informelles ou des recherches importantes en 
intelligence artificielle peuvent etre presentees et discutees. La 
conference 1986 s'inscrit dans cette tradition. Nous avons rec;u 
plu s de 100 propositions de communications provenant 
d'Amerique du nord, d'Europe et d'Asie. Les membres du comite 
du programme et ceux du jury ont ete ravis, mais aussi debordes. 
Nous avons pu composer un programme qui regroupe des 
communications de la plus haute qualite. Neanmoins, plusieurs 
bonnes communications ont du etre rejetees afin de rendre la taille 
du programme plus raisonnable et de conserver le style informal de 
la conference. En effet, nous avons reserve des periodes en 
dehors des moments de presentation des communications pour 
permettre aux participants de se rencontrer et de discuter de leurs 
travaux. 

Je voudrais profiter de !'occasion pour remercier certaines 
personnes qui ont participe a la realisation du programme 
technique. Sans leur travail benevole, la conference n'aurait pas pu 
avoir lieu. Je veux d'abord remercier le comite du programme qui a 
ete responsable du travail de selection. II a traite de bon coeur le 
grand nombre de propositions de communications sans penser a la 
charge de travail supplementaire que cela representait. De plus, le 
deluge des propositions de communication m'a oblige a faire appel 
au dernier moment a de nouveaux membres pour augmenter le 
comite de programme. Je les remercie d'avoir accepte cette tache a 
si breve echeance. Les arbitres qui ont lu les propositions de 
communication meritent aussi notre reconnaissance. L'evaluation 
critique des travaux d'autres chercheurs est une tache 
extremement difficile. Je vous remercie tous pour les commentaires 
que vous avez communiques rapidement. Finalement, nous 
remercions toutes les personnes qui ont oeuvre a des taches 
mains visibles mais toutes aussi essentielles telles que la 
preparation de l'appel aux communications, la conception de la 
publicite, la reception et la distribution des manuscrits, la 
correspondance avec les auteurs et le comite du programme et 
!'execution de taches peu reconnues mais essentielles. Ces 
personnes sont Kathy Findler, Nadine Lasalle, Sandy Sapers, May 
Vink et Linsey Wey. 

Vous trouverez dans les actes le fruit de notre travail. Nous osons 
esperer que les resultats de recherche communiques ici 
contribueront de fac;on significative a l'avancement du domaine de 
!'intelligence artificielle. Profitez-en! 

Bill Havens 

President du comite du programme 

WELCOME FROM THE PROGRAM CHAIRMAN 

As program chairman for the 1986 Canadian National Artificial 
Intelligence Conference, let me welcome you to the conference 
and to the wonderful city of Montreal. This is the sixth biennial 
conference sponsored by the CSCSI/SCEIO and we are very proud 
of the technical program appearing in these proceedings. CSCSI 
has developed a reputation for conducting informal international 
meetings where significant research in Artificial Intelligence can be 
presented and discussed. The 1986 conference continues this 
tradition. The call for papers resulted in the submission of over 100 
manuscripts for the program committee and their referees. As a 
result we have been able to assemble a program of top quality 
research papers. Many good papers were rejected in order to keep 
the technical program manageable in size and to preserve the 
informal nature of the conference. Indeed, we have tried to 
schedule sufficient time outside the formal paper presentations for 
participants to meet and discuss their work. 

I would like to take this opportunity to recognize some of the people 
who made this technical program materialize. All th eir effort was 
volunteered and the conference would not have been possible 
otherwise. I want to thank the program committee who were 
ultimately responsible for the review process. They cheerfully 
handled an overload of papers without forewarning of the extra 
workload involved. As well, the deluge of contributed papers 
forced me to conscript additional program committee members at 
the last minute. To these individuals, thank you for your willingness 
to serve on such short notice. The referees who read the 
submitted papers also deserve our gratitude. Critically judging 
others work is itself hard work involving a great deal of responsibility. 
Thank you all for your efforts promptly contributed. Finally, we thank 
those people who submitted their efforts to the less visible but 
essential tasks of preparing the call for papers, designing the 
advertising, receiving and distributing manuscripts, corresponding 
with authors and the program committee, and performing other 
unrecognized feats of necessity. They include Kathy Finter, 
Nadine Lasalle, Sandy Sapers, May Vink, and Lindsey Wey. 

In the remainder of these proceedings you will find the results of our 
labours. It is our hope that the research reported here will make a 
significant contribution to progress in the discipline of Artificial 
Intelligence. Please enjoy ! 

Bill Havens 

Program Chairman 
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Why Kids Should Learn to Program 
Elliot Soloway 

Cognition and Programming Project 
Department of Computer Science 

Yale University 

ABSTRACT - In the past, children were exhorted to 
learn Latin in school; the folklore had it that (I) since this 
language was the basis of all other Western languages, then 
it wou ld help students in their language studies, and more 
generally, that (2) in learning Latin one developed a disci
pli ne of thinking that was useful not only in other intellec
tual pursu its, but in everyday life as well. Today, the same 
exhortation is made for learning to program a computer -
and the same sorts of myths are used to support the impor
tance of learning to program. Unfortunately, there is pre
cious little empirical evidence that supports the claim that 
learning to program imparts any more knowledge than sim
ply learning to program. Nonetheless, even without solid 
empirical support, there is still the widespread belief that 
learning to program does provide kids with something more 
than just programming skills, i.e., that the skills learned 
in programming do transfer to other problem solving con
texts. Whi le it wouldn't be the first time that a commonly 
held belief turned out to be unjustified, the strength of 
those holding this conviction and the importance to educa
tion if they are right, suggests that we shouldn't give up the 
search for empirical support of transfer. In particular, in 
this paper we attempt to confront the transfer issue head 
on; we first briefly describe our efforts at finding empiri
cal support for transfer, and we go on to suggest how the 
teach ing of programming should be augmented in order to 
facilitate that elusive transfer. 

RESUME - Jadis, on poussait Jes enfants a apprendre 
le latin a l'ecole; on pretendait que (1) puisque ce langage 
constitue la racine du reste des languages occidentaux, ii 
aiderait !es eleves dans leurs etudes linguistiques, et plus 
generalement, que (2) apprendre le latin developpait une 
discipline du raisonnement utile non seulement (non solum) 
dans d'autres domaines intellectuels, mais egalement (sed 
etiam) dans la vie quotienne. Aujourd'hui, !es memes ex
hortations sont faites en ce qui concerne l'apprentissage 
de la programmation, et des mythes du meme ordre sont 

This work was sponsored by the National Science Foundation, un
der NSF Grants MDR-8470150 and DPE-8470014. 

uti lises pour en etayer !'importance. Malheureusement, ii y 
a bien peu de preuves empiriques qui suggerent qu'apprendre 
a programmer apporte une connaissance qui aille au-dela 
du simple "savoir programmer." Neanmoins, malgre l'abs
cence de validation empirique, une croyance largement re
pandue subsiste qui veut qu'apprendre a programmer confere 
aux enfants quelque chose de plus qu'une simple maitrise 
de la programmation, i.e., que Jes techniques acquises !ors 
de l'apprentissage de Ia programmation soient effective
ment transferables a d'autres contextes de resolution de 
problemes. Bien que cela ne serait pas la premiere fois 
qu' une croyance communement repandue s'avererait injus
tifiee, la vigueur de ceux qui adherent a cette conviction 
et !'importance de leur jugement, si toutefois ils ont rai
son, vis a vis de !'education suggerent qu'il serait ma] avise 
de renoncer a rechercher des preuves empiriques d'un tel 
transfert d'expertise. Dans le present article, nous tentons 
d'adresser directement ce probleme de transfert: en pre
mier lieu, nous decrivons brievement Jes efforts que nous 
avons menes pour rechercher des preuves empiriques de 
transfert, puis nous suggerons comment l'enseignement de 
la programmation devrait etre etendu de fac;on a faci liter 
cet insaisissable transfert. 

1 Introduction: Motivation and Goals 

In the past, children were exhorted to learn Latin in 
school; the folklore had it that (I) since this language was 
the basis of all other Western languages, then it would help 
students in their language studies, and more generally, that 
(2) in learning Latin one developed a discipline of think
ing that was useful not only in other intellectual pursuits, 
but in everyday life as well. Today, the same exhortation 
is made for learning to program a computer - and the 
same sorts of myths are used to support the importance of 
learning to program. Unfortunately, there is precious little 
empirical evidence that supports the claim that learning to 
program imparts any more knowledge than simply learn
ing to program. Nonetheless, even without solid empirical 
support, there is still the widespread belief that learning to 
program does provide kids with something more than just 
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programming skills, i.e., that the skills learned in program
ming do transfer to other problem solving contexts. While 
it wouldn't be the first time that a commonly held belief 
turned out to be unjustified, the strength of those hold
ing this conviction and the importance to education if they 
are right, suggests that we shouldn't give up the search for 
empirical support of transfer. In particular, in this paper 
we attempt to confront the transfer issue head on; we first 
briefly describe our efforts at finding empirical support for 
transfer, and we go on to suggest how the teaching of pro
gramming should be augmented in order to facilitate that 
elusive transfer. 

The organization of this paper is as follows: in Section 
2 we highlight our efforts at exploring transfer effects from 
programming to algebra, i.e., does learning to program help 
students perform more effectively on algebra word prob
lems? In the face of the mixed results we have obtained 
in that effort, we step back, and in Section 3 suggest what 
should be taught in programming classes - and argue why 
that new curriculum might provide the needed leverage on 
facilitating transfer. 

2 The Relationship of Programming to Algebra: 
A Brief Synopsis 

In what follows, we present our research on transfer ef
fects, from programming to algebra, in chronological order, 
in order to convey a sense of the basis for and evolution of 
our thinking on transfer effects. 

2.1 The Students and Professors Problem 

Consider the following word problem: 

Given the following statement: 'There are six 
times as many students as professors at his Uni
versity.' Write an equation to represent the above 
statement. Use S for the number of students and P 
for the number of professors. 

Clement, Lochhead and Monk [2] found that only 63% 
of the college freshman engineering students were able to 
answer this problem correctly. Moreover, they found that 
only 27% of those students could answer the following prob
lem correctly: 

Given the following statement: 'At Mindy's restau
rant, for every four people who order cheesecake, 
there are five people who order strudel.' Write an 
equation to represent the above statement. Use C 
for the number of cheesecakes and S for the number 
of strudels ordered. 

These problems appear to be simple algebra word prob
lems, ratio problems, that students should have been able 
to solve by the time they were in college - and enrolled 
in an engineering program! Clement and Lochhead ex
pended considerable energy establishing the robustness of 

2 

the effect (e.g., wording doesn't appear to be the stumbling 
block: students perform the same when given pictures of 
objects to work from). 

Insight into the source of the students' misconceptions 
comes from observing that the most typical incorrect an
swer was 6S = P, instead of S = 6P for the first problem 
and 4C .. 6S, instead of 4S • 6C, for the second problem. 
It appears that an answer such as 6S "' P is a descrip
tion of a situation as opposed to a prescription for action. 
In video-taped interviews with subjects doing similar ra
tio problems, Clement and Lochhead found subjects who 
would make statements supportive of this 'declarative' in
terpretation. 

2.2 The Contribution of Programming 

At this point, I joined Clement and Lochhead's group and 
we hit upon the following hypothesis: if students are per
ceiving algebra to be a declarative description, and if we 
could put students in an environment that would encour
age them to view the algebra in a more procedural, active 
manner, then maybe students would be able to solve these 
ratio problems more effectively. A prime candidate for such 
an environment is, of course, programming. This position, 
that programming encourages one to take an active, pro
cedural view, is one that had been espoused by Papert [8] 
for some time. 

Motivated by the above hypothesis we carried out a 
number of studies in various programming classes ([14,3]). 
For example, half the students in a programming class 
would be given a ratio problem (or problems) such as the 
PROGRAM VERSION in Figure 1, while the other half 
would be given a ratio problem such as the ALGEBRA 
VERSION in Figure 1. Given the type of results depicted 
in Figure 1, it appears that our hypothesis had some va
lidity: students who were asked to write a program were 
more often correct than were students who were asked to 
write an algebraic equation. 

Since the actual algebraic equation is the same in both 
situations, we felt that we had indeed tapped into some
thing about programming that was the key contributing 
factor to the students' success. Our sense was that stu
dents in programming developed a very different notion 
of what a variable is, when compared with the notion of 
variable that students developed in the more traditional 
algebra context. That is, a variable in a program contains 
values that get acted upon by operators. In contrast, stu
dents who wrote down an answer such as 6S .. P may be 
viewing the S as a label, similar to 6feet = 1yard. 

Based on the above success, we were encouraged to form 
the following hypothesis: if programming helps students to 
develop a more accurate view of what a variable is, then 
maybe this view can transfer back to algebra: maybe after 
taking programming, students can solve algebra problems 
more effectively? We are about to run a study in which we 



THE PROGRAM VERSION 

At the last company cocktail party, for every 6 people who 
drank hard liquor, there were 11 people who drank beer. 

Write a computer program in BASIC which will output the 
number of beer drinkers when supplied (via user input at 
the terminal) with the number of hard liquor drinkers. Use 
H for the number of people who drank hard liquor, and B 
for the number of people who drank beer. 

THE ALGEBRA VERSION 

At the last company cocktail party, for every 6 people who 
drank hard liquor, there were 11 people who drank beer. 

Write an equation that represents the above statement. 
Use H for the number of people who drank hard liquor, 
and B for the number of people who drank beer. 

Sample Size 
PROGRAM VERSION 62 

ALGEBRA VERSION 61 

% Correct 
69 

45 

% Incorrect 
31 

55 

Probability of these results on the assumption that errors on 

problem are equally likely is p < .05. 

Figure 1: Sample Results: Programming vs. Algebra 

compare the performance, on algebra problems, of students 
in a programming class with students who have not had 
programming. We will use the standard pre- and post-test 
paradigm; if transfer does occur then we expect that the 
students who had programming will do much better on the 
post-test than the students who did not have programming 
and that both groups will perform the same on the pre-test. 
Pilot studies along these lines have been carried out with 
mixed results. Moreover, as we argue in the next section, 
we may be like the drunk who looks for his keys under the 
lamppost where the light happens to be, not in the place 
where he has lost them. 

2.3 Status Report: In Search of the Elusive 
Transfer Result 

Based on the observation made in Section 2.2 that students 
were able to write programs more effectively than algebraic 
equations, it seems quite reasonable then to focus on the 
potential specific factors involved: the differences between 
the notion of variable in programming and in algebra, the 
differences in the notion of the equal sign, etc. However, the 
mixed results from our pilot studies in looking at transfer to 
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algebra call this rationale into question. While we clearly 
must await the results of the actual study and only use 
the pilot studies as a guide, we are nonetheless plagued 
by the following concern: maybe we are focusing on too 
literal a relationship between algebra and programming, 
e.g., maybe the link via the notion of a 'variable' is too 
narrow a view. 

That is, consider what it would mean for students who 
took the programming course to perform better on the al
gebra post-test because of their new improved notion of a 
variable: 

• The notion of variable that they learned in program
ming simply 'overwrote' the old notion of variable 
that they had learned in algebra. Thus, when stu
dents came to solving problems in algebra, after they 
had taken a programming course, they simply ac
cessed this new, programming notion of a variable. 
Frankly, this account seems implausible: why should 
the notion of 'variable' learned in algebra be wiped 
out when learning the notion of 'variable' in a new 
domain; it would seem more likely that a new notion 
of 'variable' would be created in the context of pro
gramming and that the old notion of variable, learned 
in the context of algebra, would simply remain. 

• However, if two notions of variable existed each in
dexed by the context in which it was lear~ed (pro
gramming and algebra) then why would we expect 
to see students using the new, programming notion 
of variable when trying to solve algebra problems? 
Wouldn't it be more reasonable to expect subjects to 
retrieve the notion of variable learned in the algebra 

context since they were attempting to solve algebra 
problems? 

Thus, it is not clear that we should even expect the stu
dents in the programming class to do better on the algebra 
post-test; while they may indeed possess a more effective 
notion of variable, learned in the context of programming, 
it does not seem clear that they will even be able to access 
it when solvin g the algebra problems. However, if we don't 
find transfer to algebra, then we must be surprised: surely, 
learning to program must transfer to such a close domain 
as algebra. On the other hand, given the sort of arguments 
made above, it is not clear that there should be transfer 
even at this low a level. It is arguments such as the above 
that keep us awake at night! 

In the next section, we will argue that we might want to 
look for transfer at a level much higher than variables, etc. 
In particular, we attempt to show that students learning 
programming, when the programming curriculum is rede
fined, might be able to learn more general skills that may 
in fact transfer to other domains. 



3 Revising The Programming Curriculum To 
Facilitate Transfer 

3.1 Teaching Generic Tasks: Constructing 
Mechanisms and Explanations 

By and large, introductory programming textbooks stress 
the syntax and semantics of a programming language. 0 Some 
textbooks attempt to teach problem solving in the con
text of teaching programming; while well-intentioned, these 
books simply don't typically say enough explicit about prob
lem solving. For example, top-down, step-wise refinement 
is like a catechism for teaching good problem solving/ program
ming habits. Almost all texts attempt to teach this tech
nique. However, they typically give examples of the use of 
the technique - not how a novice should learn to carry 
out that technique. While most instructors of introduc
tory programming courses would shun the idea that they 
are simply teaching a programming language, the fact is 
that the tools they use - the textbooks - don't help to 
impart good problem solving concepts. The bottom line is 
this: if we are looking for transfer effects, we will be hard 
put to find them in courses that simply attempt to teach 
the syntax and semantics of a particular programming lan
guage. Why should learn ing where the semi-colon must be 
placed in a Pascal program have any impact on learning 
geography? 

A closer look at what a program is meant to accomplish 

provides the starting point for our view of what should be 
taught in programming. In particular, we see a program 
as having two major audiences, a computer and a human 
reader: 

• to the computer, the program provides a mechanism 
for how to solve the problem; 

• to a human reader, the program provides a justifica
tion or explanation as to why the problem is solved 
by the program. 

In their commonsense usage, a 'mechanism' is simply the 
means to achieving some goal(s), while an 'explanation' 
provides the reasons for the actions ([10]) . In the case of 
programming, the actions are the statements of the pro
gram, the reasons are the goals being achieved, and the 
plans are the standard manner in which to achieve those 
goals. 

For example, in the right half of Figure 2, a Pascal 
program is depicted that will satisfy the problem statement 
given at the top of that figure and output the average of 
the numbers input. The program is the mechanism that 
instructs the computer as to how an average should be 
calculated . Thus: 

"There are some introductory texts that attempt to teach the more 
technical aspects of computer science, e.g., properties of algorithms. 
However, typically these texts st ill don't teach the topics that will be 
discussed in this section either. 
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How does the program in Figure 2 solve the de
sired problem? Well, when executed by a computer 
(or by a human playing computer), the program ac
cepts numbers from a user, adds those numbers into 
an accumulator called total, etc. 

Note that the description given in Figure 2 is only a par
tial representation of the mechanism. That is, in execut
ing the mechanism, the computer turns a static program, 
written in two dimensions on a piece of paper, into a the 
dynamic, three-dimensional entity that exists over time. In 
this dynamic representation notions such as the causal re
lationship between the statements become very important 
and must be used in describing how a program works: e.g., 
the running total (total) and counter update (count) is 
done before the next input value is read in; after the sen
tinel value is input, then a test is made to see if the counter 
is greater than zero. 

In the left half of Figure 2, we depict an explanation for 
why that program computes the desired answer. The goals 
of the English statement of the problem are identified and 
stereotypic methods (plans) are used to attack and resolve 
each of these goals ([15,11]). Thus: 

Why does the program effectively compute the 
average of the numbers read in? Well, the SEN
TINEL CONTROLLED LOOP RUNNING TOTAL LOOP 
PLAN is the appropriate plan for achieving one of 
the subgoals of the problem, namely: 'repeatedly 
reading in and summing data until a final stopping 
value is input .' This plan is appropriate because 
the problem states that the loop is terminated fol
lowing input of a specific value ( the 'sentinel con
trolled' part of the plan), and because a running 
total is the appropriate plan for achieving the goal 
of summing the numbers input. Also, we need to 
merge a COUNTER LOOP PLAN with this SENTINEL 
CONTROLLED LOOP RUNNING TOTAL LOOP PLAN 
in order to keep track of the number of numbers 
that are input. Etc. 

Just as the program description does not convey all 
there is to the mechanism, the goal/plan representation 
depicted in Figure 2 leaves off important pieces of informa
tion that would be included in a more complete explana
tion. For example, one might ask: how do you know that 
the merging of the COUNTER LOOP PLAN with the SEN
TINEL CONTROLLED RUNNING TOTAL LOOP PLAN will be 
correct? Or, why didn't you choose to read the numbers 
into an array, using a SENTINEL CONTROLLED ARRAY IN
PUT LOOPING PLAN and then process the data? Answers 
to these questions 'hang off' of the various concepts in the 
goal/ plan representation. 



Problem: Write a progralJl that wlll repeatedly read In and sum data untll a final stopping value or 

ggggg Is Input. Output the average or the numbers read In. 

goal: RUNNING goal: SENTINEL 

sum LOOP stopping. RUNNING TOTAL; -total : = 0; 
PLAN condition LOOP PLAN writeln('pleas e input a number'); 

/

compute - ·- TOTAL---real1ze··--CONTROLLED count := O; 

read(new); 
goal: goal: . COUNTER goal: SENTINEL while · new <> 99999 do 

/

·:~:~:;: .\ ~::~~te -- ~~~: ;~~i~!;~-n-- ~~E;: bog~~;:ln ~ • ;~::t: ,;::~ • number•) ; 
goal: goal: DIVISION read (new); 
wr1 te compute --PLAN-.· · end; 
program division ~ - if count> O 

goal: PRINT 
output ------- --PLAN 
average 

r----then 
goal: GUARD---,1"--- begin 
protect--PLAN - ---c('i------average : = total/count; 
divide- by wr1teln('average is ·. average); 
zero end 

1----else 
._---- wr1teln('no valid inputs; 

no average calculated'); 

Figure 2: An Example: Mechanism and Explanation 



It is our claim, then, that leverage on the transfer issue 
can come from viewing learning to program as really learn
ing to perform two generic tasks: construct an explanation 
and construct a mechanism. These two tasks are generic 
in the sense that people must perform them all the time 
in their everyday lives. That is, the need to explain why 
something works or the need to develop a set of procedures 
for accomplishing a goal is not limited to computer pro
gramming; the ability to carry out such tasks is constantly 
and naturally being demanded by the very fact that peo
ple interact with other people and with artifacts created 
by people. The goal, then, in our revised view of what the 
programming curriculum should be, is to teach the skills 
needed to construct mechanisms and explanations. (Sec
tion 3.2 identifies some of these skills.) Moreover, instruc
tion in programming must make explicit the fact that what 
is being taught are skills for constructing explanations and 
mechanisms; without this explicitness, students may not 
realize that they are learning skills for generic tasks. 

If constructing explanations and mechanisms is so ubiq
uitous, why should they be taught in the context of pro
gramming? Why can't they be taught in many other con
texts equally as effectively? In fact, we think that the skills 
to enable people to carry out these tasks are taught in most 
all other disciplines; however, it is our reasoned belief that 
in contrast to such domains as physics or geometry, pro: 
gramming provides an exceedingly effective environment in 
which to teach people such skills. For example, in teaching 
physics, one is certainly exposed to mechanisms. However, 
in physics the notion of teleological explanation is not one 
that is favored: why is it the case that when one puts 
equal weights on each side of a balance beam equidistant 
from the fulcrum, that the balance beam remains horizon
tal? Or, why does the balance beam remain horizontal, 
when, on one side of the balance beam, one puts twice as 
much weight half as far away as the weight on the other 
side of the beam? There are no goals to appeal to here. In 
contrast, there are certainly explanations in a domain such 
as geometry: one needs to explain why angle-side-angle, 
a standard plan in geometry, works in a particular case. 
However, domains such as geometry are so technical, so 
specialized, that transfer of the skills needed to construct 
such explanations is difficult; quite reasonably, it is hard to 
see the relationship between angle-side-angle and deposit
more-money-in-the-checking-account, a plan is that is used 
to solve all sorts of problems in the everyday world. 

In contrast, then, to domains such as physics and ge
ometry, programming allows one to be explicit about ex
planations and mechanisms, and to teach those concepts in 
the context of everyday problems. That is, non-technical, 
non-science oriented classes are taught using a variety of 
problems, e.g., balancing and reconciling bank statements, 
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projecting a course plan and potential grades. These sorts 
of problems are precisely the kind that students face all the 
time. Thus, one would expect that transfer out of program
ming would be facilitated, since students would be learning 
the skills of explanation and mechanism construction in fa
miliar contexts. 

There is, in fact, some intriguing empirical evidence 
that supports our claim that programming does teach stu
dents the skills necessary for constructing explanations. 
Howe, et al. [4] report a study in which a class of junior 
high school math students was split in half, with only one 
group receiving training in LOGO. On post-tests, Howe 
et al. found no differences in performance: both groups 
scored about the same with respect to correctness. How
ever, teachers of the students noted that those students 
who had the LOGO training were much more able to ex
plain their confusions in math than were the students with
out exposure to LOGO programming. While this intrigu
ing observation must be replicated and quantified, it is still 
suggestive of the point we are trying to make: the benefit of 
programming lies in teaching the students to carry out two 
generic tasks - constructing explanations and mechanisms. 

3.2 Skills Needed to Construct Explanations and 
Mechanisms 

In this section we will attempt to identify three key skills 
that are involved in learning to effectively construct mecha
nisms and explanations: the use of (1) step-wise refinement, 
{2) plan composition methods, and {3) rules of program
ming discourse. 

3.2.1 Step-Wise Refinement Essentially all text
books on programming attempt to each students how to 
carry out step-wise refinement {top-down design). Step
wise refinement is a planning technique that is intended to 
provide an orderly method for thinking about a problem.b 
Typically the student is told that he/ she should: 

Break a problem down into subproblems. 

He/ she is then shown how the author carries out this 
prescription on a set of examples. Students typically can 
follow the text's argument quite well: they can understand 
the transition between each step. However, when asked 
to create a step-wise refinement for a new problem, by and 
large students are at a loss as to where to even begin. When 
they try to carry out a step-wise refinement for themselves 
- and thus when they must confront the question of how 
to do a step-wise refinement - troublesome issues such as 
the follow ing arise: (1) why was the problem broken down 
into those n levels; why not m levels? (2) and why were 
those particular routines used; why not some other rou
tines? Texts typically don't answer those questions. Ef
fectively, the students are left to induce the strategies for 

bJn fact, in our studies of professional program designers we have 
found that the experts do use step-wise refinement (11]). 



doing step-wise refinement on the basis of the textbook's 
examples.< 

In teaching step-wise refinement, we add one crucial 
heuristic that everyone intuitively knows, but seldom makes 
explicit: 

Break a problem down into subproblems, on the 
basis of problems that you have already solved and 
for which you have canned (or almost canned} solu
tions . 

In teaching step-wise refinement, the image we try to 
paint is as follows: 

Assume that you already possess a 'barrel of 
canned solutions.' Look up at the problem from 
that barrel of solutions, and try to see if some of 
those canned solutions can be used in the solution 
of the new problem. Break the new problem down 
so that you can use those canned solutions. 

In otherwords, one must already possess the primitives 
into which the problem will be decomposed in order to 
follow a step-wise refinement strategy. 

Canned solutions are what we have been calling pro
gramming plans - stereotypic methods for achieving goals. 
Thus, the objective of the step-wise refinement planning 
strategy is to identify in the given problem statement vari
ous goals for which one has already developed programming 

plans. What if one doesn't have the plans that are rele
vant to a problem? For example, what happens when stu
dents just start learning to program? The answer, frankly, 
is quite simple: one can't employ step-wise refinement as 
straightforwardly; one will do a substantial amount of floun
dering and searching, and one will tend to decompose a 
problem in appropriately. In fact, in our study with junior 
grade software designers this floundering behavior is pre
cisely what we observed ([l]) . If one doesn't have a barrel 
of canned solutions, then one can't apply a step-wise re
finement strategy. 

The process of generating a goal/ plan decomposition 
for a given problem via step-wise refinement produces an 
explanation for why the resultant mechanism is an effec
tive solution to the problem: the goal/ plan decomposi
tion relates goals that need accomplishing to techniques 
(plans) for achieving those goals. Moreover, as part of the 
goal/ plan decomposition, the reasons why one goal and/ or 
plan was chosen over another should also be made explicit; 
this too becomes part of the explanation. 

3.2.2 Plan Composition Methods Step-·wise re
finement describes the 'macro strategy' for developing a 

c Anderson has seen a similar problem when students are taught how 
to develop proofs in geometry: students can usually follow the teacher's 
proof as he/ she goes over it on the blackboard, but are stymied when 
faced with creating their own proofs while doing their homework (191). 
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goal/ plan decomposition for a given problem. However, we 
have also identified rules for how one should weave together 
the plans at the 'micro level.' For example, in solving the 
Averaging Problem given in Figure 2, using step-wise re
finement as we have defined it, one can see the need for an 
output goal, to print out the computed value, and a cal
culate goal, to produce the average. How should the plans 
which realize these two goals be 'glued together?' Since the 
CALCULATION PLAN is completely finished before the 
OUTPUT PLAN can be performed, one can simply abut 
the two plans - the plan for computing the average out
puts a value which is the input to the plan that prints out 
the value. 

More generally, we have identified 4 strategies for gluing 
together plans: 

• Abutment: Two plans are glued together back to 
front, in sequence, as illustrated in the above para
graph. 

• Nesting: In this strategy, one plan is completely sur
rounded by another plan. For example, in the Av
eraging Program given in Figure 2, we can see that 
the OUTPUT PLAN, the plan which realizes the goal 
of writing out the average, is nested within a SKIP 
GUARD PLAN, which realizes the goal of not permit
ting a divide by zero to occur in the average calcula
tion if no numbers are actually input. 

• Merging: In this strategy, two plans are interleaved. 
For example, in the Averaging Program given in Fig
ure 2, we can see that two looping plans are merged to 
create a looping plan that will keep both a running 
total and a counter update. In particular, a SEN· 
TINEL·CONTROLLED RUNNING-TOTAL LOOP PLAN 
must be interleaved with a SENTINEL-CONTROLLED 
COUNTER LOOP PLAN in order to achieve the goals 
of keeping track of the sum and keeping track of the 
number of numbers summed, respectively. 

• Tailoring: Sometimes a plan that one has already 
developed is not quite what is needed in a problem. 
One then needs to modify it so as to fit the partic
ular needs of the situation. Afterall, we do call it 
'software.' 

Plan merging is an exceedingly difficult activity to carry 
out effectively. In studying bugs that novice programmers 
make, we see that when novices try to merge plans they 
almost invariably do it incorrectly [15]. Such behavior is 
not really all that surprising: weaving together two or more 
plans requires great care and attention to details, and the 
ability to foresee all sorts of subtle interactions. Thus, from 
an instructional point of view, we need to alert students to 
the problems of producing programs in which plans are 
merged. 

In sum, then, by providing students with 4 strategies for 
gluing plans together, we are attempting to make explicit 
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Program Average 
VAR count : INTEGER; 

sum, average, number REAL; 
BEGIN 

sum := -99999; 
count := -1; 
REPEAT 

writeln('please input a number'); 
read (number) 
sum :=sum+ number; 
count :=count+ 1; 

UNTIL (number= 99999); 
average := sum/count; 
writeln('the average is: ',average); 

END. 

Figure 3: Violating A Rule of Programming Discourse 

a strategy for developing the explanation and mechanism 
components of a program at the micro-level. In particular, 
(1) the explanation is furthered when one is told how the 
subgoals are being stichted together in order to solve the 
overall goal, and (2) the mechanism is furthered when the 
plans become instantiated in terms of actual programming 
language constructs. 

3.2.3 Rules of Programming Discourse When 
plans are instantiated via actual code, there is still a great 
deal of flexibility left in as to how those plans should be re
alized: different language constructs can be used to realize 
the same plan and/ or the statements in a plan can have 
multiple orderings. For example, consider the program in 
Figure 3, which does calculate and output a correct aver
age. However, a teacher of programming would certainly 
not want to give the writer of this program full credit, since 
this program is written in a 'poor style:' initializing vari
ables to some strange value (i.e., a value other than O or 
1) is, generally speaking, not a good habit. A goal/ plan 
analysis of this program reveals the students underlying 
intentions in performing these strange initializations: 

In attempting to realize the goal of reading in, 
summing and counting, user input integers, the stu
dent has implemented the SENTINEL-CONTROLLED 

RUNNING-TOTAL LOOP PLAN with a repeat con
struct in Pascal. However, the repeat construct is 
not appropriate when implementing a loop in which 
the stopping value can be input on the first read; in 
such a case the processing loop must not be executed 
even once. In Pascal, the while construct is the 
most appropriate loop for a SENTINEL-CONTROLLED 

RUNNING-TOTAL LOOP PLAN. (See [13].) The 
result of using a repeat construct is to allow the 
sentinel value to be added inappropriately into the 
running-total (and also the counter is inappropri
ate ly updated). To compensate for this 'off by one 
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bug' the student has subtracted out the sentinel 
value (and the counter value) during the initializa
tion phase of the program! 

Surely, backing out a value to compensate for an off by 
one bug is not a good programming practice. 

Programming teachers, in marking down a student for 
writing a program such as the one depicted in Figure 3, 
often get the following response from students: 'But my 
program runs ... .' Moreover, oftentimes teachers are hard 
put to explicitly say why a piece of code is not in good 
style, and thus the student is often left in the dark as to 
why his program is marked down. Thus, besides teaching 
about step-wise refinement and plan composition methods, 
we also teach students to use rules of programming dis
course ([5]) , which are analogous to rules of conversational 
discourse. For exarriple, consider the following interchange: 

Mary: Hi, John. How are you? 
John: Oh, the sky is blue. 

In a normal context, John's response is inappropriate; 
following accepted rules of discourse, John should have said 
something like 

Fine, Mary, how are you? 

Analogously, there are rules of programming discourse 
that prescribe good programming practices. For example, 
the program in Figure 3 violated the following rule of pro
gramming discourse: 

Don't do 'double duty' with code, eapecially when 
the aecond function played by the code ia obacure. 

That is, the initialization of Sum and Count played two 
roles: 

• the variables were initialized to some starting value 
(which is typically O or 1), 

• and the starting values were chosen so as to compen-
sate for an inappropriately constructed loop 

Clearly, that second role was obscure! With the exception 
of such books as Ledgard et al. [7] and Kernighan and 
Plauger [6], programming textbooks typically do not ex
plicitly teach students about the rules of programming dis
course. Rather, students are left to pick them up from ob
serving examples of programs. However, as programming 
teachers know, students tend not to learn what counts as 
a program written in a good style. 

From the computer's perspective, a program that vio
lates the rules of discourse but computes the desired value 
is as good as a program that does not violate the rules 
of programming discourse. However, a human reader is 
greatly aided in understanding a program when that pro
gram is written obeying the rules of discourse.d In effect, 

dWe have found that rules of programming discourse play a crit
ical rule in aiding program comprehension: an expert programmer 
uses these rules of programming discourse, albeit implicitly, and as-



such a program enables the reader to reconstruct the ex
planation that the program writer developed in generating 
the mechanism. 

4 Concluding Remarks 

There are essentially 3 reasons why one might consider 
teaching children to program: 

• Point 1: As a job skill; students leaving a program
ming course would be better equipped to land a good 
paying position. 

• Point 2: As a tool to be used; students leaving a pro
gramming course may have acquired the skills neces
sary to use the computer as a tool in solving problems 
in other domains (e.g., data analysis). 

• Point 3: As an exemplar of skills that are used in 
other areas; learning to program is analogous to ac
quiring the Rosetta Stone: the student can now move 
between different problem domains and still be an ef
fective problem solver. 

If programming really only achieves Point 1, then its impor
tance to education has been blown way out of proportion: 
programming is a job skill on par with drafting or weld
ing and thus has no real place in an academic setting in 
which all students are required to take a core curriculum 
of which programming is a par; but rather, programming 
should be relegated to a technical curriculum where only 
interested students need come. Moreover, if programming 
only achieves Point 2, then maybe its inclusion in the core 
curriculum might be justifiable, but there still is substan
tial room to question the wisdom of requiring students to 
take programming. Of course, what has got everyone ex
cited is Point 3: people have this intuition that learning to 
programming is somehow an enlightening experience and 
provides a student with more than just a skill or the abil
ity to use a tool. Unfortunately, there are only glimmers 
of empirical evidence for Point 3. Moreover, as we have 
tried to argue in this paper, by and large programming is 
currently taught in such a manner as to provide little hope 
of of facilitating transfer. 

However, we have suggested that the programming cur
riculum be revised in order to more effectively facilitate 
transfer. In particular, our position is that programming 
can - and should - be viewed as teaching the generic 
tasks of constructing explanations and constructing mech
anisms. Moreover, rather than focusing on teaching pro
gramming per se, our goal is to introduce a new set of terms 

sumes that other programmers will also use these rules. Thus when 
a programmer is given a program that violates the rules of dis~ourse 
~e/she often finds such programs very difficult to comprehend. In fact,' 
m a recent study, we were able to reduce the performance of advanced 
programmers to that of novice programmers by asking the advanced 
programmers to deal with programs that violated various rules of dis
course [12/. 
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that can provide the student with a perspective on pro
gramming that is different from what is currently taught. 
For example, we have been advocating that terms such as 
explanation, mechanism, goal, plan, composition methods, 
abutment, etc. should be the subject of instruction in a 
programming course, along with the usual discussion of 
the syntax and semantics of a particular programming lan
guage. Viewed in this light, learning to program might 
provide students with skills that do transfer to other con
texts in which explanations and mechanisms are needed. 
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A bstract 

As part of an Incremental learning task, a learn ing 
system must replace lts current hypothesis when It ls 
found to be unacceptable. The Internal organization of 
the process whlch generates the new hypothesis Imparts a 
structure on candidate space, called "generative struc
ture". The Information indicating that the current 
hypothesis Is or Is not acceptable usually Indicates the 
acceptability or unacceptability of a large number of 
other candidates as well, and It Is Important for a learn
ing system to make effective and complete use of this 
Information. In the specific case of a priori Information 
characterizing unacceptable candidates, we demonstrate 
that generative structure Is a major determinant of the 
effectiveness with which an enumerative learning system 
Is able to use this Information. 

1. Introduction 

In an Incremental learning task (see Figures 1, 2 and 
3), the learning system produces a sequence of 
hypotheses: the system succeeds If this sequence con
verges, In some sense, to the "target concept" (i.e. the 
one which Is to be learned). In general there may be a 
set of target concepts, called the "target set". 

The Information supplied to the learning system by 
the external assessor Is crucial to Its success. Even when 
It Is couched In terms of the current hypothesis, this 
Information Is a partial characterization of the target 
set. As this Information accumulates an Increasingly 
accurate characterization of the target set emerges. 

Systems differ In how effectively they use the Infor
mation supplied by the performance assessor. This 
"effectiveness" Is a measure of net reduction In computa
tional effort, based on the computational effort required 
to make use of the Information and the computational 
effort saved by using this Information. A question which 
naturally arises Is, "What aspects of a system determine 
the effectiveness with which It can use this Information ?" 
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This paper ana lyzes the effect of one aspec t of a n 
enumerative system, Its generative st ructure, on the 
effectiveness with which the system can exploit "a priori 
exclusion Information", i.e . Information given to the sys
tem before it has produced Its first hypothesis, and which 
characterizes some of the candidates which are not In the 
target set. 

learning system 

performance element 

learning current 
element - hypothesis 

! 
Interpreter 

(fixed) 

I I 
I I 

I I * 
exhausted performance 

assessor 

Figure 1. Incremental learning task. As In [l], an 
Incremental learning system Is modelled as con
sisting of a learning element and a performance 
element. The performance element Is modelled as 
consisting of a hypothesis, supplied by the learn
Ing element, and a fixed Interpreter. A perfor
mance assessor, outside the learning system, In
teracts with the performance element, and sup
plies the learning element with Information com
paring the performance resulting from the current 
hypothesis to a target performance. The line la
belled "exhausted" Is used to signal that the 
learning element Is only able to produce candi
dates which are known to be unacceptable. 
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, I 
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learning system 

learning current 
element - hypothesis 

I 
' ' exhausted Interpreter 

(fixed) 

performance 
assessor 

Figure 2. Incremental learning system - boundaries 
redrawn. The Interpreter Is combined with the 
performance assessor. 

enumerative learning system 

current hypothesis 

-------------learning 
CANDIDATE; 

element 

I 

• 
Interpreter 

hypothesis acceptable and assessor 

enumerative learning system 

current hypothesis 

--------------learning CANDIDATE;+, 

element 
........... CANDIDATE; 

ri I 

t * 
exhausted Interpreter 

hypothesis unacceptable and assessor 

Figure 3. Enumerative learning system. (upper di
agram) The current hypothesis, CANDIDATE;, ls 
retained as long as the Information supplied by 
the assessor Indicates that It ls acceptable. 
(lower diagram) When the Information supplied 
by the assessor Indicates that CANDIDATE; Is 
unacceptable, an enumerative learning system 
generates CANDIDATEi+1• the next candidate In 
a predefined sequence, to replace CANDIDATE; 
as current hypothesis. 

2. Generative Structure 

A structure of a set S Is a collection or sets 
S"S2 , • • • ,Sk and an onto function F such that 
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F:S 1XS2X · · · xs,,-s 
The S; are not necessarily subsets of S. Each S; Is called 
an "Immediate constituent" of S (with respect to F), and 
each S; may Itself have a structure. F Is called a "com
position function". A structure of S Involving composi
tion function F Is called an "F-decomposltlon". 

The three composition functions which are con
sidered below are defined In terms of the standard binary 
operators set union (denoted u ), difference (denoted - ) 
and product (denoted X) (a). 

A "generator" for a set S Is a procedure which pro
duces a sequence of elements of S In which every element 
of S eventually occurs. For a given generator G of set 
S, structure <{S"S2 , • • · ,Sd;F> of S Is defined to be 
the generative structure of S If G proceeds by generating 
each of the S; and composing their elements as specified 
by F. G Is said to F -decompose S Into S" · · · ,Sk . 

A generator union-decomposes set S Into Immediate 
constituents S "S2 , • • • ,S1, If It proceeds by generating 
S 1 , then S 2 , and so on, and 

S = UNION(S" · · · ,S1,) 

The structure < {S1,S2, · • • ,Sd; UNION> Is the gen
erative structure of S associated with this generator. 
S" · · · ,Sk are called union-constituents of S (see Figure 
4). 

Product-decomposition and product-constituents are 
defined similarly (see Figure 5). Note that product
constituents are not generally subsets of the original set 
s. 

A generator difference-decomposes set S Into 
Immediate constituents S "S2 , • • • ,S1, If It proceeds by 
generating the elements of S I and eliminating those 
which are elements of any of S 2 , • • • ,Sk . This Is the clas
sic generate-and-test paradigm (see Figure 6), In which 
S I Is the set which Is generated lnt~rnally and 
S 2, · · · ,Sk are represented by the tests. 

(a) The product of two sets, PXQ, Is normally the set 
of ordered pairs <p, q > with p In P and q In Q. In this 
paper product Is used to mean several slightly different 
mappings: the precise meaning Is made clear from the 
examples which accompany the discussion. For Instance, 
the product of two sets of strings, UX V, ls the set of all 
uv (concatenated) with u In U and v In V, and not the 
set of all <u,v>. 



enumerative learning element 

constituent 
generator 

exhausted 

constituent 
generator 

candidate 

exhausted 

Figure 4. Union-decomposition generator with two 
sequential constituents. 

enumera tive learning element 

constituent 
generator 

segment 

next candidate 

constituent 
generator 

exhausted 

PRODUCT 

Figure 5. Product-decomposition generator with 
two constituents. 

ne 

enumerative learning element 

xt - - candl 
generator t ester 

date 

-
reject I 

,, 
exhausted 

Figure 6. Difference-decomposition generator. 
Generate and test. T he tester may contain 
several tests. 

3. Reconfigurable Generators 

Exclusion Information characterizes some candi
dates, possibly very many, which are not In the target 
set. It Is assumed that this characterization Is stated In 
t erms which can be easily computed for any given Indivi
dual candidate. That Is, It Is straightforward to deter
mine If a given candidate satisfies the characterization or 
not. 
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In an enumerative system for candidate set C, the 
problem of using a priori exclusion Informa tion charac
terizing a set E of candidates reduces to the problem of 
reconfiguring the system to generate the set C-E. The 
Idea of a reconfigurable generator arises elsewhere In the 
a rtifici al Intelligence literature. For Instance, the plan
generate-test paradigm on which DENDRAL [2] Is based 
explicitly requires generators which can be reconfigured. 

The most straightforward way to reconfigure the 
system to enumerate C-E Is to a dd the characterization 
of E as a test to be applied to the Individual candidates 
produced by the system. Any characterization can be 
Incorporat ed Into any enumerative syst em In this way. 
However, this Is the least effective way to use the charac
teri zation: the same number of candidates must be gen
erated, a nd the computational cost of testing each candi
date has been added. 

The most effective way to use a priori exclusion 
Information Is to reconfigure the system so that It does 
not generate any of the candidates which have been 
characterized. In some circumstances, this kind of 
reconfiguration can be done easily. For Instance, If the 
enumera tive system union-decomposes candidate space, 
a nd the exc lusion Information happens to Identify one of 
these union-constituents as containing no candidates In 
the target set, the enumerative syst em can simply skip 
over that union-constituent. In this way, the number of 
candidates produced Is maximally reduced with little or 
no overhead. 

Between these two extremes of effectiveness - testing 
Individua l candidates one by one after they have been 
fully generated, and preempting the generation of the 
entire set of characterized candidates - lies a range of 
Intermediate possibilities which vary a long two dimen
sions: how many separate applications of t he characteri
zation are required to eliminate a ll of the characterized 
candidates from the generation sequence, a nd how early 
In the generation process the characterization can be 
applied. 

The significance of generative structure Is that It 
determines which kinds of reconfiguration are feasible. It 
therefore determines a maximum possible "position" 
a long both dimensions of effectiveness. For Instance, If 
few of the characterized candidates occur In each struc
tural constit uent, then many separate applications of the 
characterization are needed. Also, a characterization 
cannot be applied until a point In the generation process 
at which suffic ient Information Is available to evaluate 
the terms In which the characterization Is defined: the 
t ime at which such Information becomes available Is 
dependent on the generative structure. 



4. Example of Alternative Generative Structures 

The Influence of generative structure on the 
effectiveness with which a priori exclusion Information 
can be used by an enumerative system may be demon
strated by comparing the reconflgurablllty of two genera
tors for the same candidate space, but which have 
different generative structures. Two such generators for 
the set of context-free grammars are described In [3]. 

4.1 A Generator of Context Free Grammars 

The flrst generator, GEN1 (originally called the 
"Inefficient enumerator"), union-decomposes the set of 
context free grammars Into a collection of "size classes" 
(originally called "complexity classes"). Each size class Is 
characterized by a triple <n,m,p> of non-negative 
Integers. As a union-constituent of the set of context 
free grammars, each size class Is Itself a set of context 
free grammars. A context free grammar Is In size class 
<n,m,p> If and only If It Involves exactly n nontermi
nals and contains exactly p productions whose longest 
production's right-hand side Is exactly m characters 
long. 

Each size class < n, m ,p > Is union-decomposed Into 
a collection of "shape classes" (originally called "struc
ture classes"). A shape class Is characterized by an n
tuple of non-negative Integers, <qpq2 , • • • ,qn> for 
which :E q; = p. Shape classes are the union-constituents 
of size classes and so they too are sets of context free 
grammars. For a fixed ordering of the nonterminals, 
NI'··· ,Nn, a grammar Is In shape class <qi'··· ,qn> 
If and only If for each i between 1 and n, It contains 
exactly q; productions whose left hand side Is N;, 

GEN1 product-decomposes each shape class. This Is 
best described In terms of the syntactic structure It 
Imposes on the grammars In the shape class. A grammar 
Is product-decomposed Into two Immediate constituents, 
a left hand side p-tuple and a right hand side p-tuple. 
The left hand side p-tuple Is an ordered set of cardinal
ity p containing the left hand sides of the productions In 
the grammar. The right hand side p-tuple Is an ordered 
set of cardinality p containing the right hand sides of the 
productions. The productions In the grammar can be 
constructed from these two p-tuples simply by pairing 
each element In the left hand side p-tuple with the 
corresponding element In the right hand side p-tuple. 
For Instance, GEN1 product-decomposes the following 
grammar, 

GRAMMAR 1: 

x-AIB 
A-bb I bbA 
B-bbb I bbbB 

Into the following Immediate constituents: 
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left hand side p-tuple: 
<X-.X-.A-.A-.B-.B-> 

right hand side p-tuple: 
<A, B, bb, bbA , bbb, bbbB > 

The left hand side p-tuples of two grammars In the 
same shape class are not necessarily the same: there may 
be many different left hand side p-tuples associated with 
grammars In the same shape class. For Instance, the 
grammar 

GRAMMAR 2: 

x-A IB 
B-bb I bbA 
A -bbb I bbbB 

Is In the same shape class as GRAMMAR I' but Its left 
hand side p-tuple, 

<X-.X-.B-.B-,A -.A-> 

Is different. 

Let Q = <q I' · · · ,qn > be a shape class. Deflne 
LPS to be the set of all the left hand side p-tuples of the 
grammars In Q. Similarly, deflne RPS to be the set of 
all the right hand side p-tuples of the grammars In Q. 
In GEN1 , Q Is product-decomposed Into LPS and RPS. 
As In any product-decomposition, GEN1 generates the 
contents of LPS and RPS Independently, and generates 
the grammars In Q by enumerating the product 
LPSXRPS. 

As produced by GEN1 , all the grammars In a given 
shape class, have the same left hand side p-tuple. That 
Is, In GEN .. LPS contains just one left hand side p
tuple. In the left hand side p-tuple GEN1 uses for shape 
class <q 1, • • • ,qn>• the flrst q1 entries are the nontermi
nal NI' the next q2 entries are N 2 , and so on. RPS con
tains all p-tuples consisting of right hand sides which are 
permitted In the current size class. Two p-tuples consist
Ing of the same right hand sides In a different order are 
considered distinct. 

4.2 An Alternative Generator of Context Free 
Grammars 

The second generator described In [3], GEN2 (origi
nally called the "Improved enumerator"), Is similar to the 
first, In that both decompose the set of context free 
grammars Into size classes, and the size classes Into 
shape classes. In GENI' each grammar In a shape class 
Is product-decomposed Into two Immediate constituents: 
a left hand side p-tuple and a right hand side p-tuple. 
In GEN2, each grammar In a shape class Is product
decomposed Into n Immediate constituents. Each 
Immediate constituent consists of a distinct nonterminal 
N; and a set containing the q; right hand sides In the 
grammar which have N; as their left hand side. For 



Instance, GRAMMAR I Is product-decomposed by GEN
2 

Into three Immediate constituents: 

<X-+,{A,B}> 

< A -+, { bb, bbA } > 
< B -+, { bbb, bbbB } > 

Said another way, the generative structure for shape 
class Q =<<ii, · · · ,qn> Is 

Q=(N • .V.)X(N2.V2)X ... X(Nn.Vn) 

where Vi ls the collection of sets whlch contain q; right 
hand sides. Each V; Is generated In a manner not unlike 
the manner In which RPS was generated by GEN1• 

4.3 Comparison of the Alterntive Generative 
Structures 

One may wish to exclude from the complete set of 
context free grammars many different kinds of gram
mars. Characterizations of three different kinds of 
undesirable grammars are considered In this section. For 
each characterization, the minimum Information required 
to apply the characterization Is analyzed, and the availa
bility of this Information In the two generators Is com
pared. In general, the generative structure associated 
with GEN2 allows a much more effective use of a priori 
exclusion Information than the generative structure asso
ciated with GEN1• 

4.3.1 Excluding Grammars Containing Multiple 
Copies of a Production Rule 

Example: 

X-+aaaX 
X-+aaa 
X-+aaa 

contains two copies of a production rule. 

The number of copies of a production rule In a 
grammar Is defined In terms of the set of right hand sides 
associated with each left hand side In that grammar. 
Specifically, a grammar contains multiple copies of a 
production rule If any one of these sets contain two or 
more copies of the same right hand side. It Is not neces
sary to know with which particular left hand side these 
sets are associated. 

In the generator GEN2 a set of right hand sides Is 
associated with each left hand side of a production rule. 
At the time when a set of right hand sides Is generated, 
It Is easy for GEN2 to assure that the set contains no 
duplicate entries. This effectively guarantees that no 
grammar contains multiple copies of any production rule. 

By comparison, In GEN1 the Information necessary 
to recognize multiple copies of a production rule does not 
become available until the grammar Is fully formed. It 
can therefore do no better than to use this characteriza
tion In the least effective manner, as an explicit test 
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applied to each Individual grammar after It has been 
completely generated. 

4.3.2 Excluding Grammars Identical to 
Previously Generated Grammars Except 
for the Order of Production Rules 

Example: 

X-+aY 
Y-+aZ 
Z-+aXla 

Is Identical to 

X-+aY 
Y-+aZ 
Z-+a laX 

except for the order of production rules. 

One way to recognize that a particular set of pro
ductions has been generated previously In a different 
order Is to define a canonical order on production rules 
and reject any grammar whose production rules are not 
In canonical order (or, generate only grammars whose 
rules are In canonical order). 

One kind of canonical order for production rules Is 
based on a fixed ordering of the nonterminals and a fixed 
ordering of all possible right hand sides. In this kind of 
canonical order, the productions whose left hand side Is 
the first nonterminal occur first In the grammar, followed 
Immediately by the productions whose left hand side Is 
the second nonterminal, and so on. The order of produc
tions with the same left hand sides Is determined by the 
ordering of the possible right hand sides. 

If the canonical order Is of this kind, a generative 
structure In which the sets of right hand sides associated 
with each left hand side are constituents will enable 
grammars whose productions are not In canonical order 
to be effectively excluded. 

4.3.3 Excluding Disconnected Grammars 

A grammar Is "connected" If all of Its nonterminals 
are "reachable". A nonterminal Is "reachable" If It ls the 
Initial nonterminal, or It Is In the right hand side of a 
production whose left hand side Is a nonterminal which Is 
reachable. A grammar Is "disconnected" If It Is not con
nected, i.e. If one or more of Its nonterminals Is not 
reachable. 

The following grammar Is disconnected because Y Is 
unreachable. 

X-+aZ 
Y-+aZ 
Z-+aXla 

To determine If a grammar Is connected, It Is neces
sary to know for every nonterminal which nonterminals 
appear In the right hand sides of productions for which 



that nonterminal Is the left hand side. In both GEN2 

and GEN" this Information does not become available 
until the product composition which finally produces 
whole grammars Is In progress. In other words, the gen
erative structures associated with both generators pre
cludes large-scale exclusion of disconnected grammars. 

6. General DiecuMion 

Incremental learning systems are searching for a 
small target subspace or the large space of candidates. 
The Information supplied by the perrormance assessor 
must be used to narrow and focus this search. This 
Information Is stated In terms which more or less directly 
refer to particular subspaces of candidate space. The 
thesis explored In this paper Is that the effectiveness with 
which a learning system Is able to make use of Informa
tion Is largely determined by how succinctly the subspace 
characterized by the Information can be expressed In 
terms of the structure Imparted on candidate space by 
the Internal organization of the learning system. 

This paper deals with a special case of the general 
thesis, looking only at the use of a priori exclusion Infor
mation by enumerative systems. Enumerative systems 
are particularly Illuminating because of the straightfor
ward relation between the Internal organization of 
enumerative systems and the structure this organization 
Imparts on candidate space. 

The assumptions about the Information which are 
critical to the discussion In Section 2 are that It Is 
specific (i.e. Identifies a particular class of candidates) 
and definite (i.e. the candidates named are definitely not 
In the target set). The assumption that the lnformP..tlon 
Is a priori Information Is less of a restriction than It 
might at first seem. In hierarchical enumerative systems, 
the Information which flows from a higher level genera
tor to the generators Immediately below Is precisely 
a priori exclusion Information: "Generate all and only 
objects of this kind". For Instance, In the grammar gen
erators In Section 3 the Information characterizing a size 
class Is a priori exclusion Information for the shape class 
generator. 

A few other researchers have looked at special cases 
of this general thesis. Holland [4] and Bethke [5] analyze 
the use of dynamic, probabilistic merit Information by a 
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specific family of systems, "genetic a lgorithms", In terms 
of a hierarchical union-decomposition of candidate space. 
Lenat and Brown [6] discusses the use of a similar kind of 
Information by two specific systems, EURISKO and AM, 
and concludes that their success depends crucially on 
whether or not the structure Imparted on candidate 
space by their Internal representation language (and the 
syntactic operations the systems use) Is a "useful" one. 

These studies, like the study reported In this paper, 
conclude that the general thesis holds under certain con
ditions. Moreover, a concept similar to generative struc
ture has played a central role In each study. Generative 
structure, and closely related concepts, are proving to be 
useful conceptual tools for analyzing the strengths and 
weakness of different kinds of learning systems. 
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ABSTRACT 

Analogy is both a common reasoning and instruc
tional technique. TI1ere are several reasons why within 
an instructional or diagnostic system one would want to 
detect analogies; these are discussed herein. We present 
a particularly simple (the computational complexity is 
polynomial) but powerful algorithm for detecting analo
gies. We examine the effectiveness of this algorithm, 
which is based on subtree matching, as a means of 
detecting analogies within the context of instructional 
systems (such as ICAI systems). As an initial study in 
this regard, a particular framework for student model
ling -- the genetic graph -- and a variety of examples 
from the domain of elementary ballet are employed as 
test cases. The results are discussed herein along with 
suggestions for future research. 

1. Introduction 

Reasoning by analogy is a common method of learning. It 
appears to be a technique that humans find easy to employ, even 
when little data is available; in fact, it is a technique which is often 
employed when nothing else works. 

Many researchers both with.in the realm of Psychology and 
AI have investigated reasoning by analogy and techniques for 
detecting analogies. For a comprehensive survey of previous 
research, the reader should consult (Wellsch 1985). Within this 
paper, we restrict our attention to the use of analogy for instruc
tional purposes, in particular, to the detection of analogous learn
ing. 

Analogy is a common instructional technique, as it is a 
means of getting the student to grasp concepts in a new domain 
without providing complex, technical descriptions within the new or 
target domain. For example, recall the story of Sir Isaac Newton 
and the falling apple. It was the fall of an apple that he claimed 
lead him to the discovery of the law of universal gravitation. The 
analogy he uses compares the earth and moon with the earth and 
an apple. Another common analogy, used within the context of 
chemistry, is that "the hydrogen atom is like the solar system". 
Based on this analogy and the facts that a planet resolves around 
the sun, that the sun is more massive than a planet, and that the 
nucleus is more massive than an electron, one is to conclude that 
an electron resolves around the nucleus. ('Olis is one of the 
analogies used by Gentner in her structure-mapping approach to 
modelling analogies (Gentner 1982, 1983).) Analogies are 
employed by instructors within every domain; a common one when 
teaching the use of computer files is to refer to a computer file as 
one file witllin a filing cabinet (Halasz and Moran 1982) (This par-
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ticular analogy has also been used as an illustration how the over
generalization of an analogy can be harmful (Halasz and Moran 
1982).) 

Employing analogies also has the advantage of exploiting the 
student's previous knowledge, hence building on prior experience -
a sound pedagogical practice. Moreover, it is a technique that 
tends to produce fast results. An appropriate analogy provides suf
ficient insight into the new domain that one gets the desired 
'eureka' response. The use of analogy has also been shown to be a 
valuable tool in helping student's develop problem solving skills, in 
particular, in detecting and generalizing the appropriate method of 
solving particular problems (Reed, Ernst and Banerji 1974). Stu
dies have also shown that the use of analogies can be extremely 
helpful in the recall of learned material (Gick and Holyoak 1980, 
1983; Ross 1984; Schustack and Anderson 1979). For example, 
individuals often recall a particular analogy and then employ this 
information to recall the desired fact or concept witllin the target 
domain. 

Another advantage within the context of instruction is actu
ally its use within diagnosis. Analogies are rarely perfect. Usually 
it is appropriate to map over only part of the data from the base 
domain to the target domain. A student may, however, attempt to 
employ all of the information from the base domain and hence 
extend an analogy inappropriately or perhaps is even employing an 
analogy wllich is totally inappropriate. Being able to detect which 
analogy is being used is an aid in diagnosing the student's problem 
and why the problem even arose. A simple illustration of tllis is 
when a student is learning a second language. To understand why a 
particular error pattern in sentence structure, location of phrases or 
verbs, use of prepositions etc., a good heuristic is to examine the 
analogous construct witllin the student's native language. By 
detecting the analogy that the student is employing one gains 
insight into the student's errors. This insight can then be incor
porated into one's instruction with tllis student. 

In addition to being both a powerful instructional and diag
nostic technique, analogy is also a means of organizing instruc
tional material. For example, if the instructor recognizes that cer
tain concepts are analogous, these analogies can be exploited when 
teaching, not only by building upon the student's previous 
knowledge but by organizing the course material so that these 
analogies are apparent. However, it is also useful to know when 
(in a more general context) learning tasks or situations are analo
gous. For example, is the student being asked to apply the same 
technique but witllin a different domain? Or is some other aspect 
of the task sinlilar? Can the learning tasks or situations be con
sidered to be analogous? If so, then the student's previous 
successes or failures within the analogous situation can be and 
should be taken into account. 
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Goldstein (1982) felt that the use of analogy was of sufficient 
importance (even within the context of the simple game of 
WUMPUS) that he incorporated it as one of the types of informa
tion to be stored within his framework for student models -- the 
genetic graph. In fact, it is this framework that we employ here for 
the purpose of testing our algorithm within the context of instruc
tional systems. 

2. Student Models 

Although several different approaches to modelling students 
have been proposed during the past decade, none is ideal. Usually, 
within a diagnostic or tutoring situation, there is a variety of infor
mation which one wants to represent with regard to the student's 
mastery of the domain: 

(1) Knowledge (facts, concepts, procedural skills or whatever) 
that the student has mastered. 

(2) Knowledge we know he/she has not mastered. 

(3) Knowledge we believe to be mastered but for which we unfor
tunately do not have sufficient convincing evidence for, and 
most importantly. 

( 4) Any misconceptions, or procedural deviations. 

In addition to domain-related information, one might also want to 
include in the student model data regarding the student's develop
mental history, learning preference etc. The type of information 
which one choses to represent depends both upon the individual stu
dent (for example, one needs to represent more information for a 
learning disabled student than an "average" student) and the learn
ing situation (both the task and the domain should be taken into 
account). 

1bere are several student modelling techniques which have 
been included in ICAI or diagnostic systems; for example, see 
(Burton 1982; Brown and Burton 1978; Carr and Goldstein 1977; 
Goldstein 1982; Jones and Poole, 1985; Palies et al. 1985; Reiser, 
Anderson and Farrell 1985; Schuster 1985; Westcourt, Beard and 
Gould 1977). For the purposes of the discussion here, we have 
selected one representation scheme for a student model, the genetic 
graph which was originally proposed by Goldstein (1982) and 
extended by Wasson (1985). There were many reasons for select
ing this particular representation scheme including its flexibility, the 
fact that it is has been successfully employed in a variety of 
domains, and the fact that Goldstein's original design included the 
use of analogy links. Although we have initially restricted our
selves to testing our algorithm within one framework, the algorithm 
is not constrained to this one framework and could, in fact, be 
adapted for use within other student model representation schemes. 

The genetic graph is a directed graph in which the nodes 
represent knowledge (facts, subskills and deviations thereof), the 
links represent relationships between the nodes (such as generaliza
tiom, specializations, refinements, componellls, analogies, deviatiom, 
corrections, tests). Moreover, the genetic graph can be viewed as a 
multi-dimensional structure which is divided into various levels of 
difficulty. Tiiis is a simple means of indicating the relative 
difficulty of subskills or concepts. Another useful means of organ
izing the graph's nodes is that of islands. An island is a cluster of 
nodes and the connecting links. Such a cluster may represent a sin
gle skill or body of knowledge which constitutes a concept. In 
order to represent both prerequisite skills and an ordering of steps 
within a procedural skill, pre and post links can be employed. 

In other words, the genetic graph is a structure in which all 
desired information about the domain, deviations thereof, is stored. 
The student model is, in fact, an overlay on the genetic graph. 
One can view the genetic graph as a search space and the student 
model as a selection of appropriate pieces of the search space. The 
genetic graph approach has been successfully employed to model 
several diverse domains: the simple adventure game WUMPUS 
(Goldstein 1982), subtraction (Wasson 1985), elementary ballet 
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(Wasson 1985), division (Dundas and Stockdale 1985). For further 
explanation of the genetic graph approach to student modelling, 
detailed examples, and a discussion of generating and maintaining 
the genetic graph, the reader should consult (Wasson 1985). 

3. Representing the Genetic Graph 

We wished to base the testing of our algorithm within the 
context of student models on previously published genetic graphs, 
rather than develop further examples which we might subcons
ciously tailor for success. Wasson's genetic graphs for the domain 
of elementary ballet were selected, because more information was 
available for these examples than those of the other previously pub
lished domains. (It is also a more interesting and challenging 
domain than WUMPUS, subtraction or division.) Sample genetic 
graphs for introductory ballet are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. 
Each 'link' is labelled with a symbol which denotes its type: 

C components, 
G generalization 
S specialization 
A analogy 
D deviation 
Corr correction. 

Figure 1 represents six basic stances or positions in ballet, parti
tioned into separate arm and leg positions. The bras bas is an arm 
position only, while first to fifth positions are positions for the 
entire body (sec Figure 5). 

buic 

Figure 1 
A subset of an introductory ballet genetic graph (Wasson 1985) 

Figure 2 highlights a decomposition based on maturity and 
the sex of the ballet student, the hand and arm positions for a 
mature male. Notice that only first, second and fifth positions are 
presented; this is based on the teaching approach of (Lawson 
1973). The various symbols used in Figure 2 have the following 
definitions: 

curve 1 

fingers 1 

fingers 2 

hands 1101 211d position 

curve 2 

fingers 3 

fingers 4 

hand 2nd position 

shoulders 

chest 

handshake 

too stiff 

- follow the line of the shoulder, 

slightly downward 

- fingertips level with the breastbone 
- breadth of the forehead apart 
- downward according to line required 

- above the ears and by lifting the eyes 
eyes he can see the insides of his hands 

- fingertips over and just in front 

of crown of head 
- width of his forehead apart 

- facing directly downward 
- pulled outward and pressed downward 
- fully expanded with easy breathing 

- natural position 
- correct by softening 



Figure 2 
Another subset of an introductory 

ballet genetic graph (Wasson 1985) 

There are two distinct levels at which one can detect analo
gies within a genetic graph. The simplest level involves the indivi
dual nodes of the genetic graph. Detection of a strong analogy 
between two nodes in the genetic graph indicates that an analogy 
link should exist between these two nodes. TI1e second level of 
representation is significantly more difficult to process as it involves 
the structure of the genetic graph itself. The objective is to find 
analogous subgraphs contained within the genetic graph. 

It is first necessary to determine a computational representa
tion for the genetic graph. We employ a common graph represen
tation scheme, an adjacency-vector I linked-list stmcfllre. A vertex, 
which represents a node in the genetic graph, has a 'label', a 
pointer to the knowledge that it represents, and a pointer to a list of 
edges. An edge represents a link in the genetic graph. Each edge 
has a 'type' (analogy, refinement etc.), a pointer to an adjacent ver
tex (that the link is directed to), and a pointer to another edge 
structure (to form a linked-list of edges). The adjacency vector is a 
list that contains pointers to all of the vertices. There is only one 
physical structure created for each vertex , both the adjacency vector 
and any incoming edge have pointers to it. By indexing the adja
cency vector, vertices can be directly accessed. To access the adja
cent vertices of a vertex requires following the edge-linked-list for 
that vertex . 

Secondly, we must determine an appropriate representation 
scheme for the knowledge represented at each node of the genetic 
graph. As the genetic graph structure does not put any restrictions 
on the representation of the knowledge contained at individual 
nodes, one may select the form of representation (frame, relational 
logic, network, etc.) which is best suited to the application domain 
at hand. For our purposes here, we represent the information at 
each node of the genetic graph as a forest (a collection of trees). 
Tilis allows distinct, but related facts and/or procedures, to be 
represented at each node if desired . To illustrate this, consider the 
node wllich is to represent the location and characteristics of the 
arms when held in first position. In tllis case, the following facts 
arc represented by a single tree: 

First position, Arms -

• Both arms are forward of the body wall 
• Both arms are parallel to the floor 
• Both elbows are rounded moderately 
• Both wrists are bend in 
• The hands are separated by six inches 
• The palms are open toward the face 
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wllich has the syntactic representation: 

node (lst_position_arms) 

[ 1st Position - Arms ] 
{ 

arms 

direction(forward), parallel(floor), 
wrists (bent(in)), 

elbows (rounded(modcratcly)), 
hands 

separation(6inches), 
palms (parallel(facc)) 

4. The Analogy Algorithm 

The significant role analogy plays in learning and instruction 
makes it necessary to include analogy within a student model, as 
seen with the genetic graph. Constructing a genetic graph for any
tiling but exceedingly simple-minded domains will be tedious and 
error-prone, if done by hand, due to size and complexity. One step 
in automating the construction of a genetic graph would be by 
automated detection and inclusion of the analogy links. 

The problem of detecting and applying analogies is very hard 
and although a great deal of work has been directed at analogical 
reasoning, it remains an open problem (for a fuller discussion of 
analogy and analogical reasoning, see (Wellsch 1985)). In the con
text of tllis paper, the subproblem of detecting analogies is tackled 
using a simple, but powerful polynomial algorithm. 

TI1e algorithm presented here is based on tree matclling, 
which is an extension of the tree isomorpllism problem. There are 
several reasons for employing a tree-like representation scheme for 
both the base and target domains. First there is evidence from 
various psychological studies to support the employment of a 
hierarchical structure (Bourne, Dominowski and Loftus 1979; 
Dember and Warm 1979; Reed and Flagg 1977). Secondly, the 
computational complexity of the resulting algorithms is an impor
tant factor. The algorithms which we develop for analogical rea
soning arc polynomial, whereas the analogous algorithms for the 
more general graph-based representation scheme are exponential. 

When a tree is used to represent knowledge, the nodes of the 
tree correspond to objects and the relationships between the objects 
(i.e. the tree has labelled nodes). TI1e tree isomorphism problem 
requires that the structure and labels be identical between the two 
trees (with branch permutations) for them to be isomorphic; a strict 
form of equality. On the other hand, an exact match between the 
base and target of an analogy ( assuming one would call such a 
comparison an analogy) is of little value. To deviate from strict 
equality (to flexible equality) relies on some additional knowledge 
about the labels. Oearly, if our model of equality relies on labels 
being identical for equality and otherwise being not equal, then our 
model of analogy could not function. The background information 
regarding labels provides a means of judging the similarity of two 
labels (not just "equal" or "not equal") ; strict equality is inadequate 
in this situation. 

The area of judging similarity has received a reasonable 
amount of attention (Ortony 1979; Tversky 1977). Although the 
method used here does not attempt to acllieve the same level of 
sopllistication as today's similarity models, it has proved adequate. 
The relationships between the various tree labels of the domain 
trees are represented in a single hierarchy called a backgro11nd 
knowledge tree (BKT) (see Figure 3) . The similarity J1111ctio11 u given 
two labels, computes a value from the relative positions of the two 
labels within the BKT, i.e. a measure of distance. Greater "dis-



tance" implies lower similarity between the two labels. 1bis form of 
measure is certainly not ideal, but whatever metric is chosen, as 
long as it yields values such that a larger value signifies lower simi
larity, then the exact definition of 17 will not effect the matching 
algorithm. 

Figure 3 
General background knowledge hierarchy (BKT) 

Returning once again to the idea of tree matching, given the 
function 17, one can develop an algorithm of "flexible" matching for 
trees. 111erc arc a variety of ways of combining the values of indi
vidual node pairings ( obtained from 17) to judge the similarity of 
two trees. For example, the worst node-pair rating, the best node
pair rating, and the sum of all the node-pair ratings (cost) are three 
such measures; others certainly exist. In the research discussed 
here, the worst node-pair rating and the total "cost" arc used to 
judge tree similarity. Matching two trees 11 and t 2 yields the 
ordered pair <cost(t 1,ti),worst(t1,ti)>. Notice that the cost func
tion pairs the most appropriate (least costly) branches, and the 
overall cost is penalized for any remaining unmatched branches 
(the cost function presented here assumes, without loss of general
ity, that ltil ~ lr2 1). 

Consider now the subtree isomorphism problem: given two 
trees, t 1 and t 2, is one tree isomorphic to a subtree of the other? 
Note that a subtree s of a tree I can be the tree I itself (i.e. s =t) 
and that we are not considering the problem of matching all the 
~ubtrees of t 1 with all the subtrees of 12 (That would be grim 
mdeed!). Here we have a selection problem: which subtree of t 1 
best matches with t 2 as given by the <cost , worst > rating? The 
selection strategy used is one that picks the matching with the 
lowest worst node-pair rating (i.e minimize worst node-pair rating), 
and if there is more than one that has this minimum rating, then 
break such a tie by minimizing the cost rating among the minimum 
worst node-pair matchings (i.e pick the matching with the lowest 
cost rating). Subtree matching consists of selecting the "best" sub
tree pairing. 

Finally, at the level of the base and target representation, is 
forest matching. Both the base and target domains are represented 
by forests, i.e. sets of trees. It is at this level of representation that 
we refer to matching as that associated with analogy. Forest match
ing uses the same basic approach taken with subtree matching (i.e. 
the selection technique) but with a few twists. 1bings become a bit 
more complicated because the trees in a domain forest are signifi
cantly more independent than the nodes in a tree ( other than per
taining to the same domain, there isn't necessarily any more of a 
connection). lbis structure independence (and common-sense) 
implies that combining an unequal number of structures (trees) 
taken from one domain with another has no basis. The natural 
approach might be to simply eliminate each of the already paired 
trees ( obtained from "best" matching) from consideration and use 
only the remainder for later pairings (i.e. a process of elimination). 

Two obvious problems can occur using such a matching algo
rithm. 111e first is multiplicity, i.e. a one-to-many mapping of an 
object or relation to another. In terms of a tree representation, this 
manifests itself when a single leaf node is paired to a subtree com
posed of more than one node. The second problem is incon-
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sistency, i.e. a mapping that contains an object or relation that 
seems to map to more than one distinct object or relation ( or visa 
versa). 1bis is much like multiplicity, but simpler to deal with than 
multiplicity. The algorithm penalizes a matching that results in 
inconsistent mappings (in function O'). 111e algorithm (in Figure 4) 
recognizes with both these problems (although there are probably 
other approaches to dealing with multiplicity). 

cost(t 1,ti) a if roo1(1 1) - roo1(12) - nil then O 

else if roo1(11) = nil or roo1 (1 2) - nil or {/ea/(1 1) EB /ea/(1 2)) then 

LARGE-CONSfANTx (l1,l+l1,I) 

else u(rool (1 ,) ,root (1,)) + E MIN cost (child(i ,1 1),childU ,ti)) 
•<-(1,)) !(-(1,)) { } 

, .. 1 J.J 

•(-(1,)) 

+ LARGE-CoNsrANT x E lciuldU ,12) I endif. 
J~ (roo,(11))+1 

wors1(1,,1,)a ifroo1(1 1)= roo1(12) = nil lhenO 

else if 5(root (1 1)) ,,t, 5 (root (12)) then LARGE-CONSfANT 

•(-(1,)) { } 
else ~,~ u(roo1(11),roo1(1, )), worst(claild(i ,1 1) ,c/ai/d(i ,1 2)) endir. 

pair-min (<costi,worst1>,<cost 21 worst1>) a if (worst 1<worst2) or 

((worst,=worst,) and (cos1 1<cos12)) lhen <cos11,wors1 1> 
else <cost1,worst1> endil'. 

u (/i,/2) a ifi1icomis1e111(/1,/,) lhen LARGE-CONSfANT 

else ( ldepth(/ 1)- depth(t,) I + MAX( I depth (/ 1)-dep1/1 (p) I, 

I depth (I ,)-depth (p) I ))xMAX(priority (I 1) ,priority(/,)) endlf. 

where 
dept/1 (11) is the depth in the background knowledge hierarchy 
of node II and p is the common ancestor of / 1 and /2• 

tree-maJc/1 (1,,12) a <cost(t 1,t2),worst(t 1,t2)>. 

subtree-maich (t1,t2) = pair-mi11 { tree-matc/1 (1 112) } · 
1 rubtreeci.1 1 

forest-match (f 1 J 2) a pair-mi11 { subtree-match (t ,t1) I 11 E/ 2 } · 
if/ 1 elimina1e,1 !rorn/ 2 

Figure 4 
Matching algorithm 

1be algorithm described here was first thoroughly tested 
using problems from the domain of two-dimensional geometric 
shapes -- such geometric-analogies are often common problems on 
intelligence tests -- before being extended for use within the context 
of instructional systems. For a more thorough description of the 
algorithms, proofs of their complexity bounds, a discussion of the 

test examples and the results, see (Wellsch 1985). 

5. Testing 
Applying the algorithm to the problem of detecting analogies 

for the automated construction of genetic graphs is a major task. 
lbe testing that has been carried-out to date for this particular 
application has been limited to analogy detection within a subset of 
knowledge associated with introductory ballet instruction. We 
describe here one particular test case; for a discussion of other test 
cases see (Wellsch 1985) . 

There are six basic body stances or positions that are taught 
to introductory ballet students (see Figure 5). The bras bas is a 
basic arm position; the arm motion to first position consists of mov
ing the arms upward from bras bas. 

The algorithm was first applied to the overall physical characteris
tics shown in Figure 5, arm and leg positions are combined. Table 
lA and lB show the results. All of the possible pairings resulted in 



Bras Bas First Po&inon 

Figure 5 
Six basic body stances for ballet 

a worst-case of LARGE-CONSTANT so the cost values are the 
only way of differentiating between them. There are two points to 
be made about the numbers that appear in Table lA. First, they 
represent the accumulated ratings for each node pairing ( or indivi
dual node when no pairing was possible). Thus they are a function 
of the number of nodes used in the trees. 

The second point is the basis by which the numbers are com
puted. The constant LARGE-CONSTANT was assigned a value of 
100. The remaining values that compose the cost are the rated simi
larity for each node pairing. Conveniently enough, one can distin
guish between the node similarity ratings and the number of 
occurrences of LARGE-CONST ANT in the raw cost values in 
Table lA. For example, the matching between first position and 
second position has a raw cost of 703. This suggests that there were 
7 nodes that could not be matched, and those that did match had a 
total difference of 3. 

cost Bras 
values Bas 

Bras Bas 0 

!st pos. 200 

2nd pos. 903 

3rd pos. 1508 

4th pos. 1508 

5th pos. 400 

cost Bras 

values Bas 

Bras Bas 0 

!st pos. 4 

2nd pos. 18 

3rd pos. 24 

4th pos. 25 

5th pos. 9 

Table lA 
Overall cost values (raw) 

1st 2nd 3rd 

position position position 

200 903 1508 

0 703 2818 

703 0 2615 

2818 2615 0 

2517 2825 706 

1108 1110 2150 

Table 1B 
Overall cost values (average) 

1st 2nd 3rd 
position position position 

4 18 24 

0 11 36 

11 0 33 

36 33 0 

33 36 7 

18 18 29 

4th 5th 
position position 

1508 400 

2517 1108 

2825 1110 

706 2150 

0 2031 

2031 0 

4th 5th 

position position 

25 9 

33 18 

36 18 

7 29 

0 27 

27 0 

21 

Table 2 

/11teresting Pairings 
Position A veragc Cost Value Position 

Bras Bas 5 100 1st position arms 

Bras Bas 12 100 5th position arms 

1st position arms 18 100 2nd position arms 

1st position arms 18 100 5th position arms 

1st position legs 0 1 2nd position legs 

2nd position arms 17 100 5th position arms 

3rd position arms 11 100 4th position arms 

3rd position arms 43 2 5th position arms 

3rd position legs 0 1 4th position legs 

3rd position legs 3 100 5th position legs 

4th position arms 41 2 5th ·position arms 

4th position legs 3 100 5th position legs 

The values in Table lB represent the average computed by 
dividing the raw score (from Table lA) by the number of nodes 
involved. If the maximum value (that a node can be rated at) is 
one hundred, the average values in Table lB can range from zero 
to one hundred inclusive. Because this average is independent of 
the number of nodes involved, it can then be used to compare the 
different pairings. 

The results in Table l(A&B) are in keeping with intuition. 
Bras bas is quite similar to first posirion. The fact that bras bas is a 
position variation on the arm position of first position suggests that 
this a reasonable result. First position is similar to second position 
and to a lesser extent, fifth position; the arms in these three are 
symmetric. 1he leg position of fifth position accounts for the 
decrease in similarity with both first and second. Third position 
appears to correspond best with fourth position; they both share an 
asymmetry in the arm positions. Hence the results of the algo
rithm agree with an intuitive view of the six stances. 

A further refinement was tested that separates the arm and 
leg positions. Tables 3A, 3B and 4 contain the results of all possi
ble pairings. Again, the results are intuitively acceptable. Table 
3A and 3B contain the total cost values for the detailed matching. 
TI1e values have the same basis as those in Table lA and lB. The 
values in Table 4 are the worst-case values for the matching. The '•' 
entries represent a worst-case occurrence of LARGE-CONSTANT. 
Since one cannot assign a value worse than this, the cost value is 
the only way to distinguish between these cases. It is the matches 
that have a worst-case less than LARGE-CONSTANT for which 
this value has differentiating capability. (Note that an exact match 
has a worst-case value and cost of zero.) When the worst-case value 
is less than LARGE-CONSTANT, there is an isomorphic match
ing of the two tree structures and the node symbols differ by at 
worst, that value. 

Looking at Tables 3A, 3B and 4, there are twelve interesting 
matchings. They stand out from the other matchings, either 
because they have a low cost relative to the other matchings, or 
that they have a worst-case value that is quite small (i.e. 
< LARGE-CONSTANT). These matchings are summarized in 
Table 2. In this example, costs below 20 were considered interest
ing. Whether an absolute value (such as 20) exists for most or all 
cases or must be determined for each domain, is an open problem. 

Again brar bas matches well with both first and fifth posi
tions. First position - anm matches well with second and fifth posi
tion arms, but it is the first position - legs match with second posi
tion - legs that is interesting. Third position - legs and fourth posi
tion - legs matching also shares this strong similarity. The effect is 
due to the fact that each pair differs only in the separation of the 
feet. Otherwise, they are the same. 
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Both third positio11 - legs and fourth positio11 - legs share a 
similarity with fifth positio11 - legs. 1bis similarity is weaker than 
the two previously described leg matchings because they share the 
more general notion of one foot in front of the other. An interest
ing matching exists between third positio11 - arnlv and fifth positio11 -
arms, and fourth positio11 - arms and fifth positio11 - arms. The 
matching costs are both very high, yet their worst-case values are 
very low. 1bis would seem to be an odd situation but, in fact, does 
have a simple explanation. Consider Figure 5; both third and 
fourth position have one arm the same as in fifth position. 1bis 
leads to a strong matching. It is the lack of a match for the other 
arm in both third and fourth positions that results in such a high 
cost. 

6. Concluding Remarks 

Although the initial testing has been limited, the results have 
been encouraging. As illustrated by the test cases presented in the 
previous section, the results do correspond with one's intuition i.e. 
the analogies detected by the algorithm are easily explained. 1bis 
is also true of the numerous test cases we employed within the 
domain of two-dimensional geometric shapes; the results of which 
are discussed in (Wellsch 1985) . At this point the full power of the 
algorithm has not been investigated; the analogies we have investi
gated in the context of instructional systems are as yet restrictive in 
nature. As mentioned in the opening remarks, one would like to 
be able to detect analogous learning situations (including concepts, 
techniques, instructional methodologies, examples), so that this 
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knowledge can then be employed to improve the diagnostic and 
instructional capabilities of a system. We have not yet appl ied our 
algorithm to such extensive examples, but then again such exten
sive student models have not yet been developed for a11y domain. 

One of the potential advantages of an effective algorithm for 
detecting analogies is in facilitating the development of dynamic 
student models. Generating a student model (regardless of the 
chosen representation scheme) can be a slow and tedious task, par
ticularly if it includes the desired features mentioned in Section 2. 
Automating the creation of a student model ( or parts thereof) 
given some domain knowledge is a worthwhile goal. Moreover, 
one does not want a static student model; after all large chunks of 
it may be unnecessary for a particular student. Rather, student 
models should be dynamic. (1bis is especially true when working 
with a variety of student populations or special populations such as 
learning disabled students where one expects more inter-student 
variation). The development of dynamic student models is a major 
open research issue within the area of ICAI. Creating am! main
taining the genetic graph by an automated process is one important 
aspect of a dynamic student model which is then formed by an 
overlay on the genetic graph. One of the tasks necessary for such 
automation is the determination of the analogy li11ks within the 
genetic graph. 

During the course of this investigation, many interesting 
issues, both in regard to analogy detection and student modelling, 
have risen. For example, how much information should be 
represented at a genetic graph node? ICAI research has not yet 
addressed this question, either in the context of the genetic graph 
or any other student model. Because the algorithm is not solely 
based on a node-to-node matching, altering the amount of 
knowledge stored at a node should not effect the performance of 
the algorithm, but we have not verified this . 

With regard to more general issues concerning analogy test
ing, the handling of inco11sisre11cy and multiplicity warrant further 
investigation. Again our initial results within both the domains of 
two-dimensional geometric shapes and genetic graphs, are very 
encouraging; the current approach (although simple) appears to be 
very effective. Although a more sophisticated method of handling 
these issues may improve applicability, one does not want to 
increase the computational complexity of the algorithms (which is 
polynomial in the size of the trees). 
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Abstract 

This paper describes a general architecture of a domain independent 
system for building and maintaining long term models of individual 
users. The user modeling system is intended to provide a well 
defined set of services for an application system which is interacting 
with various users and has a need to build and maintain models of 
them. As the application system interacts with a user, it can acquire 
knowledge of him and pass that knowledge on to the user model 
maintenance system for incorporation. We describe a prototype 
general user modeling system (hereafter called GUMS1) which we 
have implemented in Prolog. This system satisfies some of the 
desirable characteristics we discuss. 

Introduction - The Need for User Modeling 

Systems which attempt to interact with people in an intelligent and 
cooperative manner need to know many things about the individuals 
with whom they are interacting. Such knowledge can be of several 
different varieties and can be represented and used in a number of 
different ways. Taken collectively, the information that a system has 
of its users is typically refered to as its user model. This is so even 
when it is distributed through out many components of the system. 

Examples that we have been involved with include systems which 
attempt to provide help and advice (4, 5, 15], tutorial systems (14], 
and natural language interfaces (16] . Each of these systems has a 
need to represent information about individual users. Most of the 
information is acqu ired incrementaly through direct observation 
and/or interaction. These systems also needed to infer additional 
facts about their users based on the directly acquired information. 
For example, the WIZARD help system (4, 15] had to represent 
which VMS operating system objects (e.g. commands, command 
qualifiers, concepts, etc) a user was familiar with and to infer which 
other objects he was likely to be familiar with. 

We are evolving the e design of a general user model maintenance 
system which would support the modeling needs of the projects 
mentioned above. The set of services which we envision the model 
maintenance system performing includes: 

• maintaining a data base of observed facts about the 
user. 

• infering additional true facts about the user based on the 
observed facts. 

• infering additional facts which are likely to be true based 
on default facts and default rules. 

• informing the application system when certain facts can 
be infered to be true or assumed true. 

• maintaining the consistency of the model by retract ing 
default information when it is not consistent with the 
observed facts. 
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providing a mechanism for building hierarchies of 
stereotypes which can form initial, partial user models. 

• recognizing when a set of observed facts about a user is 
no longer consistent with a given stereotype and 
suggesting alternative stereotypes which are consistent. 

This paper describes a general architecture for a domain 
independent system for building and maintaining long term models of 
individual users. The user modeling system is intended to provide a 
well defined set of services for an application system which is 
interacting with various users and has a need to build and maintain 
models of them. As the application system interacts with a user, it 
can acquire knowledge of him and pass that knowledge on to the 
user model maintenance system for incorporation. We describe a 
prototype general user modeling system (hereafter called GUMS1) 

which we have implemented in Prolog. This system satisfies some 
of the desirable characteristics we discuss. 

What is a User Model? 

The concept of encorporating user models into interactive systems 
has become common, but what has been meant by a user model 
has varied and is not always clear. In trying to specify what is being 
refered to as a user model, one has to answer a number of 
questions: who is being modeled; what aspects of the user are being 
modeled; how is the model to be initially acquired; how will it be 
maintained; and how will it be used. In this section we will attempt to 
characterize our own approach by answering these questions. 

Who is being modeled? 

The primary distinctions here are whether one is modeling individual 
users or a class of users and whether one is attempting to construct 
a short or long term model. We are interested in the aquisition and 
use of long term models of individual users. We want to represent 
the knowledge and beliefs of individuals and to do so in a way that 
resu lts in a persistent record which can grow and change as 
neccessary. 

It will be neccessary, of course.to represent generic facts which are 
true of large classes (even all) of users. In particular, such facts may 
include inference rules which relate a person's belief, knowledge or 
understanding of one thing to his belief, knowledge and 
understanding of others. For example in the context of a timeshared 
computer system we may want to include a rule like: 

If a user U believes that machine M is running, 
then U will believe that it is possible for him to log 
onto M. 

It is just this sort of rule which is required in order to support the 
kinds of cooperative interactions studied in (6] and [7], such as the 
following: 



User: Is UPENN-LINC up? 

System: Yes, but you can't log on now. 
Preventative maintenance is being 
done until 11:00am. 

What is to be modeled? 

Our current work is focused on building a general purpose, domain 
independent model maintenance system. Exactly what information 
is to be modeled is up to the application. For example, a natural 
language system may need to know what language terms a user is 
likely to be familiar with (16], a CAI system for second language 
learning may need to model a user's knowledge of grammatical rules 
(14], an inte lligent database query system may want to model which 

fields of a data base relation a user is interested in (10], and an 
expert system may need to model a user's domain goals (11). 

How is the model to be aquired and maintained? 

We are exploring a system in which an initial model of the user will 
be se lected from a set of stereotypical user models (13]. Selecting 
the most appropriate stereotype from the set can be accomplished 
by a number of techniques, from letting the user select one to 
surveying the user and having an expert system select one. Once 
an initial model has been selected, it will be updated and maintained 
as direct knowledge about the user is aquired from the interaction. 
Since the use of stereotypical user models is a kind of default 
reasoning (12], we will use truth maintenance techniques [9] for 
maintaining a consistent model. 

In particular, if we learn something which contradicts a fact in the our 
current model of the user than we need to update the model. 
Updating the model may lead to an inconsistency which must be 
squared away. If the model can be made consistent by changing any 
of the default facts in the model, then this should be done. If there is 
a choice of which defaults to alter, then a mechanism must be 
provided to do this (e.g. through further dialogue with the user). If 
there are no defaults which can be altered to make the model 
consistent then the stereotype must be abandoned and a new one 
sought. 

How is the model to be used? 

The model can be accessed in two primary ways: facts can be 
added, de leted or updated from the model and facts can be looked 
up or infered. A forward chaining component together with a truth 
maintenance system can be used to update the default assumptions 
and keep the model consistent. 

Architectures for User Modeling Systems 

Our goal is to provide a general user modeling utility organized along 
the lines shown in figures 1 and 2. The user modeling system 
provides a service to an application program which interacts directly 
with a user. This application program gathers information about the 
user through this interaction and choses to store some of this 
information in the user model. Thus, one service the user model 
provides is accepting (and storing!) new information about the user. 
This information may trigger an inferential process which could have 
a number of outcomes: 

• The user modeling system may detect an inconsistency 
and so inform the application. 

• The user model may infer a new fact about the user 
which triggers a demon causing some action (e.g. 
informing the application). 
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A: an Application 
GUMS: General User Modeling System 

GUMS(A): Modeling System for Application A 
GUMS(A,U): Model for User U in Application A 

Figure 1: A General Architecture for a User Modeling Utility 
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Figure 2: A User Modeling System for an Application 



• The user model may need to update some previously 
infered default information about the user 

Another kind of service the user model must provide is answering 
queries posed by the application. The application may need to look 
up or deduce certain information about its current user. 

We are currently experimenting with some of these ideas in a system 
called GUMS1. This system is implemented in prolog and used a 
simple default logic together with a backward chaining interpreter 
rather than a truth maintenance system and a forward chaining 
engine. The next section describes GUMS1 and its use of default 
logic. 

Default Logic and User Modeling 

A user model Is most useful In a situation where the application does 
not have complete information about the knowledge and beliefs of its 
users. This leaves us with the problem of how to model a user given 
we have only a limited amount of knowledge about him. Our 
approach involves using several forms of default reasoning 
techniques: stereotypes, explicit default rules, and failure as 
negation. 

We assume that the GUMS1 system will be used In an application 
which incrementaly gains new knowledge about its users throughout 
the interaction. But the mere ability to gain new knowledge about the 
user is not enough. We can not wait until we have full knowledge 
about a user to reason about him. Fortunately we can very often 
make generalizat ion about users or classes of users. We call a such 
a generalization a stereotype. A stereotype consists of a set of facts 
and rules that are believed to applied to a class of users. Thus a 
stereotype gives us a form of default reasoning. 

Stereotypes can be organized In hierarchies in which one stereotype 
subsumes another if it can be thought to be more general. A 
stereotype S1 Is said to be more general than a stereotype S2 If 
everything which Is true about S1 Is neccessarily true about S2. 
Looking at this from another vantage point, a stereotype Inherits all 
the facts and rules from every stereotype that it is subsumed by. For 
example, in the context of a programmer's apprentice application, we 
might have stereotypes corresponding to different classes of 
programmer, as Is suggested by the the hierarchy in figure 2. 

In general, we will want a stereotype to have any number of 
immediate ancestors, allowing us to compose a new stereotype out 
of several existing ones. In the context of a programmers 
apprentice, gor example, we may wish to describe a particular user 
as a SymbolicsWizard and a UnixNovice and a ScribeUser. Thus, 
the stereotype system shou ld form a general lattice. Our current 
system constrains the system to a tree. 

Within a stereotype we can have default information as well. For 
instance, we can be sure that a programmer will know what a file is, 
but we can only guess that a programmer will know what a file 
directory is. If we have categorized a given user under the 
programmer stereotype and discover1 that he is not familiar with the 
concept of a file then we can concludethat we had improperly chosen 
a stereotype and must choose a new one. But if we got the 
information that he did not know what a file directory was, this would 
not rule out the possibility of him being a programmer. Thus GUMS1 

1 perhaps through direct interaction with her 
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allows rules and facts within a stereotype to be either definitely true 
or true by default (i.e. in the absence of information to the contrary.) 

In GUMS1 we use the certalnl1 predicate to introduce a definite fact 
or rule and the defaultl1 predicate to indicate a default fact or ru le, 
as in: 

certaln(P). 

certaln(P If Q). 

default(P). 

default(P If Q). 

a definite fact: P is true. 

a definite rule : P is true if Q is 
definitely true and P Is assumed to be 
true If a is only assumed to be true. 

a default fact : P is assumed to be true 
unless it is known to be false . 

a default rule: Pis assumed to be true 
if a Is true or assumed to be true and 
there is no definite evidence to the 
contrary. 

As an example, consider a situation in which we need to model a 
persons familiarity with certain terms. This is a common situation in 
systems which need to produce text as explanations or in response 
to queries and In which there Is a wide variation in the users' 
familiarity with the domain. We might use the following rules 

(a) default(understandsTerm(ram)). 

(b) default(understandsTerm(rom) 
if understandsTerm(ram)). 

(c) certain(understandsTerm(pc) 
if understandsTerm(ibmpc)). 

(d) certain(~understandsTerm(cpu)). 
to represent these assertions, all of which are considered as 
pertaining to a particular user with respect to the stereotype 
containing the rules : 

(a) Assume the user understands the term ram unless we 
know otherwise. 

(b) Assume the user understands the term rom if we know 
or believe he understands the term ram unless we 
know otherwise. 

(c) This user understands the term pc if he understands 
the term ibmpc. 

(d) This user does understand the term cpu. 

GUMS1 also treats negation as failure in some cases as a default 
rule. In general, logic is interpreted using an open world assumption. 
That is, the fai lure to be able to prove a proposition is not taken as 
evidence that it is not true. Many logic programming languages, such 
a prolog, encourage the interpretation of unprovability as logical 
negation. Two approaches have been forwarded to justify the 



negation as failure rule. One approach is the closed world 
assumption [2]. In this case we assume that anything not inferable 
from the database is by necessity false. One problem with this 
assumption is that this is a metalevel assumption and we do not 
know what the equ ivalent object level assumptions are. A second 
approach originated by Clark is based upon the concept of a 
completed database [1]. A completed database is the database 
constructed by rewriting the set of clauses defining each pred icate to 
an if and only if definition that is called the completion of the 
predicate. The purpose of the completed definition is to indicate that 
the clauses that define a predicate define every possible instance of 
that predicate. 

Any approach to negation as failure requires that a negated goal be 
ground before execution, (actually a slightly less restrictive ru le cou ld 
allow a partially instantiated negated goal to run but would produce 
·the wrong answer if any variable was bound.) Thus we must have 
some way of insuring that every negated literal will be bound. In 
GUMS

1 
we have used a simple variable typing scheme to achieve 

this, as will be discussed later. 

We have used a variant of the completed database approach to 
show that a predicate within the scope of a negation is closed. A 
predicate is closed if and only if it is defined by an iff statement and 
every other predicate in the definition of this predicate is closed. We 
allow a metalevel statement completed(P) that is used to signify that 
by predicate P we rea lly intend the ill definition _associat~d _with 
P. This same technique was used by Kowalski [8] to 1nd1cate 
completion. By default we be lieve competed(P) where not indicated. 
So if Pis not explicitly closed not Pis decided by default. 

Thus in GUMS1 we have the ability to express that a default shou ld 
be taken from the lack of certain information (i.e . negation as failure) 
as well as from the presence of certain information (i.e. defau lt 
ru les). For example, we can have a default rule for the programmer 
stereotype that can conclude knowledge about linkers from 
knowledge about compilers, as in: 

default(knows(linkers) if knows(compilers)) 

We can also have a rule that will take the lack of knowledge about 
compilers as an indication that the user probably knows about 
interpreters, as in: 

certain(knows(interpreters) 
if~ knows(compilers)) 

This system also allows explicit negative facts and _defau lt facts. 
When negation is proved in reference to a negative fact then 
negation is not considered a default case. Si~ilarly ~egation as 
fai lure is not considered a default when the predicate being negated 
is closed. Such distinctions are possible because the GUMS1 
interpreter is based on a four value logic. 

The distinction between truth or falsity by default (i.e. assumption) 
and truth or falsity by logical implication is an important one to this 
system. The central predicate of the system is the two _argument 
predicate show which re lates a goal G expressed as a literal to a 
truth value. Thus show(Goal,Val) returns in the variable Val the 
current belief in the literal Goal. The variable Val can be instantiated 
to true, false, assume(true), or assume(false). The meanings of 
these values are as follows : 

true definitely true accord ing to the current 
database. 

assume(true) true by assumption (i.e . true by default) 

assume(false) false by assumption 
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false definite ly not true. 

These values represent truth values for a given user with respect to 
a given stereotype. If the stereotype is not appropriate, then even 
definte values may have to change. 

Having a four value logic allows us to distinguish conclusions made 
from purely logical information from those dependent on default 
information. Four value logic also allows a simple type of 
introspective reasoning that may be useful for modeling the beliefs of 
the user. We currently use a defau lt ru le to represent an uncertain 
belief about what the user knows or believes, but we could imagine a 
situation where we would like to model uncertainties that the user 
has in his beliefs or knowledge. One such predicate is an embeded 
show predicate. For example we might have a ru le that a user will 
use a operating system command that he believe might erase a file 
only if he is certain that he knows how to use that command. This 
might encode as: 

certain(okay to use(Command) if 
can-erase files(Command), 

show(kno;(Command),true)). 

Another predicate assumed(Pred) wi ll evaluate the truth of Pred and 
"strengthen" the resu lt. That is 

demo(assumed(P),V) :-
demo (P, V2), 
strengthen(V2,V). 

where the strengthen relation maps assumed values into definite 
values (e.g. assume(true) becomes true, assume(false) becomes 
false and true and false remain unchanged). The assumed 
predicate is used to express a certain belief from an uncertain 
knowledge or belief. For example we might want to express a ru le 
that a user will always want to use a screen editor if he believes one 
may be available. 

certain(willUse(screenEditor) if 
assumed(available(screenEditor))). 

The interpreter that GUMS1 is base on is a metalevel interpreter 
written in Prolog. The interpreter must generate and compare many 
possible answers to each subquery, because of the multiple value 
logic and the presence of explicit negative information. Strong 
answers to a query (i.e. true and false) are sought first, fo llowed by 
weak answers (i.e. assume(true) and assume(false)). Because 
strong answers have precedence over weak ones, it is not necessary 
to remove weak information that contradicts strong information. 

Another feature of th is system is that we can specify the h'.Q!!§. of 
arguments to predicates. This type Information can be used to allow 
the system to handle non-ground goals. In our system, a type 
provides a way to enumerate a complete set of possible values 
subsumed by that type. When the top- level show predicate is given 
a partially instantiated goal to solve, it uses the type information to 
generate a stream of consistent fu lly instantiated goals. These 
ground goals are tried sequentially. 

That goals must be fu lly intantiated fo llows from the fact that 
negation as failure is built into the evaluation algorithm. Complex 
terms will be instantiated to every pattern allowed by the datatype 
given the fu ll power of unificat ion. To specify the type information, 
one should specify argument types for a predicate, subtype 
information and type instance information. For example, the fo llowing 
says that the canProgram predicate ranges over instances of the 
type person and programmlnglanguage, that the type 
functionallanguage is a sub-type of programmlnglanguage and 



that the value scheme is an instance of the type 
functionallanguage: 

declare(canProgram(person, 
programmingLanguage)). 

subtype (programmingLanguage, 
functionalLanguage ) . 

inst(functionalLanguage,scheme) . 

Limitations of the Present System 

Our current system has several limitations. One problem is that it 
does not extract all of the available information from a new fact 
learned of the user. If we assert that a predicate is closed, we are 
saying that the set of (certain) rules for the predicate form a 
definition, i.e. a neccessary and sufficient description. In our current 
system, however, the information st ill only flows direction! For 
example, suppose that we would like to encode the rule that a user 
knows about 1/0 redirection if and only of they know about files and 
about pipes. Further, let's suppose that the default is that a person 
in this stereotype does not know about files or pipes. This can be 
expresses as: 

certain(knows(io_redirection) if 
knows (pipes ) , 
knows(files)) . 

default(-knows(pipes)). 

default(-knows(files)) 

closed(knows(io_redirection)). 

If we learn that a particular user does know about 110 redirection 
then it should follow that she neccessarily knows about both files and 
pipes. Adding the assertion 

certain(knows(io_redirection)) 

however, will make no additional changes in the data base. The 
values of knows(pipes) and knows(files) will not change! A sample 
run after this change might be : 

?- show(knows(io redirection),Val). 
Val= tr"iie 

?- show(knows(pipes),Val). 
Val = assume(false) 

?- show(knows(files),Val). 
Val= assume (false ). 

The reason for this problem is that the current interpreter was 
designed to be able to incorporate new information without actually 
using a full truth maintenance system. Before a fact F with truth 
value Vis to be added to the data base, GUMS1 checks to see if an 
inconsistent truth value V'can be deriv.ed for F. If one can be, then a 
new stereotype is sought in which the contradiction goes away. New 
knowledge that does not force an obvious inconsistency within the 
database is added as is. Neither redundant information or existing 
default information effect the correctness of the interpreter. Subtler 
inconsistencies are possible, of course. 

Another limitation of the current system its inefficiency. The use of 
default rules requires us to continue to search for solutions for a goal 
until a strong one is found or all solutions have been checked. These 
two limitations may be addressable by redesigning the system to be 
based on a forward chaining truth maintenance system. The 
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question is whether the relative efficiency of forward chaining will 
offset the relative inefficiency of truth maintenance. The use of an 
assumption based truth maintenance system [3) is another 
alternative that we will investigate. 

The GUMS1 Command Language 

Our current experimental implementation provides the following 
commands to the application. 

show(Query,Val) succeeds with Val as the strongest truth value for 
the gaol Query. A Query is a partially or fully instantiated positive or 
negative literal. Val is return and is the value the current belief state. 
If Query is partially instantiated then it will return more answers upon 
backtracking if possible. In general one answer will be provided for 
every legal ground substitution that agrees with current type 
declarations. 

add(Fact,Status) sets belief in Fact to true. If Fact or any legal 
instance of it contradicts the current belief state then the user model 
adopts successively higher stereotypes in the hierarchy until one is 
found in which all of the added facts are consistent. If no stereotype 
is successful then no stereotype is used, all answers will be based 
entirely on added facts. Fact must be partially or fully instantiated 
and can be either a positive or negative literal. Status must be 
uninstantiated and will be bound to a message describing the result 
of the addition (e.g. one of several error messages, ok, the name of 
a new stereotype, etc.). 

create_user(UserName,Stereotype,File,Status) stores the current 
user if necessary and creates a new user who then is the current 
user. UserName is instantiated to the desired name. Stereotype is 
the logical name of the stereotype that the system should assume to 
hold. File is the name of the file that information pertaining to the 
user will be stored. Status is instantiated by the system and returns 
error messages. A user must be created in order for the system to be 
able to answer queries. 

store_current(Status) stores the current users information and 
clears the workspace for a new user. Status is instantiated by the 
system on an error. 

restore_user(User,Status) restores a previous user after saving the 
current user if necessary. User is the name of the user. Status is 
instantiated by the system to pass error messages. 

done stores the system state of the user modeling system, saving 
the current user if necessary. This command should be the last 
command issued and needs to be issued at the end of every 
session. 

Conclusions 

Many interactive systems have a strong need to maintain models of 
individual users. We have presented a simple architecture for a 
general user modeling utility which is based on the ideas of a default 
logic. This approach provides a simple system which can maintain a 
database of known information about users as well as use rules and 
facts which are associated with a stereotype which is believed to be 
appropriate for this user. The stereotype can contain definite facts 
and define rules of inference as well as default information and rules. 
The rules can be used to derive new information, both definite and 
assumed, from the currently believed information about the user. 



We believe that this kind of system will prove useful to a wide range 
of applications. We have implemented an initial version in Prolog 
and are planning to use it to support the modeling needs of several 
projects. We are also exploring a more powerful approach to user 
modeling based on the notion of a truth maintenance system. 
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Appendix - The Demo Predicate 

This appendix defines the demo predicate which implements the 
heart of the GUMS1 interpreter. The relation 

show (Goal ,Val ue ) 

holds if the truth va lue of proposition Goal can be shown to be Value 
for a particular ground instance of Goal. The show predicate first 
makes sure that Goa/ is a ground instance via a call to the bindVars 
predicate and then invokes the meta-evaluator demo. The relation 

demo(Goal,Va lue ,Le v e l) 

requires that Goal be a fully instantiated term and Level be an 
integer that represents the level of recurs ion within the demo 
predicate. The re lation holds if the "strongest" truth value for Goal is 
Value. 

: - op (950,fy,'- ') . 
:- op (11 50 , xfy,'if' ). 

show (P,V) :- bindVa r s (P ) , demo (P ,V,0) . 

% tru t h values 
demo (P, P , _ ) :- tru t h Val u e (P ), ! . 

% ref l ect i on ... 
demo (demo (P , Vl) ,V,D ) :-

! , 
nonvar (Vl) , 
demo (P , Vl,D) -> V=tru e;V=fal se. 

% disj unction ... 
demo ((P ;Q), V, D) :- ! , 

demo (P, Vl, D), 
demo (Q,V2,D), 
upperbou nd (Vl,V2,V) . 

% con j unction . . . 
demo ((P , Q) ,V,D) :- !, 

demo (P ,Vl,D), 
demo (Q,V2 , D), 
l owerb o und (Vl,V2 , V) . 

% negation ... 
demo (-P , V, D) :- ! , 

demo (P, Vl, D), 
negate (Vl , V, P ) . 

% assumpt i o n .. . 
demo (assumed (P ) ,V ,D) ! , 

d e mo (P , Vl, D), 
st r e ngth en (Vl, V) . 

% call demol with deepe r dep t h a n d t h e n c u t . 
demo (P , V,Depth ) :-

Deeper is Depth+l , 
demo l(P , V,Deeper ) , 
retractall (temp ( ,Deeper )) , 
! • -

% definite facts ... 
demo l (P , tru e, ) : - certain (P ) . 
demo l(P , false~_ ) :- certa i n (-P ) . 

% f i nd a definite r ul e that yie l ds TRUE or FALSE . 
demo l(P , V,D ) :-

forsome (certain (P if Q) , (demo (Q, V, D) , demo Note (V, D))). 

demol (P , V, D) :-
forsome (certai n (-P if Q), 

(demo (Q,Vl,D), 
n egate (Vl, V,P ) , 
demoNo t e (V, D))) . 

% stop if the best so far was ASSUME (TRUE ) . 
demol (P, assume (true ) , D) : -

retract (temp (assume (true ) ,D )) . 

% default positive facts. 
demo (P , assume (tru e ) , ) :- default (P) . 

% try default r ules ' til one gives a pos i tive value. 
demol (P , assume (true ), D) : -

forsome (defau l t (P if Q) , (demo (Q, V, D), positive (V))) . 

% default negative facts. 
demo (P,assume (fa l se ), _ ) :- default (-P ) . 

% default n egative rules. 
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demol(P,assume(false),D ) : -
forsome(default(-P if Q) , (demo (Q,V, D) ,positive (V))) . 

% if Pis closed, then its false. 
demol(P,false, _ ) : - closed(P),!. 

% the default answer. 
demol (P,assume(false), ) . 

% demoNote(X,D ) succeeds if Xis TRUE or FALSE, 
% otherwise it fails after updating temp(A, ) 
% to be the strongest value known so far. -

demoNote(V, ) : - known(V). 
demoNote (V,U) : -

~ot (temp(_,D )) , 

~;sert(temp (V,D ) ), 
fail. 

demoNote (assume(true ) ,D ) :
retract (temp ( , D)) , 
!, -
assert(temp (assume (true ) ,D )) , 
fail. 

% Relations on Truth Values 

positive (X) : - X -- true; X assume (true ) . 

known(X ) : - X -- true; X -- false. 

higher (true, ) . 
higher(assume(true) ,assume(false) ) . 
higher(_ ,false). 

upperbound(X,Y,Z ) higher (X,Y) - > z- x z - Y. 

lowerbound(X,Y,Z ) :- higher (X,Y ) -> Z- Y z-x. 

strengthen (assume (X) ,X) . 
strengthen (true,true ) . 
strengthen (false,false ) . 

% negation is relative to a predicate. 
negate (true,false , ) . 
negate (assume(trueT , assume (false ) , ) . 
negate (assume (false ), assume (true ) , - ) . 
negate(false , true,P ) : - closed (P) .
negate(false,assume (true) , P ) : - not (closed (P)) . 

truthValue(true ) . 
truthValue (false ) . 
truthValue (assume (X)) 

% The Type System 

truthValue (X) . 

% isSubtype (Tl,T2) iff type Tl has an 
% ancestor type T2 . 
isSubtype (Tl,T2 ) :- subtype (Tl , T2 ) . 
isSubtype (Tl , T2 ) :-

subtype (Tl, T) , 
isSubtype (T,T2 ) . 

% true if instance I is descendant from type T. 
is!nstance (I,T) :- inst (I,T ) . 
is!nstance (I,T) :-

isSubtype (Tl, T) , 
is!nstance (I , Tl ) . 

% true if 
isType (T) 
isType (T) 
isType (T) 

Tis a type. 
inst ( ,T ) . 
subtype (T, ) . 

: - subtype (_ , T ) . 

% Grounding Terms 

% bindVars (P) ensures that all variables 
% in Pare bound or it fails. 
bindVars (P) : - var (P ) , ! , fail , 
bindVars (P) :- atomic (P ) , ! . 
bindVars (P) : -

schema(P,PS) , 
P - . . [ IArgs ] , 
PS - .. T ITypes ] , 
bindArgsTArgs,Types ) . 

bindArgs ( [] , [ l) , 
bindArgs ([Arg lArgs], [Type lTypes] ) 

bindArg (Arg,Type ) , 
bindArgs (Args,Types ) . 

bindArg (Arg,Type ) :-
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var (Arg ) , 
isinstance (Arg,Type ) . 

bindArg (Arg, _ ) :- bindVar s(Arg). 

t scheme(P,S) is true if Sis the schema fo r P, e g 
% schema(give(john,X,Y),give(person,person,thing)). 

% find a declared schema. 
schema (P, S) : -

functor(P,F,N), 
functor (S,F,N) , 
declare (S), 
! . 

% use the default schema F (thing,thing, ... ) . 
schema (P, S) : -

functor (P,F,N ) , 
functor (S,F,N ) , 
f~r (I , l,N,arg (I,S,thing)) , 
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Abstract 

A tableau-based theorem prover, HARP (Heuristics
Augmented Refutation Procedure), is presented which is able 
to solve the original first-order version of Schubert's 
Steamroller Problem in a time frame comparable to solutions 
using a many-sorted version of the problem. HARP accepts 
the entire language of first-order logic (i.e. it does not require 
conversion of input expressions to any canonical form ) and it 
uses instantiation instead of unification. HARP's control 
structure is based on Smullyan's method of analytic tableaux, 
augmented with explicitly represented and thus easily 
modifiable heuristics . These heuristics enable HARP to 
construct its proofs in an efficient as well as human-like 
manner, making it very suitable for interactive theorem 
proving. 

1. Introduction 

This paper describes a complete theorem prover for 
first-order predicate logic that combines the semantic tableau 
technique due to [1], [7],and [14] with declaratively expressed 
heuristic strategies . The resulting proof procedure (HARP) is 
"natural" and easy to use for people (see Section 2) as well as 
computationally efficient (for example, as will be described in 
section 5, HARP is the only theorem prover known to the 
authors that is able to solve the unmodified, nonclausal 
version of Schubert's Steamroller Problem [18]). 

Since HARP is intended to be used both interactively and 
as an inference engine for AI applications, its construction is 
influenced by the overall design goals of a) naturalness, b) 
efficiency, c) usefulness in an AI environment, and d) partial 
specification of the control structure by heuristic rules. 

a) The goal of naturalness dictates the use of the full 
language of first order logic and a natural style of proof 
construction. Our algorithm seems to be unique in that it 
requires no conversion to any canonical form and accepts its 
input without any preprocessing. For example, Bibel's system 
[2] presupposes that negations are driven inward until they 
apply only to atoms. Even nonclausal resolution [10] which is 
claimed to be least restricted in truth-functional form, requires 
quantifier free formulae. 

A natural style of proof should deploy principles of 
inference commonly used by people. Therefore we have opted 
for normal quantifier instantiation rules instead of unification 
and for natural-deduction-like rules instead of resolution or 
connection graph methods which are favored in current 
approaches[9] , [2]. We feel that the method of analytic 
tableaux [14] provides an extremely natural and elegant 
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codification of logic. Even Robinson uses tableaux to 
introduce the idea of resolution [1 2]. Many introductory logic 
texts also rely on tableaux as a didactic medium (eg. [8]). The 
natural flavor of the tableau calculus is due to the fact that its 
rules are syntactic reformulations of semantic evaluation rules 
[15] . It also allows for an extremely lucid semantic adequacy 
proof [15], [6].Furthermore, the tableau calculus can be easily 
extended to modal and other nonclassical logics [6]. 

b) The addition of an indexing scheme and heuristics to 
the basic control structure of analytic tableaux [14] results in a 
hig.h~y eff~cient proof procedure. HARP's empirical 
efficiency is demonstrated by the solution of accepted 
benchmark problems, in particular Schubert's Steamroller[18] 
(see Section 5). 

c) Since HARP is intended to work in an AI environment, 
it has to cope with situations in which there are many 
irrelevant premises and requests to prove nontheorems. An 
indexing scheme allows HARP to select relevant premises and 
heuristics are used to recover quickly from many attempts to 
prove nontheorems. To date little work has been done on the 
use of heuristics to detect nontheorems. A brief discussion of 
this issue will be given in section 4. 

d) Because of the experimental nature of the use of 
heuristics in theorem proving, a control structure modifiable 
by a set of explicitly represented heuristics is preferable to a 
rigid architecture where the heuristics are hardwired into the 
control structure. Moreover we feel this modifiable control 
struc~ure is crucial to our current investigation of strategy -
leammg theorem provers (eg. [4]). However this issue will 
not be discussed in this paper. 

2. Background 

HARP implements a version of the semantic idea that 
proving a formula amounts to an unsuccessful attempt to 
construct a falsifying model for it. This approach to proving 
by model construction was first studied, although not in the 
context of automated theorem proving, by [l], [7],and [1 4]. 
The method provides a comprehensive test for consistency 
and, hence, for inconsistency, logical truth and logical 
entailment. 

To prove that <I> is logically true, -,<I> is assumed to be 
semantically consistent or satisfiable. Similarly,to prove that 
<1> 1, ... ,<l>n imply <I>, the set {<l>l' .. . ,<l>n ,-,<I>} is assumed to 
be satisfiable. From the satisfiability assumption smaller and 
smaller (weak) subformulas are derived. In either case, if the 
assumption of consistency is substantiated, a counter-example 
to the claim that <I> is logically true or that <1>1 , ... ,<l>n. imply <I> 
can be directly retrieved from the constructeo model. 
However, if the assumption of consistency is untenable, then 
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the method will ascertain this in a finite number of steps. In 
other words, the method is complete. 

It is convenient to represent models by binary trees. The 
set of sentences {<1> 1, ... ,<l\,--,<l>} to be tested for consistency 
comprises the root of the tree. The set is consistent if there is 
at least one truth-value assignment to all the atomic 
subformulae of <l> l!."' ,<l> 

0
,--,<l> on which the latter are 

simultaneously true. The consequences of the assumption that 
{<l>i, .. ,,<1>

0
,--,<l>} is consistent are then developed 

systematically, i.e. in a manner that ensures that no 
opportunity for generating contradictions is overlooked. 

The tree is extended by inserting on its branches the 
results of applying decomposition rules (see below) to 
sentences previously entered. This process continues until 
atomic subformulas of <1> 1, ... ,<1>

0
,--,<l> or negations of such 

are reached. The repeated application of decomposition rules 
to a root node labelled with a consistent set generates a tree 
with at least one consistent branch, i.e. a branch that does not 
contain both some atomic sentence and its negation. 
Conversely, if every branch of the tree is inconsistent, the 
original set is inconsistent as well. 

The decomposition rules are similar to natural deduction 
elimination rules. When such a rule is applied to any 
compound sentence that is not a universal quantification the 
compound is checked off to prevent further rule applications 
to it and its subformula or subformulae are attached to the end 
of each open, i.e. consistent branch which passes through the 
compound. As soon as a contradiction turns up on a lll:.an@, 
the latter is said to be~ and marked with a "*". 

A ~ is said to be ~ if all its branches are closed, 
and is said to be Qllim otherwise. A .b.raru;,h is said to be 
complete if it contains either no unchecked compounds or the 
universal quantifications on it have already been instantiated 
with respect to all individual parameters appearing anywhere 
on the branch. A tree is said to be complete if all its branches 
are complete. 

Any complete, open branch provides an interpretation 
under which the sentences at the root are simultaneously 
satisfied. Such an interpretation may be useful for certain 
question-answering tasks. Different complete, open branches 
may provide different interpretations. The interpretation 
determined by a branch results from assigning the truth-value 
T to the unnegated atomic sentences on the branch and F to 
the negated ones . 

HARP also enters dependency information as part of the 
tree construction process in order to record for each node all 
the nodes on which that node depends. This dependency 
information is used for internal system functions (eg. proof 
condensation, and graphic display of the proof tree). These 
dependencies are also used in applications (not described in 
this paper) that involve nonmonotonic forms of reasoning. 

In the tree calculus all sentences are classified as either 
elementary, i.e. atoms or negations of atoms, or as of type a, 
13, y or 8. Sentences of type a, the conjunctive type, are those 
truth-functionally complex sentences from whose truth one 
can uniquely infer the truth values of their immediate 
subsentences. Sentences of type 13, the disjunctive type, are all 
the other truth-functionally complex sentences. Sentences of 
type y, the universal type, are those quantificationally complex 
sentences from whose truth one can uniquely infer the truth 
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values of their instantiations. Sentences of type 8, the 
existential type, are all the other quantificationally complex 
sentences. 

The semantic rationale for this classification lies in the fact 
- used in the completeness and correctness proofs - that for 
each truth value assignment a the following holds: 

a satisfies a ¢:::> a satisfies a 1 and a satisfies cx.i; 
a satisfies 13 ¢:::> a satisfies 131 or a satisfies 132; 
a satisfies y ¢:::> a satisfies y[ 't] for each parameter 1:; 
a satisfies 8 ¢:::> a satisfies 8(1:] for some parameter 1:. 

In the following,the usual predicate-logical definitions of 
terms and well-formed formulas are assumed. A "I" in a rule 
indicates a branch in a tree. We shall use "V" and "3" for the 
universal and existential quantifiers,respectively. 

The rules are to be understood as follows: from a formula 
of the structure shown above the line, derive a formula (or 
formulas) of the structure shown below the line. 

Type a: 

--,--, <l> ~ --,( <l> V \J') --,(<l> ~ ~) 
<l> <l> --,<l> <l> 

\JI -,\JI -,\JI 

Type f3: 

~ ~ --, ( <l> /\ \J') (<l> ¢:::> \J') --,( <l> ¢:::> \J') 
<I> I \J' --,<1> I \J' -,<I> I --, \J' <I> I -,<I> <l> I --,<l> 

\J' I --,\J' --,\J' I \JI 

Type y: 

~ --,3,m(,) 
<l>('t) --,q>( 't) with proviso (1). 

Type&: 

~ --,V,m(,) 
<l>('t) --,q>( 't) with proviso (2). 

Proviso (1): Let <l>(s) be any schema ands any variable 
which may or may not occur free in <l>(s) , Let <l>('t) be the result 
of replacing all free occurrences, if any' of s in <l>(s) by the 
term 't. The rule of universal instantiation permits the inference 
from Vs<l>(s) to <1>(1:), provided that no free occurrence of sin 
<l>(s) is within the scope of an occurrence of V1: or 31:. This 
restriction prevents illegal capturing of the instantiating 
variable by a quantifier .(For example, this restriction blocks 
the invalid inference from Vy(Hyz => 3z(Gz" Jyy)) to (Hzz 
=> 3z(Gz /\ Jzz)).) 

Proviso (2) : Let <l>(s) and q>('t) be as before.When an 
existential quantifier is dropped the instantiating term 't must 
be an individual parameter new to the entire branch. In the 
implementation, it is easier to use a constant foreign to the 
entire tree. 

In principle, a universal quantification is instantiated with 
respect to every individual term anywhere on its branch unless 
such an instance is already on the branch. In practice, HARP 
relies on its full indexing scheme and heuristics (see Sections 
3,4) to try first only those instantiations which are most likely 
to contribute to the early closing of a branch. Only if no 
individual parameter has appeared is a new one chosen for the 
instantiation . Unlike all other compounds, a universal 
quantification is not checked off and, thus, can be used 



repeatedly. 

3. The basic algorithm 

The tree calculus described above is implemented with 
modifications as the basic loop of HARP : 

Initialization 
Loop until proved .or nontheorem 

Select a node from the priority queue 
Decompose the node 

- prioritize the descendants using heuristics 
if a branch closure results 
then 

condense the proof 
if there are more branches 
1hen 

~ 
endif 

prepare for the next branch 

proved 

if current branch is complete, according to heuristics 
1hen 

non theorem 
endif 

Endloop 

In the preparatory stage each formula is internally 
represented as a node. All formulae are put into a completely 
parenthesized format by making the connective precedences 
explicit. This enables efficient, 0(1) time, node 
decomposition. All decomposable nodes are kept on a priority 
queue. The priority of a node is determined via heuristics (see 
section 4 for examples). These particular heuristics use the 
information provided by the indexing scheme. 

The indexing scheme is implemented by a connection 
graph-like mechanism. Links are kept between node pairs 
which consist of corresponding conjugate literals. Conjugate 
literal links are determined using a matching procedure which 
is a relaxed form of unification. Universally quantified 
variables match anything; constants match only the same 
constants; existentially quantified variables match only the 
same existentially quantified variables within the same scope. 
Any literals that are unifiable will also match using our 
procedure. However since we do not eliminate existential 
quantifiers, occasionally links will be made between 
nonunifiable literals. 

Each link is labelled with a weight referred to as the link 
strength. The link strength is currently calculated by a 
heuristic using the formula i 32/2nl where n is the combined 
sum of the P split level of each literal. The P split level of a 
subformula is the number of P node decompositions 
necessary to reach the subformula from the top level formula. 
Since in a dyadic tree branching increases exponentially with 
the height of the tree, we have decided to express the strength 
of a link as inversely exponentially related to the number of P 
node decompositions necessary to reach the closure point 
specified by that link. 

If one of the pair is a y node then the link will supply a 
candidate parameter for universal instantiation when our 
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matching procedure matches the universally quantified 
variable with this parameter. In contrast, [19] colors the link 
with the most general unifier. The same heuristic is used to 
calculate the link strength. 

eg. given nodes 'v'xFx, -,Fb, Fa, they node 
'v'xFx forms only one link to -,Fb. b is also 
specified as a candidate parameter along with the 
link strength 32. No link to Fa is built because 
instantiation with a would not lead to closure. 

The current heuristic which determines the priority of a 
node simply sums up the link weights of all the links 
associated with a node. 

Decomposition of a node is performed by the rules in 
section 2. In the special case when an universal formula is 
decomposed, our universal instantiation procedure is called to 
produce a constant which is literally substituted (i.e. using the 
Lisp Subst function) for occurrences of the universally 
quantified variable. Since the formulae are completely 
parenthesized, no unnecessary memory allocation or formula 
duplication is performed. 

P node decompositions spawn a new branch of the tree. 
The ability to return to the state of computation at which the 
branch was created is made possible by recording the changes 
made since the most recent branch point. Upon return to this 
branch point, these changes are undone. Thus instead of 
saving the entire proof state, only the changes are noted. 

If literals are produced by a decomposition, then checking 
for a possible branch closure is done in 0(1) time. Since each 
literal is treated as a symbol, checking for a closure simply 
amounts to checking for the existence of the conjugate symbol 
of each of the produced literals. 

Each time a branch is closed, a proof condensation ( or 
redundancy elimination) procedure is applied. Unfortunately, 
due to lack of space we are unable to describe the procedure in 
this paper (see instead [ 11] where we describe this procedure 
and its special relationship with the heuristics). 

4. Heuristics 

HARP's basic control structure, with the exception of 
proof condensation, is a modification of Smullyan's [14] tree 
calculus and is thus amenable to a similar completeness proof. 
Although it can be proved that every inconsistent set has a 
closed tree it is clearly not the case that every tree for an 
inconsistent set closes. (For instance, a branch might grow 
forever simply because of the indefinite repeatability of 
universal instantiation. In order to close a tree for an 
inconsistent set, the algorithm closes a branch as soon as a 
contradiction appears on it.) 

However,the basic control structure will often build 
needlessly branching trees . Our heuristics are designed to 
prune trees without affecting HARP's completeness. (See the 
remarks below for some qualifications of this claim.) The 
heuristic rules prioritize tasks, i.e. tasks more likely to lead to 
early closure are attempted sooner while heuristically less 
likely closing tasks are only delayed rather than abandoned. 

We feel that a knowledge-based approach to heuristics , 
i.e. treating heuristics as explicitly represented, independently 
modifiable rules, has several advantages over hardwired 
heuristics. For example, it is easy to experiment with different 
control regimes and to study interactions among heuristics; it 
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is also straightforward to reformulate them for certain 
applications so as not to reorder but rather to abandon 
attempted s~eps, thereby giving up on the goal of 
completeness m the interests of greater efficiency. 

. <;)ur heuristics fa.ll into three groups: a) heuristics for 
efflc1e~t and human-like proof construction, b) heuristics for 
detecting nontheorems, i.e. for discovering as soon as 
possible when an open branch is complete and c) 
domain-specific heuristics. ' 

Below we shall describe a few sample heuristics from 
groups a) and b). (Yve do not describe the rules inc) because 
we have not yet fully investigated them; moreover no 
example mentioned in this paper uses them.) No rules in a) 
affect HARP's completeness property but some rules in b) do. 
The latter apply in situations in where a set is consistent but 
the algorithm could never establish that fact conclusively. As 
an example, suppose we try to prove the invalid formula 
v'x3yHxy => 3yv'xHxy. The proof takes the form of the 
following, potentially infinite branch: 

v'x3yHxy, -,3yv'xHxy, v'y3x-,Hxy, 3yHxy, Hxa, 
3x-,Hxa, -,Hba, 3yHby, Hbc, etc. Heuristics in b) keep 
track of this type of loop and declare the above branch 
compl~te after a few cycles. This approach will, of course, not 
work m all cases but - in view of Church's theorem - no 
theorem prover can detect all nontheorems. It should be noted 
that successful proofs of theorems do not rely on any 
heuristics in b), i.e. the latter are only used to detect some 
types of non theorems. 

Heuristics are expressed in terms of the information 
provided by the indexing scheme. However, in order to 
improve readability (and also because of space limitations) we 
shall present them in English. 

H1: Work on a compound until atoms are reached, 
Hl implements a depth-first strategy which is 
appropriate given the goal of closing all branches . 

H2: Favor nonbranchin~ ruJes that introduce a sma)) 
number of new nodes that have many correspondin~ 
conju~ate Jinks. 
Highly connected ex-type nodes where the connections 
emanate from a small set of literals within the node are 
preferred. H2 prevents needless tree expansion. 

H3: Prefer existential to universal instantiation. 
H~ reflects the fact that existential quantifiers, unlike 
universal ones, are dropped only once. H3 is overridden 
only when the available indexing information indicates 
that an universal instantiation would produce a 
contradiction immediately, as in the following example: 
Fa, v'x-,Fx, 3yGy. 

H4: Favor compounds derived from the ne~ation of the 
conclusion. 
H4 corresponds to the set-of-support strategy and aids in 
selecting relevant premises. 

HS: Avoid clearly useless work, 
HS comprises several work reducing rules like the 
following two: if a propositional variable occurs only 
once in the premises and not in the conclusion it is 
thrown away; if no '-,' occurs in the root set then no 
proof is attempted because at least one branch is sure to 
be open. 

H6: Choose carefully amon& branchin& compounds, 
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According to H6 a conditional is decomposed only if 
either its antecedent or the negation of its consequent ( or 
both) appear as atoms higher up on the same branch. 
Similar rules apply to the other p formulae . 
The following example illustrates how selective H6 is. 
Suppose we wish to prove b => c, given these premises: 

f => g, -,b => d, -,d => -,c, a => d, a => -,b, -,c => a. 

Then,because of H4 and H6, HARP will build the tree 
below: 

* * 

H7: Favor fresh universal quantifications. 
For e~ch universal quantifier a record is kept of .how 
often 1t has been used and with what instantiating terms. 
In the absence of countervailing heuristic information 
less frequently used quantifiers are preferred. H7 
refl~cts . the empirical observation that usually in AI 
applications each relevant premise makes a definite and 
unique contribution to a proof. 

H8: Minimize the introduction of new parameters, 
H8 suggests that universal instantiations be done only 
with respect to terms already on a branch unless there are 
none ):'et. M_or~over, for the terms on the branch, only 
those mstantiat1ons are made that are sanctioned by the 
other heuristics. 

H9: Identify complete open branches as quickly as 
possible, 
H9 is intended to determine quickly whether the root set 
of an. infinite tree is consistent. If an open branch 
conta~n~ n<? uncheck~d compounds except universal 
quantif1cahons and 1f every such quantification is 
instantiated with respect to all and only the terms above it 
on that branch then the branch may be declared complete. 
For example, given 3xFx, v'x-,Gx, Fa, -,Ga, it would 
be pointless to add further instantiations like -,Ob, -,Ge 
etc. 

HlO: Watch out for nonconver~in~ 'v'.3-patterns, 
HlO, like H9, attempts to identify nontheorems as 
quickly as possible. HlO consists of several rules from 
group b) that are invoked whenever a universal quantifier 
precedes an existential quantifier and universal 
instantiation is reapplied to new constants introduced by 
existential instantiation. The various rules of HlO 
recognize particular \1'3-patterns that we have empirically 
id~ntified as frequently indicating infinite branches that 
will never close. Whenever such a pattern is matched 
its branch is immediately declared complete. The basi~ 
nonclosing \1'3-pattern, of which all the other currently 
detected patterns are variants, is this: v'x3yFxy, 3yFay, 
Fab, 3yFby, Fbc, etc. At this point, HlO decides that it 
is pointless to continue the branch. 

It should be noted that the rules in Hl O do not, of 
course, declare a branch complete as soon as an 



V:3-pattern is found. Instead, when an V:3-pattern is 
found each rule of HlO begins to look in the current 
branch for a particular pattern of instantiations that is 
likely to continue indefinitely. If such a pattern occurs 
then the branch is declared complete, otherwise these 
rules have no effect on the proof. As an example, 
consider the proof of the theorem :3xVy (Fy =} Fx): 
-,:3xVy (Fy =} Fx), Vx:3y-, (Fy =} Fx) (at this point, 
the rules in HlO are activated), :3y-, (Fy =} Fx),-, (Fa 
=} Fx), Ea , -, Fx, :3y -, (Fy =} Fa), -, (Fb =} Fa), Fb, 
-, Fa (since the rules have not found a nonconverging 
pattern of instantiations, the branch closes without their 
interference). 

This concludes our brief description of some sample 
heuristics. 

5. Concluding Remarks 

We have presented in this paper an efficient, 
human-oriented theorem prover as a potential tool in AI 
environments. To facilitate experimenting with different sets 
of heuristics - an ongoing concern of ours -, we have pursued 
the design goal of separating the basic control structure from 
explicitly stated heuristics. 

Analytic tableaux have been used to provide a natural 
control structure. It appears that the theorem proving 
community has generally ignored tableaux because of their 
presumed inefficiency (for a few exceptions see [19], [13]). 
On the other hand, many logicians find tableaux to form the 
basis for an elegant and natural codification of logic (e.g 
[15]). 

To make HARP useful as an AI tool, it is designed to 
quickly detect nontheorems. Also, since dependency 
information is recorded explicitly in the proof tree, 
nonmonotonic applications are facilitated. 

HARP is currently implemented in approximately 3000 
lines of ZetaLisp on a Symbolics 3600. It has solved many of 
the traditional test problems for theorem provers. These 
problems include the monkey and banana problem [16], the 
plane geometry problem [9], problems from [3], and 
Schubert's Steamroller. 

Schubert's Steamroller is a challenge problem that had 
been unsolved for 6 years until recently in [18] . The quickest 
solution time of 7.11 secs [18] was achieved by using a 
many-sorted clausal version of the problem (a further 
refinement of this approach, a polymorphic many-sorted 
logic, is described in [5]). 

HARP is able to solve the original, nonclausal version of 
Schubert's Steamroller in 14 seconds on a Symbolics 3600. 
The resulting proof tree has 48 closure points and is built 
without any special purpose reasoning mechanisms and 
without any domain dependent knowledge. It should be noted 
that the techniques used in converting traditional resolution 
theorem provers to many-sorted logic are equally applicable to 
tableaux. For example, the instantiation mechanism could be 
restricted by using a sort hierarchy of the universe. It is 
interesting to note that HARP has a solution time comparable 
to solutions using these techniques . Furthermore HARP 
seems to be the only theorem prover able to solve the original, 
nonclausal version of the problem. 
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Solutions not using a many-sorted version of the problem 
have also been reported [18]. Without using special 
knowledge, Stickel's theorem prover has a reported solution 
time of 2 hours and 53 minutes [5] . The ITP system has a 
reported solution time of 660 seconds while using a limited 
many-sorted type logic[l8], [5]. 

Tableaux also appear amenable to parallel architectures. 
Closing each branch of the proof tree is an independent task. 
We are currently investigating parallel performance issues 
using software simulation. 
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Domain Circumscription Revisited 

Abstract 

David W. Etherington 1 

Department of Computer Science 
University of British Columbia 

Some time ago, McCarthy developed the domain cir
cumscription formalism for closed-world reasoning. Recently, 
attention has been directed towards other circumscriptive for
malisms. The best known of these, predicate and formula cir
cumscription, cannot produce domain-closure axioms; nor 
does it appear likely that the other forms can. Since these 
axioms are important in deductive database theory (and else
where), and since domain circumscription often can conjecture 
these axioms, we have reason to resurrect domain circumscrip
tion. Davis presents an intuitively appealing semantics for 
domain circumscription. However, under certain conditions 
McCarthy's syntactic realization of domain circumscription 
can induce inconsistencies in consistent theories with minimal 
models. We present a simple, easily-motivated modification 
which corrects this problem but retains the appealing seman
tics outlined by Davis. We also explore some of the repercus
sions of this semantics, including a limited completeness result. 

Domain Circumscription 

In database and commonsense reasoning, it is often neces
sary to assume that the only individuals whose existence is 
relevant to some task are those required to exist by what is 
known about the task. In such situations, the domain-closure 
assumption is made [9] . This is the assumption that the 
"world" contains only those individuals whose existence is 
required by the available information . Reiter [9] observes that 
this assumption is implicit in relational database theory, where 
it is entailed by the manner in which universal quantifiers are 
treated. Thus, for example, in the education database: 

Teacher(Smith) 

Teacher( Jones) 
Teacher(Plato) 

Student( Brown) 

Student(Black) 
Student( Aristotle) 

with an integrity constraint specifying that the sets of teachers 
and students are disjoint, even the simple query, "Who are all 
the teachers?" cannot be answered without implicitly assuming 
that the domain contains only the listed individuals. 

1 This research was supported in part by NSERC and I. W. Kil
lam predoctoral scholarships, and by NSERC grant 67-7642 to Ray
mond Reiter. 

2 This research was supported in part by The University of 
Western Ontario Dean's Research Grant. 
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In cases where there are only finitely many individuals, 
this assumption can be stated using domain-closure axioms. 
These are axioms of the form: 

'r/x. X = t1 V ... V X = t,. (1) 

where the t, are ground terms. Any model satisfying (1) will 
have at most n distinct individuals in its domain, those 
corresponding to the t,. Reiter [9], [10] shows that domain
closure axioms have an important role in logically formalizing 
the theory of relational databases. 

Domain-closure axioms are also important with respect to 
a variety of closed-world reasoning formalisms. Perlis and 
Minker [SJ, for example, show that the effects of predicate and 
formula circumscription [6], [7] can be more precisely charac
terized in conjunction with closed-domain theories. Similarly, 
Clark [lJ requires domain-closure axioms in the development of 
his predicate-completion approach. 

Given the importance of domain-closure axioms, the ques
tion arises: Why not explicitly add them to theories? Prob
ably the most important reason· is that the appropriate 
domain-closure axiom may not be obvious. The repercussions 
of choosing too strong or too weak an axiom (inconsistency or 
loss of useful conjectures, respectively) argues in favour of a 
more automatic approach. Furthermore, as the state of the 
world ( or the system's knowledge) changes to bring more enti
ties into consideration, the same mechanism could be used to 
generate new domain-closure axioms. In certain cases, domain 
circumscription provides such an automatic mechanism. 

A Revised Domain Circumscription Axiom Schema 

Domain circumscription [2], [51, [6] is intended to be a 
syntactic realization of the mode -theoretic domain-closure 
assumption. It provides a mechanism for conjecturing 
domain-closure axioms, eliminating the need to explicitly state 
them. To circumscribe the domain of a sentence, A, 
McCarthy proposes adding the schema: 

Axiom(<!>) A A~ :J 'r/x. <I>(x) (2) 

to A. Axiom(<!> ) is the conjunction of <l>a for each constant 
symbol a and V x1 .. . x,.. [<I>x1 fl .. . fl <l>x,.J :J <I> fx1 ... x,. for each n
ary function symbol f. A~ is the result of rewriting A, replac
ing each universal or existential quantifier, ''r/ x.' or '3x.', in A 
with ''r/x.<l>x :J 'or '3x.<l>x A ', respectively. 

This axiom schema represents the conjecture that the 
domain of discourse is no larger than it must be given the 
sentence A. For any predicate, <I>, if <I> is true for all individu
als whose existence is given by the constant terms, through 
function application, or by existential quantification, and if all 
individuals in <l>'s extension satisfy all of the universally 
quantified formulae, then <I> can be assumed to contain the 
entire domain. If the extension of some predicate meeting 
these requirements is known, it is conjectured to provide an 
upper-bound on the size of the domain. If the smallest such 
predicate is known, then the domain is (assumed to be) com
pletely known. 



The semantic intuition underlying domain circumscrip
tion is minimal entailment: only those models with minimal 
domains should be considered in determining the consequences 
of the given information. In this connection, a model, M, of a 
sentence is said to be a submode{ of another model, N, if M is 
the restriction of N to a subset of N's domain. A model is said 
to be minimal if it has no proper submodels. This notion of 
submode! corresponds roughly to the standard mathematical 
notion of 'substructure', a lthough it is slightly stronger. 

Davis [2] shows that every instance of (2) is true in all 
minimal models of the original sentence A. This result is 
correct for most theories. However, inconsistency results when 
circumscribing universal theories (theories whose prenex nor
mal forms contain no leading existential quantifiers) with no 
constant symbols. For example, consider the relational theory: 

A= { Vx. Px } . 

Because there are no constant or function symbols, Axiom(~) 
is empty, so the domain circumscription schema for A is: 

[Vx. ~x::) Px] ::) Vx . ~x . 

Substituting -,px for ~x gives: 

[Vx. Px]::) Vx. -,px, 

which is clearly inconsistent with A. 

The root of this problem is that, for such theories, ~ can 
be chosen to be universally false. Models of first-order theories 
must have at least one domain element, so the conjecture that 
everything is a ~ (and hence there is nothing) is inconsistent. 
Having isolated the problem, we have developed a simple, 
easily motivated solution. Since models must have non-empty 
domains, those ~'s which are identically false must be 
excluded. To achieve this, the conjunct 3x. ~xis added to the 
left-hand-side of the circumscription schema (2), giving: 

3x. ~x I\ Axiom(~) I\ A~::) Vx. ~(x) . (3) 

Davis' proof is easily corrected and ammended to apply to this 
revised schema. Schemas (2) and (3) are equivalent in all but 
the problematic cases outlined above. If A contains a constant 
~mbol, a, then <l>a occurs on the left of (2), and this entails 
:Ix. ~x. Similarly, if A has any leading existential quantifiers, 
then 3x. ~x already occurs in (2) . In those cases where 
3x. ~x is not entailed by the left-band-side of (2), (2) results 
in inconsistency . The revised schema may still take a con
sistent theory - with no minimal models - to an inconsistent 
circumscription (for an example, see [21), but so long as A has 
a minimal model, (3) preserves consistency. 

Some Properties of Domain Circumscription 

In this section we consider some properties of domain cir
cumscription. We examine their consequences with respect to 
using domain circumscription to formalize the domain-closure 
assumption. (Proofs of the results cited here can be found in 
[3].) For concreteness, we refer to the following example. 

Example 

Let T = {Pa,Pc,Qb,Qc}. T has the following minimal 
models. (We use the corresponding boldface letter for the 
interpretations of constant terms and I I for domains of 
models and extensions of predicates; a, fl, and I represent 
the equivalence classes {a, c}, {b, c}, and {a, b, c}, 
respectively .) 
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IM11 = {a, b, c} 
PIM, = {a, c} 
IQIM, = {b, c} 
l=IM, = {(a,a), (b,b), (c ,c)} 

I
M21 = {a, b} 
PIM, = {a} 
IQIM, = {b, a} 
l=IM, = {(a,a), (b,b), (c ,c), (a,c), (c,a)} 

I
Msl = {a, fl} 
PIM,= {a, /3} 
IQIM. = {/J} 
l=IM. = {(a,a), (b,b), (c,c), (b,c), (c,b)} 

IM4I = {,} 
PIM.={,} 
IQIM. = {,} 
l=IM, = {(a,a), (b,b), (c,c), (a,b), (b,a), 

(a,c), (c,a), (b,c), (c,b)} 

Several important features are evident m the above 
example. First, every model of T has one of M1 - M4 as a 
minimal submode!. This is not always true, but the class of 
theories for which it holds is important. It is for such theor.ies 
that domain circumscription correspond~ mo~t closely w1.th 
one's intuitions. It is clear that theories with only fimte 
models form such a class. It can be shown using a standard 
result from model-theory that universal theories also have this 
property . 

Second, because the domain circumscription schema is 
satisfied by every minimal model, domain circumscription does 
not produce any new ground term equalities or inequalities, at 
least for the class of theories discussed above. (The same limi
tation also applies to several other forms of circumscription.) 
The automatic generation of all possible ground-term inequali
ties to capture the unique-names assumption [9] remains a 
thorny issue in knowledge representation. 

Third, the ambiguity of the usual statement of the 
domain-closure assumption is revealed. Only M4 has the 
minimum number of individuals necessary to satisfy T (i.e., I), 
yet each of M1 - M4 has only individuals named (and hence 
required to exist) by T. Domain circumscription captures a 
weak sense of the domain-closure assumption which does not 
decide between these interpretations. Based on common appli
cations of the domain-closure assumption (typically in conjunc
tion with some form of unique-names assumption), this weak 
sense appears to be the preferred sense. 

While new ground equality statements are not generally 
forthcoming, the results of domain circumscription do interaqt 
with the equality theory in interesting ways. The circumscrip
tion of T in the example above entails 
a = b I\ b = c ::) 3xV y. x = !I; for examyle. The circumscrip
tion of T = i]x. Px, :Jx. Qx} entails 
3x. Px I\ Qx::) 3xV y. x = y. Such formulae seem to precisely 
capture the difference between the various minimal models of 
the original theory. 

In fact, a completeness result for domain circumscription 
can be obtained. This result guarantees that, for theories with 
only finite models (among others), the set of minimal models 
of the original theory constitutes exactly the set of models of 
the circumscribed theory. Such a precise characterization is 
very encouraging. 



Related Formalisms 

McCarthy [6] claims that domain circumscription is a 
special case of predicate circumscription, in that the domain 
circumscription schema for a theory, A, can be derived by 
predicate circumscription of a theory, A', which is a conserva
tive extension of A. In view of this, it might appear that 
interest in domain circumscription is pointless. Apart from 
the fact that domain circumscription is a more direct and 
somewhat simpler approach to domain-closure, and that the 
model-theory of domain circumscription perhaps better cap
tures our intuitions about the conjectures involved, there is 
another reason to reject this argument for abandonment. 
McCarthy's demonstration of this subsumption actually rests 
on a strengthened form of predicate circumscription which 
allows axioms of the original theory to be ignored during the 
circumscription process. This form of circumscription does not 
always preserve consistency, even for theories with minimal 
models. Ordinary predicate circumscription cannot, in general, 
yield the domain circumscription schema. In fact, this is 
fortunate, since the form of domain circumscription McCarthy 
was trying to emulate introduced inconsistencies into some 
theories with minimal models. 

Our revised form of domain circumscription, which 
preserves consistency for minimally modelable theories, is still 
not obtainable using predicate circumscription. Etherington, 
Mercer & Reiter [4] have shown that predicate circumscription 
is too weak to conjecture domain-closure axioms. Since 
domain circumscription can conjecture such axioms, it follows 
that it is not subsumed by its predicate cousin. 

McCarthy r1J has outlined a more powerful form of cir
cumscription, ca)led "formula circumscription", which is not 
subject to some of the limitations of predicate circumscription. 
Etherington [3] shows that this new approach also fails to sub
sume domain circumscription. It appears, therefore, that 
domain circumscription continues to fill a niche among the 
various mechanisms for closed-world reasoning. 

Conclusions 

We have pointed out a problem with the version of 
domain circumscription presented by McCarthy [5] , [6] . After 
isolating the problem, we outlined a straightforward correction 
which preserves the appealing semantic characterization 
presented by Davis [2j, Additionally, we have noted the ambi
guity of the domain-c osure assumption, as it is usually stated. 
We argue that the most common disambiguation agrees with 
the results obtained from domain circumscription. 

A number of the repercussions of the minimal-model 
semantics of domain circumscription were explored. Also, we 
claimed that domain circumscription is complete for certain 
classes of theories. Finally, we considered the relationship 
between domain and other forms of circumscription and 
argued that the connection is not so strong as to justify aban
doning domain circumscription. 
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Abstract -· In this paper we argue that a distinction should be 
made between the scoping of two classes of quantifiers: on the one 
hand definite and existential quantifiers, which readily escape from 
strong clausal traps known as "scope islands", and on the other 
hand distributive quantifiers. We first present evidence that the 
ability of definite and indefinite NPs to escape from scope islands 
cannot be accounted for simply by making a 
"referential/quantificational" distinction. The determination of 
the scope of these NPs is shown to be closely related to the 
possibility of regarding them as anaphorically connected. Plural 
definite and indefinite NPs are interpreted as collections with 
optional universal partitives . We also describe some preliminary 
work on the design of a scoping algorithm which we are developing 
as part of a general purpose natural language understanding 
system. The algorithm uses a variety of heuristics to compute 
the relative scoping of pairs of quantifiers (and other logical 
operators) and combines these to give a list of valid readings in 
order of preference. We describe some apparent advantages of 
the algorithm, including the possibilities it allows for the handling 
wide-scoping definite and indefinite NPs. 

1. Introduction 

Natural language quantifiers interact with each other and 
with other logical operators to give rise to a number of types of 
ambiguity. Such ambiguities are commonly represented in terms 
of the relative scopes of the operators . The problem of 
quantifier scoping is then (a) to choose a suitable means of 
representing scope ambiguities, and (b) to determine a set of 
constraints and heuristics which can be used to select preferred 
readings . 

A simple ambiguity involving two quantifiers is shown in 
(1), followed by the two standard interpretations in an informal 
first order predicate logic (FOPL) with restrictions on quantifiers. 
In this paper we will use "quantifier" to stand for 
"quantificational NP". 

(1) Everyone loves someone 
(2) (Yx:person (Ey:person [x loves y])) 
(3) (Ey:person (Yx:person [x loves y])) 1 

We should mention that these glosses are not entirely 
uncontroversial. Some would argue that ( 3) is logically 
redundant since it entails (2). and should therefore be accounted 
for by pragmatics [1]. while others would add a third reading 
obtained by interpreting someone as a "referential" term [2] . 

1 Note that we are using an infix sentential syntax in 
which the predicate follows its first argument. By contrast, 
functions will be represented in "LISP" prefix notation. 
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The interaction between two plural quantifiers introduces a 
further ambiguity which we will represent in an ad hoc way by 
extending the FOPL to contain indexed quantifiers E2x:P, E,x:P, 
.. . and operators two, three, .. . which operate on ordinary 
predicates to form predicates over "collections". (Actually, we 
take an indexed quantifier such as (E2x:P ... ) to be equivalent to 
(Eu: (two P) (Yx: r-y(y e u] .. . )) cf. section 2(c)). We then 
can distinguish three readings of ( 4). 

( 4) Five men painted two walls 
(5) (E,x:man (E2y:wall [x painted y])) 
(6) (E2y:wall (E,x:man [x painted y])) 
(7) (Eu : (five man) (Ev: (two wall) [u painted v])) 

The collective reading (7) indicates that the painting involves one 
set of men and one of walls, but does not stipulate the fine detail 
of the relation . Other readings have been described for sentences 
of this type, such as the "complete group" reading [1). in which 
each of the men independently painted each of the walls. 
However, we prefer a non -committal approach to scoping where 
possible and feel that such readings should be derived from (7) on 
the basis of meaning postulates (particularity about what it means 
to perform the relevant actions, or possess the relevant properties, 
collectively) and pragmatics. 

Quantifiers exhibit scope ambiguities relative to verb negation and 
coordinators. Example (8) may mean that there is a book that 
Sally hasn't read (9) or that she has read no books (10) . The 
two readings of ( 11) should be clear . 

(8) Sally hasn't read a book 
(9) (Ex :book -.[Sally has -read x]) 
(10) -.(Ex:book [Sally has -read x]) 

(11) Everyone likes Pam or Betty 
(12) (Yx:person [x likes Pam] v [x likes Betty]) 
(13) (Yx:person [x likes Pam]) v 

(Yx :person [x likes Betty]) 

The interaction of quantifiers with opaque operators is more 
controversial and arguments have been put forward that the 
standard scope treatment may not adequately capture the different 
types of ambiguities (3,4) . Nevertheless, it is natural to try to 
account for ambiguities involving opaque operators in terms of 
quantifier scope, since the number of readings typically correlates 
with the number of opaque contexts embedding a quantifier (3). 
Opacity is defined by the failure of the "Substitutivity of 
Identicals" . For example , the following argument may be 
invalid: 



I . I 

(14) John wants to meet the owner of the store 
( 15) Bill is the owner of the store 
(16) John wants to meet Bill 

The two standard readings of a sentence containing an indefinite 
inside an opaque context (17) are shown in (18) and (19) . 

(17) John wants to marry a blonde 
(18) [John wants (Ex: blonde [John marry x])) 
(19) (Ex: blonde [John wants [John marry x]J) 

In the second reading we say that John holds an attitude towards a 
particular individual whereas in the first he need only have a 
description "in mind". In this interpretation we follow [2 ,3). 
Widening the scope of the quantifier makes it "specific " relative to 

· the opaque context it scopes outside. 
More recently it has been claimed that a similar ambiguity 

holds for definites and indefinites in transparent contexts [2,5). 
For (17) the additional reading would correspond to the speaker 
having a particular blonde in mind. In this case a blonde is said 
to have a "referential" interpretation . However, attempting to 
account for the tacit attitudes of the speaker seems to us to go 
beyond the semantic analysis of an utterance as such , ie ., it goes 
beyond the analysis of its "face value" meaning. 

There are some further types of scope ambiguity which will not be 
treated here. Quantifiers may scope with adverbs as in (20) and 
(21 ) . 

(20) John quickly lit all the lamps 
(21) Someone always paddles by here on Sundays 

(20) may mean that John lit each lamp quickly or that the process 
of lighting all the lamps was fast. (21) may refer to different 
persons or to the same person each Sunday . The close parallels 
between quantifiers and frequency adverbs (some/sometimes, 
all/always, etc .) makes a unified account of both seem desirable. 
An attempt to implement such an approach is described in [6] . 

2. The Scoping of Definites and Indefinites 

In this section we will describe some special scoping 
properties of definite and indefinite NPs which lead us to 
distinguish between two different types of scoping. We will 
classify indefinites as in [2) to include , in addition to a and some, 
numerals , a few, and perhaps several and many since these share 
the collective scoping properties considered in this section . In 
constrast with these are "pure" quantifiers such as each, every, 
most, few and no. 

We first review the behaviour of indefinites and definites 
with respect to scope islands, as discussed by Fodor and Sag. In 
the second subsection we present some counterexamples to their 
account, and in the third we present our own proposed account. 

(a) Scope Islands 

All clauses tend to act as "traps " for quantifiers, that is , 
quantifiers can generall y not widen scope over an embedding 
clause. Some clauses form relatively weak traps, for example 
clauses which act as verb complements. In exceptional cases, a 
quantifier such as each may widen scope over the subject of an 
embedding clause thereby creating a functional dependency. 
Example (22) was used by Vanlehn[7) in an empirical study. 
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(22) A quick test confirmed that each drug was psychoactive 
(23) (Ex: test [x confirmed (Vy :drug [y psychoactive)))) 
(24) (Vy:drug (Ex : test [x confirmed [y psychoactive)))) 

He found that about ha lf the time his subjects chose the second 
reading, in which there was a different test per drug. Some 
subj ects found the sentence ambiguous. 

Certain types of clauses, for example object complements 
and initial · if clauses, form particularly effective traps and these 
are said to act as "scope islands" (see below) . However, 
indefinites and also definites, if they are treated as scoped 
elements, show immunity to the scope island constraint. 

An extensive study of the scoping properties of indefinites 
has been made by Fodor and Sag[2). They claim that indefinites 
which are immune to the scope island constraint never depend on 
quantifiers or other logical operators. They use this empirical 
claim as support for their proposal to make a 
"referential/quantificational" distinction for indefinites. The 
behaviour of referential indefinites is to be formalized not in terms 
of quantifier scope but in terms of an appropriate indexical 
semantics for Er, a referential variable · binding operator regarded 
as one of the readings of the article "a(n) ". They further 
suggest that a parallel semantic ambiguity holds for definites. 

If correct, this claim would be very important for the 
development of a scoping algorithm since quantifier movement 
would then be largely clausebound . However, we feel this claim 
is flawed . We will first present evidence that indefinites inside 
scope islands can scope to intermediate positions. The two key 
sentences used by Fodor and Sag to make their claim are 
reproduced here as (25) and (29). 

(25) Each teacher overheard the rumour that a student 
of mine had been called before the dean 

(26) (Vx:teacher [x overheard the rumour that 
(Ey :student of mine 

[y had been called before the dean)))) 
(27) (Vx : teacher (Ey :student of mine 

[x overheard the rumour that 
[y had been called before the dean]))) 

(28 ) (Ey:student of mine (Vx: teacher 
[x overheard the rumour that 

[y had been called before the dean]))) 

(29) If a student in the syntax class cheats on the exam, 
every professor will be fired 

For the first sentence, they claim that the intermediate reading 
(27), in which each teacher has a specific student in mind, is not 
obtained. While this may not be completely convincing (as the 
authors admit) the absence of an intermediate reading in (29), in 
which there is a specific student per professor, is very clear. 

(b) Specificitv and Implicit Anaphora 

We feel that the intermediate reading in ( 25 ) is hard to get 
for pragmatic reasons: there is no apparent relation between the 
teacher and student. If such a relation is present , especially if an 
explicit anaphor is present, the intermediate reading is easy to get 
(30) . We have replaced the rumour with a rumour to make the 
point clearer. 

(30) Each teacher overheard a rumour that a favourite 
student ( of his) had been called before the dean 



It is also frequently possible to obtain intermediate readings in 
sentences containing scope islands by embedding such sentences 
inside a prepositional sentential adverbial (31). 

(31) At each school, several students overheard a rumour 
that a certain teacher had quit 

In this case , the "anaphoric relation " between school and teacher 
can easily be left implicit. By "implicit anaphora" we mean that 
certain descriptions may be implicitly understood to contain 
anaphoric pronouns. This is commonly observed with definite 
descriptions. as in ( 32) 

(32) Each person asked about the previous owner 

where owner is understood to mean owner of it prior to him or her. 
There is evidence that some nouns such as mayor, driver and owner 
should be treated as binary predicates at the syntactic level and at 
the level of logical form. In such cases, a "slot" for an implicit 
anaphor is automatically provided by the logical form translation. 

We think the absence of an intermediate reading in (29) 
can be explained in a different way. We suggest that the 
consequent clause acts as a fairly strong scope island. The 
entrapment of each teacher inside the consequent clause would 
then prevent the intermediate reading from being obtained. As 
evidence for this. we do not get the reading ( 33), in which the 
universal quantifier scopes outside the sentence, from (29) . The 
possibility of obtaining an intermediate reading by reversing the 
order of the clauses (34) appears to result from the universal 
quantifier being able to escape from the consequent clause in this 
case. 

(33) For each professor. if a student cheats then he will 
be fired 

(34) Each professor may be fired if a (certain) student 
(he knows) cheats 

As further evidence for intermediate readings, we can again embed 
variations of (29) inside a sentential adverbial or an attitude 
clause. 

(35) In each department, if a (certain) student cheats then 
every professor will be fired 

( 36) Each teacher knows that if a (certain) student ( of his) 
cheats he will be reprimanded 

It is clearly possible to get specific readings of intermediate scope 
in (35) and (36) . (Modifiers such as certain and particular are 
commonly used with wide-scoping, or "specific", indefinites.) 
We feel that in general indefinites inside scope islands can escape 
to intermediate positions, provided that some sort of anaphoric 
relation is apparent. 

(c) Interpretation of Definites and Indefinites 

When plural definites or indefinites escape from scope 
islands they cannot create any functional dependencies. For 
example, in 

(37) Someone overheard a rumour that those three races 
had been cancelled 

it is not possible to get a reading in which someone functionally 
depends on the particular race under consideration even though we 
would like to give those three races maximally wide scope. In 
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general, definites and indefinites seldom act distributively when 
widening scope, even when from the object position within a 
clause, unless they are prece ·ded by an explicit each of partitive. 

We can account for these scoping properties by 
interpreting plural definites and indefinites as , - ( iota - ) or 
E-quantified "collections" with optional universal partitives. 
We assume that the former can readily escape from scope islands 
whereas the latter cannot. The use of a rule for introducing 
optional partitives over plural NPs has some independent 
motivation as it seems necessary for obtaining distributive readings 
of plural names, generics and indexicals ( eg. we) . 

If the initial logical translation of a definite or indefinite 
plural NP is t (which will denote a collection), the logical form 
after addition of an optional partitive will be <V Ax[x e t)>. 
We use postprocessing rule (38) to obtain this optional partitive 

(38) ti-> <V AX[xe ti]>, i=l,2, .. . 

where ti is a variable over terms denoting level-i entities, level-0 
entities are ordinary individuals and level -i entities (i > 0) are 
collections of level-(i-1) entities . This allows us to obtain 
collective and distributive readings without complication in the 
rules of translation for these NPs. 

The following are some examples of our translations for 
singular and plural indefinites. We translate "a boy" as (a' 
boy') where a' is lexically ambiguous between the existential 
quantifier E and an operator µ 1 which forms a "generic instance". 
The two translations are more accurately represented as A P<E P> 
and {µ, P) where the angle brackets in the former signify an 
unscoped quantifier (see next section) while the round brackets 
signify a functional term. A plural noun such as "boys" is 
translated as (plur boy') where (plur P) is a predicate true of 
collections of entities of which P holds. "Two boys" (as a noun) 
is translated as (two' (plur boy')). where two' modifies (plur 
boy') so that it will be true only of collections of size two. The 
bare plural "boys" (as an NP) is translated as (µ (plur boy')) 
where µ forms a "kind" or "species" (see [8,9]). The 
syntactic-semantic rule pairs giving the translations for "a boy" 
and "boys" are shown in (39) - (41). 

(39) NP-> DET N, (DET' N') 
(40) NP[PLURJ-> N[PLUR,-NUM). (µ N') 
(41) NP[PLURJ-> N[PLUR,NUM], (a' N') 

Rule ( 40) applies only to non -numeral NPs such as "boys", while 
( 41) applies to numeral NPs such as "two boys". The semantic 
output of rule (41) for "two boys" would be (42), with the two 
possible lexical disambiguations shown in ( 43) and ( 44). 

(42) (a' (two' (plur boy'))) 
(43) <E (two' (plur boy'))> 
(44) (µ, (two ' (plur boy'))) 

The (43) and (44) translations account for the particular/generic 
ambiguity in 

( 45) Two boys can lift this sofa 

and the optional distributive rule ( 38) accounts for the further 
distributive/collective ambiguity of the particular reading. 

In constrast to indefinites and definites, we treat the 
determiners most, few and every as being lexically ambiguous 
between the collective and distributive readings, with a strong 
preference for the latter. We do this to account for the 
difficulty in obtaining collective readings with these determiners. 
As an example, the two translations for every are (a) the universal 
quantifier V and (b) AP<the AX[ <VP> e x)>. 



3. Towards a Quantifier Scoping Algorithm 

We are in the process of designing a quantifier scoping 
algorithm which is to be used as an extension to a general purpose 
natural language understanding system previously described [10) . 
The parser is based on Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar 
with semantic rules that generate logical translations in a slightly 
augmented first order modal logic . The initial logical 
translations are in general ambiguous, leaving unscoped elements 
marked (indicated by angled brackets) for further disambiguation. 
This allows a separate scoping module to be designed which 
operates on the initial logical form. The eventual intent is that 
the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic phases should operate in 
parallel. 

As an example, the initial logical form for ( 46) is shown in 
(47) and the two scoped readings in (48) and (49). These have 
been simplified by treating PRES as an identity transformation. 

( 46) . Most people on each committee know John 

( 47 ) [ <most >..x[[x person] & [x on <each committee>]]> 
(PRES ly[y know John])] 

(48) (most x: [[x person] & (each y: [y committee] [x on y])J 
[x know John]) 

(49) (each y: [y committee] 
(wost x: [[x person] & [x on y]J [x know John])) 

The algorithm being designed is in some respects similar to that 
described in [11.12] but works "bottom -up", carrying up lists of 
readings at each level in order of preference . Each reading 
contains a quantifier, variable, restriction and (possibly) a main 
predication, preceded by a weighted "preference" value. 
However, in order to obtain the set of all valid scope orderings , 
quantifiers which widen scope do not immediately embed the 
logical forms over which they scope. For example, the two NPs 
in ( 50) will return the two lists of scope orderings shown in ( 51 ) 
and ( 52 ) . ' 

(50) Most people on each committee attended a meeting 

(51) ((0 .8 (each y [y committee]) 
(most x [[x person] & [x on y]])) 

(0 .2 (most x [[x person] & 
(each y [y committee) [x on y])])) 

(52) ((1.0 (a z [z meeting]))) 

In (51) the weighting results from the use of two heuristics : (a) 
the tendency of a quantifier in a prepositional noun complement 
to scope over the head noun and (b) the lexical tendency of each 
to take wide scope. In this case the two lists will be combined at 
the clausal level to give five readings. 

By keeping the lists sorted it is possible to use cutoff 
points to minimize the exponential growth of readings. In many 
cases, semantic or pragmatic knowledge may also be used to 
disallow certain quantifiers, and two existential readings need not 
be scoped relative to each other. If all readings are considered at 
each level, a complete set of the valid readings of a sentence will be 
generated. 

' These temporary logical forms will differ somewhat when 
the algorithm is extended to scope coordinators. 
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The algorithm makes use of a major structural constraint 
on scoping which is described in [12) and which follows from the 
principle of "quantifier ·raising": a quantifier may not scope 
between a noun and its complement. Therefore , in (50) a 
meeting may not scope inside most but outside each. Also, an 
NP with two nested complements such as "A of (B of C)" cannot 
have the scope ordering "BAC". 

We feel that a "bottom -up" approach to scoping is well 
worth pursuing . Since it parallels the "bottom -up" parsing 
process it should make it easier to combine syntactic and semantic 
heuristics . This would also eventually make it possible to run the 
parsing and scoping procedures in parallel. As was mentioned, it 
is possible to use cutoff points to trim the explosive growth of 
readings. It is also possible (in principle) to store the preference 
lists at each NP or clause to allow subsequent re-evaluation of 
certain operator pairs without rerunning the entire algorithm. 

Since wide-scoping definites and indefinites are likely to be 
anaphoric or to take maximally wide scope, they may be tagged 
with an indicator of their anticipated anaphoric referents . This 
would allow early elimination of many of the scope ordering 
possibilities which arise when definites and indefinites widen scope 
over embedding clauses. 

4. Some Heuristics 

A good introduction to scoping heuristics is given by 
Vanlehn[7] and some of the heuristics he describes have been used 
in recent implementations [12)· [16) . We will briefly describe 
some of the heuristics we are using here . 

(a) Entrapment 

. As has been mentioned earlier, some clauses form strong 
scope islands whereas others occasionally permit a distributive 
quantifier to widen scope over an embedding clause. Also, VPs 
serving as verb or noun complements or as adverbials generally 
create weak traps. As an example, Vanlehn has shown that 
quantifiers in VPs serving as noun complements (reduced relative 
clauses) have an intermediate likelihood of widening scope over 
the head quantifier compared to those in prepositional phrases and 
full relative clauses. We can make use of this heuristic by 
checking for a progressive feature on the VP of the reduced 
relative clause. 

( b) Surface Order 

In the absence of other determining factors scope order 
tends to follow surface order . This heursitic appears to be most 
useful for the scoping of preposed prepositional adverbials and of 
subject and object. The subject-over-object preference can be 
seen in 

(53) Few people like everyone 
( 54) Few people are liked by everyone 

in which the few-everyone readings are predominant in both cases. 

( c) Lexical Heuristics 

Vanlehn describes a correlation between the tendency of a 
quantifier to take wide scope and its tendency to form a 
distributive as opposed to a collective NP. The most reliable 
heuristic here is the tendency for each to take wide scope. 
However, as we have discussed, the wide scoping behaviour of 
definites and indefinites also needs to be taken into account; ie., 
existentially quantified and definite terms can escape from 
scope islands where each cannot, and this tendency runs counter to 
the (localized) wide-scoping tendency of each. 



(d) Negation and Coordination 

Verb negation has a strong tendency to scope outside 
univeral quantifiers. even when the latter are in subject position. 
The commutativity of or with existential quantifiers and of and 
with universal quantifiers simplifies scoping considerably. 
(However, plural indefinites, when interpreted distributively, do 
scope with or, a fact which we account for by using universal 
partitives to represent them). There are some interesting 
parallels between the scoping behaviour of these two commutative 
pairs. For example, or can escape from scope islands to both 
intermediate and maximally wide scope positions whereas and 
appears to be subject to similar clausal constraints on scoping as 
are universal quantifiers . This supports the position taken in 
this paper that the apparent escape of definites and indefinites 
from scope islands is indeed a scoping phenomenon, rather than 
the result of a semantic referential/quantificational ambiguity. 
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ABSTRACT 

An approach tor representing knowledge about natural kinds is 
presented This is accomplished by adding to propositional logic a 
"variable conditional" operator to express relations among kinds and 
attributes of kinds Truth conditions for this operator are based on 
a possible-worlds semantics: a proof theory is provided. and the log
ic is shown to be sound and complete. Properties of the resultant 
formal system are argued to correspond to common intuitions con
cerning natural kinds Moreover the system is argued to provide a 
more appropriate basis for representing knowledge about such kinds 
than other existing approaches. 

1. Introduction 

"Birds fly" and "ravens are black" seem on the face of it to be 
reasonable assertions to make about the external world and hence 
reasonable statements to perhaps incorporate into a knowledge base 
about the world. Yet of course it isn't the case that all birds fly -
for example birds with broken wings don 't. nor do penguins. This is 
in contrast with an assertion such as "penguins are birds". where 
presumably if something is a penguin then it cannot help but be a 
bird . 

The problems of "exception-allowing general statements" such 
as "birds fly" have been addressed within Artificial Intelligence pri
marily by means of two approaches: default reasoning and prototype 
theory . In the first case. "birds fly" is interpreted. roughly. as saying 
that if an object is known to be a bird. and it is consistent with 
what is believed that it flys. then conclude that it flys . In the 
second case. the statement is interpreted. again roughly. as "typi
cally birds fly". and flight is asserted to be only a typical characteris
tic of birdhood 

In this paper. a third alternative is introduced. Here. "birds fly" 
is interpreted as "all other things being equal. birds fly". or "ceteris 
paribus birds fly". or "ignoring exceptional conditions. birds fly". 
Th is approach is intended to be applicable to terms standing for 
naturally occurring kinds or natural kinds. such as "water". "raven". 
"lemon". etc. The general idea is that an operator :;> is introduced 
into the propositional calculus. where A:;> B is interpreted as "in the 
normal course of events. if A then B". This allows the consistent 
assert ion . for example. that 

Raven:;> Black 

along with 

Raven I\ Albino:;> ~Black. 

• This research was supported in part by the National Science and 
Engineering Research Council of Canada grant A0884 and in part by 
the Simon Fraser University President's Research Grant 02-4014. 
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Intuitively. the connection between the antecedent and consequent 
of these condit ionals may be thought of as a relationship in some 
scientific theory 111. Ravens are black. but only if some set of 
presumed "additional assumptions" are satisfied: the raven isn 't 
albino. hasn 't been painted . isn't in a strong red light. etc. 

In extending the semantics of propositional logic to account for 
:;> I adopt a possible worlds approach. where A:;> B is true if B is 
true in the "least exceptional" worlds where A is true. and A ::> B is 
true in all less exceptional worlds. Roughly then this says t hat 
ravens are black. if we "factor out" all exceptional circumstances 
such as albinoism. being painted. being featherless. etc. While the 
actual choice of a metric for "less exceptional than" between possible 
worlds is. to a large extent. a pragmatic affair. we can specify some 
bounds on such a metric. and these bounds will constrain the 
semantics of the :;> operator. The resulting formal system is a 
"conditional logic". of a class of logics that have been developed for 
dealing with counterfactual conditionals. conditional obligation, and 
other such areas. Thus while the system described here differs in 
significant respects from other conditional logics described in the 
literature. nonetheless the semantic theory presented is in much the 
same spirit as these other logics 

These notions are expanded and amplified in what follows . 
Following an informal exposition a semantics and proof theory for 
the formal system is presented The claim is made that this system 
provides an appropriate means for representing the properties of. 
and relations among. natural kinds . In the next-to-last section I con
sider a first-order formulation of the system. Further details and 
proofs of theorems are given in [5] 

The forma l system that I will be pr imarily concerned with is 
strictly propositional. The issues I wish to address are best illus
trated using a propositional treatment and. moreover. the extension 
to a first-order account presents no great problem. There is though 
a minor difficulty in regarding Raven. Black. etc. as propositions . 
In this framework the atomic propositions are best understood as 
making assertions about individuals. Hence a somewhat less infor
mal reading of Ravenl\Albino:;> Black is "If something is a raven 
and that thing is an albino then. al l other things being equal. that 
thing is black" I return to this point in the penu ltimate section. 

1. Natural Kinds, Default Logics, and Prototype Theory 

A large and important group of terms is that whose members 
stand for naturally occurring classes. or natural kinds. Examples 
include such common nouns as "water". "raven". "lemon". etc. It 
does not include terms that can be analytically defined. such as 
"bachelor" or "square". Natural kind terms may be characterised as 
being of explanatory importance. but whose normal distinguishing 
characteristics are explained by deep-lying mechanisms [14]. A 
difficulty with such terms is that they have virtually no interesting 
exceptionless properties. Thus for example. while all birds are 
presumably animals. it certainly isn't the case that all birds fly, or 
are feathered. or have two legs. 

(1) Although this begs a host of questions. another reading of the conditiona l may be 
"it is a scientific law that if A then B11
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One general approach in Al for dealing with such terms is 
default and non-monotonic reasoning. For example. in Reiter's aug
mentation of first-order logic (15). "ravens are (typically) black" 
would be represented by the default rule : 

Raven(x) Black(x) 
Black{x) 

This can be interpreted as "if something can be inferred to be a 
raven . and if that thing can be consistently assumed to be black . 
then infer that that thing is black". Related approaches are 
described in (9]. (10) . and (11) . A general. generic difficulty with 
these approaches is that their semantics rests on a notion of con
sistency with a set of beliefs . Thus. paraphrasing the above . a 
raven may be believed to be black. if this does not conflict with prior 
beliefs. However. the relation between ravens and blackness. what
ever it may be. is clearly independent of any particular believer . 
Thus . whi le default reasoning may be fine for telling us how to con
sistently extend a belief set. if we want to attempt to represent the 
relation between ravens. blackness . albinoism. etc. it seems we need 
look elsewhere. 

A second approach in Al for dealing with natural kind terms is 
prototype theory (16] . In this case (and assuming a first-order 
theory) membership in the extension of a term is a graded affair and 
is a matter of typicality or similarity to a representative member or 
prototype . Thus one might say that it is more ravenlike to be black 
than some other colour. or perhaps. a raven is black but only with 
some given certainty. A difficulty with these approaches is that 
there is no clear agreement as to what is meant by "certainty". nor 
how one may combine and work effect ively with such certainties 
(19] However the problems appear to run deeper than this. Proto
type theory seems concerned generally with descriptions of individu
als. or predicting properties of individuals. Hence such an approach 
seems useful for recognising an individual as a raven . given a list of 
characteristics or. alternatively. predicting the colour of an individual 
given other information about it However this isn't what we want. 
Rather we want to attribute blackness of ravens as following in the 
normal course of events from the essential conditions12) of raven
hood . In such a case. notions of typicality and resemblance to a 
prototype appear too weak to be useful. 

2. Natural Kinds and Conditional Logics 

Consider yet again the assertion "in the normal course of 
events. ravens are black". We might write this as 

Raven ~ Black. 

reserving :::> for the standard material conditional. We might also 
want to assert that. in the normal course of events . albino ravens 
aren't black: 

Raven I\ Albino ~ ~Black. 

In a similar fashion . perhaps there is also some disease X. peculiar 
to albinos that turns them black again : 

Raven I\ Albino I\Has_X ~ Black. 

The pattern in the above three statements is clear: as the 
antecedent is strengthened. the consequent may change to its nega
tion . In standard. classical logics a set of such conditionals is 
satisfiable only if some of the antecedents are fa lse. Thus the 
above is sat isfiable only if Raven or Albino is false . This though 
won 't do: obviously we want to recognise the existence of albino 
ravens So our eventual treatment of ~ should allow for such for
mulas to be sat isfiable while having true antecedents. 

A second instance where the ~ operator differs from the 
material conditional is transitivity . Thus if A :::>Band B :::> C then 
it cannot be other than A :::> C. However this need not be so with 
natural kinds. For example. penguins are birds. and bird s (normally) 

(2) presumably associated with genetic makeup 
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fly. but penguins don't (normally) fly . 

Such patterns of inference and deviations from the classical 
norm have been recognised by philosophers in other types of reason
ing . Best known in this regard is counterfactual reasoning and . in 
this area. perhaps the central work is that of David Lewis (BJ . So 
for example Lewis gives the following instance of strengthening the 
antecedent : 

"If Otto had come it would have been a lively party : but if 
both Otto ilnd Anna had come it would have been a dreary 
party. but if Waldo had come as well. it would have been 
lively but " IB p 10) 

Failure of transiti~ity of the counterfactual conditional is also easy 
to show There are though major differences between counterfac
tual reasoning an<l representing knowledge about natural kinds. 
Most significantly counterfactual reasoning treats conditionals 
where the antecedent is false. but the conditional as a whole may be 
true or false. In the case at hand. the antecedents are true. but the 
corresponding material conditionals may be jointly inconsistent . 

Related approaches for reasoning with counterfactuals and rea
soning about conditional obligation are described in (12] . (18]. and 
(20) : while (3] provides a general discussion . These approaches are 
all examples of conditional logics . The underlying semantic theory 
for such approaches is typically expressed using a possible worlds 
formulation . The general idea is that the truth va lue of a conditional 
A~ B. relative to a world. depends on a subset of those worlds in 
which A is true. In this sense the conditional can be regarded as a 
necessity operator on B but where the subset of "relevant" worlds 
depends on A: for this reason the operator ~ is referred to as a 
variably strict conditional. or simply a variable conditional. Thus 
for example in Lewis 's approach. A~B is true if the minimal set of 
worlds ( or "sphere") most like our own that have A true also. for 
those worlds. have B true. and for no world in the sphere is A :::> B 
false . 

A somewhat different approach is developed by Oster Dahl (4] 
wherein a modal logic is employed directly for representing informa
tion about natural kinds. "Birds fly" is interpreted as either "in all 
alternative worlds. all birds fly sometimes" or "in all alternative 
worlds. all birds are such that in all alternative worlds. they fly 
sometimes". Both alternatives however have undesirable properties. 
In particular. neither allow the truth value of a consequent to change 
with a strengthening of the antecedent. 

In the next section I propose an appropriate accessibility rela
tion for the variably strict conditional that is to be used to govern 
natural kinds. From this a formal semantics and proof theory are 
developed in the following sections. 

3. A Modal Basis for Natural Kinds 

If the world was more uniform. or less exceptional. than it is. 
then perhaps ravens. with the exception of albinos. would be black . 
Albino ravens would of course be white . If the world were yet more 
uniform . then perhaps there would be no albinos at all. and all 
ravens would be black. This then is the way statements such as 
"ravens are black" . "albino ravens are white" . and so on are infor
mally interpreted . In this section I consider a possible worlds formu 
lation for a logic where the accessibility relation E is to be inter
preted so that Ew1w2 holds between worlds w1 and w2 just when w2 
is at least as uniform . or at least as unexceptional. as w1. From this 
A~ B is defined to be true at a world just when the least excep
tional worlds in which A is true also have B true. and in no less 
exceptional world is A true and B false . The problem of course is to 
restrict E so that ~ will conform to our intuitions concerning 
natural kinds. 

From our informal reading of E. the following should clearly 
hold: 

Reflexive: Eww for all worlds w. 

Transitive: If Ew1w2 and Ew2w3 then Ew1w3. 
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That is. every world is at least as unexceptional as itself. and the 
notion of unexceptionalness is transitive. On the other hand we 
clearly don't want the relation to be symmetric. So if necessity was 
to be defined in this system. the corresponding modal logic would 
subsume S4 but not S5. 

It would seem that this not ion of unexcept ionalness should 
lead to a "relatedness" of accessible worlds in the sense that any 
two worlds accessible from a given world should have a common. 
accessible. less exceptional world . This condition is expressed by: 

Incestual: If Ew1w2 and Ew1w3 then there is a w4 such that 
Ew2w4 and Ew3w4. 

The difficulty with this condition is that. without further restriction, 
it would allow the formula A=:>B/\A=:>~B to be satisfiable (once a 
formal semantics is developed). This obviously isn't quite right, and 
can be avoided if every two worlds accessible from another , are 
themselves comparable. Hence we adopt : 

Forward Connected: If Ew1w2 and Ew1w3 then either Ew2w3 

or Ew3w2. 

Note that this condition is weaker than the euclidean condition. 
where the "or" is replaced by "and". 

Another plausible condition is that as progressively less excep
tional worlds are considered from a given world, that the worlds 
eventually agree on the truth value of a proposition. That is. we 
have a "convergence" of accessible worlds towards (although not 
necessarily to) a simplest world . This is guaranteed by the follow
ing condition, together with connectedness. 

Terminating: For any world w1 and proposition p there is a 
w2 so t hat Ew1w2 and either for all w3 where Ew2w3, p is true 
at w3 or else for all w3 where Ew2w3. p is false at w3. 

With these conditions. the access ibility relation for a given 
world yields an upper semilattice with that world as the upper 
bound . If only a finite number of primitive propositions are con
sidered , then there is a unique. simplest world where all true propo
sitions are necessarily true: in this case the accessibility relation 
from any world yields a lattice. Note however that these conditions 
do not preclude mutua ll y inaccessible worlds. 

The modal logic corresponding to this accessibility relation is 
investigated in [17) as the logic K3: see also [7). K3 subsumes S4.3: 
however it neither subsumes nor is subsumed by SS. 

4. A Formal Semantics 

The language N I shall consider is formed in the usual manner 
from a denumerable set of atomic sentences P = (p0, Pt. · · · l. 
together with sta ndard connectives ~ and ::, for negation and the 
material cond it ional. and a new binary connective =:> for variable 
cond itionality . Conjunction (/\). disjunction (V). and biconditionality 
(= ) are introduced by definition 

Sentences of N are interpreted in terms of a model st ructure 
M = < W . E . P> where W is a set. E is a reflexive transitive. for
ward connected, and terminating binary relation on W, and P is a 
function from P to subsets of W. This st ructure corresponds to a 
part icular instance of a standard Kripkean possible worlds structure 
where. informally . W is a set of possible worlds. Eis the accessibil
ity relat ion on W. and P maps atomic sentences onto those worlds 
where the sentence is true Ew 1w 2 is ·read as "w2 is at least as unex
ceptional as w 1" The symbolism ~ A will be used for the truth of 
a statement A with respect to a model structure Mand world w. 

More formally we have: 

(i) ~ Pn iff wEP(pn) for every n . 

(ii) ~ ~A iff not~ A. 

(iii) ~ A ::, B iff if~ A then ~ B. 

(iv) ~A=:>B iff (a) there is a w1EW so that Eww1 and ~A 
and~ Band there is no w2EW so that Ew1w2 and ~

1
A and 
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~; ~B. or (b) for every w1 E W where Eww1. ~~ ~A. 

If ~ A . we say that A is true in the model structure M in 
world w . We write r= A in the case that A is true at every world in 
every model structure. and say that A is valid . A is satisfiable if 
and only if ~A is not valid. 

A variable conditional A=:> B is true at a world just in case 
there is some relatively less exceptional world where both A and B 
are true. and at no st ill less exceptional worlds is A ::, B false . As a 
degenerate case . if A is false at all worlds accessible from w. then 
~ A=:> B is taken as true . 

We obtain. first and perhaps most importantly, the resu lt that 
the following set of sentences is satisfiable: 

(A1 =:> B. A1 /\A2 =:> ~B) 

where each of A 1. A 2, and B are true . So we can say , without 
inconsistency . that ravens are (normally) black, but albino ravens 
are (normally) not black . The pattern of strengthening the 
antecedent to reverse the truth value of the consequent may clearly 
be extended arbitrarily. In add ition, 

{A=:>B. B=:>C. ~(A=:>C)) and 

{A ::, B. B=:> C. ~(A=:>C)) 

are satisfiable and so. as required. we lose transitivity of the condi
tional. Hence we can say. without inconsistency . that pengu ins are 
birds. birds (normally) fly . but it isn't the case that penguins (nor
mally) fly . On the other hand . 

(A=:>B) ::, ((B::, C) ::, (A=:>C)) 

is valid. So we can also say "ravens are (normally) black: black 
things are not white: hence ravens are (normally) not white". 

Furthermore . we have the fact that while 

~HA=:>B)::, (A=:>~B)) 

is satisfiable. 

(A=:>B) ::> ~(A=:>~B) 

is valid . What this means is that we do not have a standard law of 
the excluded middle . Hence if a kind does not (normally) have a 
particular attribute. we are not bound to attribute to it the negation. 
Thus perhaps . neither having nor not having a sense of humour 
arises in the normal course of events from being a penguin . On the 
other hand. if A=:> Bis satisfiable then A=:> ~Bis unsatisfiable. 

A further property of the semantics is that there are models 
where both~. A=:>B and ~

1
A=:>~B are true . This is in confor

mity with the intuition that whi le, for example. ravens are (nor
mally) black . things might have been such that . without altering the 
essential nature of ravens. these birds (normally) are red. However 
the above two statements can be true only if w 1 and w 2 are mutually 
inaccessible . Thus ravens might have been (normally) red , even 
under the criterion represented by E. but not in any world accessible 
to ours with respect to E. 

Arguably then the connective =:> does conform to some of our 
primary intu itions concerning natural kinds. In the following section. 
the properties of N are further explored by considering the proof 
theory of the system 

S. Proof Theory 

Theorems of classical propositional calculus PC must clearly 
be theorems of N. Thus we can adopt any of the usual sets of 
axioms for PC together with nwdus ponens. What remains is to 
characterise the variable conditional =:>. The following axioms and 
rule of inference are adequate for this purpose. 

Id A=:>A 

CC (A=:>B /\A=:>C)::, (A=:>B/\C) 

ITT A=:>B::>0M=:>C::>A=:>~ 



NC ~(A :;:..B) :::> (A :;:..C :::> AA~B:;:..C) 

CC (A :;,. CAB:;:.. C) :::> (AV B:;:.. C) 
ND (AVB:;:..C) :::> (A:;:..c v B:;:..C) 

RCM If B :::> C then infer A:;:..B :::> A:;:..C 

For naming the axioms and rules of inference. I have followed. 
and will follow. the conventions of [3) and [13) . The only exception 
to this is NC and ND . 

We obtain: 

Theorem: A sentence of N is a theorem of the above axiomatisa-
tion if and only if it is valid . 

Corollary : N is decidable. 

The logic is. in Chellas· terminology. normal - that is. it is closed 
under the rules: 

RCEA If A=B then infer (A :;:..C) = (B:;:..C). 

RCK If (B1 A · · · A Bn) :::> B then infer 
((A:;:..Bi) A· · A (A ::;>Bn )) :::> (A ::;>B) for every n~O. 

From this it follows that equivalent propositions can be substituted 
into the antecedent or consequent of a variable conditional. and 
from this an easy inductive argument shows we have full substitu
tion of equivalents 

From RCM and Id we obtain an unsurprising relation between 
implication and the variable conditional. namely : 

RCE If r- A ::, B then r A:;> B. 

We also obtain weakened forms for strengthening the antecedent 
and transitivity. In the first case we have. from NC : 

CV (A ::;>BA~(A:;:..~c) ) ::, (A AC:;:..B). 

So if we have that ravens are (normally) black. but know nothing 
about albinoism. we can't conclude anything about albino ravens. 
However from CV we have that if it isn't the case that ravens are 
(normally) albino. then we can conclude that ravens that aren't 
albino are (normally) black. 

We have already seen one valid form of transitivity: 

If - A:;:..B and f-- B::, C then f--A::;>C. 

This. from the proof-theoretic end of things. is a simple conse
quence of RCM. However we also have restricted transitivity in the 
form of RT. 

A::;>B::, (AAB::;>C :::> A::;>C). 

Thus if ravens are (normally) black and ravens that are black (nor
mally) have dark eye pigment. then ravens (normally) have dark eye 
pigment. 

The logic N differs from conditional logics for counterfactual 
reasoning primarily in that these other systems generally have one 
or both of: 

MP (A::;>B)::, (A:::>B) 

CS (AAB)::, (A ::;>B). 

(See [BJ and (13) for taxonomies of such syste.ms.) If we were to 
add MP to N. we would obtain: 

f-- A:::>B iff f-- A::;>B 

and so the variable conditional would collapse into entailment. CS 
requires that if the antecedent and consequent happen to be true at 
a world, then that world is a member of the least exceptional worlds 
with respect to the antecedent . For such worlds the variable condi
tional would have the same truth value as the material conditional 
Neither formula then is appropriate in the context of natural kinds . 
Conditional logics of obligation similarly differ in detail from N. most 
notably in rejecting the axiom Id . 
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6. A First-Order Logic for Natural Kinds 

This work extends easily to allow quantification over variables : 
However it turns out that the obvious extension is not the most 
appropriate one . For example we have been representing "ravens are 
black" by 

Raven ::;> Black. 

In first order terms the obvious representation is 

(x )(Raven(x ) ::;> Black(x)). 

But this isn't quite what we want. What we want to say is some
thing like "in the normal course of events all ravens are black" . 
What the above in fact says is that for each object x . in the normal 
course of events. if x is a raven then it is black. That is. we 
effectively have an arbitrary number of variable conditionals (one for 
each object) rather than a single attribution to a class . 

A second alternative . developed in (5) . is to introduce a 
monadic operator N where Na. is read as "in the normal course of 
events. a" or "all other things being equal. a". The previous exam
ple would now be expressed as : 

N(x)(Raven(x) ::, Black(x)). 

This alternative follows from the observation that in the proposi
tional case. the statement A :;> B is equivalent to 
M(A AB A L(A::,B)) in Sobocinski's K3. Similarly . 

N(x)(A(x)::, B(x)) 

can now be defined as 

M(3x[A(x) A B(x)) A L(x)[A(x)::, B(x)J). 

The axioms of N can now be rewritten in first-order terms. so that. 
for example. CC becomes 

(N(x )[A(x ) :::>B(x)] A N(x)[A(x)::,C(x)]) ::, 

N(x)[A(x) ::,B(x)AC(x)). 

The axioms of N. so rewritten in first-order terms. are easily shown 
to be valid in K3. and so whatever we could say in the logic N. we 
can now state in first-order terms. Moreover we can in addition 
state conditions such as ravens (normally) have two wings. 

Perhaps : 

N(x)[Raven(x) ::, 3y.z(Left_wing(x,y) A Right_wing(x.z))) 

Lastly. it should be noted that the sentence Na. where a. isn't 
a universal material conditional. simply reduces to MLa.. 

7. Discussion 
This paper has presented a logical system N for dealing with 

statements concerning natural kind terms. It was developed by 
adding a "variable conditional" :::;> to standard propositional logic . 
The informal reading of A:;> B is "all other things being equal. if 
something.satisfies A then it satisfies B" . 

In this logic one can consistently assert. for example. that : 

Raven ::;> Black 

Raven A Albino :;> ~Black 

Raven A Albino A Victim_of _Oil_ Spill :;> Black 

or that : 

Penguin ::, Bird 

Penguin :;> ~Fly 

Bird ::;, Fly 

However restricted versions of strengthening the antecedent and 
transitivity of the conditional are valid in N. These properties (argu
ably) conform to common intuitions concerning natural kinds. 
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Arguably also this approach is more appropriate for represent
ing information about such kinds than are default logics or non
monotonic logics . in that its semantics does not rest on the notion 
of consistency with a given body of assertions Thus the relation 
between raven s and blackness is phrased independently of any par
ticular believer or believers. The system is decidable . and is 
presently being implemented using the method of semantic 
tableaux. 

An additional area for further invest igation is the relation of 
this approach to work in linguistic semantics. For example. Gregory 
Carlson in recent work (1). [2] has considered the problem of build
ing a semantics for generic (as opposed to episodic) sentences 
such as "birds fly" and "the dodo is extinct". He proposes the frame
work of Montague grammar for treating generics. The approach at 
hand seems su itab le for handling indefinite singular generic state
ments. which refer to properties that characterise members of kinds. 
Thus for example . the approach seems suitable for 

Birds fly . 

and. perhaps with some modification. for 

Birds lay eggs 

It may be suitable for habitual se ntences such as 

John smokes. 
John handles the mail arriving from Antarctica . 

However it almost certainly isn't suitable for the plural and the 
definite generic. which can be used to refer to properties of a kind 
as a whole. for example. 

Ravens are common. 
The dodo is extinct . 

Finall y. in comparison to non-monotonic logics and systems of 
default reasoning. the work presented here contains one rather obvi
ous omission: the system N is not in actual fact non-monotonic and 
does not contain any mechanism for reasoning "in the absence of 
other information" Thus for example if we know that A and that 
A=;,B. we have no mechan ism for conclud ing someth ing like "in the 
normal course of events. B". A similar problem is identified for con
ditional obligation in [20]. The resolution suggested there is applica
ble to the present case: that there is a separation between the prin
ciples of the calculus and the application of the calculus . Here we 
address the first case only . 

This suggests a potentially useful merging of this work with 
that of default logics for dea li ng with information concerning natural 
kind c If such information was to be represented. say . in a semantic 
network then a set of assertions concerning kinds could be 
represented in N: moreover the consistency of these assertions 
could be ascertained using this logic. However. an algorithm imple
menting a default logic such as is developed by Etherington and 
Reiter (6] . could be used for reasoning about instances of these 
kinds In the present case. the work of Etherington and Reiter 
wou ld be direct ly applicable here since the default statements con
sidered correspond in an obvious manner to statements of N. 
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Abstract 

Logical omniscience may be described (roughly) as the 
state of affa irs in which an agent explicitly believes 
anything which is logically entailed by that agent's 
beliefs. It is widely agreed that humans are not 
log ically omniscient, and that an adequate formal 
model of belief. coupled with a correct semantic 
theory, would not entail logical omniscience. Recently. 
two prominent models of belief have emerged which 
purport both to avoid logica l omniscience and to 
provide an intuitively appealing semantics. The first 
of these model,; is due to Levesque [1984b); the second 
to Fagin and Halpern [ 1985). It is argued herein that 
each of these models faces serious difficulties. 
Detailed crit icisms are presented for each model. and 
an alternative semantic theory is outlined which. it is 
argued. exposes the causes of the problem of logical 
omniscience , and provides its solution. 

Introduction 

A noticeable trend among AI researchers who seek to 
formalize the concepts of knowledge and belief has been 
to adop1 denotation- based (or truth-based) semantic 
theories. which follow the spirit . if not the letter. of 
Tarski's method of interpreting formal languages. The 

danger 1 of construing Tarski's method as a semantic 
theory. however. has fostered an interest in more 
sophisticated semantic theories. such as "possible world" 
semantics. Whereas denotational semantics attempts to fix 
the meaning of a set of sentences by reference to their 
denotations in the actual world. "possible world" semantics 
attempts to fix such meaning in terms of denotations 
(including truth values) in all logically possible worlds. 

1
Tarsk i's method was not intended as a theory of meaning, but it has 

somet imes been regarded as such. That it should not be so regarded 
becomes apparent when wt: reflect that "identity of denotation" does not 
entail "identity of meanin g". Otherwise, 'unicorn' would be synonymous 
with 'round square ', and 'featherless biped' would be synonymous with 
'human being', 
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It is known, however, that some versions of possible 
world semantics have strongly counter-intuitive 
consequences. one of which has come to be known as the 
problem of logical omniscience [Hintikka. 1975). Briefly 
stated. to assert that X is logica lly omniscient is to assert 
that X believes all the logical consequences of any of x·s 
beliefs. and furthermore that X believes all logically valid 
sentences, regardless of the complexity of those sentences. 

Now, there is general agreement that any theory which 
entails logical omniscience is inadequate as an account of 
belief. It is not clear. however, that all variants of 
possible world semantics are committed to logical 
omniscience. For, strictly speak ing. a semantic theory 
only provides an account of how meanings are assigned to 
symbolic expressions. A particular theory may provide an 
analysis of what meanings are, and how expressions come 
to be synonymous, and yet say nothing about what 
sentences are believed, or when expressions are 
interchangeable in belief contexts. For example, one may 
assert that sentences are synonymous iff they are true in 
the same set of possible worlds. and still deny that if 
sentence S is believed. then any sentence sy nonymous with 
S must also be believed. Of course. the awkward 
conclusion that all tautologies are synonymous would still 
be entailed by the possible world semantics just 
envisioned. 

The doctrine of logical omniscience becomes more 
difficult to separate from a "possible world" semantics 
when tha t semantics is wedded to an axiomatic model of 
belief. as in [Hintikka , 1962). In what follows we 
examine two theories. which combine differing approaches 
to possible world semantics with axiomatic belief models. 
and which purport to avoid logical omniscience. The first 
of these theories. due to Levesque [1984b). is embedded in 
a general account of explicit and implicit belief. in which 
the focus shifts from "possible worlds" to partial possible 
worlds (or situations). In section 1 we discuss Levesque's 
approach in some detail. and argue that it is committed to 
a class of counter- intuitive results. e.g .. that anyone who 
explicitly believes that there are 97 apples on the table 
must explicitly believe that the number of apples on the 
table is the largest prime number less than 100. 

In section 2 we examine an axiomatic model of belief 
and awareness which is due to Fagin and Halpern [ 1985). 
This theory integrates a possible world approach with a 
"syntactic awareness" function . On this theory one cannot 
believe a sentence to be true unless one is "aware" of that 



sentence. It will be argued that Fagin and Halpern's 
approach is committed to conclusions which are nearly as 
difficult to accept as the doctrine of logical omniscience 
itself. Among these are: 

• That one already believes any formula which 
happens to be tautologous. even though one has 
just become aware of and understood the 
formula. but not yet discovered it to be true. 

• On a natural and common interpretation of 
"awareness". one cannot believe both p and 
p _. q without believing q. 

In sections 3 and 4 an alternative semantic theory is 
described which. it is argued. solves the problem of logical 
omniscience. and still accords well w ith our intuitions. 
This semantic theory is implicit in approaches taken by 
some workers in natural language understanding (e.g .. 
[Winograd. 1973: Dahl. 1981: Hadley. 1985]). The 
particular theory proposed here is a hybrid of principles 
presented in [Lewis. 1976) and [Hadley. 1973). Unlike the 
theories discussed in sections 1 and 2 . this theory 
emphasizes the procedural aspect of meaning. and provides 
an explanation of how two sentences may have the same 
meaning. and yet not be interchangeable in belief contexts. 
It also explains why tautologies. which are coextensive in 
all possible wor lds. need not be synonmous. 

1. Levesque's Model 

We turn now to consider Levesque's theory of explicit 
and implicit beleif. and to consider how it seeks to solve 
the problem of logical omniscience [Levesque. 1984b). The 
theory incorporates a modified situational semantics 
[Barwise and Perry. 1983). The critical difference between 
Levesque's approach and a typical possible world approach 
is that Levesque restricts the objects which support beliefs 
to situations (or partial worlds) rather than to complete 
poss ible worlds. We may think of a situation as a 
fragment of a possible world which is relevant to the 
truth of certain primitive propositions in our object 
language. but not to others. For example. the situation 
we intuitively describe as eating one's breakfast has no 
bearing upon the truth of the proposition "There are 200 
words in the Canadian national anthem." The fact that 
some situations have no bearing on the truth or falsity of 
certain primitive propositions is crucial to the way in 
which Levesque deals with logical omniscience. 

Levesque creates a formal model for explicit and implicit 
belief by introducing a language. L. which contains atomic 
propositions. standard truth-functional connectives. and the 
unary connectives B and L. The connective B may be 
prefixed to any well-formed sentence a, of L. provided a 
contains no occurrences of B or L. Analogous remarks 
apply to L. Intuitively. we may interpret Ba as "a is 
believed" and La as "a is logically implied by something 
which is believed". Levesque also equates La with "a is 
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implicitly believed". which is. perhaps. a contentious use of 
"implicit belief". 

The semantics of the operators B and L and of the 
"support" relations 7. and 7. are partially constrained by 

axiom schemata. These ax iom schemata are semantically 
interpreted in terms of a model structure <S, B, T, F>. 
where the intended interpretations of S, B, T, and F are 
as follows: 

• S is to be taken as the set of all possible 
s ituations. 

• B is the set of all situations which could be the 
actual situation according to w hat is believed. 

• T and F are functions such that: T maps any 
primitive proposition p. of L. into those 
situations from S which support the truth of 
p. and F maps p in to those situations which 
support the falsity of p. 

Shown below is a subset of Levesque's axioms which are 
relevant to our discussion. The support relations. 7 and 

7· may be interpreted as follows: if s is a situation and 

a is a sentence of L. then s 7 a iff s supports the truth 

of a. and s 7 a iff s supports the falsity of a . (For 

brevity. we shall render 'supports the truth of' as 
·confirms·. and ·supports the falsity of' as 'disconfirms·. 
No claim is made that these expressions are synonymous 
in natural language. Rather. we shall merely use 
"confirms" and "disconfirms" as technical abbreviations for 
the longer expressions.) 

1. s 7 p iff s e T (p) . 

s iy p iff s e F(p). 

2. s 7 (o V /3) iff s 7 a or s 7 /3. 
s 7 (o V {3) iff s 7 a and s 7 {3. 

3. s 7 (o /\ {3) iff s 7 a and s 7 /3. 
s 7 (a /\ {3) iff s 7 a or s 7 {3. 

4. s 7 ~a iff s 7 a. 

s 7 ~a iff s 7 a . 

5. s 7 Ba iff for every s' in B. s' 7 a. 

s 7 Ba iff s i'1 Ba. 

Fagin and Halpern [1985) discuss certain technical and 
philosophical difficulties arising from the model presented 
above. We shall not discuss those difficulties here. since 
Levesque is reported to be dealing with the most serious 
of them in [Levesque. in progress). Rather. we consider a 
separate problem which appears to be intrinsic to any 
approach. like Levesque's , which attempts to individuate 
beliefs on the basis of the situations which "support" those 
beliefs. The problem arises when two sentences must both 
be treated as primitive with respect to the language L . 



and both sentences are supported by identical situations. 
Consider the following pair of sentences: 

(a) The number of apples on the table equals the largest 
prime number less than 100. 

(b) The number of apples on the table equals 97. 

In the language L. both sentences must be treated as 
primitive, since neither can be reduced to a truth-functional 

compound of other primitive sentences within L. Yet. a 
moment's calculation reveals that 97 is the largest prime 
less than l 00. and consequently. that both these sentences 
describe the same situation (or state of affairs) . 
Therefore. any reasonable semantic functions . T and F. 
would assign (a) and (b) to identical situations. though 
both are primitive sentences. Yet. it is clear that a person 
or system could believe (b) without believing (a). It is 
even possible to believe (b) without having the concept of 
a prime number. But . on Levesque·s model, whoever 
believes (b) must believe (a ). This is apparent from the 
fact that. according to axiom 5. (b) could not be believed 
unless every situation s' in B confirms (b). And this. in 
turn, could only be true if every situation s' in B 
confirms (a). since T(b) = T(a), and axiom l holds. 

We seem forced to conclude that beliefs cannot be 
individuated by the identity of situations which confirm 
those beliefs. The following objection may arise. however. 
In the foregoing discussion (a) and (b) were both treated 
as primitives. But. in a language richer than L. (a) might 
well be treated as a composite sentence, while (b) is 
treated as a primitive. For this reason. it is unfair to 
represent both (a) and (b) as primitives in L. Perhaps 
the most reasonable course is to exclude sentences such as 
(a) from the scope of language L. on the grounds that 
they express complex propositions which are not 
representable in a propositional calculus. 

To reply to this objection. we should first reflect that if 
sentences such as (a) are not permitted to be primitive 
sentences in L, then the power and range of L is less 
than we may have imagined. Second. we will eventually 
need a formal model. M. in which both (a) and (b) are 
expressible. In the model M. (a) and (b) may not both 
be primitive, but if M is to be given an intuitively 
plausible interpretation . both sentences will still be 
confirmed by identical situations. because they obviously 
describe identical situations. In this case. it would still be 
impossible to distinguish the belief that (a) from the 
belief that (b) solely on the basis of the situations which 
confirm those assertions. 

2. The Fagin-Halpern Model 

We have remarked that in "Belief. Awareness. and 
Limited Reasoning" [1985). Fagin and Halpern voice 
criticisms of Levesque's theory which differ from those 
described here. However . they proceed to offer two 
different models of belief and awareness which are. to 
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varying degrees. modifications of Levesque's approach. 
Both models are generalized to permit sentences to contain 
nested belief operators. and to accomodate agents who 
have separate beliefs and beliefs about each others beliefs. 
These generalizations are important and interesting. but 
shall not concern us here. Rather. we are concerned with 
the manner in which Fagin and Halpern handle the 
problem of logical omniscience. The first of their models 
is clearly in the spirit of Levesque's approach. but suffers 
(as the authors concede) from the defect that it requires 
an agent 's beliefs to be closed under implication. The 
second model avoids this defect (in the authors· view) 
while retaining the improvements found in the first 
model. For this reason. we will confine our attention to 
the second model. M. which Fagin and Halpern refer to as 
a Kripke structure for general awareness. 

In M. Levesque·s belief operators. B and L, are 
relativized to individual agents. so that we may write B;a, 

meaning that agent; explicitly believes a. and L;a, meaning 

that a is implied by what agent; believes. Following 

Levesque. L; is called an implicit belief operator. Now, 

one respect in which Fagin and Halpern differ from 
Levesque is that they make the notion of truth - relative 
to a complete state of a possible world - central to the 
definition of explicit belief. On their theory. S is to be 
taken as the set of all possible world states, and B; is a 

binary relation on S which is transitive, Euclidean. and 
serial. Intuitively. B; is such that, for any states s and t 

(members of S). the pair (s ,t ) is in B; if t is a possible 

world state according to what agent; believes in state s. 

Note that. in model M. agents are not permitted to have 
incoherent beliefs. Thus, each s in S is a coherent state. 

In the model M there is a truth assignment function -rr. 
which assigns truth values to each primitive proposition p. 
relative to state s . Thus. for each pair s and p. 
-rr(s,p)e {true.false }. The logic also includes an awareness 
operator A; which is applied to formulas. For example. 

A/l' could be read "agent; is aware of formula a". Fagin 

and Halpern emphasize that they do not wish to place 
restrictions upon what counts as awareness. but they 
clearly indicate that awareness of a formula does not. in 
general. entail belief in its truth. For example. one may 
be aware of Fermat's last theorem without believing it . 

For each agent; a set of formulas A;Cs) is specified, and 

is to be taken as the set of all formulas which agent; is 

aware of in state s. Also. the logic includes a two-valued 
truth relation. I= . which is implicitly defined by the 
following axioms. completing the model: 

1. M.s I= p. where p is a primitive 
proposition, if 'TT(s,p) = true. 

2. M,s I= -.rf> if M,s l;c r/>. 

3. M.s I= ¢ 1 /\ ¢ 2 if M.s I= ¢ 1 and 

M.s I= ¢ 2. 
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5. M.s I= B;</> if </> e A,(s) 

and M.1 I= </> for all I such 
that (s,t) e B;· 

6. M.s I= L;</> if M.t I= </> for all I such 

that Cs ,1) e B;· 

(The capital 'M". which occurs in each axiom. primarily 
serves to rem ind us that the relation I= pertains only to 
the model M .) 

Given these axioms. it can be seen that, for any 
tautology. 1/,. and any state s. s I= 1/,. This becomes 
apparent once we reflect that if. for some s, s 1¢ 1/,. then 
by axiom 2 we would have that s I= ~1/J. But. since ~"1 
must be self-contradictory. we would have that state s 

verifies the truth of an inconsistent sentence. which is 
clearly impossible, given axioms 1-3. and that each s 

represents a possible world state. In light of axiom 6. 
and the fact that every state satisfies the I= relation to 
any tautology, we may infer that L;I/J, for every tautology 

1/J. This explains what lays behind Fagin and Halpern's 
remark that "L; acts like the classical belief operator." 

Given the above. it follows that an agent believes any 
tautology that the agent is merely "aware of". For if 
agent; is aware of a tautology 1/1. then 1/J e A;(s). and 

since t I= 1/J for any state I. we know that t I= 1/J for all t 

such that (s,t) e B;. Thus. by axiom 5 we have that B;l/1-

Fagin and Halpern clearly notice this ramification. for 
they remark that "Agents still do not explicitly believe all 
valid formulas; for example, ~B/pV~p) is satisfiable 

because the agent might not be aware of the formula 
pV~p." The clear implication is that ~B;(</>) is only 

satisfiable for valid </> if the agent is not aware of ¢. 

The question now arises. is this implication of model M 
substantially more plausible than the doctrine of logical 
omniscience? We shall argue that it is not . Although 
Fagin and Halpern refrain from defining "awareness", they 
do say that it is not to be equated with belief in general. 
and they suggest a number of possible interpretations for 
A;</>- Their first interpretation amounts to "mere 

awareness". with no implication that belief might follow. 
A second interpretation is "i is able to figure out the 
truth of ¢". A third suggestion is "i is able to compute 
the truth of </> within time T." Now on any one of these 
interpretations it is clearly not true that one actually 
believes every tautology one is aware of. Consider an 
adept logic student who is given a list of wffs and is 
told to determine which are tautologous. The student 
picks a complex one which happens to be tautologous, and 
begins constructing a t ruth table for it. At this point the 
student may well be "aware of" the wff in all three of 
the above senses. but has not yet determined whether the 
wff is valid. Even after completing the truth table the 
student may not believe the wff to be valid until all 
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work has been rechecked. It is clear that awareness is 
only one ingredient in coming to believe a valid wff; both 
adequate computational resources and confidence in one's 
abi lities are also required. Perhaps confidence may be 
ignored when dealing with automata, but the issue of 
computational resources cannot. 

Fagin and Halpern discuss the importance of 
computational resources in connection with Levesque·s 
semantics. when they say "There may well be a very 
complicated formula whose truth is hard to figure out, 
even if you are aware of all the primitive propositions 
that appear in it" (my italics). Apparently. the authors 
have not realized that this remark remains true when we 
replace the "even if..." clause with "even if you are aware 
of the entire formula." 

Apart from the above difficulty. a different problem 
arises for the Fagin-Halpern model. namely. on a natural 
and common interpretation of "awareness". an agent's 
explicit beliefs are closed under implication . To 
understand why this is so, we first note that within the 
logic of M. B;P /\ B/p _, q) implies B;q, unless i is 

unaware of the formula q.1 Fagin and Halpern 

acknowledge this, but maintain that "B;P /\ B;CP-> q) /\ 

~B;q is satisfiable since i might not be aware of q." But 

we argue that. on the usual interpretation of awareness. 
one cannot believe (p-> q) without being aware of q, and 
hence. that belief is closed under implication. 

To begin with, one could not believe the formula p-> q 

to be true unless one understood the formu la, and one 
cannot understand the formula without understanding its 
parts. (Imagine our response to someone who claimed to 
understand 'p _, q' but who did not understand the 
formu la ·q·.) But if one understands 'q', then one must 
at least be aware of ·q· as a formula. Consequently. 
belief that 'p _, q' is true entai ls awareness of the formu la 
·q·. on a natural interpretation of awareness. This is not 
to deny that on some unusual interpretation of "awareness" 
one might believe 'p-> q' and be unaware of the formula 
q. For example, if we interpret "i is aware of ¢" as "i 
can compute the truth of </> in time T," (an interpretation 
suggested by the authors) then it may be possible to 
believe 'p _, q is true without being aware of q. 

However. while there is no formal requirement within the 
model that "awareness" be given a natural interpretation, it 
is important to realize that there exists a natural and 
obvious interpretation of "awareness" under which explicit 
belief remains closed under logical consequence. 

Furthermore, unless "awareness of ¢" is assigned a 
natural and intuitive interpretation. it becomes difficult to 
accept axiom 5, which states. among other things. that 

2
11 can only happen that B;P /\ B;(P _, q) if, for all I such that (s,c) E 

B;, (t Fp)/\(t l=(p-> q)). This, in turn, requires that for all such t, t I= q. 

(Otherwise t is an inconsistent world state). But now, if agen\ is aware 

of q we have that q E A;(s), and we could derive Big . Therefore, -Biq 

requires that i not be aware of q. 



"belief in ¢" entails "awareness of ¢". After all. one may 
believe Fermat"s last theorem without being able to 
compute its truth in any given time span. so why should 
we accept axiom 5 when "awareness is equated with 
computability. or some other unusual interpretation? 

A final difficulty with the Fagin-Halpern model is that. 
since it links belief to awareness of particular formulas. it 
shares those aspects of the "syntactic approach" which are 
criticised by Levesque [ 1984b). While Fagin and Halpern 
attempt to answer these criticisms. there is a problem 
with the syntactic approach which they do not consider. 
This problem arises in cases such as the following: 

(a) All mules are stubborn. 

(b) All mules are obstinate. 

Suppose that X knows the word 'stubborn ' but not the 
word 'obstinate·. Many philosophers would still contend 
that if X believes what (a) asserts. then X believes what 
(b) asserts. since both sentences express exactly the same 
proposition. The object of belief. they maintain. is a 
proposition. not a string of symbols (cf. [Church, 1954]). 
Fagin and Halpern defend the syntactic approach by 
claiming that formulas which are ostensively synonymous 
may involve different computational processes ( viz .. "pVq" 
vs. "qVp"). but it is difficult to see how this response 
would apply to the present case. since 'stubborn' and 
'obstinate' seem to involve the same computational 
processes. 

Furthermore. we shall argue in section 4 that (pVq) and 
(qVp) need not involve different computational processes. 
It is revealing. however, that Fagin and Halpern imply 
that computational processes are relevant to the question 
whether two sentences can express the same belief. This 
aspect of belief is central to the semantic theory which is 
outlined in the following two sections. 

3. A Procedurally Based Semantics 

The theory described below builds upon themes prevalent 
in the philosophy of language since the time of Frege. 
Aspects of the theory can be extracted from the works of 
Ayer [1936]. Carnap [1 947]. and Church [1954]. Two 
central principles emerge from these works: they are: 

(a) the meaning of a linguistic expression may be 
identified with rules which govern its use. Members of 
the logical-positivist school. e.g.. Carnap and Ayer, 
construed these rules as the method of verifying the truth 
or falsity of an expression. 

(b) the meaning of any declarative sentence. even atomic 
sentences. is a strict function of the meaning of its parts. 

While both these principles 
appeal. philosophers have 

have a certain intuitive 
encountered considerable 
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difficulty in defending the application of these principles 
to natural language. However. the philosopher. Richard 
Montague. did much to rectify this situation [Montague. 
1970]. An elegant variation on Montague·s approach is 
presented by Lewis in [Lewis. 1976]. Roughly . on both 
Montague's and Lewis's accounts. the intension of a 
sentence is a semantic function which takes a possible 
world state as an argument. and returns a truth value. 
This semantic function is formed through the composition 
of simpler functions which are attached to the more 
elementary elements of the language. The particular 
manner in which this composition happens is determined 
by the syntax of each sentence. From a procedural 
standpoint. the resulting composite function is isomorphic 
to the deep structure of the given sentence. 

Now. on the face of it. a problem arises for this 
approach in the case of logically valid sentences. For 
example. since all tautologies are true. it may appear that 
the intension of each tautology is any function which 
returns true. given any possible world state. From a 
denotational standpoint. all such functions are identical, 
because they all have identical input-output relations. 
Consequently. if meaning is identified with denotationally 
construed functions. all tautologies become synonymous: 
which is strongly counter-intuitive. 

Lewis avoids this defect by identifying meaning with a 
special syntax tree. where all nodes are labelled with 
functions (intensions). as well as with syntactic labels. 
This solution has a drawback. however. since it seems to 
invite Levesque's criticisms of the "syntactic approach ." 
For example. ·pvq · has a different syntax tree from 'qVp', 
and consequently these would not be synonymous on 
Lewis·s theory. Furthermore. as Levesque points out. 
what is the semantic motivation for linking meaning to 
the syntax of a sentence? 

We have noted that Fagin and Halpern reject Levesque's 
criticism of the syntactic approach because they maintain. 
in effect, that 'pVq' is not really synonymous with 'qVp' . 
For some however. this reply remains unconvincing. since 
these expressions certainly seem synonymous. We now 
attempt to show that a small modification to Lewis's 
theory can explain lww these expressions could be 
synonymous. and also explain the semantic motivation for 
the view that meaning is isomorphic to syntax. 

The solution requires that we focus upon the procedural 
nature of the semantic functions involved. Functions 
which have identical input-output relations ("weak 
equivalence") need not be identical from the computational 
standpoint (e.g. compare heapsort to bubblesort). But. if 
we individuate functions by the criterion of "strong 
equivalence" [Pylyshyn . 1980]. then in essence we 
distinguish functions according to the computational 
procedures they embody. From this perspective. a 
complex procedure will have its structure imposed through 
the composition of functions. Likewise, any computational 
procedure which is the intension of a sentence will be 
determined by compositional processes involving simpler 
procedures and by the syntax of the sentence involved. 
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For example, consider the sentence "John sleeps". The 
intension of 'John' is a function which takes a possible 
world (or an index of a possible world) as an argument 
and which returns a particular individual as its value. 
The intension of the word 'sleeps ' may be a function 
which requires. as argument. a function of the above type. 
and which returns. as value. a more complex procedure 
which is the intension of the entire sentence. This 
composite procedure will require a possible world as 
argument, and return a truth value according to whether 
"John sleeps" is true in that world. The procedure has a 
structure of the form "f(g( x) )". which reflects the manner 
in which it is composed. The fact that 'sleeps' has an 
intension which requires another intension as argument. is 
determined by the syntactic role of that verb. 

We may now explain the semantic motivation for 
linking meaning to syntax. Given the Montague-Lewis 
approach , it is only reasonable to suppose that sentential 
in tensions. construed as procedures. are isomorphic to 
syntax. since syntax enters into the process by which such 
procedures are composed. These intensions may be 
identified with "propositions". 

The question now arises. how can this conclusion be 
reconciled with the fact that for some people at least. 
'pVq' is synonymous with 'qVp'? To answer this. we 
must recall that procedures are. in general. more abstract 
than particular implementations of those procedures in a 
programming language. At the same time, there is an 
isomorphism between the high-level structure of such 
implementations and the abstract procedure they embody. 
Likewise. there is an isomorphism between all possible 
implementations of a given high- level programming 
language. Furthermore. just as a given high-level language 
may receive differing implementations without ceasing to 
be distinct from other high-level languages. so a particular 
algorithm. say heapsort . does not cease to be distinct from 
equivalent algorithms just because some of its 
implementation details are left unspecified. 

Now suppose that the meaning of 'pVq' is an abstract 
procedure which can be implemented in more than one 
way . For example. 'V may name a procedure whose sole 
argument is an abstract set of propositions. The "V" 
procedure attempts to verify that at least one element of 
this set is true. One implementation of this procedure 
attempts to establish the truth of p before attempting to 
establish q. Another implementation does the reverse. 
But if the meaning of 'V' is the abstract procedure. and 
not one of its implementations. then both 'pVq' and 'qVp' 
will determine. through the compositional process, the 
same abstract procedure as their intension. Furthermore, 
since each sentence has a syntax isomorphic to the other, 
we might still maintain that the intension determined by 
a sentence is isomorphic to its syntax. 

As a general requirement. however, strict isomorphism is 
a bit too stringent. For many would maintain that a 
simple declarative sentence in active voice is synonymous 
with its passive equivalent. Yet. it is not clear that "John 
threw a ball" is isomorphic in syntax to "A ball was 
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thrown by John". To accomodate syntactic variants of a 
given sentence we may follow Lewis [1976) in supposing 
that the deep structure (and not the surface structure) of 
a sentence determines the process of intensional 
composition (since many linguists theorize that a sentence 
is first translated into its deep structure before its 
meaning is "understood".) 

Another respect in which the "strict isomorphism" 
requirement must be relaxed is this: we must allow that 
two sentences express the same intension when both 
sentences are otherwise identical. but one contains a single 
term which is a definitional abbreviation of a longer 
expression. occurring in a corresponding position in the 
other sentence. For example, this relaxation will allow us 
to say that "John is a bachelor" is synonymous with "John 
is an unmarried adult male", since 'bachelor · is a 
conventional abbreviation for ·unmarried adult male'. 
Perhaps the accuracy of our particular definition of 
'bachelor' could be disputed, but the general point remains 
that if a given term has come. by linguistic convention. to 
have the same sense as a longer expression, then each may 
be substituted for the other in a longer expression, 
without altering the intension of the longer expression. 
An analogous remark obviously applies to programming 
languages which allow "macros" or subroutines to be 
defined. The substitution of the name of a routine, for 
the routine itself. does not affect any larger procedure in 
which either occurs. 

A similar modification is required to accomodate one
word synonyms (e.g .. 'stubborn· and 'bachelor') which are 
attached. by convention. to the same intension. Clearly. 
such synonyms may be interchanged without affecting the 
intension of a larger . containing expression. Given all the 
above modifications we are now in a position to 
demonstrate how our procedure-based semantics avoids one 
major aspect of logical omniscience. We require the 
following premise: 

(1) Two expressions are interchangeable in belief contexts 
only if they express identical intensions. procedurally 

construed. 3 

This premise has an intuitive appeal. since we have no 
reason to suppose that expressions which do not mean the 
same would be interchangeable in belief contexts. Now. 
given ( 1 ). it straightforwardly follows that logically valid 
sentences are not. in general. interchangeable in belief 
contexts. Consider the formulas: 

(p/\q)V( -.p/\q)V(p/\-.q)V( -.p/\-.q) 

and 

(pV-.p). 

3
Note that (I) states only a necessary condition for interchangeability. 

In section 4 we formulate a sufficient condition, in conjunction with our 
discussion of the paradox of ana lysis. 



Both sentences are tautologous. and therefore equivalent. 
However, they are not isomorph ic in syntax . Neither do 
they contain subexpress ions such that one subexpression is 
a <lefinitional abbreviation of the other. Furthermore. 
there is no reason to suppose that one sentence represents 
the deep syntactic structure of the other. Consequentl y. 
on the account of meaning we have presented. we have no 
reason to assume these formulas express identical 
intensions. and by (1). no reason to assume 
interchangeability in belief contexts. We may extend this 
reasoning to any pair of valid sentences which meets the 
above conditions. 

4, A Solution to Logical Omniscience 

In the preceding section we have given necessary 
conditions for allowing expressions to be interchanged in 
belief contexts. In what fo llows we formulate sufficient 
conditions. Finally, we argue that this account of 
necessary and sufficient conditions entirely avoids the 
problem of logica l omniscience. 

At first glance it might appear that sameness of 
intension should be a sufficient condition for allowing any 
two expressions to be interchanged in belief contexts. 
However, this formulation is too course-grained, since 
there are synonymous expressions which are not 
interchangeable in belief contexts. Consider a case where 
Jane believes that Eve is an ancestor of John . An 
analysis of the meaning of 'ancestor' may reveal that (a) 

"X is an ancestor of Y" is definitionally equivalent to (b) 
"either X is a parent of Y. or X is a parent of an 
ancestor of Y." The analysis may be based upon empirica l 
evidence that when people discover. first hand. whether X 
is an ancestor of Y. they in fact use this recursive 

procedure to decide the question .4 Let us suppose this is 
so. Then . on our account. the given expressions are 
synonymous. Yet . it may happen that some English 
speakers are not ful.ly aware of the procedure that they 
apply when deciding whether X is an ancestor. and so 
they may not realize the synonomy of (a) and (b). Such 
speakers may believe (a) and not believe (b). and 
considerable reflection may be required to discover the 
synonomy involved. The critical point here is that one's 
use of an expression may be implicitly governed by a 
procedure without one 's explicitl y knowing what the 

procedure is. 5 This fact gives rise to what G.E. Moore 
has called the "paradox of analysis" [Moore.1942]. 

We have just seen that synonomy 
. condition to legitimize interchangeability 
Also. in light of Levesque's criticisms 

is too weak a 
in belief contexts . 
of the "syntactic 

4For a discussion of how such empirical evidence may be gathered, see 
[Pylyshyn, 1980]. 

5we have seen that Levesque defines "implicit belief" in such a way 
that every logical consequence of a set of beliefs is implicitly believed. 
The above account provides what we believe to be a more plausible use 
of "implicit knowledge or belief". 
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approach", we may rule out strict identity of expressions 
as too stringent a condition for interchangeability . We 
would like a set of conditions which permit the 
interchangeability of 

and 

(pVq) with (qVp) 

'all mules are stubborn ' with 
'all mules are obstinate' 

while ruling out the interchangeability of (a) with (b). 
To this end we propose the following criteria: 

(C) Two expressions are interchangeable in belief 
contexts iff they have identical intensions, procedurally 
construed, and they are isomorphic in syntax. 

Given these criteria. we may establish that 

(i) from the fact that an agent believes some 
valid formula we may not derive that the 
agent believes all valid formulas. 

(ii) one does not necessarily believe 
pV~p. 

(iii) belief is not closed under implication. 

The truth of (i) was established in section 4. using the 

criterion of sameness of procedural intension. The truth 
of (ii) follows from the fact that our theory makes no 
claims about what propositions are believed. It only 
specifies conditions under which expressions are 
interchangeable in belief contexts. Our view is that. 
insofar as a logic of belief exists, it must be restricted to 
domains where identical beliefs are being substituted for 
one another. In general. the question whether one believes 
p. given that one believes q. and that p and q do not 
express identical beliefs. seems not to be a question of 
logic but of empirical psychology. A exception to this 
claim may be that from the fact that a conjunction is 
believed we may infer that each conjunct is separately 
believed. 

With regard to closure under implication (iii). it is 
apparent that no matter what procedures (intensions) we 
assign to p and p-+ q. the intension of q may be distinct 
from either of the former intensions. Given that an agent 
stands in the "belief relation" to the intension of p and to 
the intension of p-+ q. there is no way to deduce. given 
our criteria. that one must stand in this relation to the 
intension of q. Thus we avoid logical omniscience. 

Conclusion 

In the foregoing we have examined two differing formal 
models of belief which are designed to circumvent logical 
omniscience. The first model (Levesque's) attempts to 
individuate beliefs on the basis of the situations they 



describe. We have argued, however. that situations are 
too coarse-grained to serve this purpose, since different 
descriptions may necessarily describe the same situation, 
and still not be interchangeable in belief contexts. 

The second model (Fagin's and Halpern's) combines a 
possible worlds approach with an awareness requirement. 
We have seen that this synthesis entails a restr icted 
version of logical omniscience, insofar as it requires that 
an agent believes any valid formula which the agent is 
merely aware of. In addition. we have argued that it 
shares a weakness with the "syntactic approach" . 

Final ly . we have presented an integration of some 
existing philosophical approaches towards semantics. We 
have argued that this integration provides a foundation for 
a sound principle of individuat ion for beliefs. whi le also 
providing a computational model of propositions. A 
formal logic of belief has not been presented, but it is 
unclear whether a logic of explicit belief. which sanctions 
the derivation of new beliefs from other, distinct beliefs. 
is even possible. 
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Abs tract 

We prese nt a fragment of a form al theory for computing and 
representin g a class of contextual dependencies in natural langu age 
di scourse . Four types of contextu al s ituation s crea ted by the use 
of definit e descript ion s are •nves tiga ted. and formal tran slation 
rules into a lambd a-ca lculu s based mea ning representation 
language A are in t roduced 

1. Introduction 

In thi s paper we prese nt a fragment of a form al th eory for 
computin g and represe nt ing a class of contextu al dependencies in 
natural language di scourse Alth ough we limit our disc ussion to 
anaphoric references created by the use of definit e descriptions. 
th e approach ca n be eas il y extended to cover other types of an a
ph ora (such as t hose li sted in (131) . as well as more difficult refer
ence cases including fo rward references and indirect references . 
We in vestiga te here onl y four types of contextu al situation s which 
we ca ll perfect context s. imperf ee l context s. attitude report 
context s. and conditional cont ex t s . For each of th ese types we 
fo rmulate a tra nslation rule into the lambda-categorial language A. 
see fo r exa mple [3]. The limi ted scope of thi s prese ntation has not 
a llowed for includin g th e desc ription of As syntax neither for for 
mal defini t ion of th e translation procedure. These omision s should 
not obscure the readabili ty of th e paper. however. which is other
wise se lf-contained. This paper is based on a fragment of a more 
general Th eory of St ra tifi ed Mea ning Representation (10] (12] 
where a wid er range of problems of natural language unders tanding 
is add ressed including interpretation and representation of pronom
inal references . non-s ingular concepts . as well as selected problems 
of di scourse coherence and building discourse representat ion . 

An im porta nt as pect of our method is its computational per
spect ive . Alt hough t he translation scheme we present is based in 
part on Montague's approac h [6] . we made an effort to replace 
in tensional interpreta tions of certain types of express ions. such as 
John is looking for a unicorn. or John ordered a hamburger 
[5]. by a more careful analysis which allowed for more tractable 
representat ion. T his does not mea n t hat we discard intensional 
interpretat ions altogeth er. but we fee l that the concept has been 
much overu sed. a nd the sentences like the two quoted above are 
not truly intensiona l. i.e .. we do not need the intension operator to 
represent t heir mea ning. The use of the intension operator would 
be appropriate for represe nting such non-sin gular concepts like the 
temperature in t he temperature is increasing . 

In our di sc ussion we foc us on selected exa mples of two
sentence "stories " and t ry to discover and form alize referential 
interdependencies between them and the conditions in which such 

· depend encies ari se . Res tricting the discussion to two se ntence 
"stori es" avoid s. at t hi s stage . most of the problems of where t o 
look for the reference. i e how to determine the proper antecen
dent t hu s we concent rate en ti rely on the ques tion how to get the 
re f erence. t hat is. how to selec t poss ible antecendent s T he fact 
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that we res trict our discuss ion to two-sentential paragraph s should 
not be taken litera ll y. es peciall y when interpreting t he translation 
rules we formulate in this paper. Most rules will be written us ing 
two hypotetical "se ntences" 51 and 52 where th e latter contain s a 
reference element to an object mentioned in the form er The sen
tence 51 will norm all y be considered to es tabl is h a context for 
making that reference . In fac t it is not necessary th at any single 
such sentence exists . We ass ume only that at the time 52 is 
expressed there is enou gh context information accumulated by 
different mea ns so that the reference ca n properl y be made . In our 
idea lized model all thi s is reduced to the s itu ation s described by 

-the sentence 5 1 or its elements. but note that . in general. 5 1 need 
neither be a si ngle sentence nor even a collection of sentences and 
may contain information acquired from other sources (observa tion . 
knowledge base. beliefs. etc). We ass ume that the discourse 
utterances have a lready been partially processed from their original 
form so th at they appear as ex press ion s of the language A. This 
initial process ing includ es syntac tic ana ly sis in the categorial gram
mar CAT [6]. (7] . and the fir s t stage translation into A by the Rule 
1 (not reported here) which derives part ial representations of sen
tences . For deta il concernin g text t ransform ations not di scussed 
here the reader is referred to [11] and [1 2]. 

2. Perfect Contexts 

Let us consider the simple case of translatin g the following 
discourse fragment into predicate calculus re presentation 

Exa mple 1 

(1) John int erviewed a man. 

(2) The bas tard killed him. 

Suppose t hat the definite description of the bas tard is intended to 
refer to the man mentioned in (1). and that th e pronominal him 
refers to John. Ass ume also that (1) has the straightforward 
referential reading. To properl y re present the mea nin g of (2). we 
first mod it y the traditional translation of the definite article the. 
(6] . (8]. The new t ranslation introduces th e explicit reference to the 
context in which t he definite descript ion is in s tantiated. Thu s we 
have 

(3) the-+ (>..P( >.. C(>..O(:::i x (P x ) & (C x ) & 
("dy ((P y) & (C y)) :::> (x=y)) & (O x))))) 

Here t he fac ts (P x ). (Q x ). and (C x ) give a characteri stics of th e 
referenced object . The part under the universal quantifi er 
emphas izes the uniqueness of th e x under the context C. Observe 
that t he literal (P y) is often in significa nt for fi xing a uniqu e refer
ence for th e object (Exa mple 1) The sa me ca nnot be sa id . how
ever. of the in stance (P x) outs ide the scope of v'. In this case we 
acquire some additional knowledge about the already selected indi
vidu al. In th e rest of this di scussion we shall often drop the literal 
(Py) whenever it does not lead to an ambiguous situation . 

T he first for mal rule for translating two sentence paragraph s 
can be presented now. The rule is ca lled the Perfect Context 



T ranslation Rule because t he context establi shed by th e firs t 
sentence in t he pair has th e perfect referential in tetp reta tion 

RULE 2 (Perfect Context T ranslation Rule)t 
An object u referenced by the has been ment ioned previously m a 
de re context . thu s its existence is pressupposed. Let 51(u) be th e 
context sentence which mentions u. Let 52( u) be th e sentence in 
quest ion. We have 

(i) 5 1(a P) -+ (::l u (Pu) & (Fu)) 

(ii) 5i(the Pi) -+ (::l u (C u) & ('ix (( P1 x) & (C x)) :) 
(x=u)) & (P1 u) & (F1 u) ). 

T he context C is derived from 51 as (>-. u (P u) & (F u)) . 

Using Rule 2. the Exa mple 1 is t ranslated as fo llows . Let (1 ) be as 
given before. i.e .. 

(4) 1 -+ (::I x (m x ) & (i J x )) 

We derive th e context C from (1) as 

(5) (>-.x (m x ) & (i J x )) 

T hen apply ing Rule 2 we der ive th e t ra nslation of (2) as 

(6) 2 -+ (] x (m x ) & (i J x) & ('iy ((by) & (my) & 
(i J y)) :) (x=y )) & (bx) & (k x J)) 

where m. i. b. and k translate man. inter viewed. bastard . and 
killed. res pectively. and John is translated as (>-.P (P J)) . T he 
fo rmula in (6) says that th e man whom John inte rviewed killed 
John . The Perfect Context Translation Rule explain s some 
aspects of translating inter-sentential references but . as we shall 
see. it accou nts for only the most straightforward referential situa
tions which do not involve eit her im perfect or att itude report con
structions . 

3. Imperfect Contexts 

We distinguish two very general classes of verbs found in 
natural language sentences . T hese are imperfect verbs like: seek . 
want to°' · go. build. imagine . .. .. and perfect verbs like: fi nd. 
come. have. have written. have imagined An info rmal 
definiti on of imperfect verbs follow s. 

Definition 
A verb will be ca lled imperfect if the immediate effects of the 
action or state described by this verb las t at most as long as the 
action or state itself does . and its res ults on the surrounding world 
ca nnot be determined before the action or state is committed. 0 

T he characteri st ics of imperfect verbs can be summari zed as fo l
lows: 

(a) Th ey have no permanent influence on on t he situation s ur
roundin g an utt erance want to marry. must have. 

(b) T hey can be committed however . when turned into a perfect 
form : have married. have. 

(c) They (but not only th ey) can create non-referential tran sla
tions of sentences ; 

(d) An imperfect verb v ca n be decomposed in to an imperfe.ct 
operator v. and the perfect form v. Thu s seek = try. seek 
= find . ; 

(e) Complement taking im perfect verbs act as imperfectness 
operators on the complement . and its main verb . creating 
compound im perfect verbs . A special consideration will be 
given to the verbs want and must . 

t We preserve the original rule numbering given in 11 2]. For th e remaining 
rules the reader is referred there. and also to Ill ]. 

t In co nt ra st with th e d ass ifi ca tion of these verbs in the category 
lt / e )/ /jt / e) given in 16] we need imperfect opera tors in the category lt / e)/1. with 
th t pa rti c.lt 111011 being a part of th f! complement ph ra se . 
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T able 1 gives some exa mples of im perfect ve rbs a nd th eir perfect 
counterparts . It mu st be noted here t hat t he perfect / imperfec t dis
t inct ion in inte rpreta tion of some ve rbs coincides . to some degree . 
with t he notions of t rans parent and opaqu e readings of sentences 
containin g such verbs (7] However. th e transparent /opaqu e dis
ti nction has been usuall y made in conn ection wit h t he use of pro
posit ional att itud es . such as want to or try to . etc [6] We are 
goin g somew hat furth er in our classifi cat ion consid erin g as imper
fec t operators not onl y propositional att it udes . but also all other 
sy ntact ic and lexical properties of verbs (s uch as tense or mode) 
which may have similar effec ts on sentence readin g. Consider only 
A car may/ will/ mus t arri ve where the car will not materialize 
unt il it act uall y arrives . 

Exa mple 2 
Conside r t he following new "story". 

(7) John wants to marry a queen. 

(8) T he queen must be wealthy. 

As th e reader has perhaps already observed . the existence of the 
queen in (8) is not necessaril y presupposed as a consequence of 

Verb Forms 

imperfect perfect form possible imperfect operator 

seek find try (to ) 
go come try (to) 
go too °' go (to) 
wa nt to o °' wa nt (to) 
wis h to o °' wis h (to) 

mu st °' °' must 
be building have buil t try (to ) 

Table 1. Imperfect verbs and their perfect fo rms. 

the possi ble de di cto readin g of (7) . Notice also t hat (8) would 
have completely different meaning when considered without the 
context s upplied by (7) . We ca n paraphrase (7) and (8) as (in a 
possible reading) 

(9) Th e queen John marries . if any. must be wealthy 

Two distinct reference situ ations can be observed. The situation 
where the context setting sentence has its referential reading (i .e. 
there exists a particu lar queen John wants to marry) is correct ly 
represented by the Perfect Context Translation Rule. In such a 
case wants to marry behaves just as an ordinary perfect verb . 
This ru le. however. cannot be used when both sentences have 
their non-referential readings . To accou nt for non-referent ial read
ings in imperfect contexts we formulate a new ru le ca lled Imper
fect Context Translation Rule given below . -

RUL E 3 (Imperfect Context T ranslation Rule) 
An object u referenced by the ha s been recent ly mentioned in a de 
dicto environment . i.e its existence is not ass um ed. Let 5 1. 52 be 
defin ed as before. Then 

(i) 51(a P) -+ (imp (::J u (Pu) & (F u))) 

where imp is the imperfect operator such t hat it is derived fr om 
the imperfect verb of 51. 

(i i) 52(the P1) -+ (imp1 (::J u (Cu) & ('ix (( P1 x ) & (C x )) 
:) (x= u))) & (P1 u) & (F1 u))) . 

Where imp1 is the imperfec t operator of 5 2. and t he context C is 
derived from 5 1 as (>-.u (P u) & (F u)) . 

If a sentence with an imperfec t verb has a referential reading in the 
for m 



(10) (=I x (P x ) & (F ' x )) 

th en th e non-referent i<!_I reading featured in Rule 3 is obtained by 
rea li zin g th at imp = F: F = F : Notice furth er that if we used a 
perfec t verb in (8) as in 

(11) The queen i s wealthy 

we would resol ve t he de dicto/ de re ambiguit y and both se n
tences would ha ve only th eir de re readin gs Thu s the presence of 
an imperfec t construction in (8) is esse ntial for preserving (7)' s de 
di ct o readin g and for extending it over (8) . It should also be clear 
that Rule 3 requires th at the object referenced in th e current utter
ance has non-referential statu s in an imperfec t context In other 
word s . th e pa ssage 

(12) John married a queen. 
The queen mus t be wealthy. 

has only a referential interpretation. 

4 , Att itude Re port Contexts 

As we saw. when a description is used consequ ently non
referentiall y th e context setting sit uation changes so signifi ca ntly 
that we need a se parate rule to account for these cases. In Exa m
ple 2 wh en a queen was used referentially we would furth er 
describe her as the queen John wants t o m arry. while wh en in ter
preting the "story" non-referentiall y we could only s pea k of t he 
queen John ( e ventua/Jv) marries ( if any) [6] . [7] . [2] . This is 
beca use in th e non· referential reading th e quee n is not available for 
reference before John ac tu all y marries her. This difference has 
bee n properl y accomodated by Rules 2 and 3. 

We turn now t o anoth er class of verbs which ca n also create 
non-referential readings . These are attitude report verbs like 
imag ine that . see that . belie ve that . etc. We res tict our attention 
to the perfect contexts . in particular to those which do not in volv e 
any imperfec t operators . The attitud e report verbs used in such 
situations will be called perfect attitude report verbs Although 
we are givin g just one exa mple with the att itude report verb ima
g ine that .t the discussion below applies to oth er perfec t attitud e 
report verbs as well . 

Exa mple 3 
Let us analyse th e followin g "story" in detail. 

(13) John imagines that a unicorn lives in the park . 

(14) Th e unicorn has a pink t ail . 

Basically we can differentiate three reference situations betwee n 
(1 3) a nd (14) As before we do not con sider the trivial case where 
a unicorn of (1 3) and the unicorn of (14) do not co-refer. 
Ass ume fir s t that we have following translation as given: 

(15) unicorn -+ u 
imagines that -+ imt 
to have a pink t ail -+ hpt 
t o live in the park -+ Ip 

CASE I. Suppose a unicorn in (13) is used referentially . th at is . 
its existence is pres upposed. We obtain (we consider here just 
on e poss ible referential reading) 

(16) 13 (:3x (u x) & (imt J (Ip x))) 
14 -+ (:3x (u x ) & (C x) & 

(v'y ((u y ) & (Cy)) :::, (x=y)) & (hpt x)) 
where th e context C is (>.. x (u x ) & (imt J (Ip x))) . 

according to Perfect Context Translation Rule (Rule 2). 

CASE II. Suppose to the contrar y that a unicorn in (13) has been 
used non-referentia ll y. That is 

(17) 13 -+ (imt J (:3x (u x) & (Ip x))) 
We have now two opt ions for translating (14). In one case the 
unicorn used in (14) refers to some particular individual the 

t Although we classify "imagine th at" as a perfect verb . it s d ose re lativ e "im
ag, int'" i~ a different verb. mut h like "create". 
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spea ker of (14) knows but perhaps John does not . In this case 

(1 8) 14 -+ (:3x (u x) & (C x) & 
(v'y ((u y) & (C y)) :::, (x=y)) & (hpt x)) 

where C = (>..x (u x) & (imt J (Ip x))) as befor e 

This translation correctly emphasizes that from th e point of view 
of th e speaker of (14) . a unicorn in (13) has been used referen
tiall y. Therefore both sentences get th eir referential tran slations 
and case II reduces to case I. Observe that case II is that of 
mi sunderstanding the intention of the speaker. but it is how the 
hearer interprets the discourse at the moment . 

CASE Ill. On the other hand . let us assume th at the speaker of 
(14) has the possibility of glancing into John 's image of the 
unicorn and sees that it has a pink tail there. The speaker of (14) 
is th erefore extending our information of what John imagines to: 

(19) John imagines that the unicorn he imag ines to live in the 
park has a pink t ail. 

Here. we s hould ex pect (14) to tran slate as 

(20) 14 -+ (imt J (:3x (u x ) & (C x) & 
(v'y ((u y) & (C y)) :::, (x=y)) & (hpt x))) 

where C = (>..x (imt J ((u x ) & (Ip x)))) 
The spea ker of (14) uses the unicorn semi-referentially. takin g 
the image of unicorn as th e context setting situation . He does not 
need any imperfect operator in his utterance. This is because th e 
abstract situation created by an utterance of (13) persists for 
some (s hort) period of time after the utterance took place. This 
situation involves an implicit export of an attitude report operator 
from (13) into (14) . That is. (14) should be understood now as 

(21) John imagines that the unicorn has a pink tail. 

but it is not neces sary th at the actants in (13) and (14) must co
refer. The attitude report verb imagine that although perfect 
(according to th e definition given in section 3) has the ability to 
create non-referent ia l readings. and then behave quite differently 
than an "ordinary" perfect verb (like those reported in section 2) . 

This discovery calls for yet another translation rule which we 
have chosen to name th e Attitude Report Context Trans lat ion 
Ru~ . . 

RULE 4 (Attitude Re port Context Translat ion Rule) 
An object u referenced by the has bee n recently mentioned in a de 
di c t o environment with an attitude report verb alt . Let 51. 52 be 
defin ed as previously. Then the only non-referential reading of 52 
wi th res pect to u ca n be obtain ed as 

(i) 51(a P) -+ (att (::J u (Pu) & (Fu))) 
(ii) 5 2(the Pi) -+ (att 1 (::J u (Cu) & (v'y ((P1 y) & (Cy)) 

:::, (x=y)) & (P1 u) & (F1 u))) 
Th e context C is derived from 5 1 as (>..u (att ((Pu) & (Fu)))) . 
and att 1 is the implicit attitude report operator imported from 5 1. 

Thu s far it appears th at case Ill presents the only situation when 
a non-referential reading ca n be exported from an attitude report 
context . Montague [6] and Partee [7] seem to agree with that 
observation . Otherwise we would always find ourselves in case II 
unless . perhaps . the se ntence 5 2 contained an imperfect construc
tion . Rule 4 ca n be eas il y generalized over all cases where att1 is 

. an explicit atti t ude report construction in 52 as in 

(22) John belie ves that a unicorn resembles M ary . 
He imagines that the animal has a sing le horn. 

An important outcome of Rule 4 in its original formulation is th at 
it ca n explain a part of what Donn ellan [4] called th e attribut ive 
use and Barwi se and Perry [1] called value fr ee use of definite 
descriptions . 



Exa mple 4 
Suppose someone says: 

(23 ) T he man drinking the martini i s a fo ol. 

in the se nse th at the definite descr iption the man drinking the 
martini is used attributively [4] For a spea ker to utter (23) is to 
ex plore an implicit context-sett ing situation in which there is a 
man drink ing the martini. if the definite descr ipt ion used in (23) 
is to be singular. not ge neric (see. for exa mple [9]). as we ass ume 
here. Therefore. to sa y (23) is to make the reference in the fo ll ow
in g contex t. 

(24) / belie ve t hat there is a man drinking t he martini. 

(25 ) The man drinking the martini is a f ool . 

Th e context-se tt ing sentence of (24) is implicit here. A s ide
effect of this assumpt ion is that one cannot use a pronoun in place 
of a definite desc ri ption when say ing (25). In general any atti t ude 
report verb att ca n be used in (24) and t hen imported to (25) 
accord ing to Ru le 4. 

The three translation ru les we prese nted thu s far deal with 
reference situat ions created by the use of definit e descriptions in 
di scourse. Appropriate rules for translating pron ominal reference 
cases ca n be readil y formu lated. and we will not in ves tiga te t hi s 
problem here. 

5. Condit ional Contexts 

In sec tion 4 we found that a part of the so-ca lled attributive 
use of some nominal expressions ca n be ex plained in term s of 
non-referent ial att it ude report readings . In these cases we ass umed 
t hat t he speaker was address ing an entity whose existence was 
relative to hi s att itute toward it (beliefs. imaginat ion s. etc). But 
t hi s was just one side of the coin In th e fo llowin g exa mple we li st 
jus t a few sentences where attributiv e reading cannot be explained 
by att itudes. 

Exa mple 5 
Apparent ly. th e following sentences can be interpreted non
referentiall y with out any reference to s pea ker att itudes. 

(26) The man who drinks the martini is a foo l. 

(27) T he man who break s t he Jaw will be prosecu t ed. 

{28 ) A man who kills som ebody is a murderer. D 

It s hould be relatively clear th at the se ntences li ke (26) to (28) 
above roughly fa ll und er th e following scheme. 

{29) A/ The a such that P{himk) F s 

or. in other word s 

(30) if a/ th e a P's then hek F's 

Rewritin g (30) to more form al notat ion we ge t 

{31) if (:3x (ax ) & (P x )) then (F himk) 

Clea rly (31) is just another way to say (29) if t he latter is to be 
understood attribut ively. No such equ ivalence ca n be made when 
(29) is used referentiall y. The choice between the and a in (29) 
depend s on the speaker confidence as to t he un iqu eness of the 
ent ity es tab lis hed in the cond it ion part of th e sentence. Observe 
that in (31) the part between if and then constitutes our context
se tti ng ut tera nce 51. and the part pas t then is our 52. I\ is not 
necessa ry to ass ume a pronom inal reference betwee n 5 1 and 5 2. as 
it has bee n s uggested in (31). In fac t the general form of a cond i
t ional context uttera nce may be ta ken as 

(32) if 5 1 (a P) then 5 2 (the Pi) 

Example 6 
Consider the fo ll owing pairs of sentences. If the fir s t sentence in a 
pair is used non-referent iall y. it has an equivalent cond ition al con
text reading expressed by the second sentence in th e pair . 

(33) The cat t hat M ary buys is a burmese. [13] 
If M ary buys a cat it i s a burmese. 
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(34) 

(35) 

T he m an who k ill s som ebody is a murderer. 
If a man k ill s som ebody. he is a m urderer 

The m an who break s t he Jaw will be prosecut ed 
If a man break s the Jaw. he will be prosecuted 

Thu s the fir st sentence in (33) ge ts it s non-referential cond it ion al 
contex t reading in th e form 

(36) (:3x (cat x ) & (buys M x )) :) (burmese x ,,) 

Resolving pronominal refrence of x,, to x we are gett ing th at 

(37) (:3x (cat x) & (buy s M x)) :) (:3 u (cat u) & (buys Mu) & 
('l.fy (( cat y ) & (buys M y )) :) (y= u)) & (burmese u) ) 

The exa mple has been chosen so th at bot h sid es of the cond itional 
context readin g for (33) to (35) when ta ken alone have a st raight
forward perfect refere nt ial reading. Th is reading does not represent 
the ge neral case. and ot her pronominal context translat ion rules 
may be usefu l for resolving pronom inal references between t he 
s ides - consider onl y If John wants to marry a queen. she m us t 
be wealthy . As we will see . t hi s readin g is not equ iva lent to th e 
imperfec t reading of The queen John wants t o m arry mus t be 
wealthy . 

We summarize our observations as a fo rm al translation rule. 
us in g the notion of condit ional context pattern. which roughl y 
spea kin g has the form of {,1, 51 (>.. 5 2 (51 :) 52)))) as expressed in 
A 

RUL E 10 (Condit ional Context Translation Rule) 
If a sentence S has a s ingular. referential over x. reading t ranslat
ing to 

(i) 5 (the/a P) .... (=1 x (Px) & (U x ) & (Qx)) . 

and every equ ivalent to it referent ial s ingular reading ass umes th e 
sa me form . where U is an optional un iqueness clause poss ibly 
prese nt when the is used in 5. i.e .. 

(i i) U = (>.. x (C x ) & ('l.fy ((Py) & (C y)) :) (x=y )) ) 

where C is an external context th at cannot be instant iated. then 
the condit ional context non-referent ial reading of 5 exists and is 
obtain ed as th e res ult of the fo llowing derivation 

(ii i) 5 (the/a P) .... [[L. OJ. P]t 
where L is the condit iona l context pattern in th e form 

(iv) L = (>.. 5 1 (>.. 52 ((:3x (51 x )) :) (52 x ,,)))) 

and the pronominal reference of x ,, is resolved to the argum ent of 
51 by one of the pronomin al context tran slat ion ru les. 

The cond it ion (i) in the formu lat ion of Rule 10 seems to be quite 
restrict ive as to the form a sentence ca n take in order to qualify 
for cond itional context non-referential reading. One ca n clearly see 
that the li tera l P ca n be verbalized as 

(38) (>..x (P1 x ) such that (0 1 x )) 

as for exa mple in a man who break s the Jaw. Yet the res trict ive 
wh-clause is not strictly necessary to maintain P in the reques ted 
form If one says 

(39) A t iger is dangerous. 

a non-referential interpretation is still poss ible in cond itional con
text with P = an ent ity s uch that it is a t iger. so t hat P 
t ranslates as 

(40) P .... (>..x (Ex ) & (t iger x )) 

where E is the enti ty predicate which as non-signifi ca nt may be 
omitted. 

t Here If. a] denotes fun ctional app lica tion f. a. 



Th e quest ion naturally a ri ses . what kind of sent ences do not 
qu alify for conditional context readings Obviously. th e utterance 
which press uposes the existence does not qualify (but thi s very 
sentence does I) . Com pare 

(41) There is a unicorn with a pink tail v1hich lives in the 
park . 

(42) A unicorn which has a pink tail lives in the park. 

Apparentl y (41) has a strictly referential reading. and no non
referential readin g is poss ible . Observe. however. that (41) ha s an 
equiva lent referential readin g in the form 

(4 3) 41 --+ (] x (u-with- pink- tail- which- lp x)) 

which violates the res triction that e very equivalent referential 
readin g mu st meet the form of (i) fr om Rule 10. In contra st . (42) 
can be translated as 

(44) 42 --+ (::Ix (u x ) & (hpt x ) & (Ip x )) 
with P = (>. x (u x ) & (hpt x)) and O = (>. x (Ip x )) . 

The next observa tion to make in conjun ction with Rule 10 is th at 
th e sentence 5 does not necessa ril y have to be a top level clause . 
Consid er aga in th e sentence 

(4 5) John want s t o m arry a queen. 

The referential reading of ( 45) ass um es the already kn own to us 
fo rm of 

(46) 45re f --+ (::l x (q x ) & (wJ(mJ x ))) 

Rule 10 imm ediately prov ides us with one poss ible conditional
context (perfect) readin g as 

(47) 45ccper --+ (::Ix (q x )) :::) ( w J (m J her,,)) 

Thi s translations reads somewhat like: if there is a queen. John 
want s ( t o marry her). what constitutes a conditional readin g of 
(45) which ca n be paraphrased as The/ An entity such that she 
is a queen / has the property that} John wants to m arry her. 
By Rule 3 we ca n also derive the imperfect reading of ( 45) . 

(48) 45imp --+ ( w J (::Ix (q x ) & (m J x ))) 

Applying Rule 10 to the inn er clause we get another conditional 
context (imperfect) reading of (45) . 

(49) 45ccimp --+ ( w J ((::Ix (q x )) :::) (m J her11))) 

Thi s readin g ca n be paraphrased as John wants / to achie ve} that 
the/ an entity s uch that she is a queen is married by him. 

There is a sublte difference in mea ning between (45ccper) 
and (4 5ccimp) Th e form er states that unless a queen exist s 
John 's attitude toward her ca nnot be in stantiated. i.e .. a quee n's 
existence causes John 's des ire to become in effect . In the latter 
John wa nts to reach t he state in which a queen· s very existence 
will entail John 's marryin g her. 

6 . Conclusions 

We presented a fragment of a new approach to represe nting 
th e mea nin g content of natural language utterances in discourse. 
We exa mined four classes of in-text dependencies between utter
ances. crea ted by the use of definit e description s. and formulated 
appropriate rules of t ra nslation int o the lambda-categorial langu age 
A. We also s ugges ted a new representation for t he definite article 
the th at makes explicit t he context in which a definite description 
is in sta nt iated . Careful exa minat ion of each context situ ation 
und er inv es tiga tion allowed for replac ing intension al interpretations 
of certa in t ypes of utterances . as adv ocated by Montague [6) . by 
more tractable represe ntations which. we believe. will prove amen
able for computer analy sis. A number of related reference 
ph enomena including pronominal references. referring to a name. 
as we ll as fo rwa rd a nd indirect references (involving th e hearer s 
knowledge base) ca n be solved within this framework 

Fin all y. we have to st ress that the presented solution s apply 
to the reference cases ari s in g between sin gular nominal phr ases 
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and corres ponding to them sin gular objects only i.e .. to these 
which remain in the relation of relative s ingularity to one another 
We do not trea t here the cases where an object (and its descrip
tion) is class ifi ed as being (and as referring to) an in stance of 
some more general objec t ( such as an intension) with res pect to 
some coordinate (such as th e ind ex) . These latter objects and 
other similar concepts which we consid er non-s ingular are dis
cu ssed in detail in [1 2). 
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SOMMA/RE 

Le developpement d'une interface generique en 
langue naturelle a ete entrepris pour un systeme 
de gestion de bases de donnees de type entite
relation. Au plan syntaxique, cette interface se 
fonde sur une grammaire syntagmatique augmentee 
qui conserve la commodite et l' efficacite d'une 
grammaire semantique tout en eliminant sa trop 
grande specificite. Au plan semantique, la 
signification d'une requete est formee 
d'operations generales de navigation sur la base 
de donnees. Ces operations s'appliquent, en fait, 
a une base de donnees virtuelle, faite du schema 
principal de la base additionne d'ensembles 
d'entites virtuels. En dernier essor, ces oper
ations sent traduites en termes de commandes 
aupres de la base de donnees reelle. Une telle 
interface sera d'autant plus pratique qu'elle sera 
dirigee vers une population d'usagers assortie a 
ses capacites. 

ABSTRACT 

An experimental domain-independent natural lan
guage interface has been developed for an existing 
entity-relationship database management system. 
Syntactically, it relies on an augmented phras e 
structure grammar which retains the convenience 
and efficiency of a semantic grammar while remov
ing some of its ad hoc nature. Semantically, the 
interpretation of a query is in terms of general 
database navigation operations. These operations 
apply to a virtual database, made of the actual 
database schema augmented with derived entity 
sets. Navigation operations are eventually trans 
lated to actual database commands. Such an inter
face will be practical inasmuch as it is aimed at 
the right population of users. 

INTROOUCT ION 

Facilitating access to services and information is 
a key objective of computer systems. Therefore, 
it is not surprising that one of the first real 
natural language processing systems, LUNAR (Woods, 
Kaplan, and Nash-Webber 1973), was developed for 
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database access. This successful prototype stimu
l a ted research in natural language interface sys
tems which eventually led to a first commercial 
product, INTELLECT (Harris 1979). More recent 
systems have aimed at developing tools for porta 
bility, e.g., Gros z (1983) . 

SESAME is an experimental natural l anguag e system 
developed at BNR for interfacing to a proprietary 
entity-relationship database management system. 
The objectives of this work are domain-independent 
architecture, adequate coverage a nd resilience, 
and efficiency. Testing the interface on a real 
databas e with users ha s also been an important 
goal. The Northern Telecom Customer Service Re
port database was selected; it is used in the 
field support of the DMS 1 family of digital 
switches. 

The goal of domain-independence is realized in the 
two key complementary components of SESAME: pars 
ing and interpretation. first, SESAME uses an 
augmented phrase structure grammar which retains 
the convenience and efficiency of a semantic gram
mar (Burton 1976) while removing most of its ad 
hoc nature and hence, improving its portability. 
More precisely, it is a syntactic grammar aug
mented with so-called semantic variables. The 
parser uses these variables to ensure the semantic 
correctness of a query. Semantic variables are 
only instantiated by a domain-dependent lexicon. 

Second, the interpretation of a query is in terms 
of general database navigation operations applied 
to domain-dependent parameters obtained from the 
lexicon. These operations are built composi
tionally as a query is parsed, and then globally 
simplified. In its simplest form, a database nav
igation operation is made of a Select and a list 
of Join and Project, called a Path. The PRE sys
tem (Epstein 1985) generates queries following a 
similar pattern. SESAME, however, goes further. 
If needed, it can intersect paths. Furthermore, 
it operates over a virtual database, ~ade of the 
actual database schema augmented with derived en
tity sets. This augmented schema is defined in a 
separate domain-dependent component and achieves a 
form of mediation. 

Trademark of Northern Telecom Ltd. 



The architecture of SESAME is thus characterized 
by separate domain- dependent and domain
independent modules. The complete structure 1s 
pictured in Figure 1. To move from one domain to 
another, only the synonym and main l ex icons have 
to be replaced in addition to the database and its 
augmented schema. 

Like the LADDER system (Hendrix et al. 1978), 
SESAME has separate, self-contained modules for 
linguistic analysis and intelligent data access.' 
Both systems provide their users with virtual 
views of the data . However, unlike the semantic 
grammar utilized by LADDER, SESAME's grammar is 
completely domain-independent and portable. 

The next section will describe the linguistic part 
of SESAME with details on the grammar formalism 
and its application to the handling of elliptical 
inputs. The subsequent section will de scri be the 
generation of navigation operations an d their 
translation into actual commands for t he target 
database. The paper will conc lude with some l es
sons learned from SESAME and the perceived role of 
natural language interfaces to databases. 

input --> lexical < synonym 
analyzer lexicon 

words 

<l< main 
lexicon 

navigation 
operations 

<~ grammar 
simplifier 

navigation 
operations 

t rans lator < augmented 
database 

database schema 
commands 

output < 
'----D_B_M_s __ _, <~ 

Figure 1. SESAME architecture 

LINGUISTIC ASPECTS 

The linguistic component of SESAME takes natural 
language input typed in by the user and produces 
as output an intermediate language expression con
stituting the interpretation of the user's query. 

Unlik e LADDER, SESAME does not support access 

to distributed data. 
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The translation proceeds in a number of phases, 
including lexical analysis, parsing, and possibly, 
processing by specialized ellipsis and pronoun re
solution algorithms. We now discuss the major 
phases of linguistic analysis. 

Parsing 

Initially, the user' s input is subjected to lexi
cal analysis, during which substitutions are made 
for pre-defined synonyms, and an attempt is made 
to correct misspelt words using a spelling 
corrector. 

The preprocessed input is passed on to the parser, 
which makes use of a domain-independent grammar 
and two lexicons, one domain-independent and one 
domain-specific. The grammar is written using an 
augmented phrase structure formalism of our own 
design. This formalism allows context-free phrase 
structure rules to be augmented with variables 
that can be bound to the semantic categories of 
subconstituents. During parsing, these semantic 
variables are matched against one another in order 
to filter out inputs that are syntactically well 
formed but semantically unacceptable. Associated 
with each grammar rule is a template for an inter 
mediate language expression, representing the in
terpretation of the phrase parsed by the grammar 
rule. During parsing, the intermediate language 
expressions associated with applicable grammar 

rules are composed, resulting in the intermediate 
language interpretation of the user's query, which 
is then passed on to the si mplifier. 

Using this formalism, we are able to construct 
grammars that generate fewer ambiguities than do 
conventional syntactic grammars, but which are 
much more compact than the semantic grammars used 
by earlier systems, such as LADDER (Hendrix et 
al. 1978). As an illustration of this point, con
sider the commonly occurring case of inputs which 
include a noun followed by two prepositional 
phrases, as in: 

1. managers of departments with graduate degrees 

2. locations of customers with software problems 

3. salaries of employees with sales background 

From a syntactic point of view, such inputs are 
ambiguous, depending on which noun the second pre
positional phrase is taken to modify. Thus, a 
purely syntactic grammar might use a few recursive 
rules to parse each of the sample inputs shown 
above, as in Figure 2, yet would produce two 
parses for each input. For instance, in the case 
of (1), one parse would associate "graduate de 
grees" with "managers" whereas the other would as
sociate "graduate degrees" with "departments". 

On the other hand, a semantic grammar would use 
type information to rule out the second, seman
tically unacc eptable interpretation, resulting in 
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<NP> .. <Noun> 
<NP > . . <Noun > <PP > 
<NP > . . <Noun> <PP> <PP > 
<PP > . . <Preposition > <NP > 

Figure 2. Fragment of a syntactic grammar 

a single parse. However, the semantic grammar 
would require distinct grammar rules to parse (2) 
and (3), as shown in Figure 3, since they mention 
entities from different semantic categories, even 
though the syntactic structure of the two phrases 
is the same . 

In contrast, the SESAME grammar combines the ad
vantages of both syntactic and semantic gr amma r s, 
making use of general lexical categories, such as 
noun and verb, in order to avoid the proliferation 
of grammar rules that is characteristic of seman
tic grammars, and using semantic variable matching 
to avoid producing as many parses as would syntac 
tic gr ammar s . Thus, SESAME can pars e input s lik e 
(1 ) , (2) , and (3) using as few grammar rules as a 
syntactic grammar (see Figur e 4)'. However, where 
a syntactic grammar would genera t e two parse s for 
ea ch of thes e inputs, SESAME, like a semantic 
grammar, would only produce a single, semantically 
valid parse for each of the inputs. 

Our grammar is domain-independent . In addition to 
a small domain - independent l exicon, it utili z es a 
domain- specific lexicon which lists meaningful 

<OBJ > .. 
<OBJ > .. 
<OBJ > .. 
<Mgr > .. 
<L oe> . . 
<Sal > .. 
<Mg r Qual > 
<MgrQual > 
<LocQual > 
<SalQual > 
<Cus > : : = 
<Emp> :: = 
<CusQual> 
<EmpQual > 

Figure 3. 

<Mgr > <MgrQual > <MgrQual> 
<Loe > <LocQual> 
<Sal> <SalQual> 
managers 
locations 
salaries 
. . of departments 
.. with graduate degrees 
. . of <Cus> 
.. of <Emp> 
customers <CusQual> 
employees <EmpQual> 
•. with software problems 
:: = with sales background 

Fragment of a semantic grammar 

terms in the application domain and assigns values 
to semantic variables . 

Thus, we achieve portability, while retaining the 
efficiency of a semantic grammar. Moreover, since 
we restrict our attention to task-oriented sublan
guages, we do not require, or provide, complicated 
me chanism s to handle the intricacies of uncon 
s tr a ine d Engli s h. As a result, ou r grammar s ar e 
easier to construct and are more transparent than 
tho se written in formalisms such as Augmented 
Trans ition Networks (Woods 1970) or Lexical 
functional Grammar (Bresnan and Kaplan 1982). 

Par s ing is carried out in a top-down, left-to
right manner, using an efficient iterative alga-
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<NP:x> .. <Noun:x> 
<NP:x > .. <Noun:x > <PP:x > 
<NP:x> .. <Noun:x > <PP:x > <PP:x> 
<PP:x > .. <Preposition:x:y> <NP:y> 

Figure 4. Fragment of SESAME's grammar 

rithm. A well - formed substring tabl e is used to 
avoid reparsing previous ly analyzed subconstitu
ents. Parse trees constructed by the parser are 
saved on a context stack for use by the ellipsis 
and pronoun resolution algorithms. 

Ellipsis and Pronoun Resolution 

The ellipsis mechanism is invoked if an input 
fails to parse normally. This mechanism attempts 
to parse recognizable subphrases in the input, 
creating a l is t of fra gm ent s , each be ing a partial 
parse tre e , or in th e worst cas e an individual 
word. This list of e lliptic fragments is then 

matched against the saved parse trees of previous 
inputs, starting with the most recent one . 

If all fragments are syntactically ma t ch e d, they 
are tested for semantic variable compatibility . 
In case of any semantic incompatibility, the algo
rithm backtracks and the search continues. If all 
semantic 
structed 
elliptic 

tests succeed, a new parse tree is con
from the matched one by substituting the 

fragments for their matched components. 

Pronoun resolution, similarly, takes advantage of 
the fact that both syntactic and semantic informa 
tion is saved in parse trees. The presence of a 
pronoun in the input triggers a search for compat 
ible referents in old parse trees. Once a match 
has been found, the subtree corresponding to the 
matched constituent is copied from the old parse 
tree into the new one, replacing the dummy node 
originally associated with the pronoun . 

DATABASE NAVIGATION 

Database navigation operations are expressed in an 
intermediate language that is modelled on Rela
tional Algebra, though not all algebraic operators 
are provid ed. The operators tha t we do provide 
are as follows: 

1. SEL: 

In the sample SESAME grammar rules shown in 
Figure 4, semantic variable names are associ 
ated with non- terminals. The name of a seman
tic variable is shown separated from the name 
of its associated non-terminal by a colon. 



corresponds to selection • 
• takes as argument the name of an entity 

set, optionally with qualifiers 

2. INTER: 

corresponds to intersection • 
• takes as arguments one or more entity sets 

3. YFER: 

• corresponds to a join fol lowed by 
projection 

• takes as arguments an entity set and the 
name of a relationship between the first 
argument and another entity set 

• effect is to perform a join between the 
supplied entity set and the entity set 
linked to it by the specified relation-
ship, projecting out the fields of the 
latter entity set 

Generation of Navigation Operations 

Intermediate language expressions are built during 
parsing by filling in and composing templates as
sociated with individual grammar rules. Thus, 
parsing of a simple noun phrase generates a SEL 
operation; e.g., parsing "Ottawa" might generate 

(SEL CITY (EQ CITY NAME OTTAWA)). 

A noun qualified by a prepositional 
sponds to a SEL followed by a YFER, 
in Ottawa" might translate to 

(YFER (RCITYSTAFFLOC) 

phrase corre
e.g., "staff 

(SEL CITY (EQ CITY NAME OTTAWA))), 

which specifies selection of all CITY records with 
"Ottawa" as value of the CITY NAME field, followed 
by a join with the set of STAFF records through 
the RCITYSTAFFLOC relationship, projecting out the 
fields of the latter entity set. 

As a further illustration, parsing a noun phrase 
with two qualifying phrases would correspond to an 
INTER of two expressions, each consisting of a SEL 
followed by a YFER, e.g., parsing "staff in Ottawa 
managed by Smith" might yield 

(INTER (YFER (RCITYSTAFFLOC) 
(SEL CITY 

(EQ CITY NAME OTTAWA))) 
(YFER (RMANAGERSTAFFMGR) 

(SEL MANAGER 
(EQ LAST NAME SMITH)))) 

where RMANAGERSTAFFMGR is the name of a relation
ship between the MANAGER and STAFF entity sets. 
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Generation of Database Commands 

Simplified navigation operations are passed on to 
the translator, which generates the corresponding 
sequence of commands in the target database lan
guage. In order to do this, the translator needs 
access to the database schema, which is made 
available to it in a file. The translation of 
simple database navigation operations into the 
target database language is straightforward, and 
the translator possesses rules for translating 
each different type of navigation operation. Com
plex, nested intermediate language expressions are 
recursively decomposed until their constituents 
are simple enough to be directly translated. Once 
the translations of the subconstituents have been 
generated and written out to a file, the trans
lations of their embedding expressions can be gen
erated, allowing references to entity sets derived 
while translating the subconstituents. When the 
translation is complete, the file containing the 
database commands is passed on to the database 
management system, which processes it and responds 
to the user. 

Virtual Entity Sets and the Augmented Schema 

The database schema made available to the transla 
tor can be augmented with virtual entity sets in 
order to provide a form of mediation between the 

user's view of the domain and the actual organiza
tion of the database. This permits the user to 
refer to a virtual entity set in the same manner 
as an actual entity set. Moreover, since the 
grammar is domain- independent, it does not distin
guish between actual and virtual entity sets when 
generating navigation operations . During the da 
tabase command generation phase, the translator 
replaces references to virtual entity sets by se
quences of operations on actual entity sets, as 
specified by their definitions in the augmented 
schema. 

For example, in our current application domain, 
users make use of the concepts of departments, 
staff, and managers. However, while the database 
schema defines the entity sets DEPARTMENT and 
STAFF, there is no entity set corresponding to the 
concept of a manager. Rather, the DEPARTMENT en
tity set has fields for the manager's last name 
and initials. SESAME allows the user to remain 
unaware of the details of the representation, be
ing able to refer to managers, departments, or 
staff using the same syntactic constructs. During 
parsing, occurrences of the noun "manager" will 
translat e to 

(SEL MANAGER) 

in the intermediate representation, just as "de
partment" would translate to 

(SEL DEPARTMENT). 
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However, during command generation the translator 
would make use of the definition of MANAGER in the 
augmented schema to translate 

(SEL MANAGER) 

to se l ect ion of the DEPARTMENT entity 
projection of the fields corresponding to 
ager's last name and initials. 

CONCLUSION 

set and 
the man-

SESAME has met its main objectives. Architectural 
independence from the database domain and schema 
was ach ieved through (1) the separation between a 
domain-independent syntactic grammar and a domain
dependent lex icon and (2) the separation between 
general database navigation operations and the ac
tual database schema augmented with derived entity 
sets. Efficiency was obtained by using an aug
mented phrase structure grammar formalism inter
leaving syntactic and semantic processing . A 
reasonable effort was made to give feedback to the 
user upon failure of the interface by displaying 
the unrecognized input fragments. 

The grammar currently contains rules for parsing 
moderately compl ex inputs, including instances of 
WH - Questions, simple and nested relative clauses, 
and some conjunctions. Getting adequate coverage 
has remained an elusive goal, however. In fact, 

no universal notion of coverage could be found. 
Four classes of users were identified for the Cus 
tomer Service Report database with diff erent usage 
patterns: (1) clerks handl e a large number of 
simple routine queries, (2) administrators track 
particular problems, (3) managers ask for trends, 
and (4) customers ca ll parameterized prepackaged 
reports. 

A purported advantage of natural language inter 
faces is that one can express one's thoughts imme 
diately. This is a mixed blessing for the 
managerial type of us age and can create false ex 
pectations. Indeed, managers think in terms 
fairly remote from the data and would need an ex
pert decision support system tied to the database. 
This is beyond the reach of SESAME and of most 
real natural language systems today. At the other 
extreme, a natural language interface like SESAME 
is probably an overkill for the usage customers 
make of the database. 

Clerks and administrators represent the best tar
get users. They have a good semantic knowledge of 
the domain and, most of the time, know what infor
mation they want. They can benefit fro m a natural 
language interface because not all are experts in 
the database command language syntax and because 
natural language requires so much less typing. 
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The capabiliti es and limitations of a natural lan
guage interface are best assessed with respect to 
a target population of users. So fa r, a small 
sample of people have experimented with SESAME; 

plans are being made to conduct a mor e 
sive trial . 

compr e hen-
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NATURAL LANGUAGE REPORT SYNTI-IESIS: 
An Application to Marine Weather Forecasts 
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Abstract 

Certain varieties of text serve primarily to summarize and 
communicate formatted data. Such texts can often be synthesized 
directly from data without recourse to general planning mechanisms 
by use of a detailed grammar which captures the constraints on 
words, sentences and texts which are natural to the domain. A 
modular system is presented which synthesizes Arctic marine fore
casts, drawing on domain-specific linguistic and non-linguistic 
knowledge. Among the problems faced were the linguistic treat
ment of data salience relations and the modulation of temporal 
adverbs to reflect levels of certainty for remote events. The present 
work can easily be extended to the synthesis of bilingual or multi 
lingual reports. 

J. Natural Language Report Synthesis 

We use the term "natural language report synthesis" (NLRS) 
to describe the process of creating well-formed text which summar
izes formatted data in a givert domain using a style which mirrors 
the conventions of professional report writers for that domain. 

NLRS for highly restricted domains was first demonstrated 
in the work of Kukich [1] on "knowledge-based generation" of 
stock market reports. Kukich's ANA system produces 
professional-sounding stock market summaries using a daily trace 
of Dow Jones' half-hourly quotations for the market average and 
major indices. Both ANA and the analogous FRANA system for 
French (2] have used a phrasal lexicon approach [3] which limits 
the generality of the linguistic component, but which seems to 
suffice for small and stereotyped domains. 

NLRS differs from most work on text generation by its lack 
of a full-fledged planning mechanism for the organization of text 
structure. Instead, NLRS relies on a detailed grammar of text and 
sentence structure, augmented by a domain-specific lexicon, to cap
ture the natural tendencies of professional report writers. Within 
stereotyped domains such as weather forecasting, the global struc
tural choices tend to be more limited than, for example, in legal 
argumentation where powerful planning approaches are required 
[4]. The work described here follows the NLRS approach, but 
with a more modular organization. Its approach to lexical "inser
tion" is based on linguistically motivated categories and semantic 
classes, making transparent the relations between lexical items. 
There is relatively little use of phrasal strings compared with earlier 
NLRS work. Work on RAREAS also tests a new application 
domain which has raised a general new problem for temporal refer
ence ( cf. section 7). 

2. Synthesis of Arctic Marine Weather Forecasts 

The RAREAS system was developed during a five-month 
effort to explore the feasibility of synthesizing marine weather bul
letins from formatted weather forecast data. The particular task 
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was to produce Arctic marine forecasts for five forecast areas to 
the east of Baffin Island (known as FPCN25 forecasts). Marine 
forecasts are one of several types of weather bulletin based on the 
same basic weather data, each type emphasizing the conditions of 
interest to a particular community of users. In the case of marine 
bulletins, linguistic emphasis is placed on wind direction and 
speed, dangerous wind and freezing spray conditions, etc. 
RAREAS is designed to be sufficiently modular and flexible so as 
to allow easy extension and adaptation to other types of weather 
bulletin (e.g., agricultural bulletins, public weather foreca~ts). 
Although the current project seems to have proved the feasibi lity of 
automatically synthesizing weather forecasts, extensive testing and 
refinement are required before RAREAS or any successor can be 
introduced into daily use. 

The RAREAS system is the natural language component of 
the MARWORDS project, which envisages automating the process 
of creating bulletins from meteorological information. In the 
current manual procedure all the available meteorological informa
tion ( observations, radar and satellite imagery, and numerical 
weather prediction products) is made available to the weather fore
caster. The weather forecaster must correctly diagnose the 
meteorological processes which will affect his particular area of 
interest throughout the forecast period, and then translate this 
knowledge into appropriate textual forecasts for various users. 

In the proposed automated process, MARWORDS will use 
predicted values for meteorological parameters such as wind speed 
and direction, cloud cover, and others. In some cases, these pred
ictions could be obtained directly from numerical weather predic
tion products. In most cases though, they would still be the res·u~t 
of a manual (i.e., human) forecasting procedure. MARWORDS 
will significantly reduce the workload on the forecaster, making it 
possible to focus more attention on meteorological problems. 

In the normal course of events, the predicted values make up 
a continuum in both time and space. For simplicity, values are 
often given at regular steps in time (e.g., hourly) and space (either 
at grid points, or at weather observing sites). Alternatively, fore
cast parameters may be given in terms of significant changes only. 
MARWORDS is flexible enough to accept both types of data 
description. In fact, the structure and nature of the required data is 
a problem which needs more work to resolve. 

3. Design of the RAREAS system 

A major task in designing RAREAS was the definition of an 
input data format which properly divides the work between the 
MARWORDS expert system, which computes predicted values of 
weather parameters based on large-scale observations, and 
RAREAS itself, which interprets that data under local conditions 
for the purpose of marine forecasts. The format and its permissible 
content should have sufficient expressive power to reflect the 
nuances found in natural language forecasts. Ideally, the expert 
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system should be kept as independent of forecast purpose as possi
ble. RAREAS should therefore take care of all matters related to 
subjective evaluation of the data (e.g., importance of the individual 
parameters for marine forecasts), as well as the linguistic expres
sion of data values and data relations. 

In its current form (see figure 1) RAREAS is a set of MPro
log programs, which call each other (solid lines) to control the 
information flow (dotted lines) from data through to text. 

reeding 

II 

Figure 1. RAREAS as set of linked MProlog programs 

These programs may be grouped conceptually into three 
components. Component I reads and parses formatted data from 
the input file, converting it into a regularized set of formulas 
directly evaluable by Prolog. 

Component II carries out a number of non-linguistic opera
tions prior to linguistic synthesis. In particular, data is checked for 
consistency and plausibility (program "modata") using databases of 
geographical and meteorological information ("dbgeo" and 
"dbmeteo") . Default values for less critical parameters may be 
inserted at this point when they are absent in the input data. 
Modata checks for conditions which are hazardous for marine 
operations (e.g., freezing spray, calculated as a function of forecast 
wind speed and air temperature, and of a seasonally and regionally 
adjusted water temperature taken from the database). Modata also 
consults an "archive" of data from the preceding forecast to formu
late any necessary warnings as a function of those which may 
already be in effect. 

One of RAREAS most difficult tasks is to merge or "unify" 
forecasts for contiguous areas when their forecast data is identical 
or nearly so; when similarity threshold conditions are satisfied a 
single report formula is created for the merged areas under a 
header which lists those areas. 
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Following unification, data not sufficiently sal ient for explici t 
inclusion in the report may be suppressed. For example, tempera
ture is generally dropped after its use to check if freezing spray 
conditions are present. The resulting formulas are then translated 
into pre-linguistic "logical" representation (program "transl"). 

In component III all properly linguistic operations are car-
ried out, including: 

- interpretation of transitions between weather events into the 
same logical form as is used for event descriptions; 
- segmentation of resulting logical structures into more 
independent pre-linguistic clauses and sentences; 
- synthesis of textual form, instantiating sets of semantic con
straints as individual lexical items, by consulting a "lexicon" 
module. 

4. A Sample Report 

The following simplified example (figure 2) shows the input 
formatted data, using mnemonic descriptors, for a sample subset of 
Arctic marine areas. 

2200 mon 83/09/22 end. 
frob wind 220 30 & 

nt 5 300 35 & nt 18 speed 40 
wea rain cont heavy & 

nt 15 nl n 65 rain per moderate 
temp -3 
end. 

cumb wind 100 25 & 
nt 3 nl n 60 200 35 
sky ovc & nt 13 bkn 
wea rain per & nt 10 stop & fog per 
temp 0 
end. 

davi wind 100 25 & 
nt 3 nl n 60 205 35 
sky ovc 
wea snow per & 

fog 
temp 0 
end. 
$ 

Figure 2. Sample RAREAS formatted input. 

The formatted data identifies the Greenwich time of report 
validity, the date and area concerned, and then specifies initial 
values for each important weather parameter. Subsequent changes 
in the value of a parameter are preceded by the number of hours 
until the forecast change. Localized exceptions to the general fore
cast are preceded by a coded sub-area specification. At present, 
input data is limited to the six most important parameters: (1) wind 
direction, (2) wind speed, (3) cloud cover classification, (4) precipi
tation types (if any), (5) precipitation frequency and intensity rat
ing, and (6) air temperature. Further forecast parameters which are 
functions of the input parameters (e.g., warnings and visibility rat
ings) are calculated by the first non-linguistic module. 

After reading and analysis, the data is manipulated in clausal 
form through data checking, area unification and data suppression 
stages mentioned above. It is then translated into a "logical form" 
just before input to the linguistic modules. 

Linguistic modules first calculate the values of significant 
semantic features of incipient lexical items, particularly regarding 
direction and degree of changes. For example, winds which 



change direction in a clockwise direction will be described lexically 
ai; "veering" to the new direction, whereas winds which change in 
a counterclockwise direction are described as "backing". Initial 
lexical instantiation uses the most precise term available in the lexi
c,:)n. Subsequent segmentation into sentences may juxtapose 
clauses in such a way that lexical variation is desirable. Preci&e 
tt :rms may then be .replaced by synonymic variants, or by more 
general (hyperonymie) lexemes. 

Figure 3 gives the 6mil textual form of the marine forecast 
curresponding to the data of figure 2 above. 

MARINE l'OJU!CASTS FOR ARCTIC WATERS ISSUED BY ENVIRON
MENT CANADA AT 3:00 PM MDT MONDAY SEPTEMBER 22 1983 FOR 
TOt./lGHT AND T!)ESDAY. 

FRC >BISHER-BAY 
(JAi .E WARNING IS.$\_UED ... 
PRE EZING-SPRA Y W A.Jit.NING ISSUED ... 
WI~ IDS SOUTHWESTji:,U. Y 30 VEERING AND STRENGTHENING TO 
NOllTHWESTERLY GALJ~S 35 LATE THIS EVENING THEN 
STF .ENGTHENING TO NORTHWESTERLY GALES 40 LA TE TUESDAY 
AFl.'ERNOON. CLOUDY WITH RAIN THEN SHOWERS DEVELOPING 
NORTH OF 65 N LATITUDE TUESDAY. VISIBILITY FAIR IN PRECIPITA
TION. 

C :UMBERLAND SOUND 
GALE WARNING ISSUED .. . 
.. WINOS EASTERLY 25 VEERING AND STRENGTHENING TO SOUTH
ERLY QALES 35 NORTH OF 60 N LATITUDE THIS EVENING. CLOUDY 
WITH SHOWERS ENDING TONIGHT. FOG PATCHES TUESDAY. VISI
BILITY f AIR IN SHOWERS AND POOR IN FOG. 

DA VIS STRAIT 
GALE WARNING ISSUED ... 
WINDS EASTERLY 25 VEERING AND STRENGTHENING TO 
SOUTHWJ::STERL Y GALES 35 NORTH OF 60 N LATITUDE THIS EVEN
ING. CLOUDY WITH FLURRIES. FOG PATCHES. VISIBILITY FAIR IN 

. FLURRIES AND POOR IN FOG. 

Figurt! 3, RAREAS output for data of fig. 2 above. 

5.l '(nowledge Soyrces for Report Synthesis 

The RAREAS architecture isolates different types of linguis
tic : and non-linguistic knowledge within appropriate modules. Our 
grammatical, lexical, rhetorical and stylistic description is based on 
art examination of all the marine bulletins (manually) produced for 
th e FPCN25 region during the 1983 and 1985 seasons (some 
50,000 words in all) . 

Examination of this extensive corpus of English has led to a 
fairly detailed grammar of this sublanguage (cf. [5],[6]). 

Linguistic knowledge is broken down into several types: 

- lexical semantics, including conditions for appropriate usage 
of words as a function of semantic configurations, particular 
data values, and word class co-occurrence restrictions; 
- frequency preferences among synonymous terms in the sub
lang1.1age of marine bulletins; 
• syntactic patterns, including the possible and preferred sen
tence patterns for expressing messages of given types; a 
second type of syntactic knowledge concerns the rules for 
deleting repeated sentence constituents when two or more pro
positions are fused into a single report sentence; 
- simple principles of text organization, specific to the variety 
of text to be synthesized, and hence a function of the data 
salience hierarchy (see below); 
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Non-linguistic knowledge is of three types: 
- geographical knowledge for each forecast area including (1) 
its time zone, (2) its limits of latitude and longitude, and (3) 
the names of adjoining areas (to allow recursively merging 
adjacent areas in case of similar meteorological regimes); 
- meteorological data including (1) mean temperature values 
for air and water during each month of the Arctic shipping 
season (June through October) and (2) record values for tem
perature & wind speed; 
- an "archive" of data from preceding reports, used to verify 
if dangerous wind warnings or freezing spray warnings are in 
effect. 

Geographic knowledge is used primarily during the attempt 
to merge reports for adjoining areas. However time zone data is 
used to calculate local time associated with meteorological 
phenomena, and hence allow attribution of appropriate temporal 
descriptors (e.g., "by late afternoon"). Input data to the system has 
only the Greenwich reference time used by meteorologists. 

6. Linguistic Treatment of Salience 

The structure of marine weather forecasts shows several 
linguistic correlates of data salience relations. First, warnings of 
dangerous conditions (strong winds and freezing spray in the 
FPCN25 region) constitute separate headers preceding the normal 
text. Only warnings are so positionally marked and informationally 
redundant. Within the normal text, sentence groups dealing with 
each forecast parameter are ordered by two principles: intrinsic 
interest of the data and implicit causal links between the events or 
states described. Thus wind direction and speed, as the critical fac
tors in marine conditions, occupy initial position. However visibil
ity ratings, which should follow in order of importance, occur last 
by virtue of their dependence on fog/mist descriptions, which in 
turn are somewhat dependent on precipitation, which in turn follow 
cloud cover ratings. Sentence groups are therefore ordered as fol
lows: 

WINDS > CLOUD-COVER > PRECIP > 
FOG&MIST > VISIBILITY 

Within each sentence group, sentences and clauses are first 
ordered according to the dichotomy "general vs. local exception", 
and then chronologically within general and exceptional parts. A 
final correlate of data salience is the choice of marked lexical items 
and modifiers. For example, particularly strong winds are 
classified as "gales" (at 35 knots), "storm force winds" (at 45 
knots), etc. Also, more specialized sense verbs such as "veering" 
and "backing" tend to be used more for large changes of wind 
direction. 

7. Temporal Reference under Increasing Uncertainty 

An interesting problem arises in ascribing particular time 
adverbials to points and intervals of (local) time. There appears to 
be a tendency in reports to "hedge" temporal descriptors slightly as 
reference time becomes more remote from the forecast issue time. 
For example, "Tuesday afternoon" or "by (Tuesday) evening" may 
be preferred for remote reference over the more precise "late Tues
day afternoon". This may reflect the increasing difficulty in 
predicting onset times for remote meteorological events. RAREAS 
synthesizes time adverbials for events as a function of two factors: 
(I) the remoteness of the event (within or beyond 24 hours from 
forecast issue time), and (2) whether the event is essentially a point 



or an interval of time. In the case of time intervals, a more precise 
interval description can be chosen if all points in the interval fall 
within a day subpart (e.g., "Wednesday morning"), than if the 
interval straddles two day subparts, requiring a hyperonymic adver
bial (e.g., "Wednesday"). 

8. Bilingual Reports 

The RAREAS system was designed to accomodate the syn
thesis of marine weather bulletins in French as well as in English. 
Only the final three components in the processing sequence are 
language-dependent (and only the last of these in a non-trivial 
way). Syntactic patterns and lexical entries for French must of 
course be furnished on the basis of independent linguistic study of 
the corresponding French sublanguage. The exact semantics for 
French (correspondences between data configurations and specific 
lexemes) must be worked out separately, since there is no guaran
tee that English and French are lexically one-to-one, even in this 
narrow domain. 

Canadian weather forecasts of all vanetles are currently 
translated into French by the METEO system [7], developed at ,.he 
Universite de Montreal some ten years ago. Although METEO 
takes advantage of the relative closure and stereotyped style of 
forecasts, a certain percentage of forecast sentences fails analysis 
and hence translation. This is due not only to input errors due to 
typing and line noise, but also to sl ight irregularities in the usage 
of English grammar and lexicon on the part of forecasters, which 
have proved troublesome to foresee in a compact system. 

The automatic synthesis of marine forecasts, on the other 
hand, should eliminate the fuzzy edges of unpredictability in 
human language production, by using a semantically complete and 
consistent subset of language to cover all foreseeable data 
configurations. The choice of this subset is a matter of linguistic 
engineering, but is basically determined by the relative frequencies 
of usage of synonymic and paraphrastic alternatives. One tries to 
favor most frequent choices among the alternatives, while minimiz
ing the semantic overlap and guaranteeing full coverage of all "rea
sonably sayable" contents. In short, one strives for a kind of 
"minimal covering" which preserves some symmetry or systemati 
city within the linguistic means used. This normally involves "leg
islating" a clearcut semantics for each verb to replace the collective 
tendencies of usage of meteorologists. This does not exclude re
introducing lexical and syntactic variation (to give a more natural 
style) as the rule-based avoidance of repetition at the level of 
words and sentence structures. Repetition avoidance can then be 
governed by a process of substituting more general meanings for 
more specific ones when exact synonyms are not available. 
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W~rk on RAREAS may be seen as preparing the ground for 
an atl:actlve alternauve to machine translation of weather forecasts. 
The simultaneous synthesis of English and French forecasts directl•r 
from data would optimize the transfer of information to speakers o'r 
both la.nguages. Parallel synthesis of bilingual forecasts bypasses 
translation altogether and minimizes human intervention, thus max-
1mmng speed of transfer and (in principle) reliability RAREAS' 
logical structures for English forecasts are probably ciose to what: 
1s need.ed for French. Most of the system's work with a particulm· 
set of mput data would therefore serve towards the synthesis of H 
report in either language. 

9. Implementation 

RAREAS is written in MProlog, and runs on a Vax under 
VMS as well as on PC/XT/AT compatible microcomputers. Syn
thesis of a complete five-area forecast (about 150 words) takes 
about half a minute for the Vax implementation and a minut, ! for 
the AT implementation. In either case, this is probably less than 
the ti.me required to type or write the same forecast by hand, not to 
mention compose the same forecast from data. 
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Abstract •• Questions and answers are examined with a 
view towards im prov ing the quality of answers producible by 
a deductive question answering algorithm. Most past work 
assumes that question answering is reducible to theorem 
proving. This reduction is often accompanied by implicit 
assumptions about the form of the question and answer . The 
focus in th is paper is on questions interpretable as requests 
for information. The form of such requests is analyzed, and 
des irable properties of responses defined. An answer is 
classified as categorial or selective, and characterized by pro
perties of correctness, completeness, definiteness, nontrivial
ity, comprehensibility, and informativeness. Extant deduc
tive question answering procedures are evaluated with 
respect to these properties and shown to be deficient in their 
abili ty to generate certain classes of answers. The study 
leads to various interesting open problems, including that of 
devising a reasonab ly efficient procedure for categorial ques
tion answering. 

1. Introduction 
"What's in an answer!" is a question left formally 

unanswered by most researchers in question-answering. Usu
ally, quest ions and answers are defined by informal elucida
tion and examples. Such definitions mak e it difficu lt to evalu
ate the performance of question answering systems . 

Indeed we believe that the lack of formal definitions has 
led to a ge~eral misapprehension about the status of dedu~
tive question answering: it is widely assumed that certa~n 
procedures for deductive question answering, to be fou~d ID 

any Al text that deals seriously with deduction, are logically 
adequate for yes-no and wh-questions (at least if the reason
ing needed to prove that the answer follows from the prem
ises can be carried out within a standard first-order frame
work) . We wi ll show that this procedure, due to Green, Lu~k
ham and Nilsson, is not in general adequate for wh-quest10n 
answering. 

One problem that arises in any discussion of question 
answering is how to separate question answering .from ques
tion interpretation. We are not concerned here with natural 
language understanding, but rather with deductive i':1forma
tion retr ieval from a knowledge base. Therefore we will focus 
on certain kinds of formal requula for information, taking 
for granted the process by which a request might have ~een 
derived from an English utterance . The utterance might 
have been a question ("Who in the department knows pro
log?"), an imp~rative se':1tence ("Tell me ':ho .. "), an indi~a
tive sentence ( I wou ld like to know who ... ), an exclamation 
( "If only you would tell me who ... "), or a fragment of any of 
these types of sentences. Nevertheless, we will contin~e to 
refer to requests for information informally as questions, 
since that is their paradigmatic form in English. 

• We would like to thank Jeff Pe ll etier and the reterees for their help~ul 
co mments on the manuscript. This researc h was supported in part Y 
NSERC Operating Grant A8818. 
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Broadly speaking, there are two types of requests for 
information, corresponding respectively to yes-no questions 
and constituent (or wh- ) questions. In the first type, the 
question-asker is requesting the truth value of a sentence; in 
the second, he is requesting information about the member
ship of a specified set , or for multi-constituent questions, of a 
spec ified relation (as in "Who in your class loves whom?"). 

Evidently, any complete proof procedure is formally 
adequate for answering yes-no questions: w·e interleave a 
proof at tempt and a disproof attempt for the sentence in 
question, and answer T ("Yes") if and when the proof 
attempt succeeds, F ("No") if and when the disproof attempt 
succeeds, and U ("Unknown") if the sentence is found to be 
logically independent of the available information, or 
resource constraints are exceeded before a T or F answer is 
determined. Let us assume that the information available for 
question answering is self-consistent. Then this process has 
the property that for any question, there exists a finite 
(though in general unknown) resource bound such that if the 
process is run with that bound or a more generous one, the 
answer wi ll be T iff the sentence is a logical consequence of 
the available information, F iff its negation is a logical conse
quence of the avail able information, and U iff both the sen
tence and its negation are consistent with the avail able infor
mation. In other words, the question is answered as correctly 
and complete ly as the avai lable information permits, in the 
lim it as resource constraints are relaxed. Given the undecida
bility of first-order logic, this correctness and completeness in 
the limit is the best one cou ld hope for . 

In view of the formal adequacy of standard deductive 
methods for yes-no questions, we will focus on (single- ) con
stituent questions. 

2. Related Work 

Our immediate concern is with deductive question 
answerin g procedures of the type developed by Green 
[Green 09] and Luckham and Nilsson 
[Luckham & Nilsson 71 ], which are well-established in Al and 
will be discussed in some detail in section 7. 

However, questions and answers have also been exten
sive ly studied in the field of philosophical logic, beginning 
with Adjukiewicz's analysis of questions and answers in 
terms of propositional functions. Our own proposals wi ll lean 
on this tradition to some extent. Like Adjukiewicz (and 
more recently [Bennett 791), we take single-constituent ques
tions to be, in essence, questions about the truth set of a 
given predicate . (This is defined as the requeat predicate, R, 
in the next section.) 

Aqvist [Aqvist 65] and Hintikka [Hintikka 76] treat 
questions as requests for information and attempt to analyze 
them in terms of the knowledge states of the questioner and 
answerer. For example, according to Hintikka a question of 
form "Which x is (has property) F?" has associated with it a 
desired state ( or deaideratum) 



• I 

where "K," means "I know that". T hi s desired ep istemic state 
is attained if I come to know t hat F( b ), and can truthfully 
assert 

I know what (or who ) b is. 

Our own criteria for quest ions of t hi s type will be somewhat 
weaker, requiring only that answers be as spec ific as the ques
tion answerer's know ledge permits, and that they avoid 
"private symbols" known on ly to t he questio n answerer. 

Belnap and Steel's concepts of category conditions, 
selection, completeness-claim, and d istinctness-cl aim have 
analogues in our concepts of answer types, completeness, and 
definiteness, but requ ire t he introduction of new types of 
quantifiers and operators into the logic [Belnap & Stee l 76]. 

In general, the phi losophical logic literature has only 
been moderately useful for our endeavour, since it has little 
to say about the inference of answers to questions. A foc us on 
deductive quest ion answering leads to problems quite 
different from those considered in the philosophical li tera
ture, ones for which even an adequate formal vocabulary is 
lacking. Thus one of our main objectives is to begin develop
ment of such a vocabulary. As far as possible, we avoid 
modal notions ( especially in the object language of the ques
tion asker and answerer), since our initial aim is to analyze 
deductive quest ion answering based on first-order logic. How
ever, some of our defin it ions make use of a com putat ional 
notion of "knowing" simi lar to that of Konolige [Kono li ge 85]. 

Finally we should mention re levant work in comp uta
tional linguist ics, partic ul ar ly t hat of Co hen and Levesque 
[Cohen & Levesque 85] who analyze quest ions as speech acts 
involving the goals and intentions of the quest ioner. We 
ass ume t hat the reasoni ng processes t hey describe would 
sometimes lead to requests for information of t he type wh ich 
provide the starting point for our own invest igation. More
over, goal-d irected reaso ning might be res umed if t he init ial 
request cannot be satisfactorily met (according to criteria 
such as those we·shall propose ). 

3. The Form of Questions and Answers 

The form of a single-constituent question (more accu
rate ly, request for information ) expressible in first-order logic 
may be taken to be 

(wh z: P(z)) Q(z) 

where P is the preaupp oud category, 
Q is the queation predicate, 
R = df >.z [P (z ) /\ Q(z )] is the requeat predicate 

Formally, P(z), Q(z) and R(z) are open sentences containing 
z as their only free variable. The question is intuitively to be 
read as "Which Pis a Q!" or "Which P's are Q's!". For our 
purposes, the w h operator is considered part of the inter ac
tion language but not part of the repreaentation language of 
the question answering system. (The source of this distinc
tion is [Levesque 84].) We will not attempt to explicate the 
semantics of w h directly, but only indirectly through our for
malization of anawera to wh-questions. 

Our terminology is mot ivated by the fo llowing con
siderations: a question of the above form presupposes the 
ex istence of ent ities of the presupposed category P. For 
example, if we ask, "Which CMP UT 552 / 85 students 
obtained 9's!", we presuppose that there are CMPUT 552 / 85 
students. If there are none, t he response should be correc
tive , i.e., it sho ul d not simply be "None", but rather, "There 
are no CMPUT 552 / 85 students" (cf. [Wi;bber & Mays 83]) . 
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Q is called the question predicate since it can be 
thought of as deriving from the verb phrase (i.e., the predi
cate ) of a quest ion expressing the request for information. 

R, the request predicate which combines P and Q, turns 
out to be useful in the formu lation of desirable constraints on 
answers. 

Note that our formulation precludes "How ... ", "Why .. .", 
and "How many ... " questions, among others, unless our logic 
t reats "ways, manners, and means", reasons, and numbers as 
ord inary individuals. Questions such as "Which two peo
ple .. ." are also excluded, unless our logic treats collections 
(such as pairs, triples, etc., of people) as ordinary individuals. 
Nevertheless, the range of questions we are allowing is quite 
sufficient for a preliminary study of answers and their proper
ties, and for an assessment of deductive question answering 
methods. 

In answering a request for information of the above 
type, we assume that we first check whether any presupposi
t ions of the request (i nc luding the presupposition (3z)P(z)) 
are violated. If we prove a presupposition to be violated, we 
generate a corrective response (i.e ., its denial). Besides 
attempting to disprove presuppositions, we also attempt to 
prove a negative answer to the question itself, i.e., 
- (3z: P(x )) Q(z), and respond appropriately if the attempt 
succeeds. After t his "negative phase" of the question
answering process, we attempt to provide a positive answer. 
(We do not d isc uss the negat ive phase further since, as in the 
case of yes-no questions, standard deductive methods are 
adequate for it; the negative phase would in practice be inter
leaved with t he positive phase. ) 

The form of a positive answer may be taken to be 

(az: A(z )) Q(z ) 

where a is a quantifier and A is the answer predicate. 
(Again, A(z) is an open sentence whose only free variable is 
z.) 

If a = V (every), we have a ca teg orial answer. 

If a = 3 (some), we have a selective answer. 

In :;,, ,.. ndard first-order logic, categorial and selective answers 
a~a ume t he respective forms 

(Vz )[A(z ) ~ R (z )], and (3z )[A(z ) /\ R (z )] . 

Categorial answers and selective answers can be thought 
of as corresponding respect ively to plural and singul ar wh
constituents in the question . T hus t he question "Which 
department .:nembers know prolog!" might prompt the 
categorial answer "All department members other than Jones 
(know pro log)", i.e., 

A(z) = dept-member(z ) /\ - (z=Jones) 

while t he question "Which department mem ber knows pro
log! " mi ght prompt t he selective answer "Smit h", i.e., 

A (x ) "" (z= Smith) 

or perhaps "Smith or J ones (I'm not sure which )", i.e., 

A (x) = (z=Smith) V (z=Jones) 

However, it is in general a matter of pragmatics, requmng 
reasoning about the goals of the questioner, whether a 
categorial or selective answer is des ired; thus we will not 
further d iscuos this issue here . 

We t hi r.', t hat categorial and selective answers are two 
of the most ,:.nportant types ( cf. [Hintikka 76]) , though not 
the on ly ones. For example, a reasonable and useful response 
to the first of the above quest ions might be "Most of the 



departm ent members (know pro log)". However, we will not 
cons ider res ponses invol ving nonstandard qu antifiers like 
"most", whic h can not be translated into ordinary fi rst-order 
logic. It is worth remark ing here that answers invo lving the 
negative quantifier "no", such as "No department members 
who know Fortran (know prolog)" need not be separately 
considered, since they can be regarded as categorial answers 
to other questions, such as "Which department members do 
not know pro log?" . (The iss ue of when an answer to the 
negative form of the surface question is conversationally 
appropriate is again a matter of pragmatics .) 

We now proceed to our characterization of answers. 

4. Correctness and Comp leteness (or Definiteness) 

Certainly correctness is an essentia l property of any 
cooperative response to a request for information . 

We define an answer (a x: A(x))Q(x) to be correct iff 

s. I= (ax: A (x ))R( x ), 

where s. is the set of facts ava il able for question answering 
and "I= " denotes "entails" (has as logic al consequence) .1 

Thus, to be correct not on ly must the answer hold, but as 
we ll , the instances of Q provided by it must be of the pres up
posed category P. Note that for categorial answers and 
selec tive answers, the correctness criterion is equivalent 
respect ively to: 

S0 I= (V x )[A (x) - R (x)J 

s. I= (3x)[A( x) I\ R (x )J 

Thus, for example, if the question is "Which countries have 
part of the Rocky Mountains in t hem?" the following answers 
are considered correct (where P = "country", Q = "has part 
of the Rocky Mountains in it", R = "country which has part 
of the Rocky Mountai ns in it "): 

(a ) "Canada and the US": (V x: x=Canada V x=US)Q(x) 

(b) "Canada": (3 x: x=Canada) Q(x) 

(c ) "Canada or the US": (3x: x=Canada V x=US )Q( x ) 

( d) "Canada or Alberta": 

(3x : x=Canada V x==Alberta) Q(x) 

Note that (a ) is categorial, whi le (b) - (d) are selective. (We 
are taking for granted that the decision to answer categori
ally or selectively has been made on suitable pragmatic 
grounds. ) 

The following answers are incorrect even though they 
are true: 

(e) "Canada or Alberta": 

(Vx: x=Canada V x=Alberta)Q( x) 

(f) "Alberta": (3x: x=Alberta)Q( x) 

(g) "Alberta or Ontario": 

(3x: x=Alberta V x=Ontario ) Q(x) 

It is worth noting that we could have imposed correct
ness criterion 

s. I= (a x: A (x)) Q(x ) ands. I= (V x: A(x))P(x) 

instead of the one proposed, without essential change. This 
requires the answer pred icate to specify a su bcategory of P. 

l A raise answe r whic h roll ows fr om mistaken beliefs on the part or th e 
qu estion answe rer may thus be dee med correct; but this "defect" is unavoid~ 
ab le in any u8 efu l notion of correc tness. 
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For categori al answers, this is equivalent to the previous cri
terion, but for se lective answers, it is somewhat stronger: it 
judges (d) above to be incorrect. However, any correct answer 
accordin g to th e weaker criter ion is eas ily co nverted to a 
correct answer acc ording to the stronger criterion, by con
joining P( x) to A ( x ). For example, the fo llowing is correct 
acc ording to the stronger criterion : 

(d') "A country identical with Canada or Alberta": 

(3x: P(x) I\ (x=Canada V x=Alberta))Q(x)2 

Another desirable property of answers is that they be as 
complete as possible. How ever, one has to be careful in for
mali zing this idea. In the case of categorial answers, it is 
clear that "completeness" can be identified with "maximum 
coverage" by A ( of the positive instances of R) but in the 
case of aelective anawera this notion of maximum coverage is 
inappropriate, since selective answers by definition need to 
supp ly only one instance of R. What ia desirable, however, 
is that this instance be as fully specified as possible. The 
best we can hope for is that A uniquely identifiea an inatance; 
in that case the existential quantifier in the selective answer 
can be replaced by the definite quantifier, "the". These con
siderations motivate the following definitions . 

A categorial answer is complete iff 

s. I= (V x )[R( x ) - A(x)J 

Note that completeness and correctness of categorial 
answers amounts to equivalence of the answer predicate to 

the request predicate, i. e., 

S. I= (V x )[A( x )= R(x)J 

An ideal categorial quest ion answerer sho uld always try 
to prove or disprove that its answer is complete and , unl ess 
A• P, inform the questioner as to the outcome of the 
proof/ disproof attem pt. (E.g., "Canada and the US, and no 
others"; or "Canada, among others"; or "Canada and possibly 
others" .) 

A selective answer is definite iff 

s. I= (3y )( Vx )[A(x) -x= y] 

Note that whenenever A (x ) is of form x= c, where c is a con
stant (or more generally, a variable-free term), the answer is 
defin ite ( but not necessarily informative, as we shall see). 

Whi le it is clear that these properties of answers are 
desirable, it will also become clear, first, that they may not 
be obtainable in general and second, that they are insufficient 
to ensure that answers wi ll be informative . We address each 
of these points in turn. 

5. Relative Completeness (or Definiteness) 

In general, t he know ledge of the question answerer may 
not be sufficient to derive a categorial answer which is com
plete (and a lso nontrivial -- a point we take up in t he next 
section). W e therefore requ ire a formal cr iter ion for deter
mining wh ether the answer is as complete as the ava il able 
know ledge permits. 

Accordingly, we say that a categorial answer is relat ively 
complete ifI for all formulas B(x) (of the object language of 
the question answerer) contai ning x as the only free variabl e, 

if S0 I= (V x )[B(x ) - R(x)J 

2 Any reader who fee ls th at t his answer is still pec uli ar is rem inded that 
there can be no guarantee t hat the question-answerer 's knowledge will in
clude the rac t that Alb ert a is not a country. 



then S0 I= (V x)[ B(x) - A(x)J, 

i.e. , A is at least as ge neral as any derivab le correct answer. 

Ana logous ly , we say that a selective answer is relatively 
definite i fT it is as specific as the quest ion answerer's 
know ledge perm its (i. e ., any further constraint the question 
answerer is able to add is already implicit in the meaning of 
A(x) and R(x)); or formally, ifT for all formulas B(x) contain
ing x as the only free variable, 

if S 0 I= (3x )[A(x) I\ B(x) I\ R(x) ] 

then MP 0 I= (V x)[(A (x) I\ R(x)) - B(x)J. 

where MP0 (a subset of S0 ) is the set of meaning poatulatea 
avai lable to the question answerer. (These are axioms 
expressing such facts as "All bachelors are unmarried", "The 
territory lying within the borders of any country belongs to 
that country", i.e., facts which hold solely in virtue of the 
conventional meanings of the terms they involve. )3 

6. Nontriviality and Comprehensibility 

The insufficiency of the correctness and completeness 
conditions for categorial answers is evident from our earlier 
observation that they amount to equivalence of R and A . 
Thus an answer of form 

(V x: R(x))Q(x) 

is always correct and complete, but is clearly useless (e.g., 
"A ll countries that have part of the Rocky Mountains in 
them have part of the Rocky Mountains in them" .) 

For an answer to be nontrivial, we would like to make 
sure that the questioner does not yet know that answer, i.e., 

-K.(ax: A(x))Q(x) 

where we interpret "knowing a fact" as being able to verify it 
effectively (and presumably, quickly) by application of a 
"deductive recall" algorithm K to a base of facts Sq explicitly 
known to the questioner (cf. [Konolige 85]). This might be 
written as follows. K is a (quickly) computable function 
from pairs S, cl>, where S is a set of sentences and cl> is a sen
tence, to {T,F,U} (meaning "true", "false", and "unknown" 
respectively), where 

jT only if S I- cl> 
K(S,cl>) - F only if SI- -cl> 

U only if neither cl> nor - cl> is in S. 4 

In terms of K, Kq is defined as 

Kq(c!>) iff K(Sq,cl> ) = T. 

The preceding criterion is still too weak, however. For exam
ple, the "Rocky Mountain" question might be answered with 
"Canada, and all other countries that have part of the Rocky 

Mountains in them." This is nontrivial if the questioner 
knows nothing about the Rocky Mountains, yet intuitively 

3 Our condition or re lative definiteness is perhaps too strong. For exam
ple, ir a system possesses the axioms (3x: A(x))R(x ) and (3y: A(y) & 
B(y))R(y), where A an d Bare unre lated predicates, a selective answer based 
on the first or these axioms will be deemed non-relatively definite. Yet, it is 
in a sense the most definite answer the sy s tem can give "for the x rderenced 
by the first axiom", since "they rererenced by the second axiom" may be an 
entirely di sti nct ent ity . However, weakening the cr iterion or relative 
definiteness to a llow ror this observation appears to be impossibl e without 
add ing modal operators to the object language. 

·' £ his is on ly a partial specification or K, or , ~c.rse . Various other reason· 
ao le constraints could be imposed on K, such •-• monotonic ity: ir K(~ .,t,) ., 
U t hen for all lj.•, K (S U{,j,} ,d>) ., U . 
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seems "partially trivial"; this is because there is a potentially 
less comprehensive answer than the one given, from which 
the questioner could easi ly infer the one given. 

We therefore define a categorial answer to be entirely 
nontrivi a l ifT there does not exist a correct categor ia l answer 
with answer pred icate A' such that 

S0 I;, (V x )[A(x) - A '(x)] and 

Kq[(V x: A '(x))Q(x) - (V x: A(z))Q(z)] 

This criterion is violated in the above example, with 

A'(x) =di [z=Canada]. 

A(x) =d/ [z=Canada] V [- [x=Canada] /\ Q(x)]. 

In a closely related sense, the notion of partial triviality 
also app lies to selective answers, as in "A North or South 
American country with part of the Rocky Mountains in it" . 
We therefore say that (3x: A(x))Q(x) is an entirely nontrivial 
aelective anawer iff there does not exist a potentially less 
definite correct answer from which the questioner could easily 
infer the answer given; or formally, ifI there does not exist a 
correct selective answer with answer predicate A' such that 

S 0 I;, (V x )[A '(z) - A(x)] and 

Kq [(3x: A '(x))Q(x) - (3 x: A(x))Q(z)]. 

This criterion is violated in the above example, with 

A'(x ) =df [NAC(x) V SAC(z)], 

A(x) = df [NAC(x) V SAC(z)] /\ Q(x), 

where NA C and SAC mean "is a North American country" 
and "is a South American country" respectively. 

Our definition of "Knows" involved a set Sq of axioms 
known to the qu est ioner and an a lgorithm K which tries to 
de term ine whether a sente nce li es in the logical closure of Sq. 
In a ques tion-answer ing system, a good starting point for ·\ 
might be the meaning postu lates of the language, especia lly 
when no question context or user rr:odel is avai lab le. For this 
case , we can define an analytic answer to be one easi ly deduc
ible from meaning postulates . 

For example, in response to "Who is a bachelor!", the 
answer "An unmarried man " would be considered analytic 
if "A bache lor is an unmarried man " was assumed to be a 
mean ing postulate. 

However, this example also points out the fa lli bility of 
this approach: if the quest ioner did not know this meaning 
postulate and wanted to know "What is a bachelor!" then the 
response "An unmarri ed man" would be nontrivial. 

Conversely, a non-analytic answer may be trivial. Con
sider the categorial version of the "Rocky Mountain" ques
tion. The response "All countries which maintain parks in 
the Rocky Mountains" is correct, non-analytic and complete 
but wi ll be trivia l if, for example, the questioner already 
knows that a country maintains parks in a mountain range 
on ly if the mountain range lies partially within its borders. 
(Note that this is contingent knowledge, rather than 
know ledge of meaning postu lates .) 

As Hint.ikka noted [Hintikka 76] it is desirable for the 
term designated by the answ erer to be "known" to the ques
t ioner for the answer to be comprehensible. We will impose 
the less stringent requirement that an answer should be 
comprehensible in the sense that it contains no "private sym
bo ls". A "privat.e symbol" may be defined as any constant 
symbo l, function symbol, or predicate symbol of the answer 
forma li sm which has no predefined English equivalent . For a 
predicate logic question answering system, we can assume 



that all predicate symbols are "public" (non-private ). How
ever, sko lem constants and functions created when translat
ing natural lang uage sentences into quantifier-free form will 
often be private.5 

Finally, we define an informative answer to be one that 
is nontrivia l and comprehensible. 

We do not claim that correctness, completeness ( or 
definiteness) and informativeness in the sense in which we 
have defined these properties provide either neceuary or 
aufficient condit ions for an answer to an information request 
to be helpful or appropr iate. What we do claim is that these 
properties are usually deairable in an answer, regardless of 
the context in which the information is requested. 

We now attempt to evaluate the theoretical adequacy of 
some standard deductive question answering methods with 
respect to our characterization of answers. 

7, A Reexamination of Deductive Answer Extraction 
The problem of modifying a theorem-prover to generate 

answers to w h-questions was considered by Cordell Green 
[Green 69] in his QA3 system. Green's method consisted of 
formulating an existential presupposition of the question in 
quantifier-free form, denying the presupposition, and then 
using a resolution theorem prover to refute the denial. An 
ANS predicate was then appended to the denial of the 
theorem to collect the composition of substitutions per
formed on the variables corresponding to the ex istentially 
quantified variables of the theorem. When the proof was 
repeated, the ANS predicate would then have substituted for 
its variable a term which cou ld in some sense be cons idered 
as an answer to the original question. 

Luckham and Ni lsson [Luckham & Nil sson 71) proposed 
an extens ion to Green's method that produced a sentential 
answer, rather than just a 3ubstitution. The answer formula 
was either simi lar to the entire question formula or to one of 
its disjuncts (see below). They also provided a theoretical 
justification for both methuds, showing that the answer was a 
logical consequence of the axioms, and that the theorem was 
a logical consequence of the answer . 

To what extent do answers provided by the Green
Luckham-Nilsson procedure conform with the desiderata we 
have proposed? The first and perhaps most important point 
to note is that the procedure is generally unsuitable for deriv
ing catcgorial answers. To take a very simp le example, a sys
tem which knows nothing except the fact that all creatures 
are mortal should be able to supply a complete categorial 
answer to the question, "What creatures are mortal?". But 
the Green-Luckham-Nilsson procedure, which wou ld attempt 
to prove that some creature is mortal, would fai l to obtain an 
answer. 

Of course, the answer predicate of any correct, definite, 
nontrivial selective answer also provides an answer predicate 
for a correct, nontrivial categorial answer. However, even in 
cases where both selective answers and categorial answers are 
entai led by the knowledge base, no definite selective answer 
may be derivable from it. Besides, a categorial answer based 
on a selective answer wi ll not in general be complete or even 
relatively complete. Within the prolog community, there 
appears to be a general assumption that complete answers to 
questions, though not obtainable in general with any one 
proof, can be obtained in princip le by enumerating proofs 
and co llecting (selective) answers obtained by different 
proofs. However, it is clear from the preceding remarks that 

6 Though they need not be. E .g., consider "There is a girl and her name 
is Mary". The skoiem constant created in the first clause is assigned the En
glish translation "Mary" by the second clause. 
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this assumption is mistaken. Also, a categorial answer which 
en um erates in stances may be unnecessarily verbose. (For 
some id eas on compressin g en um erative answers, see 
[Kalita ct a l. 84).) To the best of our knowledge, the problem 
of computing categorial answers i~ wide open at this tim e. 

It is worth noting that a procedure is eas ily formu lated 
for computing complete, informative answers which is as 
effect ive as we can hope -- though it is hopelessly inefficient. 
The idea is to syntactically enumerate possible comprehensi
ble answers, and to interleave attempts to prove these possi
ble answers and their completeness and nontriviality with the 
enumeration itself. (To establish nontrivia li ty, we must of 
course have a model of the questioner that a llows us to simu
late /( operating on Sq.) If a complete, informative answer is 
implicit in the knowledge base, this procedure will eventually 
find one. 6 It is an open problem whether there is also a semi
decision procedure of this type for relatively complete 
(and/or ent irely nontrivial), comprehensible answers. 

Let us now look more closely at the Green-Luckham
Nilsson procedure, and try to assess its performance with 
respect to selective answers. Certainly the answers are 
correct (in view of the theorems mentioned above ), but are 
they relatively definite and informative? 

To expect that every proof wou ld yield a selective 
answer with these properties would be to expect too much. 
For example, if a know ledge base contains separate assertions 
to the effect that "Someone knows prolog" and "John knows 
prolog", either assertion can be used to prove that someone 
( or something) knows prolog; but the former does not pro
duce a re latively definite, informative answer while the latter 
does. The best we can expect, therefore, is that aome proof or 
com bi nation of proofs will allow extraction of a relatively 
definite, informative answer. 

The answers produced by Luckham and Nilsson's pro
cedure are restricted to certain syntactic forms bearing a 
specific relation to the question posed as a theorem. If the 
theorem is written in quantifier-free disjunctive normal form 

- C1(X(l),G(l)) V · · · V -C"(X(n),G(n)) 

where the X(i ) correspond to the universally quantified vari
ables and the G( i) correspond to the skolem functions 
representing the existentially quantified variables in the ith 
clause (conjunction of literals), then the answer would be of 
form 

- C1(X(I), Y(l)8(1,r)) V · · · V - C.(X(n), Y(n)8(n,r)) 

where 8(i,r) denoted the composition of substitutions in the 
resolution proof tree on paths from the root node to the leaf 
node corresponding to Ci (where the clause at that leaf node 
is the dual of Ci obtained when the theorem is denied and 
converted to conjunctive normal form.) 

Because of this syntactic restriction, the only types of 
answers that can be generated are sentences "echoing" 

C This procedure is impractical in the same way that syntactic enumera
tion procedures for hypothe•i• generation are impractical. Indeed, categorial 
question answering can be viewed as a kind of hypothesis generation pro
cess: the goal is to discover a property A whose possession (nontrivially) en
tai ls a given property R. It appears that methods like Morgan's !Morgan 7!J 
or Pietrzykowski's !P ietrzykowski 78J, whi ch treat hypothesis formation as 
t he dual of deduction, can be adapted to our task. In t he "mortal creatures" 
problem, for example, to determine what properties entai l being mortal, we 
would determine what properties are entailed by not being mortal, and use 
the negation of suc h properties as possibl e categorial answers. In particu lar , 
if we predicate "not mortal" of c (a skolem constant), we immediately obtain 
"not a creature'' for c, from the premise that all creatures are mortal, so 
that the negation or this property, "creatu re", becomes a possible categorial 
answe r, as requ ired. Formali zation of this method may well yield an 
effective met.hod for categorial question answering. 
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portions of the question and containing terms Ill the Her
brand universe satisfying the question predicate. The answer 
cannot be phrased in terms of other predicates , though some 
addition al informat ion can be der iv ed by tracing the skolem 
functions back to the clauses from which they arose. This 
can be seen in the following example : 

Example 

Ass ume that the ax ioms are "All creatures are mortal", 
"There is a creature", and the question is "Who (or what ) is 
morta l?". 

To answer this question, let M( x) denote that z is mor
tal, and C(z) denote that x is a creature. The denial of th e 
pres upposition of the question is "Nothing is mortal" . Then 
the axioms can be written in clause form as 

- C(x) V M(x ), C(c), and - M( x ) 

where c is a skol em constant. The Luckh am-Nilsson method 
would then generate the answer M( c) which means "Some
thing is mortal" . This can be view ed as a selective answer, 
with answer predicate Ax [x= c]. The answer is correct and 
definite but, if c is not a public constant, is not comprehensi
ble. Here a "deskolemization" procedure due to Cox and 
Pietrzykowski [Cox & Pietrzykowski 84] could be used to 
eli minate c in favour of an existe nti ally quantified variab le, 
but then the res ult will no longer be definite. (In fact, in this 
instanc e there can be no definite, comprehensibl e answer, 
since no uniqu ely identifying characteristics for c are ava il 
ab le. ) 

Green was aware of this problem and attempted to 
repair the difficulty by supp lementing the "formal" answer 
with addition al inform ation . For the prev ious exam ple, the 
answer predicate ANS( c) would be supp lem ented by the 
clause in which the constant c was created, C( c ), or perhaps 

the English language version of the clause, "There is a 
creature." 

Another example from [Chang & Lee 73] further illus
trates the sorts of answers obtained by the Green-Luckham
Nilsson method, and the problem of ens uring that answers 
will be comprehensible. 

Example 
Assume that the answerer knows : 

"Everyone who entered this country and was not a 
VIP was searched by a customs official." 
"William was a drug pusher." 
"William entered this country." 
"William was searched by drug pushers only." 
"No drug pusher was a VIP." 

Suppose the answerer is asked "Who was both a drug pusher 
and a customs official!" To answer this question, let S(x,y) 
denote x was searched by y, V(x) denote x is a VIP, E(x) 
denote x entered the country, C( x ) denote x is a customs 
official, and a denote William. The answer produced by the 
Luckham- Nilsson method would be 

D(f(a)) I\ C(f(a) ) 

which means "f( a) is a drug pusher and a customs official" 
Unfortunately, the questioner might have no idea who is 
f(a) . 

If Green's method is used, the answer ANS(f(a)) would 
be generated . In response to a request for further informa
tion, the answerer might provide "Everyone who entered this 
country and was not a VIP was searched by a customs 
official." This is insufficient to determine a relatively definite, 
comprehensible answer. The answer we desire is 

(3x: S(a ,x) I\ - V(x))D(x) I\ C(x ), 
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i. e ., someone who searc hed William and is not a VIP is a drug 
pusher an d a customs offi cial (where we have ass umed that 
non e of t he axioms arc mea nin g postul ates ). Thus th e clauses 
that ought to have been added to the answer ex tracted from 
the proof are S(a.f(a)) and - V(f(a)); from these the for
mula A(x) (=S(a ,z ) /\ - V(x)) needed for a relative ly 
definite answer could have bee n derived, with the a id of a 
de-s kolemization procedure. (A more general algorithm would 
be required than that in [Cox & Pietrzykowski 84 ] which 
processes individual literals only .) 

Does Green's method of supplementing answers at least 
guarantee that aome proof of any given question will yield a 
relat ively definite, comprehensible answer? Unfortunately, 
the answer is negative, as the following very simple coun
terex ampl e shows. Suppose th at the question answerer 
possesses just two facts, namely, that Agatha was murdered 
by someone and that only a person who drives a dumptruck 
could have murdered Agatha: 

M(c,a), -M(x,a) V D(x) 

where c is a skolem constant. Then the only proof that 
answers the question "Who (or what) murdered Agatha?" is 
one that reso lves the denial clause - M( x, a) against the first 
of the two ax ioms. The fact that is needed , how ever, to fl esh 
out the answer M( c, a) to one that is relatively definite is 
D( c) (or, more redundantly, - M(c,a) V D(c)). This fact is 
not a substitution instance of any clause in any proof, or of a 
base clause involving a private symbol that occurs in the 
answer. 

8. Conclusion 
\11/e have introduced a set of form al concepts for assess

ing the qu ality of answers returned by deductive question 
answering procedures . In particular, we have formalized some 

desirable properties of two natural classes of answers, which 
we termed "categorial" and "selective". We have shown that 
standard question answering methods are in general unable 
to produce categorial answers, and that they also fall short in 
the kinds of se lec tive answers they produce. 

We have mentioned some open problems , the most 
important of which is the formulation of reasonab ly efficient 
procedures for categorial question answering . In general, our 
work indicates that there are unsuspected depths, and many 
unexplored issues, in the area of deductive question answer
ing. 
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Abstract 
We describe the syntactic component of a large natural language process
ing system currently being implemented at the Boeing Artificial Intelli
gence Center. The system is based on the latest version of Generalized 
Phrase Structure Grammar, but includes some modifications. The system 
has features that enable grammars to be easily developed. It also has 
features that promote parsing efficiency, efficient handling of certain syn
tactic ambiguities, and the maintenance of a large lexicon. 

1. Introduction 

In this paper, we describe a linguistically based natural language 
processing system that has been under development at the Boeing 
Artificial Intelligence Center since the summer of 1984. Our methodol
ogy and goals are simi lar to other work that has recently been reported in 
the literature, e.g., Rosenschein and Shieber [10] , Schubert and Pelletier 
(11], Gawron et al (3]. Proudian and Pollard (8]. and Pulman [9] . These 
efforts all rely on current nontransformational syntactic theory as a basis 
for parsing, and some version of formal logic as the basis for the transla
tion of parser output into meaning representations. We all share the 
goals of producing modular programs for handling syntax, semantics, and 
pragmatics and of encoding rules of grammar and other special ized infor
mation in external, eas ily comprehensible data files so that the system is 
easy to modify and expand. We also have the goal of system transporta
bility with respect to operating environments, domains of discourse, and 
various functional applications such as database question-answering or 
interfaces to complex software systems. 

Our own work is based on a variant of Generalized Phrase Struc
ture Grammar (GPSG) as outlined in Gazdar, Klein, Pullum and Sag [4]. 
(This book will hereafter be referred to as GKPS). The current imple
mentation consist~ of a bottom-up parser written in Franz Lisp, a gram
mar with approximately two hundred rules, and a rudimentary semantic 
interpeter that generates logical formulas along the lines advocated by 
Schubert and Pelletier. There is at present no pragmatic or discourse pro
cessing. All of the components have been embedded in a database 
question-answering system. There are several aspects of our approach 
that are unique: the formulation of the underlying syntactic system, the 
parsing algorithm, and the algorithm for generating database queries from 
logical form. We have not yet expended much effort on the semantics 
component, so this report will focus on syntax. 

The GPSG approach to syntax can be characterized as a methodol
ogy in which large context-free (CF) grammars for natural languages are 
defined through a high-level formalism that provides a compact descrip
tion of both the set of CF productions and the nonterminal vocabulary. 
(We shall use the term production to refer to a rule from a CF grammar.) 
The high-level formalism includes both a method for writing rule sche
mata and a set of instantiation rules that govern the determination of 
fully specified nonterminals from partial descriptions given in the sche
mata. 

It is possible, in principle, to compute the actual CF grammar 
corresponding to a set of rule schemata and instantiation rules, although 
the resulting CF grammar might contain a very large nonterminal vocabu
lary and a very large set of productions. It is conceivable that for some 
GPSGs it may not even be possible to estimate the size of the underlying 
CF grammar without actually generating it. Fortunately, it is not neces
sary to have the CF grammar "in hand" in order to implement a parser; 
the rule schemata and instantiation rules can be interpreted as prescrip
tions for building phrase structure trees and the required productions of 
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the CF grammar can be computed dynamically as tree construction 
proceeds. Such parsers can be efficient in practice, even though theoreti 
cal complexity analyses of worst case situations might be very discourag
ing. 

To define a GPSG, three things must be done: 

1) The nonterminal vocabulary must be defined. In introductory 
textbooks the nonterminals are atomic symbols. However, there is noth
ing in the definition of a CF grammar that requires the nonterminals to be 
atomic symbols. In GKPS the nonterminals are sets of ordered pairs of 
the form <feature-name , feature-value>. These f eature sets are con
strained to be partial functions and there are additional constraints called 
feature co-occurrence restrictions. Even more complicated definitions of 
the nonterminal vocabulary are in use by other investigators. Shieber 
(1985) discusses sys tems where the nonterminals are directed acyclic 
graph structures. In general, the nonterminals can be complex objects 
with various properties, slots, values, etc. We have adopted a definition 
of the nonterminals that imposes more structure than the GKPS definition 
but less structure than the directed acyclic graphs. 

2) The methodology for writing schemata needs to be specified. 
The schemata resemble phrase structure rules, but they also allow various 
formal devices that are interpreted as constraints that nonterminals must 
satisfy in order to be substituted into the schemata. In a CF production, 
fully specified nonterminals must appear, so the move that is made in 
GPSG is to have the schemata partially specify the nonterminal s. In 
most cases there are several nonterminals that can be substituted for each 
term of a schema in order to produce CF productions, so each schema 
generates a set of CF productions. In GKPS, the schemata are in what is 
called "Immediate Dominance, Linear Precedence" (ID/LP) format: the 
speci fication of the order of constituents is given separately from the 
description of their syntactic properties. Also, there is a system of meta
rules tliat takes an initial set of schemata and generates additional sche
mata. In our system we encode subnode order directly in the schemata 
and we do not use meta-rules. 

3) The rules of instantiation must be given. Generally they are 
expressed informally and are hard-coded into the parser. They provide 
an interpretation of the constraints that are imposed declaratively by the 
schemata. Instantiation rules can also be given that impose constraints 
that are not represented directly in the schema formalism. An example 
of such a rule in GKPS is "the head constituent passes its head fea tures 
up to tl1e parent node." Instantiation rules can be quite elaborate, making 
reference to various properties and attributes that constituents in a parse 
tree must have. 

The implementation of a parsing system involves two additional 
tasks: 

4) A parsing algorithm must be chosen. Although several good 
algorithms for CF grammars have come out of theoretical computer sci
ence, there is still much that can be done to exploit special properties of 
natural languages. 

5) The algorithm must be implemented, along with utilities for 
managing the schemata and the lexicon; a significant set of schemata and 
a lexicon must be written. This last step requires more effort than any of 
the others. 

Much of the research work that involves the development of a 
large natural language parsing system can be viewed as an exploration in 
the enormous space of possible high-level grammars and implementa
tions . Each implementation involves variations in all of the steps above. 



In addition, it is possible to develop systems that recognize non-CF 
languages. The evaluation of these efforts is not easy because each of the 
implementation steps and the final system performance depend on how 
well all of the prior steps have been carried out in the context of an 
intended end-use application. Some questions that are useful in making 
an evaluation include 

1) Is the formalism easy to learn, understand, and use? 

2) Can the system parse a reasonable natural language subset? 

3) Are there inherent intractabilities in the proposed scheme? 

2. A Description of the Vocabulary for the Induced CF Grammars 

The terminal vocabulary of our system consists of printed words of 
English, plus punctuation signs. We have an input processing program 
that reads the sequence of characters typed by users in conventional for
mat and transforms the input into a list of Lisp atoms by separating punc
tuation from the preceding words. 

We take the nonterminal vocabulary to be 4-tuples of the form 
<pas.features, gap.footjeatureS> 

where each position will be referred to as a property of the nonterminal , 
i.e., the first position will be referred to as the pos property, and analo
gously for the remaining positions. 

The possible values for the pos property are taken from a set Dpo, 
of atomic symbols, each of which designates a "part of speech." These 
are symbols like N, V, P, A, NP, PP, etc., that linguists standardly use 
when referring to syntactic categories . 

The features property must have as its value a feature set. A 
feature is defined to be either an atomic symbol (an atomic feature) 
drawn from a set D. or an ordered pair of the form <feature-name, 
feature-value> (a compound feature) . The feature names are drawn from 
a set of atomic symbols D . For each feature name y, there is an associ
ated set D of atomic s;mbols from which possible values may be r 
selected. A feature set is a subset of D. u { <y, ~> I y E Dn' ~ E Dr} 
subject to the constraint that the set of ordered pairs is a partial function . 
That is, if <a, ~> and <a, y> are in a feature set, then ~ = y. The sets 
D., Dn' and Dr for each y E Dn are determined by the use of the symbols 
in the schemata and by their use in the lexical entries for the words of 
the terminal vocabulary. 

A feature set is then a collection of symbols and/or ordered pairs. 
In our Lisp-based parsing system we represent feature sets as flat lists 
(feature lists) having the form 

(symbol
1 

symbol2 ... symbol.) 

where if symbol. is a feature name then symbol. 1 is its value. For exam
ple, suppose a feature set consists of the foli;wing set of two ordered 
pairs and an atomic feature: 

{ <"PLU, NEG>, <"PER, 3>, REFL}. 
(For convenience, we begin feature names with the character •·• .) One 
allowed representation of this feature set would then be 

("PLU NEG "PER 3 REFL). 
The ordered pair information has been encoded in the ordering of the list 
and is recoverable through the use of the list of feature names. By con
vention, the atom 'nil ' will denote the empty set. The computation of 
feature sets occurs in a well-defined and efficient manner that takes 
feature sets stored in the lexicon and proceeds to higher nodes according 
to instantiation rules outlined below. 

The value of the gap property of a nonterminal can be either the 
atom 'nil' or a special 4-tuple of the form <a, ~. nil, nil> where a = NP, 
PP, or AP and ~ is a feature set. (The restriction to NP, PP, or AP is one 
that can be easily modified.) The determination of the values for a and 
~ is done according to rules of instantiation outlined below. A non-nil 
gap property for a nonterminal is our way of representing the slash 
categories of GPSG and indicates that the subtree dominated by the non
terminal contains an unbound gap. We allow nonterminals of the form 
<a, ~' nil, nil> to dominate the empty word /1., and when such nontermi
nals (gap nodes) are inserted in a parse tree, they become the value of 
the gap property of the parent and higher nodes until the gap is bound by 
a schema which specifies a non-nil gap property. The precise mechanism 
is defined below. 

The problem of knowing when to postulate a gap node during pars
ing is significant. If gap nodes are postulated too freely, a parser can 
become inefficient. Generally, it is possible to rely on the presence of 
particular structures that precede and signal a gap to the right. 

The value of the footjeatures property is also a feature set, but the 
number of possible features that are actually employed is very small, and 
most nodes in a typical tree have 'nil' for the value of this property. The 
property is used with only a few syntactic contructions, such as extraposi
tion. An example is provided in section 3. 

3. An Overview of the Schemata and the Parser 

Our parser constructs trees by creating phrasal nodes, which con
tain all the properties of a nonterminal but in addition include informa
tion that is of crucial use to the parser: which input words are covered, 
what the subnodes are, which elements of the grammar rule remain to be 
matched, and other items. 

There are several types of nodes that will be distinguished, in addi
tion to the previously mentioned gap nodes. The two principal kinds are 
the lexical nodes and the rule nodes. Lexical nodes are created when the 
words of the input are scanned. The lexical entry for each word includes 
a list of nonterminals that can dominate that word in a parse tree, so 
whenever a word is scanned, a node is created for each nonterminal in 
the lexical entry. There are no rule schemata associated with these 
nodes. A rule node is one that has a grammar rule schema associated 
with it and has subnodes that are assigned because they satisfy (or match) 
the conditions specified by the schema. We also distinguish two kinds of 
rule node: a partial node, which does not have the full complement of 
subnodes as specified by the associated schema; and a complete node, 
which does have all of its subnodes. 

The grammar rule schemata themselves are specified by Lisp 
expressions of the form 

(rule <rule name> <parent specification> --> 
<sequence of child specifications>) 

In the following discussion, we will use the word rule to refer to a 
schema, if it is clear from the context that there can be no confusion with 
rule of instantiation. 

In each rule, <rule name> is a unique atomic symbol. A parent 
specification is a list that begins with a part of speech (or the reserved 
symbol 'x' which is used in the rules for coordinate structures and will 
not be discussed here) . Each specification list can also optionally contain 
a series of keywords and values. A child specification (which we shall 
also call a term) can be either a word of the terminal vocabulary (an 
explicit term) or a list beginning with a part of speech and optionally 
containing some keywords and values (a phrasal term) . An explicit term 
can be matched by an occurrence of the word in the appropriate place in 
the input. In the case of a phrasal term, a match can occur with a 
phrasal node that satisfies constraints that the term specifies. The parts of 
speech that begin the descriptions specify the pos property of the nodes . 
A simple example is 

(rule sl (s) --> (np)(aux)(vp)) 
which says that a node with part of speech 's' can be constructed having 
three subnodes with parts of speech 'np', 'aux', and 'vp'. The 
unspecified properties (features, gap and foot-features) are free to take 
values within the constraints imposed by the rules of instantiation, so 
there are many parse trees that can be built from this rule. The keywords 
(which can appear in arbitrary order) and their associated values provide 
information about the order of subnode matching, feature set construc
tion, subnode acceptability, and gap construction. 

In our implementation, we treat the rule schemata as abstract 
objects consisting of properties with associated values. Two of the pro
perties are central in controlling the matching process: the trigger index 
and the match direction. 

The goal of the parser is to find sequences of adjacent phrasal 
nodes and/or words that match the sequence of terms on the right-hand 
side of grammar rules. (Two nodes are adjacent if they cover contiguous 
segments of the input sentence.) The fundamental problem in construct
ing parse trees is to decide which rules to check, and after selection, to 
decide the order in which to try to match the terms. Both of these issues 
are resolved through a system of indexed rule triggering and ordered 
matching. 
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Rule triggering is the act of selecting a rule in order to check 
whether it actually describes the grammatical structure of the input sen
tence. The rule property that governs triggering is the trigger index, 
whose value is a number that specifies which term on the right-hand side 
is the first to be matched. The trigger index is given in the parent 
specification by including the keyword trigger-index followed by the 
number of the trigger term. If a rule is unsubcategorized (which is the 
default), then its trigger term is stored in a data structure called the 
trigger matrix. Currently, rule triggering is done whenever the parser 
scans a new word, creates a lexical node, or creates a complete rule 
node. We distinguish two kinds of triggering: general (or unsubcategor
ized) triggering and lexical (or subcategorized) triggering. In the case of 
general triggering, the triggering item (word, lexical node, or complete 
node) is checked against all of the trigger terms stored the trigger matrix. 
Whenever the triggering item matches a trigger term, the rule is retrieved 
from the matrix and the parser creates a new parent node with the 
triggering item as its only subnode. At present there are no heuristics to 
guide the triggering process by selecting only the most promising rules 
and deferring the others. It should be possible to speed up the parser 
significantly by including such heuristics. We have not done so yet 
because the parser response time has been adequate for our development 
purposes. (Parse times for our test sentences are under a second on both 
the Sun Workstation and the Vax 11/780.) 

Lexical triggering can occur only with lexical nodes. Whenever a 
phrasal node is created from a lexical item, any rules listed under the 
'rules' property of the lexical item are also triggered. In this case we 
will say that the lexical item has triggered the rules. Rules that are sub
ject to lexical triggering are declared through the use of the keyword sub
categorized in the parent specification and are not stored in the trigger 
matrix. Lexical triggering is used with verbs and adjectives that sub
categorize their complements. 

In general, our parser does not assign the subnodes in left-to-right 
order and in this respect is similar to the "head first" parser reported by 
Proudian and Pollard [9). However, we allow rule triggering to be 
specified for any term, although care must be exercised to not trigger a 
rule on a constituent that could potentially be matched by a gap node. 
For a newly triggered rule, if the trigger term is not the first term on the 
right-hand side, then the parser will eventually have to look for nodes to 
the left of the trigger node in order to match those terms. Since the 
parser processes sentences from left to right, potential subnodes will have 
already been constructed. 

After a rule has been triggered and the trigger term has been 
matched, the parser uses the value of the rule's match direction to deter
mine the order in which any remaining terms will be matched. This rule 
property can be set by using the keyword match-direction followed by 
'L' or 'R' in tl1e parent specification. A value of 'R' tells the parser to 
first match all terms to the right of the trigger term, while a value of 'L' 
means first match to the left. The matching can be accomplished by 
finding appropriate words and phrases that cover additional words of the 
input sentence, or by creating a gap node, which covers no input word. 
For each new term that is successfully matched, the parser creates a new 
phrasal node tliat has all of the matching nodes as subnodes. The heuris
tics that determine when gaps will be postulated are rather complex and 
will not be discussed here. 

The trigger index and the match direction provide two parameters 
for each rule that can be optimized to improve the parser's performance. 
In general, a rule should be triggered on the term whose oresence in the 
parse gives the highest probability that the rule actually applies. In this 
way it is possible to minimize the number of times a rule is triggered 
without subsequent matching of all its terms. The optimization process 
can best be done by conducting parsing experiments with a representative 
corpus of textual data, although in some cases it is obvious that a rule 
should be triggered on a certain element (e.g. punctuation, or a coordina
tor). 

3.1. Discussion of the Parsing Algorithm 

The parsing algorithm is similar to the algorithm used in Chart 
parsing, except that the data structures for storing intermediate results are 
somewhat more complicated than a basic Chart. These data structures 
are required for handling the two kinds of nodes that were previously 
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defined: partial nodes, and complete nodes. Whenever the parser creates 
a new partial node (say by matching the trigger term of a rule) and the 
next term to be matched is to the right, then the partial node is stored in 
a cell of the expectation matrix, whose rows and columns are indexed 
according to the part of speech of the next term and the word number of 
the first word in the input that needs to be covered by the next subnode. 
The expectation matrix is necessary because in process ing sentences from 
left to right, potential candidates to match the next term will not yet have 
been created. 

Once a partial node has been created, it is never modified. When
ever the parser creates a new complete node or a new lexical node, it 
checks the expectation matrix to see if the new node matches the next 
term for any partial nodes. If it does, new parent nodes are created that 
include the new subnode. In this way multiple parses can be created for 
ambiguous sentences. 

When matching needs to be done to the left, as is the case when
ever a rule is triggered on a term other than its first, the parser consults 
the phrase matrix to look for matches. The phrase matrix contains com
plete nodes in cells according to their part of speech and the number of 
the last input word they cover. Ali of the possible candidates that can 
match terms to the left are found by checking the appropriate cell of the 
phrase matrix. 

For purposes of efficiency, it is desirable that alternative parses be 
weeded out as early as possible. In the presence of significant ambiguity, 
an all-paths parser such as this one can experience a significant degrada
tion in response time. Unfortunately, natural discourse is full of 
instances where relative clauses, prepositional phrases, compound nouns, 
etc have a multiplicity of possible attachments that can be resolved only 
by appealling to semantics. Two solutions for speeding up tl1e parser are: 
(1) create a semantic disambiguator that is called by the parser when an 
attachment choice needs to be made, or (2) constrain the parser so that 
only one "canonical" parse is returned. In the second instance, the parser 
could follow a policy of right-most attachment and allow the semantic 
component to reattach nodes after the parser is finished. We believe that 
both of these strategies will be necessary in advanced natural language 
processing systems. In particular, relative clause attachment is probably 
best done "on the fly." On the other hand, selecting the best structural 
description for compound nouns is best done after the parser has con
structed a right-branching tree for the compound. 

While we do not yet have a semantic disambiguator, right-most 
attachment can be specified as a side effect of our system of keywords 
and rules of instantiation. 

3.2. Rules of Instantiation and the Keywords 

Most of the instantiation rules that govern the construction of nodes 
are associated with specific keywords. However, two major instantiation 
rules are not reflected in the keywords. The first is the foot feature pass
ing rule: the foot-features of a subnode are passed to the foot features of 
the parent unless the part of speech of the parent is S, AP, or VP, in 
which case the foot-feature set of the child is appended to the features 
property of the parent. The second instantiation rule is the gap percola
tion rule: a node is assigned a gap node as the value of its gap property 
in two possible cases: a) it immediately dominates the gap node, or b) 
the node dominates a subnode that has a non-nil gap property and the 
subnode's gap property was not required by the grammar rule, in which 
case the parent obtains its gap property from the subnode. Furthermore, 
a tree is not acceptable as a parse of the entire input sentence if its gap 
property is non-nil. This is the standard GPSG method for handling 
unbounded dependencies. There are other minor instantiation rules which 
we will not discuss here . 

3.3. Keywords Appearing in the Parent Specification 

There are Ii ve optional keywords that can appear in a parent 
description: features, /-features, trigger-index, match-direction, and sub
categorized. Only the keyword subcategorized is not followed by a 
value. We have already discussed the keywords trigger-index, match
direction and subcategorized. 

The value that follows either the keyword features or the keyword 
/features must be a list representing a feature set. The list is appended 



to the features property of the parent node if the keyword is features; if 
the the keyword is / -f eatures, the list that follows is appended to the 
footjeatures property of the parent. This mechanism allows rules to 
introduce feature sets that have not been passed up from the children. 

An example of the use of features is the following rule: 

(I) (rule VPto (VP features (to)) --> to (VP)) 

This allows us to distinguish infinitival VPs of the type "(John tried) to 
go" from other VPs by the presence of the feature to. (Note that we 
assume the analysis first proposed by Bresnan [l] in which subjectless 
infinitivals are treated as VPs, rather than Ss with a missing subject (the 
latter as advocated by e.g. Koster and May [8]).) 

An example of the use of /-features, in conjunction with keywords 
appearing in child specifications, will be given in the next section. 

The following rule exemplifies the use of the keywords mntch
direction and trigger-index: 

(2) (rule S6 (S trigger-index 2 match-direction R) --> 
(S) I.I (SAdvP)) 

Postposed sentential adverbial phrases (SAdvP) are always set off in 
speech by comma intonation; we assume here that this will be reflected 
in writing by the presence of a comma. (In practice, this would probably 
not always be the case.) If it were not for the trigger-index of two, this 
rule would be triggered every time an S node was parsed. The trigger
index of two, corresponding to the position of the comma, means that 
this rule will be triggered only when a comma is found. The match
direction of R[ight] means that the rule will first attempt to match an 
SAdvP to the right. Presumably SAdvPs are less common than sen
tences, and hence more diagnostic of this construction than looking to the 
left for an S. That is, rule S6 can be eliminated from consideration more 
easily by looking to the right for a sentential adverb than by looking to 
the left for an entire S. 

The use of the keyword subcategorized was described earlier. We 
illustrate its use here with a simple rule for adjectives; this rule is used to 
parse adjective phrases like "tough to talk to" and "pretty to look at". 

(3) (rule A·s (A. subcategorized) --> 
(A) (VP efeatures (to) egap (NP))) 

The keywords efeatures and egap are described in the next section; their 
effect in this rule is to say that the VP complement must be a to-VP and 
must contain an NP gap. The keyword subcategorized indicates that this 
rule should be triggered only by those adjectives (the "A" on the right
hand side of the rule) that list rule KS in their lexical entries. 

3.4. Keywords Appearing in the Child Specifications 

The optional keywords that can appear in a child specification 
include: passfeatures, nogap, efeatures, xfeatures, agree, and egap. Nei
ther passfeatures nor nogap is followed by a value. 

The keyword passfeatures indicates that the value of the features 
property of the subnode must be appended to the value of the features 
property of the parent node. 

For instance, the features of the verbal head of a VP are percolated 
up to the parent VP node by the following rule: 

(4) (rule Vl (VP subcategorized) --> (V passfeatures) (NP)) 

Thus, if the verb "likes" bears the features "3s" (for third person singular 
subject), the VP which it heads will also bear that features, by rule VI. 

The keyword nogap has two possible interpretations, depending on 
the value of the part of speech given in the term: if the part of speech is 
'S' then the node cannot contain a left corner gap (this provides for the 
so-called "that-trace filter" of English); if the part of speech is any other 
value, then the node cannot be a gap node, nor can it contain an unbound 
gap. 

Consider the following rule illustrating the use of nogap: 

(5) (rule V2 (VP subcategorized) --> 
(V passfeatures) (NP nogap) (NP)) 
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In this context, the meaning is that the NP can neither be a gap nor con
tain a gap. This corresponds to the well-known opacity with regard to 
extraction of the first NP following verbs like "give" and "show." That is, 
given the following sentence--

(6) What did John give his computer? 

--the only possible interpretation is that John gave something to his com
puter, not that John gave his computer to something, despite the fact that 
both "John gave his computer something" and "John gave something his 
computer" are possible sentences. 

With regard to the use of nogap with S nodes, consider the follow
ing rule for S-bar (which we write "S .. ', for typographical reasons): 

(7) (rule s·1 (S· ) --> that (S nogap)) 

A comment on our linguistic approach is in order here. Rather than hav
ing a complementizer node which can be filled by that or a wh-phrase, 
we specify that as the unique morpheme which can precede the S consti
tuent in rule s· 1. Wh-phrases, in contrast, are generated by a different 
rule, and in fact together with their S sisters form a different category. 
We thus depart from the view (fust proposed in Bresnan [2]) that non
wh-complementizers like that and wh-complementizers like who are dom
inated at the level of surface structure by the same node (COMP). We 
are not the only ones to make this move; a somewhat similar distinction 
is proposed in Chomsky [3]. 

Returning to the rule given in (7), observe that the S is marked 
with nogap. We will therefore not parse the following sentence as if it 
contained a subject gap--

(8) Who do you think that left? 

--i.e. there is no parse of (8) meaning "Who do you think left?" The only 
possible parse of (8) is with "left" interpreted as a transitive verb having 
a direct object gap, and with "that" as the subject of "leave." This is to 
meant to capture the so-called "that-trace" filter (more properly, the 
complementizer-trace filter, or the fixed-subject property of Bresnan [I]). 

The keyword efeatures must be followed by a list of atoms that are 
atomic features or feature names. The list does not represent a feature 
set; rather, the requirement is simply that the atoms in the list appear in 
the feature set stored under the features property of the node matching 
the term. Thus this keyword is used to require the presence of certain 
atomic features, or certain compound features, without specifying the 
feature values for the compound features. 

As an example of the use of efeatures, consider the following rule: 

(9) (rule VPIO (VP subcategorized) --> 
(V passfeatures) (VP efeatures (to))) 

This rule would be subcategorized by verbs like try, want, hope, etc. 
The efeatures (to) on the VP complement ensures that the VP in question 
is a to-VP, not a VP which is tensed, gerundive, etc. 

The keyword xfeatures must be followed by a list of the same kind 
as follows efeatures. The interpretation is that the listed atomic features 
or feature names are forbidden to be in the features property of the sub
node. 

For example: 

(10) (rule NP5 (NP) --> (NP) (VP xfeatures (tense))) 

This rule attaches gerundive, passive, and infinitival VP complements to 
NPs, as in "the man running up the hill," "the man loved by his friends," 
and "the man to fix the plumbing." The xfeatures (tense) blocks this rule 
if the VP is tensed, thus preventing us from parsing "the man ran up the 
hill" as an NP. 

Next we give an example of the use of the keyword /-features 
(which appears in the parent specification) along with the keywords 
efeatures and xfeatures. The keyword / -features is used primarily for 
determining the appropriate attachment of extraposed modifiers. Con
sider the proQlem of parsing the following sentences containing extra
posed relative clauses: 



• I 

(11) a. A man came in whom we both recognized. 

b. John saw a man yesterday whom we both recognized. 

In our analysis, relative clauses may be extraposed only from NPs con
taining an N-bar level. (This includes both NPs containing common 
nouns, as in "the man" or "dirt," and NPs containing words like "some
one" or "everyone.") The crucial rules for parsing sentences like those in 
(11) are the following, in somewhat simplified form: 

(12) a. (rule NP6 (NP f-features (re)) --> 
(Det passfeatures) (N" passfeatures)) 

b. (rule S8 (S) --> (S passfeatures efeatures (re)) (RelClause)) 

C. (rule VP5 (VP) --> 
(VP passfeatures xfeatures (to) efeatures (re)) 
(Rel Clause)) 

Rule NP6 states that when a determiner (Det) is attached to an N-bar 
(N"), the resulting NP has the foot feature "re," which is mnemonic for 
"relative clause." When this NP is embedded in a VP or an S, the foot 
feature on the NP is automatically turned into a head feature on the VP 
or S. The rules for attachment of extraposed relative clauses, rules S8 
and VP5, allow an extraposed relative clause to attach to an S or VP only 
if that S or VP has the (head) feature "re." (Similar rules govern the 
attachment of extraposed PPs.) Thus, such attachment will only be possi
ble if the VP or S contains an NP with the foot feature "re." Since rule 
NP6 (and a similar rule for determinerless NPs containing common nouns 
or words like "someone") is the only rule introducing the foot feature 
"re," the net result is that a parse containing an extraposed phrase will 
only be constructed if a candidate NP exists in the VP or S from which 
the phrase in question might have been extraposed. 

Extraposition from subject NPs is also blocked if the VP contains 
an NP (Gueron [6)); foot features may also be used to implement this 
constraint as well, although doing so is somewhat more difficult. 

Other constructions which may be treated by means of foot features 
include extraposed result clauses, as in "So many people canie that we 
ran out of popcorn" and "Enough people came to fill up a bandwagon," 
and similar constructions containing "as ... as", "too ... to VP", "more ... than" 
etc. (cf. Gueron and May [7]). 

The keyword agree must be followed by a list of feature names 
that specify a set of compound agreement features. If a feature name is 
actually present in the features property of the subnode, then the com
pound feature is collected in a special slot of the parent along with the 
other agreement features that might be stipulated and present on the other 
subnodes. If the specified agreement feature is not present in the subnode, 
nothing is sent to the parent. The resulting collection of ordered pairs at 
the parent must be a partial function for the parent to be acceptable. 
That is, values of the agreement features from the subnodes must not 
differ for the same feature name. If one of the subnodes is a gap node, 
then the f eatures property of the gap node is determined by the values of 
the agreement features that occur on the other subnodes. This allows gap 
nodes to carry agreement information up the tree. Finally, any agreement 
features that reach the parent are appended to the features property of the 
parent node. This allows agreement to be enforced in constructions with 
extraposed relative clauses. 

A simple example of the use of the keyword agree is the following 
rule: 

(13) (rule SO (S) --> (NP agree (number)) (VP agree (number))) 

This rule enforces number agreement between the subject and the VP. 
Additionally, the S node is assigned the value of ·number from the sub
ject and/or the VP. 

The keyword egap must be followed by a list beginning with a part 
of speech followed optionally by the keyword agree and a list of agree
ment features. This construction is used to constrain the gap property of 
the candidate to be a gap node with the specified part of speech. Also, if 
the agreement features are present on the gap node, then their values 
must equal the values of the agreement features stored on the other sub
nodes. The use of egap blocks the percolation of the gap node to the 
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parent's gap property. An example is given by a possible rule for rela
tive clauses: 

(14) (rule rel! (NP) --> 
(NP agree (number)) (S egap (NP agree (number)))) 

This rule says that a parent node with part of speech NP can dominate 
two child nodes. The first child must also have part of speech NP and 
the second must have part of speech S. In addition, the second child 
must have a gap node as the value of its gap property and the part of 
speech of the gap node must be NP. Finally, if the gap node has a com
pound feature with feature name ' number' stored under its features pro
perty and if the first child also has that compound feature, then the two 
values must be equal. This rule would allow parsing relative clauses 
with null COMP nodes, such as "(the man) you saw." This completes the 
consideration of rules; we now turn to the use of lexical entries in the 
grammar. 

4. Examples of Lexical Entries 

4.1. Simple Cases 

Consider first the following simple lexical entries: 

(15) (word fast ((A rules (A.4 A.5) er faster est fastest) 
(VAdv er faster est fastest)) 

(word will ((Aux features ('tense present aux modal))) 
(N plural wills)) 

The lexical entry for "fast" implies that it can be an adjective (A), with 
an -er (comparative) form "faster," and an -est (superlative) form 

"fastest." In addition to any nonsubcategorizable rules triggered by adjec
tives, "fast" subcategorizes the rules A'4 and A.5. "Fast" can also be a 
verbal adverb (V Adv), as opposed to a sentential adverb; in this form it 
does not subcategorize any rules, but does trigger any nonsubcategorized 
rules calling for verbal adverbs (of which there is in fact only one in the 
grammar) . Note that the adverbial entry also lists -er and -est forms. 
The duplication is necessary in this case because the adjective and adverb 
happen to share comparative and superlative forms. Such duplication is 
not generally true of words having lexical entries for multiple parts of 
speech. 

The lexical entry for "will" in (15) lists two parts of speech: "will" 
can be an auxiliary verb (Aux), in which case it has the features "· tense 
present," "aux," and "modal;" or it can be a noun, with the plural form 
"wills." 

4.2. More Complex Lexical Entries: Dynamically Generated Rules 

Verbs appear only in subcategorized frames; that is, there is no 
nonsubcategorized rule which introduces verbs. We have postulated in 
excess of forty such subcategorized rules. Keeping track of the rules by 
name (e.g. VP37) became quite difficult, since there was no easy way of 
making the names mnemonic. We therefore opted to have the lexical 
entries for verbs contain a listing of the complement structure of the 
verb, and let the actual rules be generated dynamically as the lexical 
entries were loaded into the grammar. Consider then the following lexi
cal entry for "see": 

(16) (word2 see ((V 
supercategory VP 
complements (((NP)) 

((NP) (VP efeatures (ing))) 
((NP) (VP efeatures (inf)))) 

inflections ((3s sees) 
(present see) 
(past saw) 
(en seen) 
(ing seeing) 
(passive seen 

complements ((nil) 
((VP efeatures (ing))) 
((VP efeatures (to)))) 

))))) 



The lex ical entry is to be read as follows . Word2 is the name of the 
macro that processes lexical entries of tl1is form. "See" is a verb (V), 
and together with its complements forms a "VP" category (the super
category). "See" has tl1ree possible sets of complements in its active 
forms: a single NP (its direct object), as in "We saw John;" an NP fol
lowed by a VP bearing the feature "ing" (i.e. a VP headed by a present 
participle, as in "We saw John leaving"); and an NP followed by a VP 
bearing the feature "inf' (i.e. a naked infinitival), as in "I saw John bend 
the spoon with his fingers." 

The lexical entry next lists the inflections. All of these (except for 
the passive form) share the properties of the word "see" as already listed, 
aside from their print form; additionally, each of the tensed forms is 
assigned the features '"tense present" or ""tense past" as apppropriate, 
while the past and present participial forms are assigned the features "en" 
and "ing" respectively. The passive form, however, does not share the 
complement structure of the active forms; instead, the passive's sub
categorized complements are listed separately. The first list of comple
ments is "nil," i.e. the passive can be intransitive, as in "John was seen." 
(An agentive by-phrase is treated as an adverbial modifier.) Additionally, 
the passive can appear with an -ing VP, as in "John was seen leaving," or 
with a to-VP, as in "John was seen to bend the spoon with his fingers ." 

Actual lexical entries are somewhat complicated by the fact that 
there is an extra slot under each complement listing (not shown here) for 
a rule of semantic interpretation. Lexical entries are also highly com
mented in the current grammar, a fact which is made easy by the use of 
the Lisp formalism. 

5. Conclusion 

We have described a parsing system based on a grammar rule for
malism that we believe is easy to use and capable of describing a reason
able subset of natural language. Among the more exotic syntactic con
structions handled by the current grammar are: 

direct and indirect wh-questions 
parasitic gap constructions 
tough-movement constructions 
tensed and infinitival relative clauses (extraposed and nonextraposed) 
it-extraposition 
comparatives (including comparative subdeletion constructions) 
so-called small clause complements 
compound nouns 
conjunctions of like categories (AP and AP, NP and NP etc.) 
across-the-board extractions ("What did Mary see and John hear?") 
floating quantifiers 
sentential subjects 
topicalized constructions 
imperatives. 

Some constructions which are not handled at present include: 

ergatives ("Into the room walked John") 
right node raising constructions 
gapping constructions 
coordination of unlike categories (e.g. NP + AP, as in 

"John is a hermit and proud of it") 

Some of these can be handled by a complex set of phrase structure rules, 
but we have not tried to construct those rules. 
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ABSTRACT 

Analysis of naturally occurring dialogue indicates that 
human speakers do not process each utterance in isolation but 
instead use the context in which an utterance occurs to under
stand it and generate cooperative, helpful responses. The 
TRACK system is an ongoing research effort aimed at develop
ing a robust interface capable of engaging in natural dialogue 
with an information-seeker. TRACK assimilates an 
information-seeking dialogue and uses this accumulated 
knowledge to understand two classes of utterances that other 
natural language systems are unable to handle. This paper 
presents an overview of TRACK, including its components for 
inferring and modeling an information-seeker's underlying task
related plan and its strategies for handling imperfect and incom
plete utterances. 

INTRODUCTION 

Natural language interfaces to information systems must 
do more than merely produce direct answers to well-formed 
queries. Cohen, Perrault, and Allen [6] demonstrated that 
human question-answerers "expect to engage in a conversation 
whose coherence is manifested in the interdependence of their 
often unstated plans and goals with those of the system". Thus 
to meet the expectations of human users, a natural language sys
tem must assimilate the dialogue and use the acquired 
knowledge to enhance effective communication. 

The majority of information-seeking dialogues contain two 
participants, one seeking information and the other attempting 
to provide that information. There are many dimensions along 
which humans glean information from a dialogue, but one of the 
most significant of these is the inference of the underlying task
related plan motivating an information-seeker's queries. Human 
information-providers generally attempt to infer this plan and 

use this acquired knowledge to interpret subsequent utterances 
and provide useful responses. 

We are interested in a class of information-seeking dialo
gues in which task execution occurs subsequent to the dialogue. 
This class is representative of a large percentage of interactions 
with database management systems, decision support systems, 
and expert systems. Typical tasks include purchasing a home in 
a real-estate domain and obtaining a degree in a university 
domain. 

(a) This work has been partially supported by a grant from the 
National Science Foundation, IST-8311400, and a subcontract 
from Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc. of a grant from the 
National Science Foundation, IST-8419162 
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In a cooperative information-seeking dialogue, the 
information-provider is engaged in helping the information
seeker complete construction of his task-related plan. In order to 
do so, the information-provider must infer information about 
that task. It is the job of the information-seeker to communi
cate whatever information is necessary for the information
provider to fulfill her helping role. However, naturally occurring 
communication is both imperfect and incomplete. Not only does 
the information-seeker fail to communicate all aspects of his 
underlying task and partially constructed plan for accomplishing 
it, but also his utterances are often imperfectly or incompletely 
formulated. We find that in naturally occurring dialogues, the 
information-provider often appears to use her inferred 
knowledge about this task-related plan to remedy many of the 
information-seeker's faulty utterances. 

One common approach used by natural language interfaces 
in processing ill-formed queries is to notify the user of errors and 
possibly present a paraphrase of the system's interpretation for 
approval. However, an informal poll of a dozen human subjects 
indicates that users would be unhappy with a system that con
stantly interrupted the dialogue to point out minor errors or ask 
if the system's interpretation was correct. Thus a robust 
natural language interface must be able to handle imperfect and 
incomplete utterances to which humans respond with relative 
ease. Otherwise the system will force human information
seekers to concentrate on how to interact with the system 
instead of on how to solve their problems. 

USE OF DERIVED KNOWLEDGE 

Human communication is both imperfect and incomplete. 
An utterance may be ill-formed in the strict syntactic or seman
tic sense or it may present pragmatic problems in understanding. 
In addition, humans persist in using abbreviated statements and 
queries, even in the presence of explicit and repeated instruc
tions to adhere to syntactically and semantically complete sen
tences [4]. 

Our model for understanding utterances is based on the 
Gricean theory of meaning [7]-[8]. According to Grice's theory, a 
listener must infer a speaker's intent in making an utterance. In 
an information-seeking dialogue, a cooperative information
provider will assimilate the preceding dialogue, infer the underly
ing task-related plan motivating the speaker's queries, and focus 
on that aspect of the task on which the information-seeker's 
attention is centered. Given an imperfect or incomplete utter
ance, the listener will be guided by the Gricean maxim of 
relevance [7] and will use this acquired knowledge to attempt to 
deduce the speaker's intentions and enable the dialogue to con
tinue without interruption. 



Purchase(IS, _res:&CONDOMINIUM) 
Preconditions: 

Sale-Status(_res:&CONDOMINIUM, FOR-SALE) 
Satisfy-Restrictions(IS,_res:&CONDOMINIUM) 

Actions: 
Negotiate-Price(IS,_res:&CONDOMINIUM) 
Close-Sale(IS, _res:&CONDOMINIUM) 

Effects: 
Own(IS, _res:&CONDOMINIUM) 

Figure 1. Plan for Purchasing a Condominium 

The next sections describe how the TRACK system assimi
lates an ongoing dialogue and uses the acquired knowledge to 
understand two classes of problematic utterances. Although the 
TRACK system employs several knowledge sources, the 
emphasis in this paper will be on the inferred task-related plan. 
The information-seeker and information-provider will be referred 
to as IS and IP respectively. 

PLAN INFERENCE 

The previous section showed that plan inference was essen
tial to understanding the user's intent. Allen [1],[12] inferred a 
speaker's goal in seeking gate and time information from an 
agent in a train setting. However Allen's work was limited to 
inference in a restricted domain in which the goals could be 
accomplished by a few primitive steps and a single goal could be 
assumed to encompass the complete objective of the user. In 
more complex domains, IS's complete plan consists of a hierar
chy of subplans and subgoals which accomplish his overall goal. 
Such a complete plan is not immediately evident from a single 
utterance; furthermore, IS's current goal within such a plan 
changes during the course of a dialogue. Natural language under
standing requires that enough of the plan structure be built to 
represent IS's communicated plans and goals and that the sys
tem track the focus of attention in this plan structure. 

The TRACK system is able to infer IS's goal in this more 
complicated situation. For each given domain, TRACK must be 
provided with the set of possible goals the user may have and a 
set of plans for achieving these goals. A plan in our system is a 
hierarchical structure of component goals and actions, each of 
which has an associated plan or is a primitive in the domain. 
Figure 1 illustrates a plan that might be used by TRACK. 
Notice that this plan is hierarchical in that many of the goals 
and actions contained in the plan may themselves be expanded 
into plans. For example, the action 

Close-Sale(IS, _res:&CONDOMINIUM) 
would have an associated plan with constituent actions such as 
Obtain-Financing and Check-Legal-Documents; this plan could . 
be substituted for the Close-Sale action, thereby expanding in 
greater detail the plan for purchasing a condominium. 

TRACK hypothesizes and tracks IS's changing task-level 
goals during an information-seeking dialogue. Its processing 
strategies and heuristics are completely domain-independent and 
are based on observed characteristics of naturally occurring 
information-seeking dialogues. Since IS's overall goal and the 
details of his plan for accomplishing it are not usually evident at 
the outset of a dialogue, a cooperative information-provider 
must understand each new utterance in terms of the partial plan 
she has inferred for IS and the aspect of the task on which she 
believes IS is currently focused, and use these to appropriately 
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infer additional elements of that plan. TRACK accomplishes 
this by using focusing heuristics to relate new utterances to the 
existing inferred plan, called the context model, and to expand 
the context model as the dialogue progresses. Details of 
TRAUK's heuristics are presented in [3]. 

The previous sections · have argued for the need for infer
ring the information-seeker's task-related plan and have intro
duced the TRACK system for performing this task. In the fol
lowing sections, we will show how TRACK uses this information 
to handle several problematic forms of input. 

PRAGMATICALLY ILL-FORMED UTTERANCES 

Any system, whether human or machine, must have a 
model of the world on which it bases understanding. An utter
ance may be syntactically and semantically well-formed, yet 
violate the pragmatic rules of the listener's world model. Con
sider for example the utterance 

"Which apartments are for sale?" 
In a real-estate world model, single apartments are rented, not 
sold. However houses, condominiums, apartment buildings, and 
office buildings are sold. Thus the above utterance contains the 
erroneous proposition 

Sale-Status(_x:&AP ARTMENT, FOR-SALE) 

Analysis of · naturally occurring dialogue indicates that 
utterances violating the listener's world model occur frequently 
and that human information-providers often modify an 
information-seeker's ill-formed query to form a similar query 
that is meaningful and relevant to the established dialogue con
text. Consider, for example, the following two dialogue 
sequences: 

[1] IS: "I'd like to own my residence but I 
don't like a lot of maintenance." 

"Which apartments are for sale?" 

[2] IS: "We'd like to invest between 20 
and 30 million dollars." 

"Which apartments are for sale?" 

The task-related plan inferred as a result of the first utterance 
in each dialogue sequence affects how a human listener might 
modify the subsequent query in order to produce one that is 
both pragmatically correct and relevant to the dialogue. In the 
first case, the human listener might interpret the utterance as 

"Which condominiums are for sale?" 
and in the second case as 

"Which apartment buildings are for sale?" 
We claim that a natural language system must have the ability 
to respond to such pragmatically ill-formed input as a human 
conversational partner would. 

Other researchers have addressed variations of this prob
lem [5],[11],[13],[15], but each of these analyzed utterances in iso
lation from the preceding dialogue. Thus they failed to address 
the speaker's perceived intentions in making an utterance. We 
claim that the plan inferred for the information-seeker is essen
tial to recognizing and responding to such utterances. 

PLAN-BASED RESPONSES 

We are interested in being able to respond to utterances 
that are ill-formed with respect to the system's model of the 
world. We assume that this model contains entities (objects) 

· and entity sets . ( collections of entities of the same type) 



·. · ./ 
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arranged in a generalization hierarchy, has attributes (proper
ties) associated with the members of an entity set, and has rela
tions that can exist between members of designated entity sets. 
Utterances that are ill-formed with respect to this model contain 
a proposition that is erroneous --- that is, one that represents a 
non-existent attribute or entity set relationship. 

TRACK uses IS's inferred task-related plan to suggest 
modifications to an erroneous proposition contained in an utter
ance; these changes would make the utterance correct with 
respect to the system's world model. Only revised queries that 
might represent IS's intent in making the utterance or at least 
satisfy his perceived needs are considered. 

TRACK uses two classes of substitution heuristics. The 
first proposes a simple substitution of an attribute, relation, or 
entity set for that used by the speaker. The second proposes 

substituting a conjunction of propositions representing an 
expanded relationship path for the erroneous proposition used 
by the speaker. 

Consider again the dialogue 

IS: "I'd like to own my residence but I 
don't like a lot of maintenance.• 

"Which apartments are for sale?" 

From the first utterance, TRACK would infer that IS wants to 
purchase a residence with little owner-maintenance; such a plan 
would include the potential action 

Purchase(IS, _res:&CONDOMONIUM) 
whose associated plan was shown in Figure 1. IP expects that IS 
will want to complete instantiation and expansion of his par
tially constructed plan, and therefore might want to know which 
entities satisfy the plan propositions. Suppose the context 
model inferred for IS contains a proposition specifying an attri
bute Att of a member of entity set Ent-Set2, namely 

Att(Ent2:&ENT-SET2, att-val,ue:&ATT-DOMAIN) 
and that IS erroneously requests the members of entity set Ent
Setl with a particular value of Att. Then a cooperative listener 
might infer that IS wants the members of entity set Ent-Set2 
with the indicated attribute value, especially if entity sets Ent
Setl and Ent-Set2 are semantically similar. 

The above analysis is the basis for the following substitu-
tion heuristic used by TRACK: 

If IS's utterance erroneously presumes that a member 
Entl of entity set Ent-Setl has an attribute Att, then 
replace entity set Ent-Setl with entity set Ent-Set2 if 
1. a proposition specifying attribute Att on a member 

Ent2 of entity set Ent-Set2 appears in an expansion 
of the context model 

2. Entl is a variable and the other arguments in IS's 
proposition unify with the corresponding arguments in 
the plan proposition (two arguments unify if they are 
identical constants, variables of the same type, or a 
constant and a variable of the same type). 

IS's second utterance in our example dialogue contains the 
erroneous proposition 

Sale-Status(_x:&AP ARTMENT, FOR-SALE) 
and an expansion of the plan inferred for IS contains the propo
sition 

Sale-Status(_res:&CONDOMINIUM, FOR-SALE). 
The above rule would suggest substituting the entity set CON
DOMINIUM for the entity set APARTMENT in the erroneous 
proposition in IS's query, resulting in a revised query of 

"Which condominiums are for sale?" 
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"Which condominiums are for sale?" 

If the suggestion mechanism proposes only one revised 
query, as was the case in this example, then IP is justified in 
believing that it represents IS's intent since it is the only variant 
of the erroneous utterance that is relevant to the established 
dialogue context. If multiple revised queries are proposed, two 
criteria are important in selecting the most appropriate interpre
tation. The first is relevance of a revised query to the current 
focus of attention in the dialogue. The second is the semantic 
similarity of a revised query to IS's actual utterance. Metrics 
based on focusing rules and a generalization hierarchy are used 
to evaluate each suggested revised query. Details of the selec
tion mechanism can be found in [2]. 

INTERSENTENTIAL ELLIPSIS 

Intersentential ellipsis is another kind of input that is 
difficult for current natural language systems to handle. As 
illustrated by the example 

"I want to cash this check. Small bills only.· 
intersentential elliptical fragments cannot be fully understood in 
and of themselves. Therefore a strategy for interpreting such 
fragments must rely on knowledge obtained from sources other 
than the fragment itself. Syntactic and semantic strategies have 
been extensively investigated [4],[10],[16], but the contributions 
of the speaker's plans and goals to the interpretation of ellipsis 
has hitherto been inadequately explored. 

The power of a plan-based approach is its reliance on prag
matic information, including discourse content and conversa
tional goals, rather than precise representations of the preceding 
utterances alone. Allen [1] was the first to relate ellipsis process
ing to the domain-d,ependent plan underlying a speaker's utter
ance. However Allen's restricted train domain contained only 
two overall goals with associated plans, and these task-related 
plans were simple, single-level structures completely built-in and 
considered only as single entities. In more complex domains, it is 
necessary to identify the speaker's discourse (communicative) 
goal and the particular aspect of the speaker's overall task
related plan addressed by the elliptical fragment in order to 
interpret it properly. 

A speaker can felicitously employ intersentential ellipsis 
only if he believes his utterance will be properly understood. 
TRACK's motivating hypothesis is that IS and IP mutually 
believe that certain knowledge has been acquired during the 
course of the dialogue and that this factual knowledge along 
with other proceBBing knowledge will be used to deduce IS's 
intentions. The requisite factual knowledge includes IS's 
inferred task-related plan (normally only a partial plan during 
the dialogue), IP's beliefs about IS's beliefs, and the anticipated 
discourse goals of IS. The requisite processing knowledge 
includes plan' recognition strategies and focusing techniques. In 
this paper, · we shall addreBB only two of these knowledge sources: 
the inferred task-related pie.ii and focusing techniques. 

IS's inferred task-related plan provides the context within 
'Yhich an elliptical utterance should be understood. Focusing 
techniques are necessary in order to identify that portion of the 
underlying plan to which a fragmentary utterance refers. Con
sider for example the following dialogue sequence: 

IS: "I want to register for a course.· 
"But I missed pre-registration.• 
"The cost?" 



Earn-Credit(IS,_c:&COURSE,_cr:&CREDS,_s:&SEMESTER) 
such that 

Course-Offered(_c:&COURSE,_s:&SEMESTER) 
Credits-Of(_c:&COURSE,_cr:&CREDS) 

I 
Earn-Credit-Section(IS,_st:&SECTION,_s:&SEMESTER) 

such that 
Is-Offered(_st:&SECTION,_s:&SEMESTER) 
Is-Section-Of(_st:&SECTION,_c:&COURSE) 

*Register-Late(IS,_st:&SECTION,_s:&SEMESTER) 

I 
Pay-Tuition (IS,_cr:&CREDS) 

I 
Pay(IS,_t:&MONEY) 

I I 
:lk'Miss-Pre-Registration(IS,_s:&SEMESTER) *Pay-Fee(IS,LATE-REG) 

I 
*Pay(IS,_m:&MONEY) 

such that 
Costs(_cr:&CREDS,_t:&MONEY) 

such that 
Costs(LATE-REG,_m:&MONEY) 

Figure 2. Portion of an Expanded Context Model 

~S's underlying task is to take a course; a plan for accomplishing 
this task will include several "cost" attributes, namely the cost 
of the course, the cost of the textbooks, the cost of any lab fees, 
and in this case, the cost of late-registering. If one wants to 
register for a course and misses pre-registration, then one must 
late-register; the utterance preceding the elliptical fragment 
establishes late-registering as the current focus of attention in 
the dialogue and as a result, the elliptical fragment is inter
preted as a request for the cost of the extra fees involved in 
late-registration. 

ELLIPSIS INTERPRETATION FRAMEWORK 

If a sentence fragment is detected, TRACK initiates 
ellipsis processing. Any model of a preceding dialogue will con
tain a representation of IS's underlying task-related plan, a 
discourse stack of anticipated discourse goals such as • Answer
Question ", and a model of inferred beliefs. Rules for construct
ing the anticipated discourse goals for simple dialogues can be 
found in [2] . 

Our ellipsis processing framework is a top-down strategy 
that uses IS's anticipated discourse goals to guide interpretation 
of the fragment and relate it to the underlying task-related plan. 
The discourse component first applies discourse expectation 
rules to the top element of the discourse stack and suggests one 
or more potential discourse goals which IS might be expected to 
pursue. 

The analysis component uses the context model and a 
belief model to suggest possible associations of the elliptical frag
ment with aspects of IS's task-related plan. If multiple associa
tions are suggested, the evaluation component applies focusing 
strategies to the context model to select the association believed 
intended by IS --- namely, that most appropriate to the current 
focus of attention in the dialogue. 

The discourse component uses discourse goal rules and the 
results produced by the analysis component to determine if the 
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fragment accomplishes the proposed discourse goal; if so, the 
ellipsis processor interprets the fragment relative to that 
discourse goal. If the discourse component determines that the 
fragment does not accomplish any of the proposed discourse 
goals, then the discourse stack is popped and the interpretation 
process repeated for the fragment and the new top element of 
the discourse stack. 

ELLIPSIS PROCESSING --- AN EXAMPLE 

The following is a simple example illustrating our overall 
strategy for processing ellipsis. 

IS: "I want to register for a course." 
"But I missed pre-registration.· 
"The cost?" 

The discourse stack immediately prior to the elliptical fragment 
is 

PROVIDE-FOR-ASSIMILATION 
indicating that the strongest expectation is for IS to continue 
providing background information to the system. 

The applicable discourse expectation rule suggests the 
discourse goals of l)providing further information for assimila
tion and 2)seeking information in order to construct the task
related plan. The utterance terminates in a •7•, ruling out pro
vide for assimilation. 

Figure 2 presents a portion of IS's underlying task-related 
plan inferred from the utterances preceding the elliptical frag
ment. The semantic representation of IS's elliptical fragment is 

_cstl:&MONEY 
such that 

Costs(_x:& UNKNOWN ,_cstl:&MONEY) 

The term and proposition in the fragment associate with several 
terms and propositions in IS's underlying plan, including 



. i 

_t:&MONEY 
[1] such that 

Cost~(_cr:&CREDS,_t:&MONEY) 

_m:&MONEY 
[2] such that 

Costs(LATE-REG,_m:&MONEY) 

appearing in Figure 2 and terms and propositions appearing in 
portions of the plan not displayed in Figure 2, such as the cost 
of textbooks. 

The evaluation component must select from among these 
possible associations. We use the notion of focus domains in 
order to group finely grained actions and associated plans into 
more general related ~tructures. A focus domain consists of a 
set of actions, one of which is an ancestor of all other actions in 
the focus domain and is called the root of the focus domain. If 
an action is a member of a focus domain and that action is not 
the root of another focus domain, then all the actions contained 
in the plan associated with the first action are also members of 
the focus domain. The use of focus domains allows the grouping 
together of those actions that appear to be at approximately the 
same level of implicit focus when a plan is explicitly focused. 
Nodes preceded by an asterisk in Figure 2 are in the same focus 
domain. 

The current focused plan immediately prior to the elliptical 
utterai:ice is 

Register-Late(IS,_st:&SECTION,_s:&SEMESTER) 
and the most recently considered action or goal is 

Miss-Pre-Registration(IS,_s:&SEMESTER) 
The ellipsis processor employs a set of seven focusing heuristics 

. to select the interpretation intended by IS. The current focus 
domain contains those actions that are most highly focused 
within IS's underlying task-related plan; therefore interpreta
tions relevant to these actions are preferred. In our example, 
the only association within the current focus domain is with 

_m:&MONEY 
such that 

Costs(LATE-REG,_m:&MONEY) 

The discourse goal rule associated with seeking-information 
uses the results of the analysis and evaluation components and 
finds that the fragment can be interpreted as a request for infor

. mation in order to further construct the task-related plan. In 
particular, TRACK deduces that IS is requesting the cost of the 
fee for late registration. 

SUMMARY 

Participation in a cooperative dialogue requires far more 
than merely providing direct answers to perfectly well-formed 
and complete queries. The information-seeker expects the 
information-provider to assimilate the dialogue and use this 
knowledge to understand subsequent utterances and provide 
helpful responses. This is the objective of the TRACK system, 
which has been implemented for a university domain containing 
information on courses, policies, and degree requirements. 

We claim that the information-seeker's underlying task
related plan as inferred from the preceding dialogue must be a 
major component of any interpretation strategy, since this plan 
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captures the perspective from which the information-seeker has 
made an utterance. Our pragmatics-based strategy is superior 
to previous approaches because it uses a model of the esta
blished dialogue context to identify and addreBB the speaker's 
perceived intentions in making an utterance. 
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Abstract 

Logic programs are extended to mixed programs. In a 
mixed program negative !ltcrals are a llowed In the heads 
of clauses. Thus the falsity conditions of predicates can 
be defined exp!lcit!y In a mixed program. This ls very 
useful for open problem domains Involving Incomplete 
Information or concepts which are conditionally defined. 

Mixed programs are Interpreted by an extension of 
SLDNF-resolut!on, called Mixed SLDNF-resolution. A 
Pro!og program Implementing Mixed SLDNF-reso!ution 
ls presented. An approach for decreasing the degree of 
Incompleteness of Mixed SLDNF-resolut!on ls suggested. 

1. Negation as Failure 
It ls well known that negative Information ls not 

entailed by definite clause logic programs [8]. For this 
reason, practical logic programming systems, like Prolog, 
adopt the rule of negation as fa!lure: Clauses In a 
program are regarded as complete definitions for the 
predicates In the heads of clauses. Although 
b!cond!t!onals are not explicitly available In the 
language, conditional clauses are taken to represent 
b!cond!t!onals !mpllc!tly. A completed program, 
abbreviated as comp(S), ls associated with each program 
S In clausal form. Every predicate symbol In S has a 
(blcond!tlonal) del1nlt!on In comp(S). A predicate 
symbol occurring only In the bodies of the clauses ls 
assigned the empty set as its extension. And clauses 
with the same predicate symbol In their heads are 
blended Into one b!cond!t!onal def!n!t!on of the predicate 

In question [5]. SLD-resolut!on 1 ls extended to SLDNF-

1
SLD-rcsolutlon Is Linear , resolution · with Selection rul e for 

Definite clauses. Sec [7J, [I] or [SJ. 
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resolution: SLD-resolut!on augmented by the rule of 
negation as fa!lure ( [5], [l], [8]). For definite clause logic 
programs, SLDNF-resolutlon Incorporating a safe 

selection rule2 ls both sound and complete: A goal G ls a 
logical consequence of comp(S) If and only If SU { G} has 

a finitely fall ed SLD-tree. 3 

Using the rule of negation as fa!lure, It ls possible to 

extend logic programs to general programs, where a 
general program ls one which may have negative llterals 
In the body of Its program clauses. Negative literals are 
also allowed In goal clauses [8]. 

The rule of negation as fallure ls very useful for logic 
programs that describe problem domains In which the 
closed world assumption ls true ( [6], [10]). For such a 
closed problem domain D, we can have a !ogle program S 
that captures the truth and falsity of every predicate. 
Accordingly a ground atom A ls true If and only if A ls 
Implied by S. Syntactic relations are typical examples of 
such closed problem domains. For example, the llst
mem bershlp relation can be completely defined by the 
following fam!llar program. 

S1: member(h,[hlt]) +

member(x,[hlt]) +- member(x,t) 

A term t ls a member of a 11st L If and only If 

member(t,L) ls a logical consequence of S1. 

2. Open Problem Domains 
Real world situations are typically open problem 

domains: A problem domain D ls said to be open If we 
do not have complete Information about the extensions 
of relations In D. For example, given an object and a 

2 A selection rule Is safe If and only If a negative IILcrnl m fl.y be 

selected on ly if IL Is ground [SJ. 

:!This paper assumes LhaL the reader Is familiar with the negation 

as failure rule [SJ. 
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property , we may not know whether the objec t has th e 
property . 

The rule of negation as failure ls too strong for logic 
programs that describe open problem dom ains. For 
example, John does not know where Mary was last 
Sunday. Should a logic program S2 which encodes 
John's knowledge Imply Inform ation about where Mary 
was last Sunday? Suppose John ls a detective 
Investigating a murder tha t took place last Sunday in a 
club and Mary ls one of the suspects. It ls very 
Important that the !ogle programming system that John 
uses should not Infer the falsity of p(= "Mary was ln th e 

club last Sunday ") sim ply because lt fai l~ t.o prove p 

from S2. However, lf John uses a system Implementing 
the negati on as failure rul e. the system will Infer t hat p 

ls fa lse precisely because lt fa lls to prove p from S2. 

On the other hand, John may know that Mary was not 
home last Sund ay, and t his ls an Important piece of 
Information. John should be able to encode t hi s negative 
lnfoqnatlon ln a logic program without encodi ng positive 
Information about Mary's whereabouts. Thus logic 
programs encoding knowledge about an open problem 
domain should be ab le to repres~nt negative information 
explicit ly. Rather than specify the conditions under 
which a relation holds, and assume by defa ult that the 
relation does not hold whenever the conditions are not 

satlsfled, we should be able to state both the truth 
conditions and the falsity conditions of a relation 
expll cltly . This can be accomplished by further 
extending !ogle programs to open programs, where an 
open program ls one. which may have negative Jlterals ln 
the bodies as well as ln the heads of Its ,program clauses. 
If S2 ls an open program, lt may conta in the following 
clauses: 

location(Tom, 5-18-86, club) <-

-, /ocation( Mary, 5- 18-86, Mary's - home) <-

3. Conditionally Defined Concepts 
Open programs are also needed for domains Involving 

terms which are condltlonally defined. A predi cate P ls 
said to be conditionally defined lf and only lf P or -,p 
apply only to n-tiuples satlsfy\ng certain preconditions. If 
an n-tuple s does not satisfy the preconditions, neither 
P(s) nor -,P(s) ls true. Conditionally defin ed t erms are 
commonly encountered. Consider, for example, a t est on 
the effectiveness of a new drug K. Patients are divided 
Into two groups: the ex perimental group and the control 
group. Patients ln the experimental group take the drug 
K, while patients ln the control group take a placebo. If 
a patient x takes drug K and shows Improvement, K ls 

effec t ive for x. · If x shows no Improvement, K Is 

Ineffective for x. However, for a patient y In t he control 
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group, because y has not t aken t he drug K, K ls neither 

effective nor Ineffective for y. Let ef f ect ive(x) mean 
drug K ls effective .for x , drug( x ) mean x has t aken drug 

K, and improvem ent(x) means x has shown 

Improvement. Then effective may be defin ed by the 
following pair of open cln.uses: 

ef f ective(x) <- drug( x) , improvement(x) 
-,e ffective(x ) <- drug( x ), -,improvement(x ) 

And effective ls undefin ed for pa tients who have not 

t aken drug K.'1 

4. Mixed programs 
Because a n open !ogle program uses predi cates like 

member which are completely defined, lt ls necessary to 
develop logic programming systems to Interpret log ic 
programs containing both completely and partially 
defined predicates, called mixed logic programs. 

The predicates can be partitioned In to completely 
defined and parti a lly defined predicates . Based on this 

partition a mixed program is partitioned Into three 
subprograms: (l) a general prog ram, S> contain ing 

definitions of completely defined predicates; (ii) an open 
program, S

0
, containing definitions of partia lly defined 

predicates; (lll) a program, S
2

, containing Inform ation 

about the partition of the pred icates. 

S contains clauses that define completely defined 
C 

predicates. These completely defined predicates must be 
defined ln terms of completely defined predicates only. 
Predicates that are partially defin ed may not be used to 
define predicates which are completely defin ed. 
Accordingly, Sc forms an Independent unit to which 

SLDNF-resolution can be appll ed. 

S contains clauses that defin e partia lly defined 
0 

predicates. Open program cla uses of the form 

R_s) <- L
1

, ••• ,Ln 

deflne the truth, conditions of the predicate P; while 
open program clauses of the form 

-,P(s) <- L
1

, • • • , Ln 

deflne the falsity conditions of P. Any predicate, 
whether partially or completely defined, may be used to 
deflne a partially defined predicate. 

1
The predl caLe effective Is hcLtc r analysed a.s a disposiLion Lcrrn , 

a modal noLlon. llowcvcr. If we arc considering propcrLi cs such as 

thi s In a fi rnL order hu1g11ftge we need Lo use conr!I Lional ddiniLions 

( [2[, [31). 



An open program may be upd ated!i by add ing clauses , 
by so doing the extensions of pa rti a lly defin ed predica tes 

a nd their complementsfi may be extended. If we had 
a llowed completely defined predicates to be defined in 
terms of partially defined predi cates, then the extension 
of completely defin ed predicates wil l change as we 
update the extensions of partially defined predicates. 

S
2 

contai ns clauses of the form completely- def ined(P), 

wh ere complet ely-defined ls a second level pred icate 
introduced to encode the infor1natlon about the partition 
of predicates. For every predicate P in the program, 
there ls a clause completely-defin ed(?) in S

2 
if and only 

if P ls completely defined. 7 Information In S~ ls used by 

the interpret er to determine If a predicate ls completely 

defin ed. 

The program TEST below ls an example of a mixed 

program. The predicates drug, improvement, and 

placebo are completely defin ed; while the predicate 

effective ls partially defined. Definitions for the 

completely defined predica tes form a subset Sc' while 

those for partially defined predicates form another subset 

S
0

• The subset S
2 

contains clauses of the form 

completely-defined(?), one for each completely defined 
predicate. 

TEST: 
St/ completely- defined( drug) <

completely- defined(placebo) <

completely- defined(improvement) <-

Sc: drug(a) <-

drug(b) <-

improvement(a) <

improvement(c) <-

placebo()()<- not(drug(X)) 

511cre updating rders Lo Lhc opcraLlon of ad ding new clauses 

wlLhouL deleting old ones. 

6Thc extension o f a prcdicaLe / ' Is defin ed here a.~ Lhc scL of Lupi<'s 

li such LhaL / ~"ii) Is (known Lo he) Lruc; while Lhe extension of Lhc 

complement of / ' Is defined as Lhe seL of Lu pies ii such Lh aL / fii) Is 

(known Lo be) false. 

7 ri Is assumed Lh aL predicate sy mbols with diffcrenL ariLies have 

different names. The system can be exLendecl easily Lo permit 

sharing o f name by predicate sy mbols of differen t ar lLies. 
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S
0

: eff ective()()<-

drug()(), improvement()() 

not(effective(X)) <-

drug()(), not(improvement(X)) 

The negation of a literal L ls form ed by prefixing 'not' 
to (L). For example, the negation of drug(a) ls 
not(drug(a)). Note that 'not' ls not a predicate symbol, 
but rather a Pro!og fun ctor used as a sentential 
connective. 

5. Mixed SLDNF-Resolution 
In this section, we Introduce an extension of SLDNF

reso!ution, called Mixed SLDNF-resolution, for 
Interpreting mixed programs. Mixed SLDNF-resolutlon 
applies SLD-resolut!on to partially defin ed predicates, 
and SLDNF-resolut!on to completely defin ed predicates. 

The notion of a safe selection rule ls extended : if a 

completely defined pred icate P occurs In a negative 

l!teral L of a goal clause, a safe selection rule may select 

L only If L ls ground. 

Mixed SLDNF-resolut!on works as follows: Positive 
subgoals are proved using SLD-resolutlon. When a 
ground negative literal -.A with a completely defined 

predicate ls selected , an attempt ls made to prove A and 
the result ls Interpreted according to the negation as 

failure rule. If a negative literal -.ffs), where P Is a 
partially defined predicate, ls selected, -.A_s) ls proved 
using clauses in S

0 
with -.p In their heads. 

The notion of a correct answer substitution Is 
extended as follows: Let S=S

2
UScuS

0 
be a mixed 

program, G(=<- (A
1
, ••• ,A,)) a general goal, and O a 

substitution for variables of G. 0 ls called a correct 

answer substitution for S
0
Ucomp(S)U{ G} if and only If 

\l((A/\ · · · t\An)0)8 ls a logical consequence of 

S
0
ucomp(Sc). 

Mixed SLDNF-resolut!on ls formally defined and !ts 
soundness proved In the full version of the paper [4]. 

6. Implementation in Prolog 
In this section, a Prolog program MSLDNF that 

Implements Mixed SLDNF-resolutlon ls presented. A 
Prolog system with MSLDNF in !ts database ls called 

Mixed Prolog. 

8V(C) Is Lhe universal closure of C. 
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MSLDNF: 
(a): not(A) +-

A = . . [P !Argument- list], 
completely- defin ed(?), 

!, 
ground- lis l(Argtiment - lisl), 
not-provable(A) 

not - provable(A) +-

call(A), !, fail. 

not - provable(A) +-

The In tended Interpretation of ground- list(L) ls: the 
argument J!st L ls ground. T he definition of ground-list 
ls omitted In this paper. 

To use the program MSLDNF, we consult the fil e 
containing MSLD NF before we consult other fll e(s) 
containing mixed program(s). Then we can type In our 
queries In the usual way. 

We have to consult MSLDNF befor e we consul t other 
open programs, In order to ensure that cla uses In an 
open program defining the fa lsity conditions of partially 
defined predicates come after clause (a). Accordingly, 
clause (a) ls the first Input clause selected to be resolved 
with a subgoal of the form +- nol(P(s)). When Mixed 
Pro!og attempts to refute +- nol(P(s)), clause (a) Is 
a lways selected. It then checks to see If P ls completely 
defined. If It ls, Mixed Prolog wll! not attempt to resolve 
+- not(R_s)) with other clauses In the database. Rat her, 
Mixed Prolog w!ll attempt to refute +- n6l(R_s)) by the 
negation as fallure rule. If P ls partially defin ed , then 
Mixed Prolog attempts to refu te +- nol(R_s )) using the 
clauses In t he open program(s) tha t defin e the fa lsity 
conditions of P. Subgoals of the form +- R_s) are treated 
In the st andard way. 

Positive responses from Mixed Prolog are interpreted In 
the usual way. Because there are partially defin ed 
predicates In a mixed program, negative responses from 
Mixed Prolog cannot be In terpreted by the negation as 
fallur e rule: The answer no to a query Q(= A 1, • • , ,An) 

only means that Mixed Prolog has falled to refute 
<- (A , .... ,A,). If we desire to verify that a li tera l Lis 

false, we need to type In the query not(L). If the answer 
to not(L) ls yes, then not(L) is a logical consequence of 
the program. For example, Mixed Prolog's answers to 
the queries effective(c ) and not(effective(c)) are no. 

These are correct answers. Because c has not taken drug 

K, K Is neither effective nor Ineffective for c. 

9 2 

7. Incompleteness and Inconsistency 
Mixed SLDNF-resolut!on Is Incomplete. For example, 

the answer computed by Mixed Prolog for 
TEST U{ +- placebo(X) } and for 
TEST U{ <- not(placebo(X)) } are both no, alt hough 
3(placebo(X)) and 3( not(placebo(X))) are logical 
consequences of TEST. This sort of Incompleteness ls 
caused by the requirement that the selection rul e must 
be safe. Any attempt to refute a goal of the form 
+- nol(P(s)) , where P ls comp letely defin ed and s is not 
ground, fa ils. This problem of Mi xed SLD NF-resolution 

ls Inheri ted from SLDNF-resolut!on. 0 Since Mixed 
SLDNF-resolut!on uses SLDNF-resolu t!on, it Inherits the 
Incompleteness of SLD NF- resolution. 

There are other sorts ol' Incompleteness in trod uced by 
open programs: Allowing both positive a nd negative 
J!terals In the heads of open program clauses causes 
Incompleteness. For example, --.Q(a) ls a logical 
consequence of the following open program S3. 

S3: P(a) +-

--.P(a) +- Q(a) 

However, attempts to refute +- (--.Q(a)) wi ll fa il since 
--.Q(a) cannot be unified wlth any li teral in the heads of 

the program clauses. This problem; ls partially solved by 
adding logically redundant clauses to the program. The 
clause 

C: --.Q(a)+-P(a) 

Is logica lly equivalent to t he las t clause In S3. However, 
--.Q(a) ls now derivab le from the program S3U{ C}. 
Adding logically redundant clauses to an open program 
In this way ls tantamount to a selective relaxation of' the 
rule that only one literal In a program clause may be 
resolved upon . We cou ld furth er extend Mixed SLDNF
resolu t!on by adding facil ities that add such logically 
redundant clauses when needed. 

However, we must not supplement an open program by 
a logically redundant clause with a completely defin ed 
predicate In Its head. If the body of the added clause 
contains a parti ally defin ed predica te, the resulting 
program ls not a mixed program. Even If no partlally 
defined predicates occur In the added clause, the 
In tended Interpretation of the completely defin ed 
predicates may be changed by the addition of the new 
clause. Consider the following logically equivalent 
general programs GJ and G 2. 

GJ: P(a)+---.Q(a) 

G 2: P(a) +---.Q(a) 
Q(a) +- --.P(a ) 

9s ec L loyd [8] for a parLi al so lu Lion Lo Lhis proh lem. 



-,Q( a) ls a logical consequence of comp ( G 1), but not 
logically comp(G2). Therefore comp(G.l) ls not 

equivalent to comp(G2). 

As an open program clause ls Just a clause with a 
d!st!ngu!shed l!teral - the head of the clause, open 
programs have the same expressive power as full first 

order log!c. 10 It ls, however, difficult to extend M!li.ed 
Prolog to a complete refutation system without maJor 
modification of Prolog. 

Unl!ke definite clause programs, a mixed program may 
be Inconsistent. Program S4 below ls an Inconsistent 
open program. 

S4: P(a) +

-,P(a) +-

-,Q(a) <-

However, because Mixed SLDNF-resolut!on ls Incomplete, 
not every l!teral ls derivable from an Inconsistent 
program. Q(a), for example, ls not provable from S4. 

8. Conclusion 
In this paper the conceptiof mixed programs and Mixed 

SLDNF-resolut!on have been Introduced. The usefulness 
of mixed programs for open problem domains has been 
!l!ustrated. 
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ON THE LOGIC OF REPRESENTING DEPENDENCIES BY GRAPHS* 
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ABSTRACT: We consider 3-place relations I (x, z, y) where, x, y , 
and z are sets of propositional variables, and/ (x, z, y) stands for the 
statement: "Knowing z renders x independent of y ." We give 
sufficient conditions on I for the existence of a (minimal) graph G 
such that/ (x, z, y) can be validated by testing whether z separates x 
from y in G . These conditions define a GRAPHOID. The theory of 
graphoids uncovers the axiomatic basis of informational dependen
cies and ties it to vertex-separation conditions in graphs. The 
defining axioms can also be viewed as inference rules for deducing 
which propositions are relevant to each other, given a certain state of 
knowledge. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Any system that reasons about knowledge and beliefs must 
make use of information about dependencies and relevancies. If we 
have acquired a body of knowledge z and now wish to assess the 
truth of proposition x, it is important to know whether it would be 
worthwhile to consult another proposition y, which is not in z . In 
other words, before we examine y, we need to know if its truth value 
can potentially generate new information relative to x, information 
not available from z. For example, in trying to predict whether I am 
going to be late for a meeting, it is normally a good idea to ask some
body on the street for the time. However, once I establish the precise 
time by listening to the radio, asking people for the time becomes 
superfluous and their responses would be irrelevant. Similarly, 
knowing the color of x 's car normally tells me nothing about the 
color of Y's. However, if X were to tell me that he almost mistook 
Y's car for his own, the two pieces of information become relevant to 
each other -- whatever I learn about the color of X 's car will have 
bearing on what I believe ¢e color of Y's car to be. What logic 
would facilitate this type of reasoning? 

and 

In probability theory, the notion of relevance is given precise 
quantitative underpinning using the device of conditional indepen
dence. A variable x is said to be independent ofy given the informa
tion z if P (x, y I z) = P (x I z) P (y I z ). However, it is rather unrea
sonable to expect people or machines to resort to numerical 
verification of equalities in order to extract relevance information. 
The ease and conviction with which people detect relevance relation
ships strongly suggest that such information is readily available from 
the organizational structure of human memory, not from numerical 
values assigned to its components. Accordingly, it would be interest
ing to explore how assertions about relevance can be inferred qualita-

. . 

AzariaPaz 
Computer Science Department 

Technion, Israel Institute of Technology 
Haifa, Israel 

tively from various models of memory and, in particular, whether the 
logic of such assertions can be characterized axiomatically . 

Since models of human knowledge are often portrayed in 
terms of various associational networks ( e.g. semantic networks 
[Woods 1975), constraint networks [Montanari 1974) inference nets 
[Duda, Hart and Nilsson 1976)), a natural starting point would be to 
examine what types of dependency relations can be captured by a 
network representation, in the sense that all assertions about depen
dencies (and independencies) in a given model be deducible from the 
topological properties of some network. 

When we deal with a phenomenon where the notion of 
neighborhood or connectedness is explicit (e.g., family relations, 
electronic circuits, communication networks, etc.), we have no prob
lem configuring a graph which represents the main features of the 
phenomenon. However, in modeling conceptual relations such as 
causation, association and relevance, it is often hard to distinguish 
direct neighbors from indirect neighbors; so, the task of constructing 
a graph representation then becomes more delicate. The notion of 
conditional independence in probability theory is a perfect example 
of such a relational structure. For a given probability distribution P 
and any three variables x, y, z, while it is fairly easy to verify wheth
er knowing z renders x independent of y, P does not dictate which 
variables should be regarded as direct neighbors. Thus, many topolo
gies might be used to display the dependencies embodied in P. 

This paper studies the feasibility of devising graphical 
representations for dependency models in which the notion of neigh
borhood is not specified in advance. Rather, what is given explicitly 
is the relation of "in betweenness." In other words, we are given the 
means to test whether any given subset S of elements intervenes in a 

relation between elements x and y, but it remains up to us to decide 
how to connect the elements together in a graph that accounts for 
these interventions. 

Section l uncovers the axiomatic basis of dependency 
models which are isomorphic to vertex separation in graphs. The ax
ioms established can be used both for testing whether a given model 
lends itself to a complete graphical representation, and for inferring 
new dependencies from a given initial set. Section 2 examines 
dependency models called graphoids which may have no graph iso
morphism yet possess an effective graphical representation; all their 
dependencies together with the highest possible number of indepen-

• This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation, Grants DCR 83-13875 & 85-01234. 
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dencies can be displayed by some graph. The theory of graphoids, of 
which probabilistic dependence is a special case, provides methods 
for constructing such optimal graphs. 

2. GRAPH REPRESENTATION - SEMANTICS AND SYNTAX 

2.1 What's in a Link? Suppose we have a collection U of in
teracting elements and we decide to represent their interactions by an 
undi rected graph G in which the nodes correspond to individual ele
ments of U. Naturally, we would like to display independence 
between elements by the lack of connectivity between their 
corresponding nodes in G and, conversely, dependent elements 
should correspond to connected nodes in G. This requirement alone, 
however, does not take full advantage of the expressive power of 
graph representation. It treats all connected components of G as 
equivalence classes and does not attribute any special significance to 
the topological configuration within each connected component of G. 

Clearly, if graph topology is to convey meaning beyond its 
connectedness, a semantic distinction must be made between "direct 
connection" and " indirect connection" in the sense that arbitrarily 
adding a link between otherwise connected elements should 
correspond to a totally different state of dependency. This means that 
the model which governs our understanding of the interactions 
between the elements of U must also provide us with a criterion for 
testing 3-place, conditional independence relations of the form 
I (x, z, y) = ''x is independent of y conditioned on z.'' While a 
variety of interpretations might be given to the terms "independent" 
and "conditioned on," we shall see that some reasonable general 
constraints can be imposed on the relation/ (x , z, y) if we associate it 
with the intuitive statement: "knowing y would tell me nothing new 
about x, if I already know z . '' 

Ideally, we would like to require that if the removal of some 
subset S of nodes from the graph G renders nodes x and y discon
nected (written < x I S I y > G ), then this separation should 
correspond to conditional independence between x and y given S, 
namely, 

< x I S I y > G => I (x , S , y ) 

and, conversely, 

I (x, S, y) => < x I S I y > G 

This would provide a clear graphical representation for the notion 
that x does not affect y directly, that its influence is mediated by the 
variables in S . Unfortunately, we shall next see that these two re
quirements are too strong; there is often no way of using vertex 
separation in a graph to display all dependencies and independencies 
embodied in the common notion ofinformatioil relevam:y. 

Let U = {a, ~ •.. . } be a finite set of elements (e.g. proposi
tions, variables etc.) and let x, y, and z stand for three non intersect
ing subsets of elements in U. Let M be a model which assigns truth 
values to the 3-place predicate/ (x, z, y) or, in other words, M deter
mines a subset/ of triplets (x, y, z ) for which the assertion ''x is in
dependent of y given z " is true. 

Definition: An undirected graph G is a dependency map (D -map) 
of M if there is a one-to-one correspondence between the variables in 
U and the nodes of G, such that for all non-intersecting subsets, 
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x, y, z, of variables we have: 

I (x, z, y )M => < x I z I y > G 

Similarly, G is an Independency map (I -map) of M if: 

I (x, z, y )M <= < x I z I y > G 

(1) 

(2) 

A D -map guarantees that vertices found to be connected are, indeed, 
dependent, but it may occasionally display dependent variables as 
separated vertices. An/ -map works the opposite way: it guarantees 
that vertices found to be separated always correspond to genuinely 
independent variables but does not guarantee that all those shown to 
be connected are, in fact, dependent. Empty graphs are trivial D -
maps, while complete graphs are trivial / -maps. 

It is not hard to see that in many reasonable models of infor
mational dependency no graph can be both a D -map and and / -map 
of M. For example, in models where / (x, z, y) means "y is ir
relevant to x once we learn z ", we often find nonmonotonic behavior 
-- totally unrelated propositions can become relevant to each other 
upon learning new facts. For instance, whether it is cloudy or 
sunshine outside has nothing to do with the type of paper I am 
currently writing on. However, upon learning that I have difficulty 
reading my pencil marks, seeing the sun shining through the window 
makes me doubt the quality of the paper. Such a nonmonotonic 
model M, implying both I(x, z 1,Y)M and NOT-I(x, z 1 v z2,Y)M, 

cannot have a graph representation which is both an / -map and a D -
map, because graph separation always satisfies 
< x I z 1 I y > G => < x I z 1 v z 2 I y > a for any two subsets z 1 

and z 2 of vertices. Thus, D -mapness forces G to display z 1 as a 
cutset separating x and y, while I -mapness prevents z 1 v z 2 from 
separating x and y. No graph can satisfy these two requirements 
simultaneously. 

Being unable to provide graphical representations to some 
(e.g. nonmonotonic) interpretations of I (x, z, y ), raises the question 
of whether we can formally delineate the class of models which do 

lend themselves to graphical representation. This is accomplished in 
the following substitution by establishing an axiomatic characteriza
tion of the type of dependency relations which are isomorphic to ver
tex separation in graphs. 

2.2 Axiomatic Characterization of Graph-Isomorph 
Dependencies 

Definition: A dependency model M is said to be graph-isomorph if 
there exists a graph G = (U, E ) which is both an/ -map and a D -map 
of M, i.e ., for every three non-intersecting subsets x, y and z of U 
we have: 

I (x , z , y )M <=> < x I z I y > G (3) 

Theorem 1: A necessary and sufficient .condition for a dependency 
model M to be graph-isomorph is that / (x, z, y )M satisfies the fol
lowing five independent axioms (the subscript M dropped for clari
ty): 

(symmetry) 
I (x, z , y ) <=> I (y , z , x) 

(subset closure) 
I (x, z, y U w) => I (x, z, y) & I (x, z, w) 

(4.a) 

(4.b) 



(intersection) 
l(x, z uw,y) & l(x, z uy,w)=> l(x,z, y uw) (4.c) 

(strong union) 
J(x, z ,y)=> l(x,z uw,y) v'w cU (4.d) 

(transitivity) 
I (x, z , y) = > I (x, z , y) or I ('Y, z, y) v' ye x u z u y ( 4.e) 

The axioms in (4) are clearly satisfied for vertex separation in 
graphs. (4.e) is the counter-positive form of connectedness transitivi
ty, stating that, if x is connected to y and y is connected to y, then x 
must also be connected to y . ( 4.d) states that, if z is a vertex cutset 
separating x from y, then removing additional vertices w from the 
graph still leaves x and y separated. (4.c) claims that, if x is separat
ed from w with y removed and, simultaneously, x is separated from 
y with w removed, then x must be separated from both y and w. 

The logical independence of the five axioms can be demon
strated by letting U contain four elements and showing that it is al
ways possible to contrive a subset I of triplets (from the subsets of 
U ) which violates one axiom and satisfies the other four. The proof 
of Theorem I [Pearl and Paz 1985] also provides a simple method of 
constructing the unique graph G, which is isomorphic to/ -- starting 
with a complete graph, we simply delete every edge (a, P) for which 
a triplet of the form (a, ~. P) appears in/. 

Having a complete characterization for vertex separation in 
graphs makes it easy to test whether a given model of dependency 
lends itself to graphical representation. In fact, it is easy to show that 
the unrestricted intuitive notion of informational relevancy will, in 
some context, violate each of the last three axioms. Axiom ( 4.d) is 
clearly violated in the non-monotonic example of the preceding sub
section. Transitivity (4.e) is violated by that same example because 
reading difficulties may depend on both the paper quality and the am
bient light; yet the latter two are independent of each other. (4.c) is 
violated in contexts where the propositions y and w logically con
strain one another. For instance, if y stands for the proposition ''The 
water temperature is above freezing," and w stands for "The water 
temperature is above 32°F," then, clearly, knowing the truth of ei
ther one of them renders the other superfluous. Yet, contrary to (4.c), 
this should not render bothy and w irrelevant to a third proposition 
x , say, whether we will enjoy swimming in that water. 

Having failed to provide isomorphic graphical representa
tions for even the most elementary models of informational depen
dency, we settle for the following compromise: Instead of insisting 
on complete graph isomorphism, we will consider/ -maps which may 
not be D -maps. However, succumbing to the fact that some indepen
dencies may escape representation, we will insist that their number 
be kept at a minimum or, in other words, that the graphs in those 
maps should contain no superfluous edges. 

3. DEPENDENCY MODELS WITH MINIMAL I-MAPS 

3.1 Formal Characterization 

Definition: A graph G is a minimal / -map of dependency model 
M if no edge of G can be deleted without destroying its / -mapness. 

We now define a class of dependency models which possess 
unique, easily constructed minimal / -maps. 
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Definition: A graphoid is a set/ of triplets (x, z, y) where x, z, y 
are three non-intersecting subsets of elements drawn from a finite 
collection U = { a, p, · · · } , having the following four properties. 
(We shall write/ (x, y, z ) to state that the triplet (x, y , z) belongs to 
graphoid / .) 

Symmetry 
l(x,z,y) <= > l(y,z,x) (5 .a) 

Subset Closure 
l(x,z , y uw)=> l(x, z, y) & (x, z ,w) (5 .b) 

Intersection 
I (x, z U w, y) & I (x, z Uy, w) => I (x, z, y U w) (5.c) 

Union 
I (x, z, y U w) => I (x , z U w, y) (5.d) 

Obviously, every graph-isomorphic dependency is a gra
phoid, but not vice-versa. The first three properties in (5) are identi
cal to those in (4), while the transitivity requirement (4.e) is waived. 
Moreover, the union property (5.d) is weaker that (4.d) in that it 
severely restricts the conditions under which a cutset z can be en
larged by w . In the context of informational dependency, this restric
tion amounts to saying that learning new facts w will not help an ir
relevant fact (y) become relevant if the learned facts (w) were, them
selves, irrelevant to begin with. 

Theorem 2: Every graphoid I has a unique edge-minimum I -map, 
Go= ( U, E o), constructed by connecting only pairs ( a, P) for which 
the triplet (a, U- a- p, P) is not in I , i.e. , 

(a, P) e E o if! I (a, U- a-p, P) (6) 

Definition: A relevance sphere R1(<X) of an element a E U is any 
subset S of elements for which 

/(a,S,U-S - a) and ae S (7) 

Let R/( a) stand for the set of all relevance spheres of a. A set is 
called a relevance boundary of a, denoted B1 ( a), if it is in R/( a) and 
if, in addition, none of its proper subsets is in R/( a). 

B1(a) is to be interpreted as the smallest set that "shields" a from 
the influence of all other elements. Note that R/( a) is non-empty be
cause/ (x, z, 0) guarantees that the set S = U -a satisfies (7). 

Theorem 3: Every element a E U in a graphoid I has a unique 
relevance boundary B1(<X). B1(a) coincides with the set of vertices 
BG

0
(a) adjacent to a in the minimal graph G 0. 

Corollary 1: The set of relevance boundaries B,(a) forms a neigh
bor system, i.e., a collection B/ = {B1(a) : a E U} of subsets of U 
such that 

(i) a e B1(a), and 
(ii) a E B1(P) iff p E B1(a), a, p E U 

Corollary 2: The edge-minimum / -map Go can be constructed by 
connecting each a to all members of its relevance boundary B1 ( a). 

The usefulness of Corollary 2 lies in the fact that in many cases it is 
the relevance boundaries B1(<X) that define the organizational struc
ture of human memory. People find it natural to identify the immedi
ate consequences and/or justifications of each action or event, and 



these relationships constitute the neighborhood semantics for infer
ence nets used in expert systems [Duda et al. 1976]. The fact that 
B,(a.) coincides with BG

0
(a.) guarantees that many independencies 

can be validated by tests for graph separation at the knowledge level 
itself (Pearl, 1985). 

3.2 An Illustration: To illustrate the role ofthese axioms consider 
a simple graphoid defined on a set of four integers U = { ( l, 2, 3, 4}. 
Let/ be the set of twelve triplets listed below: 

I { (l, 2, 3), (1, 3, 4), (2, 3, 4), 
({l, 2), 3, 4), (1, (2, 3), 4), 
(2, {l, 3), 4), + symmetrical images} 

It is easy to see that / satisfies (5.a)-(5.d) and thus it has a unique 
minimal / -map G 0, shown in Figure l. This graph can be construct
ed either by deleting the edges (1, 4) and (2, 4) from the complete 
graph or by computing from / the relevance boundarv of each -ele
ment, i.e., B1(l) = { 2, 3 }, B1(2) = { l, 3 }, B1(3) = { l, 2, 4 }, 

B1(4)={3}. 

4 

Figure 1: The Minimal I-Map, G0 , of I 

Suppose that the list contained only the last two triplets (and 
their symmetrical images): 

I' = {(l, (2, 3), 4), (2, {l, 3), 4) + symmetrical images} 

I' is clearly not a graphoid because the absence of the triplets (l, 3, 4) 
and (2, 3, 4) violates the intersection axiom (5.c). Indeed, if we try to 
construct G O by the usual criterion of edge deletion, the graph in Fig
ure 1 ensues, but it is no longer an/ -map of I' ; it shows 3 separating 
1 from 4 while (1, 3, 4) is not in/'. In fact, the only /-maps of I' are 
the three graphs in Figure 2, and the edge-minimum graph is clearly 
not unique. 

Figure 2: The Three I-Maps of I ' 

Now consider the list 

I"= {(l, 2, 3), (l, 3, 4), (2, 3, 4), ( {l, 2), 3, 4), + images} 

/" satisfies the first three axioms (5.a)C(5.c) but not the union axiom 
(5.d). Since no triplet of the form (a., U-a- 13, 13) appears in/", the 
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only I -map for this list is the complete graph. However, the 
relevance boundaries of I" do not form a neighbor set; e.g., 
B/"(4)=3, B/"(2)={1, 3, 4) , so 2eBr (4) while 4EB/"(2). 

3.3 
An Example: Probabilistic Dependencies and 

Their Graphical Representation 

Let U = { a., 13, · · ' } be a finite set of discrete-valued random 
variables characterized by a joint probability function P ('), and let x, 
y, and z stand for any three subsets of variab'tes in U. We say that x 
and y are conditionally independent given z if 

P (x ,y I z) = P (x I z) P (y I z) when P (z )>0 (8) 

Eq.(8) is a terse notation for the assertion that for any instantiation Zk 

of the variables in z and for any instantiation x; and Yj of x and y, 

we have 

P(x=x; & y=yj lz=zk)=P(x=x; lz=zk)P(y=yj lz=zk) (9) 

The requirement P (z) > 0 guarantees·that all the conditional proba
bilities are well defined, and we shall henceforth assume that P > 0 
for any instantiation of the variables in U. This rules out logical and 
functional dependencies among the variables a case which would re
quire special treatment. 

We shall use the notation (x l z l y )p or simply (x l z l y) 
to denote the independence of x and y given z. Thus, 

(xlzlY)P if P(x,y lz)=P(x lz)P(y iz) (10) 

Note that (x l z l y) implies the conditional independence of all 
pairs of variables a.ex and 13 e y, but the converse is not necessarily 
true. 

The relation (x l z l y) satisfies the following properties 
[Lauritzen 1982]: 

(x l z lY) <=> P(x ly, z) =P(x lz) (11.a) 

(x l z lY) <=> P (x, z ly) =P(x I z) P(z ly) (11.b) 

(x l z lY) <=> 3 f, g : P (x, y, z) = f (x ,z )g (y, z) (11.c) 

(x l z l y) <=> P (x, y, z) = P (x I z) P (y, z) . ( 11.d) 

(x lz ly)=> (x lz,f(y)fy) (12.a) 

(xlzly)=> (f(x ,z )lzly) (12.b) 

These properties are based on the numeric representation of P and, 
therefore, would not be adequate for characterizing its graphical 

representation. 

We now ask what logical conditions, void of any reference to 
numerical forms, should constrain the relationship (x l z l Y ). The 
next set of properties constitute such a logical basis. 

Theorem 4: Let x, y, and z be three non-intersecting subsets of 
variables from U, and let (x l z l y) stand for the relation "x is in
dependent of y, given z " in some probabilistic model P. The fol
lowing five independent conditions must then hold: 



Symmetry 

(x lz lY) <=> (y lz lx) 
Closure for subsets: 

(x 1 z 1 y , w) => (x l z l y ) & (x 1 z 1 w) 
Weak closure for intersection: 

(x 1 z, w l y) & (x 1 z, y l w) => (x l z l y, w) 
Weak closure for union: 

(x 1 z 1 y , w) => (x l z , w l y ) 
Contraction: 

(x 1 z, y l w) & (x 1 z lY) = > (x l z l y, w) 

(13.a) 

(13 .b) 

(13.c) 

(13.d) 

(13.e) 

The intuitive interpretation of Eqs. (13.c) through (13.e) fol
lows. (13.c) states that ify does not affectx when w is held constant 
and if, simultaneously, w does not affect x when y is held constant, 
then neither w nor y can affect x. (13.d) states that learning an ir
relevant fact (w) cannot help another irrelevant fact (y) become 
relevant. (13.e) can be interpreted to state that if we judge w to be ir
relevant (to x) after learning some irrelevant facts y, then w must 
have been irrelevant before learning y . Together, the expansion and 
construction properties mean that learning irrelevant facts should not 
alter the relevance status of other propositions in the system; whatev
er was relevant remains reievant, and what was irrelevant remains ir

relevant. 
The proof of Theorem 1 can be derived by elementary means 

from the definition (8) and from the basic axioms of probability 
theory. The intersection property is the only one which requires the 
assumption P (x )>0 and will not hold when the variables in U are 
constrained by logical dependencies. In such a case, Theorem 1 will 
still retain its validity if we regard each logical constraint as having 
some small probability e of being violated and let e -> 0. 

Obviously, probabilistic dependencies form a graphoid and, 
therefore, possess the graph properties of Theorems 2 and 3. In par
ticular, we have: 

Corollary 3: To every probability distribution P, there 
corresponds a unique minimal /-map G0 = (U ,E0 ) constructed by 
the criterion 

Equivalently, G0 can be constructed by connecting each variable a to 
the smallest set S of variables satisfying 

P (a. IS )=P (a. I U-a.) 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

We have established an axiomatic characterization of depen
dency models which are representable by graphs, and we have 
identified two essential properties: weak closure for intersection 
(5.c), and weak closure for union (5.d). These two axioms enable us 
to construct an edge-minimum graph in which every cutset 
corresponds to a genuine independence condition, and these were 
chosen, therefore, as the formal definition of graphoid systems - a 
general model of informational dependency . Vertex separation in 
graphs, probabilistic independence and partial uncorrelatedness are 
special cases of graphoid systems where the two defining axioms are 
augmented with additional requirements. 

The graphical properties associated with graphoid systems 
offer an effective inference mechanism for deducing, in any given 
state of knowledge, which propositional variables are relevant to each 
other. If we identify the relevance boundaries associated with each 
proposition in the system, and treat them as neighborhood relations 
defining a graph G 0, then we can correctly deduce irrelevance rela
tionships by testing whether the set of currently known propositions 
constitutes a cutset in Go-
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A Proposal of Modal Logic Programming 
(Ex tended Abs trnc t) 
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Abs trnc t 
A theory of logic programming based upon modal logic 
is investiga ted. The modal system S5 can be 
interpreted as an ex tension of Prolog by adding 
modal opera tors. fl model theory for generalized 
modal logic is described as the form of programming 
language, 

1. Introduction 
Logic programming languages such as Prolog are 

generally implemented in a Horn clause subset of 
first-order predicate calculus. Here an efficient 
computing formal ism is obtained by restricting it to 
the so-called SLD-resolution. Recently several 
attempts to extend logic programming to full 
first-order logic or to other non-s tandard logics 
are done in order to strengthen its representability 
as a programming language. We can regard modal 
logic as a candidate for such an extension. As is 
well-known S5 modal logic can be regarded as logic 
for programs, as in Floyd-Hoare logic, dynamic 
logic, and S4 modal logic is for the theory of 
knowledge and action. And we fail to account for 
theories of belief and knowledge in AI within 
first-order logic. In fact it is important to 
formalize various modal concepts for knowledge 
representation. Therefore it is worth 
investigating modal logic programming from such 
considerations. 

2. Modal Logic and its Model Theory 
In natural language a lot of modalities appear 

but we cannot formulate such concept's in an ordinary 
first-order logic . r!e thus need a n1odal logic, 
which is the logic of necessity and possibility, in 
order to accommodate them. The introductory works 
on modal logic as Hughes and Cresswell[l0,11], 
Chellas[4] will give a complete exposition. We here 
discuss the model-theoretic approach to modal logics 
as T,S4, and S5 on the basis of Kripke semantics. 
For simplicity, we confine ourselves to a normal 
system of the classical modal predicate calculus by 
the so-called canonical model in which every normal 
system is complete. 

The language for modal predicate logic is 
defined in terms of the following symbols. 

(1) a countably infinite set of n-place 
predicate letters P, Q, ... 

(2) a countably infinite set of parameters ·· x, 
y, .•. 

(3) the s ix symbols N' V, L, V, (, and ) . 
Other logical symbols are defined in terms of the 
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above mentioned symbols. The formation rules are 
the same as in ordinary predicate logic. In modal 
logic two modal operators L(necessity) and 
M(possibility) are added. We take Las a primitive 
and define Mas : 

MA= NLNA, 
We write fs A for the theoremhood of A in S and F A 
for validity in S, and usually omit a subscript al a 
syntactic suggar. A normal modal predicate svstem 
Sis a set of well formed formulas (wff) which 
contains all tautologies of predicate logic, and the 
following K, BF, the so-called Barcan formula, 

K: L (A ? B) ::i (LA ::, LB) , 
BF: \fxLP (x) :;) LVxP (x), 

closed under modus ponens(MP), necessitation(N) and 
generalization(V), i.e., 

MP: f-A and I- A:::, B => rB, 
N: f-A => HA, 
V: r A ( t) => r VxA (x). 

Let S be a class of formulas of the language of 
the modal logic. Our next task is to define a 
Kripke model for the modal logic. A Kripke model 
for ~+BF system (simply we call it BF model) is the 
triple <F,D,V> where Fis a frame which consists of 
a non-empty set of possible worlds W and a binary 
relation Ron F, Dis a domain of individuals, and V 
is an evaluation function of the individual 
variables and the predicate symbols satisfying the 
following 

(1) For any individual variable x, V(x)E D. 
(2) For any n-place predicate symbol P, V(P) 

is a set of n+l-tuples <ul , ••. ,un,w> 
where each of ul, ••• , un is in D and w ~ W. 

The interpretation of a wff is an evaluation 
function which assigns an element of D to the 
individual variables with respect to the world. We 
use the following notation: 

[F,g,w] F A 
for the interpretation g satisfies the wff A at the 
world win the frame F. The interpretation is 
recursively defined by induction on the length of 
formulas. 

(1) [ F, g, w] F P (x 1, ... , xn) if f 
<V (x 1) , ... , V (xn) , w> e V (P) . 

(2) [F,g,w]!>NA iff [F,g,w]rA. 
(3) [F,g,w]FA AB iff [F,g,wH=A and 

[F,g,w] F B. 
(4) [F,g,wH=LA iff [F,g,w']Hforany 

w'~W such that wRw'. 
(5) [F,g,w]!=\'x,\(x) iff [F,g,w'H=A(d) for 
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any w'd/ such that wRw ' and any di.D, 
We say that wff A is valid in the model iff 

[r, , g, wJ I=- A for any w" IL 1\nd we say that F i:, a 
frame for a sys tem S• BF iff every theorem of S+BF is 
valid in 11. The fol lowing systems are familiar to 
u:;, namely: 

K: Br+{L(A :> B) ?.LA? LB}, 
T : K + {LA ::> f\} I 

S4: T+{LA ? LLA}, 
S5: S4+ HA :? L"-LAl. 

Easily we can unders tand that T is a refl ex ive 
frame, S4 a reflexive transitive frame, and S5 an 
equival ence frame respec tively. Next we define a 
canoni cal model for S+BF where S is any normal 
propositional modal system. In a canonical model 
for S+BF every non- theorem is false in some world. 
The model for S+BF is a triples <F ,D,V> where 

(1) F = <W ,R> is a frame in which W is the 
set of all maximal S+BF-consis tent wffs 
with V property and for any w and w' such 
that wRw'iff {AILA E: w} ~ w'. Here V 
proper ty impli es for any A and x, if 
rr A ( t) for any t I then r f-VxA (x) • 

(2) Dis the set of all individual variables. 
(3) V is an evaluation function such that 

(a) for any individual variable X, 
V(x) = x, 

(b) for any n-place predicate symbol P, 
.any individual variables xl, ... ,xn, 
and any we W, <xl, ... xn, w> E: V (P) i ff 
P(xl, ... , xn) E: w. 

We shall present the following fundamental theorem 
for a canonical model. 

Theorem 1. 
If S is a normal modal sys l.int and <F, D, V> is 
the canonincal model for S+BF , then for any 
wf f A and any w " W, MP. A if f A {: w. 

The proof is by induction on the complexity of 
formulas. Every theorem of S+BF is in every world 
in the canonical model . As a consequence of the 
fact, every theorem of S+BF is valid in the 
canonical model, namel y, we get the completeness 
theorem for S+BF. 

Theorem 2. 
For any wff A, A is valid in the canonical 
model for S+BF if f Is.,;. 

The proof of the theorem is in the above mentioned 
textbooks for details. Also the completeness 
theorem implies that the system is characterized by 
a class of its models or frames. 

Theorem 3, 
If S+BF is complete then it is character ized 
by the class of all frames for S. 
Interestingly there exists a normal modal 

system which is not characterized by any class of 
frame. We call such sys tems incomplete . The topi c 
is beyond the scope of the present paper. 
'CresswelI[6] investigated an incomplete decidable 
modal logic for detai ls. 

8. Theorcin Prover fo r :1oda 1 L0r i <: 
In this sect ion we propose a theore~ prover for 

S5 as an extension of Robinson's resoluti on 
orinciplc'.15:. This impl ie~ modHI exLcn~i on c f 
log ic programming as Prolog. 

First we define a modal conjunct ive normal form 
as fol lows: 

,HA ... A :",n 
v;h~re each Ai(l ~ i t. n) is il disjunct ion of 
literal s or modal literals. Modal literals are 
either a modal formula or its nega tion . A modal 
formula has the form of .6 C ( tl. ... , tn) 1,here f:.. is a 
sequence of modal operators and each ti is a terrn 
and C is an n-place predicate symbol . For any 
formula of the moda l logic there exists an 
equivalent formu la in modal conjunctive normal form. 

We call each disjunct in a moda l conjuncti ve normal 
form a modal clause, and here we restrict it to 
Horn(defi nite) clause whi ch is in the form ~AV 8, 
where A is a conjunction of atomi c formulas and B is 
a modal formul a. Each clause is properly 
generalized if it contains fr ee variables. 

We shall add the follo~iing inference rules to 
the ordinary resolution principle, 

(1) A V L (C V D) B V ( ( ND V E) /I r) 
A V B V ( (C V E) 11 F) 

(2) A V M ( (C V D) (ND V E) /\ F) 
A V M ( (C V E) A F) 

where is one of the moda l operators, as L, M, or 
the empty symbol. 

Given a set S of moda l clauses , we define an 
SL:1D-resolution (SL-reso lution for Modal Definite 
Clause) as a finite (or infinite) sequence of modal 
clauses each of whi ch is either a modal clause or a 
resolvent of clause and unit clause. More 
precisely, 

The SLMD-derivation of S {A} is a finite (or 
infinite) sequence of the trip le <Gn, dn+ 1, ;! n+ 1 > 
(0 s n) where Gn is a goa l clause (GO = A), dn+l is 
an input clause and An+l is a most genera l uni fier:. 
Here Gn+l is a reso lvent of Gn and dn +l by way of 
;1. n+l. The final goal in the derivation is an empty 
clause O. 
Here we shall exemplify a deduction step of 
SLMD-resolution . Consider the following set S of 
clauses. 

1. LNA , 
2. L(AVB). 
3. M((C V NB) AD) . 
4. L"C. 
5. "MD. 

from Sis carried out as 
(by 1 and 2) 

The deduction 
6. LB. 
7.M(~BAD). 
8. M"B. 
9. 0. 

!fo sha 11 prove 
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(by 3 and 4) 
(by 5 and 7) 
(by 6 and 8) 

Robi nson' s Resolution 

fol lows. 

theorem in our 



. ~> YS tem. 
ThP.orem 4. 
A set S of modal definite cLrnsP.s for .SS is 
uns,1tisfioble iff then~ i.s an .)L71D-dt;r~·;a tlon·. 

Sufficiency is trivial. For nece!i8i tyi a~ :-~tHlh:~ S i~ 
unsatisfi ab le , we proved by induction on the number 
of symbol:; in eoch di-'.;junct in the clause in S. Tf 
;i ll clau,;es ari, unit ,: l;;usP.s (namely n ~ 0), il is 
clear from the soundness of SLMD-refutation del e tinc 
all moda l operators in S. Consider the case of nll. 
The inducti ve steps are divided into two parts. 
(case 1) Ass ume S contains a modal unit clause 
A = ~C. \1e delete the modal clause from S, and 
rep lace mod.i l llorn clause ~Di V Ei (0 .{ i) by the 
di sjunction of Ej (i ~ j) in .S . We designate the set 
of such clauses as S'. 
If {IDi: i .2. 0) V {LC) is unsatisfiable then S is 
also unsatisfi abl e. By inductive hypothesis there 
is an SL~D-derivation of S'. By the assumption of 
deleted clauses there exists an SLMD-derivation of 
s. 
(case 2) Assume S contains a binary Horn modal 
clause "'A VLB. Our strategy is similar to the 
cose 1. Namely, we shall delete the set of the form 
of HiV:!Dili2...0) fromS, and obtain the set S' 
assuming {rDi ! i 2 0) v{.:E B) is unsatisfiable. By 
inductive hypothesis there is an sum-derivation of 
S'. By assumption of deleted clauses we can easily 
construct an SLMD-derivation of B. Thus there is 
an SL~D-derivation of S. We can prove the existence 
of SL~D-derivation of the set of Horn clause S by 
induction on the number of negative literals in the 
Horn clauses. This completes the proof of theorem 
4. Q.E. D. 

This therorem can be extended to other modal 
logics such as T,S4 etc. without any difficulties . 
We are to present the foundation of modal logic 
programming based on the extension of 
SLD-resolution. But it is an open question whether 
such a basis is really 'computational' as a 
programming language . We can also provide a finite 
axiomatization of modal logic programming 
introducing modal operators as meta-predicate . In 
such an approach, it is necessary to give a suitable 
control component in meta-level. But, our proposal 
enables us to define modal operators directly in 
object- level . Clear semantics is also available on 
the bas is of Kripke semantics as long as we confine 
ourselves to fixed modal system. Thus it may be 
less flexible to broader contribution to the 
computation in AI. Several attempts to provide a 
modal logic programming appeared in, for ins tance, 
Brown[3J, Warren[17J. 

4. Logic Programming based on Generalized Modal 
Logics 

Traditional modal logics seem to be 
insufficient for the application to 'computations' 
of programming language. If the accommodation to 
such requirements is poss ible within logic 
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programming we obtain more powerful tools for AI . 
Here we shall carry out the extension of modal 
logics along the way in dynamic logic as in 
Pratt :14], llarel[9]. ~le will.'. coil such logics 
generalized modal logic:; (GML). the model theory for 
GML is almost the same as Kripke model for modal 
logics described earlier. We regard each state as 
a poss ibl e world and accesibility as some relation 
at a poss ible 1,iorld . A Kripke model <~I. Rij, D, V> for 
G~L is essentially the same as the one in the 
previous section except the following conditions. 

WF Li.A iff w' l= A for any w'&\~ such that ~iR<;1-i' 
WF M<;A iff w' f=. A for some w'1:W such that wRijw' 

where L and M are generalized modal operators 
which correspond to [a]P and <a>P respectively in 
Pratt's notation . Namely, the former means that 
after the execution of 'a• G', P holds, and the 
latter after the execution of 'a' it is possible tb 
hold P where G denotes the set of statements. 

Suppose the s ituation where we want to describe 
the temporal specification (for events). In 
temporal logics if an atomic sentence A has been 
held at all the time in the past, we designate it as 

HA. And we designate by PA when A was true at some 
past time . Such operators are defined in temporal 
logic as follows: 

t:=PA iff t' I= A for some t' such that tRt', 
ti= HA iff t' I= A for any t' such that tRt'. 

Here R denotes the temporal precedence relation, and 
t, r, s elements of W. Restricting a certain 
system to the basis of modal logic programming, such 
requirements will cause a language to revise a 
mechanism of computation. In modal logic 
programming the above examples are represnted as: 

ti= PA iff t' FA for some t' such that tR~ t', 
tf=. HA iff t' ~ A for any t' such that tRGt', 

where Rij denotes a reflexive transitive relation 
(corresponding to S5) on moments of time. These 
are the restrictions to the relation of ordinary 
temporal logic, namely, 

Vt (tRt) I 

\'tVsVr ( tRs A sRr :> tRr), 
hold . But such restrictions will be varied. For 
example, if we wish to accommodate the concept of 
branching time as in Ben-Ari et al. [1], the 
following constraint on R is in order: 

VtVsVr(tRr A sRs? tRs V t = s V sRt). 
This constraint enables us to add the next axiom to 
the system, namely, 

PA II PB ? (P (A A B) V P (A A PB) V P (PA A B) ) • 
If the relation is changed, it is often the case 
that the computation rules cannot continue to be 
fixed in a programming language. 

It is to be noticed that the interpretation of 
predicate and function symbols in our logic is 
changeable, if needed, in each possible wor ld. We 
here adopt the fixed interpretation of them for 
s implicity. An alternative way to overcome such 
obstacles is to introduce a channel variable. It is 
left for further investigations. The model in thi s 
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section is the one of tentative formalisms of modal 
logic programming. 

6. Cone l u:; i ans 
Final rc:,rn;irks concern several topics related to 

AI not investigated in the previous sections related 
to modal logic programming. First it can be a tool 
for catura! languJge understanding system~ . As lhe 
deve lopmen L of the so-called :1on tag11e grammar C1G) 
and logic grammar such as def inite clau~e 
grammar(DCG), logic programming has made use of 
natural language analysis as a parser or a question 
answering system. The interested reader can consult 
several works as Do,1ty et al. [7], Pereira and 
\farren[13], Colmerauer[5J for details. In natural 
language semantics, modalities play an important 
role for interpretation of its meanings. This 
aspect is formalized by means of modal (or 
intensional) logics as Montague did. Nevertheless 
Montague's attempts have never become a decisive 
forma 1 ism. In our theory, in tens iona 1 concepts can 
be represented by extending model-Lheoretic 
structure since we have a Kripke semantics for it. 
But there exists no finite axiomatization for 
intensional logic as you know. We think such 
concepts must be introduced as the meta-level. Only 
computational formalisms are of use for the 
application. The extension of ~G was carried out 
in the efficient manners using simpler devices, for 
example first-order logic, as · in Schubert and 
Pelletier[l6J. Another trends aim to weaken the 
strict compositionality of Frege's principle from 
the computational and 1-inguistical observations as 
in Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar(GPSG) 
developed by Gazdar et al. [8]. 

Most data base systems require the counterpart 
of modal logics coping with data base updating, 
truth maintenances, knowledge acquisition etc. 
Traditional logic programming systems have no 
mechanism in order to accommodate them. In data 
base management meta-level extensions by means of 
demo predicate in Bowen and Kowalski[2] are used in 
general. We are now working in formalizing 
provability logic for logic programming on the basis 
of G~L simulating meta- level inferences in a logic 
programmming language. 

Another topic is a non-monotonic logic. Unlike 
traditional logic, this logic invalidates old 
theorems by the introduction of new axioms. 
McDermott's formalism[12] for non-monotonic logic 
was presented by modal logics S4, S5, T. Since 
access i bi 1 i ties on possible wor Ids, namely data 
bases, never continue to be fixed in practical 
knowledge systems, a model theory for GML must be 
powerful enough to treat various non-monotonic 
reasonings. 

l~e hope tha l a modal logic programming provides 
a useful tool for AI as decscribed above. We shall 
present a more elegant formalism and application of 
GML in a forthcoming paper. 
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Abstract 

The paper considers and formali zes an Intuitively 
appealing notion of extended unification proposed by 
Kornfeld. The authors show that the formalism supports 
augmenting Prolog to allow a useful partial 
Implementation of classical equality In selected dom ains of 
applications. 

Resume 

L'artlcle consldere et formule une !dee lntultlvement 
attlrante de !'unification etendue propose par Kornfeld. 
Les auteurs montrent que la formalism est an faveur de 
Prolog etendu pour permettre une ex<!cutlon partlelle, qui 
est profitable, de l'egallte classlque dans !es domains 
cholsls d'appllcatlon. 

1 Introduction 

The work by van Emden and Lloyd [13] shows how the 

notion of a general procedure augmented by a particular 

equality theory can be used to make overt the logical 
framework common to apparently quite different systems. 
In their paper they present an account of Prolog II [13], 
as essentially the general procedure together with an 
appropriate equality theory. As they remark, this Is 
particularly Interesting In that Colmerauer 's own 
presentation of Prolog II Is ' one In which Prolog II Is 
regarded as a system for manipulating Infinite trees, and 
presented as a complete departure from a system based 
on first order logic. 

The paper by van Emden and Lloyd makes reference to 
other novel work which attempts to Incorporate equality 
Into Prolog programming. In particular they · refer to the 
work by Kornfeld [8] . 

Kornfeld's work In this area Is ,particularly provocative. 
As Goguen [5] points out, Kornfeld gives no theoretical 
Justlflcatlon for his approach, and that It Is In fact 
Incomplete - although Goguen gives no clarification ol' his 
criticism of Incompleteness that would not apply to all 
feasible logic programming Implementations. 
Nevertheless, the underlying notions of Kornfeld 's work 
are Intuitively appealing. In what follows, we wlll use the 
method of van Emden and Lloyd to formalize, analyse 
and extend Kornfeld's work. 

Section 2 Introduces Kornfeld's work, and section 3 
considers Its relationship to classical equality. Sections 4 
and 5 discuss theoretic and pragmatic aspects of It within 
the framework of the homogeneous form and an equa lity 
theory. We wlll be particularly concerned solely with the 
Issues, largely neglected by Kornfeld himself, which bear 
on the standard equality theory of first order logic. 

2 Kornfeld's)mplementation of an Equality for 
Prolog 

Kornfeld modified a Lisp embedded Prolog [7] to make 
an Intuitively appealing change In the behaviour of the 
lnt.erpreter on unification failure. Kornfeld's Informal 

description of the change can be paraphrased as follows: 
If the Interpreter attempts to unify two terms <P and t/1 
and falls, then the Interpreter attempts to establish the 
goal equals(<P,r/t). If this goal succeeds, the resulting 
bindings are added to the binding environment and the 
original unification Is deemed to have succeeded. If the 
goal falls then the goal equals(t/1,<P) Is tried. If this 
succeeds then the resulting bindings are added to the 
binding environment and the original unification Is 
deemed to have succeeded: otherwise the original 
unification Is deemed to have failed. We wlll call this 
mechanism extended unification (e-unlficatlon). 
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This Informal description leaves much to be desired In 
the way of specificity: much of the operational semantics 
has to .be Induced from Kornfeld's examples. We will 
begin by using some of Kornfeld's examples to motivate 
our Interpretation of what we perceive as the Intended 
operational semantics of e-unlflcatlon. 

Consider the Introduction of the concept of rationals as 
a quotient set of ordered pairs of Integers. To do this we 
have to define an equivalence relation over ordered pairs. 
This equivalence relation can then be used to define 
equality over the rationals. Kornfeld does this by 
Introducing the axiom 

El rat: equals( rat(X N,X D), rat(YN, YD)) <

times(X N, YIJ,Z), 

times(X /J, YN,Z). 



Consider now the first of Kornfeld's examples 
Illustrating e-unlflcatlon. The terms rat(2,3) and rat(X,6) 
are said to be e-unlflable. We are told that (standard) 
unification Is attempted first and falls. Kornfeld tells us 
that this failure results In e-unlflcatlon generating 
equals(rat(2,3), rat(X.6)), and that this succeeds by 
EI rat, binding X to 4. 

Let us now consider this example In more detail. 
Standard unlflcatlo'n would attempt to unify rat(2,3) with 
rat(X,6) as follows: starting with the leftmost symbol of 
each term, the algorithm would find a disagreement at 
the second symbol and would attempt to unify 2 with X . 
This would succeed , binding X to 2. The next 
disagreement would lead to an attempt to unify 3 with 6, 
which would fall. Kornfeld's explanation does not give 
the Impression that e-unlflcatlon would now lead to a call 
or equals(3,6), that Is, a call to "equals" as a result of 
(standard) unification failure for a subterm. 

We therefore assume that the e-unlflcatlon of a goal 
p(t

1
, • • • ,tn) with the head p(s

1
, ••• ,sn) of a clause Is 

successful if f for each i, i ~ n, the argument ti Is e

unlflable with the argument si. The e-unificatlon of an 

argument ti with an argument si Is successful if ti and si 

are unifiable, else if equals(ti,si) can be established, else 

if equals(si,ti) can be established. 

Let us now consider Kornfeld's formalization of the 

concept that a rational Is equal to an Integer. Kornfeld 
formalizes the equality with the fo llowing non-logical 
axioms: 

E2rat: 

E3rat; 

equals(rat(N.f)) ,T) +-

integer( T), var( N), var( D}, 

N = /, D = 1. 

equals(rat(N,D),T) +-

integer([), 
tirnes(D.I.N). 

The predication integer(!) Is a Prolog [1] evaluable 
predicate which Is true just In case / Is an Integer, and 
falls otherwise. The predication var(X) Is a Prolog 
evaluable predicate which Is true Just In case X Is an 
variable, and falls otherwise. The predication t = s Is a 
Prolog evaluable predicate which Is now true Just In case 
t and s are e-unlflable, and falls otherwise. 

The following Is Kornfeld's second example Illustrating 
what we have called "e-unlflcatlon". Kornfeld says that 
In the presence of the axioms Elrat, E2rat and E3rat, 
the goal 

+- rnern(rat( 1,X), [2,3,cons(Y,Z),rat(R,W),rat(2,7)]) 

wlll succeed three times with respectively, X bound to 2, 
R bound to 4 and X bound to W. and X bound to 14. 

Again let us consider this example In more detail. It 
suffices to simplify the example so that the goal, G, Is 
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._ mem(rat( 4,X), [2]). As Kornfeld does not give an 
axiomatization of "mem", we assume "mem" has the 
following standard Prolog axiomatization: 

MemI: 
Mem2: 

rnern(A.[A [l,]) <

rnern(A,[/J[l,)) +- rncm(A.f,}. 

If the goal G Is to succeed it must be e-unlfiab le with 
axiom Meml. 

The e-unlflcatlon of the goal predicate proceeds as 
follows: The e-unlfler first attempts to unify rat( 4,X) 
with A. The unification of rat( 4,X) with A succeeds with 
ral(4,X) bound to A. Next, an attempt Is made to unify 
[2] with [rat(4,X)/LJ. This attempt falls, and by our 
earlier assumption the e-unlfier now generates 
._ equals([2], [rat( 4,X) /L]). By Inspection of axioms, 
Eirat, E2rat and E3rat, It Is clear that this and the 
symmetrized version ._ equals([rat(4 ,X)/L].[2]) both fail. 
Accordingly, G falls, apparently contradicting Kornfeid's 
claim about this example. 

We can however remove the contradiction. Although 
Kornfeld nowhere discusses their presence or necessity in 
his system, problems like that above do not arise if we 
assume that, for every function In the lexicon of the 
program, we Introduce a substltutivlty axiom. In the 
example above, let us add the axiom 

E1list: equa/s([/l1[T1 J,[/l2['l'.!J) +- flt = /l2, 7'1 = 71.!. 

It Is easy to see that the goal ._ equals( [2],[rat(4,X) /LJ) 
which failed In the previous analysis, now succeeds. 

In what follows we will take the view that e-unlflcatlon 
Is formalized as assumed but that where appropriate, 
equality theories that build on e-unlflcatlon will Include 
appropriate function substltutlvlty axioms. 

3 Extended unification and classical equality 

In this and the following sections we will exploit the 
possibility of using e-unlflcatlon to augment Prolog by 
full classical equality - a possibility not discussed by 
Kornfeld himself, whose concern would seem to be with 
the potential of e-unlflcatlon as a practical mechanism 
and the "special effects" that can be attained by the 
default to the distinguished predicate "equals ". Elcock 
and Hoddlnott [3] considers obtaining these effects using 
the homogeneous form of a program. 

Although the main thrust of our treatment of equality 
using e-unlflcatlon Is, like the examples above, aimed at a 
Prolog program with the goal evaluated using a standard 
Prolog Interpreter, we will find It useful and Interesting In 
this section to consider a non-deterministic generalization 
of e-unlflcatlon, *-unification. This allows us to address 
Goguen's position [5] referenced In the Introduction, and 
give a semantics for e-unlflcatlon which Indicates Its 
relation to classical equality. 



The set t or axioms defining the logical characteristics 
of classical equality [11] are: 

Cl: 1:r111als(X,X) ...... 

C2: cquals(X, Y) <- cqua/s(Y, X) 

C3: cquals(X, Y) ...... equals(X, X), equals(?,, Y) 

C4: For all predicates p: 

p(X
1

, ... ,Xn) ...... p(Y
1

, . . .• Yn), 

cquals(X 
1

, Y
1 

), .•. ,eqmils(X,,. Yn) 

ts: For all functors f: 
cquals(/(X

1
, . •. ,Xn).f(Y

1 
•... ,Yn)) ...... 

cquals(XI' y·
1

), ..• ,cquals(Xn' Yn) 

{I.e. reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity, predicate 
replaceablllty and function substltutlvlty, respectively). 

We define the *-unification of a term t with a term s 
as the non-deterministic selection of one of the following 
operations: (1) unifying t and s , (2) generating 
<- equals(t,s), or (3) generating <- equals(s,t). Let us 
now consider this generali zation of e- unification and its 
relationship to classical equality . In this paper our 
treatment of the relationship of *-uni f ication to classical 
equality is Informal. A formal treatment Is given in 

[4] which also proves the soundness and completeness of 
SLD-resolutlon [9, 12] augmented by *-uni fication. 

First, let us consider the predicate replaceability axioms: 
Suppose the goal <- p(t) Is resolved with the predicate 
replacement axiom p(X) <- p(Y), equals(X,Y) to obtain 
<- p(Y), equals( t, Y) and that the goal p(Y) in this goal 
clause Is then resolved with p(s) <- B to obtain 
<- equals( t, s ), B. This last goal clause can a lso be 
obtained by resolving <- p(t) with p(s) <- B using the 
operation cif generating <- equals(t ,s ) from the 
*-uni ficat ion or p(t) and p(s). 

Secondly, let us consider the transitivity axiom: 
Suppose the goal <- equals(t

1
, t

2
) is resolved with the 

transitivity axiom 
equals(X,Y) <- equals(X ,Z), equals(Z,Y) to obtain 
<- equals(t

1
,Z), equals(Z,t

2
) and that the goal 

equals( t 
1
,Z) In this goal clause Is then resolved with 

equals(s
1
,s

2
) <- B to obtain <- (equals(s

2
,t

2
), B) u, 

where u ls the most general unlfler of t
1 

and s
1

• This 

last goal clause may be obtained with resolution using 
*-unification by resolving <- equals(t

1
,t

2
) with 

equals(s
1
,s

2
) <- Bas follows: the *-uni fication of t

1 
and 

s 
I 

unlfles these terms having most general unifier u, and 

the *-unification of t
2 

with s
2 

generates the goal 

<- equals( s
2
,t

2
). 

Lastly, let us consider the symmetry axiom: Suppose 
the goal <- equals(t, s ) ls resolved with the symmetry 
axiom equals(X,Y) <- equals(Y, X) to obtain 
<- equals(s,t ) . This goal may be obtained with 
resolution using *-unification by resolving <- equals(t,s) 
with equals(X,X) <- as foll ows: the *-uni f ication of t 
and X generates the goal <- equals(X ,t), and the 

*-uni fi cation of s with X unifies these terms. 

The signlflcance, for this section, of recasting Kornfeld's 
e-unlflcatlon In terms of the non-deterministic 

generallzatlon, *-unification, Is that It reveals e
unlflcatlon to be an Implementation or a mechanism, 
*-unification, which captures the axioms { t2, t3, C4} of 
classical equality. It should be noted that *-unification 
of Itself does not capture Cl and ts. 

4 The homogeneous form and "'-uhification. 

In this section we show how *-uni fication can be 
captured using the homogeneous form of a program 
together with an appropriate equality theory. As we are 
interested In *-unification and its relationship to 
classical equality, we consider only those programs P 
containing t1 and ts and not containing ,2, c3 and c4. 
For such programs, as discussed In the previous section, 
*-unification ensures that the logical characteristics of 
equality a re captured. Note that P may contain one or 
more domain specific equality axioms such as El rat 
presented In section 2. 

The homogeneous form [13] of a definite clause having 
the form p(t

1
, ••• ,tn) <- B is the definite clause 

having the form 
p(x

1
, ••• ,xn) <- equals(x

1
,t

1
), ••• ,equals(xn,tn),B, 

where x
1
, ••• ,xn are distinct variables not appearing in 

the original clause. The homogeneous form }{(D) of a set 
of definite clauses D Is the collection of the homogeneous 
forms of the clauses In D. 

In [61 the authors show that for a goal clause G and a 
set of definite clauses D, G U D U t Is unsatisfiabl e !ff 
GU }{(D) U }{(ts) U { t1,t2} Is unsatisfiable. In short, 
the transformation to homogeneous form subsumes c3 
and C4. Accordingly, for a program P, the program 
}{(P- cl) together with the equality theory t1 and t2 
captures *-unification. More specifically, for a goal 
clause G and a program P, the set G U P Is unsatisfiable 
by SLD-resolutlon augmented by *-unification !ff 
GU }{(P- Cl) U { t1,t2} is unsatisfiable. 

We present an example to Illustrate this. Consider the 
program P: 

1: p(a) ...... 

2: equals( a,b) <-

3: equals(b,c) ...... 

t1: equals(X,X) ...... 

A refutation constructed for the goal <- p(c) using SLD
resolutlon augmented by *-unification Is displayed as 
follows: 
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...... equals(a,c ) 

<- equals(b, c) 

D 

by 1 

by 2 
by 3 



I 

I 

. I 

I 

The homogeneous form of P- c 1 Is as follows: 

1 ': p(X) ._ equals(X,a) 

2 ': equals(X, Y) ._ equals(X,a ), equals(Y,b) 

3 1: equals(X, Y) ._ equals(X, b) , equals(Y, c) 

As this program Is In homogeneous form It only needs to 
be augmented by, t .~e cl3iislcal equality axioms 

c1: 
c2: 

equals(X,X) ._ 

equals(X ,Y) ._ equals(Y.X) 

to obtai n a SLD-refutatlon for <- p(c). The refutation is 
displayed as follows: 

._ equals(c,a) 

._ equals(a ,c) 

._ equals( a,a ), equCLls( c, b) 

<- equals(b ,c) 

._ equals(b,b), eqU<L ls(c,c) 

D 

by 1 1 

by c2 
by 2 1 

by c1 and c2 
by 3 1 

by c1 

5 Extended unification: pragmatics 

In this section we will use the homogeneous form of a 
Prolog program to sketch the development of a Prolog 
with equality which Itself can be executed using a 
standard Prolog Interpreter such as t hat for the Dec-10 
[10]. ·The development will be made In a way which Is 

consistent with Kornfeld 's extended unification. Indeed, 
the Intent of the exposition Is to make clear the potential 
and the limitations of .this mechanism as a practical 
device. 

The discussion of section 4 shows that · a non
deterministic version of extended unification can be given 
a nice characterization using the homogeneous form of a 
program and an, equality theory. The expect a tion might 
be tha t the theoretical fr amework provided by the 
homogeneous form and section 4 should underpin an 
Implementa tion In which, as mentioned, the appropriate 
equality theory could be clearly expressed as a Prolog 
procedure for the predicate "equals". For the moment 
we will Ignore the well known [2] potential difficulties of 
clause orderings caused by the search strategy of the 
standard Prolog Interpret er. 

First, let us consider implementing the operational 
semantics of e- uniflcation as a deterministic 
approximation to *-unification. Let P and ){(P- cl ) be 
as before. The program ){(P - cl) Is first transformed as 
fo llows: each predication of the form equals( t,s) 
occurring In the body of a clause Is replaced by the 
predication B (t ,s), where e Is a distinguished predicate 
not occurring In ){(P- cl)'. The Intended Interpretation 
of B(t,s ) is: t and s are e- uniflable. Once t he program Is 
so transformed the following axioms are added: 

E l : 
E2: 
E3: 

B(X ,X) ._ 

B(X, Y) ._ equals(X,Y) 

B(X , Y) <- equals(Y,X) 
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Th,e textural ordering of these axioms simulates t he 
operational semanti cs of e- unlflcation. For example, 
reduction of a goal of the form <- B( t, s) wil'i. using El , 
first at tempt to unify these terms. If this attempt fails 
t hen E2 will exchange <- B (t,s) for ,_ equals(t, s ). If 

this goal fails then E3 will exchange <- B (t, s ) for 
<- equals(s, t). 

Let us now consider predicate replaceabili ty: Wit h e
unlflcation, If we have a program containing clauses 

1: p(«) ._ 

2: equCLls(b,CL) ._ 

then the goal <- p(b) is reduced by e- unification with 1 to 
<- equals(b,a) which succeeds by 2. 

In section 4 we mentioned t ha t predicate replaceabi li ty 
was subsumed by the homoge neous for.m. T his carries 
over to . the implementation. Thus, the homogeneous 
form of p(a) Is 

1 1: p(X) ._, B(X,a). 

The equality theory contains the clauses 

Et: B(X ,X) ._ 

E2: B(X.Y) ._ equals(X ,Y) 

E3: B(X,Y) ._ equals(Y.X) 

2 1: equals(X.Y) --e(X,b), B(Y,a) 

T he goal <- p(b) Is reduced to <- B(b,a) by 1 1 which is 
reduced to <- equals(b,a) by E2, which succeeds by 2 1 

and EL Incidentally, the "more direct goal" <- p( a) is 
reduced by 1 1 to <- B (a,a) which succeeds by El. 

Transitivity however is un pleasant. 
clauses 

1: eq1tCLls(CL,b ) ._ 

2: equals(b, c) <-

Consider the 

and the goal <- equals(c,a). With e-uniflcation this goal 
reduces by 1 to <- equals(c,a), equals(a,b) and we have 
Initiated an Infinite computation: I.e. transitivity Is not 
captured by e- unlficatlon. 

If we now consider a deterministic Implementation using 
the homogeneous form we see that because of the 
homogeneous form of those clauses defining ;,~quals" it is 
very easy to Initiate an Infinite computation also. 
Accordingly, ' we need to supply a procedurally st able 
lmplem'enta tlon of the transitivity axiom. The results In 
[6] show that It Is the conversion of those clauses 

defining "equals" that subsumes transitivity. Because of 
this and the fact that we are to provide an 
Implementation of transitivity we will, In what" fo llows, 
g2!: write those clauses defining "equals" In homogeneous 
form. 

We will att,empt to motivate the development of an 
Implementation of transitivity by successive modifications 
of t he "classical" axiom. Let us begin by augmenting our 



basic equa ll ty theory for e- unlficatlon by a n axiom which 
ls a simple transformation of the classical translt lvlty 
axiom. Our Initi al equa li ty theory ls: 

E l : B(X,X ) ._ 

E2: B(X,Y) ._ cqunls(X,Y) 

E3: B(X.Y) ._ cqnals(Y,X) 

£4: B(X,Y) +- equals(X,Z), 8(7-,l') 

Consider an exampl.e In which the equall ty theory 
Includes the ground clauses 

5: equals( b,a) <--

6: equals( b,c) ._ 

7: equalsic'.d ) <-

We wlll attempt to satisfy the goal 

.-, mem( d, [al). 

Using the homogeneous form for "mem.11 .' thls reduces to 

._ 8(d,X 1 ), 8([a),[X 1 [/,I) 

When, using El we have 

._ B([a),[d[/,1). 

W hen, using the substltutlvlty axiom for llsts, we have 

._ B(a,d), 8(1),L) . 

The first llteral Is now red uced to 

<- eqtuils( a,d) 

._ equals(d,lt) 

<- equals(a,Z), B(Z,d ) 

using E2 ) ... falls 
·using £3) .. : falls · 
using £4) ... falls 

Because of the Prolog search strategy we clearly need to 
Include a "red undan t" symmetrization In t he transitivity 
axiom. We replace axiom E4 above by 

£4: B(X,Y) ._ equals(X,Z), B(Z,Y) 

E4': 8(X,Y) ._ equals(Z,X), B(Z.Y) 

The goal In the previous example can now be establlshed. 

However, consider the example In which the equall ty 
theory consists of the axioms El to E4 ' together with the 
ground clauses 

5: equals( a,b) <-

6: equals(b,a) ._ 

7: equals(b,c) <-

8: equals( c,d) <-

We try to establlsh the goal 

._ B (a, d) 

We obtain the derivation (omitting failure and 
backtracking) 

._ equals(a,Z), BUM) using E4 ) 

._ B(b,d) using 5) 

<- cqunls(b, 7, J ), 8(7-1,d) 

._ 8(a,d) 

using l:,'4) 
using 6) 

a nd again we have a n Infini te computation. 

This time It Is clear that we need to detect and prevent 
loops In the "transitivity chain". A straightforward 
approach Is, whenever a transitivity axiom Is called, then 
record the two terms on an equallty 11st. However, a 
llttle thought shows that each appllcatlon of a transitivity 
axiom need only record one term. We finally propose the 
equalt'ty theory: 

B (X,X) ._ ! 

B(X,Y) <- equnls(X ,Y), ! 

B(X,Y) <- equals(Y,>..'), ! 

B (X ,Y) ._ 8 1(X,Y,[J) ,! 

8 1(X,Y._ ) <- equnls(X,Y) 

8 1( X ,Y, _ ) ._ eqtwls(Y,X) 

8 1( X,Y,L) ,.... equals(X,Z), not(mcm(Z,L)), B l( Z.Y,[X/LJ) 

B l(X,Y,L) ._ equals(?,,X), not(mcm(Z.f, )), B l( Z, Y,[X//,1) 

The use of the cut (I. e. !) In this theory prevents 
backtracking from attempting to re-establish a goal of the 
form B(<P, 1ft). 

It Is left as an exercise to the reader to show tha t t he 
goal +--- mem(d,[a]) of t he previous example now succeeds . 
As far as we are aware (!), at least t his level of 
complexity Is necessary to overcome the problems 
Identified earller. 

There remain certain problems of Incompleteness when 
speci fying equa ll ty between functions. These are similar 
to those discussed by Kornfeld [8, p.518] and can be 
partially "solved" by constraining the allowed structure 
of the arguments of t he terms. However, we do not 
propose to elaborate the im plementation fur t her. 

6 Conclusion 

The paper considers an Intuitively appeallng notion of 
extended unification proposed by Kornfeld [8], In which It 
appears that a useful partial Implementation of the 
classical equallty axioms might be possible. T he paper 
shows that, for a non-deterministic machine, extended 
unification can be generallzed to what we have called 
*-uni fication . This In t urn can be used In SLD proofs to 
capture (part of) classical equallty . F ina lly, we show how 
this last can be nicely characterized by t he homogeneous 
form together with an appropriate equall ty theory, 
t hereby making quite clear the power of the device of 
*-uni fication as such. 

In section 5 we have used the theoretical framework for 
classical equallty using t he homogeneous form to motivate 
a feasible Implementation: a notoriously difficult task . 
Although Incomplete, we are of the opinion that the 
Implementation Is simple and clear enough to provide a 
useful and extensible tool In selected domains of 
appllcatlon. 
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ABSTRACT 

The process of dispensing useful advice to students on their 
program bugs is one requiring a great deal of intelligence and 
knowledge. The SCENT (Student Computing Environment) 
project is concerned with bringing techniques from AI to bear 
on the building of an intelligent tutoring system to help student 
programmers develop and debug their programs. The thrust of 
current SCENT investigations is into the design of the SCENT 
advisor, which is meant to provide debugging assistance to 
novice students. A significant component of this work relates 
to the diagnosis of non-syntactic errors -- errors at the logical 
or conceptual level. This paper describes the manner by which 
such diagnosis can be made, and illustrates the operation of the 
SCENT system by means of detailed examples. 

1. Introduction 

The intention of the SCENT project is to investigate the 
issues associated with the design and construction of a 
programming environment oriented to the teaching of 
Computer Science. In the near term the project is focussed on 
providing sophisticated debugging assistance to novice 
programmers. In short, the project is attempting to automate 
the role of the conventional programming advisor. 

As students write programs several different types of 
"errors" are made. Their basic lack of familiarity with the 
language they are learning causes them to commit various 
syntactic violations. Normally these are detected and 
"flagged" by the compiler or interpreter they are using with 
appropriate error messages, and while their progress may be 
impeded, the student is usually able to determine the 
(approximate) cause of the error and a corresponding remedy. 
Several automated systems have attempted to provide 
additional interpretation and/or guidance here. An interesting 
approach is that taken by the GENIUS system [McCalla and 
Murtagh 1985]. 

More insidious are the "logic" errors. These may be due 
to a lack of understanding of the language semantics, the 
selection of an inappropriate solution strategy, or simply a 
careless action. As often as not, no error message is produced 
from such errors; where messages do result, they normally 

stem from a consequence or side effect of the error rather than 
from the error itself. Such errors have posed problems for 
automated systems, but some progress has been made, for 
example in the Programmer's Apprentice [Rich and Shrobe 
1978], in LAURA [Adam and Laurent 1980], and in 
PHENARETE [Wertz 1982]. LAURA is able to spot bugs in 
FORTRAN programs by comparing the user's solution to an 
"ideal" solution. The Programmer's Apprentice is designed to 
help expert LISP programmers debug both their strategies and 
their code. PHENARETE helps debug code at three levels: 
surface (lexical and syntactic), deep (semantic and 
teleological), and conceptual. 

A third type of error, that may in fact be manifested in 
errors of either of the above types, is particularly important in 
the student context. This type of error arises from a 
misconception, that is, from a student's failure to understand 
one or more of the concepts required to solve the task at hand. 
Errors of this third type have not yet been the subject of 
extensive study. Some systems, for example the LISP Tutor 
[Anderson and Reiser 1985], deal with this problem by 
channeling the student into pre-ordained strategic directions 
and not allowing him/her to go too far astray. Perhaps the 
major work that tackles strategic misconceptions head-on is 
that by Soloway and his colleagues, with MENO-II [Soloway 
et al. 1981] and later, PROUST [Soloway and Johnson 1985]. 
The MENO-II system experiments with how to teach 
programming concepts and also how to recognize student 
misconceptions in the framework of a PASCAL tutor: 
PROUST builds on this work by attempting to recognize the 
solution method (whether valid or invalid) that the student has 
employed in his/her program. 

SCENT's debugging assistance also attempts to go 
beyond the detection of simple syntax errors, to include the 
detection of more subtle kinds of errors, involving 
inappropriate strategies or conceptual difficulties. Unlike 
many of the other systems developed or proposed, SCENT 
attempts to exploit information beyond the code itself to help 
in the debugging process. This includes execution traces, 
cross-referencing information, structure charts, etc. It also 
attempts to integrate knowledge about the student in the 
diagnosis process. PROUST is perhaps the closest in 
approach. In particular, its emphasis on recognizing the 
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student's strategy, its dependence on domain-specific and 
problem-specific knowledge, its multi-level approach, its 
liberalism in allowing the student to complete his/her program, 
and its ability to partially match a solution all find sympathetic 
echoes in SCENT. 

This paper begins with a brief overview of the SCENT 
system architecture. Attention is then focussed on the 
components responsible for problem diagnosis as detailed 
examples are discussed. The paper concludes with some 
general observations and future directions. 

2. General Overview of the SCENT System 

An architecture has been developed to accomplish the 
(short term) goals of the SCENT project. This architecture is 
illustrated in Fig. 1 and is described in detail in [McCalla, 
Bunt, and Harms 1985]. A pilot system has been designed and 
implemented to illustrate the effectiveness of this architecture 
and the feasibility of the approach. 

Kinship 

B lod:boord LISP 

ELISP W M 

EJ 
1 • 
n n 
d • 
0 0 
'# • 

SCENT Adi/ I sor SCENT Programming Environment 

Fig. 1: The SCENT System 

Without some constraints, the problem of fully 
automated error diagnosis would be overwhelming, involving a 
combinatorially explosive number of possible strategies, 
implementations, misconceptions, etc. In order to provide a 
context necessary for any progress, a restricted domain is 
defined in which are specified a set of selected tasks for the 
student to solve. The student is free to choose any particular 
task from this set, and undertakes to write a program to solve 
this chosen task. the domain chosen for the initial 
development activity is referred to as the kinship domain and is 
based on having the student write programs to manipulate the 
familiar family tree. 

The kinship domain was selected for several reasons. 
First, it is familiar, and thus the solution of problems in the 
domain is not made difficult by lack of understanding of the 
domain. Even the novice student readily understands problems 
such as "Find the grandparent of .. . " or "Find the siblings of 
.. . ". At the same time, the kinship domain is rich in terms of 
computer science concepts that can be illustrated. Concepts 
such as procedures, recursion, and tree traversal, for example, 
are important to the solution of problems in this domain. Other 
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possible domains include a numerical domain, a text
processing domain, and a simulation domain. 

As shown in Fig. 1 the SCENT system contains two 
parts : the programming environment and the advisor. The 
current SCENT advisor has been designed to analyze students' 
solutions to problems in the kinship domain, but its 
methodology is more general than just this domain. In 
particular, six conceptual levels have been identified. These 
deal with wide-ranging types of information, ranging from low 
level program code to quite abstract interpretations of it. 

At the lowest level is a student's attempted solution to a 
particular task, referred to as the raw data. At the next level 
are traces, cross-reference listings, etc., that are derived from 
straightforward operations applied to this raw data. Patterns 
observed at this level can indicate important features of the 
student's solution to the task at hand. The next level of 
abstraction, therefore, consists of a number of observers, each 
of which is responsible for recognizing a particular pattern. 
Without further interpretation, these observations would be of 
limited value. It is the responsibility of strategy judges and 
diagnosticians at the next level to bring knowledge of various 
solution strategies, and possible ways they can go wrong, to the 
interpretation of these observations. There may be many 
possible interpretations, and the task experts at the next level of 
abstraction must arbitrate among the various possibilities and 
choose the interpretation most appropriate to the particular task 
at hand. At the level of the task expert an interpretation of the 
student's solution exists, but this interpretation must be related 
to the student's current goals and level of understanding before 
appropriate advice can· be dispensed. This is the responsibility 
of the highest level of abstraction, student knowledge. Moving 
up through these levels, interpretations become more task
specific and student-specific. These restrictions are achieved by 
adding knowledge of the task and student at each level, which, 
while narrowing the scope at each level, also deepens the 
interpretation. 

It should be noted that while the description of the 
conceptual levels has proceeded in a bottom-up fashion, this is 
not meant to imply that information or control actually flows 
through the various levels in this manner. Rather it is much 
more heterarchical. In fact, an aggregation of events at a lower 
level can trigger the activation of a higher level entity to 
interpret the events, and a higher level entity may require 
lower-level information to carry out its goals. This suggests 
that control flow between entities at various levels should be 
flexible: both top-down and bottom-up invocation strategies 
should be available; information should be available to entities 
at any level; it should be possible for many entities to actively 
consider various requests simultaneously. A control structure 
is needed that accommodates any of these possibilities, as well 
as a communication structure that permits entities at various 
levels to exchange information. This suggests the need for a 
central information exchange that allows control and data to 
flow freely. The blackboard control scheme, first proposed for 
the Hearsay II speech understanding system [Erman et al. 
1980], provides just such a capability. How the blackboard 
methodology is adapted for use in SCENT is outlined in 
[McCalla, Bunt, and Harms 1985). 



Initial work on the pilot system has concentrated on 
providing task experts for several examples in the kinship 
domain. These task experts have been implemented in LISP 
and illustrate the range of intelligent debugging capabilities 
possible in the tasks they address. While they are by no means 
complete debugging assistants, they have helped to clarify the 
architecture and suggest ways that new and/or more 
sophisticated experts can be constructed. Strategy judges, 
diagnosticians, and observers, along with various traces, cross 
references listings, etc., have also been devised and have 
provided useful confirmation of the viability of the SCENT 
approach. While the student knowledge and blackboard 
components are currently quite primitive, their role in the 
system has become much clearer through the initial 
experiments. 

3. The Programming Context 

While the main thrust of this paper, and indeed of the 
entire SCENT project to date, has been in the advisor 
component, some work has begun in the programming 
environment component (see Fig. 1). A brief discussion is 
necessary to provide context for the examples to be presented. 

LISP was chosen as the fundamental system language 
for SCENT because of its symbolic capabilities, its flexibility 
its interactive nature, its extensibility, and its elegant functional 
characteristics. All programs in the advisor are written in 
LISP. Student programs are written in an enhanced version of 
LISP, not only because of the uniformity this builds into 
SCENT but also because of LISP's appropriateness as an 
introductory programming language (see [Abelson, Sussman, 
and Sussman 1985] for arguments supporting this, perhaps 
controversial, point of view). 

For this application, two levels of LISP extensions have 
been implemented. These are depicted in Fig. 1. The first 
level (ELISP) traps LISP error messages for use by the advisor, 
and also defines several domain-independent extensions to the 
language that provide useful structuring tools for programs 
(e.g., an improved if construct, a more appropriate procedure 
definition capability). On top of ELISP are a number of 
domain-specific LISP enhancements which provide capabilities 
appropriate to the particular domains. In the kinship domain, 
for example, are found functions such as children, parent, 
etc., as well as a global data structure containing the kinship 
relationships. Similar extensions would be defined for other 
domains as well. For example, enhanced numerical 
capabilities would be required for a domain dealing with 
numerical computations, and queuing primitives would be 
essential in a simulation domain. Student programs are written 
in the appropriate domain-specific LISP, built atop ELISP. 

4. The Tasks 

In the kinship domain the student writes programs to 
solve problems such as finding a person's grandparent, cousins, 
siblings, etc., by searching through a family tree. To facilitate 
both the expression and the solution of problems in this 
domain, a specific family tree is provided to the student. This 
serves several purposes. First, the student need not be 
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concerned with constructing a tree, at least initially. Second, 
the system can know what the correct answer to a problem is, 
and also what errors rnight lead to which wrong answers. The 
particular tree used for the discussions in this paper is shown in 
Fig. 2. Each person in the tree has only a single parent, which 
may be male or female. A number of attributes can be 
associated with the nodes of the tree, including name and sex. 
To provide a basis for solutions to the problems posed in this 
domain, a number of domain-specific primitives are supplied. 
These include parent and children, which permit simple 
navigation about the kinship tree. 

Fig. 2: The Kinship Tree 

Problems of varying degrees of difficulty are possible 
within this domain. Two example problems form the basis for 
the remaining discussion. The first of these, referred to as 
Eldest Ancestor (EA), requires that the student write a program 
to determine the eldest ancestor of a given person in the tree. 
Since all nodes descend from the root, the "correct" answer 
will always be the name of the root node. The problem, then, is 
to navigate along the path from the given node to the root by 
means of successive calls to parent, possibly in a recursive 
manner. While simple, this problem draws upon some 
important concepts, such as function calling and recursion,. and 
has proven to be a useful testbed for the ideas of SCENT. 
Because the strategy is relatively simple, the role of the 
diagnostician is particularly clear-cut here. 

The second problem was chosen to be . more 
sophisticated, in the sense of there being several distinct and 
clearly identifiable strategies that a student might use in his/her 
solution. Referred to as Sorted Subtree (SST), the problem is 
the following: given a node in the tree (by name), produce a 
sorted list of all nodes in the subtree with the given node as 
root. This involves both a traversal of the subtree (using the 
children and parent primitives) and a sort. The fact that the 
SST task has these two identifiable subcomponents marks 
another point of departure from the simpler EA task: EA is an 
example of a task that is non-decomposible, while SST is an 
example of a task that is decomposible. 

5. Sample Diagnoses 

In this section, attempts at solution of the two problems 
introduced in the previous section are discussed. Actual output 
from the SCENT system prototype is used. 
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5.1 Diagnosis in tile EA Task 

The following is a correct solution to the EA problem. 
Note the use of elements of both ELISP (defproc, if) and 
kinship LISP (parent). 

(defproc eldest (x) · 
(if (noparent x) 

X 

(eldest (parent x)))) 

The correct answer on the supplied tree (Fig. 2) is 
"Rick", regardless of what input name is supplied. In this 
problem most of the errors will result from failure to grasp all 
of the subtleties of recursion. Among the errors that could be 
made are moving down the tree instead of up (i.e., calls to 
children as opposed to parent), errors in the mechanics of 
recursion · (e.g., the recursive step), or improper temination 
(e.g., no base case for the recursion). An example of a faulty 
student solution and the SCENT advisor's analysis of both the 
behaviour and structure of the Student's solution is shown in 
Example 1. 

(defproc eldest (x) 
(eldest x)) 

Ask away:(eldest Rick) 
(Your answer is --)(Error in kineval - infinite loop detected) 
OUTPUT:(Error in kineval - infinite loop detected) 
DIAGNOSTICS: ild ild ild ild [infinite loop detected] 
(checking eldest of Rick:1(Error in kineval - infinite loop detected) 
(checking eldest of Gord:)(Error in kineval - infinite loop detected) 
(checking eldest of Jennifer:)(Error in kineval - infinite loop detected) 
(checking eldest of Linda)(Error in kineval - infinite loop detected) 
(You seem to be missing a base case and a reduction step?) 
S.TRUC1URE:(No base case) 

Example 1 

The student supplies his/her attempted solution, and in 
response to the system prompt, 

Ask away: 
enters the particular case he/she wishes to run, which is 

(eldest Rick) 
The system then responds with the outcome of its attempt to 
run the student's program on the case indicated. In this case the 
message is a cryptic 

(Error in kineva/ - infinite loop detected) 
provided by kinship LISP. This message is typical of the 
cryptic messages 'that students receive from conventional 
environments. 

The SCENT advisor, however, is able to offer more as it 
proceeds to track down the cause of the problem. The Eldest 
Ancestor Task Expert notes the error and calls in the Eldest 
Ancestor Diagnostician which begins by running the student', 
program on four selected test cases (Rick, Gord, Jennifer, and 
Linda). These cases have been selected by virtue of the fact 
that the output produced by a student's program when run on 
these inputs is symptomatic of particular errors in the solution. 
For more sophisticated tasks, the choice of test cases is more 
complicated and thus requires more thought. Observers 
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monitor the results of these executions, reporting their findings 
to the blackboard. 

From the fact that all of these tests result in the same 
infinite loop, the Diagnostician in this case deduces that the 
problem is the lack of a base case and reduction step for the 
recursion, which causes the search to wander off the tree into 
Neverland. A check of the structure of the student's solution 
then confirms the lack of a base case, which is seen by the fact 
that there is no conditional statement, in fact no cases that do 
not make a recursive call. 

Diagnosis of a second type of error is illustrated in 
Example 2. 

(defproc eldest (x) 
(if (null (children x)) 

X 

(eldest (first (children x))))) 

Ask away:(eldest Linda) 
(Your answer is --)Linda 
OUTPUT:(Not far enough up) 
DIAGNOSTICS: Brent Brent Marvin Linda 
(All names but incorrect - no idea) 
STRUCTURE:(The test of the base case does not look ahead) 

Example2 

In this solution the student has proceeded down the tree 
rather than up (i.e., children has been used rather than parent). 
This results in the youngest decendent variant of the problem, 
in fact. Here, the Eldest Ancestor Task Expert notes that the 
result is incorrect, so it once again invokes the Eldest Ancestor 
Diagnostician. The selected cases Rick, Gord, Jennifer, and 
Linda, are run once again and generate answers Brent, Brent, 
Marvin, and Linda, respectively. An observer then notes that 
that these are all valid names but can find no other rhyme or 
reason to them (in fact, a more sophisticated observer could 
have determined that they each appeared lower down in the 
tree than their corresponding argument). Momentarily baffled, 
the Diagnostician conducts an examination of the structure of 
the program (using entities at the program behaviour level) and 
determines that the "test of the base case does not look ahead" 
(i.e., does not call parent). Hence, structural analysis has 
succeeded where (at least in this simple example) 1/0 analysis 
has failed. 

The final example for EA, Example 3, shows the 
analysis of a correct solution. 

(defproc eldest (x) 
(if (noparent x) 

X 

(eldest (parent x)))) 

Ask away: (eldest Rick) 
(Your answer is --)Rick 
OUTPUT:Rick(-- Answer is correct) 
DIAGNOSTICS: Rick Rick Rick Rick 
(All test cases are true) 
STRUCTURE:(Structure analysis concurs with diagnostics that program 

Example3 
is correct) 



The analysis of the output of Example 3 indicates that 
the correct answer is obtained for the supplied input. In order 
to confirm the correctness of the program, the EA Task Expert 
calls in the EA Diagnostician. The program runs correctly on 
the four selected test cases, and the analysis of the program's 
structure can find no problems either. The Diagnostician thus 
concludes that this must be a correct program. 

In the three examples considered in this subsection the 
system is able to deal with non-syntactic aspects of attempted 
solutions to the Eldest Ancestor task. In the next subsection a 
more complex task is considered. 

5.2 Diagnosis in the SST Task 

As indicated, the second problem was chosen so that, 
unlike the single recursive strategy allowed for in the EA task, 
there could be several possible strategies that a student might 
employ in his/her solution. Possible strategies for the Sorted 
Subtree (SST) problem, include the following: 

1. Traverse the subtree producing a list of the nodes visited. 
Sort the resulting list. In this strategy the traverse 
component and the sort component are clearly separate. 
Any form of traversal (depth-first, breadth-first) is 
possible, as is any form of sort. In the ensuing 
discussion, this is referred to as the traverse-then-sort 
strategy. 

2. Traverse the subtree. As each node is visited, insert it 
into its appropriate place in the sorted list. In other 
words, the sorted list is built as the traversal proceeds, 
using an insertion sort. This is denoted as the insert-as
traverse strategy. 

3. In the spirit of the selection sort, traverse the subtree 
once for each node in the subtree. Each traversal is 
responsible for selecting the next element for the sorted 
list. This could be termed the multiple-traversal 
strategy. 

That these various strategies have advantages and 
disadvantages is not important at this point. What is important 
is that they represent three possible strategies that a student 
might employ in solving this problem. Before any help can be 
dispensed by the SCENT advisor it must first deduce the 
strategy employed. Once this is accomplished, specific advice 
can be given on the implementation of the chosen strategy. 

Strategy is determined by a thorough examination of the 
program -- how it is structured and how it executes. This 
involves information concerning both static and dynamic 
aspects of the program that is compiled by the program 
behaviour level of the advisor. A function chart gives a static 
representation of the call-return hierarchy employed in the 
program code, and is useful in conveying the structure of the 
solution to observers and other higher level entities. Figure 3 
shows a function chart obtained for a solution to the SST task, 
in both textual and graphical formats. Information about the 
program's dynamic behaviour is assembled in the form of 
traces. These come in a variety of forms, the most important of 
which are the who-calls-me (WCM) trace and the whom-I-call 
(WIC) trace. Each of these is an abstraction of the basic 
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sequential execution trace, designed to organize the 
information in a more useful way. The WCM trace is useful for 
summarizing how other functions use a given function; in 
particular, how inputs to the function are transformed by the 
function. Essentially a WCM trace allows data flow analysis to 
be carried out. The WIC trace is useful for finding patterns of 
function calls employed by the function in achieving its 
objective. In other words, the WIC trace contains dynamic 
control flow information not available in the function chart. 
Detailed examples of these traces are given in [McCalla, Bunt, 
Jnd Harms 1985]. 

FUNCTION CHART: 

sst 

USER-DEFINED -·> (sort dfuaverse) 

K.INTREE PRIMITIVE--> nil 

SYSTEM PRIMITIVE --> nil 

sort 

USER-DEFINED-·> (sort insert-one) 

KINTREE PRIMITIVE --> nil 

SYSTEM PRIMITIVE--> (if null butfirst ftm) 

dfrraverse 

USER-DEFINED--> (dftraverse) 

KINTREE PRIMITIVE--> (children) 

SYSTEM PRIMITIVE--> (nu ll if atom means append first butfirst) 

insert-one 

USER-DEFINED--> (inse rt-one) 

KINTREE PRIMITIVE--> nil 

SYSTEM PRIMITIVE-- > (null list if alphalessp means first butfirst) 

HI 

children 

alphalcnp 

Fig. 3: The Function Chart 

Deciding what strategy a student is attempting to 
implement is accomplished through strategy judges. A strategy 
judge tries to recognize whether or not the solution attempted 
implements a particular strategy by identifying the functional 
1Jarts of the task and the way in which they are put together. 

Strategy judges exist, therefore, for each strategy a student 
could employ in solving the task. The functional parts of the 
solution correspond to subtasks that may have their own task 
expert. For example, in the SST task, the Traverse-then-Sort 
Strategy Judge may recognize the solution strategy, and 
identify the Sort and Traverse components. The Sort Task 
Expert can then analyze this subtask separately to determine 
the sort strategy used and any errors that might be made in it~ 
implementation, in a manner like that used for the EA task. 



A student's possible solution to the SST task is given as 
Example 4. 

(defproc sst (root) 
(sort (dftraverse root) nil)) 

(defproc dftraverse (x) 
(if (null x) 

)) 

nil 
(if (atom x) 

(cons x (dftraverse (children x))) 
(cons (first x) 

(append (dftraverse (children (first x))) 
(dftraverse (butfirst x)))) 

(defproc sort (ulist slist) 
(if (equal (findsmallest ulist slist 'l2Z) 'l2Z) 

slist 
(sort ulist (append! slist (findsmallest ulist slist 'l2Z))) 

)) 

(defproc findsmallest (ulist slist min) 
(if (null ulist) 

min 
(if (and (alphalessp (first ulist) min) 

))) 

(null (member (first ulist) slist))) 
(findsmallest (butfirst ulist) slist (first ulist)) 
(findsmallest (butfirst ulist) slist min) 

Example 4 

This particular program consists of four user-defined 
functions: dftraverse performs a depth-first traversal of a tree; 
sort performs a selection sort; findsmallest is part of the sort 
subtask and returns the smallest element of a list; and sst drives 
the subtasks of sort and traverse. The strategy behind this 
solution is to traverse the entire tree and then sort that list (i.e., 
the traverse-then-sort strategy). This program contains no 
errors. Note that the detection of the parts of the solution 
cannot rely on suggestive function names. In an actual student 
program sort could well have been called order, fnl, albert, 
etc. 

Knowing that the student has chosen to work on the SST 
task, the system calls on the SST Task Expert, which in tum 
requests the various traces and a function chart. The input to 
the SST task is the name of the root node of the subtree that is 
to be sorted. Running this solution on the input "Darwyn" 
(see Fig. 2) yields the answer 

(Andrea Darwyn Jennifer John Marvin) 
which is the correct result. If an incorrect result is obtained, the 
output may indicate which part of the solution contains the 
error. Even if the expert decides that the solution is correct 
without help from strategy judges and diagnosticians, it would 
probably try to discover which strategy the student used so it 
can indicate how efficient that chosen strategy is, or how 
effective the student's solution using that strategy is. This 
information might be useful to the student knowledge 
component. 
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This solution follows the · traverse-then-sort strategy, as 
will be discovered by the Traverse-then-Sort Strategy Judge 
once it is invoked. Strategy judges for other possible strategies 
may also be invoked, but their deliberations will ultimately 
fail, so they will be ignored for this discussion. The 
recognition of the strategy proceeds in the following way. The 
function chart (see Fig. 3) indicates that the Sort and 
Dftraverse parts of the solution are independent of each other. 
These components are detected by the appearance of 
alphalessp and children, respectively, in the function chart. 
The appearance of alphalessp indicates the comparison part of 
the sort; the rest of the sort in the traverse-then-sort strategy is 
assumed to be the same leg of the function chart as that 
containing the function sort (not including the driver - sst). 

Once the sort and traverse subtasks are identified, the 
Sort Task Expert and the Traverse Task Expert can be invoked 
on the applicable parts of the code. The Traverse-then-Sort 
strategy for SST is particularly well-suited to employing 
experts for the subtasks because these subtasks are completely 
independent of each other. In this situation, the Selection Sort 
Strategy Judge identifies the sort as a selection sort. It does 
this by combining the observations of a number of observers. 
In particular it finds a selection routine in the solution by 
finding a function that makes a comparison (i.e., calls 
alphalessp) and produces a single output element (atom type 
output) which is smaller than or equal to the smallest element 
of one of the function's list parameters. The driver to the 
selection function builds up the sorted list by inserting the next 
smallest element found by the selection sort. This strategy 
judge may also look for a sentinel value in the comparison test. 
A sentinel, ZZZ, appears in this solution but is not a necessary 
condition for a selection sort since some selection sort 
solutions do not use one. 

The strategy judges must be flexible enough to handle 
variations in the solutions. For instance, there are many 
different ways of implementing a selection sort because there 
are many different ways of ensuring that the items inserted in 
the sorted list are not selected again (i.e., many different ways 
of marking elements already seen). 

Neither the Selection Sort Diagnostician nor the SST 
Traverse-then-Sort Diagnostician can find an error in the 
solution. The SST Task Expert is able to report that the 
solution to SST is correct and that the solution used the 
traverse-then-sort SST strategy, a selection sort, and a depth
first traversal. Additional comments may be warranted; for 
example the traverse-then-sort strategy is less efficient than the 
insert-as-traverse strategy but it is also more modular. The 
task expert may also report this to the blackboard. Different 
versions of strategies may be more efficient or less efficient as 
well. 

The approach described in Example 4 provides a 
framework for the detection of errors in strategy. For example, 
a student may have an error in a subtask part of his/her 
solution. As Example 5, consider the following erroneous code 
for a selection sort. This portion of the code would be called in 
by the SST solution above, replacing the former sort subtask 
consisting of sort and findsmallest functions . 



(defproc sort (list) 
(if (null list) 

)) 

nil , 
(mcons (smallest list Z2Z) 

(sort list)) 

(defproc smallest (list min) 
(if (null list) 

min 
(if (alphalessp (first list) min) 

(smallest (butfirst list) (first list)) 
(smallest (butfirst list) min) 

))) 

Examples 

This particular implementation of selection sort does not 
ensure that the elements it has already selected are not selected 
again. Thus, the smallest item of the input list is chosen over 
and over again. Another characteristic of this "marking" eITor 
is an infinite loop which is detected by too many calls to the 
selection function. In fact, running the program on the same 
input as before, ''Darwyn' ', yields the result: 

(Infinite loop detected) 
Once again, the output indicates 'there is an eITor, but it gives 
little indication as to where the eITor may be or why it was 
made. 

Diagnosis proceeds as before. The SST Task Expert 
invokes the strategy judges. The Traverse-then-Sort Strategy 
Judge recognizes the strategy as described. The Sort and 
Traverse parts of the solution are identified and task experts for 
these subtasks are invoked. The Traversal Task Expert 
executes the traversal part of the program on its own data and 
finds that the traversal is working. The Sort Task Expert 
executes the sort part of the solution and obtains the same 
infinite loop eITor message as the SST Task Expert received, 
suggesting that the eITor is in the sort part of the solution. 
Attention then turns to this component. 

Diagnosis of this subtask is summarized by the following 
output. 

Ask away:(sll-df Darwyn) 
SST answer is -- (Error in kineval - infinite loop detected) 
SST STRATEGY 1 

SSTl Sort: sort SSTl Traverse: dftraverse 

SORT parameters are -- ((Darwyn Jennifer Marvin John Andrea)) 
SORT input is -- (Darwyn Jennifer Marvin John Andrea) 
SORT answer is -- (Error in kineval - infinite loop detected) 
SORT STRATEGY (select) 

Sort Select Drivers nil Sort Selecter (smallest) 
(sort SELECT DRIVER does not break down by smallest or build 11 n 

SORT SELECT DIAGNOSTICIAN - by largest) 
(Wrong select answer - smallest) 
(There appears to be problems with marking already sorted items) 

SST DIAGNOSTICIAN -
Wrong SST answer 
Error is in sort 

(Wrong select answer - smallest) 
(There appears to be problems with marking already sorted 

items) 

Example Sa 

The Selection Sort Strategy Judge detects the selection strategy 
by finding the selection function . In this case, the driver does 
not build the sorted list up at all since only one item is ever 
selected. The selection function is found, however, because the 
smallest element is always chosen. There is also a sentinel 
value, ''ZZZ' ', found. 

The Selection Sort Diagnostician deduces that there is a 
"marking" eITor. The clues are the infinite loop eITor message 
and the fact that the selection function always returns the same 
answer, namely the smallest element of the original input. The 
Equal Output Observer checks if all of a function's output is 
equal to some value and returns this value. The diagnostician 
can then compare this value to the input to see if it is the 
smallest element. The Sort Task Expert reports this 
"marking" eITor to the blackboard. 

Next, the SST Traverse-then-Sort Diagnostician is 
invoked, and, using the information from both the Sort and 
Traversal task experts, it indicates that there is a marking eITor 
in the sort subtask. The SST Task Expert reports this, while the 
diagnostician could look for other errors (e.g., the interface 
between the sort and traverse subtasks). 

6. Informing the Student 

Clearly an important part of the system is the way in 
which it reports its findings to the student. This calls upon the 
Student Model component, a part of the system which has seen 
a lot of thinking but, unfortunately, little in the way of 
implementation at the present time. 

Ultimately, all diagnoses must be further interpreted in 
light of knowledge about the particular student who wrote the 
program. This will be necessary in order to provide relevant 
feedback to the student. A problem with misplacing the base 
case in a recursive solution to the eldest ancestor task, for 
example, may be merely an accident, may indicate a 
fundamental misunderstanding of recursion, or may indicate 
difficulties with the if statement. Determining which of the 
possible explanations is most appropriate would require 
knowledge about the student's previous behaviour in order to 
distinguish the kinds of concepts which the student seems to 
know from those he/she hasn't practised or those in which 
he/she has demonstrated weaknesses. The collection, 
maintenance, synthesis, and communication of this kind of 
knowledge is the responsibility of the student model. Much 
more work needs to be done in this area and is underway. 

7. Conclusion 

This paper has described the role of the programming 
advisor component of the SCENT Student Computing 
Environment in analyzing student programs and dispensing 
advice to students concerning problems with their solutions. Of 
particular interest is the handling of non-syntactic errors. 
Central to the approach is the notion of task experts which rely 
on knowledge of the domain in which the student is working 
and the particular task he/she has selected to define the 
necessary context within which to interpret attempted 
solutions. The diagnosis of errors relies on information 
obtained from analyzing both the static structural properties of 
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the solution and its dynamic execution behaviour. The use of 
these was illustrated by means of discussion of detailed 
examples. 

In its current state of development SCENT has already 
proven to be interesting. One of its major contributions has 
been to provide a multi-layered architecture with roles for 
low-level program knowledge, domain and task-specific 
knowledge, and student knowledge. In particular the kinds of 
low-level knowledge used go beyond most other approaches 
and include trace information, cross-reference charts, etc., to 
be used in addition to the student' s code. The concept of 
observers which interpret this information to the higher-level 
processes is unique and is a powerful way of organizing the 
multiplicity of low-level information produced by the task
independent components of the SCENT advisor. The domain 
and task-specific knowledge is organized into natural divisions 
which clearly separate task knowledge from knowledge of 
strategies and knowledge of various bugs. Student knowledge, 
although not elaborated on in the current system, can be easily 
incorporated into future SCENT expansions without disruption 
to the rest of the system. The blackboard communication 
mechanism promises to be an interesting vehicle for exploring 
knowledge-based distributed control and information passing. 
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ABSTRACT 

This research examined how the human visual system solves 
the motion correspondence problem. The resu lts of three 
psychophysical experiments demonstrated that the visual system Is 
sensitive to Inte rdependencies between the motion of different 
clements when motion correspondence Is computed, which Is contrary 
to the Indepen dence hypothesis In Ullman 's [27] minimal mapping 
theory. A computational model tha t solves the motion 
co rrespondence model by minimizing the relative velocities of 
clements was developed. For a wide variety of apparent motion 
displ ays, this model generated motion correspondence ma tches that 
were cons is tent with those generated by the human visual system. 

Introduction 

The vi sual sys tem Is capable of generating the perception of 
movement from two static Images. In producing this Illusory or 
apparent motion, the visual system must mainta in the Identities or 
Image clements over time. It must be capable of Identifying an 
clement in a location In the first Image (Frame I) and another 
clement In a different location In the second Image (Frame II) as 
cons tituting different glimpses of the same moving element. A 
motion correspondence match between a Frame I and a Frame II 
clcmcn t Is such an Iden tlflcatlon. 

One might ex pect that motion correspondence matches arc 
easily determined on the basis of fi gural Information. For Instance, 
figural processing cou ld be used to draw motion correspondence 
ma tches between look-alike clements In the two frames of view (e.g ., 
[211). 1-Iowcvcr, the human visual sys tem docs not appear to operate 
In this fashion. It wlll often make motion correspondence matches 
between objects of different sha pes or colours (e.g., [15], [16] , [1 7], 
[201). Indeed, the fact tha t apparent motion can be perceived In 
disp lays consisting of clements that cannot be flgurally dis tinguished 
(e.g. , a number of sma ll dots) suggests that the human visual system 
computes motion correspondence matches solely on the basis of 
clement position Information. 

The visual system computes unique apparent motion percepts 
for displays that have more than one logically poss ible Interpretation. 
For example, consider the display presented In F igure l(a ). Human 
subjects generally see the pattern of motion depicted on the left. 
The pattern of motion on the right Is logica lly poss ible, but Is not 
typ ically perceived. As more elements are added to the disp lay, the 
number of logically possible Interpretations that are not computed 
Increases dramatica lly, as Is shown In Figure l(b). If there are N 
clements In the two frames of an apparent motion disp lay, then t here 
a re N! different sets of motion corr~spondence matches that are 
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logically possible. Ullman [27] has called the situation In which a 
single set of motion correspondence matches must be selected from a 
number of logically possible sets the motion correspondence problem. 
The discovery of the rules that the human visual system uses to 
selec t sets of motion correspondence matches Is a major concern of 
apparent motion research. 

The purpose of th is paper Is to describe a computational model 
of how the visual system might solve the motion correspondence 
problem. This model Is based on the ass umption that a simple 
constraint Is applied to the problem that prevents the selection of 
any se t of motion correspondence matches that Is not the correct set. 
This paper proceeds as follows. First, some previous work on the 
motion correspondence pro blem Is briefly rev iewed. Then the logic 
behind the relative velocity constraint, which can be used to 
constrain the motion correspondence problem, Is developed. Third, a 
description of a pa ra ll el computation that Implements this constraint 
In a simple computational network Is provided. Finally, the results 
of simu la tion tests of this model are desc ribed and compared with 
empirical findings. These results demonstrate that the rela tive 
velocity cons traint Is a viable means of solving the motion 
correspondence problem. 

Ullman's Approach to the Problem 

In visual perception, there often ar ise situations In which more 
than one percep t could logically be computed from the same pattern 
of proximal stimulation . The motion correspondence problem Is but 
one example of this type of situation. Researchers following the 
na tural computa tion approach to vision have had considerable 
success In addressing problems of this type by discovering particular 
types of restraints tha t can account for why we perceive some 
patterns, and why we do not perceive other logically possible 
patterns. The restraints discovered by applying the natural 
computa tion approach tend to all be of one particular type: they can 
be characterized In terms of common, objective properti es of the 
world . For example, Ullman [27] has used the property that most 
objects In the world are rigid to constrain the computation of the 
three-dimensional s tructure of objects from different two-dimension al 
views of the positions of object clements. A prope rty of the world 
that can be used to constrain the posslbllltlcs In some 
underdctcrmlned percep tual task Is called a natural cons traint. 
Natural constraints arc an Important type of restraint, because they 
are based on general physical properties, and are therefore 
universally true of the world . Marr ([10]. p. 331) argues that "the 
discovery of va lid, sufficiently universal constraints leads to 
conclusions a bout vi sion that have the same permanence as 
conclusions In other branches of science". 

In apply ing the natural computa tion approach to the motion 
correspondence problem, an attempt Is made to discover one or more 
natural constraints that can explain why some sets of motion 
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correspondence matches are preferred over other loglcally possible 
sets of matches. Ullma n ([27), chpt. 3) provides an example of this 
approach to the problem with his minimal mapping theory of motion 
co rrespondence. He begins by assum ing that every motion of an 
element In the world has a n associated probability of non-occurren ce. 
In general, when a moving three-dimensional Image Is projected onto 
the two dimensional retina, slow movements arc more likely to be 
seen than fast movements. The negative logarithm of the probability 

of non-occurrence Is called the cost of the element's motion. The 
cost of the movement of an element Is used to constrain the motion 
correspondence problem. The visual system selects the one se t of 

motion correspondence matches from the NI possible sets of matches 
that has the sma llest total cost. This Is equivalent to selecting the 
set of correspondence matches with the highest overall probability of 
occurrence. 

Two further assumptions are required to allow a system to use 
the cost constraint to successfully solve the motion correspondence 
problem. It Is ass umed that the cost of one possible element motion 
In a display Is Independent of the cost of other other possible clement 
motions In the display. This In turn means that the total cost of a 
particular set of co rres pondence matches Is the sum of the Individual 
costs associated with each match · In the set. An additional 
assumption must be made to force the system to make motion 
co rrespondence matches, because the least-cost correspondence 
solution Is the one In which ho· motion cor respondence matches have 
been made at a ll (I. e. , all Frame I elements are Interpreted as 
disappearing). Ullman [27] · avoids this difficulty by assumi ng that 

the visual system operates under what he calls the cover principle. 
The cover principle IS the assumption that each clement In Frame I 
must be matched with at least one element In Frame II, a nd that 
each clement In Frame II Is matched with a t least one clement In 
Frame I. This Is the same as assuming that Frame I elements will not 
suddenly disappear, and that Frame II clements will not suddenly 
appear. Use or the cover principle prevents the computed least-cost 
correspondence solution from containing no correspondence matches 
at all. 

Ullman [27) has shown that a simple parallel network that takes 
as Input the positions of elements In Frames I and II, a nd that 
applies the minimal cost constraint under the additional assumptions 
of Independence and the cover principle, will generate unique 
solutions to the correspondence problem that usually are In 
agreement with human perceptions of apparent motion displays. 
This network has three different types or operators that take Input 
from a small number of neighbouring operators. One type of 
operator Is used to find motion correspondence matches of minimum 
cost. The other two types of operators e nsure that the cover 
principle holds for both Frame I and Frame II display elements. The 
successfu l performance of his model Indicates that the res traints that 
he has app lied to the motion correspondence problem are particularly 

apt. However, the model has faced some criticism. For example, 
Marr ([!OJ, p. 201) argues against the use of probabilistic constrants, 
such as cost. Rogers [21] suggests that some of the constraints In the 
model (for Instance, the cover principle) seem more related to 
experimental regularities than to properties of the physical world -
contra ry to the "natural constraints " principle. A major goal of the 
present research was to see If an a lternative model cou ld be 
formulated that did not suffer from these problems. 

T esting~ Independence Hypothesis 

Ullman (e.g., [26], [271) has used the motion competition 
paradigm. to Investigate motion correspondence processing 
empir ically. In this paradigm a central Frame I clement Is displayed 
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In s uccession with two lateral Frame II clements, as Is depicted In 
Figure 2(a) . The di st a nce between the Frame I a nd each of the 
Frame II clements Is us ually varied In a n ex periment. Subjects arc 
asked to Indicate the direc tion of movement (left or ri ght) of the 
Frame I clement; this measures which of th e two possible motion 
co rresponde nce matches Is comp uted by th e visual system. Us ua lly, 
the central Frame I clement Is seen to move In the direc tion of the 
nearest Frame II clement. The question of Interes t, with respect to 
the Independence hypothesis, Is whether this Is the case when other 
moving clements are added to the s tandard motion com petition 

display. 

Ullman ([27]. p. 81-85) found that s ubjects' perceptions of t he 

direction or motion of t.he central Fr_amc I clement were not affected 
when a n add itional pattern or motion was added to the critical 
d isplay . as Is depict ed In F igure 2(b). Ullman used t his result to 
defend the inclcpcndcnec hypothesis . llowc vcr. t hi s hypotl\esls 
requires acld ltlonal Inves tigation. This Is because there Is a growing 
literature that 'suggests t hat motion perception is sens itive to ~he 
movement .of clements relative ,to one a nother (e.g., [OJ, [12), [1:1]. [18], 

[22]. [231). Whether t his sensitivity e merges after motion 
corres ponde nce ' 1s computed, a nd Is used to Inte rpolate the 
appearance of objects as t hey move, or whether th is sensiti vity can 
be found to arrect the motion co rrespondence process, Is an empirical 
Issue. Three ex periments were run to examine this Issue by usin g a 
variation of Ullma n's disp lay, such as the one presented In F igure 

2(e). 

Ex periment ! 

The purpose of Experiment I was to test the va lidity of t he 
Independence hypothesis by using the motion competition paradigm. 
Motion competition displays that consisted or a black central vertical 
line In Frame I put Into competition with two black late ral vertical 
lines In Frame II were used . The ratio of the distances between the 
two lateral elements and the central clement was Independently 
varied. Four white horizontal lines, two a bove a nd two below the 
competition di splay , were used to provide an apparent motion 
context. Figural grouping of the competition a nd context clements 
was prevented by making them opposite In contrast and orientation 
(c. f., [3], [301), and by minimizing clement collinearity. F ive dlrrcrcnt 
context cond itions were used In the experiment. In the two 
experimental conditions, a ll four context clcmcn.ts moved In the same 
direction (left or right), moving as far as the appropriate Frame II 

element In the competition display. In two context control 
conditions, the upper and lower context clements moved In opposite 
directions. In a third control cond ition , no context e lements were 
used at a ll . Instances of a ll condltlops were randomly presented to 
two observers whose task was to Indicate whether the Frame I 
compctlon disp lay element moved to the left or to the right. Each 
trial consisted of a single Frame I to Frame II a lternation. In order 
to control. for the crrcct of eye movements, subjects were Instructed 
to fix ate on the centre of the display (which was marked by t wo 
fixation crosses), and the stimulus onse t async hrony was set to 100 

ms. 

A psychophysical function that related the probability or seeing 
the central competition display element move to the left as a 
function of lntcrclcment distance was plotted for each subject and 
each cond ition. These functions are Illustrated In Figure 3. Under 
the Independence hypothesis, It would be predicted that the five 
functions for each subject should be Identical. This was not the case. 
For both subjects, the three control functions were nearly Identical, 
and Indicated that the threshold for the motion detec tion t as k (I.e. , 
the lntcrelcmcnt distance at which the Frame I competition clement 
Is seen to move to the left or to the right with equal probability) 



occurred when the two Frame II clements were approx ima tely equally 
displaced fro m th e Frame I clement. The two ex perimenta l condition 
fun ctions were quite di fferent. When the co ntext clements moved to 
the ri ght, the resultin g threshold fun ction was shifted to the ri ght 
from the control fun ctions. This Indicated th at for th is condition, it 
was more lik ely to sec the competition clement move In the same 
direction as the contex t. Simila rly, when the context clements moved 
to the left, the resulting t hreshold fun ction was shifted to the left 
from t he control fun ctions, which Indicated an Increased tendency to 
sec the competition clement move to the left . 

Gxpcrlmcnt !! 

One potenti a l problem In the des ign of Experiment I was that ft 
was poss ible to pe rceive a moving, ri gid combination of context and 
competition display clements. As a result, It Is possible that the 
obse rved effec ts of motion contex t were due to fi gural grouping 
processes, In which a rigid configuration of the contex t and the 
competition disp lay was seen to move as a fi gural whole, and were 
not due to the lntcrdc pcndcncc of th e motion of the clements. 
Althou gh this does represent a failure of the Independence 
hypothes is , the question still remains wh ether the contex t effect Is 
found without the coherent movement of a pa ttern t hat Incl udes the 

competition clemen ts . One way to rule this possibility out Is to show 
tha t the effec t occurs when the contex t and the central competition 
clements move In the same direc tions but at different speeds. 
l~xpcr lmcnt II ·was designed to dete rmine If this was the case. It was 
also an a ttempt to sec If the motion contex t e ffect could be 
strengthened by adding more clements to the contex t . 

In this experiment a true method of constants des ign was used 
to create stimuli very simila r to t hose used In l~x pcrlmcnt I. On each 
trial, one of the two Frame II competition display clements was 
randomly chosen to be a standard distan ce of 270' from the central 
Frame I clement. The other Frame II competition display clement 
was disp laced away from the Frame I clement by one of ten 
compari son distances. F ive of the compa rison distances were shorter 
than the s tand ard In dec rements of 11.3' of visual ang le. The other 
fi ve compa rison dis tances were longer than the s ta ndard In 
Increments of the same amount. 

In two th irds of the tri als, the competition display desc ribed 
a bove was presented together with one of four moving contexts, 
consis ting of from one to four pairs of clements. On each tri al th e 
context would be shifted In posit ion 2701 (the standa rd distance) to 
the right or to the left. In half of t hese tri a ls, the contex t clements 
moved In the direction towards the l'rame II clement th at was 
located the s tandard dis tance from the center of t he competition 
display (i. e., the standa rd direc tion). These trials provided a 
replication of Experiment I, for If the central competition display 
clement was seen to move In the direc tion towards the context, It 
would have the same velocity as the contex t . In the other ha lf of 
these tri a ls , the contex t moved In the same direction as the Frame I! 
element th a t was located t he comparison dis tance from the center of 
the competition display (i.e., the comparison direc tion). If the cent ral 
competition display clement was seen to move In the same direc tion 
as the contex t In these trials, t hen It wou ld not be moving t he same 
dis tance as the contex t, because the contex t always moved the 
st anda rd distance. In these trials, the dlrfcrence In dista nces 
travelled ranged from the context travelling 561 of visual angle less 
than the competition clement to the context travelling 561 more than 
the competition e lement . Therefore, In these trials the con text and 
the compe tition display could not be grouped Into a ri gid fi gural 
who le. In t he other third of the tri als, subjec ts saw a control display 
In which .no contex t clements were present. Three subjects 
participated In the study. Again, their task was to detec t t he 
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direc tion of motion of the Frame I competition display clement. 
Subjec ts fi xated on the centre of the display, and the SOA was 150 
ms. 

The data from this experiment was ana lyzed by dete rmining 
the threshold lntcrclement dis tance (relative to the standa rd) at 
whi ch the central motion competition clement was seen to move left 
or right with equal probabi li ty [4 J. For each subjec t and for each 

con tex t condition three t hresholds were computed: one for the no 
contex t control, one for tr ia ls In which the context moved In the 
stand ard d irec tion, and one for trials In which the contex t moved In 
the comparison direc tion. The t hreshold for the no contex t control 
tri a ls se rves as a baseline measure for each subject In each condition. 
If perceptions of the competi tion display depend upon t he motion of 
the context, then the following predictions can be made: In trials In 
which the context moves In the s tanda rd direction, preference for 
seein g motion In the compa ri son direction should decline. As a 
result, the thresholds computed for these trials should be sma ller 
t han t hose computed for the base line tri als . Slmlla rlly, In tr ials In 
which the context moves In the comparison direction, preference for 
see in g motion In the comparison direc tion should In crease. As a 
result, the thresholds compu ted for these trials should be la rger than 
those computed for t he baseline tri als. 

The resul ts of Experiment Il strongly supported the above 
predi ctions. Across a ll of the subjects, the average baseline threshold 
was 278' of visua l angle, while t his threshold was 107 .441 when the 
contex t moved In the standard direction, and was 10 1.1 71 when the 
con text moved In the comparison direct ion. T his rep licates the 
findin gs or Experiment I. Also, as this effec t Is obse rved In trials In 
which the contex t a nd the competition clements cannot be grouped 
Into a ri gid whole, these results Indicate t hat the observed 
inte rdependence Involves the movement of Individu al clements, and 
not fi gural gro uping processes. 

The resul ts do not demonstra te a very stron g relationship 
between the size of the motion contex t clement e ffect and the 
number of clements In the contex t . The correlation between the 
threshold difference from baseline and t he number of context 
clements Is -0.11 for the s ta ndard d irec tion contex t and Is -0.07 for 
the comparison direc tion contex t . One reason for t hi s small 
rel a tionship may be that subjec ts were exposed to only one level of 
t his manipulation per block of tr ials. The relative s trengths of these 
different types of contexts mi ght bes t be examined In a completely 
randomized design. Also, as more clements were added to the 
contex ts, these clements were placed furth er away from the 
competition display. Hence there Is a confound between the number 
of clements In a contex t and t heir average proximity to the criti cal 
display. A third ex periment was run to determine whether contex t 
prox imity a ffec ted performance on the direc tion detection task. 

Experiment!!! 

l~x perlmcnt Ill was des igned to test whether the proximity of 
contex t clements to the competition display a ffected the strength of 
their effec t on t he direction detection task. The display pa rameters 
or this s tudy were nearly Identical to those used In Expe riment I!. 

However, a different contex t manipu latio n was used. In Expe riment 
III, all motion contexts consisted of two pairs of clements (one pair 

above and one pair below the central di splay) d isplaced from the 
compet ition disp lay by one of three ve rti cal separations (81.821

, 

106.41, or 310.91 of visual angle). A no context control condition was 
used as well. All conditions were completely randomized, and t hree 
subjects pa rti cipated. Thresholds for the direction detection tas k 
were calcul a ted for each subject and each condition. 



Two principle findin gs were obtained from t his study. First, 
t he motion context crrcct on the direction detec tion task was 
replica ted . Averag ing over subjects and proximity conditions, t he 
control (no contex t) threshold was 277.11

, while the t hreshold was 
22 1.01 when t he context moved In the standard direction and 361.0' 
when the context moved In t he compar ison d irection. This patte rn 
indi cated a te nden cy to see the Frame I competition display clement 
move In t he same direction as the context. The second finding was 
of a general proximity crrcct: the closer the contex t was to the 
competit ion display, the st ro nger was Its crrcct on the direc tion 
detec tio n threshold . When t he context moved In the stand ard 
d irection t he t hreshold was 19 1.051 for the near proximity , was 
220.201 ;or t he middle · proximity, and was 21 1.81' for the far 
prox imity. When the contex t moved In the comparison direction, the 
t hreshold was 127 .74' for the near, was 31 1.71 ' for the middle 
prox imi ty, and was 322 .55' for the far proximity. In both cases , 
di splacing the context further away from the competition display 
prod uced di rection detection thresho lds th at were close r In 

magn itude to the control threshold . 

Discussion 

The resul ts of the three studies desc ribed above clear ly show 
that the direction of apparent motion of the central clement In the 
motion competition display Is a ffected by the presence of a movin g 
context . If t he contex t moves to the right, t he visual system shows a 
strong preference to sec t he central clement move to the ri ght. If the 
context moves to the left, the visual sys tem shows a strong 
preference to see the central clement move to the left. These resu lts 
arc In direc t confli ct with the Independence hypothesis of minimal 
mapping t heory, and Indicate that the motion of clements ls 
Interdependent as far as motion correspondence Is concerned . This 
raises the question of whether a different motion correspondence 
model, one t hat systema ti cally takes Interdependence Into acco un t, 
can be developed. In the nex t section, the Idea behind such a model 
Is described. Then a computer simulation of a motion 
correspondence model th at ass umes In terdependence Is detalled. 

The~ Velocity Constraint 

The resul ts of the three experiments Indicate that clement 
In tc rdcpcndcnclcs are Involved when motion corresponden ce Is 
computed, but do not Indicate the precise nature of this 
Interdependency. In accordance with the principle of natural 
constrain ts, t his should be found by considering properties of the 
physical structure of t he world . For example, motion correspondence 
appears to be computed over tokens of small parts of objects, such as 
edge parts. terminators , and Intersections ( [27], chpt. 2). This 
suggests that t he relationships between the movements of these 
clements with respect to their arrangement In space should bi, 
considered . In pa rticular, It Is Important to note that the closer two 
clements a rc In an Image, the more likely a re they to be parts of the 
same object. This Is because object bounda ri es account for a very 
small proportion of the visual field (e .g., [10], pp. 11-5 1); as a result It 
Is very unlikely that an object boundary will li e between two 
clements that a re close together In the Image. From this It follows 
t hat If clements arc near one another on a rigid or near-rigid objec t, 
the n t he two clements should have very similar Instantaneous 
movement vec tors In three dimensions. Such similarity of movement 
In three-dimensions projects as similar movement vectors In two 
d imensions , t hough the statisti cal distributions arc transformed [5J. 
As a first approximation, we assume that th is constraint favours 
simil a r vecto r velocities In two dimensions when Image elements arc 
close together. We therefore constrain the motion co rrespondence 
problem In the foll owin g way: the motion perception system should 
select a set or motion correspondence matches such that clements 
near one another In the Image have similar veloci ties. In other words, 
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the relative velocity (I. e., the difference between two vclocltlcs ) of 
local clements In the Image Is minim ized. This Is call ed the relative 
velocity constraint . 

It should be noted that simil ar constraints have been app li ed to 
other prob lems In motion perception. In pa rti cul a r, Ilildrcth [10] a nc! 
Ilorn and Schunk [I I] com pute retin a l veloc ity fields by assumin g 
that difrcrcnccs between velocit ies va ry smoothly over the entire 
veloc ity field . This means that velocity vec tors arc ass umed to be 
most simi lar to their neighbours, and less simi la r to velocity vectors 
located further away In the velocity field. O ur use of the relative 
velocity constraint differs from this previous work In two respects. 
First, while the smoothness const raint was designed to be app lied to 
Image points that make up cont inuous contours, the relative velocity 
constrain t Is des igned to be applied to disc rete components or a 
display . Second, the smoothness cons train t was used to solve a 
problem In whic h the Input Is some partial Information about th e 
velocity fi eld, which can In principle lead to the computation or an 
Infinite number of complete velocity fi elds. Using the rela tive 
velocity constraint to solve the motion correspondence problem 
involves ve ry different circumstances. Each displ ay clement Is 
Initially ass lgcnd a number of comple te velocity vectors, and this 
Initi al state can lead to t he computation of only a finite number of 
motion correspondence solutions. Neve rtheless, It Is· In teresting to 
note t hat simila r constraints may be used to solve different motion 
perception problems. There Is some recent evidence sugges ting that 
t he velocity field percep tion mechanism and the a pparent motion 
system may share common neural mecha nisms ([I], [2], [7], [81). Thus 
It wou ld not be sur prising to find that they operated under some 
simila r const raints. 

.111elaxatlon Labeling Program 

Zucker (e.g. , [28]. [291) argues that many problems In low-level 
vision arc most appropr iately solved by local, parallel networks or 
visual operators. He describes a particul a r type of algorithm, called a 
relaxation labeling algorithm, that exhibits these characteris ti cs, and 
that has been successfully appli ed to a number of !ow-level vision 
problems. In a relaxation labeling algor ithm, ambiguous assertions 
about some state of a fralrs a re disambiguated by di scarding 
asse rti ons th a t a re Incompa tible with potentially valid asse rtions 
about neighbour ing sta tes of arrairs. The goal of a relaxation labeling 
algorithm Is to compute a se t of labels that are locally compal.lb lc 
wit h each other on some re levant measure. The following sections 
describe a relaxation labeling program that solves the motion 
correspondence problem by measuring local compa tibility In terms of 
t he relative velocity constraint. 

!1claxatlon la beling Is performed over a structure that Is best 
represented as a network of linked nodes. The nodes In this network 
usually represent specific locations In the visual fi eld. Links between 
nodes define neighbourhoods In the visual field. Neighbourhood 
relationships arc Important, for the properties of a node arc 
dete rmined by the properties of the other nodes In Its neighbourhood . 
The properties of a node are represented as labels that a re attached 
to It. For example, In a low-level vision problem In which one Is 
Interested In findin g edges of objects, one might assert that "a line 
segment ex ists a t place z" by attach ing the label "line segment" to 

t he node that rcprcscn ts "place z In the visual field". 

The relaxation label ing algorithm developed to solve the motion 
correspondence problem uses a particular form of the network 
rep resentation described above. The nodes In this network represent 
the positions of Frame I elements In an apparent motion display. A 
link between nodes Is made If the Frame I elements are neighbours In 
the visual fi eld . In the current version of the program, two Frame I 



clemen ts arc cons ide red Lo be neighbours In Lhc Cartesian coordinate 
sys tem used tr they a rc no furth er apart Lhan 5 •units • or distan ce. 
(The results or 1,;x pcrlmcnL Ill suggest LhaL 5 distance •units• In the 
modd would co rrespond to approximately a degree or visua l angle for 
human obse rvers). The labels assigned to Lite nodes In Lhls network 
rr prcsc nL pa rti cular motion correspondence matches LhaL can be 
made between Lhat pa rti cular frame I location and another clement 
In Frame II . In essence, Lhc labels a rc Lhc •names• or Lhc 
cor respondence ma tches LhaL could possibly originate from LhaL 
Frame I locatlon. 

In add lLlon Lo the labels desc ribed above, each node Is assigned 
one othe r label, call ed a null label. The purpose or the null label Is 
to free the network from operati ng under the cons traints or the cover 

pr inciple. Jr aL Lhc end or computations Lhc null label Is assigned to a 
node In t hr network, then this Indicates that the clement 
co rresponding Lo thi s position In Frame I has disappeared from view 
in Frame II. A null label co rresponds to an "Imaginary" motion 
vector thaL Is comput.cd by adding together the actual motion vectors 
that could ori gin a te from a particular frame I location, and then 
taking a vector opposite In direction but equal In magnitude. The 
logic behind usin g thi s Lypc or null label Is that If It Is selected over 
any or Lhc poss ible co rrespondence matches thaL could originate from 
a node, then Lhc best match Lo apply to a node Is opposite to any 
that a rc actually possible. Hence, the clement associa ted with this 
ilodc should be assigned no motion correspondence matches at all. Ir 
this type or null label was not used, Lhcn a Frame I clement would 
a lways have to be matched to a frame II element. Null labels arc 
noL required to model uncovered Frame II elements that suddenly 
appear In Lhe visua l field. These clements are not given a motion 
correspondence match, Indicating that they were not present In 
Frame I of Lhc disp lay. model. 

The a lgo rithm proceeds by ILcratlvcly discard ing labels {I.e., 
motion correspondence matches) tha t are Incompatib le with 
neighbouring labels. Each label represents a motion vector. The 
"dtrfcrcncc" between Lwo labels Is Lhcn Lakcn Lo be the Euclidean 
dista nce between Lhc endpoints or the motion vectors that Lhcy 
rep resent, a fter Lhcy have been centered to a common origin . The 
a lgorithm used such relative vcloc!Ly "differences• as a criterion to 
di scard la bels as follows: A cost Is computed for each la bel, where 
cos t Is the average relative velocity associated with the label taken 
with· respect Lo the other labels In the neighbourhood . With each 
Iteration of Lhe network the cost or each label Is recomputed, and at 
each node the label with the highest cost Is discarded . Ir more than 
one la bel has the highest cost, then all or these labels arc discarded. 
This procedure continues ltcraLlvcly until no more labels can be 
discarded wlthough leaving nodes unla belled. This disc rete a lgor!Lhm 
Is very fast : If there arc M frame II clements, then It will converge 

In no more than M Iterations. This Is because In the worst possible 
case, each node In the network will still lose one label with each 
Iteration. 

A computer Implementation or Lhe model desc ribed above was 
tes ted. The program Lakes as Input the Cartesian coordinates or the 
Frame I and Frame II clements In an apparent motion display. It 
uses this Informa tion Lo compute all neighbourhood links between 
Frame clement positions, the logically possible motion 
co rrespondence labels , and the null labels . In the Initial state or the 
program, a ll frame I to Frame II correspondence matches are 
considered. Labels arc ILcratlvcly discarded according to the 
procedure desc ribed a bove until the network converges. 

The simplest type or display for the model to deal with ls . the 
pure translation of configurations or clements. For Lhls Lype or 
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display. people perceive a ll elements as moving at Identical velocities. 
T his Lypc of ln Lcrpret,aLlon Is a lso computed by t he model (Figure 
1(a)). The model will a lso generate the correct set or motion 
correspondence matches when clements arc not translated aL 
Identical vclocltl cs (Figure 1(b)). When given representations or 
displ ays s imilar Lo Lhosc presented human subjects In the Lhree 
ex periments that were reported, the model emulates human 
performance (Figure 4(c)). This shows that the null label convention 
has fr eed Lh c model from the constraints Imposed by the cover 
principle. Without the null label, frame I clements that are seen by 
hum ans to disappear would be seen by the model to move. The 
model also generates the group percepts reported by humans for 
T crnus-llkc trans lations (Figure 1(d)), as well as Lhe symmetric 
patterns of !'notion correspondence matches (Figure 1(e)) raised as a 
chall enge to apparent motion theories by Kolcrs [11]. 

The model produces very Interesting solutions for displays In 
which con fi gurations or clements are rotated about the origin or the 
Image plane. Figure 5 demonstrates this performance for various 
rota tions or Lhrce collinear clements and ror a squa re con figuration or 
clements. Note that the trajec tory that would result from Lhc 
computed co rrespondence matches changes as a function or the 
amount of rotation: from the perspective of the origin, the resultant 
trajectory Is con vex for rotations less Lhan 00 • , and Is concave for 
rotations greater Lh an 00 •. This finding Is consistent with the 
results of Shepard and Judd [25], who round that the visual system 
prefers the least-energy path In apparent rotation or complete 
polygons. Prelimina ry results from our own experiments that use 
discrete clement diplays like those In figure 5 Indicate that human 
observers make the same correspondence matches as those com puted 
by the model. 

figure 6 demonstrates that the model Is a lso capable of 
providing Lh e correct motion correspondence solutions for looming 
patterns, whether di agonal clements In Lhe square configurations used 
are neighbours or not. A previous model or ours, which attempted to 
constrain Lhc motion correspondence problem by on ly minimizing 
local differences In the direction of motion, could not solve Lhls Lypc 
of display [BJ. This Indicates the appropriateness or Lhe rela tive 
velocity constraint, which minimizes differences In Lh e magnitude or 
element motion as well as direction. 

In su mmary , a computer Implementation or the relative vcloc lLy 
constrain t In a local, parallel network Is capable or solving the motion 
correspondence problem without requiring the cover principle. The 
performance of the program for a wide variety or displays Is very 
similar to tha t or the human visu al system. This Is particularly true 
for apparent rotations In the Image plane, which lead to least- energy 
Interpretations very similar to those observed In previous research on 
a ppa rent rotational movement. 

Summary and Discussion 

Ul lman ([271, pp. 101- 108) a rgues LhaL In add ition to hi s 
empirical demons tration, there are principled reasons to adopt the 
Independence hypothesis. Ile shows that his minimal ma pping model 
Is capa ble or detection flow patterns or motion , and argues tha t 
assuming lnLcrdcpcndcncles to compute motion correspondence would 
be redundant. The results presented In the current paper rai se 
questions a bout the empirical and the theo retical support for Lh c 
Independence hypothesis. The three exper iments provide strong 
evidence Lh a t the motion correspondence process computes a motion 
correspondence match for an element by using Information 
concerning Lhc motion of !Ls nclgbours In an attempt to maximize Lhe 
local simil arity or motion. from a thcoreLlcal point or vi ew, a motion 
correspondence model that systematically takes this observed 
In terdependence Into account can be developed. While Lh c 
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ass umpLlon of Interdependencies may be redundant within the 
minimal mapp ing perspective, It Is clear that such a n ass umption can 
lead to a plausible a nd empirically tenable alternative motion 
correspondence model. 
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F igure 2. Ullr'nnn's (1070) test or the Independence assumption. In the motion 

competition display In (n.), the central Frame I clement Is seen to move to either or the 

two equ idistant Fro.me II clements with the same probability. This Is also true In (b ) 

when an add ltlona l moving clement Is added to the display. A schemat.l c represe ntation 

or the ~ype or display used In our s tudies Is Illustrated In (c). Dotted clement.a arc In 

Frame I. while solid clements are In Frame II. In the actual displays , the context 

clements were wh ite bars presented· on a black background. 
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Abstract -- A device representation scheme for 
automatic e lectronic device fault diagnosis is described. 
Structural and functional descriptions of devices (which 
are central to design-model-based fault diagnosis} are 
represented as instantiation rules and structural tem
plates in a semantic network. Device structure is 
represented hierarchically to reflect the design model of 
most devices in the domain. Each object of the device 
hierarchy has the form of a module. Instead of represent
ing all objects exp licitly, an expandable component 
library is maintained. and objects are instantiated only 
when needed. The component library consists of descrip
tions of component types used to construct devices at all 
hierarchical levels. Each component t ype is represented 
as an instantiation rule and a structural template. The 
inst antiation rule is used to instantiate an object of the 
component type as a module w ith 1/0 ports and associ
ated functional descriptions. Functional description is 
represented as procedural attachments to the semantic 
network; this allows the simulation of the behavior of 
objects. Structural templates describe sub-parts and 
w ire connections at the nex t lower hierarchical leve l of 
the component type. Advantages of the representation 
scheme are compactness and reasoning efficiency. 

INTRODUCTION 

First Generat ion diagnosti c expert systems, such as MYClN 
[10) for med ica l diagnosis and CRIB [5) for computer hardv,;are 
fault d iag nosis, are bu ilt on empirica l rules that associate 
observed sy mptoms w it h possible fau lt (disease) hy potheses. 
While these systems are considered successful, experience has 
shown sign ificant drav,backs in t heir design methodology: 
k now ledge acq uisition from domain experts is d ifficult; all possi 
ble fau lts (diseases ) ha ve to be enumerated explicitly, which 
results in lim ited diagnost ic power; and they have almost no 
capa bility or system ge nera lization. 

Structura l and fun ctional descriptions, usuall y referred to 
as "design mode ls" of a device, have been suggested as a solution 
to the difficult ies of empirica l-rul e-based diagnosis systems in 
knowledge acquisition, d iagnosis ca pabili ty, and system genera li 
zat ion [1 ,2 ,4). Such syste ms are referred to as "design-mode l
based" or "specification -based" as opposed to first generation sys
tems w hich are "sym ptom -based"[6). Diagnost ic architec tures for 
combinin g sym ptom -based and spec ification-based reasoning have 
a lso been proposed [11). 

t This wmk was supported in part by the Air Force Systems Command. 
R,,me Air [J.:velopment Center, Griffis., Air force !lase, \ew York 1.1441 5700, 
and t he Air For" Office of Sc ientific Res,arch, l\ollin~ AFB DC 20332 under con 
tr;,c t No. l'.10o02 ·85 -C-<KK18. 
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The present work focuses on know ledge representation for 
design -model-based diagnosis. T he knowledge needed for build 
ing such a system is well-structured and readily available at the 
time when a dev ice is designed. There is no need to explicitl y 
enumerate all possible faults since they are defined generica ll y as 
,·iolated expec tations at the output ports. This approach makes 
adapta tion of the system to a nev,.- device much easie r, beca use 
all that is needed is to descr ibe the dev ice to the system. 

Since a design ·model-based fault diagnosis system reasons 
direct ly on the structure and function of a device and usuall y 
uses a simple inference engine, the representation of the dev ice is 
v ital to system performance. We use a hierarchical representa
tion of knowledge to provide abstract ion levels of devices. This 
a llows a fault diagnosis system to focus on either individual 
objects or on severa l objects at a time. 

Compactness of dev ice representation is desirable for 
memory economy and diagnostic reasoning efficiency . It is 
observed that many parts of an electronic dev ice often have the 
same component type and thus show the same function. There
fore we find that representing every detail of a device creates 
unnecessary redundancy. Instead of representing all objects 
ex plicitly, an expandable component library is maintained, and 
objects are instantiated only as needed. An object, which may be 
the de\'ice itself or a sub-part nf it at any hierarchical level, is 
represented as a modul e. 

The component librar,v consist~ t1f desc riptions of all com
ponent t ypes used to construct t.he dev ices at a ll abstraction lev
e ls. Each component type is in turn abstracted at two leve ls: at 
leve l-I , it is a module (a black box in the usual sense) wit h 1/0 
JX)rtS and functional descriptors; at level-2, sub-parts and wire 
connect ions are en v isioned. In a previous impl eme ntation, two 
in stantiation rules were used for the representation [9), this was 
sa ti sfactory for simple cases, but performance degraded when 
dealing ,vith more complex devices. In this paper, we present a 
new de, ice represe ntation scheme that uses both instantiation 
ru les and structural templates in a semantic network. Func 
t ional desc ription is represented as a procedural attachment to 
t he se mantic network.. This a ll ows the simulation of the 
bs! hav ior of objects. 

The representation scheme has bee n used to represe nt 
several dev ices, inc luding seve ral mul t iplier / adder boards and a 
six channel PCM (Pulse Code \lodulation) board for telephone 
communica tion, in a Versati le \laintenance Expert System 
( \ '\!ES) [9). The result shows that the representation scheme is 
effect ive, and that S\el'S [7). the semant ic network process ing 
svs tem used as an under ly ing re prese ntati on tool a nd inference 
package, is su itable for this purpose. 

In the follow ing sections, deta ils of the representat ion 
sc heme are descr ibed, an example of using the representati,m 
sc heme for electronic circuit boa rd t rouble-shoot ing is prese nted , 
an d the met hod or "lazy instantiation" is in vesti r ated. 



REPRESENTATION SCHEME 

To build a design -model -based fault diagnosis system, it is 
necessary to extract structura l and functional information from 
the design model of the device. This information has to be 
represe nted in an appropriate formalism. One way to represent 
the device is to describe every detail of the device directly to the 
system. This could lead to inefficiencies in memory usage and in 
system development. Instead of hand-cod ing every detail of the 
device, \"\!ES keeps a component l ibrary which describes every 
"type" of component. 

The representation scheme is implemented as a semantic 
network for several reasons. The semantic network representa 
ti on has long been around as a knowledge representation tech
nique for expert systems [J]. It is ab le to represent subset and 
element taxonomic information, and has the pote ntial for a 
smooth interface with natural language subsystems [3). Second, 
a printed circuit board can be viewed as a constrained network, 
and it is very natural to represent it as a semantic network. 
Third, S\ePS provides mechanisms for representing both declara
tive and procedural knowledge; the former is good for represent 
ing dev ice structure, and the latter for device function. 

In the representation scheme, each component type is 
abstracted at t\\'O leve ls and represented by a S\el'S rule and a 
<;\ePS assertion. The former is categorized as a n "instantiation 
rul e", and the latter a "structura l template··. The structural 
represe ntation refl ects the part hierarchy of a device. Sub-parts 
of a device are instantiated on ly whe n they are needed. This 
increases memory efficiency. 

Level - 1 Abstraction: 
Instantiation Rule for 1/0 Ports and Function 

At level -I abstract ion, knowledge about a component type 
is represented as a S\ePS rule. The rule is used later on to 
instantiate an object of the component type as a module w ith its 
own 110 ports and associated funct iona l descriptor. The func 
tional descriptor contains information about the functional 
desc ription of the component type. The representation of the 
level- I abstraction of component t ype "M3A2" is shov.-n in Fig
ure 1. (\13A2 is an artificia l board which consists of three mul 
tipliers and two adders.) Its structure is shown in Figure 2. 

rigure !(a) shows the leve l -I abstract ion of the \BA2 
type. The fun ction of the component is abstracted as mathemati 
ca l equations. This is good for digital circuits in general. Figure 
l(b) and He) contain our representation for the abstraction. 

The first three lines of the instantiation rule shown on Fig
ure lCb) say that "if x is an :-.13A2 and is to he instantiated at 
lewl -1 abstraction (TIii -LiA), then do t he following". The next 
five lines will instantiate the llO ports of the object w hen ,his 
rtile is fired. 1.10 ports of an object are the places where the 
input / ou tput values of the objec t are stored. 1'.·1easured 
(obsened) L'O values depict the re,,! behavior of the object, and 

calcu lated 1/0 va lues show its expected (normal) behavior. The 
last two "builds" create the functional descriptors of the object. 
The function of an object in the domain can be best abstracted as 
the relation between its inputs and outputs. The first one says 
"in order to simu late the va lue of the first output, use the func
tion \-t:lA2outl which takes three parameters namely the inputs 
of the object x in order". Similar functional descriptors can be 
inc luded for the input ports if the inference of input value from 
outputs and other inputs is desired (these are not shown in the 
figure). 

l 2 5 

The functional description should be usable to simulate the 
component behavior, i.e., to calculate the values of output ports 
if the va lues of the input ports are given. It should also be 
usable to infer the. values of the input ports in terms of the 
va lues of other 1/0 ports. This is important if hypothetical rea 
soning is used for fault diagnosis. Though at this stage, VMES 
on ly uses th~ functional description to calculate values at output 
ports, our representat ion scheme can be used both ways. 

As shown in figure l(b), the functional descriptor of a 
port contains a pointer to its functional description as well as 
other in formation concerning the use of the functional descrip
tion. The functional description itself is implemented as a LISP 
function (see figure l(d), which calculates the desired port 
va lu e in terms of the va lues of other ports. Every port of a com 
ponent type has such a fun ction associated w ith it. Some more 
discussion about functional representation is given in Section 4 .. 

inpl 

outl 

inp2 M3A2 type 

out2 

inp3 

outl = inpl •inp2 + inpl •inp3 
out2 = inpl •inp3 + inp2 •inp3 

Figure 1 (a). Level- 1 abstraction of component type 
M3A2. 

(build 
avb Sx 
ant (build object *x type M3A2 state TBI -Ll A) 
cq ((build in port-of *x inp-id 1) = J NP 1 

(build in port-of *x inp-id 2) = IN P2 
(build in port-of *x inp-id 3) = IN P3 
(build outport-of *x out-id J) = OUT/ 
(build outport-of *x out- id 2) = OUT2 
( build port *OUT I f-rule M3A2outl 

pn J pl */ NP I p2 */ NP2 p3 *I NPJ) 
(build port *OUT2 f -rule M3A2out2 

pn J pl */NP/ p2 */NP2 p3 *INP3] 

Figure 1 (b). Instantiation rule for the level- 1 abstraction 
of component type M3A2: 1/0 ports and functional 
descriptors. \'ariables are shown in italics, and "'" is a 
s;-..;ePS macro for variable va lue substitution. 

(defun M3A2outl (inpl inp2 in p3) 
(plus (product inpl inp2) 

(product inpl inp3) 

(defun M3A2out2 (inpl inp2 in pJ) 
(plus (product inpl inp3) 

(product inp2 inpJ) 

Figure 1 (c). Functional description of component I y pe 
M3A2. 
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Level -2 Abstraction: 
Structural Template for Subparts and Wire Connections 

At the level -2 abstraction, a structural template, which is 
implemented as a S\ePS assert ion, is used to describe the sub
parts of the objec t at the next hiera rchica l leve l, and the wire 
connect ions between the object and its sub-parts, as well as t hose 
among the sub-parts themselves. In figure 2(a), the abstract ion 
of component type M3A2 at this level is illustrated. l\ote that 
the sub-parts are abstracted at their own level- I abstraction, i.e., 
modeled as mod ules with 1/0 ports. The component t ypes of 
sub-parts are also indicated. 

The structura l template representation is shown in fi gure 
2(b). The representation can be viewed as consist ing of three 
parts. The first part, wh ich is t he second line of Figu re 2(b), 
denotes that the representation is the structural template (ST) 
for component type M3A2 at level -2 abstraction (1.2A). The 
second part describes the sub-parts. Assoc iated wit h eac h sub
part are a part- id, an ex t-name, and a class indicator. The part-id 
identifies the sub-part of t he component type. The ex t-name is 
for name extension, and class is the component t ype of the sub
part. This information is used fo r instantiating a sub-part. for 
exa mple, if when diagnosing a device DI of type \BA2, the 
second sub-part (with part -id M3A2 -p2 inside the st ructural 
template) is found suspicious, then an object is created w ith a 
name of Dt -M2 and a type of MUL T. The last part of the struc
tura l template specifies the w ire connect ions shown in Figure 
2(a). 

A structura l template provides the necessary know ledge 
about the sub-structure of a ll objects of the same component 
type w ithout representation overhead. Lnlike instantiation 
rules, structura l tem pl ates are never executed (fired) to produce a 
representat ion fo r any spec ific object. \\'hen reasoning on the 
sub-structure of an object is requ ired , instead of instantiati ng t he 
sub-structure (a ll t he sub-parts and wi re con nect ions) and then 
reasoning on t he resulted representat ion, we do it direct ly on t he 
struct ural template of the object. If suspicious sub-parts a re 
located, they (but not al l sub-parts) a re instantiated at t he leve l
I abstraction by t he instantiation ru les for furt her exam ina tion. 

Device representation by instant iation ru le and structura l 
template is very compact and effecti,·e. In the next seuion, an 
app lica tion example of using t h is representat ion sc heme is 
demonstrated. 

M3A2 

:'vlultiplier: pt, p2, p3 
Adder: p4, p5 

Figure 2(a). Level-2 abstraction of component type 
M3A2. 
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(bu il d 
type M3A2 state ST-L2A 
sub .. parL, 

((build part -id \13A2-p l ext-name Mt class :'v!ULT) 
(bui ld part -id M3A2-p2 ext-name M2 class MUL T) 
(bui ld part -id tvl3A2-p3 ext-na me M3 class ML'L T) 
(bui ld part- id M3A2-p4 ext-na me A l clas.~ ADDER) 
(build part -id M3A2 -p5 ext-name A2 clas.~ ADDER)) 

connections 
((build from (build inport -of M3A2 in p-id t ) 

to ((bui ld in port -of M3A2-pl inp-id I) 
(build in port-of M3A2-p2 inp-id I))) 

(build from (bui ld inport-of M3A2 inp-id 2) 
to ((bu ild inport -of M3A2-pl inp-id 2) 

(build in port-of M3A2-p3 in p-id I ))) 
(bui ld from (bu ild inport -of M3A2 inp-id 3) 

to ((build inport -of M3A2-p2 inp-id 2) 
(bui ld in port -of M3A2-p3 inp-id 2))) 

(bui ld from (bui ld outport-of M3A2-pt out-id I) 
to (build in port -of M3A2-p4 in p-id I)) 

(build from (build ou tport -of MJA2-p2 out-id I ) 
to ((build inport -of \-UA2 -p4 inp-id 2) 

(build in port -of \13A2 ·p5 in p-1d I))) 
(build from (build out port-of M3A2 ·p3 out-id I) 

to (build in port-of M3A2-p5 inp-id 2)) 
(build from (bui ld outport-of M3A2-p4 ou t-id t) 

to (bui ld outport-of \13A2 out-id I )) 
(bu ild from (build outport-of M3A2-p5 ou t -id t ) 

to (bu ild outport-of MJA2 out -id 2)) 

Figure 2(b). Structural template for the level-2 abstrac
tion of component type M3A2: sub-parts and wire 
connections. 

AN APPLICATION EXAMPLE 

We are developing a versat ile maintenance expert system 
(VMES) for digita l circuit trouble-shooting [8) . VMES is 
intended to be versat ile in severa l senses: good for a wide range 
of dev ices in the domain; good for most common fa ul ts in the 
domain; and able to commun icate with the user bv severa l 
med ia [9). VMES consists of two major mod ules: an e~pandable 
com ponent library for dev ice representation a nd an inference 
engine for diagnostic reasoning. The representation scheme 
described above is used for the current implementation of the 
componen t libra ry. 

Inference Engine of VMES 

The inference engine for fault diagnosis follows a simpl e 
cont rol structure. It starts from the top level of the st ructu ra l 
hierarc hy of the device and tr ies to find output ports that v iolate 
an expectation. "Violated expectation" is defined as a mismatch 
between the expected (ca lcul ated ) va lue and the observed (meas
ured) va lue at some output. After detecting a violated expecta
tion, the system reasons on the structural template to find a sub
set of components at the next lower hierarchical level which 
might be responsible for the bad outputs. This process is then 
continued with the suspicious parts. A part is declared faulty if 
it shows some violated expectat ion at its output por t and it is at 
the bottom level of the st ructura l hiera rchy. T he bottom of t he 
hiera rchy w ill contain the sma ll est replaceable units for the 
in tended maintenance level. In other words, if a device can be 
replaced but not repaired in a certain situ at ion, then there is no 
need to represent its internal structure. 



The infe rence engine is a rule -based system implemented in 
S:S:el'S. The control flow is enforced by a LISP d riv ing function 
ca ll ed "diagnose" . S\ePS can do both forward and backward 
infe rence, a nd is ca pable of doing its ow n reasoning to diagnose a 
fault. The LI SI' dri v ing function has been introduced for 
efficiency reasons onl y. 

A small se t of S:S:ePS rules is activated at every stage of 
the diagnosis . For exa mple, three rules a re activated when rea
sonin g about a possible vio lated expectation of a spec ifi c port of a 
de v ice. One rule is to deduce the measured val ue of the port. If 
the value can not be dedu ced from the w ire connections, the rule 
would activate a LISP fun ction w hich ask.s the user to supply 
one. A simi lar rule is activated for the calculated va lue, and the 
last rule is used to compare the two \"a lues to decide if there is a 
v io la ted expectation. Figu re 3 shows the last rule in both S'-iel'S 
code and in English. 

in SNePS code: 

(build 
avb (Sp Svc Sv m) 
&a nt ((build port *p va lue *vc source calcul ated) 

(bui ld port *p va lu e *v m source measured)) 
cq (build 

min 1 m ax 1 
arg (build name: TllEY-\-tATC II pl 'H p2 *rn1) 

a rg (build port *p state v io-ex pct] · 

1 n En glish: 

If the calculated and measured values of port p are vc & v m, 
one and on ly one of the following state ments is true: 

( 1) vc and v m ag ree; 
(2) port p displays a v iolated eXp,!C tation. 

Figure 3. SNePS rule for detecting v io lated expectation 
at output ports. 

The diag nos is st rategy a long w ith the combin at ion of a 
LI SP driving funct ion and S;>,;ePS rules turns out to be ve ry 
efficient. The diag nosis can he monito red by the S:\el'S tex t or 
g ra phic inference trace . 

A Diagnostic Example 

Figure 4 shows the represen tat ion scheme used by VMES 
in diagnosing a multiplier/ adder board. Again, the component 
t ype M3A2 is used as our example. 

We first name the board Dl. Figure 4(a) shows the result 
of instantiating DJ using the instantiation rule for M3A2 type 
de v ice (see Figure 1 (b)). After the instantiation, Dl has its own 
1/0 ports and funct iona l descr iptors, and thus its 1/0 va lues can 
be assigned. The result of value assignments is also shown in 
Figure 4(a). Then the inference engine begins to chec k. the out
puts of DJ by using the fun ctional description of Dl. It con
cludes that there is a violated -expectation at the first output port 
of Dl as shown in Figure 4(b), since the expected value, which 
is ca lculated using the funct iona l description, shou ld be a "4" 
instead of the observed "2". 

At this stage, it is necessary to check the substructure of 
DJ to locate the fa ulty parts . Thus \'\1ES turns to the structural 
template for M3A2 (see Figure l(c)l. i.e., the component type of 
01. From the wire connection depicted by the structura l tem 
pla te, VMES dete rmines that sub-parts pl, p2, and p4 of Dl may 
be responsible for the malfunctioning of DI. This is shown in 
Figure 4(c). J\ote that sub-part p2 may be exc luded if a "sing le 
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fault assumption (SFA )" is made for diagnosis. The reason is 
that a fn ulty sub-part p2 is incons istent w ith the observed 
beha v ior of DI under SFA. In other words, a bad output of 
s ub-part p2 should ca use v iola ted-expectat ion at both output 
ports of Dl , but this is not the case. 

Suppose SFA is not made for this example. The next step 
is to instantiate a ll suspicious sub-parts of Dl, and m ove the 
diagnosis process to those sub-parts. Figure 4(d) shows the 
instantiation of these sub-parts. Sub-part pl is instantiated as 
Dl -\-11, p2 as D1 -M2, and p4 as DI -Al using the information 
su pplied by the st ructural template of the component ty pe of 
DI, i.e., M3A2. \ote that sub-parts p3 and p5 are not touched at 
a l I. This is t he main advantage of this representation scheme. 

:\ow the diagnostic reasoning process moves to Dl -\t 1, DI -
\1 2, and DI -A I w ith the same infere nce strateg ies used fo r diag
nosing DI. As show n in Figure 4(e), Dl -\11 and Dl -\12 show 
no probl em , but DI -A 1 shows a v iolated expectat ion at its ou t 
put. The process will turn to the structural template of the 
compo nent t ype of DI -A 1 (an ADDER) if Dl -A 1 is not a n object 
at the bottom level of the st ructural hiera rchy . This is not the 
case in thi s s imple example, w here DI -A 1 is an Sl~L (sma ll est 
replaceable unit ) for the inte nded maintenance level. The refore, 
Dl -A I is finally ident ifi ed as the fault y part. 

:[:]: 
(a) 

1 ojolated El(peCtatiQn 
~2-obsv J L4-expctJ 

1 Dl 
6 

3 

(b) 

Vio-Expct 

(c) 

:B 
(d) 

r- ------···, 
' ' ' ' ld . 
: DI -A l 1~(2) 

3 , R4J 
oL _______ __ j 

Figure 4. A diagnostic example for the device represen
t a tion sche m e. (DJ is an M3A2 t ype dev ice). 
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DISCUSSION 

Hand coding every detail, i.e., all sub-parts at all hierarchi 
cal leve ls, of a device is inefficient. It results in unnecessary 
redundancies in device representation since many parts of a dev
ice may be identica l in the domain of electronic circu it boards. 
For instance, the six PCM chips on a six channel PCM board are 
exactly the same. 

Representing a device as a hierarchically arranged set of 
objects, each of which is modeled as a module, is hardly a new 
idea. W hat is sign ificant in our representation scheme are the 
clear distinction between the two levels of the abstraction and 
the use of an instantiation rule and a structural template to 
represent the different levels. The representation scheme along 
with an expandable component library leads to severa l impor
tant advantages: compact representation and system efficiencies 
in both system deve lopment and operating phases . 

We first claim that a clear distinction between the two 
level abstractions of an object is desirab le. In some points during 
diagnosis, we would li ke to treat an object as a complete black 
box - that means onl y the knowledge from the leve l-I abstrac
tion, which consists of 1/0 ports and a functional description of 
the object, is needed. To represent the sub-structure of the object, 
which is the level-2 abstraction, together with the level -I 
abstract ion is inefficient, since the sub-structure of the object 
may never be needed . 

The use of structura l templates to represent the substruc
ture of objects of a component type has advantages over a pro
cedura l representation which uses a procedure or an instantiation 
rule for it [1 ,9]. Whenever it is needed to reason about the sub
structure of an object, it is carried out on the unique structural 
template for the component type of the object. Only the sub
parts that requires further examination v.·i ll be instantiated (by 
the proper instantiation rules for them). un like the structura l 
template representation, a procedural representation is used to 
instantiate "a ll " sub-parts of an object, and then the reasoning is 
ca rri ed out over the resulting substructures. This creates 
unnecessary representation. and thus is memory inefficient. This 
is also execut ion inefficient due to the oYerhead of instantiating 
a ll sub-pa rts. An extreme example is an object w ith one hun 
dred sub-parts at the nex t hierarchica l level, only three of them 
needing furth er investigation. The ad,·antage of the structural 
template is quite sign ificant in memory and processor cr itical 
environments, such as t he widespread microprocessor-based com
puters. 

Since different ports of d iffere nt component types might 
ha,·e the sa me function, some functions can be shared. For 
instance, the simple function "ECI JO" defined as: 

(defun ECIIO (inp) inp) 

is shared by seve ral different component types name ly by the 
type "super -buffer", the type "wire" a nd the type "l -to-1 
transformer". A ll t hese component t ypes show the same 
behavior at our level of component abstraction: they echo the 
input to the output. As depicted above, the functional descrip
tion is versatile in that it supports the simulation and the infer
ence of the device behavior; it also supports hypothetical reason
ing and the representation scheme is quite simple. 

Along with the representation scheme using instantiation 
rules and structural templates is the idea of an expandable com
ponent library. This makes life very easy in adapting VMES to 
other devices. All that the user has to do is to add the structura l 
and functional information of the "new" component types to the 
component library. A new component type is defined as a com-
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ponent type which has not been described to the component 
library. The new dev ice itse lf is a new component type by our 
definit ion. The effort required to adapt the svstem to new dev
ices shou ld be minimal since digital circuit d;vices have a lot of 
common components, and the structural and funct ional descrip
tion are readily ava il ab le at the time a device is designed. 

In order to test this idea as we ll as the suitability of 
hierarchica l structural representation, we invented another 
artificial device type ca lled :\M3A2 and entered its description 
into the system. The :\M3A2 type has three inputs and two out 
puts exact ly like the M3A2 type, but it only has a single sub
part whid1 is of M3A2 type. Actually, it is a device which has 
an extra layer of packaging on top of an M3A2 type device. 
Given that the \1 3A2 type has been known to the system, on ly 
the :\\13A2 type had to be added, which was done by adding a 
simple instantiation rule and a simple struct ural template. 
There was no need for a new funct ional descr iption since the 
function of :\\LlA2 is the same as the function of M3A2. The 
:\\13A2 device has three Ie,·e ls of structural hierarchy, and our 
test successfully found the faulty part at t he lowest level. 
Though the example of :\\13A2 is somewhat simplistic, it shows 
the capability of our system to dea l with a wide range of dev 
ices in the domain with arbitrary complexity. Actually, a real 
six channel PC\1 board has been represented and a fau lt has been 
successfully located . 
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ABSTRACT 

The paper describes the strategy and implementation 
of symmetric translation of Chinese and Eng lish. The 
system consists of two sets of grammar rules and a set of 
translation rules as axioms in the form of procedural 
logic. Implementation is accomplished by HCPRVR --- a 
LISP version of PROLOG. The strategy of the system 
includes three steps: First, the source language is parsed 
into Semantic Re lation SR, then translation is 
accomp lished between Chinese Semantic Relation SRc 
and English Semantic Relation SRe, and finally the 
target language is generated from SR. The translation 
mechanism is discussed in detail. The program has been 
tested successfully on a limited set of sentences. 

1. Introduction: 
A symmetric procedural logic grammar was 

investigated by Simmons and Chester [l] to accomplish 
both parsing from Eng lish to logical form and generating 
Eng lish from the logical form. Later, some experimehtal 
grammars were developed to translate English to 
Japanese [2] or to translate Horn clauses from English 
[3], [4]. The problem remaining in this research is that 
the translation rules work only in one direction. Usui 
questioned whether it is possible to develop symmetric 
paraphrase rules to accomplish bi-directional translation. 
The attempt of this research is to develop symmetric 
rul es for bi-directional Eng lish and Chinese translation. 
This experiment demonstrates that symmetric ruleform 
can be designed to achieve symmetric translation at least 
for fr agments of two languages. 

The study was conducted on a small se t of sentences 
requiring a limited set of grammar rules and translation 
rules . Implementation is embodied by HCPRVR [5] 
which is also documented [G]. The source language is 

The author is on leave from Shanghai University of Technology, 
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first parsed into Semantic Relation SR, then SR of one 
language is translated into SR of another language. 
Finally, the target language is generated from SR. The 
entire procedure is described as follows: 
English<==> SRe <==> SRc <==> Chinese 
By using symmetric grammar rnles, the translation can 
be made in either direction. As Chinese is quite different 
from English , it is usually impossible to get a good 
quality translation in the surface language leve l by word
for-word translation. However, both languages can be 
analyzed into deep case structures which have case 
structure names common to English and Chinese (e.g. 
AGenT, Affected-Entity TI:tvlE, LOCation etc). Each 
language has some constituents which may not exist in 
the other language. Therefore, a set of translation rnles 
that parap hrase case structures from one language to 
those of the other is essential. 

If symmetry is maintained in the translation rules, 
then symmetric translation using only one set of 
translation rnles is possible. [7] 

2. Difference between English sentences and 
Chinese sentences: 

2.1. Word order: 
Word order in a Chinese sentence is quite different 

from that in English. Consider two sentences: 1 

Since 1980 the Chinese puppet troupes have made 
several visits to Europe and the United States. 
Zicong 1980 nian yilai Zhongguo muou jutuan yijing 
dao Ouzhou he Meiguo jinxingle duoci f angwen. 
*(Since-pre 1980 year since-post Chinese puppet troupes 

have to Europe and the United States made several 
visits.) 

English grammar: 
Sl = PP NP AUX VERB NPl PP 

Chinese grammar 
S2 = PP NPl AUX PP VERB NPl 

1
in order to make the Chinese sentences readable, each Chinese 

sentence is fo llowed by a word-for-word English version in the 
parentheses marked by * . 
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In this example the Chinese PP is placed between AUX 
and VERB, while in English PP follows the verb and its 
object. 
2.2. The constituent ordering of PP: 

A Chinese PP has several different constituents: 
PP::= PREP NP PREP I PREP NP I NP PREP 
In the examp le above the preposition since is sp li t into 
two parts: zicong and yilai. The year 1980 nian is put 
in between. 
since 1980 ----> zicong 1980 nian yilai 

*(since-p re Hl80 year since-post) 
The fo llowing example shows the order difference 
between English PPe and Chinese PPc: 

The visit of Chinese puppet troupe 
NPe PPe = PREP NPe 

Zhongguo muou J
0

utuan de f angwen 
PPc = NPcl PREP NPc 

*( Chinese puppet troupe of visit) 
The preposition *(of) fo llows NPcl *(Chinese puppet 
troupe) and the preposition phrase *(Chinese puppet 
troupe of) is put in the front of NPc *(visit). 
2.3. Determiner: . 

In Chinese sentences, the determiner the is not used. In 
translating any English sentence into a Chinese sentence, 
a rule simply deletes the determiner th e, but in 
translating from Chinese into English two questions 
arise: 

In which cases should a noun phmse use the 
determiner the ? 
Inside the case structure SRe, where should the 
constituent pair <DET the> be placed? 

2.4. English idiomatic expression interpretation: 
They brought this Chinese ancient art form to the 

attention of more foreigners. 
The English idiomatic expression to bring something to 

somebody's attention first must be interpreted · as let 
somebody notice something or let something· be 'notieed 
by somebody, then be translated into Chinese. The 
Chinese sentence will look like: 
Tamen shide zhezhong Zhongguo gudaide yishu 
xingshi yingqile henduo waiguoren de zhuyi. 
*(they let this Chinese ancient art form cause ·more 
fore igners of attention.) 
2.5. Date representation: 

In Chinese, day, month or year must fo llow · the date 
and describe the year fi rst, month next and day last. 

in October 1984 ---> zai 1980 nain 10 yue 
*(in Hl80 year 10 month) 

2.6. Multiple interpretation: 
Frequently, one Eng lish word with several meanings 

corresponds to several Chinese words . . For example, in 
this study the preposition "to" has two in terpretations: 

to the attention --- *TO 
to E urope --- LOCation 

The following four sentences were chosen. to illustrate 
the solutions to the problems discussed above. 
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• Since 1980 Chinese puppet troupes have made 
several visits to Europe and the United States. 

• They brought this Chinese ancient art f orm to the 
attention of more foreigners. 

• The 1981 Ameiican debut of the Fufian puppet 
ti·oupe ~as an unparalleled success. 

• In October 1984 the visit of the Shanghai Rod 
puppet troupe delighted San-Francisco audiences. 

3. Mechanism of translation: 
This project consists of three sets of axioms (MY-SRc, 

MY-SRe, and MY-TRANS), vocabu lary entity (MY
WORDS) and semantic event forms (MY-SEF ): [6] 
MY-SRc --- a set of Chinese grammar ru les Sc, 
MY-SRe --- a set of English grammar rules Se, 
MY-TRANS --- a set of translation ru les TRANSO, 
MY-WORDS --- a vocabulary entity , and 
MY-SEF --- a set of semantic event forms. 
The basic rul e-forms are outl ined be low: 

Se --- parse Eng lish sentence into Engl ish semantic 
relation SRe and vice versa. 

( Se <English sentence> <SRe> ) 
Sc --- parse Chinese sentence into Chinese semantic 

relation SRc and vice versa. 
( Sc <Chinese sentence> <SRc> ) 

TRANSO --- translate SRe into SRc and vice versa. 
( TRANSO <SRe> <SRc> ) 

Vocabul ary entity is a set of tuples with 4 or 5 items: 
(constituent English word-feature Chinese) 
( constituent English word-feature Chinese constraint ) 

Semantic event form is a set of triples which constrains 
the semantic relation between the phrases. 

(phrase-feature phrase-feature semantic-relation) 
3.1. Grammar rules MY-SRe: 

A set of context-free grammar rules MY-SRe is 
designed to parse English sentences, and to order the 
constituents under the control of semantic constrain ts. 

Se ::= NPe VPe I PPe NPe VPe 
NPe :: ' ART NPel PPe I ART NPel I NPel 
NPel::= ADJ NPe l I NOUN I PRON 
VPe ::= AUX VERB VCOMPe I VERB VCOMPe 
PPe ::= PREP NOUN NOUN I 

PREP NPe *AND NPe I PREP NPe 
VCOMPe::= NPe PPe I NPe I NIL 

The grammar rules are written in the form of procedure 
logic. For example: 
((Se X (WU Xl .Wl)) < 

(NPe X NF Y Xl ) 
(VPe Y VF NIL (W .Wl )) 
(NF VF U)) 

Semantic event form (NF VF U) indicates that the 
semantic relation between NP and VP must match 
against U. 
3.2. Grammar rules MY-SRc: 

For Chinese sentences, grammar rules MY-SRc reflect 
the ordering of Chinese constituents. 

Sc ::= NPc VPc I PPc NPc VPc 
NPc ::= ART NPcl I PPc NPc I NPcl 



NPcI::= ADJ NPcl I NOUN I PRON 
VPc ::= VERB VCOMPc I AUX NPc VERB NPc 

I AUX PPc VPc I PPc VPc 
PPc ::= PREP NOUN I PREP NOUN NOUN 

I PREP NPc NPc I NPc PREP 
VCOMPc::= PPc NPc I NPc I NIL 

The procedural logic forms are wriLten according to the 
Chinese grammar rules. An example for rule Sc ::= PPc 
NPc VPc is shown below: 
((Sc X (WU Yl S Xl .WI)) < 

(PPc X PF Y XI) 
(NPc Y NF Z YI) 
(VPc Z VF NIL (W .WI)) 
(VF PF S)(NF VF U)) 

The grammar rules for English and Chinese are 
designed to provide an ordering , of the case analysis to 
minimize the translation rules. 
3.3. Translation rules MY-TRANS: 

Based on conventional differences between the two 
languages, the context-sensitive translation rules 
substitute, delete and add constituent pairs from the 
target lexicon for the source lexicon to achieve the 
symmetri c translation. The following two examples show 
how the rules implicitly map the word orderings to 
accomplish better translation: 
3.3.1. Translating noun phrase: 

The English noun phrase (th e visit of Chinese puppet 
troupe) matches against the grammar rule NPe = ART 
NPeI PPe, while the Chinese noun phrase (Zhongguo 
muou futuan de fangwen) *(Chinese puppet troupe of 
visit) matches the grammar rule NPc = PPc NPc. A 
translation rule changes the word ordering according to 
both grammar rules, e.g.: 

ART NPel PPe <==> PPc NPc 
3.3.2. Translating verb phrase: 

In the same way two grammar rules: 
VPe = AUX VERB NPe PPe 
VPc = AUX PPc VERB NPc 

contrast the English verb phrase VPe, (have made 
several visits to Europe and the United States) with the 
Chinese verb phrase VPc, (yiJ"ing dao Ouzhou he M~iguo 
jinxingle duoci Jangwen) *(have to Europe and the 
United States made several visits). Reordering 

AUX VERB NPe PPe < == > AUX PPe VERB NPe 
must be accomplished during the process of translation. 
In this study in order to minimize the translation rules, 
reordering is made in grammar rules before/after 
translation to achieve the most efficient translation. 
3.3.3. Substituting constituents: 

Substituting target language equivalents from the 
vocabulary entity, the translating rules MY-TRANS also 
resolve the remaining problems mentioned in section 
Two. 
Rule 
((TRANS (W (X DET the . S) .R) (W (XI .Sl) .RI)) < 

(NOUN X NF XI the) 
(TRANS S Sl)(TRANS R Rl)) 

will delete the semantic relation pair (DET the) when 
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translating English into Chinese and wi ll add it to the 
right place when translating Chinese into English. In the 
same way, rule 

((TRANS (TIME (X .S) .R) 
(TIME (XI MSR X2 .SI) .RI)) < 

(NOUN X TIME XI X2) 
(TRANS S SI)(TRANS R RI)) 

handles the date representation when the noun has 
feature TIME and constraint nian. 
Rule 
((TRANS (PREP X .R) (PREP XI PREP X2 .RI)) < 

(PREP X PF XI X2) 
(TRANS R RI)) 

will substitute XI, X2 for X when translating the English 
pi"eposition since into the Chinese preposition zicong, 
yiilai and vice versa'. 

3.4. Vocabulary entity MY-WORDS and semantic 
event form MY-SEF: 

Both English and Chinese grammar rules share the 
same vocabulary entity. Some vocabulary tuples have 
<constraint> which indicates some extra word needs to 
be added when this word is matched. For example: 
(noun 1980. TIME 1980 nian) indicated that when noun 
Hl80 is interpreted as time, the extra word nian *(year) 
must be added. 

A Semantic Event Form (SEF) is a set of triples which 
describes the semantic constraints between the 
constituents. For example, (VF NF S) indicates the 
feature VF of verb phrase and the feature NF of noun 
phrase are constrained by semantic relation S. If (VF NF 
S) is bound to (ACT LOC LOC), then the semantic 
relation between verb and its object must be LOCation 
provided verb has feature ACTion and noun phrase has 
feature LO Cation. A set · of semantic event forms 
constrains the translation to semantically well-formed 
constituents. 

In parsing surface sentences, multiple interpretation is 
controlled by a set of semantic event forms . For 
example, (ACT LOC LOC) will constrain to to be 
interpreted as dao because the preposit.ion feature LOC 
matched. In contrast (ACT ACTION *TO) wil l 
constrain to to be kept as the same (in the case of to the 
attention). · · 

The axioms MY-SRe, MY-SRc, MY-TRANS, MY
WORDS and MY-SEF complete the translation 
mechanism. 
4. Conclusion: 

This program has been tested · on a limited set of 
sentences. The problems have been solved fairly well by 
the rule forms described. Translating the four English 
sentences to Chinese and the four Chinese sentences to 
English gives the following results shown in table 1. The 
grammar gave multiple interpretations for each sentence, 
ranging from 2 to 8 analyses each. Two interpretations 
were judged to be poor because of the incorrect word 
ordering. 



number of number of quality 
sentence interpretations sentence types justification 

El 4 2 4 good 
E2 4 1 4 good 
E3 2 1 2 good 
E4 6 3 4 good 2 poor 
Cl 4 1 4 good 
C2 4 1 4 good 
C3 4 1 4 good 
C4 8 2 8 good 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
8 36 12 34 good 2 poor 

The grammar was then rewritten to achieve fewer 
interpretations. The total number of interpretations was 
reduced to 22 and resulted in good · translation. As the 
size of the grammar and vocabulary increase, the 
translating speed obviously slows down and subtle errors 
may result in poor translation. 

We conc lude that: it is definitely possible to write 
grammars to translate between two subset of languages 
using symmetric rule f 01·ms. [7] 
5. Discussion: 
5 .1. Balance between efficiency and generality: 

Writing grammar rules generally or recursively will 
make the translation more fl exib le. However, it might 
cause poor-quality translation if the constraints are 
inappropriate. Also it will slow down the translating 
process. 

Associating the general syntactic rules with semantic 
event forms reduces the number of possible 
interpretations by rejecting those syntactic 
interpretations which are not covered by semantic forms. 
For some special cases writing grammar rules with sharp 
semantic constraints increases the translating accuracy. 
For example, writing rule PP = PREP NOUN NOUN 
specially for date representation as "in October 1984" 
and constraining the interpretation with a semantic 
event form to the classes (IN/AT TIME TIME) will be 
more efficient than the general rule PP = PREP NP NP 
I PREP NP NCOtv1P. 

This study keeps the balance between generality and 
efficiency by means of writing general rul es associated 
with SEFs and purposely writing special rules for some 
special phrases. 

5.2. Rule order affects the efficiency and accuracy 
of translation: 

For English grammar: 
Se ::= NPe VPe I PPe NPe VPe 
PPe::= PREP NOUN NOUN 

I PREP NPe * AND NPe 
I PREP NPe 

since all PPs start with a preposition , a sentence 
beginning with PP will fail at the first word parsing for 
the rule Se = NPe VPe. A sentence beginning with NPe 
also will fail at the first word parsing for the rule Se ::= 
PPe NPe VPe. In this case, the rule order is not a 
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problem. On the contrary, the rule order in Chinese 
grammar affects the efficiency. 

Sc ::= PPc NPc VPc I NPc VPc 
PPc::= PREP NOUN NOUN I PREP NOUN 

I PREP NPc NPc I NPc PREP 
In the case of PPc = NPc PREP, sentence grammar will 
look like Sc ::= NPc PREP I\TPc VPc. Comparing this 
rule with Sc :: = NPc VPc, it is difficult to tell which 
grammar rule will match the sentence until reaching the 
preposition. If the first rul e turns out to be a failure, the 
second rule will be tried, then the NPc will be 
recomputed once again which is very inefficient. One 
solution is to assert the I\TPc when parsing NPc succeeds. 

The rule ordering also affects the accuracy of the 
translation. In the case 

VCOtv1Pc ::= NPc PPc I NPc 
writing VCOtv1Pc = NPc first will cause incorrect 
translation. When parsing NPc succeeds, the PPc part 
following NPc will be missing. Writing rul es recursively 
VCOtv1Pc ::= NPc VCOtv1Pc I PPc VCOtv1Pc I NIL 
can solve this problem, but, again, it will affect the 
translating speed. 

The strategy used for ordering rules is: 
• If special rules are subset of general rules, write 

the special rules first. 
• If special rules are not a subset of general rules, 

write th e frequently used 1·ules first. 
5.3. The role of Semantic Event Forms --- SEFs: 

Syntactic grammar rules syntactically guarantee the 
translation accuracy. The SEFs are a convenient 
method for selecting sense meanings and appropriate 
case relations for nominal phrases and as a result 
provide semantic constraints which to some extent 
improve the interpretation. 

During the implemention of Chinese-English 
translation the SEFs accomp lished the following roles: 

• Control the word order --- SEFs select case relation 
names to rearrange the word order which results in 
better quality translation. 

• Avoid ambiguity: 
Sc = PPc NPc VPc 

(PPc modifies VPc) 
Sc= NPc VPc => PPc NPc VPc 

(PPc modifies NPc.) 
Given two sentences: 
Zai 1980 nian Zhongguo muou jutuan 
f angwenle Meiguo. 

*(In 1980 Chinese puppet troupe visited 
the U.S.). 

Zhongguo muou jutuan de f angwen doulele 
San-Francisco guangzhong. 

*(Chinese puppet troupe of visit delighted 
San Francisco audiences) 

Mapping (VF PF TIME) against (ACT TIME 
TIME) the first sentence contrasts with the first 
grammar rule, and the second sentence matches 
the second rule by mapping (NF PF *OF) against 



(EVT HUMAN *OF). AB a result the ambiguity is 
avoided. 

• Minimizing multiple interpretations: Preposition 
to has two interpretations in the following phrases: 

11 to Europe and the U.S. 11 

11 to the attention of more foreigners" 
By assigning feature LOC to the first PP and 
feature *TO to the second PP, associated with 
(ACT LOC LOC) and (ACT ACTION *TO,) the 
problem of different interpretations of the same 
preposition was solved. 

6. Further research: 
Some study can be further developed in deeper case 

structures.AB natural languages are strongly dependent 
on the human envi ronment, a sentence existing in one 
language may not exist in another language. Therefore, 
it is necessary to paraphrase the sentence before 
translating it. For example, the English sentence he 
called a black and white from the 7-Eleven needs to be 

paraphrased to he called a police from gi·ocery before 
translating it to Chinese, and the Chinese idiom he has 
a bamboo in his chest should be paraphrased as he is 
full of confidence before translation. It seems to be 
plausible to further develop the deep structure to solve 
these problems. The strategy is expected as follows: 
English==SRe==SRei==SRci==Chinesei or 
English==SRe==SRc==SRci==Chinesei 
e.g. paraphrase can be made before/after translation. 
Keeping the symmetric rules in every level, the bi
directional translation can be achieved. Obviously, the 
power of the system will strongly depend on the 
linguistic knowledge and world knowledge as well. 
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8. Appendix --- Detailed procedure of the 

translation: [7] 
*{; 1. Translate English sentence into SRe. } 
((Se (since 1980 Chinese puppet troupes have made 

several visits to Europe and the US) 
(made AGT (troupes NAME Chinese TYPE puppet) 

TIME (1980 PREP since) 
AUX have 
LOC (Europe PREP to * AND (US DET the)) 
AE (visits MODEL several)))) 

*{; 2. Translate SRe into SRc. } 
((TRANSO (made AGT (troupes NAME Chinese 

TYPE puppet) 
TIME (1980 PREP since) 
AUX have 
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LOC (Europe PREP to 
*AND (US DET the)) 

AE (visits MODEL several)) 
(jinxingle AGT (jutuan NAME Zhongguo 

TYPE muou) 
TIME (1980 MSR nian PREP zicong 

PREP yilai) 
AUX yijin 
LOC (Ouzhou PREP to *HE (Meiguo)) 
AE (fangwen MODEL duoci)))) 

*{; 3. Translate SRc into Chinese sentence. } 
((Sc (zicong 1980 nian yilai Zhongguo muou jutuan yijin 

dao Ouzhou he Meiguo jinxingle duoci fangwen) 
(jinxingle AGT (jutuan NAME Zhongguo 

TYPE muou) 
TIME (1980 MSR nian PREP zicong 

PREP yilai) 
AUX yijin 
LOC (Ouzhou PREP dao *HE (Meiguo)) 
AE (fangwen MODEL duoci)))) 
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ABSTRACT 

A method of using knowledge about constra in ts between 
words in a technique for reading a running text is · presented. This 
knowledge is represented as a set of all owa ble transitions (called 
"inter-word const raints") and a m ethod is given for incorporating 
th is knowledge representation in a system for reading v isual 
images of text. This system first ana lyses the shape of a word 
image to suggest a group or neighborhood of words in a dictionary 
(list of words) that contains an input word. The inter-word con
straints are then used to reduce the size o.f the neighborhood and 
the small er neighborhood is used to direct furth er detailed 
analysis of th e input. This process results in a match of the input 
image to one of the words 1n the neighborhood. Results are 
report ed in this paper on the performance and cost of two 
represe ntations for inter-word wnstraints. The potential of these 
kn ov- ledge sources to reduce the neighborpood si1.e is explored in a 
senes of sta ti stical e.\ periments. lt is shown that the average size 
of a neighborhood encuunt ereu w hen a text of 150,000 words is 
"read" on a word by word ba~is is reduce<.! l'rom 16 to about 2. It 
is also show n empirical ly that the memory needed for both 
knowledge representations grow's linearl y , with dictionary size 
and the total additional memory requirement is about twice that 
needed for the origina l dictionary. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The deve lopment of computer reading algorithms that pos
sess the same versatility as a human reader is a long stan'ding goa l 
nl artifi cial intelligence resea rch . One approach t hat has been fol 
lowed in the pursuit of this goal is to determine how humans 
read and to convert useful portions of this knowledge into algo
rithms. This method was fo llowed by Shillman[lO} in his work 
on isola ted character recognition. He determined the parame~ers of 
th e human character recognition process and developed aigorithms 
that used these parameters. 

The compl ete, fluent human reading process invol ves much 
more than just . isolated character recognition . A human reader 
routine ly employs knowledge about the syntactic, semantic, and 
featural dependencie~ between words [1 , 8]. A lthough the use of 
this type of kn()w]euge St•Urce in <ln algorithm for read ing text 
has bee n suggested [9). nu suc h tec hnique is know n. 

The use of featura l uependen c1es between words (referred to 
as in ter-word constraints) in an a lgorithm for reading tex t is 
ex pl ored in this paper. This know ledge is represented in two 
wa.vs: either as a tab le or all(l wa bl e transitions between words, or 
as a tab le of all owabl e trans itions between the featural descrip
tion or a group of words (call ed a neighbo, ·hood ) and another 
word. Both these representations capture a different form of' 
f'eatural dependency. The w ord -to-word transitions represent 
know ledge of' the words that can foll ow a give n word umler the 
assumption t hat the given word can be accura tely recogn i1.ed. The 
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neighborhood-to-word transitions represent knowledge about legal 
successor words under the assumption that the given predecessor 
word can he approximate ly recognized. Word -to-word transitions 
represent the type of knowl edge people might use w hen reading a 
text for detailed content (e.g. journal article). Ne ighborhood-to
word transitions are a less specific representation that corresponds 
to the way people might use featural dependencies in a relaxed 
reading situation, such as w hen reading a newspaper. 

2. READING ALGORITHM 

An out line of the reading a lgorithm used to evaluate the 
potential of inter-word constraints is presented in Figure 1. This 
algorithm assumes that its input is a seq uence of word images w;, 
i = 1,2, ... that mak e up an input text. These images are input to a 
word shape computation routine that uses a few gross features 
of a word to determine a neighborhood of words (N;) in a diction 
ary (a li st of words that could occur in a text) that share that 
fea ture set. This neighborhood is then input to the inter-word 
constraints analysis routine that uses either the ident ity of the 
previous word (W; _ 1) or the neighborhood of the prev ious word 
0\. 1) along with an internal table of allowable transitions 
between pair~ of words or between neighborhoods and words to 
produce a reduced neighborhood N;°. The hypothesis 
verification routine uses the contents of N;' to d irect furth er 
selective ana lysis of the input image, resulting in a recognition 
decision. The hypothesis ve rification process is discussed in [5] and 
V,( ill not be:extensively analyzed in this paper. Rather, the focus 
wi ll he on the usefulness of inter-word constraints in reducing 
the number of words in a neighborhood, thereby simplifying the 
pwcess of hypothesis verifi~ation. 

The, word sha pe computation procedure used here (more 
full v described in [4]) is designed as a generator of candidate 
words rather t han as a complete method for word recognition. 
This technique is based .on the detection of the following six 
features in a word image: 

0. A significant filled space at the beginning or end of 
a word (e.g., t he filled space to the right of the short 
vertical part in a 'c'); 

I. A short vertica l part (e.g., the leg of an 'r'); 

2. A long vertical part extending above t he main part 
of a word (e.g., the ascender portion of a 'b'); 

3. A long ve rtical part extending below the main 
bodv of a word (e.g., the descender in a 'p'; 

4. Dots over short vertica l parts (occurs in an 'i'); 

5. Dots over long ve rticiil parts (nccurs in a 'j'); 

(Note that these fea tures are spec ialized for lower case text, how
eve r, the technique can be extendeu to mi xed case and upper case 
inpu t). T hese features were chosen because t hey exist in a large 
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Figure I. An out line of the word recognition a lgorithm. 

number of' lower case fonts and it is easy to design algorithms to 
Ll etect them. A neighborhood is computed by matching the left
to· right seq uence of f'eatures that occur in an input word to a 
similar description of the words in the Llictionary. Several classes 
of' errors cou ld be detected at this phase, in~luding incorrect 
f'eature extract ion and the absence of an input word in the dic
tionary. An example of the word shape and neighborhood compu 
tation is presented in Figure 2. The input word "shape" is shown 
in Figure 2(a), the result of a convolu tion operation used to detect 
vertical parts is shown in Figure 2(b), and a description of each 
component is shown in Figure 2(c). The neighborhood computed 
f'rom the sequence of features ("021 Bl JO" as discussed above) 
determined from Figure 2(c) is shown in Figure 2(d). This neigh
borhood is { "shape", "slope"}. 

Two· procedures for using inter-word constraints to reduce 
the size or' a neighborhood are explored next. Both of these 
methods use a table of' allowable transitions to reduce the size of' 
the neighborhood of an input word. This representation is some
'-Y hat analogous to the thresholded transition probabilities used in 
the binary n-gram technique for contextual postprocessing [2, 3]. 
In the first method for reducing the size of a neighborhood, transi 
tions ·between two words are used. In the second method, transi 
tions between neighborhoods and words are used. The discrete 
nature of this representation loses probabilistic information, how
ever, it retains significant power. as wt!! be seen. 

These representations f' or inter-word constraints are used to 
remove words from the neighbprhood of a word under the 
assumpt ion that either •he prec·euing word was perfectly recog
nized (for word-to-word trans1t1nns), or that the neighborhood of 
the preceding word was correctly computed (for neighborhood-to
word transitions). The use of word -to-word transitions has the 
advant~ge of increased accuracy while the use of neighborhood 
to-word transitions is insensitive to errors in hypothes is 
verification that may have been committed on the preceding word. 
Figure 3. shows a portion of the data structure needed for both 
these techniques. If word -to-word transitions are used, a word 
dictionary is augmented by pointers from each word to all the 
words that can follow it. If neighborhood-to-word transitions are 
used , a neighborhood dictionary is provided that includes 
neighborhood-to-word pointers to entries in the word dictionary. 
For example, if word-to-word transitions were being used when 
the word "shape" was being recognized in the phrase " ... a visual 
shape ... ", and only "shape" can follow "visual" in the corpus, the 
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' I lshapell 
~--- --------" 

(a) (b) 

I. h igh -vert. 
2. short-vert. 
3. short-vert. 
4. low-vert. {"shape", "slope"} 
5. short-vert. 
6. short-vert. 

(c) (d) 

Figure 2. An example of word shape computation. (a). An 
input word; (b). The thresholded output of convolution with an 
50x5 bar mask; Cc). Description of the features detected in (b); (ct). 
The neighborhood was determined from the dictionary of the 
11rown Corpus [7]. 

neighborhood of' "shape", (which is {"shape", "slope"}) could be 
reduced to ,iust "shape" (a perfect recognition). If neighborhood
to-,vord transitions were employed and both "shape" and "slope" 
cou ld follow "041112" (the shape number of ."visual"), the neigh
borhood of "shape" would remain {"shape", "slope"}. 

3. STATISTICAL EFFECTS OF CONSTRAINTS 

The projected performance of both forms of inter-word con 
straint can be determined by their effect on the number of words 
that are expected to occur in the neighborhood of a word image. 
This is measured from a large text by two statistics, the percen· 
tage of text that is uniquely specified by shape (PER_UNJQ), i.e., 
the percentage of a given text that has a neighborhood containing 
a single word, and the average neighborhood size per text word 
(ANS.). Given that ns(tw;l returns the number of words in the 

neighborhood 
dictionary 

041112 

word 
dictionary 

shape 

slope 

visual 

Figure 3. Example of data structures for two forms of 
inter·word constraint. If word -to-word constraints are used , on ly 
the word dictionary and the word -to-word pointers are needed. If 
neighborhood -to-word constraints are used, the neighborhhod dic
tionary, the neighborhood -to-word pointers, and the wort.I diction 
ary are needed. 
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% uniq. % uniq. %uniq . ANS, ANS, ANS, 
genre Nd N, 

isolated nb-w rd w rd-w rd isolate nb-w rd wrd-wrd 

A 11 743 88051 19 71 78 14.1 1.8 1.6 

R 8608 54 662 22 74 80 11.4 1.6 1.5 

C 7724 35 466 24 82 86 9.7 1.4 1.3 

D 57 14 34495 27 79 83 7.0 1.4 1.3 

E 9803 72 529 21 73 80 12.8 1.7 1.5 

F 12 622 97 658 19 70 78 14.4 1.9 1.7 

G 16126 152 662 15 68 76 16.0 2. 1 1.8 

H 6628 61 702 24 79 83 7.6 ) .5 1.4 

J 14062 160 877 21 72 78 12.8 1.9 1.7 

K 8490 58650 18 70 77 11.9 1.8 1.5 

I. 6285 48 462 19 72 80 9.7 1.6 1.4 

M 2996 12 127 32 85 89 5.7 1.2 1.2 

N 8025 58 790 18 71 79 12.0 1.8 1.5 
p 7664 59014 19 71 79 11.9 1.8 1.5 

R 43g2 18 447 30 84 89 7.1 1.3 1.2 

COrDUS 43 264 1013549 9 33 39 38.4 4.4 3.9 

Table 1. Summary of the measures of potential usefulness of language context for lower case 
printed text. The resul ts are broken down in terms of the gen res as well as the entire text of the 
Brown Corpus. Each genre was processed using its di ct ionary. The a llowable transitions were a lso 
determined from the genre itself. The percentages of the text uniquely spedfied by sha pe and the 
values of ANS, are shown w hen words are considered in isolation, when neighborhood-to-word (nb
wrd) context is used, and w hen word-to-word (wrd -wrd) context is used. Note .tlrnt Nd and N, are 
the num ber of words in the dictionary and the text of the indicated genre, respecti ve ly. 

neighborhood of the i' 11 word in a text, 

1 ~ 
ANS, = N L, ns( t w ;) 

t i"' 1 

w here N, is the number of words in the given text. The average 
neighborhood size per text word thus measures the average 
number of words that would be presented to the hypothesis 
ve rification routine by the word sha pe computation procedure 
w hen it read the given text. 

The potential influence of' the in te r-word constrain ts on the 
reading a lgorithm can be measured by t heir effect on PER_UNJQ 
and ANS .. Since inter-word constraints are supposed to produce a 
smal ler neigh borhood, PER_UNIQ should be increased and A NS, 
should be decreased as compared to w hen no inter-word con
straints are used. Table 1 shows the results of a study conducted 
on a collection of over 1,000,000 words of text, k nown as the 
Brow n Corpus[?), which is representative of contemporary Ameri 
can English. The corpus itself is divided into fifteen indiv idual 
subject categories or genres. The PER_UNIQ and ANS, fi gures 
we re computed over each genre as well as th e entire corpus under 
three constraints. The constraints were: no inter-word constraints, 
neighborhood -to-word transitions, and word-to-word transitions. 

This stud y shows that there is a large expected improvement 
in performance w hen either form of inter-word constraint is 
employed. In some cases, up to 89% of text is uniq ue ly specified by 
sha pe w hen word-to-word transitions are used and onl y 30%, of 
the sa me text is uniquel y specified when no inter-word constra in ts 
are used. Furthermore, the ave rage neighborhood s ize per text 
word is reduced from 38.4 to 4.4 in the entire corpus and from 
14.1 to 1.8 in an indi vidual ~uhcorpus w hen neighborhood -to
word transitions are used a nd from 38.4 to 3.9 in the entire corpus 
and from 14.1 to 1.6 in a suhcorpus w hen word-to-word 
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transitions are employed. The fact that these figures drop so 
dramatica ll y indicates that a large portion of the texts could be 
recognized by only recogni zing the six features discussed in sec
tion one and using either form of inter -word constraint. rurther
more, the lack of a significant d ifference between t he two meas
ures indicates t hat the more specific word -to-word context adds 
little to the statistica l projections. This is satisfying from the re li 
ability point of view since the ga ins provided by inter -word con 
stra in ts a re insensitive to the results of hypothesis verification. 
Therefore, it is theoretical ly possible to recognize a large portion 
of the texts used in this experiment with only six features and 
either of the in ter-word constraints. 

4 . EXPERIMENT AL RES UL TS 

Two experiments were conducted to demonstrate the feas i
bility of th is methodology. The first experiment shows t hat the 
shape of a word can be accurately computed under a variety of 
input conditions that inc lude severa l different fonts and words 
w ith characters touching and overlapping. The second experiment 
explores the storage required for the transition tables for both 
representations of inter-word constraints. This is to answer the 
obv ious questi ons about the practicality of these methods. 

The first se t of experiments tested the ability to reliably 
extract the features presented in section one of this paper. If an 
acceptable degree of re liabili ty ca n be achieved, it is then reason 
able to speculate on the applica bility of this methodology to .i 

more general purpose reading situation. The objective of these 
experiments was not to develop an algorithm for recognizing text 
in the limited num ber of fonts currently avai labl e, but rather to 



show that with a f'ew simple features, that reflect font · 
independent characteristics, the neighborhoods of words printed in 
a variety of fonts can be reliably determined. The image database 
contained five complete 24 point font samples in five display faces 
(Americana, Baskerville Hold, Bembo, Hodoni Bold, and l:lodoni 
llookl that were digitized on a laser seunner at a resolution of 500 
binary pixels per inch. This data was manually segmented into 
characters and stored in individua l fil es. Words were then gen· 
erated by appending the appropriate character images. 

Two methods were used for feature detection. Dots were 
determined by locating connected components in the top third of 
the image. Significant vertical parts were detected by convolution 
with a vertical bar mask. A response in the thresholded output 
was considered to correspond to the vertical part of a character 
only if it was large enough and it was significantly rectangu lar. 
Rectangularity was tested by determining if the size of the tlires· 
ho lded response area took up 60% or more of its bounding rectan · 
gle. If it did, it was a llowed, otherwise it was considered to be a 
spurious response caused by a slanted part in the image. The 
dimensions of the mask and the threshold were opt imized by 
manual inspection of the results of the masking operation on a 
small number of images in each font . These values remained con · 
stant for the rest of the experiments. An improved feature testing 
procedure that was run on twenty fonts with widely varying 
stroke widths is discussed in [6]. 

Severa I ex peri men ta I runs were made to test the perfor· 
mance of this algorithm. The top 100 most frequent words from 
the Brown Corpus were used to generate word images. While this 
is a small sample from the entire corpus, these few words 
represent 483,355 words nr 48% of the entire text. Test images 
were generated from each word in three ways. The first method 
merely appended the individual character images from a given 
font. This is designed to test the general purpose performance of 
the recognition algorithm on good qual ity input. The second 
method for generat ing word images appended the character images 
and moved them hori zontal ly until the black portions of their 
images touched. The third method overlapped adjacent characters 
by two pixels. The second and third techniques are designed to 
test performance in a situation that is easy for humans to compen· 
sate for but is difficu lt for a ' recognition algorithm that requires 
topologica lly distinct characters. 

The resu lts of these tests are presented in Table 2. Under 
the first input condition, a 100% correct recognition rate was 
achieved in all cases except the Badoni Bookface where a recogni · 
tion rate of 99% was obtained. However, this did not result in an 
error since the corresponding shape number did not correspond to 
the shape number of any other word . When the second condition 
was tested, worst case performance was only 95% and best case 
performance was 97%. When over lapping characters were used 
(the third input condition), worst case performance dropped to 
85%, but the best performance was still 97%. 

Font %correct %correct %correct 
not touch. touchin2 overlanninP 

Amer. 100 96 88 
Bas.Bold 100 97 90 
llembo 100 96 96 

Bod.Bold 100 97 97 
Bod.Book 99 95 85 

Table 2. Results of recognition experiment for the top 100 
most frequent words in the Brown Corpus generated in five 
different fonts. The performance under three conditions (all char· 
acters topologically distinct, all cha racters touching, and all char· 
acters overlapping by two pixe ls) is shown. 
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These results indicate that without much tuning, an algo· 
rithm cou ld be developed that accurately recognized the shape 
number of a word. An inspection of the reasons for the incorrect 
classifications indicates that with further ad justments of the 
parameters, correu recognition performance could be increased. 

The second set of experiments was designed to explore the 
storage overhead imposed by the inter·word constraints used here. 
The memory needed to store the dictionaries as well as the two 
types of transition tables was determined. The results of this 
experiment are displayed in Table 3. A full text representation of 
the dictionary was assumed where every entry is represented by a 
single byte for each character with an extra byte used to mark the 
end of a word. The word-to·word transition table was represented 
by the attachment of a linked list to every dictionary entry. 
where each element of the list contained a two·byte pointer to 

another dictionary entry as well as a one byte pointer to the next 
element 111 the list. A similar setup was used for the shape· to· 
word transit ion table. except that a separate dictionary was main · 
tained for shape numbers. More efficient representations cou ld 
obv iously be designed for both data structures, however, these are 
suitable for comparison purposes. 

The resu lts shown in Table 3 illustrate several interesting 
points. First, it seems as if the number of links needed for the 
transition tables are a linear function of dictionary size. This is 
shown by the two columns headed "Jinks per dictionary word" 
where the number of Jinks divided by the number of dictionary 
words is displayed. These values do not fluctuate very much as 
dictionary size is increased, thus showing that the storage needed 
for the transition tables at least does not increase as a funct ion of 
the square of the number of dictionary words, as is theoretically 
possible. 

A further observation about storage requirements is that the 
number of bytes of memory for the linked list representations in 
al I cases is Jess than twice that needed for the dictionary itself. 
This leads to the conclusion that the performance improvement 
provided by either representation of inter·word constraints ca n be 
achieved at reasonable cost. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Two methods of incorporating knowledge about transitions 
between words (referred to as inter·word constra ints) in an alga· 
rithm for reading text were explored. The reading algorithm 
includes a step in which the shape of a word is computed and a 
group of visually similar words are retrieved from a dictionary. 
This group of words is then used to control further processing 
that determines which word matches the input image. lnter· word 
constraints are used to reduce the number of entries in the initial 
hypothesis set thus improv ing the performance of the matching 
process. 

The use of two types of inter·word constraints were 
explored in this paper. Both of these techniques use tables of 
allowJb!e transitions as their knowledge source. The first one uses 
knowledge of shape·to·word transitions and the second one uses 
word·to·word transitions. The effect of both methods on reducing 
the number of words that initiall y match an input word was 
explored in a series of statistical experiments on a large corpus of 
text. In all cases the average number of matches was reduced by 
approximately an order of magnitude to the range of 1.2 to 4.4. 

A simulation of the word shape computation illustrated its 
reliability by showing that 85% to 100% correct performance 
could be achieved. The storage costs of both representations were 
also explored and it was found that the size of the transition 
tables only increases as an approximately linea r function of the 
number of dictionary entries. The total number of bytes needed 
for the transition tables was shown to usually be about twice the 
number of bytes needed for the origina l list of dictionary words. 



•· I 

.I 

:I 

n-,v n-w bytes for w -w w -w bytes for 
genre N,1 bytesd 

links 
lin ks/ 

n-w links links 
lin ks/ 

w -w links 
d.wrd . d.w rd. 

M 2996 2607 1 9280 3.1 27 840 9674 3.2 29022 

R 4362 38 41'7 ' 12 953 3.0 38 859 13 577 3.1 40731 

D 57 14 53 825 23049 3.9 69147 23 445 4.1 70 335 

L 6285 54 518 28 335 4.5 85 005 30 836 4.9 92 508 

H 6628 64089 33 996 5.1 101 988 36 258 5.5 108 774 
p 7664 67 258 34169 4.5 )()2 507 37 454 4.9 112 362 

C 7724 70 777 25 512 3.3 76 536 27 IOI 3.5 81 30 3 

N 8025 69675 34 762 4.3 104 286 38 155 4.8 114 465 

K 8490 75 163 34 956 4.1 104 868 38 279 4.5 11 4 837 

,_.!L 8608 79 779 35062 4.1 105186 37 781 4.4_ 113 343 

E 9803 90361 45056 4.6 135 168 49025 5.0 147075 

A 11 743 107 309 54023 4.6 162 069 58 733 5.0 176199 

F 12 622 117 945 · 54 848 4.3 164 544 65 535 5.2 196605 

J 14062 139 230 82 285 5.9 246 855 901 24 6.4 270 372 

G 16162 155149 89199 5.5 267 597 911 44 5.6 27.M.JL 

II 

Table 3. T he storage cost for the dictionaries and the transition tables. A full text representation 
for the dictionaries is assu med, and three by tes are needed for each link in t he transition tables. bytesd 
refers to t he number of bytes 'needed to represent t he dictionary. "n-w links" and "w-w links" refer 
to t he number of neighborhood -to-word and word -to-word transitions, respectively. 

Therefore, this paper has show n t hat a relatively simple 
representation for inter-word const rain ts can significantly 
improve the performance of a text recognition a lgorithm at a rela
tively modest cost in additiona l storage . . Futu re work in this area 
should include add itional studies of the storage costs and t he 
deve lopment of efficient representations for the transition tables. 
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Abstract. Flow patterns arE two-dimensio nal ori entation struc

tures tbat ;,rise from th e proj ect ion of certain kinds of su rfa ce co veri np 

ontc, an im;i gc Detec ti on of d1angcs in th e orienta tion st ru c~urt is an 
importc1nt t;1 ;k sinct th esE· change:s oft e: n c.o rres pond to significa nt events 
such 2.s occ ludin g edges or ~urfctc e creases Th€ rfconst ru ction of the flow 
is not a si1npiE' p1obl em howev er sincE reli able orien ta t ion cu es arc rela

tiv e>v s~arsc and arE int ermi ngled with conflicti ng cues . Th e assumption 
of 1;,.,1 parallelism facilitat es su pport between neighbouring cues . thu s 

allow in c ,·(liable cues to be reinforced . However the application of thi s 

assuni;.i~n leci ds to. an .aver<1g in g of orient ati on cues over large neig hbour

hoods and th erefore re sults in a loss of sensi tivit .v t o ch an ges in th e ori en
la t i~n st ru cture. We introd uce a new flow para11;ete1 - t~e path -lenp,th of 
onentation wes . When path - length increases . more infor mation becomes 

;iv;iil;ible loca ll v about both th e flow orientation and changes in the ori en

tati on Thi s i1;formation permits a relaxation of the assumption of local 

para llcl, sm . effec tively redu cin g th e neighbourhood over which avera ging 

occu,1. wh en th e orientation cues are long We present psychophysica l 

data t o support our ar~ ument that the hum an visua l sys tem also takes 

this par ;1metcr int o acc ount 

1. Introduction 

Vi sion involves the inference of three-dimensional struc

·tures from two-dimensional im ages. The detection and de

scription of image structures which stand in correspondence 

with rea l- world physical struc tures ca n aid us in this task ([7], 

[11]. [14] . [15]). Orientation structures are particularly useful 
in this regard. since t hey project onto the image in well - defined 

ways. There are two basic types of orientation structures: 

one-dimensional contours which arise. for example, from sur

fac e occlus ions or creases; and two-dimensional fl ow patterns 

which arise from surface coverings, such as fur. In this paper. 
we shall be concerned with the second typ e. 

Con sider a cube covered with fur . Locally. the individual 
hair s all lie in the sa me direction . and t he overa ll im press ion 

1s of a fi ow or" two-dimensional orientation struct ure. WhilE 

the how orientat ion may or may not change w1th1n a single 

face. one would ex.peel it to change abruptly along th e edge 
between two faces . Therefore. it is important to be ab le t o 

det ec t or ientation changes 1n flow pattern s. and in particular 

to di stingui sh between smooth and abrupt changes in th e flow . 
The purpose of thi s paper is to show that human sensiti vity 

to these changes constra in s the mechanism s by whi ch people 

cou ld possib ly perceive flow . 
Cons ider th e example aga in . but thi s time imagine that 

th ere are two cubes. one covered with short fur and th e other 
with long compiir e the two parts of Figure 1. The short er 
pen st rnk e, 1n pa rt fa \ gi ve t hE: impression of a fl ow in wh1 c11 

the small det ail s m ay change randomly - the face of the cube 
5-eem s "bumpy·· At th e sa me tim e. the edge between th e faces 

appears t o be more rounded. and it s exact loca tion more am

biguou s. than in the fi gure produced in part (b) w ith longer pen 
strokes. The length of th e orientation cues in a fl ow pattern 

- which we ca ll path-leng th - thus seems to be a parameter 

of the orientation inform ation that ca n be est imat ed from the 

image. In thi s pa,Per. w e shall present a model of orientation 

se lect ion for flow reconstruction which shows why thi s param

eter is signifi ca nt. In parti cular. we will show that when the 
cues are long enough to permit loca l est imation of curvature . 

the reconstruction of the fl ow and th,e detection of orientat ion 

changes inc luding discontinuities. is more accurate . Th ese 
conclu sions are supported by psyhophy sica l res ult s. 

In th e fo llow ing paragraphs. we bri efly outline our model 
of flow reconstruction. Thi s gives ri se to predict ions about 

how sensitivit y to or ientat ion discontinuities in flow pattern s 

might vary as a function of path- length . We th en present the 
results of a psychophy sica l experiment which confirm th ese 

prediction s. 

2. Theoretical Discussion: 
The Reconstruction of Curves and Flows 
from Orientation Cues 

Informa lly. a flow pattern is defined as a dense covering 

of a surface with a fam ily of curv es that are loca lly parallel 
almost everywhere .1 lnt uitiv~ly, one might think of thi s as 

aris ing from a limiting process: consider a surface covered by 
pin -str ipes. Now. imagine addi ng more and more pin-st ripes 

to th e intermediat e spaces while at the same time shr inking 
the width of each pin-s trip e. A mathematica l idea li za tion of 

a flow pattern 1s ach ieved when th e strip es are infinites1mall v 
thin and dense ly packed . Of cour se. we sha ll only be concerneci 

with ftn ite rea l1 za t1ons ol such processes. but it is in structive 

to consider th e idea l1 zat 1on to deriv e necessa ry const raint s on 

processes that recover flows . \/Ve beg in w ith a pre liminary dis

cuss ion of how onentati on stru ctures ca n be inferred for one
dimensiona l curves. and then ex t end thi s to two- dimensional 

flow s. 

2.1 Interpo latin g Curves Between Dots 

The first constr aints ari se by cons iderin g a single curve 

For a more precise mathemati ca l presentation. see 115) . 
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Note that an image does not actua ll y contain any curv es -

which are fun ct ions - bu t j ust their tr aces. or the sets of 
po ints through which the curves pass . In fac t . im ages th at 

have been sa mpled by a di scret e grid ( such as th e retinal array) 

do not contain even th e entire trace . but Just a subset of th E: 
points through which th e curve pa sses . How. th en. ca n a curve 

be recovered just fr om sa mple points 7 Additional constraint s 
are clea rly req uired. such as how much th e orientation of the 

curve ca n change between point s. These constra ints can be 

desc rib ed as fo llows . 

Curves ca n in principle be recovered from thei r sa mpled 

tra ces by a process called interpolation (1 2]) . Interpol at ion 
theory states that if 11 posit ions are represented. then the un

derly ing curve ca n be approx im ated by a polynomia l of degree 

n 1. and al l derivat ives of the curve of order n or greater 

mu st be assumed to be zero. In practice. however. our system 

for interpolating curves will have a finite resolution . and will 

on ly accomodat e. sa y m derivatives. Then even if the nu mer of 
sa mple points 11 is larger th an m. all derivat ives of order higher 

than m must be assumed to be zero . Discontinuities must be 

asserted at points where thi s assumption is violated. in order 

to ca use th e interpolat ed curve to pass through the sa mple 
points. Therefore. using hi gher-order estimation procedures 

results in more acc urate pl acement of discontinuities. 

2.2 A Model of Orientation Selection 

A scheme for actually computing orient at ion information 

1s necessa ry to take t he argument furth er. and we shall use 

th e one describ ed in [15] . Thi s scheme consists of two steps: 

i) convolution of th e dot pattern against operators th at 

ex hibit or ientation selectivity (16]) : and 

ii ) cooperative interpret ati on of th ese convolution values to 
obtain th e represent at ion of orientation at each point . 

Formally. orientation inform ation is defined to be a field of 

tangents. Step (i) measures how well a discrete set of pos

sible tangent s m atches the given points . while st ep (ii) im

plements th e minimiza tion process that uniformly aligns these 
o ri gin al measurements 2 It is noteworthy that both fir st - and 

second-or der information - or or ientation and curvature - are 

necessa ry in sc hemes such as thi s one. since it is th e est ima

tion of curvature that allows t he loca l tangent estimates to be 
srn oot hi v aligned . For a formal discuss ion of how th is ca n bE

accompli shed see 11 2) It also con strains t he fl exibility of t ht 
orientation est imates and therefore assures higher accuracy. 

es peciall y in th e placement of discontinuities. Higher-order 

in formation. whi le potentiall y useful. is not absolutely neces
sa ry Our psychop hy sical data suggest . moreover. that it is 

not use d. 

2 The tangtnt fi eld ca n be described as the arrangement of abstract 
unit -length segments that best fits the given points . The · possible 
tangents · are represented as unit segments of different orientations 
at tael', roint 
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2.3 T he A ss umption of Local Parallelism in Flow 
Reconstruction 

T he extens ion from single contours to fl ows revea ls an es
sential difference between th em . While in princ iple th e fa rrnly 

of contours is loca lly parallel almost everywhere. th ere is no 
way rn practice tha t such dense pattern s can be const ructed 

with finit e-sized curves. To keep th e ori entation cues from 

overl ap ping each ot her. only short segments of each contour 

are represented. In order to cover the surface (and avoid a 
pin -stripe effect) . the nex t piece of contour is displayed not 

for the same contour but for another one displaced slightly 

in a direc tion perpendicul ar to the contour 's or ientati on. The 

length of each segment. of course. is the path- length parame
t er . Thu s two-dimensiona l fl ow patterns. or arrangements of 

contours. must be discret ely sa mpled not on ly in the direct ion 

of the flow . but also in the perp endicular direc tion . 

The in terpolation problem along th e fl ow can be so lved 

simil arly to that for single curves. but the int erpo lation prob
lem perp endicular to the flow must involve different constraints. 

The most prominent one is loca l paralleli sm ([4]. 15]. 113]). 
which sta t es that t angent es timates should be averaged per
pendicularly . Thi s ca n be read ily incorporated into the mini

mization procedure described above (11 5]) . 
However. in any reg ion wh ere the flow changes direction -

whether smoothly or discontinuously - th e assumpt ion of loca l 

para lleli sm is by definiti on violated. Av era ging of or ientat ion 

cues in th ese reg ions must res ult in a loss of sensitivity to 
orientation discontinuities : see Figure 2. It is des irable . there

fore. t o relax th e assumption of loca l paralleli sm and reduce 

the neighbourhoo d size over which orientation cues are aver

aged when loca l estimates ca n be obtained to indicate how the 
flow direct ion is changing. The following paragraphs describe 

how our model accomplishes thi s. 

2.4 Path-Length as a Parameter of Orientation 
Informat ion 

If th e model of orientation select ion described above is ap

plied to each orientation cue. then the information contained in 
the path - length parameter becomes apparent. Wh en the cues 

are suffi ciently long with respect to the size of the convolution 

operators of st ep (i). curvature {or higher-order) estimates of 
individu al cues ca n be obtained. These higher-order estimates 

would then be sub.1 ec t t o t he co-opera tive interpretation - or 
averil g1ng over , 0 n1 ~ neighbourhood - of step (ii) . If thi s inte•

preta t 1on results in non-ze ro f1 ow curvatur e estimates. then the 

a5sumpt1on of loca l parall elism can be relaxed and orientation 

averging reduced Thi s should res uit in increased sensitivi ty to 
ori entation discontinuities with longer path length s. The in

crease in sensitivity shoul d be particularly pronounced between 

very short path lengths. when only ori entation informat ion ca n 

be deriv ed fr om eac h cu e. and slightly longer path length s. 
when loca l curvature informat ion ca n also be estimat ed. 

The psychophy sica l ex perim ents presented in the follow

ing sect ion were des igned to investigate the loss of curvature 
chilng e informatron as a functi on of path -length when th e as
sun' !l t, on of ioca l 11aralle!ism ts im posed. \/\le are ,nte;re,tE-d 



particularly in the percept ion of corners. or a li gned disconti
nuiti es that are interpretable as surf ace boundaries (occluding 
cont ours) or surface creases 1such as a protruding edge) . 

2.5 Random Dot Moire Patterns Mimic Natura l Flows 

The flow patterns th at we shall use to study path-length 
a re ca ll ed Glass patterns or random dot Moire patt erns ([4]) . 
They a re illus tr ated in Fi gure 3 and a re constru cted as follows : 

OVERLAY 1· 

Construct a fi eld of randomly di stributed dot s. 

OVERLAY r, : 

i) Make a copy of overlay n - 1. 

ii) Move each dot in the co py accordi ng to a chosen 
fl ow transfo rm ation. for exa mple a rotation or a 
tr ans lat ion. 

iii) Superimpose thi s overlay on the other overlays . 

On ly two overlays(,, = 2) are required to produce the impres
sion of flow . We defin e th e number of overlays used . 11. as the 
path-leng th m etric or path m etric of each stroke. The path 
metric times th e dot sepa ration giv es the actual path-length 
of a stroke. 3 Through interpolation theo ry . thi s metric also 
provides a direct and meaningful meas ure of what orientat ion 
information is avai lab le loca lly and therefore a llows us to de
termin e how changes in orientation co uld idea lly be processed 
at different path-lengths . 

3. Experiment: Corner Sensitivity vs . Path 
Metric in Random Dot Moire Patterns 

The purpose of thi s ex per iment wa s to determine how 
the path-length of a fl ow pattern affec ts th e sens itivity of hu
man observers to changes in curvature of the underlying fl ow. 
Spec ifi ca lly . we were look ing for the lower bound of orientat ion 
changes for which di scontinuities or corners in the underlying 
fl ow ca n be detec ted . as a fun ct ion of the path metric in ran
dom dot Moire patt er ns 

Subject s were shown severa l in stances of random dot Moire 
pattern s deriv ed from two typ es of flow . These consi sted of 
two translational flow reg ions meeting in the centr e either at 
a d1scontinu1ty o r with a smooth tr ans itional reg ion of flow : 
seE: F1gurE: 4 T he experiment wa s ci es1gned to eva iu ate how 
well subjec ts co uld di stingu ish betw een the two types . Severa l 
differences in o rient at ion between the two trans lation al flow re

gions were used. The independent variable 111 the images was 
the path metric. o r the number of overl ays used to produce the 
pattern s . Sa mple test images from the experiment are shown 
in Figure 5. Subj ects were given three poss ibl e res ponses : a 
s in gle abrupt change in orientation. a smooth change in ori
ent ation . or ambiguous . Other factors which could affect sen
s itivity to di scontinuiti es. such as dot density. dot s ize. and 

3 The iss ue of the functional equ ivalence of these patterns to "contin
uou s· fiow p., tt ern s is discussed in more detail in !BJ and 19]. 

dot spacin g. were held constant at a value we ll within the 
ran ge that permits these patterns to be clea rly vi s ible. 4 Note 
also that by keep ing the dot spac ing const ant . eac h increase 
111 path met ric co rr es ponded to a s imilar in crease in th e path
length - each cue did not become "denser" or more "sol id ". 
For experimental detail s. see 19] . 

The result s for di scontinuous flow fields a re tabul ated for 
each path metric in Figure 6. We show the average percentage 
of dis cont1nu1ties that were correct ly perceiv ed. as a fun ction 
of the orientation change. A Chi-square test indica tes that the 
magnitude of this change s ignifica ntly affected the respo nses 
of a ll subjects at all path length s (p = 0.999). The 50% 
threshold sensitivity to di scontinuities is plotted as a function 
of path metri c in Figure 7. Note that the most s ignifica nt 
change in threshold occurs betwee n path metri cs of 2 and 3 
dots . where it decreases from 27 .0' to 11.4 : ( The thres hold 
sens itivity for dott ed one-dim ens ional contours with the same 
dot size and dot spacing is a lso 11 .4' 110] ) 

Consider the flow pattern s with orientation changes be
tween 13.69 ' and 18.18 ' that were prese nt ed with path matrics 
2. 3. and 5. A Chi-square test indica tes that th e path metric 
for these im ages had a s ignifi ca nt effect on the res ponses for all 
subjects (p .·, 0.999) . In thi s sa me reg ion . the actu al change in 
orientation had no effec t on th e response (p ,. 0 .003). confirm
ing that these angles actually lie between the 50% thres holds 
for path metric 2 and the ot her path metrics: see Figure 7. 

4. Conclusions 

In conclus ion . then. we assert that the anticipation and de
tection of changes in orientation st ructure within fl ow pattern s 
is essent ia l to accurate recovery of the flow . On the surface. 
our theory is s imilar to others that have bee n proposed for 
flow reconstruction ([4]. IS] . 113]) . These theories also involve 
the two stages of ex tra ction of orientation cues fo ll owed by 
an interpretation of these cues. us ing the ass umption of lo
ca l paralleli sm. But it is in the interpr eta tion stage that our 
theory differs. 

Rather than rigidly app lying ass umption of loca l paral
leli sm. our met hod seeks to impose a st ructure in the direction 
of the flow which al lows the ass umption of loca l pa ralleli sm to 
be relaxed in reg ion s of (sys tema tic) orientation change. The 
deg ree to whi ch we ca n relax the assumption depends directly 
on the information we have abou t th e structure of th e fl ow . 
We ca n t ake ad vant age oi curvature information availabl e at 
ionge r pat h-1engt hs oniv oecausE: we nav e a mechanism for 
represe ntin g the loca l structure of the fl ow in two dimensions 
- 111 th e dir ection perpendicul ar to th e flow ( the notion of loca l 
parall e li sm) and in th e same dir ection as the flow . Our ex peri 
mental res ults demonstr ate that the human vi sual system also 
takes both dim ens ion s of th e fl ow st ru ctur e into account when 
it reco nstructs the flow . and th at the path-length of orientation 
cues provides an important inform ation parameter 
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4 Preliminary experiments showed that increasing the path metric had a 
more profound effect on curvature sensitivity than increasing the dot 
density and that t hey also fall within the size/separation constraint 
for the related problem of one-dimensional contour in fere nce (115]) 
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la) lb) 

Figure 1 A Cllbe described bv flow patt ern s. There ar£ 
rnore orie ntat ion Cll CS in part !al than in part l b). but 
they are also shorter. Note th at the edl( t between the 
front face; is not as sharp in (aJ as in lb ). 
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Figure 2 The ambiguity introduced by the assumption 
of loca l parallelism at changes in orientation. The lateral 
propagation of support for the orientation cues results 
in conflicting orientation support inside the corner. and 
a gap in orientation support outside the corner which 
compounds these ambiguities. 
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Figure 3 Sa mple random dot Moire patt erns created by 
rot at in~ each dot in the previous overlay abo ut the centr e 
of the fi gure Part (a) ha s two overl ay, . part (b) has 
tnrer ove rla ys . Both part s have the sa me overall densit y 
and the s;rmc distance bet ween correlated dots. 

(a ! (b) 

Figure 4 The fl ow tran sfo rm atio11 s used in the experi-
11\e nt to di stinguish between ori ent ation discontinuities 
and smooth orientation changes 
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Figure 5 Sample test images for the experiment . a) path 
metrit 2. b) path metric 3. Part (i) of each is a dis
continuous transformation with an underlying angle of 
13.69 ' part (ii) is the smooth transformation for the 
same overall change in orientation 
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Figure 6 Til e result s bv pa th met ric of the experiment 
Illu strated arE t11 E mea n percent ages across all subjects 
i and one standard deviation I of fl ow pattern s with dis
continuiti es tha t were correct ly iclrntit, ed . as a fu nction 
of th e magnitude of th t orientation chan ge . I Note that 
all smooth patterns wen correct lv identifi ed.) 
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Figure 7 The mean t hreshold sensitivities (50% accu
racy of detection) to discontinuities in flow patterns. as 

· a function of path metric . 
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Abstract 

The surface of an object in a 3D image is determined 
fr om it s trace . the set of po ints on the surface. We 
use the local geomet ric struct ure in t he image. based 
on a quadric surface model. to estimate the trace points. 
and use the condition number of t he least-squares fit to 
the quadric to determine th e validity of the model. We 
show how these loca l estimates can be combined into 
cons istent traces . 

Resume 

Po ur benefici er du plein potentiel des nouvelles tech
niques d'ima gerie tri-dimensionnelle (3D) non invas iv es , 
ii es t necessa ire de retrouver la structure des objets dans 
ces images. La surface d' un tel object est ca lcu lee a partir 
de son support. c'est a dire !'ensemble des points sur la 
surface. Nous montrons comment determiner un support 
cons istant . La st ruct ure geo metrique locale. basee sur un 
modele quadratique local. est evaluee a chaque point. et 
nous proposons des techniques de I' ana ly se numerique 
(voire le conditionnement de 1·erreur quadratique mini
mum) pour evaluer la validite du modele. Cette informa
tion loca le est ensuit e organisee en un support cons is
tant. qui permet d'obtenir !" ex press ion analytique de la 
surface . 

1. Introduction 

The increas ing presence of three-dimensiona l non
invas iv e imag ing. e.g .. nuclea r magnetic imaging or com
puter tomography. makes the prob lem of inferrin g the 
structu re of dep icted objects more pressing. Such ob
ject descr iptions are necessary for both view ing inter nal 
organs and for correlat in g data from mu ltiple sca nners. 

3D im ages avoid the ambiguity introd uced by pro
ject ion from a 3D wor ld to a 2D image. however. many 
of the fund amental problems of image understanding re
main ( bourid ary pornt detection. organizat ion of points 
into obJect bo un dar ies ob1ec t determination and identi fi 
rat 1011 i and are comp l, cated by the add1t 1onal dimens ion 
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In thi s paper. we concentrate on the problem of recover
ing object surfaces fr om the 30 data . 

A piece of object surface is described as a map ping 
s : 1: :: 3?2 -~ lR3 . As a step toward s determining this 
mapping. we fir st locate its trace. i.e .. the set of data 
point s through which the surface passes. More specifi
ca ll y. let (.r, y , z) denote a location in the 3D image. then 

trac e(s ) = {( x. y. z ) -= 3?3 

s (u . 1·) = (x.y. z ),(u , v) ,:: r:}. 

However. the 2D tra ce is not given ex plicitly (as in range
findin g techniques 11)) and mu st fir st be extracted from 
the 3D data. 

We assume that the objects of interes t have piecewi se 
smooth surfaces. In particular. we ass ume that loca lly 
the surface model is a ·constra ined' qu adric. s ince thi s is 
the lowest order function from which curvature properties 
ca n be computed. Our particul ar goa l in this paper is to 
s how how these properties ca n be computed reli ab ly and 
s tably . The result is a better estimate of the trace points 
and the loca l differenti a l geometric structure which can 
then be assemb led into an analytic mapping . 

We fir st obtain estimates of the surface orientation 
an d curvature at putative trace points based on the above 
quadratic model. But such models are not appropriate 
everywhere. and we introduce techniques from numerical 
analysis to indica te where other models should be con
s idered. Fina lly. we show how these loca l estimates can 
be combined into consistent traces. 

2. local information 

T he fir st step in our analy sis determines which po ints 
of th e three-dimensional data space can yi eld further in
formation about the st ructure of the world by separat ing 
points wh ich might belong to some object trace from 
backgro und and interior points. In ananlogy to detect
ing likely edge -points in 2D im <1ges. we are seekin g likely 
surface points . A 3D gradient operator (2) associates 
a surface normal Np with points p. Points producing 
large opera tor response are the best ca ndidates for sur
f ace po int s. as a re those in 2D images with la rge ·edge 
detector res ponses 



How ca n th e true tr ace point s be ex tra cted from th e 

se t of ca ndidat e trace points 7 If we had th e surface map
ping. th en it wou ld be a simple matt er to check them . 

But. of cours e. we do not -- it is thi s ma prin g: th at we 

a,e alter \!\le use loca l t ec hniques to construct one. Np 
provid es suffi cient infor miltion to approxi m ate the map

ping at p. We consider that Np defines a loca l tangent 

pl ane and fit a loca l quadric surface 

s( 11. ,·) (.r (I/. I ) . .'J (/I . I' ) . . ~ ( l/ . I ) ) 

(u. i . av 2 + bur -.. cr 2) 

( 11.1 in tangent plane coo rdin ates ) t o a neighbourhood 

of p . The leas t -squares fit 

Ax = b (1) 

determ ines quadric parameters x = (a. b. c)7 from the co
effi cient matrix 

c: 11 11· 1 ,1 ) 
.4 

11 ri 1:r, 1'2 Ur, 
" 

and dat a vector b = (z1 ... zn f at loca l neighbourhood 

points (u ,. r , . ~, J;·= l of th e image. 
The Gauss ian and mea n curvatures . I{ and Ji. of 

th e loca l surface at p ca n be computed from th e quadric 

mapping. p ca n be classified by its curvature type as 
elliptic ( /, .' 0) . hyperbolic ( /\. < O) paraboli c ( f1 = 0 

but H = 0) . or planar (h = H = O) We shall need these 
class ifica tion s to piece the local quadri cs togeth er and. 
eventually. to segment larger-sca le objec t s int o composite 

part s. 

3. Validation of local information 

Before using the loca l results. the loca l assumption of 

a quadric model mu st be valid ated. A meas ure of th e r,e li 
abi lit y ca n be obtained from a closer cons iderat ion of the 

fit of th e qu adric model to loca l cand id ate trace point s. 

Small erro rs w ill ari se unavoidably from many sources 

(noise. sa mpling and qu anti za ti on. round-off . etc. ) and 

w e expect that th ey should only make small differences to 
furth er comp utations . On the oth er hand . applying meth

ods developed for our underlyin g locally smooth model to 
pa rts of th e image wh ere th e model is not app li ca ble will 

render them quite invalid . e.g .. in determining th e curva

ture of a quadric surface fit t o a spike. 
The approach to validati on is t o show that th e es ti 

mates are st able. If th e loca l configuration of data were 
different due to error . i .e .. if we were so lving 

( . \ - t -11:i: = b - t b . 
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inst ea d of equation (1 ). we expec t on ly small changes 
in th e so lu t ions e = x -- :i: for sma ll differences b.4. ob. 
Bounds on th e relative err or are given by 

e 

{0//(i( <1 j b 
._ 1·r111d(A) 

)( b 
(2 ) 

in t erm s of the res idu al of the fit r = .4 x -- b and th e 
condition number of th e coeffi cient matrix 

2 T max ..\ (A TA ) 
umd (A) = rund (A A) = . · r- . 

m,n ..\ (A A) 

for eigenvalues ..\. 

As equation (2) shows. the res idual by it se lf is not a 

good enough bound on the error since an ill -conditioned 

.1 (i .e .. an .4 with large condition number) may have 
both a sma ll residu al and a large error. The condition 

number is an indica tor of th e inherent st ab ility of the 

system to small perturbations. Thus. an ill -conditioned 
A in th e leas t -sq uares fit at p mea ns that one must be 

ca utious in applying the quadric model there. and that 

the behaviour of th e surface at p should be investi ga ted 
using ot her models. To illustrate. Figs. 1 and 2 show 

loca l region s to whi ch leas t- squares fit s approximately 

planar surfaces and determin es similar relat ive res iduals. 
It is the very large condition number for Fig. 2 which 

indictes that the fit is unstable (positional information 

indica tes a plane viewed edge-on whil e surface nor mal 

information indica t es a plane facing th e vi ewer J. 
-·-·-- -- ---·-----
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Figure 1 T~11 i:ent pla nes to which least-squ ares fit s 

an approxi m;it cly planar reg ion with relative resid

ual 0.99 and co 11dition number 1.69 

The quality of th e loca l res ults affec ts t he success 
of furthe, p1ocess1ng since th e results from 1n appropri;i te 
model, h;:ivf' been el1111i11Jt ed 
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Figure 2 Tangent pl anes to which least -squ ares fit s 
an approxim ately plan ar region with relative resid
ual 0.98 and condition number 29.3 . Poi nt posi
ti ons indi cate a plan e vi ewed edge-on : surface nor
mal indica te a plane fa cin g toward the vi ewer 

4 . Grouping 

So far we have been estimating only loca l proper
ties of t he surface mapping ( or ientation and curvature 
type) at candid ate tra ce point s. The next step is to or
gani ze thi s loca l information so that more global structure 
emerges. In parti cular, we demand consistency between 
ca ndidate trace points in sma ll neighbourhoods. where 
cons istency is defin ed in terms of our assumed piecewise 
smooth s. Loca l properties of consistent candidate trace 
point s can be refin ed and inconsistent points eli minated. 
Thi s has the effect of both overcoming errors in the data 
(in the sense of the previous section) and of providing a 
found ation for partition ing the surfaces into meaningfu l 
pieces [3].[4] 

Thus. at thi s stage we move beyond local computa
tions to cons id er relat ions between points over neigh
bo urhoods. In pa rt icul a r. two salient fea tures of the 
surf ace model provide neighbourhood cons istency con
str a in ts: (i) smoothness ensures th at the surface normal 
varies continuous ly alm ost everywh ere. which implies (ii) 
th at reg ions composed of elli ptic points (where the Gaus
s ian curvature is pos itive) are separated from regions 
of hyperb olic points (where it is negative) by lines of 
parabo li c points (where it is ze ro and the mean curvature 
is non zero) . 

We exp loit the obse rvation that , for smooth surfaces . 
Ga uss ian cu rvature wi ll vary slowly . In particular . we 
ass ign curvature labels 

-; .-l /17 ,1 ,c. h_1171crbolic. parnbo/1c. planar f 
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to candidate trace points p to minimize an appropriate 
fun ct ional. Lett ing 11 be the number of point s in the 
neighbourhood of p. n 1 the number of point s in the neigh
bourhood with label I, a suitable fun ctiona l is [ = = p L 
where 

if Ip = I. where 11 1;:;; n: 
if Ip = paraboli c , 

d - 1 -
1n· an n ,/1,r,t., c - 1 hyr,er /,c, I, ,· - 1 · 

otherw ise. 

The upd atin g process is repea ted it eratively unti l con
vergence [2]. Figs. 3 and 4 show the cons istent labelin g 
surface points of a synthet ic image after a small number 
of it erati ons. 

Figure 3 Loca l tange nt pl anes of a sy nthetic 3D 
image . 

The res ult of increas ing neighbourhood cons istency 
1s twofold. First, mi s- labeled points within s imilarly
labeled neighbourhoods a re updated to refl ect the over
al l character of the neighbourh ood . Second . the label 
porabo/ 1c is assigned to those points which li e betwee n 
reg ions of different types . These Gauss ian curvature 
neighbourhoods separated by parabolic lines are exactly 
the traces that we need. They partition the surface into 
meaningfu l pieces and from them the corres ponding map
pings are readi ly determin ed (e.g .. by least-squares fit 
ting a qu adric or superqu adric [5] .[6] model). Fi gs . 5 
and 6 show the organi za ti on of points into tr aces with 
qualitatively-s imil ar curvature labels for nuclea r magnet ic 
reson ance data . 



Figure 4 Class i fi ca t ion of surface poin t s aft er four 

iterati ons Dark point s arc hyperbolic grey are el

liptic whit e arc parabolic 

Figu re 5 M al( neti c resonance ima ging sec ti on wit h 

outlined lat eral vc nt rical 

5. Conclusions 

We have demonstrated a workin g system to extract 
and partition th e surface of objects in t hree-dimens ional 
data . In determining fir st and second differential prop
erti es of poss ib le surface points . the method carefull y 
examines stabil it y inform ation to judge wh at model of 
t he loca l wor ld to use . These computed local properties 
are t hen used to assemb le the points into expl icit traces 
of surfa ce patch es from which a mea ningful partiti on in to 
anal yt ic surface mappings 1s deriv ed 
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6. 

Figure 6 Cl assifi cation of surface points of lateral 

ventricals. D ark point s are hyperboli c. grey are 
ellipti c. w hi te are paPabo lic 
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ABSTRACT 

An algorithm to match interest points across multiple 
time frames of time varying images is described. 
Interest points are found by decomposing an image 
patch at a location into a weighted sum of orthogonal 
basis functions. Subsequently, a simple quantitative 
decision rule, based on the above weights, is used to 
select or reject a candidate location. The match values 
in a spatial neighbourhood are assumed to be similar to 
each other. The set of matches is computed by 
considering all possible assoc iations in neighbourhoods 
of fixed size. The algorithm proceeds in two stages. [ n 
the first phase, clustering in the match vector histogram 
determines plausible population of the optical flow 
space. \iext local similarity is used to select the correct 
match at every point. 

l. Introduction 

[mage mmion measurement lechniques can be class ified as 
fo llows: 

1. Differential :'vfeihods: f"he motion is compu ted from ,patio
temporal gradients oi the ,mage intensity funcuon. or 
equivalently, from local measurements of spatio-temporal 
frequency pauerns in the image intensity dimibuuons 
(10. 12, 14, 18, 21. 221. Another approach is w aggrega te motion 
measurements along conwurs (13 , 271 

2. Discrete Methods: The formulation in this case concerns the 
measurement of inter (time) frame image-point or t'eacure 
displacements. This class of algorithms anempt lO solve the so 
called correspondence problem. Many of these algorithms use 
relaxation lO converge to a global matrix of disparity values 
compatible with local constraints (4,231 

In general, the above methods are specialized and work 
reasonably well only in restricted domains. Examples of restrictions 
imposed are: uniform illumination. smoothly varying reflectance. 
being able to locate smooth zero crossings (of the Laplacian of the 
image intensity) conwurs. One shortcoming of these approaches is 
that they deal primarily with movement of a single object in the 
environment or motion of the observer. Some of the above 
techniques are sensitive to noise. The present approach seeks w 
remedy these lacunae. 
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The scheme of compu[a[ion of the retinal motion has the 
following seeps : 

(l) 

(2) 

(3) 

Location of points in the image with sigrnficant 1ntensHv 
variation (contrast). The goal is lO select locations in the 
image where there is significant ( with. respec t lO its 
neighbourhood J contrast, yet there is no orientati ,m 
specificity. This means that two criteria mu,t be satisfied: 

(a) The contrast va riati on at and arou nd the selected 
location should be high. This is measured by means of a 
centre surround operator like the Laplacian or DOG 
operator (17. 191 

(b) A good edge operator should not respond lo intensity 
distribution at the same location. or have multiple weak 
responses. 

The interest operamr that was u,cd ,s described in (3]. This 
operator decomposes the local intcnsay distribution around a 
point in the image into a scl ,>f fi<ls is r'unclions. The selection 
of the point then depends on lhe re lali, e responses oi the 
"edge" and "extremum ·· subspdcc, :n lhc bc1s1s sec. (S imilar 
techniques may be found in [l 1.151) 

Measurement vf image mvtien: It is .1ssumcd lhat the ve locity 
fie ld is smooth. excep t ror .1 smal l number .it' pldces where 
motion bounderies occu r. Each pu1nl selected Jt J gi\cn li me 
instant, attempts to find a match m a point. ,ekcted .ll a iJter 
instant. that is in its neighbourhood ( ,cc figure \). ro 
determine the goodness of the match. eac h oi these "vcloc1tv 
units" ( or plausible match vectors ) evaluate the support it 
receives from nearby ve locity units. This scheme was used 
with great success for stereo matching by Prazdny ( (241 ). 
Finally only those matches chat can muster more support than 
competing matches ge t selec ted. 

Clustering in image 1110//011 space: The dimension of a match 
vector is four . These correspond w two cartesian coordinates 
(x .y) for starting position of the vector and two ocher 
quantities representating its magn itude and orientation. i. e. 
(p .8) . The uniformity in the fie ld l)f malch vecm rs is made 
explicit by clustering. However. to reduce the computational 
complexity of the clustering process we first define <l cluster 
space by projecting the four dimensional ,ectors onto a space 
of lower dimensions. Generally the cluster space dimension is 
cwo. It is formed by dropping the position coordinates from 
the four dimensional vectors. The elements in the cluster 
space group around similar ( the Euclidean distance metric is 
used) units and support each other. This helps co remove the 
outliers among them. The units that belong to some cluster 
are then retained and the rest are deleted. The surviving units 
then mediate the matching process in the four dimensional 
space of match vectors. 



The discussion so far would seem to imply the requ irement of 
two "snapshots" of a dynamic scene. taken at consecutive time 
instants. This is not a critical aspect of the method. being only used 
for ease of explanation. In fact it adapts very eas ily to a sequence 
of temporal frames of a changing scene. In this case all we need to 
do is to introduce a temporal decay rate for the accumulated 
support for the match units. The algorithm has been tested with 
synthetic images comprising spheres and planes. which where 
painted with random dot patterns. This was mainly done so that the 
computed motion vectors could be compared with the actual value.s. 
The experiments with synthetic data show that multiple moving 
bodies and random noise points of upto 20% can be handled by the 
algorithm. The algorithm was also tested on a real world scene witp. 
good results. The following sections detail the various sections of 
the algorithm and the experimental results. 

2. Computing Interest Points 

An interest point is a point in the image (acrna lly a small 
neighbourhood) which has properties that distinguish it from its 
neighbouring points. nie properties in question may be simp le. 
like gray levels. or sophisticated ones indicative of the local 
topography of the imaged sur face. Previous approaches to finding 
interest points are exemplified in the work of Moravec. Kitchen & 
Rosenfeld. Nagel. Dam. Sun & Wu. Fang & Huang 
((7. 9, 16. 20. 211). The above approaches util ize operators that are 
nonlinear and require. in some, computation of higher order spatial 
derivatives of the image function. Another method is a locationwise 
topological c/assificalion of the image function. However. 
topological analysis is computationally in tensive. Furthermore. this 
method has to deal with the Hessian of the image function at every 
point. Hence, it is also inherently unstable in the presence of noise. 
A crucial observation ((51), is that. interesting patterns in the image 
can be thought to have a sharply peaked au1ocorre!a1ion f'unclio n . 
This observation gives rise to a practical interest operator which 
selects image locations whose autocorrelation decays sharp ly wi th 
increasing eccentricity. This could be implemented wi th great 
simplicity if we could design matching templates with the above 
property. However no constructive algori thm exists to automatically 
generate this type of template. In any case. sharply diminishing 
autocorrelation is a desirable property for operator templates. and it 
is useful to bear this fact in mind. 
The location of interest points is the first step in tackling the so 
called correspondence problem. Hence the operator must satisfy 3 
requirements: 
1. Selected points must be sparse 
2. Contours must be suppressed 
3. Interest points should be. largely, stable across frames 

The method (described in [3]) is computationally simpler than the 
prevalent techniques at locating interesting points in images. The 
image function is decomposed into a weighted sum of basis 
functions. The central idea being that if the basis is chosen with 
care. then the distribution of the respective weights indicates the 
nature of the image function directly. A similar approach can be 
seen in the literature in other image processing contexts ((11. 151). 

3. Algorithms for retinal motion measurement 

3.1. The Matching Algorithm using local support 

The corrrespondence problem is almost universally regarded as 
difficu lt. As mentioned earlier, it anses in the measurement of 
image disparilies. The problem is magnified for motion 
measurement. since the disparity in this case is not constrained, as 
in the case of stereo. to be parallel to a base line. The overall 
scheme of thing is simp le: select interest po ints in image frames and 
then decide which point from one frame matches another point 
from the other frame . If it is possible to obtain interest points that 
arc ~parse then correspondence is not difficult. Here sparseness 
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means that the average disparity value is smaller than the average 
spatial distance between points in the same image frame. An 
imercsting quantification for the degree of sparsene,s is due to Kent 
Stevens (25] Jnd is the number of fa lse malches po,siblc. on 
average. for a given match neighbourhllod , i1e. 

The algorithm proceeds froin the 1nlerest p,> int stage by 
forming all possible matches subject to a maximum limit Gn the 
magnitude of the match vector. This is equivalem to ,a; ing tha t the 
match neighbourhood size is determined a pnori. Each match ,·ec tnr 
then proceeds to accumulate evidence supporting its existence 
within a support neighbourhllod. which is large r than the match 
neighbourhood. This sc heme is based upon the assumption that the 
imaged· surface depth varies smoothly ( a simi lar scheme is reported 
to be successful with the stereopsis problem (24] ). 

Consider optical flow ( u. v) generated by a translating objec t. 
The constraint equations are 

u = 
U- xW 

L 
V-vW 

v=~ 

where (U . V. W) is the translational velocity in three space. Z is the 
dep th of the object corresponding lo the retinal location (x .y ). 

[f the depth function Z ( x .y) is smooth then. lo d first order 
approximation. the spatial rate of change in the optical flow is 
proportional to the spatial rate of change in depth. For instance 
consider the optical flo w value at p = ( x 0,y0). Let it be ( u0, v0). also 
let the depth at p be Z 0. Then the difference between oplical flow 
at p and a neighbouring point r = (x .y ) is : 

Su = u(x.y) - Uo::::: ~.h + sz[ u - :0w] 
Zo- 7.o 

17 where ax = x - x 0 and higher order terms involving and 
Zo 

ax Zo are neglected. This leads to : 

1Sul ~ AilSZI + A21Sxl 

1S v I ~ AilSZ I + A2IS1 I 

. 
X 

,. I points from frame l ! 

• I points from frame ij 
figurt! 1 

Supe ri mposed oo,nts of the second frame on the fi rst frame 
The vector r1. s2 provides more support to the vector pq than the vector 

r1 s, . 
The difference between the vectors r, s1 and pq gives the value of d for 

calcu lat ing support I 1s the distance between the origin of the two vectors The 
support can be comouted by applyi ng the appropriate support funct ion 
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where ,\1,.\2 and ,\3 are constants for a local image neighbourhood. 
Combining the above w.e have: 

dst(u.v) < ,\~ + ,\
2 dst(x ,y) - dst(x ,y) 

where ",\ = ,\ 1 + ,\ 3, dst ( u . v ) = I ll u I + I ll v I , and 
dst (x ,y) = I llx I + Illy I . Thus the situation that arises here, is 
that the smoothness in the depth function re lates to the smoothness 
of the displacement field The support that two candidate vectors 
(ui,vi) and (u 2,v 2) at retinal locations (x1,YV and (x2,Y2) 
respectively provide each other is given by the function 
S (dst(u , v },dst(x ,y )] . Experimental re.suits indicate that a line~r 
support function is adequate. It should be noted that m Prazdny s 
algorith1TI for stereopsis [24], an exponential support function is 
used. The support function is a quantitative expression for the 
notion of local smoothness. Prazdny's choice nf support function is 
intuitive, based on psych0physical data. The same justification 
applies to motion correspondence. As an example consider the 
following exponential support function. which we used in our 
experiments: 

J l 
1 - { -;- ) 

S(d.i) = 1e . 

where / = dst(x,y) and d = dst(u.v). As mentioned previously, 
there seems to be no great .idvantage in using an exponential 
support function in preference to a linear one. The advantage of 
clustering is that, once the clusters have been determined, the 
parameters of the support function are vbtained. Thus once -we 
know that the maximum dispamy difference (i.e. the diameter of 
the cluster}, we can calculate the largest disparity gradient that 
should be allowed. This is the ratio vf the duster diameter (i.e. 
largest linear distance across the cluster) and the diameter of the 
support window in image space. Suppose this ratio is i and 

f (x ,y) = ~(~-_!_ ). then the linear support function is 
yu Y 

_ [f(d,/) if f(d,I) > 0 
S ( d ,I) - 0 otherwise 

An outline of the algorithm is as fo llows : -

Algorithm 1: Finding motion correspondence by support 
disparity without clustering, 

begin 

Fl : = { X I X belongs to the first frame}; 
F2 : = { X I X belongs to the second frame }; 

(* Computing support for each disparity *) 

for each element,p of Fl do 
for each element,q of F2 within a radius,R of p do 

Totalsupport(pq) : = O; 
for each element,r of Fl do 

for each element,s of F2 within a radius,R of r do 
Support : = support of vector rs for vector pq 

endJor, 
Totalsupport(pq) : = Totalsupport(pq) + Support; 

endJor, 
endJor, 

endJor, 

(* Finding correspondences from the total supports *) 

for each element p of Fl do 
for each element q of F2 within a radius.R of p do 

Find Maximum(Totalsupport(pq)) 
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(* the correspondence 1s given by 
vector pq = Maximum(Totalsupport(pq)) *) 

endJor, 
endJor, 

end. (* algorithm 1 *) 

3.2. Motion detection by clustering in a space with reduced 
dimensions 

The simple algorithm presented above works well in most 
instances. However, for cases where there are a large number of 
match possibilities for every point, the method is cumbersome. 
Thus in most cases in practical applications we need to add a 
reduced dimension clustering space in which implausible match 
possibilities are eliminated. If the match vectors are given by 
( x .y .p,8) the.n the cluster space is obtained by dropping the spatial 
indexing coordinates (x .y ). We then form clusters in the (p,8) 
space. The hierarchical clustering process follows an algorithm 
given in [8]. The clustering metric is the Euclidean distance 
between two (p,8) vectors. The number of clusters depends upon a 
threshold for the inter cluster distance. Let C 1 and C2 be two 
clusters and m1 and m2 be the mean values for the respective cluster 
elements. In this case the inter cluster distance measure that we 
used was: 

d = I I m1 - m2 I I 
The threshold is chosen depending on it stability, meaning that 
small changes to it should not affect the clustering in any significant 
way. The cluster trees ( or dendograms) can be seen for some of the 
experimental data in figures 2.a.l and 2.b.l. 

The clusters so formed now compete against each other and 
only the larger clusters, i.e. the ones with accumulated votes in the 
same order of magnitude, are kept. These clusters then mediate the 
matching process in the lower level of displacement vectors. It is 

hoped that by this process two things are achieved: 

1. Noise points and spurious matches are avoided. 

2. In the case of multiple body motion, the clusters provide a 
convenient label for segmenting the displacement field. 

An outline of the algorithm follows: 

Algorithm 2: Finding motion correspondence by clustering followed 
by application of support disparity. 

begin 

FRI : = {X I X is in the first frame } 

FR2 : = {X I X is in the second frame } 

(* setting up the table for clustering *) 

for each element,p of Fl do 
for each element,q of F2 within a radius,R of p do 

disp_x : = (x coord. of q) - (x coord. of p): 
disp_y : = (y coord. of q) - (y coord. of p); 
clustertable[disp_x , disp_y] : = 

clustertable[disp_x , disp_y) + 1: 
endJor. 

endJor, 
Find the clusters in the two-dimensional array clustertable: 

(* Refer figure 2.a.2 and 2.b.2 *) 



Remove clusters with weak overall support ( votes ): 
From the clusters find the feasible disparities: 
Consider points in the feasible dispari tv ranges ,inly. and apply 
Algorithm 1: 

end.(*algorithm 2*) 

The matching algorithm is formulated according to whether 
the points are labelled or not. In case of unlabelled points (as in the 
above algorithms) : 

All neighbouring points support ( vote for ) a partic ular 
disparity value. Similar values support each other strongly in a 
local region. Shorter length disparities are preferred. A point 
adopts a match for which it finds the maximum support. 

The strategy is similar in spirit to the more sophisticated matchers. 
for instance. those using labe lled points (23 ]. The feature points can 
carry labels which are computed from the ou tputs of the nine basis 
operators. A label is a code that identifies the image point in 
question. Now the matcher weights the "supporting" votes 
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Figure 2.a. l 

Figure 2.a.2 

according to the similarity of these codes. However, we avoid 
iterative refinement, which is usually employed in similar algorithms 
(4]. 

4. Experiments 

Synthetic Images: Experiments have been conducted on synthetic 
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Figure 2.b.2 

images of spheres and planes "painted" with random dot patterns. 
All the objec ts are opaque and sometimes intersect each other. The 
choice of spheres and planes is motivated by the necessity of local 
smoothness in the imaged depth. Yet, at the same time, since there 
are multiple differently moving objects as well as occlusion of one 
body by another, motion bounderies do occur. The image 
formation technique was the perspective projection. In a single 
image there could be one or more instances of the above primitive 
objects moving with similar or different velocities ( translational and 
rotational) in three space. 

For single body motion the matches were found with close to 
100% accuracy. Addition of uniformly distributed uncorrelated 
noise points to a level of 10% did not cause any significant 
difference in the level of correct matches found. However. the noise 
points generated some spurious matches among themselves. The 
clustering approach works better in this situation with considerable 
removal of noise points and fa lse matches. 

As a conservative estimate the average number of plausible 
match vec tors considered was of the order of 10 · l5. Of course in 
regions with dense random dot patterns this number was more. 
Even with larger numbers the selection of the correct match was 
possible with the support disparity approac h. These figures for 
plausible match vectors fell to a third of their number with the 
clustering approach. There was also a speedup of execution by a 
factor of around ten. 

With two body motion about 94% of the correct matches 
could be obtained. The hardest matches to find lay on the border 
of the two bodies. as was to be expected. Thus on figure 3.1 and 
3.2 we find that even though almost everywhere the matches have 



been found correctly, on the border of the cwo bodies incorrect 
matches have been found. [n che case of Clltally cransparent bodies 
che algorithm's performance is drasucall y reduced with 50 ·60 % 
wrong matches being found. 

Images of Natural Scenes: Quantitacive justificacion of performance 
is difficult on natural scenes. Through manual inspec tion it has been 
found that the number of wrong correspondences obtained are 
insignificant. However. correct matches associated with roughly 40% 
of the points have been found. This discrepancy is a result of the 
uncertainty associated with the determination of interest points. 

It was computed that even with some amount of input/output 
processing, the part of the algorithm which could be parallelized 
took about 75% of the time on a serial processor. With the removal 
of file manipula~ons this could rise to over 95% or more of the 
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Figure 3.1 

Figure 3.2 

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the actual and the computed match 
vectors for synthetic images of cwo body motion. 
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time. It is feasible to implement the algorithm on a 128-processor 
MIMD machine (BBN Butterfly) with considerable improvement in 
running time. 

5. Conclusion and Future Work 

The goal of the work reported here. was to formulate a 
computational framework for the measurement of retinal motion . It 
was desirable that the motion measurement algorithm be 
implementable in parallel, and conform co a connectionist 
implementation strategy. An important consideration was graceful 
degradation in the presence of increasing amouncs of noise. and the 
ability to handle multiple moving objeccs. An important issue. 
relating to the task of retinal motion measure 1s the choice of the 
matching primitive or token and the process for obcaining these 
primitives in an image. This issue was treated rather peripherally in 
this paper. This is because, the first priority was to devise a 
computational strategy based on the design criteria laid above. The 
overall framework of the algorithm is based on the matching 
paradigm of motion perception. This is built upon the belief that 
some form of matching, either involving spatio-temporal gradients 
or other feature primitives. is essential to solving the motion 
perception problem. This paradigm is by no means inviolable. as 
has been shown recently in [2], for certain imaging si tuations. 

The work with synthetic images served to lay the preliminary 
groundwork for evaluating the proposed algorithm. The success in 
experiments with natural images is cont in gent i.!pon being able to 
formu late and compute teature primicives thac are stable and 
recoverable with local operators. The operawr described previously 
(see also [3]) and used succesfully in other image processing contexts 
( see [l] ) was used to cest the algonthm on natural images. This 
"interest" operator lacks the sophistication of other corner finding 
algorithms like the ones described in [9, 16. ~l J. However. it seems 
that more complicated interest operawrs do noc fare wo we ll than 
simple schemes. even in relatively uncomplicaced scenes in nature 
(see [26]). 

The two dimensional clustering approach of Algorithm 2 
works well on most occasions. However for pathological cases like 
radial flow it is not at all advantageous to cluster in two dimensions 
because experimental observation with simulated data shows that no 
"good" cluster(s) is present in this case. 

It is easy to circumvent the above problem by four 
dimensional clustering with the dimensions representing x , y, p • 8. 
However computationally there is not much advantage in using a 
four dimensional clustering approach over a direct app lication of 
Algorithm 1. The proper scheme to solve this problem is to start 
with two dimensional clustering and in the absence of "good" 
clusters to go in for a three dimensional clustering scrategy with x ,y 

8 ( 8 is the orientation of the velocity vectors ) and x . y, p ( p 1s 
the magnitude of the velocity vectors ). It is to be noted that in this 
case Euclidean distance is not a proper dissemblence measure. The 
support concept can be extended t9_ get . the db~emblence measure 

in this case. If "good" clusters are not found even after doing this 
Algorithm l is applied directly . For all the above stages the image is 
segmented into smaller divisions before the clustering process. 

The above discussion shou ld not convey the impression that 
clustering is an unsuitable method. Ev.en in the worst case. where no 
clustering is possible the app lication of algorithm 1 is not hindered 
in any way. However on most occasions as has been ex"perimentally 
verified clustering is very useful in reducing the time taken for 
finding the correspondence. 

To summarize. a list of the salient advantages of our algorithm 
is given below: 

1. Applicable to multiple moving objects 

2. Good behaviour in the presence of noise 
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Figure 4: 

Top Left : Manually computed vectors 
Bottom Left : Computed vectors 
Top Right : Image with enhanced contrast 
Bottom Right: Interest Points 
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Figure 5: Cluster for Image of Fig. 4 

Automatic segmentation for image areas projected from 
different moving objects or parts of the same rigid surface 
differentiated by sharp depth changes. 

Conceptual simplicity and amenability to parallel 
implementation. 

Adaptible to a different feature primitives and motion 
representations. 

We are now working on the performance evaluation of the 
algorithm using several alternative feature detectors, as well as the 
alternative retinal motion parameter. 
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Determining the 3-D motion of a rigid s~rface P.atcp. 
without correspondence, under perspective pr0Ject10n. 
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Abstract 
A method is presented for the recovery of tlw :JD motion 

parameters of a rigidly moving textured planar surfac e The 
novelty of the method is based on the fact that n/J point lo poin t 
correspondences are used and that stereo and mution ar(' combined 
in a way that doe, not require any static or dynamic point 
correspondences . 

1. Introduction 
An important problem in Computer Visior: is to recover the 3-0 

motion ofa mo- ving object from its successive images. lip to now 
there have been, basica lly, two aproaches tu wards the solution of 
this problem : 

a) the differential or continuous 
b) the discrete. 

In the differential case, the dynamic image is supposed to be 
a 3-0 function of two "spatial" arguments and a "temporal" 
argument. The n, if this funct+on is lornll y well -behaved and 
its spatio-temporal gradient, are computable, the local 
image velocity or "optical flow" ma.1· he cornputl'd I 7 ,9, I 0,35 ]. 
The second approach, considt-rs tht· cases where the motion is 

la rge and the first technique is not app licable In these instances, 
the measurement of the image motiun n:li es up,,11 i,o la ting and 
tracking hi ghlights and f('alure points I corners, edi,;es, Ptc l in the 
imc1ge thrn,1\(h tin,e . Thi , entai l, lachling t he co rrespo ndt-nce 
problem which might hc 'prnved t,, be difficult in ma ny s ituat.ions I 
3,21,23 ,33,32 I 

In both <.>f the abo18 approaches, after tlK im <1gr· m,,tion ( 
optical flow or disc 

rete displacenwnl ;; J is computed, co nstraints arc deve loped 
between the retinal motion and the 3-D motion parameters; these 
const raints become the bas is of a whole variety of a lgorithms for 
the recovery of the 3-D motion [l ,4,5,8,19,24,25, 
27,28,29,30,37 ,38,36, 18] . 

With the traditional one camera approach for the estimation 
of the 3-0 motion parameters of a rigid planar patch, it was just 
m e ntioned [26],that one shou ld use the image point 
correspondences for object points not on a single planar patch when 
estimating 3-0 motions of rigid objects . 
But it was not known, how many solutions there were, what 
was the minimum number of points and views needed to assure 
uniqueness and how could tho:;(• solutions be computed without 
using any iterative search ( i:e without hal'ing to solve non
linear systems). It was pro,ed (27,28, :rn] that there are exactly 
two soluti9ns for the 3 -D motion parameter, and pla~e 

orientations, given at leas t 4 image point cor respondences in 

two perspective views, unl es,; the 3x3 matrix containing the 
canonical coordinates of th(' second kind [201 for the Lie 
transfor- mation group that charucteri7('5 thl· retinal motion field 
of a moving planar patch, has multipl e singular va lues. However, 
the solutions are unique if three views of the pl ana, patch are 
given or two views with a l least two planar pntches In our 
approach, the duality problem does not ~xist for two views, s ince 
two cameras are used ( and so the analysis is done in 3 D l. 
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2. Motivation and previous work 
The basic motirntion for th i, n· , caffh is thP f"el lhal lhr 

optical flow ( or discrete di splaccm0nh l fi e ld , p,·uducc:cl b) 
existing methods app lied to naluntl inrngr,, are c•11Tupt<'·d by 
noise a great deal In other words, dl·spite tht· g re at 
mathematical e legance of the existing t ec hniqu es for th e 
computation of retinal mution , appl ical ion of these me thod s to 
natural images does not givi, sa ti sfacto ry res ults, because a ll of 
them are based on assumptions ( this is absolutely necessary s ince 
the constraints for optical flow a re not sufficient and so addit ional 
assumptions have to be employed ), which hold true only for a 
subset of natural images [33,341 . 

However: "Are the existing algorithms or a ny other 
a lgorithms that are based on the optical flow input and one
camera and no other sources of information, robust enough to 
perform well with this kind of error, in their input ?". The 
answer seems to be "no", and this is probably due to the fact 
that the constraint re lating the ret ina l motion to the 3-0 
motion ( which is of course used by al l algnrilhrns i11"o lving the 
point-to-poi nt correspond1:nce approuch l scc:m, lo be very 
sensitive to errors. Ind eed, thi, seems to he th" ca,•· as the 
following tables, from 130], show . 

( The following Table I. and Tahl (· 2. a r e from T ,; ai and 
Huang (30] J 

Error of point corresi,ondences 0% 1 q_ 3"< I 0'\ , 
Errorofpureparameters 0% 4. lO°l. 1:l .82' '< S!i .8-n 
Errorofrotalion 111c1trix 0% 1.74% .'i 3 1''/a 19 .J I C{ 

Error of translation 0% 5 88't 21 36% 275 2U'i,. 
Table l. effect of errnr of point COfl'e,;pondences on the error 
of motion parameters when 4-point conesponcl e nc es are 
used, for the motion of a rigid planar pall'h. ( u,ing th r: 
algorithms in [30]) 
............... , ................................................ ......... .. .. ... . .... ......... . . 

Number of point correspondences 4 
Error of pL1re parameters 85.84% 
Error of rotation mHlri x 19.1 ! % 
Error of translations 275 2% 

5 IO 
12.!57% 12 6G''1 

7.49% 6 .5'7\!:, 
14.12% 13 .12% 

Table 2. number of point correspondences as errn ,· of 
the estimated motion paramete,·s with 10% enor on 
point correspondences, for the motion of a rigid 
planar patch. ( using the a lgorithm,; in [301 J 

············--······················-·-········ ····· ·· ······················· ·· ······· ··· · 

We must admit that the results in [301, are from the best ones 
in the litterature and we u,e them here becau,c they are from the 
few ones that include an error ana lysis. 

Then a question arises, that is .. ls it possiblt> t,1 recove r 3-D 
motion of a rigid planar patch without u$ing any puinl 
correspondences and/or combining stereo with 11101 ion but without. 
having to solve the ste reo correspondence probl em O And in th e 



case this is possibl e, how robu;:t agn in s t noi sE' art· the res ulting 
algorith- ms?". The need for , uch an apprnuch has been real ized 
la te ly [2, 11,22] . 

However all the a bove meth1id s require the deri vat ives of the 
image functions which in the case of noi se a re corrupted; some of 
them a lso involv e th e soluti1rns of non -linea r sys tem s or 
knowledge of the cnvir-onnn·1enta l s tructure Fina lly, difficultie:i 
in the prese nce of noise are reported in I 111 for the method in [2] . 

Also, recent work in that cliredi<>n by Ka natani ( [15,161 l 
describs two method, for the reco1try of the 3-D motion of a 
m ov ing planar contour without correspondE·nce . Despite its 
elegance, the method is artificia l and seems to suffer from 
numerical instabilities; furthermore, no be havior with res pect to 
noise is prese nted. For the other ap1m,ache;;, robustness' behavior 
is not prese nted . 

Finally, the need for combining s tereo with moti1m ha~ been 
realized by Huang and Blonstein I [12] l whi le it is worth 
mentioning that the need to combinE' s trreo with 111oti1111 at. least. 
for the computation of the ret inal motion has been al so appreciatl'd 
by ,Jenkin a nd Tso tsos ( (1 3 ] ). 

In this paper, we present a method for the recnv('l'_\ of th~ 3-D 
motion of a rigidly moving planar patch, by a binocul a r obst· rver 
without using correspondence neith e r for th e s terro nor for the 
motion. 

3. Stereo without correspondence. 
In this sect ion we present a method for the recovery of the 3-D 

parnmcters for the set of 3-D planar points from their left and 
right images without us ing any po int-to -po int correspondence; 
ins tend we consider a ll point correspondences a t once a nd so there 
is ne need lo so lve the difficult correspondence problem in lhe case 
of lhl' , tat.i c stereo 

Lcl a n orthogonal cartesian coordinate system OXYZ be 
fi xed with rc~pcct to the left camera, with Oat the origin (0 being 
a lso th e nodal point of the left eye) and the Z-axis pointing a long 
thl' opt ic<1l axis 

Let the imag,: plane of the left camera be perpendicular to the 
Z-axis at the point (0,0,f I, (focal length= D. 

Let the nodal point of the right camera be at the point (d,0,0) 
and it s image plane be identical to the left one; the optica l axis of 
the right camera (eye) points also a long the Z-axis and passes 
through point (d,0,0) (sec Figure I.) 

Consider a set of 3- D points A =- { (Xi, Y ;,Z; l / i = 1,2,3 ... n } 
lying on the same plane(see Figure 1.), the la tter be ing described 
by the equation: 

Z ::: p*X+q*Y +c 

Let 01,0, be the origins of the lwo-dimensionul orthogonal 
coordinate sys tems on each image pl ane: these origins are located 
on lhe left and right optica l axes whi le the correspondine: 
coordinate syste ms have their y -axes parall e l to the ax is OY, and 
their x-axes para llel to OX. 

Finally _l et { (XJi,YJil / i = 1,2,3 .. n} and { (Xri,Yril / 
i = 1,2,3 ... n} be the projections of the points of set A on the left 
and right retinae, respect ively, i .e . 

f*X1 ( *Y1 
xli=z (1) y 11=z (21 li=l,2,3 ... n 

I ! 

f *(Xi- dl 
X .= 

rt z. 
4 

(3) Y,. = 
f *Y , 

z 
! 

(4) i = l ,2 ,3 ... n 

Let (x1;,Y1il and (x,i,Yril be corresponding points in the two 
frames. Then we have that. 

f*d 
X -X = - (5) 

11 n z. 
! 
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where Z;, the depth of the 3-D point hav ing tho~c· prnjcctions. 

It can be pro ved, [ 40 I. tha t the quantity 

where 

h 2:. 0 I\ h z ...!!!._ 
2*n ' 

m,n E Z- {O}. 

is directly computable and equal to: 

n • k 

L 
xii Yu 

= 
i = I 

f * d 

X * i 
rt - ri > ,._ 

i = l 

(7) 
f* d 

Note: In the case h >0, we require that k bP a rational nu mber 
with odd denominator so that the crre;;p,indiri!I p1Hcqrs of the 
negative y;'s are defined . 

3.1 Proposition : Csing the afnremcnr. iont·d nomPncla ture, the 
parameters P,_ q and c of the plan e in view a re direc tly 
computable without using any point to poin1 correspondence 
between the two fra mes 

<Proof > The equation of the world plane wh e n ex pressed in 
terms of the coordinates of the left fram e, becomes : 

or 

l I 
-=(f-p*x -q*-y ) *-z I • I c*f 

So, from equation (8) it follows that 

l I 
- = (f - p*x . - q*y . )* -
zi I, /1 c*f 

Now, we have: 

I i= 1, 2,.3 ... n 

k 
'\ . Y11 

1 f - P • x - q • v ) • --- .. ,7 1 I, . /1 c*f' 

(8) 

(9) 

n yk 1 " 
"_l_i_ L - = - - • \ / 
i=lzi C ;'"::1 I, 

I It 'l 

- * I '- p*x •l + '- q'\ . ,,k ](10 ) 
c*( i*";"l LI • /1 l:-l 'I• · / 1 

The left -hand side of equali1rn (10) has hecn sho11n to bl' 
compu~a?le without using any point-to-point correspondence (sec 
Propos1t10n 3.1 ). 

If we write equation (10) for three different va lues of k we 
obtai? a linear .system in the unknowns p,q,c which in general.has, 
a _umque solut10n (except for the case where the projection of a ll 
points of set A, have the same y-coordinate in both frames). 

n Xii• ,:it " %ri • 1:: 1 n 1 " n I-- - ' -- - - . ' .• , . - '[' .. u + ' •• HI . f'd L.. f'd - c L.., u - c'f L.. P x1, Yli L.. q Yu Yu (11) 
1aal &•1 i=l i • l i • l 



I 
I 

· 1 

1 

nx•-2 n • *2 n L ~ - L xri yri = _!_. L/2 
j :111 1 f *d i =l f • d C i = l li 

n x • y.t3 n x • i3 n 

L ..!i........!.! - L ri yri = ...!.... • L .la 
I n n 

- • C "" • • "+ "" • • u J (13) 
i=l f • d i= l f •d C i = l li - c*f L P xii Y1i L q Yu Yli 

i ::a: 1 i=l 

The solution of this syste m recove rs the s tructure a nd the 
depth of the points of set A without a ny correspo nde nce a nd thi s is 
the conc lusion of Propos ition 3.1 
3.3 Practical Considerntions 

We have implemented the above met hod for diffe rent va luf' s 
ofk1,k2,k3 and especia lly for t he cases . 

a) k1 = O k2 -· l/3 
b) k1 = O k2 ·~ 1/3 

k3 C. 211 
k:1 - 1/::, 

The noise less cases g ive ex tre nt l· l; acr un, tc· re ,; ulh 
Befo re we proceed, we must expla in wh;i t we 111>·a11 hy 110i ,e 

introduced in the images . When w t say that one f1 "" '€ (le ft or 
ri ght) has noise of a%, we mea n tha l if the p la , ,c c,>1il.a ins :\ 
projection points we added [(:'i *al/1 iJOJ rando111ly di stri buted 
poin ts. ( Note: [] denotes the integ,, r pa rt of it s c1rgu 111 E· ntl 

When the noise in both fra 111es is ke pt be low 2ci t hen the 
results are still ve ry satis facto ry Wh, ·11 the nv i,E exceeds 5% t hen 
onl y the value of p gets co rrupted , hut the va lues of q and c re main 
very sa ti sfacto r y. To correct thi s and ge t sa ti sfac tory results for 
hig h noise pe rce ntages, we de vised the fo llow ing me thod that uses 
three ca meras : 

" We conside r the t hree ca me ra confi g uration sys tem as in 
Figure 2., where the top ca me ra has on ly vertica l di spl ace ment 
with respect to the le ft one . !f a ll three im ages a re corrupt ed by 
noi se ( ranging from 5% to 20% ) then appl ir.at ion of the a lgnrith111 
( Proposition 3.1) to the le ft a nd to p fr a m ,._, will g ive ve r y 
reasonab le va-lues for p and c and corrupl q, which q , as we ll as 
c, are accurate ly computed from the app l ica tio n of th e same 
a lgo rithm to the right a nd le ft fram e; " 

4. Recovering the direction oftrnn slatio n 

Here we treat t he case whe re the po in ts ,,f se t A just r ig idly 
t r a ns la te, a nd we wis h to r ecove r th ,, direct i<> n of the· trans la tion . 
In t his case , the depth is not needed but the ori e ntation of the 
p lane is required . The ge ne ra l ca~e is treated in the next Section 
5. 

4.1 Techn ical framework . 

Consider a coordinate sys te m OXYZ fixed with respect to 
the camera; 0 coinc ides with the nodal point of the eye, while the 
image plane is perpendicu la r to the Z-ax is ( focal le ngth = f) , that is 
pointing a long the optica I ax is (see Figu 1·e 3.). 

Let us represe nt points on the image pla ne with s mall 
letter s (e.g (x,y)) and points in the world with capita l ones (e.g. 
(X,Y,Z)) 

Let us cons ide r a point P = (X1,Y1,Z1) in the world, with 
pe rspect ive image(x 1,y1) , wherex1 = (f*X1)/Zand 
Yt = (f*Y 1 )/Z 

lfthe point P moves lo the pos ition P' =(X2, Y2,Z2l with 

X2 = X1 +tiX (14) 
Y2 = Y1 +6 Y (1 5 1 

Z2 = Z1 + 67. (16) 

then we d es ir e to find th e dir ec tion o f tht translation 
(6X/6Z,6 Y/6Z). 
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If the perspec tive image of P' is ( x2,Y2 ), then the obse rved motion 
of the world point in the image plane is give n by the di spl ace ment 
vector: ( xz-x 1, Y2-.Y 1) (which in the case of very sma ll motion is 
a lso kno wn a s "opti ca l f1ow"l. 

We can eas ily prove that : 
( * 6X - x

1 
*6Z 

2
1 

+ 6Z 

(*6Y-y
1

*67. 

2
1 

+ 67. 

(17) 

1181 

Under the assum ptio n th a t. the motio n in de pth is s mall with 
respect to t he depth, the equa tions above bc·conn, 

f * 6X - x
1 

*6Z 

z1 
(l 9) 

( * 6 Y .- y
1 
*62 

(20 

The above equa tions r e late the retinal motion ( le ft-hand 
sides ) to the world motion 6X, 6 Y, 67. 

4.2 Recovering the 3-D direction of trnnslation without 
correspondence. 

Consider again a coordi nate syste m OX YZ fixed with 
respect to the camera a s in Figure 4., a nd le t A={ (X ;,Y i,Zj) / 
i = 1,2,3 ... n}. such tha t 

/ i = 1,2,3 ... n 

that is the points a re pla nar . Let the points trans late rigidly 
with trans la tion (6X,6 Y,67. 1, a nd le t { (x i,Y, ) / i = 1,2 3 ... n} 
and { (x;',y;') / i = 1,2,3, ... n } be t he projec tions of the se t A before 
and after the trans lation , r es pect ive ly. 

Consider a point (xi,Yil in the first frame• which has a 
corresponding one (x ;',y;') in the second rdynamic) fr a me 

For the mome nt we do not wo rry a bou t where the po int Ix, ', 
y;') is, but we do know that the followin g re lat ions ho ld be twee n 
these two poi nls 

( *6}( - X * D,7, 
I 

(2 1) X . - X . 

' ' z 
' 

(*6Y -yi* 6Z 
(22) Y, -yi = z 

' 
whe re Z; is the depth of the 3-D point whose projection (on the first 
dynamic fram e) is the point (x;,Yil. Ta king now into accoun t that 

l 

Z . 
' 

( - P * \ - q * Yi 

c*( 

the above eq ua t ions become : 

(2.31 

, f - p * x, - q * Y, 
- = ((* 6)( - X * 67,) * - ·- - - ·----- (241 

\ xi · , c*f 

( - P * X, - q * Yi 
_v'-y = (f*6Y -y. *!:J.7.)* --------- (25) 

I I l C * ( 



If we now write equation (24 ) for all the points in the two 
dyna mic fra mes and sum the resulting equa tions up, we take: 

II , II f - p•:t. - q• y. 2 (x1 -:c
1
) = 2 [(/'6X-xi '6Zl' : 

1 I 
i • I i "' l C f-

or 
~ .· ~ - r<f - p•xi - q•yJ•dX-:r. • (f -p•x.- q •y . )' 6 Z 
L (xi - ·\) = L [ 

1 
• 

1 1 1 I (26) 
i • I 1 : t C f 

Similarly, ifwe do the sa me for equat ion (25), we take: 

~ . .. r - p• x. - q . y. 
~ (y, - y,) ~ L [ (('AY-y.' AZ)' ' 'I 
i • l j ..- J I c•t 

or 
i </-y. )= i ( r<f-P ' \ - q 'y;) ' 6Y - yi • (f - p 'x; - q'y;l ' ilZ 

. i ~ J I I .i .>a.1 c • I.. J (27) 

At this point it has to be undcrs t0od thut equa tions (261 
and (27) do not require 0ur findin g of llny ccir ,·c;;pnnd, ,ne ... 

By dividing cquati,m 128• ,iy equ;1l.ion 127 1, we gl·t 

" " L X:-L •, 
i • I i • I 

" " 
(28) 

Ly;- LY; 
i • l i a l 

Equation (28) is a linear equation in the unknowns !:.XJ!:.Z, 
6 Y/!:.Z and the coefficients consist of expressions involving 
sum malions of point coordinates in both dynamic fra mes; for the 
computation of th e latter no estab li shment of any point 
corresponde nc es is required. It is c lear, of course, that the 
para me ters used in this formula are the ones computed us ing xthe 
method drsr r,btcl in Section 3. Furthermore, it has to be pointed 
out that, as the expe rime nts showed, errors of even up to 30% in the 
values of p,q h ad ins ignifica nt innue nce to the computation of the 
two unkn0wn s t:,X/!:. Z, t:,Y/ i.\Z 

So, if we consider a binocular observer, app lying the a b0ve 
procedure in b"th left a nd right "\!yes" , we get · two lin ear · 
equal.ions ( of the form of equation (28) ) in the two unknowns 
!:.XJ!:.Z, 6 Y16Z, which constitute a linear system that in genera l 
has a unique soluti on . 

4.3 Prnctical con s iderations. 

We h a ve implemented the abO\'l' method with a variety of! 
pla nes as we ll as di , placr1mcnt,; . noi se less case,; give extreme ly · 
accurate resu lts , whil e cases with noise perce ntages up to 20% 
(even with different amounts of lllJi~e in a ll four frames ( first le ft 
and right - second left and righ t ) ) give very satisfac tory resu lts 
(an error- of at most 5% ) . Sec tion 6 describes relevant 
experime nts. We now proceed co ns idering the ge nera l case. 

5. Determining unrestric ted 3-D motion of a rigid pl a nar 
patch without correspondence. 

Consider again the imaging sy, tem (binocular) of Figut·e 4., 
as well as the se t A = {( X;,Yi,Zi)/i = 1,2,3 .. n} such thc1.t 

Z;=p*X;+q*Yi+c I i = 1,2,3 .. . n 
i .e . the points a re planar; le t B be the plane on wh ich they lie. 
Suppose that the points of the se t A mo\' e rig idl y in space ( 
transla tion plus rota tion) a nd they become members of a se t A' = { 
( X;', Y;',Zi' ) / i = 1,2,3 ... n }. Since all o f the points of set A move 
rigidly, it follows tha t the points of set A' are a lso pla nar; le t B' 
be the (new) plane on which these points lie. 

In othe r words the set A becomes A' after the rigid motion 
transformation. W e wish to r ecove r the parameters of thi s 
transformation . From the projection of sets A a nd A' on the left 
and right image pla nes a nd using the method described in Section 
3 the sets A and A' can be computed. In other words, we know 
exac.tly the pos itions in 3-0 of all ~.he points of the sets A a nd A' 
(a nd this has been found w ith•lut us in g a ny point corresponden · 
ccs - Sec tion 3). 

So, the problem of recove rin g thl· 3 D motion has bee n 

transformed to the fo llowin g 
"Given the set A of planar point., in 3D and the set A· of neu· 
planar points, which has nel'n produred by applying In th e p1,i 11t.; 
of set A a ri g id motion transformati on , r eco v e r th at 
transforma tion ." 

Any rigid body motion can be ana lyzed to a rota tion p\u ;. a 
translation; the rotation axi,: can be considered as passing 
through any point in the space , but a fte r thi s point is chosen, 
everything e lse is fix ed. 

Ifwe consider the rotation ax is as pass ing through the center 
of mass (CM) of the points of set A, the n the vector which has as its 
two endpoints the centers of mass CMA and CMA' of sets A a nd 
A' respective ly, represe nts the exact 3-D trans lation. 

So, for the tra nslation we can write 

tran sla tion = T = (X,Y,Z) = CMA' - CMA 

It remains to recover the ro tat ion matri x. 
Let, therefore, n1 a nd n2 be the surface norma ls of the planes B · 
and B'. Then, the angle 8 betwee n n1 and n2 ,.where 

n · n 
8 l 

2 'h ' 'h. cl cos = l! nl II * 
11 112 11 

, wit · t e mne r -pro uct ope ra tor 

represents the rotation a round an axis 0102 perpe ndicular to the 
plane defined by n1 and n2, where 

n
1 

X n2 
0

1
0

2 
= ,with' X 'the cross-product opera tor 

11 n 1 X n2 II 
From the axis 0102 and the angle Owe d( velope a rotation 

matrix R1. The matrix R 1 does not represenl the fina l rotat ion 
matrix since we a re s till missing 1he rcifat ion a round the surface 
normal. Indeed, if we apply the rotat ion ma tri x R 1 and the 
transla tion T to the se t A, we will get a se t A" of points , which is 
diffe rent tha n A', because the rotation ma tri x R 1 does not include 
the rotation around the surface'.normal n2. 

So we now have a matching problem: on the pla ne B' we have 
two sets of points A' and A" res pec ti vely, a nd we want to recover 
the a ngle <I> by which we must rotate the points of set A" (with 
respect to the surface normal n2) in order to coi nc ide with those of 
se t A'. 

Suppose that we can find a ngle <I> From cp a nd n2 we construct a 
new rotation matrix R2. The final rotation mnL,·ix R can be 
expressed in terms ofR1, R2 as follow s: 

R = R1 R2 
lt therefo re rem£1ins to expl a in how we can co mpute the a ngle 

<j>. For this we need the sta tistica l de finition of the mean direction. 
Definition I .Consider a set S"'-{ IX1,Y111 i a. 1,2. :J n }of11<>in !s a ll 
of which lie on the s,11111· pl"n c. Con, ider th~ ce r,lcr of n'"' "· 
CM, of these points t" h1c1vc conrd;na\cs (\cno · Ycml. Lei 1c1lso 
circle (CM,l ) be the circlr hav in g it;, ce nl ~· r al I Xcm .Ycm ! and 
radius of length equal lo I.Let P, be the in1 erscct i<1 ns of the \'f.'Clors 
CMSi with the c ircumfere nce of thE circle rC\1 , I l , i c, 1,2,'.l n . 
Then the "mean direc tion" of thl· point,: of the sf' t A, is d~fi ned to be 
.the vector MD, where 

n 

MD = L CMP. 
J 

j = I 
Tfis c lear that the vector ofthe mean di rect ion is intrinsically 

connec ted with the se t of point,; considered each t ime , and if t he 
set of points is rotated a round a n ax is perpe ndicular to the pla ne 
a nd pa ss ing through CM, by a n angle w, the new mean direction 
vector is the previous one rotated by the sa me angle w. 

S,,, re l urning to the ana lysis of our approach , the a ngle <I> is 
the angle bet.ween the vectors of mt:a n direc tions of the se ts A' 
a nd x· t which have· obvious ly , common CM's) reca ll at this point 
thot A' a nd/\ " ar,' sets of copl a nar points ; therefo re we ca n apply 
the a bove dPfinition . 

Moreo;er, it is obvious that the angle <j:>, and the refore the 
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rotat ion matrix R2, cannot be computed in the case the mean 
direction is O (i.e. in the case thE' set of points is characterized by a 
point symmetry) . 

6.Experiments 
We will describe experimE: nls for both the detection of structure 

and depth without cor responde nc E· and the drtect ion of 3-D motion 
without correspondence. 

In our experiments, we considered a set of three dimensional. 
planar points, which we projc·cled per,pcdivel) in buth the 
left and right frames. From th~ projections we recover the 
structure and depth of the 3-0 plant· u, ing the alogrithm descr ibed 
in Section 3 , or using the projedion,; in thn,c frames . It is clear, 
that the equations that are used to develop the linear system 
desc ribed in Section 3 are based on the a~s umption that the 
number of points on ( lel't and right frame;; ), fs the same. But in 
noisy situation ; , this is not the ca,;e In particular, in real 
images operators have fir st lo be applied on all four frames ( two 
before the motion and two after the motion ) that will produce 
points of interes t, ( [3,6,17 ,2 1] ) and then the theory developed in 
this pape r is appli,,d lo these point, 
But any met h,.,d that wil l produce point , of inte rest from inten,ily 

images··is bound t,J hc1 ve ernJrs duf: to thr noise in th~ i mag,.•s and 
the unpredictable beha vior of the intensity function in nat.urn l 
scenes When we say thill the method;; that find int e rc s ting 
poin h in intcn, it:, inwgr.·s arc bound l11 error ;, , wt m, ·an tint! 
there will be p,, int , in the left fram e whose corresp,,ndir:g oni:, 
have not been found in the right sten·o frame, and a l~o tht·n · will 
be points in the lirst dyna mic frame wh1Jst er,,· rt spunding 11r11:, 

have not b(•en found in the seco nd dynami c fram1·, and vie,• 
ver~a . So, the number of points will n/Jt be the sa,11(· in tht• 
different images. Because of that, our method i, bound l•J have an 
error, since it is based on the assumption that the numb(·r of 
points is everywhere the same. To reducP. this error we do the 
follow- ing: Equations (11), (12), (13) are not affectcd if both sides 
are divided by the number of points in a ll the frames (under the 
assumption that the number of points is the same in all frames). If 
now the numbers of points in the left and right fram e are 
different, say n1,{t and nright , in the static stereo case, then we 
divide the summations resulting from each of the frames, by the 
number of points of the corresponding frame, and the resulting 
equations are ( for the stat ic stereo case): 

I • ~- • , 12 ~ , , n 
- ~f'n lL p xii yli 1-,:.... q Yi; Y1; I {30) 

t,(1 i • l i•I 

II JC '.Y,U fl % 'y/f:J II 1 II 11 L_!!.......E.... , ~_,,_ ,, ___ 1_,L.., ---• ( \ " p•x•y..,+"'>"q•y•,ul (31) 

i• 1f'd'nt,{1 - i":'1rd'n,i1>it-c'n,,(1 i • l Yti c•rnl,ft ,';', h 11 t:"1 Ii ti 

where n1,{t and nright represent the numb,,rs of points iii the left 
and right frames respectively. It is clear th,1t the resulting 
equations are approximate, but our expe ri - ments show that the 
introduced error is very small . It has to be mentioned , however, 
that the intrinsic difficulty, appearing in the traditional methods 
(i.e . stereo, optical flow ), of not being ah le to find corresponding 
points , exists even in our a lgorithm but under the form of different 
number, of points in the different frames, because of the globality 
of our approach . Howe ver, even considerabl e differences in the 
numbers of points am,>ng thc different fra,nf:' s hurdly affects the 
results. Furthermore, the same techniqu~ "' appli ed tn 1.h1. ,·,, ,E. of 
motion as we ll. 

Picture 1. shows the projections of a set of planar pc,inl~ on both 
the left and right frames. The frame on top is the sup,:,rpo~ition of 
the left and right frames. The actual par.:1mt>ters of the plane were : 
p = 0.0, q = 0.0, c = 10000, whi le the number of point;; w,1s eq ua l 
to 1000.We did not include any noi ,w to our pictures. 
The computed ones were : P=-0 .0, ~ 0 -0.0, C = 10000.0 
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Picture 2. shows the projections of a srl of planar points on both 
the left and right frames. The frame on top is the superposition of 
the left and right frames. The actual paramete rs of the plane were: 
p = 1.0, q = 1.0, c = 10000, whil e the number of points was equal 
to 1000.We did not include any noise to our pictures. 
The computed ones were: P = 0.98, Q = 1.00, C = 9809 .8 

Picture 3. shows the projections of a se t of planar points on both 
the left and right frames . The frame on lop is the superposition of 
the left and right frames. The actua l parameters of the plane were: 
p = 1.0, q = 1.0, c = 10000, whi J,, the number of points was equa l 
to 1000.We included 5% noisr to tht le ft frame and 7% to the right 
one. The computed ones were P =· 1.7, Q = 1.2, C = 10266.7 

Pictures 4a., 4b, show the resu lb from the 3-eye method. Here . 
the projections of a set of 3-D plana r points on a ll the three frames 
are considered. The actual paramd t·r, wcre:p = 0.0, q = 0.0, c = 
10000 (Picture fa.) and p ::. 1.50, q =- 2 30. c = 10000 (Picture 
4b,) respec tively. The number ofpoinl., wa ~ equa l to 1000, in both 
pictures. 
Picture 4b . did not have any nois(', whereas Pi<:ture 4a. had 5% 
noise in the left frame and 7% noise in the right and top frame s. 
The computed ones were . P = 0 10, Q cc 0.05, C -:c: 1019,.0 and 
P = 1.51,Q = 2.22,C = 10000 .0re:;p<"cti,e l:, . 
Pictures 5.,6.,7.,8.,9., show the 3-D motion de! (•rmin ,, t i'ln results. 

In Pictu1·e 5., the two fram e~ at lht bottom r(:pr , ., l nl the 
projections ofa set of3-D plandt' p,, int., on th e left ,,nd ,·igl,t eye, 
respectively. The two fram c5 at thL· lop, repr.,,;c nl th•: 1 , '-'J' ,:t.i,m, 
of the same set of points, after it has been tran,1 ,it,·d 'fhc· actlta l 
direc- tion of translation was equal to ( -2 .0 , · 2 I) I , and th, · 
computed one was.(-1.9, 2 .0). 

The noise percentage was equa l to 10% in all four fra n .. .- , ·.d·.il( 
the number of points was equal to 1000. At thi ;; p, .,int it h~ 0 I.,, hi.' 
mentioned that the parameter , p,q ;,.,ere al s o cornput('d 
computed,since the latter are used in the de te r-rnin a ' ion or th1.· 
direction oF tran s lati11n rs ,:·1_· a l, ,, SfC'tion .4 ).Pictures 6.,7., 
represent simi lar expl' rirn('nl, Pidurp s 8. and 9. , show 
experiments determining the g1 n, ,·" ' m,,ti,,n The res ult, were 
computed according to the metl,nd pr, ,.s.,ntc·d in Section 5., and the 
results were recakulatccl with rr· ,p, ..t t,i I h,· il'fl ·CH rner;; coordini\te 
sy.§tem . 
NOTE: All the parameters involved in th f above experiments that 
have a dimension of length ( J,l MIi Tu) are calculated in pixels , 
where 1 pixel = JOOµm . 

7. CONCLUSION AND Fl..ilTHE WOHK 
We have presented a method on how a binocular !or tri nocular ) 

observer can recover the structure, depth, and 3-D motion of rigidly 
moving planar patch without using any stat ic or dynamic point 
correspondences. We are currently setting. up the the experiment 
for the application of the method in na tura l images . The theory 
for the recovery of unrestricted 3-D motion without using point 
correspondences has bee n extended for the ca;;e of non -planar 
surfaces. The interested reader can con,ult (40 ]. 
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ABSTRACT 

The visual navigation problem deals with the 
computation of egomotion parameters of a moving 
observer based on visual stimulus. The term Active 
Navigation refers to the fact that the observer actively 
tracks environmental points. Conventional methods for 
the computation of the rigid motion parameters from 
retinal stimulus suffer from a parameter space of high 
dimensionality. This difficulty is compounded by the 
nonlinearity of the constraint equations that govern the 
computation of the motion parameters from monocular 
retinal flow. The technique proposed is free from the 
above difficulties. 

1. Introduction 
The two most serious barriers to the computation of 

the parameters of rigid motion from the retinal optical 
flow are: 

(a) High dimensionality of the parameter space. 

(b) The nonlinearity of the constraint equations. 

This paper suggests that these handicaps may be 
lessened by a twofold strategy. The most important of 
these is to employ tracking. The other is to employ 
stereoscopic imaging. 

The scenario of interest in this paper concerns the 
observer moving in a static environment. The problem 
addressed here analyses the navigational capability of the 
observer based on visual stimulus alone. In other words 
the question to be answered is how well the observer can 
recover Egomotion parameters from retinal motion 
stimulus. In general, motion perception involves the 
recovery of the parameters of motion, as well as the 
structure (or shape) of the object(s) in view. The 
geometric properties of the three dimensional surfaces 
and points are related to the geometry of their image. 

Thus the projective transformation involved in the image 
formation process must be analyzed to find out how the 
retinal stimulus constrains the three dimensional motion 
parameters. 
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To begin with, the input to the motion 
interpretation process is assumed to be the optical flow 
induced on the retina by the reflected light pattern from 
environmental points. The measurement of this image 
motion is itself a topic of intense study in the last few 
years [5, 6, 11, 12, 18]. The difficulty of optical Row 
measurement stems from the fact that local measurement 
of the flow field entails solving the "correspondence 
problem" [2, 11]. This involves matching some kind of 
feature points across different time frames of a 
dynamically imaged scene - a problem that has not been 
resolved satisfactorily as yet. However in spite of these 
difficulties, for the moment. the stimulus will be 
assumed to be optical Row since: 

(a) Most importantly. it is mathematically, a convenient 
representation which clearly encapsulates the 
constraint that image motion brings to bear on the 
rigid motion parameters. 

(b) The smoothness property of optical Row is likely t.o 
help reduce noise in the input to the motion 
estimation process and help segmentation rn 
dynamic images [7, 19]. 

(c) Extensive analyses of the constraints imposed by 
the optical flow field upon the rigid motion 
parameters have been performed [1, 4, 8, 10, 17]. 

[n the case when the observer is able to track a 
prominent feature point in the imaged scene, then the 
observer's task of navigation is facilitated since it is 
easier to compute his Egomotion parameters, compared 
to the non-tracking case. This paradigm of "Active 
Navigation" is investigated both for a monocular as well 
as a binocular observer. 

The contributions of the research, reported in this paper 
are summarized as follows: 

1. A general form of the re lation between 30 velocity 
parameters and retinal optical flow is derived. [n 
previous derivations of this relation [8] the origins 
of the body centered coordinate frame and viewer 

centered coordinate frame are taken to coincide at 
the instant of measurement. Using the general 
representation it is shown why a monocular 
observer, who is able to track an environmental 
feature point, has to contend with a smaller number 



of velocity parameters. 

2. The analysis extends naturally to stereo imaging 
situations, where it is shown that, by combining 
measurements from both eyes, a linear equation in 
two unknowns is obtained. 

3. The above constraint is applied with all possible 
stereo correspondences in a small neighbourhood, 
so as to minimise the square error. This least square 
error technique is seen to work well on simulated 
data. even with the addition of 10-20 percent noise. 

2. Mathematical formulation of the problem 
Consider first. the monocular imaging situation 

where a sensor is moving relative co a static scene. The 
co-ordinate frame (X. Y.Z) is fixed to the sensor (see 
figure [). The viewing direction is along the positive 
Z-axis. 

A rigid body is defined as a set of points whose 
relative euclidian distances from all other points in the 
set are invariants with respect to the transformations of 
rotation and translation . In addition. only opaque 
objects and hence points on a surface (or a manifold) in 
three space will be considered. In other words the three 
cartesian coordinates of of a point on a rigid body are 
not independent. 

The problem deals with a rotating and translating 
observer moving in a static environment. The analysis 
uses the velocity representation for the motion 
parameters. 

The reference coordinate frame is fixed to the 
observer. There is another coordinate frame fixed at the 
point ·s· on the body. The point S has the velocity 
T, = ( u,, v,, W,). At the time of observation the reference 
and the body frame axes are parallel to each other. The 
rotational velocity of the body is given by the vector 
n = (a ./3 ,y). The 30 velocity of a point P = (X, Y.Z) on 
the body is given by the equation 

X= T+ [R](X- X,) (2.1) 

where x, = (X,, Y,, Z, ) denote the position of the body 
origin ·s· . and x denotes the 30 velocity of P (the 'dot' 
operator is used throughout to signify differentiation 
with respect to time), also 

[R] = I ~ -~ -! 
- /3 a 0 

The image formation is modeled by the perspective 
projection model. The projection of a point P=(X : Y.Z) is 
denoted by p=(x ,y ). The proj~cti ve relation is 

FX FY 
(x .y) = (2 .2 ) (2.2) 

The constant F is the focal length of the imaging system. 
It is the distance separating, the nodal point of the 
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camera (or eye) and the image plane, moving along the 
optical axis (i.e. Z axis). In subsequent steps the 
constant F is assumed to be unity. The velocity of 
image points in the 2d image space is qtlled optical flow. 
The relations between the 20 and 30 velocities are 
obtained by differentiating the equation (2.2) and 
substituting from equation (2.1). 

. U, - xW~ Y, 
u = x = --

2
- - a[xy - x z 1 

Z, , X, Y, 
+ /3[1 - Z + x- - x z I - ylv - 7 1 

v, - yl-V, z, ' Y, I 
v = j, = Z - a[l - Z + r - .7 

(2.3) 

Y, X, 
+ /I[ xy - Y-yl + y[x - -yl 

When the origin of the body coordinate frame coincides 
with the reference or observer coordinate frame then 
X, = Y, = z, = 0, and T = To= (U.V.W),which simplifies 
the equation for optical flow to give : 

u = 
U- xW 2 z - axy + f3(x + 1) - yy (2.4.1) 

V-yW , 
v = Z - a(l+ y-)+fl xy+y (2.4.2) 

The above pair of equations embodies the constraint that 
the optical flow (u. v) imposes upon the the parameters of 

rigid motion. Thus all an observer has to do to 
determine where he is going is to measure the retinal 
velocity pattern and then use the above pair of equations 
applied at least five points [l, 13, 17], to determine the 
30 velocity of egomotion. Note that there are six 
velocity components (i.e. three for translation and three 
for rotation). Unfortunately however. all the six 
parameters cannot be computed by monocular visual 
data. This is because of the depth term "Z' that occurs in 
the above pair of equations. The depth introduces a 
scaling effect, whereby other things being equal. 
multiplying the translational components and the depth 
by the same constant factor leaves the perceived retinal 
motion unchanged. Thus for example an object at a 
certain distance. translating with a certain speed 
generates the same optical flow field when it is twice as 
far away and travelling in the same direction with twice 
the speed. 

Thus the monocular observer, lacking depth 
information, must eliminate the depth factor from the 
optical flow constraints. This will then imply that the 
observer's translation can only be determined upto a 
scale factor. Thus the number of egomotion parameters 
of interest are five - pertaining to the direction of 
translation and the rotation. 

When the depth variable is eliminated from the above 
equations we have 



xo - x _ u + ,uy - PI.X ~ + l) + YY (2.5) 
Yo - Y v ... a(y 1 + I) - /hy - yx 

where (x 0.y 0) = ( ~. :~) represents the direction of 

translation of the observer's coordinate frame. 

The above constraint equation demonstrates the 
difficulty of motion computation for a monocular 
observer. It is nonlinear as well of high dimensionality, 
both this properties in conjunction make the problem 
difficult ([1, 4, 8, 9, 16, 171). 

It will now be shown that in case the monocular 
observer can discern a distinguishing feature or mark on 
the observed surface then the perception problem 
becomes simpler. Suppose that the surface in view has 
an easily distinguishable and localized feature at point 
'S' whose corresponding image location is (x,.y, ). In this 

case we can shift the body origin to the point S and 
rewrite the optical flow equations as in (2.3). In addition 

U, - x,W, 
u(x,,y, ) = u, = z 

s 

V, - y,W, 
v(x,,y,) = v, = z 

' 

(2.6) 

Combining equations (2.6) and (2.3) one obtains: 
u, + (x, - x )W, ' axy,-{3(1 + xx,)+ yy, 

u = z· + z· (2.7.1) 
- axy + /3(1 + x 2) - yy 

v, + (y, - y)W,' a(yy, + l}-{3x,y - yx, 
V = -=-----=-..:.,z=• -'---"- + Z' (2.7.2) 

- a(l + y 2) + /J xy + yx 

'prime' operator signifies scaling by Z,, i.e. where the 
w· 

W,' = +· Note that the translational parameters with 
' respect to the observer's frame ( i.e. the observers actual 

translation ) are related to •the body centered 
translational parameters by 

u· = u; - /3 + YY, 

V' = V,' + a - y x, 

W' = W,' - ay, + {3x, 
(2.8) 

The above analysis illustrates the fact that given the 
ability to estimate the projected velocity of a localized 
feature accurately, the constraint equations reduce in 
dimensionality by one. 

A similar result may be obtained, as can be 
expected, when the moving observer is able to track a 
single feature point so that it appears stationary on the 
retina at position (0,0). In this case we assume that the 
tracking motion consists of rotations about the a"<es that 
are orthogonal to the line of sight or the optical axis of 
the lens. The tracking motion is a rotation (w x.wr,O), 

which is superimposed upon the actual parameters of 
motion. 
Let s = <O.O.Zo) be the spatial coordinates of the point 
being tracked. Assume that the observer can track an 
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environmental point and hold it steady on the optical 
axis ( Z axis). Therefore the optical flow fie ld will have 
a singularity at the origin of the retinal frame, where the 
flow value is zero. At the time of observation, the 
tracked point tends to move along the observer's optical 
axis (figure II). 

, Consider an observer moving with translation 
(U.V .W) and rotation (a ,/3.y). Then. if the body frame 
origin is taken to be at s, from equation (2.8), 
rememberi_ng that U, = V, = O: 

U' = ..!!__ = - B 
Zo 

V'= _!".._ = I 
lo · 

W,= W 

(2.9) 

furthermore the optical flow equation (2.3) becomes: 

- (W Zo , 
u = -j- - Axy + B[l - z + x-J - YY 

- vW Zo , 
V = - ·- - ·'[1 - - + v·J + Bxv + yx z ,, z . . 

where A = a+ W x and B = /3 + Wy , 

Eliminating Z from the above we have: 

u + Axy - R( x2 + l) + yy = _ 
v + A(l + y 2)- Bxy - y x 

h ' w w ere W = Zo. 

B + xW' 
A -yW' 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

The constraint equations derived above are similar in 
form to equation (2.5). However. in this case the 
dimensionality of the parameter space has been reduced 
from five to four without increase in the degree of 
nonlinearity of the constraint. It is important to note 
that the observer can determine his direction of 
translation since from equation (2.9) we have 

' u U = - = B 
Zo 

V' = _!".._ = - A 
Zo 

Thus even without explicitly measuring his tracking 
motion, the observer can determine the scaled 
translation (U'.V' .W'). We next examine the constraint 
equation (2.10) and show how it may be used to actively 
compute the direction of translation. 
3. Stereo tracking 

It can be expected that stereoscoping viewing can 
simplify the task of motion perception. Binocular 
imaging system does introduce a new complication in 
that in addition to the task of retinal motion estimation, 
one must also accomplish stereo fusion. However stereo 
fusion is a simpler task than optical flow estimation, and 
a recently published algorithm is reportedly able to 
handle this task reasonably satisfactorily [14]. The 
advantages of stereo imaging for analysing motion are: 

1. The motion constraint equation is linearized. 



2. The epipolar constraint is a powerful aid in 
handling the "correspondence problem" for both 
stereo fusion as well as retinal motion estimation . ( 
In this section the reason for this will be sketched. 
but it will not be detailed) 

The monocular imaging geometry described 
previously is augmented by two other coordinate frames 
located at the points (d.O.Ol (the left eye frame ) and 
(- d.0.0) ( the right eye frame) respectively. The central 
frame is an imaginary "head frame" and the two other 
frames are the camera or "eye" frames. The situation is 
depicted il,l (figure Ill). In this scheme there is no 
vergence between the two eye frames ( rather the eves 
verge at infinity). This means that the corresponding 
axes of all the coordinate frames are parallel. 
Furthermore, it is assumed that the frames are rigidly 
attached to each other. 

The tracking action is with respect to the head 
frame. Now if the head frame is tracking a feature point 
s" at (0.0.p) then its image on the left and right eye 
frames are at (- e.Ol and (e.Ol respectively. The relation 
between the depth p and e is 

2d J 
P = 2e = -; 

Once again for simplicity of explanation, consider 
the relative motion between the observer's head frame 
and the observed rigid scene. as due to egomotion. The 
motion parameters are the translational velocity (U.V.W> 
and the rotational velocity (a ./J.y). The observer's 
tracking movement is confined. as before. to the rotation 
(w,. w,,.0), with respect to the head frame. The tracking 

motions executed by the the eye frames include this 
rotation plus translations in depth of - dw.v and dwy 

respectively. 

Consider an image location (x1,y) in the left frame, 
and its stereo pair (x,,y) in the right frame. The disparity 
is given by 

2d 
lJ = X, - Xt = Z 

where Z is the depth of the point in space giving rise to 
the stereo pair. 

The motion parameters are as before W.V. W) and 
(a./1.y), with respect to a hypothetical head frame located 
between the two stereo coordinate frames. The head 
frame is assumed to track the environmental feature s" 
(the subscript refers to the fact that the nomenclature is 
with respect to the head frame). Therefore equations 
(2.9) hold. The motion parameters with respect to the 
stereo frames are: 

L : T1 = 1} t- Ti'' 

R : T, = T,b t- T:' 
n1 = n,b + ni'' 
n. = n,b + n.1' 

where the subscripts I or r refer to the left or right 
frames, and the superscripts b or 1, refer to body 
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parameters ( or representating actual motion) and 
motion induced due to the tracking motion respectively. 
These components can be expanded to 

and 

T1b = ( U . V + yd . W - /Jd ) 

T,b = ( U . V - yd , W + {3d ) 

n,b = ( a. /1 . y ) 

11,b = ( a. /J . y ) 

Tt" = ( 0 , 0 . - Wyd ) 

T.1' = ( 0 . 0 . w.vd ) 

11!'' = ( w., . w_ • . 0) 

n," = I w, . w_, . 0 l 

It can be seen that the motion of the tracked point, is 
given as T, = ( o. o. w ) in both the left and right 
frames. The rotation of these frames is also the same. 
namely ( ,t . B . y ). Finally, the tracked point is located 
with respect to the two frames as: S1 = ( -d . o. p ) and 
s. = ( d . O . p ). Therefore from equation (2.3) we get the 
optical flow constraints for the left eye as: 

-x1W xd 
u1 = - 2- - Ax1y + B (1 - f + x/ + + ) -yy 

v1 = - yW - A (1 - .f!... + v2 ) + B (x y + y!!_ ) Z Z . I Z 

d 
+ y ( Xt + Z ) 

where A = a + wx and 8 = /J + w_,. In the above 
equation, making the substitution ( z = --1!!_ ) we 

X, - Xt 
have: 

Ut= X1cp+ 8(1 - p_)- yy z 
p_ (X1 + x,) 

v1=ycp-A(l-
2

)+y 
2 

(3.1) 

h W Xf + X, 
w ere cp = - z - Ay + 8-

1
- . similarly the optical 

flow for the right eye is give; by: 

u,= x,cp+ B(l - 1!...) - yy 
7 

_ '(l n) (X1 + x.) 
v, - ycp - ,'t - Z + y 2 

From the above equation we get: 

U, - Ut 
cp =-

x, - Xt 

(3.2) 

which leads to a constraint equation in two parameters: 

U, - Uf n X1 + X, 
v. = v1 = y--- - A(l - ..t:..) + y-- (3.3) 

.C, - Xt Z 2 

This with stereo tracking it is possible to obtain a linear 
constraint in two unknowns at every point of 
measurement. 

4. Experiments 
We have carried out some preliminary experiments 

on artificial images to date. Although the above analysis 
assumes the velocity representation. the experiments 
used data generated by small discrete displacements. 
We also assume that optical flow is known at each point. 
Using binocular vision and tracking A and y are 
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computed, from which we can recover the other 
parameters. 

The algorithm used to recover A and y is as 
follows: 

(a) Obtain possible stereo correspondences by epipolar 
constraints, i.e. the difference in the y values in the 
two camera's image frame has to lie within a certain 
value which we shall call the radius. 

(b) Calculate the depth of the point by the 
correspondence. 

(c) Throw away all correspondences which give 
extreme values of ( depth of point - p ) where p = 
depth of tracked point. 

(d) Repeat step c until the number of points has been 
reduced to some threshold (typically the original 
number of points). 

(e) Calculate the coefficients of A and y in 
equation(3.3) for the remaining points. and apply 
the least squares method to obtain A and y. 

The experiments were performed for values of 
F(focal length) ranging from 35mm to 200mm, d(stereo 
baseline/2) ranging from 4 cm to 20 cm. 8 (angle of 
rotation) varying between 2 degrees and 5 degrees and 
additive noise of upro 20 percent. We found that the 
algorithm was quite stable within these limits, recovering 
A and y to within 10 - 25 percent accuracy. As the 
radius( distance between epipolar I ines for 
correspondence) increased the error increased. Further, 
if steps (c) and (d) of the algorithm were not carried out, 
the errors were found to be much bigger, specially as the 
radius became large. The results are summarized in the 
following table: 

radius av. false match count 'I A 
0 0.76 0.0640 0.0647 
1 2.48 0.0634 0.0539 
2 3.83 0.0638 0.0533 
3 5.27 0.0636 0.0526 
5 7.83 0.0632 0.0510 
10 15.26 0.0645 0.0485 

The parameters relevant to the above table are (the unit 
of length is one pixel width ): 
Focal length = 1000 
stereo baseline = d = 1000 
Rotation = ( A ,B .y ) = ( 0.0688 , 0.0229 , 0 .. 0688 ) 
Translation = ( U, V, W) = ( - 227 , V ~ 611 , W ~ ·34) 
Percentage of noise = 10 

The algorithm works with large amounts of additive 
noise because most of the noise points get removed in 
step (c) of the algorithm. Other points whose depth is 
calculated to be very different from p also get removed, 
leaving points for which the A coefficient in equation 
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(3.3) are quite similar which gives better results with 
least squares. The error is due to two factors: 

(a) Discretization : This becomes specially important 
when the optical flow or the depths are small. 

(b) Wrong correspondences: We hope to reduce the 
number of wrong correspondences by using some 
better statistical techniques and integrating these 
with hough transform. 

5. Conclusion and summary of work in progress 

A new direction in the study of the perception of 
rigid motion from visual cues, has been exp lored. Some 
of the problems inherent in the rigid motion problem 
and their possible solutions were examined. The idea 
that tracking environmental points may be beneficial to 
navigation has previously been put forward by Cutting 
[3] . However, his analysis is largely qualitative. We have 
developed a mathematical framework for the active 
navigation employing tracking. Binocular motion 
perception has been considered previously by (7, 15] and 
more recently by (19] . The results reported here show 
that tracking a prominent environmental feature point is 
advantageous in both monocular and binocular imaging 
situations. 

In summary the following are the main results 
reported here: 

1. \1onocular tracking reduces the dimensionality of 
the parameter space by one without increasing the 
complexity of the constraint equation. 

2. Employing binocular tracking reduces the constraint 
to linear equations in two unknowns. 

3. The tracking motion need not be known ,to 
determine the observers translation and rotation 
about the Z axis. 

We are currently working on the mathematical 
formulation of the problem for a verging binocular 
imaging system. A concurrent project by the Robotics 
Group at the University of Rochester involves the design 
and fabrication of the binocular tracking mechanism 
using two video cameras and a computer controlled 
mount. This will allow us to test the constraint equations 
on real images. 
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COMBINING VISUAL AND TACTILE PERCEPTION FOR ROBOTICS 

by 
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Kingston, Ontario 

ABSTRACT 

This paper describes a system which integrates visual and· 
tactile information for robotic perception. Objects selected from 
a predefined set arc recognized and located by using knowledge 
of visual and tactile imaging conditions along with detailed 
?bjcct models. In each of the perceptual modalities, simple 
image features are extracted and used to invoke object 
possibilities. In a combined interpretation process, consistency is 
enforced among possibilities. The complementary nature of 
~isua( and tactile constraints results in determination of object 
1dent1ty and locat ion in situations for which very few features 
are extracted. 

Ce papier dccrit un systemc qui combine de !'information 
visuel at tactile afin d'accomplir . la perception robotiquc. Les 
objects, sclectionnes d'un ensemble predefine, sont reconnus ct 
leur positions sont dctcrminees gritcc ~ la connaissance des 
conditions visuclles ct tactiles de !'image ainsi quc des modelcs. 
Pour chaque capacite pcrceptucllc, des traits simples sont extraits 
ct utilises pour determiner des cas possible d'objcct. En 
combinant lcs interpretations, la consistence est cnforcec parmis 
les possibilites. La nature complementaire des restrictions 
visucllcs ct tactiles resulte en !'identification d'un object ct sa 
position dans lcs cas ou pcu de traits sont extraits. 

1. Introduction 

There has been considerable effort in recent years in 
applying computer vision and artificial intelligence approaches to 
the problems of robotic perception (Casasent & Hall, 1984; Pugh, 
1984; Rosenfeld, 1984). Robots equipped with various types of 
sensors have been proposed to address the challenge of 
increasing automation, while retaining the flexibility and 
reconfigurability that otherwise requires the presence of a human 
operator. · 

One way for robotic perception systems to meet this goal is 
to integrate the input from two or more sensor modalities in 
order to take advantage of their complementary characteristics 
(Browse & Lederman, 1985a). The task demands of a varying 
environment may include recognition and manipulation of 
relevant objects. This suggests the utility of integrating visual 
sensing with tactile/kinesthetic sensing. Recent progress in 
tactile sensor technology (Dario & De Rossi, 1985), tactile 
feature extraction (Kinoshita, 1983; Ellis, 1984) and the 
development of tactile sensing system specifications (Harmon, 
1984; Grimson & Lozano-Perez, 1984; Browse & Lederman, 
1985b) all support the inclusion of machine touch in 
multisensory robotic perception systems. 
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Another reason for interest in such a system is its potential 
for modeling processes related to human perception studies. 
There is now empirical evidence for the ability of adult subjects 
to rapidly and accurately identify familiar objects using only the 
haptic sense (Klatzky, Lederman & Metzger, 1985). This recent 
research clarifies earlier results which suggested that tactile 
performance was poor for tasks in which the stimuli were two
dimensional random shapes. These recent results suggest that 
tactile perception has access to complex object models and it 
may be realistic to assign more than just a supplementary role to 
the tactile/haptic mode. 

Other studies have shown that in the classification of three 
dimensional objects, adult subjects tend to use common 
dimensions when using either vision alone or touch alone 
(Garbin & Bernstein, 1984). Size and shape were used in both 
modalities. This study suggested that object attribu tes were 
perceived similarly and that the relationships among attributes 
were treated much the same in vision and in touch. 

There is further evidence for common underlying 
processes/representations in the developmental perceptual 
literature. Rose, Gottfried and Bridger (I 983) found that infants 
showed cross-modal transfer in a paired recognition paradigm. 
Following haptic experience with objects they demonstrated 
recognition of the objects when they were presented visually . 

In summary, the psychological literature demonstrates the 
existence of powerful tactile-based recognition abilities, plus 
common representational and processing factors. Implementing a 
system which demonstrates these abilities may lead to improved 
understanding of the nature of such processes and 
representations. Their existence suggests the utility of 
approaching the problems of robotic perception with the human 
system as a model. 

2. Intersensory Robotic Systems 

Luo, Tsai, and Lin ( 1984) have described a system which 
uses input from an overhead camera along with a pair of tactile 
sensors mounted on the jaws of a robot gripper. The visual 
component of the system extracts a series of moment-based 
features from a binary image of the object. The vector of 
features obtained may uniquely identify the object presented. If 
a unique identification is not possible based on the visual input, 
then the system closes the gripper jaws on the object in order to 
obtain two tactile images. The orientation of the gripper is 
selected on the basis of the object possibilities which remain to 
be disambiguated plus a decision tree constructed during a 
training phase. The arcs of the tree give the approach angles for 
discriminating among the possibilities at that level. Moment
based features arc extracted from the tactile images obtained in 
this way and matched against the feature vectors for the 



remaining candidate objects. Additional tactile image pairs may 
be acquired by this process if object identity is still uncertain. If 
a leaf node of the decision tree is reached which contains more 
than one object poss ibility, the system may move the object by 
rotating it to show another stable orientation, and repeat the 
idcntilication process. 

Another approach has been described by Allen and Bajcsy 
(198 5). Their system uses a stereo camera pair plus a tactile 
sensor modeled after a linger, mounted on the end of a robot 
arm. The goal is to recognize and locate single, rigid objects by 
computing three dimensional features and matching these to 
objects in a database of models. The models arc hierarchically 
structured, with an object node at the root, and entities 
described as components, holes or cavities at the first level. 
Components are topologically and/or functionally dist inct parts 
which are described in terms of constituent surface patches. The 
first level nodes contain both attributes of individual parts and 
relations among them. The recognition process has an initial . 
input-driven stage, followed by model invocation and a model
driven stage. The sys tem uses the stereo vision subsystem to 
derive a sparse set of 3-D points on the object. Then the tactile 
subsystem is guided by this representation in further exploration 
of the object. Surfaces are traced and holes and cavities 
measured. As object primitives become ava ilable, they are used 
for matching to parts of models. Both model and relational 
consistency can be required in these matches. If only one 
candidate object remains at this stage, the system uses the model 
to guide additional verilication processing. If multiple 
possibilities remain, a weighted probabi lity measure is used to 
select one to use as a working hypothesis for further model
guided exploration. The local coordinate systems of holes and 
cavities, plus the normals to surface patches arc used in 
computing a transformation on the object to locate it in the 
workspace. V crification proceeds by using the computed 
transformation and selected model to determine additional 
component, hole and cavity clements to explore with the finger 
sensor. The process stops when identification to within some 
confidence measure is achieved. 

The preceding approaches to the problem of integrating 
two sensor modalities for robotic perception illustrate quite 
distinct traditions. The former uses a recognition strategy based 
on 2-D pattern classification techniques to decide the identity at 
each stage. The latter adopts the common computer vision 
strategy (Marr, 1982) of developing 3-D primitives for matching 
to models . The difficult problem of context-free derivation of 3-
D primitives from 2-D images is divided into sub-problems by 
only requiring a rough 3-D computation from the vision module 
and relying on the tactile modality to fill in the details. 

In our approach to the problem, we recognize the essential 
3-D nature of the task, but attempt to combine the simplicity of 
2-D features, with the inherent 3-D advantage of the haptic 
system. We believe that an alternative formulation of the 
computer vision problem may be applicable to the general 
recognition problem. The possibility that simple image primitives 
may invoke relatively high level explanations has been explored 
by several authors (Browse, 1982; Witkin & Tenenbaum, 1983; 
Lowe, 1984; Biederman, 1985). The current system attempts to 
test the hypothesis that simple features may be used to access 
object models early in the processing cycle. This faci litates the 
early application of object knowledge to the recognition problem. 

For the vision component we chose the simplest practical 
image features - line segments. The tactile component also uses 
elementary features such as indications of edges and region 
boundaries. 
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Our approach also differs from those described above in its 
assumption of roughly equivalent roles for the two component 
systems. This contrasts dramatically with that of Luo et al., who 
assign a secondary role to the tactile modality, invoking it only to 
disambiguate visually indistinguishable objects. This also 
distinguishes our approach from that of the Allen & Bajcsy, 
whose sys tem has a rigid ordering on the use of the perceptual 
modalities. 

3. System Description 

The system outlined below is implemented in Zetalisp and 
runs on a Symbolics LM3600. The tactile component was 
developed in Franz Lisp on a VAX 11-780, and is described in 
more detail in Browse (1986). 

The system can be broadly classified as a feature-based 
object recognition system, using features simulated as if they 
were obtained from two distinct sensor modalities. The system 
takes input features derived from one of a set of object models in 
its database and attempts to determine which of the objects gave 
rise to the input. In addition, the present system extracts the 
three-space location and orientation of the identified object. 
These arc not distinct subtasks, but are computed together as a 
single goal. Figure I provides a diagrammatic overview of the 
entire system. 

Visual Model---
Filter 

Raw Object -----i Tactile Model 
Models Filter 

Visual ------J 
Models 

Tactile 
Models 

Visual Feature 1-----,.,_ 
Generator 

Feature List ---- Tactile Feature 
Generator 

Visual Feature ___ ....,,.. 
----- Tactile Feature 

Parameter 
Lookup Table 

Visual Parameter 
Generator 

Feature List 
with Object/Edge 

Candidates 

Object Pruning 

Feature List 
with Parameter 

Forms 

Parameter Expansion 

Feature List with 
with Parameter Triples 

Parameter Increment Pruning 

Residual Interpretations 

Candidate Lists 

Tactile Parameter 
Generator 

Figure I. System overview diagram for the Visual-Tactile 
Perceptual system. 
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An interact ive shell permits testing of the system under 
varying conditions of assumed input and viewing parameters. 
T he user chooses one of several pre-determined sets of viewing 
parameters, an object from the model database and a three 
parameter transformation on that object to locate and orient it in 
the workspace. 

T he specified object and transformation are stored for 
subsequent access by the display functions and input feature 
generators. Next, the user selects input features to simulate. 
Any number of features and any mixture of features from the 
tactile and visual domains may be se lected. In the current 
implementation the system uses whatever features appear as 
input to constrain the possibilities for the identity and location of 
the input object as much as possible. It is assumed that only a 
single object from among the known models is present. 

3.1. World Assumptions All the objects that the system knows 
about, including the "camera" that generates simulated visual 
images, and the "touch-pad" that prod uces simulated tactile 
input are defined in a three-space coord inate system, 
subsequently referred to as the world coordinate system (WCS). 
For purposes of developing the system, the convention was 
adopted that the units of the WCS were centimeters. T his 
convention gives an absolu te reference for the specification and 
comparison of object sizes, camera parameters, and touch-pad 
dimensions. 

The assumed environment is simplified by adopting the 
additional convention that the XY plane represents the " floor" 
of a workspace. We assume that a distinct object corresponds to 
a gravitationally stable orientation, and rests on this floor. T he 
resu lt is that the system describing an object's position and 
orientation in the WCS has three free parameters - two 
trans lational and one rotationa l. F igure II shows an object in the 
si mulated workspace with the tactile sensor in contact. 

3.2. Object Models T he system has a smal l set of objec t models 
(9 distinct objects in test versions). E ach has a home position, 
centered on the WCS origin. The descriptions are edge-based -
wire frame models of polyhedra. Each model is implemented as 
a lisp object, an n-ary tree of depth three. T he root is an 
identifier for the object. Branches at the first level arc object 

- - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Figure II. Simulated robotic workspace. 
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faces. Each face is a subt ree, with an identifier at the root and a 
subtree for each edge. Edges arc li sts consisting of an edge 
identifier, a number indicating the curva ture of the edge, plus 
two li sts which are the homogeneous coord inates of the end 
points of the edge in the WCS. T he tactile component includes 
features based on the surface curvature, and uses nonzero 
curvatures when run independently, but the curre nt version of 
the visual component operates onl y with straight edges. 

While there is a single set of external models, each 
subsystem builds its own internal representation. For the tac tile 
component, the third dimension is orthographica lly projected out 
of the models by assuming that its objects have constant cross
section, with each edge either parallel or orthogonal to the XY 
plane of the WCS. To faci litate this simplification, the shared 
model descr iptions place the top fa ce of the object in the first 
position. T he tactile component can ignore the rest of the 
description. In bui lding the internal representation, the 
subsystem computes additional properties from the raw model. 
These include the length of each edge, its slope in the XY plane, 
and the angle between successive edges as the outer border of 
the object is traced. The result of the model !iltcring routines is 
a li st of object identifiers, each with a "surfacel ist" property, the 
value of which is a list of surfaces, each in turn a list of the 
features associated with a surface - curvature, length, and so on. 

T he !ilter for converting the raw model descriptions to the 
internal representation used by the visual component is simpler. 
The internal model ignores the face level of the raw model, 
which is included in the current version in anticipat ion of the 
futu re use of face-based features, and the inclusion of hidden 
line/surface algorithms in display and other stages. T he resu lt of 
the visual !iltcring of the raw models is a table of end point 
coord inates indexed by object and edge identifiers. 

3.3. Features For vision, only straight line segments are 
currently implemented as features. The user selects one edge of 
the chosen object. The feature is the perspective projection of 
the se lected edge of the current object. T he actual information 
stored consists of the image coordinates of the end points of the 
resu lting line segment. 

T he choice of tactile features is based on a study which 
suggests that certa in features form separable d imensions in 
human touch (Lederman & Browse, 1986). T he available tactile 
features are a subset of those which are ex tracted by U lug ( 1986) 
using a Barry Wright Corp. Scnsofelex tactile sensing system. 
There arc three categories of simulated tactile features - corners, 
edges, and flu sh contacts between the touch-pad and an object 
surface. Given the object, transformation, edge, and feature 
type, the sys tem computes the location and orientation of the 
touch-pad that would generate the specified feature. T he actual 
information stored is this pad transformation plus the featu re 
type. From this point in the processing, only the feature 
information is used in arriving at an interpretation. 

3.4. Model Possibilities As features are entered the system uses 
them to get lists of object/edge possibilities for each one. For 
both domains, this is accomplished by accessing pre-computed 
data structures. T hese store all possible object/edge 
combinations for each feature category. In the visual component, 
since only straight line segments arc currently used as features, it 
is necessary to categorize these in a way that allows some 
discrimination among all the object model edges. They are 
parameterized by the computed length and angle of intersection 
with the X axis of the corresponding image line. For a single 
viewpoint, limited fie ld of view, and only three free orientation 
and translation parameters a given object edge will only image to 
some subset of all the possible combinations of length and angle. 



As a result, this parameterization provides some initial screening 
in determining object possibilities for a given image feature. 

For the tactile component, both the shape of the object and 
the size of the touch-pad place some restrictions on the 
possibilities that are consistent with a particular input feature. 
These derive partially from the restriction on edge and corner 
features at the junction of two surfaces which form a concave 
angle. The relative size of the pad and a surface may also 
exclude some surfaces from the list of possibilities for a flush 
feature. 

3.5. Precompiling Assembling lists of possibilities for visual 
features is accomplished by exhaustively varying the values of 
each of the three free parameters over selected ranges. The 
image parameters for each resulting line are computed and the 
object/edge combination is added to a table location indexed by 
the parameter values. Because of the computational demands of 
this operation, it is performed of!line, and the resulting tabular 
data structure is loaded into the system as required for a given 
session. 

For the tactile domain, the reduced number of edge entries 
for each object in the internal representation, plus the absence of 
perspective ambiguity make it is feasible to assemble the lists of 
possibilities for each feature category on-line. This occurs once, 
at the beginning of a session, after the object models have been 
loaded. The identifier for each of the feature categories has as a 
property the list of object/edge possibilities which could give 
rise to it. 

3.6. Object Consistency Once a list of features, each with an· 
associated list of object/edge possibilities has been set up the 
next phase of the recognition process can begin. This involves 
pruning inconsistent possibilities in two stages. Since one of the 
assumptions of the system is that only a single object is present, 
an initial pass over the list of features removes from each list of 
candidates any which are not supported by consistent (ie. the 
same object) candidates for each of the other features. The 
power of this stage depends on the degree to which different 
features invoke different subsets of object possibilities as well as 
the variation among objects. 

3.7. Constraint Addition The next operation is the addition to 
the simple possibilities of constraints on the three free 
parameters. The constraints derive from the feature acquisition 
conditions and the nature of the features themselves. The limits 
on the parameters are be expressed in different ways, depending 
on the type of the associated feature. 

For the visual features, the parameter constraints are 
expressed either as a triplet of discrete values or as a range of 
values for the rotational parameter and expressions in this 
parameter for each of the two translational parameters. Each 
object/edge possibility for an input feature is used to retrieve the 
corresponding WCS endpoints. The Z coordinates can be used 
with the inverse perspective transformation to locate the world 
points corresponding to the image coordinates of the line 
segment feature, under the assumption that the particular edge 
gave rise to it. 

For object edges which are not parallel to the axis of 
rotation, correspondence between two pairs of point coordinates 
allows the computing of discrete values for each of the three 
parameters. These would take the selected edge into the 
obtained line segment under the known viewing conditions. 
Where the assumed correspondence yields world coordinates 
which are inconsistent with any three parameter transform of the 
edge in question, the edge is dropped from the list of 
possibilities. 
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For object edges which are parallel to the axis of rotation, 
correspondence between two pairs of points fixes the WCS 
location of the edge, but leaves the object free to rotate about the 
edge. The resulting constraint form is given as a range of 
rotation values plus expressions in the angle of rotation for each 
of the translation parameters. 

For the tactile component the form of the parameter 
constraint for each possibility depends on the feature type. Edge 
features occur when the touch-pad is in flush contact with an 
object surface so that the boundary of the surface falls within the 
borders of the pad. This allows computing of discrete values for 
each of the three parameters. Flush contact with a surface, 
without a boundary contour fixes only the angle parameter. The 
system uses the hypothesized object surface dimension and the 
angle to determine a range for one translational parameter, and 
then the other can be expressed in terms of the angle and first 
translation. Finally, contacting only the boundary between two 
surfaces generates a corner feature. This is analogous to the 
visual case of a candidate edge parallel to the axis of rotation. 
The location of the feature acquisition is fixed; however, the 
object may rotate about the corner. The constraint form 
expresses the rotation parameter as a range, and the translation 
parameters as expressions in the angle of rotation. Figure III 
demonstrates an object/contact possibility for a tactile feature in 
which the object has been plotted in increments through the 
range of allowable transformations. 

Figure III. An object/contact possibility for a tactile feature. 

3.8. Constraint Expansion and Increment Pruning The 
parameter constraint forms are added to surviving object/edge 
possibilities for each feature. Then the system expands these 
constraint forms by subdividing ranges into equally spaced 
increments and evaluating expressions in the variables which 
were previously described only as ranges. The result for each 
possibility is a list of triples of values for the three parameters. 
Once the constraints are expressed in this form, comparisons 
across features can be made, and inconsistent interpretations can 
be dropped. 

The system does an exhaustive filtering operation in order 
to determine which interpretation possibilities, if any, survive the 
increment pruning stage. One feature is chosen and its 
interpretations are checked against those of all the remaining 
features. The system iterates over the parameter triples for each 
possibility, and searches for compatible possibilities and 
increment triples associated with each of the other features. A 
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candidate possibility is eliminated if the search fails to find a 
compatible possibility for the same object for every other feature. 
Compatibility is defined as the matching of parameter values to 
within specified tolerances. Within a retained possibility, 
parameter triples are dropped if they are not supported by 
compatible triples for a consistent possibility for every other 
feature. 

This pruning process yields a reduced list of possibilities 
with reduced lists of associated parameter triples These are 
interpretations which have support across all features, and should 
be empty only if the input features were not generated from one 
of the object models in the system's database. The list should be 
unchanged only in the case of a single input feature. Otherwise, 
the reduction depends on the type of input features, as well as 
the tolerances which define compatibility. In practice, if three or 
more features are present the possibilities generally reduce to 
only a few parameter combinations for the single correct object. 
This is especially true if the tightly constraining features types 
predominate. For the visual component these are edges which 
are not parallel to the WCS Z-axis. For the tactile component 
these are edge contacts and, to a lesser degree, flush contacts. 

4. Examples 

This section presents examples of the operation of the 
system described above. Figures IV and V each illustrates a 
configuration in which two features, one from each modality, are 
input to the system. The visual features and the specified 
placement transform are the same in both examples. The 
parameter values are 15 degrees of rotation and five units of 
translation in each of the X and Y dimensions. 

In Figure IV, the tactile feature is a corner. These two 
features allow the system to prune the initial possibilities from 84 
for the visual feature and 52 for the tactile feature to a single. 
compatible parameter triple for the correct object. The obtained 
placement transform parameter values are 16.4 degrees, plus 5.2 
units in each of X and Y. Figure V shows the same 
configuration, but with a flush contact for the tactile feature. 
Initial possibilities numbered 84 and 49 for the visual and tactile 
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Figure V. Object with one visual feature and 
tactile flush feature. 

features respectively. These were pruned to four parameter 
triples for the correct object. One of these is illustrated in Figure 
VI. The surviving triples consist of increments "sliding" the 
object along the flush contact. These triples bracket the specified 
placement transform values. 
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5. Conclusions 

This paper has outlined the simulation of a feature-based 
system for integrating visual and tactile input for robotic object 
recognition. Tests of the system confirm the feasibility of using 
simple visua l and tactile features for early invocation of object 
models in order to eliminate most of the possible interpretations 
for a single solid object. While one feature has little selec tive 
power, two or three features frequently prune the interpretation 
possibilities down to only a few parameter triples for the correct 
object. 

Of course, the object set is rather small - only 9 distinct 
objects in tests so far - and since the features are simulated the 
input data is noise free . However, the techniques described here 
will soon be applied to a real robotic setting. 

One of the problems of the current approach revealed by 
testing is the potential for explosive computational complexity 
under worst case conditions. For our system this occurs when the 
input features allow a range of the angle parameter for each 
possibility under each feature. In this case the system must 
expand each parameter constraint over many increments and 
then exhaustively check them for compatibility. We propose to 
avoid this difficulty by selecting features intelligently. The most 
straightforward way to accomplish this is to impose the 
consistency requirements over a subset of features before 
admitting less selective ones into the computation. Techniques 
to take into account the requirements for disambiguation within 
the current set of object possibilities arc also possible (see 
Browse, 1983). In addition, we plan to revise the parameter 
expansion and consistency checking algorithms to operate 
incrementally, so that expansions are computed to greater 
accuracy only as consistent interpretations at previous levels 
require it. 

While the use of line segment features in this system has 
demonstrated the feasibility of the approach, we realize that a 
richer feature is desirable. The sources cited above in relation to 
employing simple 2-D features offer suggestions such as 
parallelism, co-termination, symmetry etc. Subsequent versions of 
the system should incorporate additional visual features as well 
as the improved possibility pruning strategics outlined above. 
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1. Introduction 
Constraints have a larger rol2. to pl,1y in heuristic search 

than has been demonstra ted. It is possible th at many of the 
search architecture design decisions may be deduced given a 
semantica lly complete description of th e problem's con straints. 
The intent of the research described in this paper is to develop a 
semantics for the description of constraints, and a search 
algorithm which uses these constrnints lo efficiently search the 
combi11c1tori al solut ion space. 

Le concept de contrainte a un ro le plus important a jouer 
dans la recherche a base d'heuristique qu' ii ne fut demontre' pour 
!' instant. La conception d'une architecture de recherche peut 
souvent etre decluitc d'une description semantique complete des 
contraintes du domaine d'application. Le but de la rech erche 
decrite clans cet article est de developper une semantique de 
description des contraintes, et un algorithme de recherche qui 
utilise ces contraintes pour parcourir efficacement l'espace 
combinatoire des solutions. 

1 . 1. Problem-Solving Architectures 
Simon (1 983) has proposed that there are three "rather 

distinct ways ... for representing and thinking about problem 
so lving tasks ." The first views problem so lving as a search 
through a model space of nodes (i. e., states) and links. The 
second views problem solving as reasoning, where new 
statements ·are deduced from a set of ax ioms in a formal language 
of logic. The third views problem solving as constraint 
satisfaction , where the incremental addition of constraints 
narrows down a set of objects to a subset wh ich satisfies all the 
constraints. While these views are not mutually exclusive, they are 
viewed as being distinct. In fact, a constraint sat isfying algorithm 
is viewed as not creating new objects, but reducing the entire 
space of objects to a satisfi cinfJ set I On the other hand, search 
techniques, such as those used for planning, can be syntl1etic; 
incrementally constructing a solution as part of th e search 
process. 

Search, coupled with heuristics, has been the most 
sur.ccssful of the techniciues for solving real, combinatorially 
comp lex problems. E:xamples include: 

• Hearsay II : Speech Understanding (Errnan et al. , 1980) 

e Molgen: Molecular experiment planning (Stefik, 
1981 a) 

1 
This assumes the ability lo enumerate a set of objecls from which to choose. 
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e !SIS: Job-shop scheduling (Fox, 1983) 

• Aladin : Aluminum alloy design (Farinacci et al. , 1986) 

0 R1 /XCON: Computer configuration (McDermott, 
1983) 

• GARI: Process plann ing (Descotte & l..atombe, 1985) 

Surprisingly, each of these systems use constraints, in one form or 
another, to guide the search process. Consequently, contraint 
based prob lem so lving is less distinct than one wou ld assume. 
The question is: What role do constraints actually play in search 
based prob lem solving? 

1 .2 . Problems with Heuris tic Sea rch 
The design of search architec tu res is an art. Skilled Al 

engineers approach a problern witil a set c, f techniques, which by 
example, have been shown u5eiul in other tasks. These 
techniques have boe 11 acquired th rough experience. In fact, th e 
training of Al engineer::; is similar to the medival gu ild syste111 
whei-e apprentices work with mastr;: rs for some period of time. 
Only recent:y, have papers been pre pared which beur a sin1ilarity 
ton guild member's handboo!~ (Sl;': fik et al. , 198 1; !<line 3. Dolins, 
1985). My recent inves tigation s (fox , 1983; Baykan & Fox, 198f-,) 
in the use of constro.i11ts as the prin1ary representational parad igm 
in so lvi11g problems using heuri c, liC search has led me lo conclude 
that constraints have a larg er role to play than previously 
imag ined. Specifically, a number of the architectural design 
dec isions can l.Je based upon tl1e knowledge embedded in a 
suffi ciently rich constraint representation. This may lead to tl1 e 
automation of parts of th e problem solving architecture design 
process2 

In the rest of this paper, I review th e evo lution of heuristic 
searc h and contraint based prob lem solving techniques. This is 
fo ll owed by a historical review of the ISIS job shop scheclulin g 
system, whose exploration led to many of the ideas formulated 
here. Lastly, observations about constraints are explored with 
respect to their relevance in determining the architecture of a 
domain spec ifice problem solver. 

2. The Evolution of Heuristic and 
Constraint-Based Sea rcll 

If constraints are to play a rol e in determining th e structure 
of search, it is necessary to identify those structures. This section 
reviews the evolving set of heuristic search structures, followed by 
a re\•iew ol llh:' use ot constra int:; in search. 

2 
Al thin lime, I am not so bold to conclude that all of it could be automated. 



2. 1. Heuris tic Searc h 
Search explores a network of ,;!ates in wh ich each state 

reprt'sents a step along th e path to a solution. The most faci le use 
of searc l1 anchors it at the in itial state and generates a tree in a 
bre::id th or de[J th first manner. 

Game playing extends the concept of scarc l1 to include the 
heurist ic rating of states using domain spec ific !rnowleclge. Due .to 
th e large size of the search space, game [Jlayina systems are 
requ ired to prune the examined states. To achieve this, an 
evaluation fu nc tion is used to rate states, in effec t answering: Of 
all the legal moves th at can be made, what are the pre fe rred 
moves? A variety of search algorithms have been used such as 
min -max, A' (Nilsson, 197 1) , and B ' (Berlin er, 1979) . An 
evaluation fun ction can be used to measure structu re, i.e., ply and 
fanout, reducing the technique to a breadth or depth first search. 

The search techniques described above assume the 
application of all operators at each state. Means-ends analysis 
(Newell & Simon, 1956), provides for the selection of the best 
operator to reduce the difference betVJeen th e current state and 
the goal state. Consequently, operators are ordered in add ition to 
states. 

Early robot plann ing research resulted in the formalization 
of operators in the pred icate calculus. The STRIPS system (Fikes 
& Nilsson, 197 1) represented operators as ru les with 
pre-condit ions and post conditions. GPS- like means-end analysis 
was used to plan tasks. 

Simon (1 962) recognized th at a plann ing system in a real 
domain will have to struggle with th e size of the search space. He 
proposed th at search be done at differing levels of abstraction. By 
designnting search hierarchies, search can proc,icd at the 
highest, least detailed le•1td and usa the re:.;ults to constrain search 
at the nex t, more detailed level, and ~;o on. One could view the 
ordering of differences and oper·ators in GPS's difference table as 
an implicit hierarchy. Th e first use of this concep t was in 
ABSTRIPS (Sacerdoti , 1974). By separating pre- condition 
variables into levels of irnportance, th e pre-coi1d it ions wou ld 
contain on ly th e variables important at the current level of 
planning. 

Another type of reasoning with differing levels of abstraction 
can be found in th e Hearsay- II speech understanding system 
(Erman et al., 1980) . These levels were defined by data 
abstractions. 

Goal pro tec tion is another issue for search. The result of 
one action may be reversed by another before the resua could be 
used in the overall achievement of the goal. To deal with this, th e 
HACl<ER system (Sussman, 1975) used a debugging approach to 
fi x a plan after it was constructed . A set of c ritics were 
dynamically constru cted to recognize errors and suggest 
corrections. The NOAH system (Sacerdoti, 1975) took a 
/east-commitment approach to planning . NOAH would not 
sequence operations unless forced. Th is approach reduced th e 
amount of backtracking necessar·y to secure a legal plan because 
the current pl an did not make any un necessary sequencing 
decisions. 

Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth (1980) call the combination of 
bidirectional problem-solving and the ability to start problem-
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so lving at any point in the search space (island-driving as opposed 
to left to right) found in Hearsay-II, opportunistic reasoning. 
Opportunistic reasoning red uces the search space by focussing 
the planning effort in areas that are of high certainty and/or highly 
constrained. By extrapo lat ing from these "islands", further 
constra ints on the more uncertain parts of the planning space 

should be generated. 

Problem-so lving urch itectures were extended by 
incorporating the in teracting experts paradigm. This paradigm 
first appeared in Hearsay- II in the form of a blackboard 
architecture in which the experts communicate by aenerating and 
testing hypotheses on a shared blackboard. A somewhat different 
idea appears in Beings (Lenat, 1975) and Actors (Hewitt, 1973) 
where the experts communicate directly. 

Hearsay- II also introduced til e concept of focus of attention 
(Hayes-Roth & Lesser, 1976). Policy modu les in Hearsay-II 
determined the sequence of kn owledge source executions. When 
parts of the utterance remained uninterpreted, Hearsay-II 
dynamically determined what parts of the search space required 
rnore attention and turned th e systems resources towards 
reducing the uncertainty in those areas. By understanding what 
problem-solving methods Hearsay-II had available (i. e., knowledge 
sources) and its resource constraints, it would decide the best 
next action. The ability to reason about "how to reason" (or plan) 
has been called meta-planning in MOL GEN (Stefik, 1981 b) and 
also appeared as nieta- rules in TEIRESIAS (Davis, ·1976; Davis & 
Buchanan, 1977). The implementation of meta-planning in 
MOLGEN used the concept of levels of representation for 
operators, in addit ion to what was commonly found for vari ables. 

The blackboard architecture has been extended to include 
multiple blackboards, some of which are concerned with control, 
others which are concerned with the prob lem domain (Hayes-Roth 
& Hayes- Roth, 1980; Rychener et al., 1986). 

Although much of the above search research was 
concerned with how to reduce the search space, other aspects of 
the search problem must be considered. Game playing systems 
introduced search techniques for adversary-oriented games. That 
is, t11 e search wou ld consider both th e programs' moves ancl the 
opponents moves to determininc a next move. The concept of 
adversa ry -orien ted planning has reappeared as counter-planning 
in the POLITICS system (Carbonell , 1979). This research can be 
viewed as n form of goal-pro tection in which the system has to 
consider wliat th e adversury may do to prevent the system lro rn 
ac l1ieving its goals. 

Al l of til e above search research is concerned with 
achieving a single goal. But another type of search is concerned 
with the satisfaction of multiple, possib ly competina goa ls. 
NUDGE is an early system which focused on multiple goal 
satisfaction (Goldstein & Robert, 1977). A heuristic approach was 
developed for the domain of appointment calendar maintenance. 
This research was unique because it included ru les for the 
re laxation of constraints. When a schedule cou ld not be found 
that satisfied t11 e ex isting constraints, it used the rules to propose 
altern atives (possibil ities) by re lax ing certain constra ints, such as 
preferences. In this case, the preference constrai nt was simply 
removed. Other rules pecu liar to th e appointment domain were 
used to alter ex isting calendar requirements until a viable 
schedule was produced. 
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Alad in , an alloy design system (Rychener et al, 1986) deals 
with multiple goal protection through over satisfaction. By over 
satisfying a continuous goal initially, other goals which may 
reduce its satisfac ti on will not reduce it enough to be "broken". 

2.2. Search with Constra ints 
In parallel, a somewhat divergent set of work has led to an 

understanding of how to solve problems using constraints. Linear 
programming , at one end of the spectrum, appears to bear little 
relation to the Al theory of problem-solving. At the other end is the 
constraint-d irected heuristic search of REF-ARF (Fikes, 1971) and 
MOLGEN (Stefik , 1981 ) which combines a constraint 
representation with heurist ic search. 

One of the earlier works i11 constraint analys is was REF-ARF 
(Fikes, 1970) . Its task was similar to the linear programming task . 
Given a set of linear inequaliti es th at restrict the possible values of 
a set of variables. can value assignments be found for them? 
Rather than a brute force search for a set of bindings that satisfied 
all the constraints (equations), flEF-ARF used \he constraints to 
reduce the generated binding set. Hence, the system can be 
viewed as a classical generate and test, by which th e system was 
able to take the constraints and use th em in the generator to 
reduce the size of the search space. 

Another form of constraint is an ad jacency network such as 
a grammar. A grammar defines th e legal sentences that can be 
formed from a symbol se t. The grammar can be viewed as a 
constraint on the symbols \hat will be recognized and/or 
generated. It defines what symbols are compatible with other 
symbols when linearly ordered. Another example is the 
conceptual hierarchy of the SEMANT knowledge source of 
Hearsay- II (Fox & Mostow, 1977). It is simi lar to a grammar, but 
re laxes th e sequence constraint at the phrase level, allowing 
ungrnmmatical sentences, and sentence fragments to be 
understood. A third instance is t11e 30 space description network 
used in ARGOS (Rubin, 1978). In this case, a network was used to 
define adjacencies of objects in a visual scene, and used to 
constrain the set of acceptable labe lings of an image. 

In many real-world appli cations, constraints are not binary, 
but are continuous. For example, in image understand ing, how a 
pixel is to be labeled is determined by the labels of neighboring 
pixels. The knowledge of how to do neighborhood based labell ing 
is at best uncertain, hence the constraints th at tie pixels together 
return a certainty rating for each of tl1e possible labellings of the 
pixel. Tl1e higher the rating, the more probable that the label is 
correct. Th is type of constraint is the chief mechanism of 

re laxa tion (Zucker, 1976). Flelaxation can also be viewed as a 
network constraint system. The goal is to assign a value to each 
node. A nodes va lue is constra ined by the compatibility ru les on 
1he incident arcs. The CONSTRAINTS system (Sussman & Steele, 
193·1) can be viewed (loosely) as the dual of re laxation. Behavior 
ru les are associated with 11odes, and values with arcs. When an 
arc value changes, a node's rules determine its effect (i.e., value) 
on th e other incident arcs. Th e system could recogn ize 
inconsistencies in arc values due to the lack of unce rta inty in rule 
know ledge. 

As search moved from single level to hierarchical, so has 
relaxation and relaxation-li ke processes. Single level relaxation 
often did not have enough information to adequately label a 
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scene. By creat ing mul tiple levels of representati on, higher levels 
of knowledge could be incorporated (Zucker, 1977). 

The next step was to combine both binary and continuous 
constra ints in a hierarchical system. Again , image understanding 
research has been the area for this research (Ballard et al. , 1977; 
Russell , 1979). The representation of constraints in image 
understand ing has also been extended to predicate calculus . 
Davis (1980) makes the case that predicate ca lculus is a better 
representat ion for discrete relaxation constraints. 

MOLGEN combined plann ing with constraint -analysis 
(Stefik, 1981 a). As plans were broken into sub-prob lems, variable 
value constraints determined in one subproblem were propagated 
to other subproblems. Hence, variables accumulated constraints 
across subproblems before an actual binding was chosen (a least 
commitment approach). 

Engelman et al. (1 980) in interactive frame instantiation 
associate constraints with groups of slots. An interesting feature 
of their approach is that constraints form buckets, each having its 
own prior ity. Hence, constraints have a priority orclel'ing. 

In planning dri vi ng pa tl1s through a town, McCalla (1 978) 
considered constraints sucl1 as possible routes, and time and 
space restrictions. 

Fukumori (1980) used a constraint-based approach to 
deter111ine the arrival and departu re times of trains at stati ons. 
Trains initially have fuzzy times assigned (i.e., a time span or belt). 
Constrnints then reduce th e size of th e belt. The prob lem is much 
simpler th an the general scheduling problem: trains had only one 
route and two resources, a track and stations. Th e fuzziness of 
times is similar to that used in Hearsay- II to denote the time span 
of an hypothesis when its boundaries were uncertain. 

The GARI system (Descotte & l.atombe, 1985) combines 
constraint satisfaction with least committment. By evaluating 
constraints in priority order, precendence was introduced into 
parallel process plans. If the problem became overconstrained, 
the last constraint introduced, which is the lowest priority 
constraint, would be relaxed. 

The WRIGHT system (Baykan & Fox, 1986) approaches the 
problem of kitchen design as a search problem where constraints 
define the search operators. Each constraint has a measure of 
uncertainty which sign ifies the level of uncertainty in the search 
space if the constraint is satisfied. Hence, the most certain 
constraint is chosen to satisfy at each step, with the hope the the 
resultant search space will be less complex. 

2.3. Topological Assumption 
The principal assumption which underlies, though implici tly, 

the success of these search structures is that understanding a 
problem's search space will enable the selec tion of effective and 
efficient searc h struc tures. . Constraints appear to participate 
direc tl y in search, as evaluat: on functions, as operators , and in 
other important ways, which will be discussed in the rest of the 
paper. 

Al shares this assumption with Operations Research (OR). 
An examination of math ematical programming recognizes that OR 
has also been pursuing the p,-oblem of how to sat isfy constraints 



in combinatorially comp lex search spaces. The Simplex and lhe 
Bell l.a:)s algorithms for solving linear constraint problems are th e 
result of a topolou ical analysis of the search space. Simplex 
identifies that an optimal solut ion can be fou nd by visiting the 
vrn·t ices, whi le th e Gell Labs solution assumes a multi -dimensional 
topology where jumps can be made througl1 space between 
points. 

OR's success in mathematical programming is restr ic ted to 
th e spec ial class of linear problems. For non -linear problems, OR 
uses heuristics to guide the search process. In fac t, recent 
advances appear to parallel th ose of Al. For example, Lagrangian 
relaxation is a hierarch ical search technique which abstracts the 
complex non -linear prob lem to a higher level linear model whose 
solution gu ides search at the next level. 

The constraint perspect ive inves tig ated in the rest of th e 
paper can be viewed as beino in contention with th at of Lenat 
( 1882) . He believes that the structure of search is unimportant; 
knowledge is everything. He fail s to recognize that implicit in his 
heuristics is knowledge of stru cture. Just as Lenat looks for a 
richness in the representation of heuristics, I am looking for a 
richness in tl1 e representation of constraints, and an 
understand ing of how they impact the structures used in a 
problem solving architecture. 

3. Role of Const ra in ts in Job-Shop 
Sc heduling 

In 1980, I was asked to explore the applica tion of Al 
techniques to a turbine component plant's job-shop scheduling 
problem. The primary product of the p!ant was steam turbine 
blades. A turbine blade is a complex three dimensional object 
produced by a sequence of forging, milling, grinding and fini shing 
operation,, to tolerances of a thousandth of an inch. Thousands of 
different styles of blades me producecl in the plant, much of them 
as replacements in turbin es currently in service. 

The plant cont inuously received ord ers for one to a 
thousand blades at a time. Orders fell into at least six categories: 

1. Forced ou tages (FO): Orders to replace blades which 
malfunctioned during operat ion. It is important to ship 
these orders as soon as possible, no matter what the 
cost. 

2. Critical replacement (CR) and Ship Direct (SD) : 
Orders to replace blades during schedu led 
maintenance. Advance warning is provided, but the 
blades must arrive on time. 

3. Service and shop orders (SO, SH) : Orders for new 
turbines. Lead times of up to three years may be 
known. 

4. Stock orders (ST): Order for blades to be placed in 
stock for future needs. 

The portion of the plant studied has from 100 to 200 orders in 
process at any time. 

Parts are produced according to a process rout ing. A 
routing specifies a seq uence of operat ions on the part. An 
operation is an act ivity which defines: 

& Resources required such as tools, materials, fixtures, 
and machines, 
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o Machine setup and run times, and 

.. Labor requirements. 

In the plant , eac l1 part number has one or more process 
routings contain ing ten or more operat ions3. Process routing 
variations may be as simple as substituting a different machine, or 
as complex as chang ing the rnanufacturing process. Further 
more, the resources needed for an operation may also be needed 
by other operations in the shop. 

In Al terms, job-shop sc l1eduling is a planning problem with 
the following characteristics: 

• It is a tim e-based plann ing problem (i.e., sched uling) 
in which activities must be selected, sequenced, and 
assigned resources and tim e of execution. 

• It is a multi-agent plann ing problem. Each order 
represents a separate agent for which a 
plan/schedule is to be created. The number of agents 
to be scheduled is in the hundreds. 

• Th e agents are uncooperative. Each is attempting to 
maximize its own goals. 

• Resource contention is high, hence closely coupling 
decisions. 

• Search is combinatorially explosive. 85 orders moving 
through ten ope, ations withciu t altern atives, with a 
single substitutab le machine for each operation and 
no machine idle time has over 108130 possible 
sche.dules. 
An expert systems approach was used to construct the 

scheduler. This approach assumed th at one or more experts 
cou ld be interviewed to acquire th e ru les which govern th eir 
decision proces_s. During our discussions, we found th at orders 
were not scheduled in a uniform marmer. Each scheduling choice 
entailed side effects whose importance varied by order. One 
factor th at continuously appeared was the re liance of the 
scheduler on information other than due dates, process routings, 
and machine availability. The types and sources of this 
information were found by examining the documents issued by the 
scheduler. A schedule was distributed to persons in each 
department in the plant. Each recipient could provide information 
which cou ld alter the ex isting schedule. In support of th is 
observation, we found th at the scheduler was spending 10%-20% 
of his time schedu ling, and 80%-90% of his time communicating 
with oth er employees to determine what add itional "constraints" 
cou ld affect an order's schedule. These constraints included 
operation precedence, operation alternatives, operation 
preferences, machine alternatives and preferences, tool 
availabi li ty, fi xture avai lability, NC program availability, order 
sequencing, setup time reduction, machine breakdowns, machine 
capabil ities, work- in -process time, due dates, start dates, shop 
stability, cost, quality, and personnel capabi li ties/avai lability. 

From this analysis, I concluded th at the object of scheduling 
is not on ly meeting due dates, but satisfying the many constraints 
found in various parts of the plant. Scheduling is not a distinct 
fun ction, separate from the rest of the plant, but is highly 

3
Multiple process routings correspcnd to a network of activities, each path 

representing a separate plan. 
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connected to and dependent upon decisions being made 
elsewhere in the plant. The added complexity imposed by these 
constraints leads schedulers to produce inefficient schedules. 
Indicators such as high work- in-process, tardin ess, and low 
nv1chi:1e utili zuti on ,support this conc lusion4

. Hence, any solution 
to th e job-shop sched ulin ri prcli lern must identify the S(-, t of 
scheduling constraints, and th eir affect on the scheduling 
process. 

Once th e issue of designing a constraint-directed 
sched uling system was identified, a decision was made to solve 
t11 e problem by constructing the ISIS family of systems. The 
purpose of the fami ly is to investigate the performance of 
successively more sophist icated search architectures (Fox & 
Reddy, ·1981 ). At each stage experiments have been run to 
measure th e effec ti veness of th e arch itecture5

. The rest of this 
section describes th e family of systems called ISIS. 

3. 1. ISIS-0 

3 .1.1 . ISIS -0 Goals 
In the fall of 19130, work bu~;an on ISIS-0. The purpose was 

to identify the types of constmints used by schedulers, and the 
extent to which they cou ld prune the space of alternative 
schedules. 
3 .1.2 . ISIS -O System Architect ure 

ISIS-0 employed a simple best-first, backtracking approach 
using constraints as a dynamically defined evaluation function. 
The salient po ints of the search architecture include: 

• Each order was scheduled separate ly, in priority 
order, as determ ined by a COl()bination of order 
category and clue date. 

• Search cou ld be performed forward from the order's 
start date or backward Im m the ord er's due date. 

• Operators wou ld generate altern ati ve operations, 
machines, and operation tim es. The shop was loaded 
hence il1e avai lab ility of resources at a particular tim e 
was restricted. 

" States represent partial schedules. A path through the 
netwo rk determines a complete schedule. 

• Constra ints were ei th er imposed exogenously by the 
sched uling person upon the system, or were already 
embedded in the factory model and th eir appl icability 
determined at each point in the.search space. 

o Propagation of constraints was performed when 
scheduling decisions early in the search path 
restricted decisions further on. 

ISIS-0 was completed in December 1980 and partially 
demonstrated, bugs and all , at the sponsoring plant. 

4
1t is unfair to measure a scheduler's preformance based on the above 

measures alone. Our analysis has zhown that scheduling is a complex constraint 
satisfaction problem, where the above indicators illustrate only a subset of 
constr aints that the scheduler must consider. Schedulers are expert in acquiring 
and "juggling" the satisfaction of constraints. 

5
Too few Al systems today attempt to measure their effectiveness. 
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3.1 .3. Constraint Cat egories 
Research on version O of ISIS yie lded fi ve broad categories 

of constraints. The first category encountered is what I call an 
Organizational Goal. Part of the organization plann ing process 
is the generation of measures of how the organization is to 
perform. Th ese measures act as constraints on one or more 
organization variables. An organizational goal constraint can be 
viewed as an expected value of some organization variable. For 
example: 

o Du e Dates: A m::ijor concern of a factory is meeting 

due elates. Th e lateness of a1 1 order affec ts customer 

satisfaction . 

., Work-In -Proc ess: Work- in -p rocess (WIP) inventory 
kivel:3 are ai1other concern. WIP inventory represents 
a suhstanti al inves tment in raw materials and added 
value. These costs are not recoverab le until delivery. 
Hence, reducing WIP tim e is des irable . 

.. Resource Levels: Another concern is maintuining 
adequate leve ls of resources necessary to sustain 
operations. Resources inc lude personne l, raw 
materials, too ls, etc. Each resource will have 

associated constraints. For example, labor size must 
be smoothed over a month's interval, or rdw materials 
inventory may have to be limilecl to a tvJO day supply. 

o Costs: Cost reduction can be another important 
goal. Costs may include materi al costs, waaes, and 
lost opportun ity. Heducinn costs may help ach ieve 
other goals such as sto.bili zation of th e work force. 

" Production Levels: Advance planning also sets 
production goals for each cost center in the plant. 
This serves two functions: it designates the primary 
fac ilities of th e plant by spec ifying higher production 
goals, and also spec ifies a preliminary budget by 
predicting how much the plant will produce. One 
outcome of this activity is a forecast of the work shifts 
that will be run in various areas of the plant. 

• Shop Stabi lity: Shop stability is a function of th e 
number of revisions to a schedule and the amount of 
disturbance in preparation caused by these revisions. 
It is an artifact of th e time taken to communicate 
change in the plant and the preparation time. 

One can view all organizational goal constraints as being 
approx imations of a simple profit constraint. The goal of an 
organization is to maximize profits. Scheduling decisions are tl1en 
made on th e basis of current and future costs incurred. For 
example, ,1Ct meeting a due date may result in the loss of a 
customer and , in turn , erosion of profits. The longer the work in 
process tim e, the greater th e carrying charge will be for raw 
materials and value-added operat ions. Maintaining a designated 
production level may distribute the cost of the capital equ ipment in 
a uniform manner. In practice, most of these costs cannot be 
accurately determined and must th erefore be estimated. 

Phys ical constraints determine a second category of 
constraint. Physical constraints spec ify characteristics which limit 
functionality. For example, the length of a milling machine's 
workbed may limit th e types of turbin e blades for which it can be 
used for. Similarly, there are spec ific machine set-up and 



processing tim es associated with different manufactu ring 
operat ions. 

Causa l re s trictions constitute a third category of 
constraint. Th ey define what conditions must be sat isfied before 
initiating an operation. Examples of causal constraints include: 

• P re cedence: A process routing is a sequence of 
operat ions. A precedence constraint on an operation 

states that another operation must take place before 
(or after) it. There may be furth er modifiers on the 

constra int in terms of minimum or maximum time 

between operat ions, product temperature to be 
maintained, etc. 

• Resource Requirements: Another causal 

constraint is the specificat ion of resources tliat must 
be present before or during the execution ot a 

process. For examp le, a :i~il/ing operat ion n"quires 

the presence of cer-tain tools, an operator, fixtures, 
etc. 

A fourth ca tegory o f constra int is concerned wit/1 th e 
a va ilability of resources. As resources are assigned to specific 
operations during th e production of a schedule, constraints 
declaring the resources unavai lable for other uses during the 
re leva nt time period s must be generated and associated with 
these reso urces. Resource avai lability is also constrained by the 
work shifts designated in th e pl ant, machine maintenance 
sched ules, and other machine down t imes (e.g. breakdowns). 

A fifth category of constraint is preferen ce. A preference 
constraint can also b,, viewed as an abstraction of other types of 
constra ints. Conside r a preference for a machine. It expresses a 
fl oo r supervisor' s desire th at one machine be used instead of 
anoth er. The reason for the preference may be due to cost or 
qual ity, but sufficient information does not ex ist to derive actu al 
costs. In addition to machine preferences, operation preferences, 
and order sequencing preferences exemplify this type of 
constraint. 

Figure lists the variety of constra ints we have identified as 
well as th e categories we have used to c lassify th em. 

Constraint 
Operation alternatives 
Operation Preferences 
Machine alternatives 
Machine Preferences 
Machine physical constraints 

Set·UP times 
Queue orderin g preferences 
Queue stability 
Due date 
Work-in -process 
Toot requirement 
Materia l requirement 
Personnel requirement 
Resource reservations 
Sh;tts 
Down time 
Productivity achieved 
Cost 
Productivity goals 
Quality 
Inter-operation transfer times 

Org . Goa l Phy sica l Ca usal Pre f. 

3.1.4. Constra int-D irect ed Sea rch Concepts 

Avai l. 

Constra int-D irected Eva /u i1 lion . JSIS- 1 dynamically 
construc ted a different evaluat ion function for each state in the 
search space. It constructs the evaluation function out of th e 
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constraints which have been reso lved to be applicable to the state 
under consideration. Each constraint contributed both an 
importance (i. e. , weight) and utility. Constraints were resolved by 
extracting them from the resources and operations defined in the 
oarticular state. 
3.2. ISJS-1 

3.2 .1.1 SIS· 1 Goa ls 
JSIS-0 identified the broad categories of constraints but 

more worl< on representation and search architecture was 
required. In January 188 1, work on th e second version of /SIS 
began. The intent of this system was twofold. Given the central 
role of constra ints to deterrnine a job shop schedu le, a major 
thrust of our research focused on the identificat ion and 
characteri zation of the constraint knowl edge required to support 
an effective constraint.direc ted search. Consider the imposition of 
a due date. In its simplest form, this constraint would be 
represented by a date alone, th e implication being that the job be 
shipped on that date. In actuality, however, due c!ales rn ay not 
always be met, and such a representation provides no information 
as to how to proceed in these situations. An appropriate 
rep1·ese11tation rnust include the additional informati on about the 
due date that may be necessary in con structing a satisfactory 
schedule. For example: 

<> How important is the cons traint relative to the other 

known constraints? Is it more important to satisfy th e 
cos t constraint than the due date? 

o If I cannot find a schedule which sat isfi es the 

constraint, are there relaxations of the constraint 

which can be satisfied. I.e., is there another due date 

which is almost as good? 

• If th ere are relaxations available for th e constraint, are 

any more preferred? Perhaps I would rather ship the 

order early rather than late. 

o If I chose a parti cular re laxati on, how will it affect the 

oth er constraints i arn trying to satisfy? Will meeting 

the due date negatively or positive ly affect the cost of 

the order? 

o Under what cond itions am I obliged to sat isfy a 

constraint? What if th ere are two constra ints specified 

for th e same variable, i. e., two different due elate for 

th e same Jot? Or th ere may two different due dates 

depending on th e tirn e of year. 

In essence, a constra int is not simply a restriction on the value of a 
slot for example, but the aggregation of a variety of knowledge 
used in the reasoning process. 

The second goal was to measure the effectiveness of th e a 
modified Beam search (Lowerre, 1876) arch itecture whic /1 uses 
constraints. 

3 .2.2. ISIS- ·t System Architectu re 
The salient points of the architecture inc lude: 
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• Search is divided into three levels: Order selection, 
resource analysis, and resource assignment. 

o Each level is composed of three phases: A pre-search 
analysis phase which constructs the problem, a 
search phase which solves the problem, and a post
search analysis phase which determines the 
acceptability of the so lution. In each phase, ISIS- 1 
uses constraints to bound, guide, and analyze the 
search. 

• The order se lecti on level is responsible for selecting 
the next unsched1.1l0d order to be added to the 
ex isting shop sched ule. Its selection is made 
according to a prioriti,:,1\ion algorithm th at considers 
order type and requested due dates. The selected 
order is pt:.ssed to the resou,ce analysis level for 
scheduling. 

<> The resource analysis level selects 3 particu lar 
routing for the order and o.ss igns reservation time 
bounds to the resources required to prod uce it. Pre
search analysis beg ins with an examination of the 
order's constraints, resulting in the determination of 
the scheduling direction (eilher forward from th e start 
date or backward from the clu e date), th e creat ion of 
any missing constraints (e.g. due elates, work-in
process), and the selecti on of th e set of search 
operators which wi ll genera te the search space. A 
beam search is t11 en per formed using the selected set 
of search operators. The search space to be explored 
is composed of sto.tes wh ich represent partial 
schedules. The appli cation of operators to states 
results in the creo.tion of new states which further 
spec ify the partial sched ules under development. 
Depending on the results of pre-search analysis, the 
search proceeds either forward or backward through 
the set of allowable routings for the order. An operator 
that generates states represen ting alternative 
operations initiates th e search, in this case generating 
alternative initial (or final) operations. 

Once a state specifying an operation has been 
generated, other operators extend the search by 
creating new states which bind a machine and/or 
execution time to the operat ion. A variety of 
alternatives exist for each type of operator. For 
example, two operators have been tested for 
cl1oosing the executio;1 ti ,ne of an operat ion. The 
"eager reserver" operator chooses the earliest 
possible reserv::t!ion for the operation's requ ired 
resources, and the "wait and see" operator tentatively 
reserves as much time as availablo, leaving the final 
decision to resou rce selection level. This enables the 
adj 11stment of rese rvations in order to reduce work -in 
process time. Alternative resources (e.g. tools, 
rnaterials, etc.) are generated by other operators. 
Each state in th e search space is rated by th e set of 
constraints found (resolved) to be relevant to the state 
and its ancestors. This set is determined by collecting 
the con straints attached t!) each object (e.g. machine, 
tool, order, etc. ) spec ified by the state and applying 
resolu tion mechan isms. Each constraint assigns a 
utility between O and 2 io a state; zero signifies that 
th e state is not admissible, 1 signifies indifference, 2 

maximal support. The rati 11g of a state with mu lti ple 
constraints is the mean of the utilities assig ned by th e 
constituent constraints, each weighted by the the 
importance of the assig ning constraint. 

Once a set of candidate schedu les has been 
generated , a ru le-based post search analysis 
examines th e cand idates to determine if one is 
acceptable (a function of the ratings assig ned to the 
schedules during t11 e search). If no acceptable 
schedules are found, then diagnosis is performed. 
First, th e schedules are examined to determine a type 
of sc l1 edu ling error and the appropriate repair. Intra
level repai r may result in the re- instantiat ion of the 
level's search. Pre-analysis is performed again to 
alter the set of operators and constraints for 
resc hedu ling the order. Inter- level repair is initiated if 
diagnosis determines that the poor solutions were 
caused by constraint satisfact ion dec isions made at 
another level. lnter-le•.,:~I diagnosis can be performed 
by analyz ing the in lc:rac tion relati ons linking 
constr,1ints. A poor· co11strn int decision at a higher 
level can be determin ed by the utilities of constraints 
affected by it at a lower level, and an alternat ive value 
can be chosen. 

This level outputs roserv::it ion time bounds for each 
resource required lor tllG operations in the chosen 
schedule. 

" The resource selection ievel establishes c1ctual 
reservations for the resources required by the 
selected operations wh ich minimize the work -in 
process time. The algorithm takes the tim e bounds for 
each resource and proceeds to shift the availability of 
the resoruces within tile bounds so th at a schedule is 
produced which minimizes work -in -process tim e. 

<> In addit ion to incremen tally scheduling orders for 
production as th ey are received by th e shop, the 
ISIS- 1 search architec ture could be exploited in a 
reactive manner. As unexpected events (e.g. machine 
breakdowns) cause disruptions in the ex ist ing shop 
schedule, ISIS- 1 needed on ly to reschedule the 
affected orders. Previous reservations were 
transformed into preference constraints so th at the 
new search for a schedule for the affected order 
would follow as much as possible to original schedule. 
This results in a minimRI amount of change, and 
provides cont inuity in the shop schedules generated 
over time. 

3.2.3. Constraint Representation 
Let us examine the rcpresentationgl issues raised by th ese 

examples and, correspondingly, the sa lient features of th e ISIS 
constraint representation (additional detai ls rnay be found in Fox 
(1 983) and Smith (1883)) . 

One of the central issues tl1 at must be add ressed by the 
constraint representation is con flict . Consider cost and due-date 
constraints. The former may requi re reduction of costs wh ile the 
latter may requ ire shipp ing the order in a short period of time. To 
accomp lish the latter, faster, more expensive machines may be 
required, thereby causing a conflict with the former. In sl1ort, it 
may not be possible to satisfy both constraints. in which case one 
or both must be relaxed. This is implicitly accornplished in 
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mathematical programming and dec ision theory by means of utility 
functions and the specifications of relaxation through bounds on a 
variable's va lue. In Al, bounds on a v;:u iable are typ ica lly specif ied 
by pred icates (Engleman, 80; Stefi k, 81) or choice sets (Steele, 80; 
Waltz, 75). 

Give:1 th e diverse in the types of constraints present in the 
job shop schedu ling domain , it is necessary to provide a variety of 
forms for specifying relaxations (i.e. alternative values) of 
constraints. Accord ingly, relaxation s may be defined with in the 
ISIS constraint representation as either pred icates or choice sets, 
which, in th e latter case, are further distinguished as discrete or 
continuous. However, th e simple spec ification of bounds on a 
vari able provides 110 means of differentiating between th e values 
falling within th ese bounds, a capabi li ty that is required by ISIS 
both for generating plausible alternative schedules for 
consideration and for effectively disc rimin ating among alternative 
schedules th at have been generated to resolve a given conflict. 
The necessary kn owledge is provided by assoc iat ing a utility with 
each relaxation specified in a constraint, indicative of its 
preference among th e altern atives avail able. The util ity of a 
re laxati on may have more th an one interpretation, which can be 
prob lematic. In th e case of'the due date constraint, it represents a 
preference for shipping on tim e rather than late. In th e case of 
shifts it rerxesents th e degree of difficulty with wh ich another 
should can be added. In both cases, the focus i:, on the difference 
in utility between alternative relaxations. This difference is called 
the elasticity of th e rekixalion. The greater the decrease in uti lity, 
tt1 e lower th e elasticity. If th e information were available, the uti lity 
measure would reduce to a cost fun ction. 

The relative influence to be exerted by a given constraint, 
i. e. its importance, is a second aspect of the constraint 
representation. Not all constrn ints are of equal importance. The 
due date constrai nt associated with higl1 pr iority orders, for 
example, is like ly to be more important th an an operat ion 
preference constra int. Moreover, the relative importance of 
different types of constra ints may vary from order to order. In one 
order, the clue date may be important, and in another, cost may be 
important. Both of these forms of di fferentiation are expressible 
within th e ISIS constra int representati on; the former th roug h the 
assoc iation of an absolute measure of importance with each 
constra int, and the latter by th e use of scheduling goals which 
part ition th e constraints into importance classes and assign 
weights to be distributed amongst each partition 's members. This 
knowledge enables ISIS to base its choices of which constraints to 
relax on the relative influence exerted by various constraints. 

A thi rd form of constraint knowledge explic it ly represented 
is constraint re le vance, which defines the conditions under which 
a constraint shou ld be app lied. Given that constraints are 
attached direct ly to the schemata, slots, and/or values they 
constrain, constraint relevance can be determined to a large 
degree by the proximity of constraints to the port ion of the model 
currently under consideration. A fin er level of discrimination is 
provided by associating a spec ific procedural test with each 
constraint. However, there are situations in which prob lems arise 
if the applicabi li ty of constraints is based solely on th eir context 

sensitivity to th e current si tuation. First, many constraints tend to 
vary over time. The number of shifts, for example, fl uctuates 
accord ing to production levels set in th e plant. Consequently, 
different variants of the same constraint tyr e may be applicable 
during different periods of lime. Within th e ISi~, constraint 

representc1 ti on these situations are hand led by assoc iating a 
temporal scope with each variant. organ izing the collec tion of 
variants according to the temporal relati onships among th em, and 
providing a resolution mechan ism that exploi ts t11e organization . 
A second problem involves inconsistenc ies that might ar ise with 
respect to a given constraint type. Since ISIS is intended as a 
multip le user system, different variants of the same constraint type 
could qu ite possibly be created and attached to the same object in 
th e model. For example, both the material and marketing 
departments may place different and confli cting due date 
constra ints on the same order. In this case, a first step has been 
taken in e;<ploiting an authority model of the organization to 
reso lve such inconsistencies. 

A fourth aspect of the constraint representation concerns 
the interactions amongst constraints. Constraints do not ex ist 
independently of one another, but rather the satisfacti on of a 
given constraint will typ ical ly have a positi ve or negative effect on 
th e ability to satisfy other constraints. For example, removing a 
machine's second shift may decrease cos ts but may also cause an 
order to miss its due date. Th ese interdependencies are 
expressed as relations within the !SIS constraint represen tation, 
with an associated sensitivity measure indicating the extent and 
direction of the interact ion. Knowledge of th ese interactions is 
used to diagnose the causes of unsati sfactory final solutions 
proposed by the system, and to suggest relaxations to related 
constraints wh ich may yield better results. 

A final concern is that of constraint generation . Many 
constraints are introduced dynamicall y as production of the 
schedule proceeds. For example, a decision to schedule a 
particular operat ion during a particu lar interval of time imposes 
bounds on the sched uling decisions th at must be made for other 
operations in the produr. ti on process. The dynamic creation and 
propagation of constraints is ;;ccornplished by attaching 
constraint generators to apµropriate relations in the model. 

Consider a constraint that restricts the length of a turbine 
blade that can be milled on a macl1ine to less than 23.5 inches. 
Th is can be represen ted by th e schema 
product- length- requirem ent which is a combination of a 
required-constra int and a b in ary -attribut e-constraint . 

product-leng th-requini m 1:11t spec ifies that the foil -length 
of a blade is being constra ined. It is ob ligated to being used 
during an airfoil-operati on, and it negati vely affects the airfoif 
machine- preference constraint. Th e actual constraint is specif ied 
in product-length-constraint. If th e constraint is satisfied then 
th e uti lity returned will be 1.2, otherwise o. The predicate of the 
requirement is specified by th e product- length-pred icate It 
spec ifies that any blade must have a foil-length less than 28.5 
units. One potential problem in constructing this constraint is 
enab ling the predicate to refer to slots in the root constraint (i.e., 
product-length-requ irement). You wi ll notice that t11 e predicate 
schema is linked to th e requirement schema via a PRED ICATE·OF 

relation (inverse of predicate), and that the requ irement schema is 
linked to the range constraint by a CONSTRAINT-OF relation 
(inverse of constrained,by). Each of these re lations allow the 
inheritance of sfots and values. Hence the 
product-length -predicate inherits the DOMAIN , and RELATION 

slots from product- length- requirement. 

The product-length - requirement is not attached to the 
FO IL-LENGTH slot of all products, but is attached instead to the 
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airfoil-operation schema (i. e., contained in the const rain t slot). 
It is up to ISIS to retrieve the const1 aint .from the operation 's 
CONSTRA INT slot, and apply its teste r fun ction to the search state 

{ { product-length-requirement 
IS-A: range-constraint 
DURING: airfo il -operation 
CONSTRA INS: ai rfoil -machine-preference 

direction: neg 
DOMA IN: 

range: (type "is-a" "blade") 
RELATION: foil- length 
CONSTRA IN ED- BY: product-length-constraint }} 

Figure 3 - 1: product-length- requirement Schema 

{{ product-length-constra int 
CONSTRA INT -OF: product-length -requirement 
INSTANCE: required -constraint 
RELAXATION-TY PE: required 
TR UE- UTILITY: 1.2 
PRED ICATE: product-length -predicate }} 

Figure 3-2: prod uct- length-constraint Schema 

{{ product-length-predicate 
PREDICATE-OF: product-length-constraint 
INSTANCE: bin a ry-att ribute -p redicate 
RANGE-2: 28.5 
PRED ICATE: lessp }} 

Figure 3-3: product-length-p redicate Schema 

ancl constrai 11t. The lester relri eves tho blade be;119 scheduled 
and µlaces it in lhe dornain slot, and tippli es the contents of the 
11r,,1.v slot in the predicate to its schema. 

/\nother manufactu ring con'., traini is the specification of 
shifts. A shift defines the time that a worl, center is availabe for 
work . Historically, it has been disc rete, sµec ifying one, two , or 
lhr·ee shifts cluring a work day. In add ition , th e number of shifts on 
a week end may differ from that du1·ing a week day. Therefore , a 
shift constra int should spec ify what th e normal available shifts are, 
what the relaxati ons are, and the period during which the shift 
constraint shou ld be interpreted. 

A shift specifi cation may be spec ified as a 
di::;crete-constro int, The CONS ISTENCY of the slot is 
exclusive, specifying that on ly one shift constrn int may exist for 
the slot. No altern ati ves are sp8c if ied at this r,) int. 

{ { shift-cons! raint 
IS-A: range-constraint 
DOMAIN: 

range: (or (TYPE is-a machine) (TYPE is-a work -center)) 
RELATION: shift }) 

Figure 3-4: shift-constraint Schema 
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{ { sh ift-constraint-spec 
is -a : discrete-constraint 
CONS ISTENCY : exclusive }} 

Figure 3-5: sh ift-constraint-spec Schema 

{ { shift 
START-TIME: 

END-TIM E: 

WORK -WEEK: }} 

Figure 3-6: shift Schema 

An example of a shift constra int 1,, th at sp,,c ified for a wrn f I 

machine 

{{ wmf1 -shift 
IS -A: shift-constraint 
DOMAIN: wmf1 
RELATION : shift 
CONSTRA INED -BY: wmf1 -shift-constraint }} 

Figure 3- 7: wmf1 -sh ift Schema 

The range constraint spec ifies the domcin of the constraint 
ancl relati on. Th at is, t11 e cun,,lrnint affects th e SHIFT slot of th e 
wmf l . Tile contents of the CONSTRA INED -B Y slot is the name of 
the constrain t: wmf1 -shirt- i;cinst raint. It describes 
a start-time, encl -time, and day for the shift. 

The sh ift constraint is not a schema constraint. Each 
relaxation completely spec ifies the start-time, end -time, and work 
week. They cannot be relaxed individually. The contents of the 
RELA XAT ION slot specify another shift, wmf1 -s hift-relaxation, to 
be used in add iti on to the first constraint (the DISCRETE-TYPE of the 
constra int is inclusive). 

The constraint is interpreted by taking the value of the 
TESTER slot from wmf1 -sh ift (not shown) and applying it to the 
pair (<state> wmf'l -shift). The tester wi ll retri eve the d iscrete 
constraint and find the value which matches th e value under 

{{ wmf1 -sh ift-constraint 
INSTANCE: shift-constraint-spec 
RELAXATION-VALUE: {{ INSTANCE shift 

START-TIME: 8:00 
EN D-TIME: 16:00 
WORK -WEEK: (OR rnonday tuesday wed 

thursday friday) }} 
RELAXATION-UTILITY: 2 
RELAXATION: wrnf1-shift-relaxation }} 

Figure 3 -8 : wmf1 -shift-constraint Schema 

consideration (i. e., ~pec iricd in the state) and return the relaxation 
utility. 



{{ wm f1 -s hift -re lax ation 
INSTAN CE : shift -con s! rain! 
RELAX ATION -VALU E: f{ INSTANCE shift 

START-TIM E: 16:00 
END-TIME: 24:00 
WORK -WEEK : (OR monday tuesday wed 

thursday friday) }} 
RELAXATION-UTILITY : 1.2 
DISCRETE-TYPE: inclusive }} 

Figure 3 -9: wmf1 -s hift- relaxation Schema 

Th e basic cl ue -d at>) -con strai:it is a contin uous value 
constra int wliich constrains the clue-date slot of a lot. Th e choice 
of a due-date h;.is a utility spec: ified by the 
PIECE-W ISE WffAR -UTI LIT'/. The uti lity is spec ified by (shipping-
1::iteness util ity) ~,airs. An example of it3 use is a due date for 
forced outage orders. The tester for due -d ate- con st rn ints takes 
the search state and the constra int as parameters, retri eves th e 
due dnte being considered int tho state, or pred icts one, and 
applies the value of the utility fu nction slot to the clu e date. Th e 
util ity fun c ti on uses the PIECE-WISE-LINEH-UTILITY value to 
interpolate and return a utility. 

fo- cl ue- date specifies that the utility of the due elate chosen 
is 2 if it less th an or equal to the the requested clue date. It is 
linearly decreasing to 0. 2 if it greater th an O days late and less than 
7. And is 0.2 if greater th an 7 days late. 

{ { due -dat e-constraint 
IS -A: range- con straint 
DOMAIN: 

ra nge: (type "is-a " "lot") 
RELATION: due-date 
CONSTRAINED-BY: 

range: (type "is-a " "due-d ate-constraint") 
TESTER: due-date- tester 
PRIORITY -CLASS : }} 

Figure 3 -10: due-date-con straint Schema 

{ { du e-date-con straint -spec 
IS- A: continuous-constraint 
CONSISTENCY : exclusive 
UTILITY -FUNCTION : interpolate 
PIECE- WISE-LINEAR -UTILITY : }} 

Figure 3 - 11 : du e-d ate-constraint -spec Schema 

{{ to -due-date 
IS -A : due-date-con stra int 
PRIORITY -CLA SS: forced-outage 
CONSTRAINED-BY: {{ INSTANCE due-date-con st ra int 

PIECE- WI SE-LINEAR-UTILITY : ( (0 2) (7 0.2) 
}} 
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3 .2.4. Perform ance of ISIS -1 
Experiments were performed with a real pl ant model and 

order data. In each experiment, an empty job shop was loaded 
with a representati ve set of 85 orders with arrival times distributed 
over a peri od of two years. The various types of constraint 
knowledge influencing the development of schedules in these 
experiments inc luded alternative operations, alternative machines, 
requested due dates, requested start dates, operation time 
bounds, order p1·iority classification (with orders falling into 4 
priority classes), work-in -process restrictions, queue ordering 
constraints to reduce setup time, machine constraints on product 
form and length , resource availability, and shop stability 
(minimizing pre-emption). 

A number of experiments were performed. These 
experiments explored the effects of altern ative constraints, 
alternative search operntors, and beam width size. A detailed 
cli scussion of all experiments rn a.y be found in Fox (1 983). 

Th e gantt c l1art6 shown in Figure 3 -1 depicts a schedufe 
generated by ISIS- 1. 
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Figure 3 - 1: Version 1 Gantt Chart 

The schedule is a poor one; 65 of the 85 orders scheduled 
were tardy. To compound the problem, order tardin ess led to high 
work-in -process times (an average of 305.1 5 days) with an overall 
makespan7 of 857.4 days. Th e reason for these results stems from 
the inability of the beam search to anticipate the bottleneck in th e 
"final stra ightening area" of the pl ant (tho fts• machine on the 
gantt chart in Fi gure 3- 1) during the early stages of its searcl1 . Had 
the bottl eneck operation been known in advance, orders could 
have been started closer to the time they were received by the 
plant and scheduled earlier through the bottleneck operation. 

Beam search sizes between 5 and 20 were tested. Sizes 
greater than 10 had little affect on the outcome, while sizes less 
tllan rn performed more poorly. 

3.2.5 . Constra int -Direct ed Searc:h Conc epts 
Constra ints as Generators. Constraints whic l1 specify 

precedence between operations and requirements for resources 
can be interpreted as search operators. For example, a constraint 
which specifies that drilling must following milling can be 
interpreted as operator which extends a state for which milling is 
defined to be the operation into a new state for which drilling is the 
successor operation . Each constra int in ISIS-1 has code which 
in terprets the constra int as an operator to be used in search. 

6Each row represents a machine, and each column a week. If a positi on in the 
gantt chart is empty, then lhe machine is idle for that week. If a position contains 
an "o", then it is utili zed for less than 50% of of its capacity. If lhe position 
contains a "@" , then over 50% of its capacity is util ized . Machines that are 
encountered earlier in the process routings appear closer to the top of the chart. 

7 
Makespan is the time taken to complete all orders. 
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ISIS- 1 's presearch analys is selects the operators from a subset of 
available constraints. 

Constraints Bound the Search Space. Th e omission of 
constra ints by pre-search analys is (e.g ., altern ative shifts), when 
defining operators, resu lts in a bounding of the search space. 
Th is restric tion on the size of the search space is intentional but 
can be re laxed by post-search analysis. 

Generative Constraint Relaxation. The joint satisfaction 
of all constraints simultaneously at one time is impossible due to 
confl ict among constrai11t.s. F-1elaxat ion is the process by which 
alternati ve so luticns ar,0 •Jxp lorcd by relaxing the spec ifica tion of 
th e constra ints. Consequently, it prov ides a satisfi cing approach 
to co11straint satisfac tion. Generative relaxation is one type of 
relaxation process. It is a process by which alternative so lutions 
are ~1enerated during the search process. This is accomplished by 
extending the cocle which interprets a constraint as an operator so 
that it uses the spec ified relaxat ions to generate altern ati ve 
successor states which define altern ati ve bindings of variables. In 
some cases, the number of relaxations are large (e.g., a 
continuous constraint such as start time of an operation) , 
requ iring the code to use a relaxation's utility to determin e 
whether it is good enough to be generated. 

Cons traint Reso lut ion and Dynamic Eva luation. ISIS- 1 
extends the concept of dynamic evaluation functi on constru ction 
by utilizing a more soph isticated form of constra int resolut ion. 

Local Resolution. ISIS-2 dynamically resolves th e set of 
applicable constraints at each search state. Resolution is 
perfcrmed by examin ing each schema (i. e. , operation, machine, 
etc. ) in th e current state description. Th e contents of any 
CONSTRA INT slots, or constraints attached to any slots which 
enable the schema are added to the local resolution set. 
Constraints may originate from four sources: 

Model-Based: Constra ints may be embedded in any resource or 
activity in the factory model. For example, 
there may be physical constraints associated 
with a machine, sequencing constraints 
associated with an operation, queue ordering 
constraints associated with certain work 
centers. 

Lateral Imposition: Constraints can also be propagated laterally 
during the search. A decision made earlier in 

the elaboration of a schedule may resu lt in a 
constraint being attached to the lot that 
restricts a cho ice point further 011 in the 
search. 

Exogenous Imposition: The user may also create and implant 
constra ints. Th ese constraints can be 
attached to anywhere in the model, or be 
globally attached so that it is considered at 
each search state. 

Globa l Resolution. The rating of a state is a rating of the 
partial schedule up to the current state, and not the single choice 
represented by the state. Hence, the rating of a state rnust include 
not only the local constraints but the constraints applied to all the 
states along th e part ial schedule ending at the current state. Not 
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all the constraints locally resov led at each state alo11g the path are 
globally resolved . Consider th e du e- date-constra int (f igure 
5- 10). It is a classic evaluation fu nction as defined in l1euristic 
search. Part of the constraint calculates th e work-in -process time 
of the lot to th e current state, and th e oth er part predic ts the 
remain ing work- in -process time to th e end state. Each time th e 
constraint is applied, it is a better es timator of th e work- in-process 
time, and should overide applications of th e same constraint 
earlier in th e partial schedule. On the other hand, the 
queue-stability constraint is app lied at each state wh ich binds a 
queue posit ion. It rates the state by how much it destabilizes 
ex isting queue reservations. The greater the destabilizati on, the 
lower the rating. This constraint measures a dec ision made at that 
state, and remains invariant over futu re states, since any future 
states cannot affect an earlier state. 

Constraints are classified into two categories: invariant and 
transient. All invariant constraints part icipate in the globally 
resolved constraint set, and only th e most recent version of 
transient constraints part icipate. 

f·?olative f?esolution. All constraints are not created equal. 
Relative reso lution ditfe rentially interprets the resolved constraints 
by partiti on ing the constrai nt Sfl t accordin g to th e applicable 
scheduling goal. A scheduling goal partiti ons t11e constra int set 
and defines an importance for each partiti on. The importance is 
th en uniformly divided amongst the constraints in th e partition. 

Analytic Relaxa tion via Constraint Diagnosis a nc/ 
Repair. The completi on of th e beam search may result in 
schedules which are not acceptable due to th e poor satisfaction of 
many of its important constraints. Analytic relaxation is defined to 
be the process by which the results of the search are examined to 
determine which "peep ho le" repair of a constraint will generate a 
significant increase it the overall constraint rating of a schedule. 
In add iti on to th e procedural embedding of situation al knowledge 
in the form of ru les (e.g., IF you cannot meet the due date THEN 
relax the start date constraint by starting earlier), a declarative 
approach was taken. Each constraint may have a constrn ins 
relation which links it to another constraint. If the first constraint 
was not acceptably satisfied (e.g., due date), then by search ing 
along th e constrains relation another constraint could be found 
(e.g. , shifts) whose further relaxation or strengthening could 
impact the first constraint. Consequently, post-analysis could 
suggest the increase in number of shifts to pre-search analysis 
and have the search re- run . 

3.3. ISIS-2 

3.3. 1. ISIS-2 Goals 
ISIS- 1 identified the representational requirements of 

constraints, and their use in directing search. Neith er changes in 
beam width, nor alterations to ex isting constraints were able to 
significantly affect the degree to which due date and work in 
process constraints were unsatisfied. The cause of this prob lem 
lay with the combinatorics of the search space combined with the 

horizon ,!ffec t. ISIS-2 was designed reduce the impact th e horizon 
effect has on the quality of the schedules. 

3.3.2. ISIS-2 Arch itecture 
ISIS-2 constructs schedules by perform ing a hierarchical, 

constraint-d irected search in the space of alternative schedules. 
An add itional level was added b1:tween order selection and 



resource analysis: capacity analysis. The purpose of this level was 
to consider a subset of the ,nnre important constraints in order to 
"l ook ahead" so that capac ity i.Joltlenecks cou ld be identified in a 
smaller search space. 

Capacity analysis takes as input th e selected order from th e 
order selection level and uses the following subset of constraints 
in its search: due date, start date, operation precedence and 
al tern atives, machine requirements, and machine reservat ions. 
All other constraints are ignored. The capacity analysis level 
performs a dynamic programming analysis of th e plant based on 
current capacity constraints. It determines the earliest start time 
and latest fini sh time for each operation of the selected order, as 
bounded by the order's start and due date. Th e tim es generated 
at this level are cod ified as operat ion time bound constraints 
which hierarchically propagated to the resource analysis level. 

3 .3.3. ISI S-2 Performance 
1SIS-2's inclusion of a level of abstraction in the top down 

search hierarchy had a significant impact on the results, 
evidenced by the increased satisfaction of the due date 
constraints. 

The average utility assigned by the due date constraint to 
lower priority "service orders", for example, almost doubled, 
rising from a value of 0.46 in the first experiment to a value of 0.80. 
The total number of tardy orders was reduced to 14. Moreover, a 
much lower average work- in -process time of 186.73 days was 
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Figure 3-2: Version 7 Gantt Chart 

achieved, resulting in an overall makespan of 583.25 days. In this 
case, inadequate machine capacity in the "final straightening 
area" (Its* ) appeared to be the principal limitation affecting order 
tardiness. 

3.3.4. Constraint -Directed Search Concepts 
Periscoping. The improved performance of ISIS-2 rests on 

the abil ity of the capacity analysis level to identify bottlenecks and 
encode their effect in the form of operation tim e bound 
constraints. At the resource analysis level, whenever altern atives 
are generated for the time to perform a particular operation, the 
operation time bound constraint is resolved and evaluated. The 
effect is what I call periscoping. It is as if the evaluation of the 
state looked "up above" the local situation to see what problems 
lay further down the search path it has yet to explore . If there was 
a bottleneck, the operation time bound constraint would lower the 
utility of times whi ch do not provide enough time to get through 
the bottleneck. 

Constraint-Di rec ted Focus of Attention. The 
hierarchical imposition of constraints of one level onto the next 
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results in the lower level' s focusing of its searc l1 on the "better" 
parts of the sec1rch space; reduciny the co1:1p lexity of the search 
while increasing t11 e utility of the ou tcome. 

Constra int Stratification. Constraints appear to fall 
naturally into a partial ordering in this domain according to the 
degree of difficu lty with which they can be relaxed. For example, 
it is easier to alter a due date by a clay than it is to add another 
shift . Consquently, a level of th e search hierarchy, in add ition to 
constraining the search of the next level via periscoping , can 
determine the values of a subset of constraints which are more 
difficult to change than constraints at a lower level. More on this 
concept wi ll appear in the next section . 

Inter/eve/ Analytic Relaxation. The concept of analyt ic 
relaxation is extended to work across levels. If a constraint is 
identified as need ing to be re laxed, and it is bound at a higher 
level, th en post-search analysis will re-invoke th e higher level. The 
level will either alter the constraint and/or re-perform the search 
at that level. 

3.4. ISIS -3 /0PI S-O 
Work began on ISIS-3 (aka OPIS-0) during the summer of 

1984. Though ISIS-2 made sign ificant headway in satisfyi ng its 
constraints in the presence of a high degree of resource 
contention, it was still believed that better use of the resources 
could be made resulting in higher constraint satisfaction . 
3.4.1. ISIS-3 Goa ls 

The goal of ISIS-3 was to explore the problem of varying 
perspectives on schedul ing (Smith & Ow, 1985). In part icular, th e 
high degree of resource contention in multi -agent 
plann ing/scheduling fcrces one to consider scheduling the 
activities of the resource (i.e. , machine) as opposed to the agent 
(i.e., order). This differs from approaches to problems for which 
the number of agents are small and resource contention low (e.g. , 
(l<onolige & Nilsson, 1980)) . 

3.4 .2. ISI S-3 Architecture 
The approach was to mix order scheduling with resource 

scheduling. (See Smith & Ow (1 985) for more details.) This was 
accomplished as follows: 

• The order selection and capacity analys is levels were 
merged into a single level. This new capacity analysis 
level used a dispatch rule simulation approach to 
scheduling all of the orders in parallel in the presence 
of th e same subset of constraints associated with this 
level. 

$ The schedule at the capacity analysis level was 
examined for bottlenecks. Each bottleneck was then 
schedu led (usually one) resulting in a time at which 
each order which flows through the bottleneck is to 
be worked on. 

• The bottlenecks and the schedules of orders through 
them were passed down to the resource analysis 
level. This level was modified to perform "island 
driving", similar to that found in Hearsay-II (Erman et 
al. , 1980). Each bottleneck was designated an 
"island", and the highest priority order was selected 
and scheduled out (forward and backward) from the 
island using the original beam search with th e added 
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constraints of tl1is level. 

e The rest of th e ISIS-2 archi tecture remained the same. 

3.4 .3. ISIS-3 Performance 
New experiments we re performed comparing ISIS-2, ISIS-3 

and tile COVERT dispatch rule (Ow, 1986). In all cases, ISIS-3 
outperformed the other two . The fol lowing are some significant 

measures: 

System 

ISIS-3 

ISIS-2 

COVERT 

3.4.4. Constraint -Directed Reasoning Concepts 
Islands of Certainty: Constraint-directed Focus of 

Attention. The bottl eneck schedule produced by capacity 
analysis is actually a set of constraints on the search to be 
performed at the resource analysis level (i. e., each reservation for 
tile bottleneck by an order is an avai labili ty constraint). Search at 
the· resource analysis level can identify islands of certainty by the 
importance and utililty of the constraints. Consequently, by 
working on each order in priority order, the resource analysis level 
is able to identify, for that order, the islands of certainty in its 
searc l1 space (i.e., bottleneck reservations) and perform the beam 
search outward from those islands, result ing in "island driving". 
3.5. OPIS-1 

The ISIS-3 architecture is still hardwired in the sense that it 
performs a resource centered analys is at the capacity and level 
and then an order centered anlaysis at the resource analysis level. 
Depending on the state of the factory, one of the perspec tives may 
be unnecessary. In the summer of 1985 work began on OPIS, the 

. beginn ing of a new seri es of planning/schedu ling systems in 
wh ich opportunisrn in search places a greater ro le. In part icular, 
lhe first version of OPIS, focuses on opportunistic selection or the 
schedul ing perspective. Its arch itecture bears many similar ities to 
H,:)arsay- 11. 

4. Summary 
This section has provided an evolutionary view of the ISIS 

fami ly of job-shop scheduling systems. Two sign ificant results 
c1ppear during this evolution. First, the development of a semantics 
for the representation of constraint knowledge, focusing on what 
is constrained, re laxation , utility, elasticity, importance, 
interactions and relevance. Secondly, the novel use of constraints 
in state generat ion, search space bound ing, generative relaxation, 
resolution, analyt ic relaxation, periscoping,' focus of attention, and 
stratef ication. 

5. Role of Constraints in Problem Solving 
This section returns to the original hypothesis, that the 

development of an adequate semantics of constraints will lead to a 
better understanding of how to define the structure pf search . This 
section ties the semantics of constraints developed in the ISIS 
family to the searcl1 stru ctures of section two . In particu lar, a 
number of observations of how the semantics of constraints 
relates to search structures are explained . 
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The first five observations define the basic search 
architecture of states and operators. 

Observation 1: "Constraints define the 
parameters of states in the search space." 

Constraints provide a state-space view of problem solving in 
th at they define the variables to be bound by the search process. 
Examples include: 

• due date constrains the date shipped 

• shi fts constraint constrains the shifts available 

• next operation constraints the current operation 
• keep cost under x consti:.,ins cost of manufac turing 

Observation 2: "Co1rntraints define single 
state generating operntors." 

The specification that an attribute or relation should be 
restr icted to a single value enables the construction of generators 
or search operators which wil l generate a state with the variable 
being bound to the single value. 

For example, if the constraint specifies that the next 
operation after mi lling is dri ll ing then an operator can be 
generated whose act ion is the generation of a state which binds 
the operat ion to drilling when the preced ing operation is mill ing. 
These leads into the third observation: 

Observation 3: "Constraints define the 
situation or condition of an operator." 

Knowledge of constraint re levance determines the situation 
in which the constraint is to be applied . It is straightforward how 
the relevance knowledge could be transformed into an operator's 
condition. For example, a th ird sh ift may only be available during 
monday through friday. Th is condition wou ld be encoded as an 
operator's cond ition. 

Observation 4: "Complex operators are the 
combination of two or more constraints." 

(This is another version of the question of how to moves 
tests into a generator.) Within ISIS are two alternative operators 
which choose a time at which an operation is to be performed, 
once the operation and machine are bound. These operators are 
complex; jugg ling concerns such as setup time reduction, not 
letting the operation be performed too late, order priority, shop 
stability, etc. The hand crafting of such an operator can be viewed 
as the combin ing of two or more constraints: 

e Setup sequencing. 

• Shop stab ility. 

• Work in process. 

• Order priority. 

Observation 5: "Constraints define the 
eva luation function." 

The uti lity associated with each constraint relaxation, 
coupled with a constraint's importance provides th e basis for an 



evaluation function. In particular, they define a linear function 
which is th e weighted average of the uti lities of all resolved 
constraints. 

Th e next three observations focus on th e definit ion of levels 
within a hierarchical search space. 

Observation 6: "Levels of representation 
are defined by constrained variables part
of hierarchies." 

Many variables whose values are constrained participate in 
part-of hierarchies. For example, the mill ing machine is part of the 
milling machine work center, and a day is part of a week. These 
hierarchies define levels of abstraction for each variable. In the 
case of scheduling, capacity analysis can be performed using 
machines, work centers, plants, etc., or time decisions can be 
made by the hour. date, week, etc. 
Observation 7: "Levels of search are 
defi ne d by the importance of a constraint." 

The importance of a constraint can be used to determine 
which variables are to h,:; bound first in a manner similar to that of 

ABSTR IPS. 

Obse rvation 8: "Levels of search are 
defined by the elastic ity of a constraint." 

Though a constraint can be relaxed, it may be difficult to do 
so. For example, it may be easier to ship an order two days later 
(i .e. , relax the due date constraint) th an it is to put a third shift on 
over th e weekend. The elasticity of a constraint defines another 
stratification of the search space. 

Observation 9: "Levels of search are 
defined by constraint interactions ." 

The interdependence of constraints define an interaction 
hierarchy. For example, the number of shifts available indirectly 
affect due date and work in process constraints, but not vice 
versa. One stratefi cat ion of the search space would have shift 
decisions being made at a higher level. 

The next two constraints deal with issues of focus of 

attention. 

Observation 10: "Constraints 
attention on islands of cerntainty." 

focus 

High ly important constraints with low elasticity define 
decisions which have to conform to the constraint. These 
constraints define islands of certainty in the search space from 
which search is to be initiated. For example, if a constraint 
specifies th at an order is to be delivered today and it is the most 
important constraint without any relaxations, then search begins 

wiii1 th at urder at the last operation being completed today. 

Observation 11 : " Constraints direct the 
diagnosis and repair of poor search 
decii,ions." 

Diagnosis identifies poor search decisions c1nd repair 
attempts a correct ion. In th is case, the low utility of a constraint 
signals a problem, and a constraint's in/erac tion with another 
constraint po ints to a possible peep hole optimization. Using 
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sh ifts and due date constraints again, a low due date utility could 
be corrected by altering the shift decision. 

6. Conclusion 
It has been th e intent of tl1is puper to elucidate the embryo 

of a th eory which unifies constraints with heuristic search . The 
U1eory suggests that constraints play an important role in search . 
That they define much of the structure of the system architecture, 
for which until now on ly heuristics ex isted. · As of yet, th e th eory is 
incomplete; it is composed of 11 observations. Further work 
awaits in the elaboration of constraint semantics and the 
development of an interpreter which wi ll solve a problem given a 
complete constraint set. 
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Abstract 

The goal of this work is a system that warns the knowl
edge engineer about the global consequences of adding a 
rule to a knowledge base. To affect this, a technique is 
presented that identifies relationships or interactions be
tween sets, and not just pairs, of rules, and an analysis is 
given which relates these interactions to the integrity of 
the knowledge base. We argue that the method is efficient 
given some reasonable assumptions, present some patterns 
that result from the analysis of these interactions, and dis
cuss why this information is of interest to the knowledge 
engineer. 

1 Introduction 

This work originates from the building of a fault diagnosis 
expert system using the the shell EXPERT [11] for a large 
multi-component piece of electronic equipment. As the 
size and complexity of the knowledge base in this project 
increased (now over 2000 rules and 2700 observations and 
hypotheses), it became increasingly difficult to add a new 
rule with an understanding of its interactions with previ
ous rules. This is a problem well known in the field, and 
we compare the approach taken here with previous work. 

To illustrate such an interaction in a common sense do
main, consider the following situation. 

Example 1.1 

Let the knowledge base contains the following rules: 

1. If Fever or Chills Then Infection 
2. If Cough and Infection Then Bronchitis 

with belief . 7 

Consider adding the following rule: 

3. If Cough Then Bronchitis with belief .8 
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The addition of rule 3 renders the pair of rules 1 and 2 
useless (with respect to establishing the hypothesis Bron
chitis). Any time Cough is known, rule 3 establishes Bron
chitis with belief .8. The pair 1 and 2 require additional 
observations to establish Bronchitis with a lower belief. 
Now consider adding the following rule: 

4. If Cough and Fever and Shortness-of-Breath 
Then Bronchitis with belief .6 

This rule will not use the observation Shortness-of-Breath. 
Any time the observations Cough and Fever are known, 
the pair 1 and 2 will establish Bronchitis with belief . 7. 
It does not make sense to then ask for the observation 
Shortness-of-Breath, since the new rule cannot increase the 
belief in Bronchitis. Knowing Shortness-of-Breath without 
knowing Cough and Fever does not establish any belief. 

These examples are very simple, and we would not ex
pect a practicing knowledge engineer to make mistakes of 
this order. But large "real-world" knowledge bases can 
have obscure, subtle, and exasperating interactions that 
can be time consuming to identify, and may go undetected. 

Previous work in this area includes the TEIRESIAS sys
tem [2], which allows the user to ferret out errors in the 
knowledge base and, using meta-rules, suggests corrections 
to these errors based on similarities to other rules in the 
knowledge base. However, the help occurs in the setting of 
a consultation session, and no analysis of the rules occurs 
at the time they were added to the knowledge base. The 
EMYCIN system [9,10], in addition to extending TEIRE
SIAS, corrects lexical errors and points out interactions 
between pairs of rules at the time of their addition. Exam
ples of such interactions include instances of redundancy, 
subsumption, and inconsistency. However, it does not con
sider interactions between sets of rules. Neither does the 
recent CHECK program [13], which mimimally extends 
the above work by checking for two additional relation
ships between pairs of rules. The Semantic Matcher in 
Reboh [7,8] is similar to the CHECK program and the 
EMYCIN work, in that it finds pairwise relationships in 
the PROSPECTOR environment. The SEEK system [5], 
which does incorporate a concept of interaction between 



sets of rules, applies only to consultation systems that have 
a large database of cases which can be empirically ana
lyzed. 

The technique discussed here is very simple to imple
ment and can be applied to any expert system rule lan
guage with propositional semantics (which includes virtu
ally all the well known ones). 

2 Preliminaries 

We will describe the method reported here in an abstract 
language that is derived from the EXPERT expert sys
tem shell developed at Rutgers University for designing 
and applying rule-based consultation models [11]. An EX
PERT model consists of sets of hypotheses, findings (ob
servables), and rules which relate the collection of evidence 
in the form of findings to the classification of the situation, 
i.e. the selection of a hypothesis . A finding is abbreviated 
by f;, a hypothesis by h;, and the rules used will be of the 
form 

1. f h, which relate findings to a hypothesis . Example: 
X 1 & . .. & Xn -+ h;, where X; = Ji or X; = [n : 
Ji, ... , f k], which is interpreted as true if n of the k 
findings are known. 

2. hh, which relate hypotheses to a hypothesis. Example: 
X1 & ... & Xn -+ h;, X; = Ji, X; = hk , or X; = [n : 
Y1, . . . ,Yk], and Y; is any Ii or hk. 

The EXPERT shell has been used successfully in nu
merous expert system projects and has been shown to be 
well suited to expressing problems with classification char
acteristics [12]. 

We will use the following terminology in this paper. An 
inference graph G is the directed acyclic graph implied by 
a knowledge base, where nodes represent findings or hy
potheses, and arcs represent rule implications. We will 
adopt the usual graph-related terminology, and in partic
ular, denote the relation node n 1 is subsumed by node n2 
in G as n1 S n2. An ordered set of rules S = (R1 ... Rn) 
is a subgraph of an inference graph along with an ordering 
on the rules in this subgraph which encodes in reverse or
der the sequence in which they can fire. T he unordered 
set of rules associated with S, Un(S) = {R;, ... ,R3-}, 

1 s i s j s n, is the set of rules without any order
ing, less duplicates. The logical front ier of S, Fr(S), is 
the propositional formula implied by S in terms of leaves 
of the inference graph. Usually, a leaf is equivalent to a 
finding, but in an incomplete knowledge base may repre
sent a hypothesis. The consequent of S, Con( S), is the 
consequent of the first rule R 1 of this sequence. 

The above terminology is illustrated by the following 
example . 

Example 2.1 

Consider the set of rules and associated inference graph 
given for figure 1 in the next section. The subgraph con
sisting of (non-leaf) nodes {ho,h1,h2,h3,h4} in the above 
graph admits the ordering (4, 2, 1, 3, 6) (there are others) 
with the associated ordered set S = (R4, R2, R1, R3, R5), 
and 

Un (S ) = {R4,R2,R1,R3,R6} 

Fr (S ) = ([1 : /i, /2] & /3 ) & (/9 & [1 : /5, /5]) 

Con(S ) = h4 

In illustrating the method, it is useful to introduce a simple 
form of term rewriting which shows the construction of an 
ordered set in a step-by-step manner. We will say that 
h; in a propositional formula P is rewritten by rule R = 
X1 & ... & Xn -+ h; if a single term h; in P is replaced 
by X 1 & .. . & Xn. 

We are now in a position to present our technique. 

3 Rule interactions: the S / G-relation 

The problem introduced by adding a new rule to a knowl
edge base is that the knowledge engineer must check that 
all possible inference chains involving the new rule "make 
sense". This imprecise notion of "making sense" is related 
to the fact that the measure of correctness of a consultation 
system is how closely it matches the domain expert's con
clusions. Correctness is defined in terms of matches, false 
positives, and false negatives, rather than in a formalizable 
notion such as logical consequence. This is one of the es
sential differences between a conventional database and a 
knowledge base associated with a consultation system. As 
such, the approach discussed here attempts to point out 
interactions between ordered sets of rules (chains) that 
make "questionable" sense. We assume that a pairwise 
comparison has been made between the extant rules and 
the new rule in the manner of [13] to identify obvious lexi
cal errors, logical inconsistencies, redundancies, and other 
pairwise relations. Here we consider additional more sub
tle problems that the addition of a new rule may present. 

The basic idea is that the addition of a new rule can 
create a new ordered set which has a logical frontier which 
either logically implies a logical frontier of an existing or
dered set, or is implied by a logical frontier of such a set. 
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Definition 3.1 Let R be a rule to be added to a knowl
edge base with associated inference graph G, such that 
N = {n I n is a node in G associated with R}. Let 
0 S = {S I Sis an ordered set such that (1) conseq(S ) = h, 
(2) \/n EN, n ~ h, and (3) if :lh' E G such that Vn E N, 
n ~ h', then h ~ h'}. In words, OS is the set of all or
dered sets of rules whose consequent is the unique node in 
G which minimally subsumes all subgraphs in G for which 
some node in Risa member. If for any S1,S2 E OS, 
Fr(S1) :J Fr(S2 ), then S1 specializes S2, symmetrically 
that S2 generalizes S1, and that R induces an instance 
of the specialization generalization {S/G )-relation between 
Un(S1) and Un(S2), denoted as Un(S1) ¢=* Un(S2). 

We adopt the convention that the right-hand side of the 
S/G-relation refers to the generalizing set. The dropping 
of the ordering is important, as we want the S / G-relation 
to provide information about the rules involved, not the 
order in which they were used to establish a consequent. 
We acknowledge that the S/G-relation is in in some sense 
"obvious", but argue that properly used, the relation can 
help identify situations that can lead to difficult to main
tain and even "incorrect" knowledge bases. Conceptually, 
adding a rule that induces a new ordered set that general
izes an existing ordered set may not, in fact, be introducing 
new information. Conversely, adding a rule that induces 
a new ordered set that specializes an existing ordered set 
may suggest modifying or deleting the existing ordered 
set. However, neither action can be categorical because of 
the nature of "correctness" of a knowledge base associated 
with a consultation system. 

We illustrate the method with the following examples. 

Example 3.2 

Consider adding the rule R 7 : fa-> h2, indicated graph-
ically by dotted lines , to the following set of rules: 

R1: [1: /i,'2] -> h1 
R2 : h1 & fa _, h2 
Ra : ho & [1 : /5,/a] -> ha 
R4 : h2 & ha _, h4 
R5 : ha & h _, h5 
Ra: /g-> ho 

Figure 1 Inference graph for example 3.2 

We will ignore for the moment Rs : Ji & ha -> h2, even 
thought it is shown in the graph. Thus, we are to rewrite 
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h2, the unique node which minimally subsumes all sub
graphs for which some node in the new rule is a member. 
Using R1 , h2 rewrites immediately to fa . Alternatively, 
using the sequence of rewrite steps 

h2 by R2 _, hi & fa 
h1 by R1 _, [1 : /i, '2] & fa 

we have [1 : /i, '2] & fa :J fa, Fr((R2,R1) ) :J Fr (R1 ), 
and thus {R2,Ri} ¢=* {R1} . 

Now consider adding rule Rs : Ji & ha -> h2, which is 
also shown in dotted lines. A quick check of the inference 
graph shows that this rule suspiciously appears to intro
duce dependencies across subgraphs, and we might expect 
it to induce an instance of the S / G-relation. However, it 
is not actually obvious what effect the addition of this rule 
has on the extant set of rules. Rewriting, we get 

h4 by R4 _, h2 & ha 
h2 by R2 _, h 1 & fa & ha 
h1 by R1 _, [1: /i,'2] & fa & ha 
ha by Ra-> [1: /i,'2] & fa & ho & [1: /5,/a] 
ho by Ra _, [1: /1,'2] & fa & Jg & [1 : /s,'6] 

Thus, letting S1 = (R4,R2,R1,Ra,Ra), we have 

Fr(S1) = [1: /i, /2] & fa & Jg & [1: /s, /a]. 

Before the addition of R8 , S1 is the only ordered set rooted 
at h4, that is, the only way to rewrite h4. The addition 
of Ra induces a new set rooted at h4 however. Rewriting, 
where Rr stands for contraction by tautological identity, 

h4 by R4 _, h2 & ha 
h2 by Ra _, Ii & ha & ha 
Rr _, Ii & ha 
ha by Ra -> Ii & ho & [1: /s,/a] 
ho by Ra-> Ii & Jg & [1: /s,/a] 

Since, letting S2 = (R4 ,Ra,Ra,Re), we have Fr(S1) "/) 
Fr (S2 ) and Fr(S2) "j) Fr(S1), the S / G-relation is not 
present between these two sets. Note that a slight change 
of Ra to R~ : fa & h3 -> h2, causes an interaction, since 
Fr ((R4,R~,Ra,Re) ) = fa & Jg & [1: /s,'6], and thus, 
Fr(S1) :J Fr((R4,R~,Ra,Re)). 

Notice that in this example the sets { R 4, R~, Ra, Ra} 
and {R4,R2,R1,R3 ,Ra} have rules which are not in their 
intersection, namely {R~, R2 , R1}. Identifying such rules 
narrows the scope of the interaction. We will refer to such 
an occurence as an instance of the S / G-relation with an 
associated subset component, denoted by ~. Thus, in 
the above example, 

{R4,R2,R1,Ra,Ra} ¢=* {R4,R~,Ra,Re} with 

{R2,Ri} ~ {Ra 

It should be noted that for two sets that induce an in
stance of the S / G-relation, it is not always the case that 



(1) independently, elements not in the intersection of the 
sets induce an instance of the S/G-relation, (here R~ and 
R 2 are not related), or (2) the intersection is nonempty. 
Point (1) shows that the approach of pairwise comparison 
of rules does not identify all instances of rule interaction, 
and point (2) shows that the subset relation provides ad
ditional information. 

The next example trivially illustrates this last point. 

Example 3.3 

Consider adding R9 : [1 : / 2 , h] -+ h6 , which is shown 
in figure 2 in dotted lines (as is the addition R10 for the 
next example) to the example set of rules. 

Figure 2 Inference graph for example 3.3 

Then h5 immediately rewrites to [1 : fz, h] by R9 , and by 
an alternate sequence to 

hs by R5 -+ h3 & h 
h3 by R3 -+ ho & [ 1 : /6, fa] & h 
ho by Ra-+ Jg & [1: /5,/a] & fr. 

Therefore /g & [1 : /5, fa] & h :J [1 : h, h], and we have 
Fr((R5,R3,Ra)) :J Fr((Rg)), and thus {R5,R3,Ra} <===> 
{Rg}, but the intersection is empty. Thus the subset ob
servation does provide additional information. 

We will have suggestions on how this information can 
effectively be used in the next section. It should be pointed 
out that pairwise comparison of rules would not have iden
tified the interactions between the ordered sets of rules in 
the above examples. We illustrate the method again in the 
final example. 

Example 3.4 

Consider the initial set of rules with addition of rule 8, 
and subsequently the addition of the rule R10 : h 2 & ho -+ 
h3, illustrated in figure 2. Rewriting, 

h4 by R4 -+ h2 & h3 
h2 by R2-+ h1 & fa & h3 
h1 by R1-+ [1: /i,/z] & fa & h3 
h3 by Rio-+ [1 : /1,/2] & /3 & h2 & ho 
h2 by R2 -+ [1 : /i, h] & fa & h1 & fa & ho 
Rr -+ [1 : /1, h] & f 3 & h1 & ho 
h1 by R1-+ [1: h,/z] & fa & [1: /i,!2] & ho 
Rr-+ [1: h,h] & fa & ho 
ho by Ra-+ [1 : Ii, /z] & fa & fg 
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Eliminating duplicates right to left, we have the ordered 
set (R4, R2, R1, Rio, Ra). Rewriting h4 by another se
quence, we have 

h4 by R4 -+ h2 & h3 
h2 by R2 -+ h1 & fa & h3 
h1 by R1 -+ [1 : /i, /z] & fa & ha 
h3 by Ra -+ [1 : Ii, /z] & fa & ho & [1 : /5, fa] 
ho by Ra -+ [1 : Ii, h] & fa & fg & [1 : /6, fa] 

Since for this sequence, [1 : /i, /z] & fa & fg & [1 
/5,/a] :J [1 : /i,/2] & fa & fg, this induces 

{R4,R2,R1,R3,Ra} <===> {R4,R2,R1,R10,Ra} with 

{Ra} ~ {Rio} 

A subset relation between singleton sets is very strong ev
idence that one of {R3 } and {R10} should be changed. 

4 Making use of rule interaction informa
tion 

We use the information described in the last section as 
follows. After a new rule or group of rules has been added 
to the knowledge base, the system returns all instances 
of the S/G and subset relations. We then use this list of 
instances of the S/G-relation to check for patterns that 
indicate that the "correctness" of the knowledge base has 
been called into question. Patterns that appear to be do
main independent include the following: 

( 1) Specialize-low. Snew <===> S, and yet Snew propagates 
a lower confidence factor. We argue that such an interac
tion probably does not preserve the "correctness" of the 
knowledge base. Let X range over some set of objects, 
and I be an instance of X ' ~ X. A set of rules Snew that 
correctly classifies the instance I of X' also classifies I as a 
member of x .. To make a subclassification, Snew requires 
information that refines, or specializes the set S. Since we 
are using confidence factors to measure degree of belief in 
class membership, the confidence factor of Snew should be 
set at least as high as any generalization. 

(2) Generalize-high: S <===> Snew, yet Snew propagates a 
higher confidence factor. This is the dual of the previous 
pattern. 

(3) Many-specializations: If Snew generalizes many exist
ing sets, the user could consider rewriting some specializa
tions of Snew to an intermediate hypothesis. This will im
prove the structure of the knowledge base without chang
ing its classification performance. 

(4) Many-generalizations: If Snew specializes many exist
ing sets, this may be an indication of a weakness in iden
tifying the consequent hypothesis. The user could con
sider discarding or consolidating several general rules into 
a smaller number of more specific rules. Such a decision 
could increase the number of false negative classifications, 
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and is thus dependent on the domain expert's judgement 
that more specific rules will preserve the integrity of the 
knowledge base with respect to the consequent of 8new. 

We restate again that due to the imprecise nature of 
"correctness" of a consultation knowledge base, exceptions 
are always possible, and it is incorrect for a system to 
categorically effect changes. In the domain of fault di
agnosis, for example, an exception to the specialize-low 
pattern described above is the following: the apparent co
occurrence of two fault hypotheses may constitute negative 
evidence for the presence of either fault alone. In this case 
a rule may propagate a higher negative confidence than its 
positive weighted generalization. In general, however, the 
above patterns should be checked carefully. 

5 An implementation note 

As mentioned, the method presented here is dependent on 
identifying the logical frontiers of ordered sets of rules in 
subgraphs of an inference graph, which can be viewed as 
computing a type of formula in disjunctive normal form. 
Since the complexity of this computation is NP-complete, 
it might seem that no practical tool could based on such 
a method. However, there are practical considerations re
lated to the nature of inference graphs and the inclusion of 
heuristics which make this method viable in practice. In 
a paper of this scope, we cannot "prove" this statement, 
as it would require a detailed analysis of the structure of 
knowledge bases for consultation systems. We can, how
ever, give a short discussion of these considerations along 
with an example heuristic as an "argument" for the via
bility of the approach. Reference [6] contains an extended 
example and detailed treatment of this issue. 

Inference graphs have an important property related to 
their use that distinguishes them from arbitrary graphs: 
they attempt to classify a set of observations by partition
ing the hypothesis space. On the basis of this property, it 
is reasonable to make the following two assumptions. 

1. The partition is approximately uniform, i.e., no single 
final hypothesis is associated with a disproportionately 
large subsection of the inference graph. 

2. The partition of the hypothesis space is sufficiently fine
grained so that the inference graph does not have the 
structure of a "thin tree". This will be the case for 
almost all non-trivial knowledge bases. 

These assumptions have the effect of constraining the 
computation of the set of all ordered sets for a specific in
ference graph G. If the number of rules associated with G 
is N, and the number of final hypotheses is k, the assump
tions imply that, within a small constant factor c for over
lapping, the number of rules associated with any final hy
pothesis his (cN)/k. Within these (cN)/k rules, there will 
be only m rules which establish the same consequent. It is 
the parameter m which results in alternate ordered sets for 
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h, and the worst-case complexity of 0(2m) . For example, 
in example 3.2 with the addition or R1 (but not R8 ), there 
are six rules which are associated with h4 and two which 
establish the same consequent , h2 • There are four ordered 
sets for h4, (R4, R2, R1, R3, 14), (R4, R1, R3, 14), and two 
permutation instances of these sets. The final hypothesis 
hs has only one ordered set associated with it. 

A pratical implementation would have to identify per
mutation instances. In a domain that does not fit this 
definition of uniformity, the method could be used by in
troducing intermediate hypotheses to further partition the 
hypothesis space. Thus, our system also identifies rules 
that cause the hypothesis space to be "unbalanced", which 
in and of itself may be useful information. 

An example of a linear-time heuristic is the following. 
Let {X1, ... , Xn} be the set of finding and hypothesis sym
bols in an ordered set of rules 8 1, and {Y1, ... , Ym} the 
symbols in 82. Then an instance of the 8/G-relation be
tween 81 and 82 is less likely to occur if {X1, ... , Xn} <J, 
{Y1, ... ,Ym} and {Y1,···,Ym} <j, {X1, ... ,Xn}. 

Our implementation (in progress) of the method main
tains a queue of "events" that it believes that the user 
should be aware of. Examples of such events include an 
instance of the S / G relation, and something like the fol
lowing: a change to the structure of the graph that causes 
some findings, intermediate hypotheses, and final hypothe
ses to exchange roles. Deleting a rule that has a consequent 

intermediate hypothesis may appear to create a finding if 
the number of incoming arcs of the hypothesis is reduced 
to zero, for example. Basically, an event is anything that 
we felt that a knowledge engineer would want to be warned 
of while constructing a knowledge base. After each addi
tion of a rule or after a session, the system asks the user 
if he wishes to view this queue. 

6 Discussion and future work 

Despite claims made by various vendors of knowledge
based software tools, it is the authors' opinion that no 
domain independent tool currently exists (or is likely to 
be developed very soon) that replaces either the domain 
expert or the knowledge engineer. We have instead ad
dressed the problem of facilitating the efficient transfer of 
knowledge, by identifying rules whose addition can partic
ipate in interactions between sets of rules. We have the 
knowledge engineer mediating on issues of knowledge rep
resentation, which are neither within the domain expert's 
range of competence or interest [2,3,4], and the domain 
expert as the final evaluator of the "correctness" of the 
consequences of the knowledge transfer. Reboh [7] sees 
the knowledge engineering task as separable into subtasks 
of knowledge base design and coding. We have found that 
the method helps in a small way to automate a part of the 
function of the coder, and by drawing the domain expert 



more actively into the process, provide him with a better 
understanding of the issues faced by the knowledge base 
designer. The increased involvement of the domain expert 
may in addtion have motivational value, especially if it can 
be achieved without requiring him to learn the details of 
knowledge base coding. 

In addtion to work on an efficient implemtation of this 
method, we are currently extending this work in three ar
eas : 

(1) The identification and interpretation of specific knowl
edge engineering patterns related to the fault diagnosis 
domain. 

(2) The present implementation does not incorporate tax
onomic relationships. Consider rule R1 with consequent 
h1, and rule R 2 with consequent h2 where h1 is related 
to h 2 through a taxonomic hierarchy. The taxonomic re
lation is a kind of implied inference link that propagates 
confidence from subclasses up to a superclass. We plan to 
investigate how to include taxonomic relationships in the 
method. 

(3) Early in the development of a model a database of 
cases is not available, and we feel it is important that the 
system not depend on this information. However, we plan 
to include the ability to perform empirical performance 
analysis of a model over such a database, mostly for the 
purpose of maintaining and refining an extant knowledge 
base [5]. 

Acknowledgement: We would like to thank Bonnie Webber 
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Abstract 

This paper presents a model for generating user specific expla
nations, based on tracking the user's stated, intended and 
overall domain goals. The work may be seen as extending 
the research of [Joshi et al. 84] to include different explana
tions for different users, and to be domain independent. The 
model works by constructing possible user domain plans and 
com paring them to system-generated plans, to provide the 
best alternative to a user's query. As a result, the model is 
particularly useful for detecting and correcting user's miscon
ceptions. Finally, an extended environment for this model is 
studied - suggesting expert system situations where user 
models are most appropriate and strategies for variation of 
both form and content for specific users. 

1. Introduction 

Man may smile and smile but he is not an investi
gating animal. He loves the obvious. He shrinks 
from explanations. Yet I will go on with mine. 

-- Joseph Conrad --

The positivist separation of logic and pragmatics 
meant that for many years pragmatics was the Cin
derella of language, forced to stay home and do 
the dirty work while sisters syntax and semantics 
received all the attention. 

-- Alan Garfunkel --

Explanation capabilities are an important area for 
research in computational linguistics. They are of theoretical 
interest as a sub-problem in the larger area of generation of 
coherent natural language text, but they are also of practical 
importance for computer systems in language intensive fields 
such as computer aided instruction and expert systems. The 
communication needs of these types of programs have 
increased the necessity for sophisticated explanation capabili
ties. 

Users of expert systems judge a system's explanations by 
the criteria of relevance, utility in practice, informativeness, 
and speaking to the question. Thus, there is a pragmatic 
component to explanation: it requires reference to the person 
to whom the explanation is directed. An explanation should 
depend on the beliefs, goals, knowledge, and assumptions of 
a user on a particular occasion. The pragmatic processing 
needed to produce improved, user specific explanations 
requires a model of the user. As a step in this direction we 
show how a model of the user that incorporates some informa
tion on the background, goals, and plans of the user can be 
used to produce better explanations. The type of domain 
independent reasoning that the explanation facility must go 
through to make use of the user model will be detailed. 
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Previous research has investigated user modell ing in the 
context of interpreting an utterance correctly and of generat
ing appropriate explanations. In MYCIN [Shortliffe82] and 
Teiresias [Davis82] , both medical diagnosis expert systems, 
the user can specify his/her level of expertise when requesting 
an explanation. While this approach allows the explanation to 
be tailored to the level of knowledge of the user, it does not 
address why an explanation was requested or the other 
domain goals of the user. An alternative approach is to 
gather information about the user's goals, assumptions, and 
knowledge from the user/system dialogue ( eg. [ Allen82], 
[Carberry83], [Joshi et al. 84], [Litman and Allen84], 
[McKeown et al. 85], [Pollack84]) . This approach is particu
larly fruitful in the expert system environment where the user 
and the system work cooperatively towards common goa ls 
through the dialogue and the user's utterances may be viewed 
as actions in plans for achieving those goals. The present 
work draws on this latter approach. We propose a user model 
based on the goals and plans of the user derived from the 
discourse together with his/her more static higher domain 
goals and plans. This differs from McKeown's approach in 
that we are interested in identifying possible user misconcep
tions, avoiding misleading responses, and comparing and sug
gesting possible alternative plans. 

2. Generating Better Explanations 

The current work is an extension of the approach in 
[Joshi et al. 84] (hereafter referred to as "Joshi's" for simpli
city). Joshi focuses on characterizing the types of informing 
behaviour usually expected of an expert. In particular, an 
expert system must modify the planned response if there is 
reason to believe that the response may mislead the user. To 
identify these cases he makes use of the user's stated goal ( the 
goal directly achieved by using the information requested) 
and his/her intended goal (the goal underlying the stated goal 
of a request). In addition to the direct, correct answer, a user 
expects to be informed if, for example, the sta ted goal does 
not achieve the intended goal or if there is a better way to 
achieve the intended goal (refer to Figure 1) . If the expert 
system does not supply this additional information, P, it risks 
misleading the user. The user may interpret the expert 
system's silence regarding P as implying that P is not true. 

Joshi's approach can provide an additional or modified 
response in order to block inappropriate default reasoning on 
the part of the user. These modified responses also have 
intrinsic worth in that they provide additional useful informa
tion to the user. However, his approach can compute the 
above only as it relates to the stated and intended goal of the 
immediate question. By adding the user's higher domain 
goals/plans to the user model we can identify additional cases 
where a response must be modified in order to prevent fa lse 
inferencing. Our approach to reasoning about goals and plans 
is domain independent vs. Joshi's approach of precompiling 



Scenario: 

User: 

The stated goal of the user is not being in the course and 
the intended goal of the user is to avoid fa iling the 
course. 

Can I drop numerical analysis? 

System: 

a) Yes, however you will still fail the course since your 
mark will be recorded as withdrawal while failing. 

b) Yes, but a better way is to take an incomplete to have 
more time to perform the work. 

Figure 1 Example from [Joshi et al.84] 

"the conditions into a case analysis similar to a discrimination 
net". In Josh i's approach alternatives are explicitly 
enumerated and comparing alternatives is done by a primitive 
that is not user specific. The introduction of additional, higher 
domain goals (eg. in the course domain: the goal of getting a 
degree with certain course requirements) provides some 
insights into generating and comparing alternatives with 
regards to a specific user. 

As test cases for our model of explanation the applica
tion areas of requests for information from a student advisor 
system and an educational diagnosis expert system were 
chosen, and will be illustrated in this paper. The requests will 
be about the possibility ( eg., "Can I drop numerical 
analysis?") or advisability ( eg., "Is the McLeod Phonics Test 
appropriate?") of an action. An appropriate response will 
include an indication of the possibility and advisability of the 
action, better alternatives and consequences of the actions if 
appropriate, and an answer to the implicit question of why the 
result should be believed by the user. 

The following section will show when and why different 
explanations may be required depending on the immediate 
and higher domain goals of a specific user. A subsequent sec
tion will detail the procedures for generating these different 
explanations. 

3. User Specific Explanations 

An explanation can be tailored to a specific user at a 
number of different levels, including by content [McKeown et 
al. 85], discourse strategy used ([Mann and Thompson83], 
[McKeown et al. 85]), level of detail [Paris85], and vocabu
lary and surface structure [McKeown and Derr84]. We focus 
on how the content of an explanation should change as a func
tion of the goals of a discourse situation and on the higher 
domain goals of the user. 

We have identified several ways in which an explanation 
can be user specific by providing additional relevant informa
tion that is aimed at blocking inappropriate default reasoning 
or at simply being cooperative. In planning a response, the 
system should ensure that the current goals, as expressed in 
the user's queries, are consistent with the user's higher 
domain goals. If a user presupposes that an action has a posi
tive effect, the system must ensure that this is the case. Con
versely , if an action is known to have a negative effect, the 
system must ensure that the negative consequences are not 
greater than assumed by the user. 
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For example, in the course domain the user may have as 
a current goal to enroll in a course and a higher domain goal 
of achieving a degree. The system assumes that the user 
believes the current goal will help achieve the higher domain 
goal. If the relationship between the current goal and the 
higher domain goal does not hold, the system must inform the 
user. On the other hand, in the course domain the user may 
have as a current goal to drop a course which has a negative 
effect towards the domain goal. If the system knows that this 
has an additional negative effect, such as the course is a 
co-requisite to an,ather of the user's courses, the system must 
inform the user. 

The expert system can be additionally cooperative by 
suggesting better alternatives if they exist. Furthermore, both 
the definitions of better and possible alternatives should be 
relative to a particular user. 

Scenario: 

User: 

The child appears to have a language difficulty. He 
doesn't speak much and when he does his sentences are 
short and choppy with connecting words, prepositions, 
and articles usually missing. Testing is aimed at getting 
a measure of intelligence to determine whether this disa
bility reflects mental retardation or just slow develop
ment. 

Is the Neale Analysis of Reading an appropriate test? 

System: 

a) The Neale is a useful test of reading comprehension and 
reading within context, but it is not an I.Q. test. The 
PPVT (Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test) would be use
ful in this situation. 

b) While the Neale will be a useful test if the child's diffi
culties prove to be the result of slow development, the 
general level of performance indicates that testing should 
be aimed at getting a measure of intelligence to deter
mine whether this disability reflects slow development or 
mental retardation. The PPVT is a good test to give in 
this situation. 

Figure 2 Example from educational diagnosis domain 

In each of the cases in figure 2, the explanation points 
out that a goal of the user is inappropriate, provides back
ground information aimed at relieving the user of his/her 
misconception, and suggests a better alternative. Response 
(a) informs the user that the stated goal (administering the 
Neale test) does not achieve his/her intended goal (administer
ing an I. Q. test) . Response (b) addresses not the relationship 
between the plan of the user and its intended goal, but instead 
addresses the inappropriateness of the intended goal as it 

relates to the user's higher domain goal of planning a reme
dial program for the child under consideration. The user's 
goals are necessary for computing a correct and best response 
to the user's queries. An explanation that did not address 
why the user asked a question and his/her overall domain 
goals would be unsatisfactory to the user and may even fail to 
be explanatory. 
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4. Procedures for Utilizing the User Model 

Our model requires a database of domain dependent 
plans and goa ls. A plan may contain subgoa ls, actions, and 
constraints (cf. [Sacerdoti77], [Litman and Allen84)) The 
plans are hierarchical since subgoals may themselves have 
associated plans. We assume that the goals of the user in the 
immediate discourse are available, perhaps by methods speci
fied in ([ Allen82], [Pollack84], [McKeown et al. 85)). 

It is proposed that the model of a user contain, in addi
tion to the user's immediate discourse goals, his/her higher 
domain goals and plans; these plans specifying how the higher 
domain goals will be accomplished. The plans may be neither 
completely specified nor instantiated, either because the user 
has not completely defined his/her plan or because the system 
has an incomplete knowledge of that definition. To give this 
some concreteness, consider an example from the student 
advisor domain . A higher domain goal of the student is very 
likely to be the attainment of a degree. Initially, the plan to 
obtain that goal will be an incomplete, uninstantiated plan 
that contains only the constraints imposed by the student's 
university. Parts of the plan may be corrected ( eg. the stu
dent changes his/her major) or expanded and instantiated (eg . 
the student completes and enrolls in courses) based on the 
actions of the student. New goals and plans will be added to 
the model ( eg . the student's preferences or intentions) as they 
are derived from the discourse . 

To recapitulate, the user model contains the stated goal 
(s-goal) and the intended goal (i-goal) upon which the current 
discourse is focused , and some higher domain goals. A 
representative list of things which must be checked for to 
identify possible misconceptions on the part of the user and 
thus to provide the best response, are the following: 

l. The i-goal may already be true. 

2 . 

3. 

The i-goal may not be possible to achieve. 

Several relationships that can hold between a stated goal 
(s-goal) and an intended goal (i-goal) can be 
enumerated (cf. [Joshi et al. 84)): 

3.1 The s-goal may be the same as the i-goal. 

3.2 The s-goal may be a subgoal that addresses only 
part of the i-goal. For exam ple, the user's s-goal 
may be to enroll in a natural language course while 
his/her i-goal may be to concentrate on ai. 

3.3 The s-goal may be a pre-condition of the i-goal. 
For example , the s-goal may be to get read/write 
access to a file, while his/her i-goal may be to alter 
it. 

3.4 The i-goal may be more specific than the s-goal. 
For example, the s-goal may be to know how to 
send files to someone on another machine, while 
his/her i-goal is just to send a file to a particular 
machine, which may allow for a specialized pro
cedure. 

The cases enumerated above also describe the relation
ships that hold true between the stated goal and higher 
domain goals, and between the intended goal and higher 
domain goals. The user may fa lsely believe that a certain 
relationship holds between his goals; it is then up to the sys
tem to correct the misconception. Given our recasting of the 
knowledge representation in terms of goals and plans for 
achieving those goals, a natural method of computing whether 
these relationships hold presents itself. It also allows us to 
identify and present to the user knowledge that may make the 
misconception clear. Thus, (3.1) corresponds to checking for 
equality, (3.2) involves checking whether the s-goal could be 
a possible step in the plan for the i-goal, (3.3) whether the 
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s-goal is a pre-condition in the plan for the i-goal, and (3.4) 
whether the i-goal is among the (possibly) multiple plans 
avai lable for achieving the s-goal. 

If the relationship does not hold, the user should be 
informed. In addition, the system should ensure that , even if 
the relationship does hold , the plan is executable. Here it is 
possible to provide additional unrequested information neces
sary to achieve the goal (cf. [Allen82)). But the system must 
also inform the user of (1) any pre-cond itions that can't possi
bly become true, given the state of the world, and thus pre
clude the possibility of achieving the goal (figure (la)) , and 
(2) whether the usefulness of the s-goal is dependent on the 
result of first achieving an all together different goal (figure 
(2b)). 

Scenario: 

User: 

University regulations state that at least five courses 
taken by the student must be numbered greater than or 
equal to 600, at least two > 200 , and at least one > 600 
in at least four of six possible areas. The student has 
already met his/her 600 level requirement and the course 
asked about is in an area already covered. 

Can I enroll in CS 677? 

System: 

Yes, but it will not get you further towards your degree 
since you have already met your 600 level requirement 
and have already taken a course in that area. Some use
ful courses would be CS 775 and CS 634. 

· Figure 3 Example from student advisor domain 

Until now we have discussed a model for generating 
better, user specific explanations. A test version of this 
model has actually been implemented, in Prolog. We discuss 
below how this system works. 

The system considers the background of the user (in the 
course domain: the courses taken) , the background of the 
domain (in the course domain: what courses are offered) and 
a query from the user ( eg. "Should I take cs492?"), and 
ensures that the goal of the query is consistent with the attain
ment of the overall goal. 

In the hypothetical situation described in figure 3, the 
relationship between the user's s-goal of enrolling in a course 
and the higher domain goal of achieving a degree does exist 
but several pre-conditions fail. That is, given the background 
of the user the goal of the query to add cs677 will not help 
achieve the overall domain goal. The failed pre-conditions, 
together with the knowledge that taking courses is expected to 
have a positive impact, are used to form the first sentence of 
the system's response . 

To suggest better alternatives, the system goes into a 
planning stage . There is stored in the system a general plan 
for accomplishing the higher domain goal of the user. This 
plan is necessarily incomplete and is used by the system to 
track the user by instantiating the plan according to the user's 
particular case . The system considers alternative plans to 
achieve the goal at the level of the user's query . For this par
ticular example, the system discovers other courses that the 
user can add which will satisfy the higher goal. 



goal sub-goals ( + constraints) 

achieve_degree <- requirementl ,requirement2,requirement3 

requirementl < - courses_taken, course(Course_No,Area) + 
Course_No > 600 and sum of courses taken > 4 

requirement2 <- courses_taken, course(Course_No,Area) + 
Course_No > 700 and sum of courses taken > 1 

requirement3 < - courses_taken , course(Course_No,Area) + 
sum of unique areas > 3 

Figure 4 Simplified domain plan for course domain. 

To actually generate alternatives, a module of the imple
mented system is a horn clause theorem prover built on top of 
Waterloo Unix Prolog. The theorem prover generates possi
ble alternative plans by performing deduction on the goal at 
the level of the user's query . That is, the goa l is "proven" 
given the "actions" ( eg. enroll in a course) and the "con
straints" (eg. prerequisites of the course were taken) of the 
domain . In the example of figure 3, the expert system has 
the following horn clauses in its knowledge base: 

course ( cs755 , systems) 
course ( cs634, numerical) 

Applying the theorem prover to requirement2 (see figure 4) 
will instantiate the variables Course.....No and Area if such a 
course and area exist which satisfies the constraints. In this 
example, cs755 is such a course and enrolling in the course 
would be a valid step or action in a plan for achieving a 
degree. 

A history of the deduction is kept which can be con
sulted to explain why an attempted "prove·· fai led. The his
tory tree is also useful in determining whether a user's plan 
will help achieve a goal. A search of the successful branches 
of the history tree will determine whether the user's plan is 
among the possible successful plans. 

Note that the system will generate alternative plans even 
if the user's query is a step in the domain plan. In this case 
the challenge is to find a better solution for the user. The 
(possibly) multiple plans are then potential candidates for 
presenting to the user. These candidates are then pruned by 
ranking them according to the heuristic of "which plan would 
get the user further towards his/her goal" . Thus, the better 
alternatives are the ones that help satisfy multiple goals or 
multiple conditions . For the example in figure 3, the sug
gested alternative of cs775 helps satisfy requirement2 and 
requirement3 and so is preferable . 

The system has the abi lity to further reduce the alterna
tives displayed to the user. This can be done by employing 
domain dependent knowledge. For the course domain a rule 
of the form: "A mandatory course is preferable to a non
mandatory course", may help eliminate presentation of certain 
options. Another way in which the system can red uce alterna
tives is to employ previously derived goals of the user such as 
those that indicate certain preferences or interests. In the 
course domain, for instance, the user may prefer taking 
numerical analysis courses. Finally, the system could com
bine these two methods. For the educational diagnosis 
domain this involves reference to the case history of the chi ld 
being diagnosed (model of child) and domain specific 
knowledge on what makes a test better - such as the rule : 
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"Tests in which the mode of presentation or the mode of 
response is the same as that in which the child is having diffi
culty are less appropriate than those in which they differ". 

5. An Extended Environment for User Modelling 

There are some application areas for expert systems 
which are particularly well-suited for the employment of user 
models and to accommodating entire classes of users . One 
exam ple is the educational diagnosis domain, explored in 
[McLeod and Jones 85] and (Cohen and Jones 85]. This 
expert system produces a diagnosis of a student's learning 
disabilities, with a view to developing a remedial program for 
the student. A model of the student is then one of the 
knowledge bases in the system . The intended user of the sys
tem is a school psychologist, who is fami liar with various edu
cational tests and their predicted diagnoses for particular 
results from students. T his system would ideally be accessible 
to other kinds of users as well - the classroom teacher, who is 
fami liar with the performance of the student, but perhaps not 
with the full battery of psychological tests, and the parent, 
who has additional background information on the child, but 
is unaware of most test results and educational terminology . 
This application area thus presents additional challenges for 
the incorporation of user models. T he user's background 
knowledge of the domain and of the student (the topic) is crit
ical and must be monitored. 

One way to deal with the variety of possible users for 
this expert system is to identify plausible models of the user's 
knowledge ( of the domain, of the student) according to the 
user's "class". For example, a parent is not assumed to know 
any facts surrounding test results , but is assumed to know 
"family history" experiences of learning disabilities. In this 
way, a starting point for modelling the user's background can 
be established. 

Then, the system should be flexible enough to modify its 
user model when subsequent dialogue makes clear that the 
present user model is not quite accurate. The first case is 
when a user doesn't "know enough". For a user who is a 
psychologist, the system assumes the user understands 
correctly why a certain diagnosis results from a certain test 
situation . Instead, the user may request defense of the system 
output , signalling a lack of background or disagreement with 
the system's knowledge1. The other extreme "misjudgment" of 
user model is when the system assumes minimal background 
of the user, and the user in fact possesses more knowledge -
eg. a parent who also happens to be a psychologist. 

The question of maintaining and employing a user 
model for a situation of extended dialogue thus arises. Model
ling the domain plans and goals is one critical operation to 
successful communication from a system. Thus, the model 
described in this paper is indeed extremely useful. But what is 
also needed is a kind of process model of what it takes the 
user to decipher the proposed output from the system . This 
leads to a consideration of not only the content but the form 
of the explanation. 

Two suggestions are proposed for controlling the form of 
output. The first is to simply incorporate a model of explana
tion analysis to guide the generation. The model of (Cohen 
83] is in fac t well-suited to this application. It prescribes a res
tricted search for the connections between utterances in 
analysis of arguments . This limited but reasonable processing 
can be used as a model of the user's analysis to assure that the 
connections between the sentences of the system's explanation 
can be recovered by the user. 

1 The system should also be open to update ils possibly incorrect knowledge. 
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The second suggestion is to make an effort to have the 
semantic connections between the sentences comprising the 
explanation understood by the user. Explanations typically 
omit detail, to be concise and still clear (see [Webber and 
Joshi 82]). To assure comprehension by the user, some model
ling of the user's current beliefs and possible implicit beliefs is 
useful. Mangement of these belief classes within a user 
model is a topic for future research. 

6. Summary 

A model for generating explanations from expert sys
tems is introduced in this paper. In addition , a system built 
on this model is sketched, using two specific application areas 
for exam ples. The same model should be applicable for any 
domain and explanations are derived for the particular user at 
hand, critically considering that user's background, so that the 
output is indeed user specific. Finally , we point out that 
explanations may be user specific in a variety of ways, and 
propose that the model of this paper ideally be used in con
junction with methods for tailoring the form of output , and 
monitoring the user's knowledge of the domain . 
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Resume. L 'objectif cent1·al du. systeme prototype 
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Abstract. 
The aim of the project , with the experimental system 

DIALECT, is to improve retrieval effectiveness and to 
suggest some flexible uses for information retrieval sys
tems. This research involves the integration of artificial 
intelligence (AI) and information 1·et1·ieval {IR) teclr 
niqu.es. 

The particular problem to be solved here by the 
"expert system" in the environment of information 
retrieval is the automatic request reformulation. 

Keywords. 
User interfaces, Expert assistant, Natural language pro
cessing, Data base management systems and Informa
tion retrieval systems, Information retrieval { Applica
tion), 

1 ~tem overview : 
1.1 Information retrieval systems: 

Proposal 1. The quality of the services usu.ally provided 
by automatic information retrieval systems has been 
found inadequate for casual users. 

In bibliographic retrieval, stored information files are 
processed in response to queries submitted by a population 
of users. Answers are generated to these queries. The aim 
is to retrieve bibliographic reference, that is, citations to 
bibliographic items rather than actual data. A particular 
citation contains pre-specified attributes and coded values. 
But it also contains natural language texts . 

Normalized and effective content identifiers may be 
extracted from these natural language texts by automatic 
indexing techniques. But it is not sufficient to characterize 
each bibliographic item by using a few normalized content 
terms reflecting the main subject areas of interest. 

The user has to choose the terms, to determine wether a 
term is to be used as a single term or as part of a complete 
clause... Most operational retrieval systems require search 
formulations expressed by boolean term combinations: the 
terms are related by "and", "or", "not". Certain words 
occurring in the request texts may be too broad to be use
ful: it is necessary in this case to generate combinations of 
terms or "term phrase". Alternatively, certain single term 
may be too narrow: in which case it is necessary to assign 
complete groups of related terms. 
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The main difficulty of on-line retrieval environment is 
the fact that searches must be conducted iteratively in 
several steps by the user itself. It is necessary to conduc t 
information searches in several operations , by first submit
ting tentative queries which are successively refined based 
on information retrieved during previous search steps [ 9, 
12, 13, 15, 16 ). 

1.2 The e~rt assistant DIALECT: 

The principle of the system described here is related to 
some aspects of artificial intelligence: it is capable of gen
erating new facts, still unrecorded in the request , derivable 
from other facts already known in the "database". Starting 
from a REQUEST in natural language, throughout a step by 
step analysis, it works on the limited kernel built up from 
the most relevant documents which have already been 
found out. At one time, only the most relevant descriptions 
of document are selected. The methodology consists of for
going ahead by first tacking and analysing parts of the texts 
of one or two sample references. The REQUEST is automati
cally developped and transformed in order to retrieve addi
tionnal documents. This dynamic process is repeated over 
and over until it reaches the point where it becomes entitled 
to stop. The system progressively provides the users with 
sentences and references on documents which can be "con
nected" to the REQUEST. 

This Information Retrieval System is built as an applica
tion on the D.B.M.S ADABAS. The whole "inferential and 
intelligent" interface is a text in PLl of about 5 000 lines. 
The improvement of retrieval effectiveness has been 
observed [5]. 

Proposal 2. The particular problem to be solved here by 
the "expert system" in the environment of information 
retrieval is the automatic request reformulation: the 
replacement of the starting entries by a variety of 
"equivalent" sentence formulations. This step involves 
inferencing steps as well as an expansion of the query 
statements by addition of related terms. The system 
uses reformulation rules, meta-rules for the control of 
the whole inferential process and linguistic models as 
meta-rules or another expert level for the analysis of 
te,::ts. At the end of the session the request models may 
be stored in the long-term data base to act as profiles of 
user's interest. Simultaneously a set of relevant docu
ments is proposed. 

AI techniques are used to represent the knowledge of the 
expert about "query (re)formulation": 
- (i) a rule-based formalism captures specific domain 
knowledge used to refine the current "request model". 
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These rules are the "TEXT" reformulation rules and the 
"CONTEXT ( thesaurus expert , ... )" reformulation rules. 
They are automatically built up by the system from the 
retrieved bibliographic references . The 9uery may be 
modified by these rules without intervention and relevance 
judgements from the user ... 

As an illustration of this process , let us give an exam
ple by singling out one particular inference rule from 
the set of available rules. The first proposition in the 
basic structure specifies a sub-pattern to be searched 
for and matched by a REQUEST row: "SYSTEME POUR 
UNE EXPERIMENTATION". The second proposition speci
fying sub-pattern to be added as a conse9uence of suc
cessful matching: "SYSTEME PROTOTYPE". The first pro
position includes a source object and a target object 
belonging to the same class as the source object and the 
target object of the REQUEST row [ Le: "SYSTEME" ). 
This reformulation rule is constructed from a sentence 
of an abstract of a previsiously selected bibliographic 
item. So the "coTEXTE" and the "(coded)CONTEXTE" of 
the rule must I ~ be "partially" matched by the 
current form of the re9uest. The coTEXTE of the rule is 
the whole sentence of the abstract [ i.e: "ON SE PROPOSE 
DE DECRIRE UN SYSTEME PROTOTYPE POUR DES EXPERI
MENTATIONS EN DOCUMENTATION" ); the CONTEXTE con
tains the key words "BASES-DE-DONNEES", "LANGAGE
NATUREL", etc. the names of the authors , etc. [ i.e.: the 
others "coded values" of the bibliographic item). 

- (ii) (meta-)rules choose and stop the global search stra
tegy. This global search strategy controls the actions of the 
9uery reformulation controller by building and selecting 
packets of reformulation rules . The mechanism of the 
expert 9uery reformulation system will set off some of these 
candidate reformulation rules .. 

Within the interface manager of such an "expert sys
tem", "rules" control user/system interactions. They incor
porate some knowledge about the different types of users 
and the information to be displayed or ac9uired. 

Proposal 3 ( Basic information). 
The rules, that make up this controller's knowledge, 

identify the pa1'ticular search strategies to activate 
given appropriate amounts of information. This infor
mation is given in the request , in the user and cu-rrent 
search models. A retriev al situation may be character
ized by features such as the leng th of the query, the 
current interest of the system or the user in recall 
and/or precision, etc... There is about hundred strategi
cal "rules". The "search strategy" rules select the ele
mentary search methods and their parameters [ 7). The 
methods must first retrieve some of the more relev ant 
bibliographical information with necessarily natural 
language texts. Rules of a linguistic model construct 
some reformulation rules from these previously selected 
sentences of texts . . . So the first document retrieval 
steps act as the selecting of the candidate reformulation 
rules. 

The query {re )formulation and the search process 
are highly interactive: they act as rule selecting and 
rules setting in the "expert system". The system goes 
through a cycle: query {re)formulation, retrieval of can
didate rules which are explicitely "built" only at this 
time . . . So the basic information provided in the 
"knowledge base", which gives the inference rules capa
ble of ,generating new facts from already existing ones, 
is the ldocument collection! itself. About three hundred 
candidate rules are selected and built, about 50 are set 
and used. 
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The system is able to gradually perform a thorough 
analysis of document content and to construct useful 
knowledge structures in the subject area of the request. 
It uses some of the previously constructed structures 
and may suggest new structures which are sometimes 
incomplete or ambiguous. The syntax-based analysis of 
the system is able to deal with the multiplicity of ambi
guities which arise with this text material. These 
difficulties are passed, they don't stopped or seriously 
disturb the overall information retrieval process. 

2 Extensions of the conventional retrieval systems and I>!!'" 
ti~ples of working: 

If the system contains explicit representation of 
knowledge about how to retrieve relevant information and 
how to expand the query, it ne cessarily uses a linguistic 
model. This incorporation of linguistic procedures and 
"9uery reformulation" knowledge-based expert system in a 
retrieval setting leads to added benefits in the form of new 
and more sophisticated services. The following extensions of 
the "standard" retrieval services are: 

2.1 Natural l~e front-end: 

The use of natural language front-end allows the users to 
interact with the system using French in their initial infor
mation request. 

The re9uest is "L'EVALATION DES SYSTEMES DE DOCU
MENTATION". The linguistic analysis generates a formal 
representation in some intermediate language for each 
input query formulation. This representation can be 
seen as a list of "templates" (- triplets -). This table is 
called in our re9est model: the "PLAN DE RECHERCHE". 

PLAN DE RECHERCHE: 

EVALUATION 
EVALUATION 
SYSTEME 

(VZPX) 
(VZPX) 

(VZPX) 

SYSTEME (0.80) 
DOCUMENTATION (0.60) 
DOCUMENTATION (0. 70) 

It is stored in the short-term memory and not in the 
database. The formal intermediate 9uery is then in 
turn transformed into a set of data base commands that 
can actually be used as an access to the data base ( 
D.B.M.S: ADABAS-ADACIR ). This set of commands is com
patible with conventional inverted file technology. [ see 
"PROCEDURE DE SELECTION" l 

Grammatical features. 
Most of the words of the investigated language are found 
in a lexicon which provides the following information: 
- gender ( masculine , feminine or neutral) 
- number ( singular, plural or neutral ) 
- a normalized form ( which is a word without any gram-
matical feature , such as v oice , mode, tense and so on) 
- a grammatical class ( which is made up of two parts , 
the first one setting the class and the second one point
ing out a specific feature within the class, as in VP, 
where V stands for verb and P for past participle ). 
There is about 30 grammatical classes. 

When a word is not in this dictionary, an inference 
proced-ure is used which giv es us the required informa
tion. This procedure is based on the word endings and 
further constraints. 

So one or more answers are always proposed after 
the processing of the "grammatical ambiguities". 



Li.st of templates built by the syntax-based analysis [ 
see 2.2]. 
Any row in the "PLAN" may be outlined as [ D, ( R, C), A 
] (p) where 
- JJ is the normalized form of the source "semantic" 
class (- i.e a word or a set of words which have the same 
grammatical class and are automatically grouped by the 
system during the inferential process -) 
- A is the normalized fot'm of the target semantic class, 
- R is a grammatical class specifying whethet' thet'e 
exists a relationship assumed by a vet'b between D and A 
(- fot' instance: ~ - fo1' active verb -, VT - fot' infinitive 
verb -, ... -). If there is no such relationship we note VZ. 
- C specifies whethet' thet'e exists a prepositional link 
between D and A (- jot' instance: PX. PR, etc . -) or not (
NX, AX, etc. -). It also specifies the g1'ammatical class of 
A (- NX. AX-). It should be noted that NX stands fot' sub
stantive, AX fo1· adjective. 
- p is the plausibility of the template. This plausibility is 
determined by the system accot'ding to the nature of the 
syntactic connection between the components [ D, ( R, 
CJ, A] of the template. A plausibility of about 1. 0 shows 
a st1'ong connection, while a plausibility of about 0.5 
shows a weak connection. 

The "PLAN' is initiated at the uset' 's REQUEST and is 
processed away step by step: it t'eftects the "understand
ing" of the initial query and of some of the sentences 
which have be en selected by the system. 

Query-document comparison [ strategie de selection ]. 
For the query-document comparison, DIALECT pt'o

vides, in an implicit way, various advanced features 
such as seat'ch decision trees which the system follows 
through either "phrase ( template )" or normalized 
term-combination searches or both as appropriate. In 
this combinatorial seat'ching, when some implied AND 
fails an "hypet'-OR" may be done. The operators AND 
and OR become less and less strict: for AND the presence 
of most - rathet' than all - query terms; for OR the pres
ence of so1ne quet'y terms in a document - rather than 
the presence of one -. The assignement to the previously 
retrieved information items of complex linguistic stt'uc
tures for furthet· discriminating may also be necessat'y. 
The exact search path follow ed by the system depends on 
the user input and on the success of the search so fat ·. 
The system uses control knowledge specified by the 
designer to select the appt'opriate parameters of the 
search strategies and the appropriate strategy for a 
given situation (- document retrieval strategy = 
"SELECTION' strategy of the candidate reformulation 
rules-). 

2.2 Updating of the request model: 

The automatic updating of the request model according 
to the newer and very relevant retrieved information is 
another extension. We must be capable of extracting 
specific passages from "texts or abstracts" in the current 
answer. A rich source of term relation-ships is wanted and 
must be "built": it becomes also necessary to utilize 
language processing capabilities instead of statistical 
methods [ 1]. 
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So the basic structure.which originates the building of 
the rewriting part of the "TEXT reformulation rules'' , follows 
from the consolidating of two triplets known as being inter
dependent. They own to an "overlapping" or to a relation
ship of dependence and analogy. The REQUEST is developed 
from basic structures, which actually provide the main part 
of the information coming from the sentences "matching" 
the current REQUEST. What matters then is to find out the 
basic structures with features displaying some similarities 
with the representation of one of the row of the "PLAN DE 
RECHERCHE". Applying of the appropriate rule to a row 
allows additionnal templates to be obtained and "semant ic
).aradigmatic" classes to be e nlarged [ see "MEME-CLASSE" 

PLAN DE RECHERCHE: 

EVALUATION (VZPX) SYSTEME 

CRITERE (VZPX) EVALUATION 

DISCUSSION (VZPX) CRITERE 

MODELE (VXNX) EVALUATION 

AIDE (VZPX) MODELE 

MODELE (VZAX) GLOBAL 

SYSTEME (VZPX) EVALUATION 

SYSTEME (VZAX) DOCUMENTAIRE 

EVALUATION (VZAX) AUTOMATIQUE 

EVALUATION (VXPX) ACQUISITION 

ACQUISITION (VZPX) DIFFUSION 

DIFFUSION (VZPX) DOCUMENT 

CLASSES SEMANTIQUES: 

MEME-CLASSE=EVALUATION DOCUMENTATION RECHERCHE 
EFFICACITE PERFORMANCE PRECISION. 

MEME-CLASSE =SYSTEME GOUT. 
MEME-CLASSE=MODELE METHODOLOGIE. 
MEME-CLASSE=GLOBAL ANALYTIQUE. 

PROCEDURE DE SELECTION: 

- automatical reformulation of the request 
"EVALUATION DES SYSTEMES DE DOCUMENTATION" 

( 5 TH step) -

So the request enables the user to get more and more 
responses. After a number of steps , the system will reach a 
point where it is entitled to stop the process. This point is 
automatically evaluated. It may display a list of the avail
able descriptive information. This information marks the 
relevant and already retrieved documents from the point of 
view of the system (- CONTEXTE rules: keywords, authors, 
contries, ... -) . So the expert assistant may include addi
tional descriptive and specific information on the "back
ground" of the request in natural language . 
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Structural analysis. 
A thorough structural analysis is neither needed nor 

tractable. The linguistic model only makes a distinction 
between some basic dependency types : the linguistic 
appara!W: required for effective domain-independent 
analysis is not ( yet? ) at hand. A decision must then be 
made about the type of linguistics to be implemented 
here,: es.sen:.ially syn_t~-driven with elaborate dictionary 
specifying syntactic markers [10] and a progressive 
learn~ng of "lexical-semantic" links. This progressive 
learning leads to a gradual improvement of the linguis
tic assertions in the context of the request [ 3, 8 ]. In 
DIALECT the linguistic analysis is made by a robust 
"situation-~tion" rule-based parser ( natural language 
expert ): 1t may be used to handle semi-grammatical 
utterances [ 11]. · 
. This anal;y_si~ does not lead to the detailed inferenc
ing and predicting of new facts that become possible 
when domain-restricted knowledge bases are included in 
the language analysis system. But it was our goal with 
the implementation of the system to show that we · can 
automaticaly build rules out of the relevant document 
abstracts. The rules capture some query domain 
knowledge and are then used to refine the query model. 

2.3 Friendly interfaces: 

The generation of adaptative dialogue structures 
between users and system during the search operation is 
available. We provide the users with a large degree of flexi
bility in choosing how to interact with the system. The sys
tem may operate under several modes [ 4]: 

(1) A so called "casual user mode ( novice or inexperi
enced user)" IJrovides. the user with a fully transparent pro
cess which decides on its own on any opportunity to improve 
the request. The user only submits his query in natural 
language (-French -) and lets the system search and display 
the relevant available information as a list of retrieved 
references and/or certain passages of texts. 

(2) The so called "expert assistant ( documentalist) or 
expert user mode" allows the trained user to break more 
freque ntly into the process, if he wants to improve and con
trol its returns. Such an improvement may consist in 
redefining some elements of the "semantic classes", adding 
or removing propositions ( template ) , using underlying 
models of the 1nternal representations ( informative indexes 
and/or bibliographic Information, etc ... ). Above all, the user 
forbids the system to "match" some terms and so he blocks 
some of the rules. For such a user, the system leads the 
dialogue: another function of the "query (re)formulation 
part of this system ls then to assist the user in producing 
complex ( boolean) descriptions of the required documents. 
The system is useful for consultation by expert users, but it 
can also train the unexperienced users ... 

(3) A so called "specialist mode" provides tracks allow
ing designers ( linguists, analysts , etc ... ) to oversee / the 
operating processes and to break in by means of a special
ized language in order to "modify the rules". 

The important features, for designers and administra
tors, of the presently available system can be summarized 
as follow: 
- Constant evolution in acquisition and growth of the 
relevant knowledge ii:t · t he various domains: document 
descriptions , rules for search strategies, linguistic rules , ... 
- Learning capabilities leading to improved performances in 
linguistic processes and query reformulation. 
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Conclusion. 
These ambitious efforts really bring progress. The 

outlook is hopeful and must be promoted to established 
that the method leads to a generally usable solution. 
But it should be necessary to have means to load a com
plete bibliographic database including hundred of 
thousands of items ... 
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---- NOTICE BIBLIOGRAPHIQUE ----
- DESCRJPTEURS (TERMES LIES PAR-): 
BASES DE DONNEES, LANGAGE NATUREL, DOCUMENTATION 
AUTOMATIQUE 
- AUTEUR(S) (NOM.init ia les PRENOM ) : 
BASSANOJ-C 
- TITRE ET SOUS-TITRES : 
ACQUISITION DE CONNAISSANCES A PARTIR DE TEXTES: 
UNE EXPERIMENTATION EN DOCUMENTATION AUTOMATIQUE 
- LANGUE DE L'ARTICLE : 
FRANCAJS 
- SOURCE : 
CONGRES AFCET RECONNAISSANCE DES FORMES ET 
INTELLIGENCE ARTIFICIELLE 
79-09-12 
- COMPLEMENT : 
PP00-10 BIBLJOGR 

- RESUME: 
ON SE PROPOSE DE DECRIRE UN SYSTEME PROTO
TYPE POUR DES EXPERIMENTATIONS EN DOCUMENTA
TION. CE SYSTEME EST ELABORE A PARTIR DE 
METHODES DE L'INFORMATIQUE HEURISTIQUE ET 
D'OUTILS MATERIELS ET CONCEPTUELS DU DOMAINE 
DES BASES DE DONNEES, DE LA LINGUISTIQUE , DES 
PRATIQUES DISCURSNES. IL S 'AGIT DE PROPOSER 
DES STRUCTURES DE DONNEES ET DES ALGORITHMES 
PERMETTANT LA CONSTRUCTION AUTOMATIQUE DE 
CLASSES SEMANTIQUES ET DE RELATIONS SYNTAGMA
TIQUES A PARTIR D'ENSEMBLES DE TEXTES, D'EN 
MONTRER LES POSSIBILITES D'EXPLOITATION EN RE
CHERCHE DOCUMENTAIRE. 

! 

AUTOMATICALLY built 
reformulation rule 

1/ With the coTEXTE (- fonction VERIFIE -) : "ON SE 
PROPOSE DE DECRIRE UN SYSTEME PROTOTYPE 
POUR DES EXPERIMENTATIONS EN DOCUMENTA
TION .. . " 
2/ With the ("coded")CONTEXTE (- fonction CON-

TROLE -): 
- DESCRIPTEURS (TERMES LIES PAR-): 

BASES DE DONNEES, LANGAGE NATUREL, DO-
CUMENTATION 

AUTOMATIQUE 
-AUTEUR(S) (NOM. init iales PRENOM ): 

3/ To be matched "SYSTEME POUR (UNE) EXPERI
MENTATION" 

to be added "SYSTEME PROTOTYPE" 
( plausibillte of 0, 80 ) 

- example of TEXT reformulation rules ln the system -

Figure 1 

SI 1/ on est pour la deuxieme fois consec ut ive en situation 
d 'echec compl.et; 
et s t 2/ on des ire poursuivre la rech erch e ; 
et Si 3/ il existe des regles ge nerales de reformulation du 
type !NIT; 

I 

• 
I 
t 
I 

• L 
I 
z 
• t 
I 
0 

• 
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• I 

• I 
L 
0 , 
• ! 

ALORS on peut choisir une strategie ( du type S4 ou 
"ECHEC2" ) qui permet , en s ' appuyant sur les regles 
du type !NIT et en tolerant lors de l' evaluation des 
fonctions VERIFIE des aeproximations plus impor
tantes (- du type TERME -) , de rechercher des "solu
tions approchees. " 

- Example of meta-rule in the system -

Figure2 

uer '• UQO!ST bi utural languaae 

I aorpbo- lu.ical analysi, I <- Specialht af wordt:lexicoo, 
----,---- ioftnoct rule, (en.din.a) 

I 

1,r....,,tical uib i ruity I <- nilu of ambiauit ~ek!lution"' 
1r:ocu~iog , I <,u.~tic•? c.1u!, gender, nuabe r 
d11 .-h1.1uate cruanuca l coapa tibi.lity) 

Jclanu ___J 

l ,ynuctica1 analy,ia I <- nil H of analy1i1 
lfn~ot of tut J hp,e:cialisl of ~_ii£!! rul u) 

Lbt of pTopo1ition, 

• ------1 
QUESTION 

• 
I 

aeote.o.cu io natural langu.t.gt Ct'll•iu.<,) 
I . 

~rpbo-lnical analy1 i1 j <- larlcoo 
inference rules (endlna) 

l &Twt~cal wbi1ult1 t <- t"Ulu of aabicuit1 •ruolutioo• 
~1•_'~_ .. _,._•• ___ ...JI ''"'•i .. ... , ........... \,(,,, Cl-.4 •• ; 

tactical andy1il 
tllourir:atloo 

Li1t of propotltlora 

I -c- t"Ule1 of aaa11,t. 
(1ped.11i1t of 1r...atlcal 
rulu) 

~r.:•;~u~:.::,~:::u•· i ff t, .. •~u ••~!"',, .. '•; 

! ,,,/' ~! 
lulc structuru ~" ~ 

-------=-••': QOUTION, .. 'l a, 
laprov-nt of th, I <- r,i.l .. of dP1lo~nt aad lnhunce 

,-.. . .__.,.,got::,,S:,.,Tl.:::;O>.L,1 _ __!. 1-:!.--:..~ 1 ••'••"•'•";-. "•I• • 

', 

- overview of the linguistic apparatus -

Figure 4 
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Subdivision of Knowledge for Igneous Rock Identification* 

Brian W. Otis 
M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory 

Eugene C. Freuder 
University of New Hampshire 

Abstract ----

An expert system that identifies intrusive igneous rocks 
and the minerals that make them up is described here. One 
major goal of the sys t em was to incorporate a knowledge 
represent at ion in which knowledge is s ubdivided in a way that 
will .increase system efficiency and inference technique 
flexibility, while allowing the representation to reflect as 
much of the original domain knowledge organization as 
possibl e. This was approached in 3 ways: 

(1) Two cooperating expert systems were developed which 
divided the task into smaller, mor e manageable s ubset s. 
This is shown to increase both system efficiency and 

inference flexibility. 

(2) Knowledge is s ubdivided using a two dimensional net work of 
nodes with each node containing information about a 

subclass of the e ntire domain. 

(3) Processing of knowledge car responding ta relevant 
subclasses is handl ed by three separate inference engines, 
each working on its own aspect of the igneous rock 

identification proces s. 

1. Introduction 

At l east three major reasons exist why the s ubdivision of 
knowl edge is an important i ssue in the design of any expert 
sys tem . The mos t obvious is that of e ffici ency. Because the 
power of most expert sys tems lies in the amount of knowl edg e 
they incorporate, systems tend to grow quite large , Good 
knowledge subdivision can greatly reduce the time it takes to 

process this information. 

Effective knowl edge subdivision s hould also allow 
modularity that is inherent in the domain to be reflected in 
the knowledge representation. A major emphasis has been put on 
building expert s ystems that r eason so that hunans can easi ly 
observe and confirm the strategy used. Thi s process is 
enhanced if the knowl edge i s subdivided in a manner which 
maintains the natural organization of the domain. 

Th e third benefit of good knowledge subdivision has to do 
with inferencing that must take place in any expert system. 
Sol utions to s pec ific problems, even within the same domain, 
are often best attained with very different inference 
mechani sms. Subdividing knowl edge efficiently a llows the 
writer o f the system to make use of the inference techniques 
that best s uit the nature of particular subprobl ems. 

Igneo us rock identification is a domain in which all these 
aspects are relevant. This paper descr.ibes how these and other 
aspects of knowledge representation are handled in a system 
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that identif ies intrusive igneous rocks and the mineral s that 
make t hem up . In addition, an attempt is made to identify 
generic aspects within the knowledge representation which may 
indicate techniques that could be useful in other domains. 

2. Knowledge Subdivision Literature 

Th e technique described here utilizes major domain 
featur es to s ubdivide knowlegde of an entire domain into nodes, 
or s ubcl asses, and f urther investigates interesting nodes by 
processing small rule sets associated with those nodes. Of-her 
research has addressed simi l ar problems . 

One system, PUFF [1 ][14], is itself a straight forward 
production system for pulmonary function diagnosis but its 
domain has been used as a test bed for two syst ems with 
interesting, subdivided, knowledge representations. CENTAUR 
[1], an implementation of PUFF, a l so uses rules to represent 
important medical information but represents control and 
cont ext with frames. This allows the rules to be s ubdivide d 
into groups, each group containing information about a specific 
problem. A group is associated with a frame and since the 
control of the system is a function of which frame is being 
processed, control need not be handled by the r ul es. 

Smith and Clayton [14] take this a step further in their 
system, WHEEZE, by making more extensive use of frames. They 
do this by using frames not only to represent the control and 
context but also to represent the domain knowledge. Both 
CENTAUR and ~IHEEZE encompass the same medical information as 
PUFF. Their different representations result in a useful 
cont rest a f s ub div is ion techniques using frames and rul es . 

In GUIDON [ 6], an attempt to us e a Mycin- like rul e base in 
a tutorial system, the tutorial aspect forces an int eresting 
knowledge base s ubdivi sion of a different type. In this 
system, domain and teaching knowledge are separated and the 
domain knowledge is further s ubdivided into a three tier 
represent at ion, 
s upport . 

met a-level abstract ion, performance, and 

Two systems that have used semantic netwo rks to enhance 
knowledge subdivision are Internist [13] and Pros pector [7] . 
Int ernist is a specialist in internal medicine in which a 
semantic net work knowledge represent ation is used to represent 
me dical knowledge in the form of a hierarchical disease tree. 
Terminal nodes in the tree represent actual diseases. 
Nonterminal nodes and their s ubtrees represent particular 
disease areas. Nodes are associated with disease 
manifestations. Processing compares the initial manifest at ions 
entered by the user and other information to the network, 
deriving the most probable disease or diseases. 

Prospector [7], a system which pred.icts the likelihood 
that a region will contain certain ore deposits, and the 
subsequent knm;ledge acquisition system that evolved from i.t , 



KAS, both use semantic ne tworks to break down their knowledge 
bases. Th e sema nti c networks in Prospector represent the 

mo de l s of po tentia l ore depost i s agai nst wh ich the sys tem 

corrpares data input by the user, 
independe nt aspects at· this process. 

KAS extract s the domain 

The concept of us ing featur es to narrow the domain ha s 
been expl or ed for patt e rn r ecognition appli ca tions [3]. Th e 
idea i s to extract the mos t import ant f eatures to build a 
f eat ur e s pace. Thi s feature s pace contains a compact 
description of the relevant properties. Proper ly chosen 
features prove very helpful i n patt ern recognition and poorly 
c hosen feat ures may be use l ess. Ballard concludes that good 
feat ur e selection and dete rminat ion a r e essential for good 

patt e r n recogn i tion, 

Fina lly, Willi am Clancey [6] takes a very high l e vel look 

at the general cha r act er i s tics of the knowledge needed for 
classificat ion problem solving . Ins t ead of g iv ing s pec ific 
representations, he attempt s to ide nt ify the prog r am flow, data 
abstractions, and he uristics that are us ually present in any 
c l assification s ys t em. This di scuss.ion lends some insight to 
,;hat type of knowledge s ubdivision ma y generally be desi rabl e 

for a classi fication system. 

Characteristics of intrus ive igneous rock identification 
res ul ts i n a unique knowledge s ubdivis ion and process ing 
s trategy combination. This paper describes the res ulting 

s ubdi vided knowl edge re presentation. Th e mineral and rock 

ide nt ificaUon sys t em uses features a long a two dimensional 
grid to break the entire domain into s ubcl asses. Thi s s trat e gy 

a llows the s ystem to process rules associated with only the 
mo s t promi sing nodes, r esulting in e ffi cient , e ffec t i ve 

reasoning. 

3. The Minera l and Rock Ident i fi cation System 

Th e compl ex nature of many Geo logica l domains has led to 
t heir being the focus of severa l interes ting e xpert systems (4, 

5, 6, B, 13] . The system described here is a two ph ase expert 

system t hat will aid the user in the identification of minera l s 
a nd rocks . An interaction, l ed by the system, ques tions the 
user a bout t he physical properties of a s pecime n and subsequent 
processing l eads to the s ystem providing the mo s t probable rock 
or minera l identification. Thi s s ystem is i mpl eme nt ed on a VAX 
11 - 780 in Franz Li s p. It makes use of a Franz Li s p extension 

called GRASPERUNH [2], a n implementation of a graph 
re presentation l a ngu age originally developed at t he University 

of Massachusetts (10] . 

Along 
techniques, 
facilitate 

4 . Overview of Re presentation Techniques 

with many fairly common 
this s ys tem 

a knowl edge 

incorporates 
sub div ision 

expert system building 
t echniques designed to 

that handl es the three 

iss ues ment ioned above. The combination of these techniques 
are aime d a t maximi zing system efficiency with respect to 
act ual processing time, providing a logical representation that 
r efl ects the nat ural ,domain organization, a nd ma king it easy to 
incorporate diffe r ent inferenci ng strategies. 

The first of these techniques i s a two phase 
identification process which is use ful because of the 
atomic/mol ecul ar relat ions hi p whic h exis t s between min e r als a nd 
rocks. Si nce rocks are composed of minera l s the abili ty to 
identify minera l s is a prerequisite for rock identificaion. 
Refe r enc e to a "mi neral expert " is oft e n nee de d during the rock 
i dentification process. To satisfy this , phase one of the 
sys t em i s itself an exper t system for mineral identification 
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and phase two, using phase one if needed, is an ex pert system 
for rock identification. Th e minera l i dentification system may 
be used as a front end to the rock identification phase and it 
may be cons ult ed during rock identification. 

Thi s divi s ion is of int erest not only because of the 
communication be t ween phases but a l so because it represents a 
nat ural break of the entire problem into probl ems that r equire 

different infe r enc e mechani sms. As will be described later, 
the r ock identification probl em i s quit e different than the 
mine ra l identification probl em. A clean break he re a llows the 

system to utili ze the probl em s olving s trat egy best s uit ed to 
the nature of each problem. 

Other i nt eres ting knowl edge s ubdivision concepts a r e 
incorporated within the rock identification phase. The basis 
for the knowl e dge s ubdivi sion he r e is the three- fold. Th e 

first demonstrat es the idea that we would like the modul ari ty 
in the knowl e dge to reflect the modul arity in the domain 
itself, Because r ocks can be grouped into c l asses, it is 
possibl e to associate s ubsets of the knowledge with certain 
s ubcl asses of rocks, 

The second criteria is that these s ubsets of knowl edge, 
which represent s ubclasses of rocks, can then be further broken 
down . This br ea kdown corresponds to different features of t he 
rock identificaton problem, inc luding refining the rock name, 
determining the rock ' s t ex ture, and identifying accessory 
mi nerals . In general a ny inference mecha nism could be applied 

to each s ubprobl e m. In this system, the probl e rrs of refining 
the rock name and de t e rmining the rock's texture a r e both 
acco mpli s hed through forward c haining. Accessory mineral 
ide ntification utilizes the users i nput combined wit h possible 
ass i s tance from the minera l identification system, 

The final characteristic of the domain that has a majo r 
impact on the knowl edge s ubdivi s ion .is that corrplications are 
e ncountered when an identificat ion sys t em has, as its domain, 
items that continuously grade into one a nother. Because rock 
co mposit ions may often be continuously gradational wit h respect 

to mine r a l percent ages a nd t ext ur es, the process of accura t e ly 
determining a rock's identity may be co mpl ex. In fact 
boundaries determining wh ere one rock type s tops and a nothe r 
begins are oft e n artificial. The result is a taxonomy- like 

br eakdown of disc r et e entit ies s uperimpose d on items t hat in 
the r eal world ac tually grade continuous ly into one another , 

Although identifying a subclass on whi ch to foc us a llows the 
system to isolate s ubsets of rel e vant kno wl edge, information 
regarding simil ar subclassses must be c lose at ha nd . Thi s is 
because the continuous gradation of items in the domai n 
increases the possibility that the i ncorrect s ubcl ass has been 
chosen when dealing with items near the a rtificial boundaries , 

Th e resulting archit ect ur e is a n attempt a t segme nting the 
domain by sett ing up a ho dimens ional grid network with a 
gradational proper ty or properties a l ong each axis. Nodes 
within the ne twork r epresent a s ubset of similar rocks and are 
activa t ed acco rding to whe re a specimen falls corrpos itionally 
a long each of the two axes. This al lows knowl edge s ources to 
continue further rock identificat ion processing us ing on l y a 
limited s ubset of the e nt i r e knowl edge base. If mor e than one 
node i s activated, r ul es within nodes may disprove the node 
it self whil e either l e nding evi dence to previous ly activ ated 
nodes or activating new nodes. 

All the aspects described above hav e positive impact on 
our initial, most obvious reason given for good knowl edge 
s ubd ivision, e ffi ciency. Successful identification of the 



relevant information allows the s ys tem to s pend most of its 
time on important processi ng, thus dec r easing the amount of 
time it takes to make a final assessment. 

5. Sys t em Architecture Overview 

Although a detail ed understanding of the entire system is 
not necessary to appreciate the knowl edge . r epresentation, a top 
l evel unde r s t anding of the control flow used in the recognition 
process is useful. Figur e 1 s hows the architecture of the 
entire sys tem. The uppe r l e ft represent s phase one , th e 
mineral identification system, and the rest i s phase t wo, the 
rock identification system. Each time the system is sta rt ed it 
is i n the s tat e r epresented by bo x 111. No t e that the mineral 
identificat i on phase is not only a front end for the rock 
identification phase but it may also be cons ulted during rock 
processing . 

As Figure s hows, t he mineral identifkation phase 
combines forward and backward chaining to make it s 
identification. The rest of t he fig ure s hows the rock 
identi fication phase which goes through a series of node 
act iv at ion levels to determine which nodes are most likely to 
contai n the proper rock group, Nodes are then processed using 
three knowledge sources, each an expert on one aspect of rock 
identification. 

6. Representation Detai l s 

This section cont ains a detailed descript ion of the 
knowledge r epresentation implemented in this s ystem . Keeping 
the pieces in order with respect t o Figure 1 may be helpful. 
Emphas i s in this system was given to the major representat ion 
issuP. s \~eluding: (1) Int eraction between expe r t sys t ems 
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demonstrated by the rock i dentjfi cat ion phase using the minera l 
identification phase , (2) the two d i mensiona l grid st ruct ur e of 
nodes for subdividing t he knowl edge needed to represent a 

continuou s, gradational domain with a s uperimposed artificial 
taxonomy (3) a s tr at egy to process this grid of nodes leading 
to high efficiency and accurate results, and (4) knowl edge 
sources used to so l ve different as pect s o f one prob] em, as 
demonstrated when indiv idua l nodes a r e processed to determine 
refined rock name , accessory mineral assemblages, and text ure 
description. Thi s paper will discuss only t he feature s which 
had the most s ubstantial impact on system design, features (2), 
(3) and some aspects of feature (4) described above. Mor e 
extensive system details can be found in ( 12). 

6.1 Segmented Knowl edge Representation in a Gradatjonal 
Domain 

Alt hough essenti al mine r a l composi t ion does not r esult in 
co mpl e te rock identification .it i s a good place to s tart. 
Other fea tures that come into play s uch as refining the mineral 
assembl age, text ure , and accesso ry mi nera l s, will be discussed 
later. Figu re 2 from (1 5) is an exampl e of t he d iag r ams used 
by geologists to represent the compositiona l variations in the 
intrusive igneous rocks. It shows a pair of triangular phase 
diagrams. Their details are not important fo r thi s discussion 
except for t he fact that each triangl e represents a continuous 
sol id solution series between t he components found at the three 
triangl e vertices. To locate a r ock group name, the 
compositional pe r centage of each of the three components must 
be plotted along the t hree axes of the triangle. Th e result is 
a poi nt wit hin the triangle which represent s the rock ' s 
essenti a l mine ral composition. 

Th e important thing t o note from thi s diagram is that the 
tr iangl es each represent a conti nuous gradation between three 
major compo nents . For c l assification purposes , geo l ogists have 
s uper imposed an artificial taxonomy on top of these triangular 
phase di ag r ams. Th ese are indica t ed by t he lines within the 
diagram and the rock group names such as granite, monzonite, 
syenit e, etc. Al t hough geo l ogists ' reasons for implement i ng 
such a scheme are obvious, it can be misleadi ng because breaks 
in the taxonomy are di stinct even though the gradation i s 
continuous. During the identi fical ion, processing must control 
for the fact tha t these distinct breaks a r e arbitrary in a 
continuous r eal world wh e re rock groups abut one another with 
respect to . composition. 

Th e fact that rocks compositiona lly cJ ,me to boundar ies 
wi ll be very difficult to place in one group or another must be 
taken into account. If the arti fici a l bounda ries are to be of 
any help in t he s ubdiv is ion of knowl edge it must be done very 
carefully making s ur e all possibly relevant information i s 
included in t he processing . The probl em of r epresenting the 
in format ion contained in severa l of these diagrams in a way 
that would l end itself to efficient and effective processing 
turned out to be a ma j or design issue for this system. 

6.1, 1 Segmented Organi zation Th e major s ubd iv i sion for rock 
identification breaks all the rocks withi n the domain into 
s ubcl asses. The features used to determine this s ubdivision 
s hould be the feat ures of the domain that can be most easily 
distinguished by the system user. Th e triangular phase 
diagrams often have axes that can be more easi ly de t ermined 
than others. Because of this, it is desirable t hat t he major 
s ubdivi sion is based on the more easi l y determined features. 
This would give the greatest possibility that the correct 
s ubc l ass would be chosen for processing. 
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Fig. 2. Classification of Igneou15 rocks. 

Some of the ideas for which f eat ures may be most important 
and most easi l y determined come from [11]. This two 
dimensional gr aph is a form that can lead to an efficient 
processing technique and may be applicable to the breakdown of 
other domains. This organization turned out to resemble the 
basic patt ern recognition feature space technique [3]. 

The y-axis represents the percentage of al l the minerals 
in the rock that are felsic minerals. Th is is a commonly used 
ident i f .icat ion fea t ure of igneo us rocks and its determination 
is not dependent on a ny minera l identifications. Th e x-axis is 
s lightl y more complex and at first glance appears 
multidimensional in itself, However, close examination shows 
that its major features are mutually excl usive. These features 
are the percent of the fel sic minerals that are quartz and the 
percent of the felsic minerals t hat are feldspathoids. As 
shown in Figure 2 these minerals normally do not occur together 
thus the placement of these two features on one axis is valid. 
When the two minerals do occur together they are both present 
in small percent ages and this case is account ed for in column 5 
of Figure 3, Th e third criteria found on the x-axis is the 
presence or absence of olivine in the specimen. 
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Carefully plotting each of the major intrusive igneous 
rock groups on these two axes results in the group names within 
Figure 3. It should be noted that, for the mos t part, the 
details of where the rock groups fall on the y-axis cannot be 
determined from Figure 2 and other sources must be used [11]. 
Careful analysis of the rock groups allows for combining groups 
.into "nodes" of groups, or subc l asses, which cannot be 
completely sepa r ated using the information contained on the x 
ond y oxco. 

Because a major criteria for axes labels was the ease with 
which the features could be distinguished, a ne w, intermediate 
taxonomy is created by the nodes s how,1 on the graph. This new 
taxonomy is slightly coarser grained than the original defined 
by geologists. "Fine grained" c l assif i cation is accorrplished 
by processing knowledge ,;ithin the nodes of thi s new taxonomy, 

Determination of node breakdown is simple i n some cases 
and more complex in others. For exampl e, from Figure 2 one c an 
see that quartzolite is the only rock type whose felsics a re 
greater than 90 percent quartz. This rock type is a l s o 
normally greater than 90 percent fel sic total, logically 
placing only one node in column 1. 

Columns containing greater than one rock type require 
further investigation. Column 3, for example, s hows one node 
with three different rock types. Figure 2 s hows that the major 
feature that separates tonalite, granite, and granodiorite is 
the orthoclase/plagioclase feldspar ratio. Since this feature 
is not directly represented on either axis of the graph, 
differentiation of this property must take place during 
within-node processing. Columns four through eight, on the 
other hand, all have at l east two gr oups of types. Groups a re 
separated only when t hey can be distinguished according to 
criteria represented on an axis. Similar analysis of the 
enti re diagram results i n the node breakdown s hown in Figure 3 
(dashed boxes). C\-lce nodes are created they are connected by 
arcs to all neighboring nodes and any nodes that contain 
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similar rocks al lowing 
within-node processing. 
detail below. 

them to reference one another during 
This process will be described in more 

It is interesting to note that the only node that crosses 
vertical boundaries is the one cont aini ng hornbl endit e, 
pyroxenite, peridotite, dunite and serpentine. Th e total 
felsics in these rocks is less than ten P.ercent. Some of these 
rocks contain olivine, and as a whol e form a continuous 
solution series s hown in its own triangular phase diagram. In 
thi s case a distinct break cannot be formulated by the 

criteria along the x-axis and the node must be created as 
shown. In all other cases the man made divisions are we! I 
defined according to the x-axis divisions. This, of course, 
does not guArantee t hat the user can give exact eno ugh 
information to insure perfect placement. In the case that he 
cannot , multipl e nodes may be activated and the distinction, if 
possib l e, is made according to ot her criteria during 
within-node processing. 

This two dimensional representation was chosen for two 
major reasons. First, it was decided that in order to obtain 
acceptable performance, only major, easily distinguished 
features s hould be used for the initial, coarse grained 
c l assification. Secondly, the less compl ex a knowledge 
represent at ion is, the more easily can be und e r stood by the 
domain expert. A more compl ex representation, one usi ng 
greater than two dimensions for examp l e, was undesirabl e 
because it would have brought minor features into the initial 
breakdown and it would also have made .it harder for t he domain 
expert to understand the representation. 

6.1.2 Network Processing Strategy Processing of the network 
developed above, and s hown in Figure 3, proceeds in two s t ages 
during a ro ck identificatio n, node activation and within-node 
processing. Node activation is itself a two stage process. 
First, the user ' s initial, essential mineral list is co mpared 
to minera l li s t s cont ained in each node , If the initial li st 
derived from this process indicates the node could possibly be 
the correct node it is added to a list which goes to the second 
activation stage. 

The second activation stage asks questions to prov ide 
necessary system information to determine wh e re, on each axis, 
the s pecimen falls. If the user indicates, or the system 
determines, that the input is not accurate enough to narrow 
processing to one section of an axis, mor e than one section 
will be included in the activation process . ll!o d,,s that fall on 
the intersection of any valid x and y crn11'1 i 1wtJon that were 
a l so activated during the mineral co,,,paris on are put on an 
active node lis t . 

Although it is possibl e for nodes tho!: ,,r e not activated 
by this initial activation to hecor;ie i nv ol ve d during with-in 
node processing, it is hoped that using the combination of 
essentia l minerals and t he most easily identified major 
feat ures, will result in an a ::: curate initial li st of activated 
nodes. 

6. 1.3. Knowledge Source Organization for Within-Node 
Processing Active nodes are then passed to within-node 
processing. Each active nod e has a priority number associated 
with it that indicates how well the node's minerals matched the 
minerals used during stage 1 activation. The active nod e list 
is ordered so the nodes that matched best will be processed 
first, This order may or may not have a n important impact on 
processing, depending on the mode of the system, The user has 
t he option of setting a swi t ch that will cause the system to 
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exit when the first s uccessful node is e ncoun tered. On the 
other hand, the user may force the sys t em to process al l active 
nodes, in which case the order is not as important , 

During wit~in-node processing, narrowing the s ubclass to a 
final rock determination is done by three knowledge sources. 
The inference engine for each knowledge source is a sepa r ate 
entity. Each node contains rul es, or other i nfo r mation, 
tailored to that node for each knowledge source. It shoul d be 
not ed that the term knowledge source is used here to refer to 
the inference mechanism and its associated information in t he 
nodes, Al though this may be s lightly contrary to the usual 
concept of a knowledge source, the term is used because the 
knowledge sources used here ful f ii I the same purpose that is 
usually associated with knowledge sources, to act as an expert 
on a small subproblem within the e nt ire domain, 

Up on activation of a knowledge source, the.information from 
the current node that corresponds to that knowl edge source, is 
passed in for processing . Individu al knowledge sources deal 
with (1) refining the rock name, (2) acces sory mineral s 
present, and (3) rock texture. 

This breakdown in both the processing and t he knowledge is 
effective for three reasons. First, the obvious know! edge 
subdivision which allows only the s ubset of information that i s 
relevant to the given problem is considered. Second, each of 
these knowl edg e sources can utili ze an i nference mechanismbest 
suited for the particul a r s ubprobl em. Third, the rules that 
would be necessary i n a str i ct rule based system to handle 
control are not necessary because they are inherent in the 
struct ure. This means that subsets of rules for a given 
knowl edge source must only have rul es for domain expertise on 
t hat s pecific s ubproblem . This is an advantage over strict 
rule-based system where control r ul es and rules for other 
subproblems may confuse the rule set. A mor e sophisticated 
version of the knowledge source - blackboard archit ect ure is 
found in the Hearsay systems (8]. 

7. Domain Independent Representation Implications 

One goa l of this work is to see if any of t he knowledge 
representation concept s utilized for this domain co uld be 
abstracted into a domai n independent form. Th ere seems to be 
two possible results from this analysis, one fairly obvious, 
very high l eve l scheme, and one mor e detailed technique. 

The obvious case is that when identifying objects with an 
atomic/mo l ecular relationship , a pair of experts may be 
desirable. It allows for the abstraction of many details 
conce rning t he atomic identification during the molecular 
identification. This thought can be taken one step further by 
saying that as expert systems of all types grow in complexity 
it may be logical to build se t s of confe rring expert systems to 
modularize the processing and the large amount s of knowl edge. 

The second possible domain independent representation 
t echnique is that demonstrated by the two dimensional network 
of nodes . It appears that thi s network archit ecture, and the 
mechanism described for processing it, may be a useful 
representation technique for other domains. The domain s hould 
have feat ures across which it can be s ubdivided. In general, 
if s uch a domain has been identified, the procedure is to: 

(1) Extract two (or more if mutua lly exc lusive features ex.ist) 
general features and represent them on the axes of a two 
dimensional grid. 

(2) Locate each major item type of the domain of the grid. 



(3) Bundle item types which cannot be differentiated strictly 
by features on the x and y axes into "nodes". 

(4) Connect neighboring nodes. If further within-node 
processing excludes a node it can use this connection to 
access the node most consistent with the new information. 

(5) Differentiate items within a node by examining features 
that are not represented on the x or ·y axis and by taking 
a closer look at features tht are represented on the grid. 

8, Summary/Conclusions 

This system demonstrates techniques to subdivide knowledge 
that works well in the domain of igneous rock identification. 
Features of this domain that make these techniques applic,able 

probably exist in other domains, thus, the use of these 
techniques may prove benef.i c ial for systems in these other 
domains. 

Firs t, because of the a tomic/molecular relationship that 
exists between mi ne ral s and rocks, a tvK> phase system is 
discussed. Phase one is a stand alone mine ral identification 
expert sys tem. Phase two is a rock identification expert 
system which has easy access to phase one, This combination 
a llows the user to access the mineral expertise from phase one 
at any time during rock identification. This split represents 
a natu ral break i. n domain knowledge as well as a break between 
t wo separate problems that can be so lved by very different 
processing strategies. 

The second feat ure is a knowledge representation that 
allows encoding knowledge in a continuously gradational domain 
with an artificia l, s uperimposed taxonomy. This representation 
a llows major features to be represented on the axes of a two 
dimensional grid and nodes to be developed within the grid. 
Processing includes activating nodes and within-node processing 
that narrows the possibilities down to a final rock 
description. Along with allowing logical rule group divisions 
this modul arization of knowledge increases processing s peed by 
narrowing the entire knowledge base into smaller subsets of 
rules and information that must be considered for any one 
identification. 

. 
Th e s ubdivi sion techniques described here work we ll for 

the given domain. Although sys tems tend to become molded for a 
particular domai n, proof of domain independence would be the 
true test of the archit ecture' s value. This, of course, can be 
accomplished only through it s application to systems in other 
domains. 
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ABSTRACT 

The 1uajur prohl<·1 11 with u~iug slt.mdard tirst -or<lcr 1ogic as 
a. lH1.:;i:, for k1wwlcllgc rt~prcscutu.tiou systcu1::; is il:i uudc
cida.hiJit.y. A varialll. of fust.-or<lcr t.antulogical (•11tail11u·t1l., 
a :s imple V<'rsiu11 uf rclevm1 cc logic , has Lccu Jcvclupcd that. 
ha:,; <lcci<lal,l(· iJ1frn~n <:c au<l thus ovcrtonu~s this proLkllt. 
However , this lui.tic is too wca.k for knowledge n •prcscut.a
t.iuu au<l 1uust I,,, strcugthcuc<l . Ouc way to strcugthcu 
the logic is <:rcal.c a hybrid logic by a.ddi:ug a tcrrniuolog
inJ rca:w1u!r. T his 111usl Le done with care to rct.aiu the 
dt·<·idal.ilit.y uf I lie lu~ic a.-, well ns its reasonable t:1cuu.1.11tics . 
TlH· res ulL i.'i a sl.ruHgcr decidal,!t: logic that ra11 bl! u:w<l 
tUi Litt· hasi~ of a. kuuwlcd~t· representation systc111. 

A knowledge representation system is supposed to store facts 
abo ut areas of the real world a.nd to retrieve them and conse
quences of them in a reasonable amount of time. This description 
of knowledge representation systems seems innocuous at first, 
b ut. has several important consequences. First, a knowledge re
presentation system cannot really store facts at all , but on ly ex
pressions in some formal language. To say that it stores facts, 
there must be some external semantics for its expressions, one 
which makes their meaning plain . This semantics then serves as 
the specification of the knowledge representation system. 1 Sec
ond, to represent a l11rge number of areas of the real world, a 
knowledge representation system must have adequate expressive 
power. Third, to discover facts inh erent in the stored facts, this 
semantics must have u powerful deductive capability. Fourth, 
because timely responses arc required, this deductive capability 
must be compu tationally tractable. 

The usual way for providing an ex ternal semantics to a knowl
edge representation system is to use some formal logic with a 
model theoretic semantics. Operations of the knowledge repre
sentation system then correspond directly to some aspect of the 
semantics, s uch as question answering in the knowledge represen
tation system curresponding to determining logical consequence 
in the semantics. 2 Model theoretic semantics forms the only rea
sonable way of providing a n external semantics to a knowledge 
representation system . 

To ach ieve expressive power adequate to represent facts in 
many situations of interest to knowledge representation, con
junction, disjunction, negation, and quantification all seem to 
be necessary. Moore [10, p. 428) convincingly argues that "a 
general-purpose representation formalism [needs (at least)) all 
the feat ures of first-order classical logic with equality". This, 
along with the well-developed and intuitively pleasing semantics 
of standard first -order logic, and the resulting deduction system, 

1 Thio t:wpluu1i1S 011 forwaJ iut·ouulis of wcauing for kuowlcdl,;c rq,rc is<:ula
Liou oy1SL cJJ..IB iu 1icutku..lar a..1 1<1 Al prob'l'fUlllS in gcucral hais Leen a.fl,; ltt:tl l,y 
variom; pt:oph· ut varions tiw1·1i ovn llic life of AI. Some importaut 11apcrs in 
lliis vciu lU'C [7J , [ J[)J , w,d [6J. 

.iTh c Ulic uf logi c- as a lrnl'li:s fur kuuwlcdgc rcprcgentat.iun sy8lcwli iM lu.rgdy 
due to these wcll ··dt•f.iJu•d wudcl llu•url'lif t1t!W<1utics. 
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makes standard lirst-order logic the logic most u sed for know l
edge reprcscntatiou. 

U nfortu ua.tely, standard fir s t -order logic has a severe pro
blem --·dctermining whether one formula fo llows from another in 
it is, in general, undecidable. Therefore, a knowledge represen
tation system that satisfi es the fir s t three requirements above 
cannot guarautee timely responses, or even g narantee that it will 
produce responses at a ll. 

T here have bee n mnny efforts to create knowled ge represen
tation systems that use standard lirst-ord cr logic but a lso are 
decidable and thu s better satisfy the fourth requirement. Some 
of these systems simply terminate processin g in some ad hoc man
ner, which means that uo complete clrnrnctcrization of this pro
cessing can be give11 u1 the semautics, thu s violatin g the first 
requirement. Other knowledge representation systems use the 
syntax of standard fir st-order logic, but lu11it deductions by us
ing a complicated semantics that includes syntactic s tructures, so 
that the semantics, which should be concerned with the truth and 
falsity of formulae, instead simply models the deductive proc ess. 
The semantics then docs not provide a meaning for formu lae, and 
again these systems violate the first requirement. 

A further possibility is to use a different logic, with a different 
model theoretic semantics am!, possibly, a different syntax. The 
goal would be to produce a logic with decidab le ir1ference but also 
with the expressive power of standard first-order logic and a mo
tivated model theore tic seruantics. 3 This logic would be weaker 
in deductive power t.han staudard first-ord er logic, but this is the 
price that will have to be paid to achieve decidability. Inference 
in the logic should also be fast enough in normal circumstances 
so that a knowledge representation system built on it could be 
treated as a black box, with 11 0 need for extra- logical control of 
the system, as is needed in all knowledge representation systems 
based 011 standard first-order logic. 

Some interes ting work using different logics has b een done for 
propositional logics, such as the work on propositional tautolog
ical entailm ent (a particnlarly simple type of relevance logic) by 
Levesque [BJ. Propositional tautological entailment has an in
tuitive four -valued semantics, and dcterminu1g whether one for
mula in conjunctive normal form follows from· another can be 
done in time proportional to the product of their sizes. This con
trasts with the situation in standard propositional logic, where 
this problem is co-NP complete. What is lost by going to propo
sitional tautological entailment is a great deal of tlie deductive 
power of standard propositional logic, particularly modus ponens. 
However, this shows that there are logics with reasonable seman
tics for which reasoning is considerably more tractable than in 
the standard logics. The problem with propositional logics, is 
that, lacking quantification, they arc just not exp ress ive enough 

3Mo8l of the 11011 -stau d;LJ'd loi:;.ic s 11 .s t·d iu Al, howPvt•r I have hct!Jl proposed 
to liolve lliffcrcnt prohlclll8, No11 -1uuJJoto11..ir logics, default logk 1S 1 ,uul :rnvcnJ 
other logic1S uac<l i.u Al wut• dl!oi~u1:d to au~wcut tlu• puwi:r of starnlard 
lirMt -ordcr logic in sol.lit wny alHI a.1 :w :rn 11'1:r from l, ciug 1rnd1·cidablt·. 
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Otl,cr vcrnio11s of rcleva11 cc logic have lieeu prop osed as pos
s il,lc lug ics fur k11 ow lcd ge represeutatiou. Fol lowiug argulllents 
l,y A 11derso 11 anJ llcl11ap [I, pp . .1-:ltlJ t.hat re le vant i111plica
tio11 111 odcls implicatio n better tl1 a11 material implicatiu11 <loes, 
Shap iro and Wand s11ggested usin g a version of relevant implica
tion as the Liasis uf a knowledge represeutation sys t em [ 13J. A 
particular version of first-ord er relevant implication was axioma
ti, e<l a11<l use<l as the basis of a k11owledge represe11tation system 
[9J. However, even tho ugh the version of relevance logic used in 
this system is weaker tha11 standard first-ord er logic, it is st ill un
decidable. Ilelnap [:,q abu suggested that releva11ce logic be used 
for k11owlc:<lge rcpresc11tatiu11. The version of relevance logic he 
used is related to tautological entailment, but is more complex. 
Again, this logic, a lthougl , weaker than standard first -order logic, 
is und ec idable. 

The arg uments in th e above papers in fovor of re levance logic 
as a logic fur knowledge representation i11dicate that a decidable 
fir s t-order relcv1111cc logic would be very useful as the basis of a 
know le<lge represe uta tion syste m. Th e res ult mentioned in [8], 
co11cerui11g the tractability of reasoning in propositioual tautolog
ical e11ta ilJ11 e11t, s uggests that fust -or<ler tautological entaihnent 
might be decidable: however, first-order tautological entailment 
cau 1,c used Lo simulate standar<l first-order logic an<l is thus not 
decidable. ln order to obtaiu a decidaule first-order relevance 
logic, it is uecessary to further wcakeJJ first-order tautological 
entailment. 

A d ec idable variaut of first-order tautological entailment, 
where quautification is no longer equivaleut to infinite conjunc
tio11 or disjunction, has been developed [JJJ. This logic has a 
reasonable four -valued semantics and is suitable as the uasis of a 
knowled ge representation system . The problem with this logic, 
and also with fir s t-ord er tautological entailment, is that it is ex
tremely weak . In partic ular, g iven t hat Tweety is a bi.rd and that 
a ll bird s are animals , bird(Tweety) aud Vx ,bird(x)V anima1(x)4, 
it is unable to conclud e that Tweety is an animal. This weakness 
is uecessary to achieve a s imple decidable logic, but the logic is 
Loo weak to use as th e direct uasis of a knowledge representation 
system. 

I Hybrid Logics 

What is needed is some way of modifyi11g the logic so that 
more inferences are su pported , while still relainu,g decidability. 
One general method of modifying a logic to in crease its power is 
by using hybrid logics. A hybrid logi c is created by taking two 
logics, the base logic and the auxiliary lugic, that share the same 
semantic str uctures, au<l combining them i.i, a certain way. 

The base logic is a logic composed of a syntactic lm1guage of 
sentences, a class of semantic s tructures , a set of truth values with 
a partial order on this set, and an iuterpretation function ( usually 
represented by i(u, S)) for derivi.i,g truth values from semantic 
structures and sentences. 5 (This unusua l way of specifying truth 
values allows for the four-valued logic that will be used later.) 
OJJe sentence, (3, follows from another, u, in the base logic if, fur 
all semaulic structures S, i(u, S) ~ i((3, S). 

Th e auxiliary logic is just another logic, but it is easier to 
understand the comuuiation of the two logics if the semantics 

''It iti po indh lc Lo argut• Lliat tl1is is a hail trarndation of "all bircl li an• 
a.11ll111Js" 1ml it is tlu· ouJy way provid ed iu firs t-order logic. 

5For :;t1uHl1ud firs t -01·d1 ·r lu~ir tlu· lau ~nagt: is the mmal l aub'ltagc of ti t?ll· 

te11ccn1 llu · l'WUHUJt.it' s trHrlttrcti i:lrt' Ta.rskia..u i11l crprctaUous h1cJu<ljug wap 

pi11g s fro1u prc<licat.1• sy-u1lwh1 to rcla liou li rmd frow f1mctio11 aywbolli lo fnrn:
lious , the truth va.htt•:; a.re ""lnu •,., i:Ut d ""fa.l:w,., with "' true,., Uci.J1~ l{f(·atf'f lhau 
M.falBc,., 1 and tJ11· iul1•q•rdalio11 fo 11r liu11 is tlie mmal OHl! . 
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uf tl1c ,rnxiliary logic is Jdiuc<l u1 a sligl1t ly diffcrcul 1111u1 .. cr. 
The auxi liary lugic cousists of a sy 111.aclic la11 g uage of se 11t 1: 11ccs , 
tli e sau1e se111i111t ic structure::; m; t. huse of tile Lase logic, aud a11 
i11terpretatio11 f1111c:tio11 that specifi cs which S(~t11ant.ic structures 

satisfy which se11te11ces of the logic . A sc11tence 1n the auxil 
iary ln11guagc, A, fo llows fron1 a se t of sc nic11ccs i.11 the auxiliary 
lan guage, N, if, for all se 111a11Lic st ructures, 8, if S satis ti es all 
elemculs of N then S salislics A. 0 

Logical conseq uence in the hy brid logic corn bin es both of Lh e 
logics. One senleuce of the base logic, (3, follows from another, u, 
in the presence of a set of sentences from the auxiljary language, 
N, if, fur all semantic structures S, such that S satisfies each 
clcmeul. of N, i (u, S) ~ i((3, S). 

One example of a hybrid logic is the logic used by KRYPTON 
[5J. Herc, tl,e uasc logic, called the assertio11al logic, is standar<l 
firsl-urder logic a1i<l the auxiliary logic is a terminological logic 
of dcfinitious of predicates. A semantic str ucture sat isfies a ter-
111i110logical dcliuiliou in KRYPTON when the objects that satisfy 
th e defined predicate arc precisely the same as those that satisfy 
its definition . This use of the auxiliary logic lo define predica tes 
is sornew hat similar to, but more powerful and better defined 
th a u, Lhc way concepts arc defi11ed iu scmautic networks . 

The hybrid log ic of KRYPTON hiLs the sa111 c <lcductive power as 
sla11<l ard fir s t-order logic because represe nting Ll,e definitions as 
universally qua11tifi ed bi-conditional statements a nd a<l<ling them 
to seutcnces of the assertional logic results i11 the sam e assertional 
iufercnces as those sanctioned by the hybrid log ic. However, the 
t erm iuological language is intcrestiug i.i1 its ow11 right 1U1d serves 
the important role of distinguishi.ug pre<licatc definitions from 
assertional s tatements. Further, the hybrid system runs faster 
than the equivalent non -hy brid syslc111, au important issue for 
kuowle<lge representation. 

The utility of the terminological logic in KRYPTON suggests 
that adding a t erminological logic Lo the dec idable variant of 
fust-order tautological entailment migl,t be a useful way of a11g-
111cntu1g its utility for knowled ge representation. The difference 
betwceu this hybrid logic and the hybrid logic of KRYPTON is that 
expressing the definitions as universally quautified bi-conditional 
s taterneuts wou ld not result i11 the same <leductive power. 

II The Assertional Component 

Since both components of a hybrid logic share the same seman
tic structures, a short description of the assertional component, 
focusing on its semantics, is required before the terminological 
component can be defined .7 

The syntax of the assertional component is the same as that 
of first -order tautological cntaihneut, a11d thus ahnos l the same 
as sta11dard fir s t -order logic. The sc111a11tics of this variant starts 
with first -order sit uations, the analogue of first-order models. A 
situation cousisls of a non-e111ply set D, th e domain of the situ
ation, and two mappings, hand j. The mapping his a mapping 
of function letters into functio11s over the domai11. The mapping 
j maps each predicate letter, A", into a function from Dn to 
s ubse ts of {t, f} and determi11es the truth value of atomic formu
lae as shown below. The com plexity in j is needed because an 
atomic formula can be assigned tru e, fa lse, 11eilh er, or both. This 
change from two to four truth values means that there are many 

6'l'h.i s c:ha:r1gt! frm u 11:;iug Mi11gJ1• sc 11t t·Hci· s U1 tiH· h as t• lo gic t.o wdug sd s 
of scultiilccs iu lhc anx.iliary logir iH uul cr1 1ri al hut. does help wht•u laJki.J1g 
about LylniJ login! 11 si.J1g t1-rw.i11ologind Jugics as Llit•ir auxiJiary logic. 

7.For a more deta.ilt•d ilescript io11 , i111· huU11g proofs of tlH· llu~onUts U1 LJ1fa 

1wdion, i;i•e [11J. 
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more sit uatiun s thau 1:iossil.,le worlds, and possible worlds corre
spond to those si tuation s with no "m issing information" and 110 
co 11tradictio11 s. 

Varwble maps map variables into elerne11ts of some domain in 
the usua l way. If v is a variable 11111p into D, x i , a variable, 
and dis an e lement of V, then v,J is a variable map into D with 
v,J(y) = d if y = :z:, and vj(y) = v(y) otherwise. Variable maps 
can then be extended, again in the usual way, into mappings for 
arbitrary terms. Giv e11 a situation, s, and a variable map, v, into 
the dumail1 of•, tl1e m a µpin g v; is defined as v;(x) = v(:z:) if :z: 
is a variable, and v; (!" ( t 1 , . .. , t,.)) = (h(f") )(v; (ti) , . .. , v; ( t,.)) 
otherwise. 

Next comes tl1e defi11ition of compatible sets of situations. A 
compatible set of sit uations is a set of situations with the same 
domain and the same mapping of function letters to functions. 
In otl,er words, the situat ions in a compatible set of situations 
differ only on their interpretation of atomic formulae . In this 
logic the meaning of formulae will be determined with respect to 
these compatible sets of situations, and not simply with respect to 
s ingle situation s, as in regular first-order tautological entailment. 

Given S, a compatible set of situations each with domain V , 
and v, a variable map into D, the inter pretation function for the 
logic is defined as follows: 

l. t E i (A"(t1, ... , t,.), 8, v ) iff 
for alls ES t E j,[A"J(v'(ti), ... ,v'(t,.)) 

fEi(A"(t1, ... ,t,.),S,v) iff 
for a ll s ES f E j,[A"](v'(tt), ... ,v'(t,.)) 

'.l. fEi(-,o,S,v) iff 
t E i(-,a,, S, v) iff 

3. t E i(o /\ ,B, S, v) iff 
f Ei (o/\,8,S,v ) iff 

t E i (o,S,v) 
fEi(o,S,v) 

t E i (a,S,v ) and t E i(,B,S,v) 

3S1 U S2 = S f E i(a,S1 ,v ) a11d f E i(,B,S2 ,v) 
4. t E i(3:rn, S, v) 

f E i (3:z:o, S, v) 
iff fur some d ED t E i(o,S,vj) 
iff foralldED fEi(o,S,v,1) 

T he interpretations of disjunction and universal quantification 
are determined by using the usual equivalences. 

U11der this semantics 3:z:o is true in S under variable map v if 
there is some domain element, common across all the situations 
in S, which, when taken as the mapping of :z:, makes a, true in 
each situation. The same formula is false if all domaill elements, 
when taken as the mapping uf x, make a, false in each situation. 
~'ur quantifier-free formulae, this semantics is equivalent to the 
seman tics for regu lar first-order tautological entailment. 

011e s ide-effect of this change in the meaning of quantifica
tion is that quantifiers cannot be moved around and combined 
i11 aU the ways they can in standard first-order logic while ma.in
tai11i11g equivalence. Further, there are formulae which cannot 
be converted into an equivalen t prenex form by simply moving 
quantifiers. 

Now that the support relations have been defined, the notion of 
entailment can b e defined in this logic. As it turns out, th ere are 
three different versions of entailment possible. The most useful 
one fur knowledge representation, because of the deductions that 
it s upports, is t -e ntailment, which is defined as a, -,t ,B iff 
for a ll compatible sets of situations, S, and variable maps, v, if 
t E i (o,S,v ) th en t E i (,B,S,v). 

The reason that this logic is of interest for knowledge repre
se ntation is that t-enta.ilment captures a non -trivial se t of deduc
tions and that t-e11tailment is decidable. The following proce
dure determines if 011e sentence in prenex form t-entails another, 
also i.r1 prenex furm 8

. First, convert both sentences into con
junctive normal form. Second, Skolemize all existentials in the 

N'l'h(' J>rOCt!dllrt: for HcuteJH't!8 uot ll1 p rcucx form fa more co11.1plicatccl hut 
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left hand sentence a11d a ll universals i11 the right haud sen te 11 cc. 
Then, if a, and ,Bare se ntences in prenex conjunctive Skolem form 

· (o = Vi I\ <>:j and ,B = 31 /\(\) thc11 a -; l ,B iff t here exists 6, 
a subst itution for i., snch th at fur eac h /3, there ex ists s,,m ,· C'tj 

and ,f;, a subst itution fur i, s uch that aj,j; <::: ,B,6 ( treati11g OJ'P 
a11d ,BJ} as sets of literak) . This theorem about t -entailm eut can 
be easily converted into a s pecification for the a lgorithm, which 
demonstrates that t-entailment i11 this log ic is decidable, at least 
for sentences in prenex form. Although its worst case behavior 
is exponential ill the s ize of a, and {-J it will a lway s termil1ate and 
will be quite fast under nor JJlill conditions, w h ere c la uses are 11ut 
long and there are many different predicates. 

This variant of first-order tautological e11ta.il1uent is extremely 
weak. ~'or example , modus ponens is not a valid rnle of infe rence 
in th e logic . Quantification has been weakened so that a univer 
sal still t -entails the conjunction of any 1111mber of in s tantiations 
of itself, but a disjunction of instantiations 110 lun ger t -entails 
au existentia l. One advautage that this logic has fur know ledge 
representation, along with other relevance logics, is that contra
dictions du not corrupt the entire reasoning process . 

III The Terminological Component 

Terminological logics are a formalization of th e main ideas 
of semantic networks and frame-based knowledge representation 
systems. In genera l, a terminological logic is a log ic of definitions 
of predicates9 . The particular log ic used here is on a par with the 
description languages of J,L -ON E [4] and NmL [12], except for its 
lack of number restrictions, and is much more complicated than 
the one used in KllYPTON.JU 

The syntax of the logic is as fo llows: 

< definition > ::= < I -place-predicate > <rel-op> <concept > 
<2-p lnce-predicate> <rel-op> <role> 

<rel-op> ::= = I :S I 2'. 
<concept > :: = 

<role> 

< J-place predicate > 
-,_<concept > I 
(/\ <coucept > <concept> ) 
(V <concept > < concept > ) 
(all < role > <concept>) I 
(3 <role> ) 
< 2- place predicate> I 
(comp <role > < role>) 
(vr <role> <concept>) 

A property that must be m et by any set of definitions in this 
logic is that the definitions must be unique and m 11st nut contain 
any circular definitions. 

The logic is capable of defining concepts such as "a satis
fied grandmother is a person a ll of whose children are doctors 
or lawyers, all of whose children are married to someone, and 
who has at least one grandchild". This would be expressed 
as satisiied-gurndmotl,er = (/\ person (all child (V doctor 
lawyer)) (all d,ild (3 spo use)) (3 (comp child d1ild)) ) . 

l'J1e semantics makes use uf extension functions, [ t and [f, 
which map concepts into subsets of a domain and roles into sets 
of ordered pairs over the domain. For any concept, c, the set 

of domain elements ill [ 1 [c] form the positive extension of c, 

t-cutaib.ucul is slill <lcddabll' for arbitr l:U')' sentences . (The proof of thfa will 
he i11 a forthcowiug paper.) 

!JThc nauw cowe:; frorn th1· fact that thcs1i 1.lcti.11Hio11~ furu1 terms. 
10It is int ,ircstllit; to coutra~t lcn..1.1h10Jol{ical log.ics in this conlt:xt with 

tcnuinological login; u i-;c d with stan<lanl fin;t-orJcr logit: 1 m; i.11 h. Jl. Yl'TON 1 

especially ll1 light of the co11qmt.atioual prohlcllJo npurt1•<l by Brachman ruu.l 
Lcvc•quc [3J. 



t hose things i.n c, aud th e se t of domain elements in [ 1 [c) form 
t he uegativc cxteusiun of c, tl10sc tl1i11gs no t in c. (Because the 
tic J11<.u 1tic::; js fuur -v,du c <l ) the po.sitive and uegaliv e ext.cJis ions 

ueed 11ot r.ove r th e entire domain a nd a lso need not be disjoint.) 
'l' hc positive a nd 11 cgat1ve ex tens10 n oJ'a role are de tined similarly, 
llS sets of pairs . 

G iven a compa tible se t of situations , S, the ex t en sion fun ct ions 
«re de fin ed as follows: 

d E (! [a) iff I E j,[a )(d) Vs ES for a a ! -place predicate 

d E ( [[a) iff f E j, [a )( d) Vs ES fo r 11 a ! -p lace predicate 

d E [ ~ [,c) iff d E (! [c) 
d E d[,c) iff d E EJ[c] 

d E E![(A c1 c2 )] iff d E [~ [ci] & d E (~ [c2 ) 

ti E (![(A c1 c2 )] iff 3S1 U S2 = S ti E (t [c1] & d E (([ci] 
d E E! [( V c1 c2 )] iff 3S1 U S2 = S ti EE} , [ci] & ti E EJ,[c2] 

d E Ei [( v c1 c2 )] iff d E E.l [c1] & ti E ( ~[cz] 
dEE} [( a ll rc )J iff 

Ve E D 3S1 u S2 = S (d, e) E El,ir] & e E EJ, [c] 

d E E! [( all r c)J iff 3c E fJ (d, e) E E;[r] & e E EJ [c] 

d E E} [( 3 r)) iff 3e E !J (d, e) E (J [r] 

dE (! [(3 r)) iff Ve E D (d,e) E ([ [r) 

(d, c}E(J[a) iff IE j , [a](d, c) VsES foraa2-placepred. 

(d, e} E([[a] iff f E j,[li]{d, e) VsES for aa2-placepred. 

(d, c} E E} [( vr r c)J iff (d, e) E (~ [r ) & e E (~ [c] 

(d,e) E ([ [Cvr r c) J iff 

3S1 U S2 = S (d, e) E (t [r] & e E E.L [c] 

(d, c) E EJ [ ( comp r 1 r2)] iff 

3z (d,z ) E EJ [r1) & (z,e) E EJ [r2 ] 

(d,e) E cl [( comp r 1 r2 )] iff 
f f Vz 3S1 U S 2 = S (d, z} E E,:,[ri) & (z ,e} E Es, [r2] 

A compatible se t of situ a tions , S, satis fi es the definition 

P = T, precisely when (~ [P J = ( ~[TJ and (i[PJ = cJ [TJ, i.e ., 
wh en the positive and negative ex t en sions of the predicate co
incide with the posit ive and n egat ive extension s of the conr.ept 
(or role) . A lso, a compatible se t of s ituations, S , satisfies P :S T 

(P 2'. T ), precise ly wh en (~ [P J <;; EJ [TJ (EJ [P J ;;? EJ [T]) and 

d [P ] 2 Ei [T] (cl[P] <;; c_kr)) , i.e ., when the positive a nd neg
ative exten sio11s of the pred icate and th e concept (or role ) are in 
correct inclusion re lationship. 

Terminological logics also h ave th e notion of subsumption be
tween terms . Intuitive ly, one t er m subsumes anoth er if the former 
is more general than the latter. For any two concepts , c and c1

, 

c is subsumed by c' under the p resence of a set of definitions, N, 

(written c b c') iff for any compatib le set of situations , S, such 
th a t S sa tisfies each clement of N, and for a ny din the common 

domain of the setups, (t [c] <;; ( ~[ c'] an d c! [c] 2 c! [c'] . That is, 
one concept is subsumed by a second w hen all individuals known 
to b e in stan ces of the second must a lso be known to be instances 
of t he first and all individua ls known no t t o be instances of t he 
first must a lso b e known n ot to b e in stances of the second. The 
simi lar con d ition hold s for role s u bsurnption. 

As ex pected, s ubsumption in this logic is weaker tha n s ub
su111ption in staudard logics (s uch as the logic in [3]) . For exan1-
ple, (;\ (all child doc tor) (all (vr child doctor) lawyer)) 
( "so111ething a ll of whose childre n are doctors and nil of whose 
children which are doc t ors are lawyers"), is not subs umed 
by (all cl,ild lawyer) ( "something a ll of whose children are 
lawyers" ), in this logic, although it would b e in a sta11dard log ic. 
The valid s ubsumptions in this terminological logic are similar 

to the I-entailments in th e d ecidalile varia11t of fi rst-order taul" · 
log ical entail111ent described above, a11d do not iuclud e r ules like 
modus pone ris. 11 

IV The Hybrid Logic 

The hy Lr id logic is 110w simple to define. The only rrussrng 
part is the definitiuu of hybrid t -entailmcnt. One for mula, a , 
t -enta ils a noth er, {J, in the pr esen ce of a se t of definition s, N, 

written a - ~• {J, iff for a ll compatible se ts of situations, S, s uch 
that S satisfies each element of N, and for a ll variable maps, v, 
if t E i(a, S, v) tJ, en l E i ({J, S, v). 

This hybrid log ic is deductively more powerful than its as

sertional component. T J. e asser tional component cannot draw 
t he conclusion that T weety is an animal from the facts that 
Tweety is a bird and that a lJ birds are anima ls . This ded uc
tion can be performed in the hybrid log ic by using the d efin ition 
Lird :S animal. In the presence of t his definition, bird(Tweety) 
I-entails lin irna l( '.l'wee ty ). 

Note, however, that the definiti on Lird :S animal is differeJ1t 
expressively than the assertion Vx ,bird(x ) V arii.ma/( x ). Def
initions i1i terminolog ical hybrid s are diffcrcnl than universally 
quantified sta t em ents , in that a definition defi11es the i:ntensional 
m eanin g of a pred icate, whereas a universally quantified s tate
rnent is simply a conditional s tatem ent about the c urrent s tate 
of th e world. 

It is n ot an accid ent that the defiuitions of the ex tens ion func
tions are so similar to the definitions of the support rela tionships. 
This was done for two reasons. First; de terminin g I-enta ilment in 
t h e hybrid logic can be done by t akin g any occurrences of defined 
predicates an d replacing them by formulae u sing only primitive 
predicates. This implem ents hybrid t -entailment ill n on-hybrid 
t -entailm ent. Second, determining s ubs urnption ill the termino
logical logic can be p erformed by rnechan ically transla ting t he 
terms inlo formu lae in the assertional log ic and t es ting to see if 
the fir st t -entails the second , under the sam e set of definitions. 
T herefore the algorithm for d et er rnil1in g t- eJ1tailment in the non
hybrid langu age can be used for both of these problems, thus 
d erno11strntiJ1g that they are d ec ida ble.12 

V Knowledge Representation System 
Specification 

The above sec tion gave a d escr iption of a l,ybrid, decidable 
logic. However, this is not a quite sp ec ific a tio11 of a knowled ge 
representation sys t em based on the logic. A k11owledge repre
sentation system interacts with its users by m eans of a set of 
operations and th ese operations remain to be de lin ed .13 

Underlyiilg the d efinitions of the operations given h ere is the 
not ion of a knowledge base . A know led ge base is a pair, (D, S), 
wh ere D is a set of definitions a nd S is a se t of seutences. The id ea 
b ehind a knowledge base (as will be obvious in th e specifications 
of the operat ions) is that each de fi11ition a ud each sentence in 
the knowledge base are taken to be tru e. The operations a llow 
adding new definitions and sen tences to t he knowledge base, and 
answering question s a b out what fo llows froru t he knowledge base . 
A ll of these operations have s impl e meanings in th e semantics of 
the hybrid, decidable logic . Toge th er, they provid e a full se t of 

11 lutcrt:sli.11gly1 irnlunllllptio11 in I.ht~ logic is Vt:ry rlost· Io what is actually 
COlliJHl tcd Uy l1w d m;silicatio11 algurilluu uf NI h I. . 

2 13 

t :J A proof of th ese rcs n..lt s wi ll I)( • i11 a fortl11·out..i.11g pap er. 
, :iA siw.ilar d diuitio11 of h ll.Y l''l'() N is giv1 ·u iu [~ ]. 
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capabilit ies fur lhe know ledge representation syslem. No ol her 
op cral ions are allowed 011 the kHow ledge base. 

The fir s l operation s imply generates the ernply knuwledge 
base: 

NEWKO[l = ({}, {}) 
There arc two opernlions l hat add informalion lo the knowled ge 
base, Olle tu ad<l defi nitions a u<l one to a<ld assertions ; 

DIW IN!ilf~ , (D, S) ] = {,8} U D, S) 
TELL[a, (D, S) ] = (D, Su {o }) 

where o is a sentence an<l ,8 is a definition . Finally, there are 
three operations th at query the knowledge base. The fir s t two of 
these are: 

SUOSUMES[c c (D S) ] = {yes, if CJ :b Cz 
.. 

1
, 

2
' , no, otherwise 

ASK [o, (D, S) I = { yes, if /\ _s _!!_. Q 

no, o therwise 

where o is a seHtence and c1 an<l c2 are concepts or ro les. The 
first operation thus deterrnincs whether one concept (or role) 
subs umes ano th er, given the current se t of defin itions, and the 
second determines whether som e formula follows from the cur
rent knowledge base . The las t. query operation is SHOW, which 
is like ASK except that it returns the possible bindings for the 
exis teHtial ly quantified variables of o. 

T hese <lcfinitioHs, plus the facts derived above about the logic, 
lead directly to an algorithmic characterization of the knowl
edge representation sys tem. The non-housekeeping portion of 
t he knowledge re presenta tion syst em will be the algorithm for 
t-enlailme11t preseuted above. 

This is not to say that the development of the knowledge re
presentat ion system would be easy as the t-entailm ent a lgorithm 
is not trivial. One improvement would be to modify the speci
fication from one with an explicit knowledge base into one with 
a single, implicit knowled ge base . Also, th e exac t representation 
of the knowledge base would make a considerable difference on 
the speed of the system . Finally, the t-entailm ent a lgorithm is 
highly parallel and would benefit from pa rallel implementation. 

VI Summary 

The above d eve lopment shows how a hybrid, decidable, logic
based knowledge representation system can be buil t. This 
know ledge represenlation system has several desira Lle proper
ties. First, it is truly logic-based . The behavior of the system is 
completely d etermi11cd by a specifi cation that direc tly refers t o 
a reasonable logic . Second , a ll of its operations are d ecidable, so 
that all operations will always t ermina te with results defined by 
the logic. Third, it is based on a hybrid logic that is more pow
erful than its assertional component. This extra power comes 
in an area that is very important for Al. Fourth, the main al
gorithms of the syst em are highly parallel, indicating tha t the 
system could be usefully implemented on a massively para llel 
Jllachin e, especially if th e knowledge base was very large. 

T here are, however, some undesirab le proper ties of the sys
tclll. Uoth compo nents of the logic are still very weak , leading to 
a sys tem with few inferences. This seems to b e an unavoid able 
charac ter istic of any general-purpose decidable fir s t-order logic. 
To use the sys t em for a ny rea l task, it would have to be just a part 
of larger reasoning sys tem w hich treats the system as a sound but 
11ot complete reasoner. Also, som e operations are NP-complet e 
in the size of th e qu ery so its worst-case performance will be very 
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s low . T here seems to be no way wo u nd t his if any int eres ting i,,. 
fcrences arc to be douc w ith qua11tiliers, siH cc tlicta-s ubs ulllptiu11 

· (a main part of the l ·eutaillllcut a lgorit l1lll a11d a seemingly basic 
part of any inte,, s t i11 g qua11tificalio11a l iufcrc nccs) is itself N !'
complete. 

One possible cxtcJ1s iu11 uf t l1c kHowlcdge represeJ1tiitioa sys telll 
is to create a hybrid lugic w itl1 mauy auxiliMy logics . These 
au x iliary log ics wo uld be don1a i11 d ep eurl ent 1,nd dec id able, b11t 
of reasonab le power. 111 thi s way a mure pow erfu l knowled ge 
representat ion system co u ld be b uil t, one t ha t might be ab le to 
solve :i.nteres ti11 g problem s in its ow n right a ud stil l be guaranteed 
to always terminate. 
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Abstract 

A represe nta tion formalis m that is both fram e- based and 
logic- based is defined. T he form a lism, enti tl ed, " T he 
Generali zed-Concept (G-C ) Model", allow s fo r the naturalit,y 
of struct uring know ledge a round obj ec ts of the subjec t 
domain , and enjoys the rigorousness of an underlying logic 
language. Properties of the form a lism a re disc ussed , and com
pared with s imi la r properties of frames syst ems . It is claimed 
that th e G-C mod el extends th e common fram es notation 
w bile avoiding some of the charac t eristic prob lems of fram es'. 
The G-C model was deve loped with in a research on the estab
lishm ent of a formal basis for the study of W('stern Tonal 
Music (WTM). It is currently used in a system tha t is 
intended to support a gener al study of WTM. 

1. Introduction 

Frame b ased systems gain ed a wid espread popu larity in 
Al and motivated the d evelopm ent of know ledge re prese nta
t ion languages like KRL [5], and KL-ONE [8]. Their popu lar
ity resu lts, proba bly, from the naturali ty of organ izing the 
know ledge as t axonomies of generic fram es and their 
instances. The main d isadvantage of frames formalisms is the 
lack of form al semantics, and sometimes, th e pec uli ar ities of 
their syntax. Logic la ngu ages prov ide the s imple and rigorous 
sy ntax and se mantics that fr ames sys tems lack, but lack the 
intuitive a ppeal a nd the re lativ e efficiency of frames form al
isms. This s ituation stimu lated work on hybrid systems, i.e., 
syst ems that cm ploy multiple representat ion form al isms ( [11], 
[1 5], [1 6], [18], [19], [9], [10]) . 

The Gener alized-Concept (G-C ) formalism combin es th e 
conceptua l approach of fram es form alism s with the rigorous
ness and s implicity of logic. A G-C representa tion assoc iates 
objec ts in the problem domain with their descriptions (in 
log ic) and is obtained by successive refinem ents of a frames 
li ke conceptual descript ion. Additional oa turali ty is provided 
by a frames like interface language, that abbreviates logic 
construct,s. W e th ink t.ha t the main contribution of the for
ma lism is for th e representation of large bodies of know ledge 
in complex dom a ins, where structuring of knowledge and 
rigorousness of d escript ion are essenti a l for reli abi li ty . 

The formalism was d eveloped for , and is currently used 
in , a system that is intended to support a general, forma l 
st udy of West ern Tonal Music (WTM) ([2]-[4]). Io this paper 
we describe the formalism and disc uss its advantages over 
common frames formalisms. The ex amples a re all taken from 
the mus ic domain. 

2. The G-C Formalism in Brief 

A representation la nguage must have simple and 
rigorous sy nt ax and sem antics. But for large and complex 
d?m ains it, sho uld a lso provide help in, probably , t.he most 
difficu lt st ep of any represeotat,ion process, i.e., the traos la-
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tion of real world knowledge into form al representation. 
W it hout th at, the res ults might be dubious, in spite of t he 
formal semantics. From this point of view logic languages are 
low level r epresentat ion la ngu ages. T he transformat ion of 
conceptua ll y structured know ledge into r igorous descrip t ions 
is th e essence of the G-C form a lism. 

We assume that th e know ledge abo ut t he subjec t 
dom a;n consists of a characteristic part, called here a theory 
of t he subject dom ain_, a nd an anecdotal part. T he t heory 
represents th e stable part of th e problem. It describes " typ i
cal" obj ects in t he relevant world . The anecdotal part 
represents the changin g part of t he prob lem. It descr ibes 
spec ifi c know ledge a bout objects described in the theory. 

A theory of the relevant wor ld is tran sformed , by two 
suc.cess ive abstract ions, into a G-C Knowle dg e Base {GC'l(B}, 
wh ich 1s a set of . cons t,ra ints-systems, chunked according to 
the obJects desmbed by the theory. A GCKB is given a 
fixpoint semanti cs (or model- theoret ic semantics ). However, 
t,he meaning of elements of a GCKB can be expla ined in an 
in tu itive way, so that a potential user does not h ave to be 
" expert" in fixpoint or model theories(•). The anecdota l 
know ledge would be form a lly represented in t he constraints 
language of the GCKB. A GC l<B , augment.eel wit.h forma lly 
represented a uec dotal know led ge, is a Complete GCKB. 

Th e cl ass ification of know ledge into theory and anecdo
t,a l part,s reminds the terminological and assertion a l com
ponents of KRYPTON ([9], [10]) , and t he quaot ificational a nd 
prnpos ition al reason ers of KL-TWO ([191). T he main 
d 1ffereoces a re: 1) O ur classifi cat ion is based on the role of t he 
described know ledge (st.a ble versus changin g) and not on t he 
kinds of obj ec ts (descriptions versus statements) as in KRYP
T ON or on the rep resentat ion language (quant ificat ional 
versus propos it ional) as in KL-TWO. 2) Know ledge of t he 
real world is modelle~ in a d ifferent way. 3) A GC KB is 
ass igned global semant ics that d efines the conceptual theories 
that it describes . 4) No interface between t he theory and t he 
anecdotal parts is necessary since t heir formal representation 
uses the same constrain ts langu age . 

3. From theory to GCKB 

A G-C representation is developed in three stages. On 
the firs t stage, the objects of the conceptu al t heory and t heir 
inter-relations are det ermined . On the second stage t he con
ceptu al theory is transformed into a uniform set of units 
called Generalized- Concepts (G-C-s ). On the last form al 
stage, G-C's are modelled by constraints systems . The levels 
construction yields a formal descr iption th at is structured 
accord ing to the conceptual objects. 

(a) Lik e a PROLO G use r t hat does not, necessarily, have t.o know resolu tion 
proo r t heory, or a LISP use r that can know nothing about A- calc ulu s and 
fixpoin t semantics. 
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3.1 Conceptual framework 

W e assum e two kinds of conceptual objects: conce))ls 
and re lationships . Concepts represent co llec tion s of entities 
that have s imil ar cont.ent. The iuformat,iou cont.ent of a con
cept is g iven by a finite number of attributeB, which are map
pings from, or relat ions between, the concept to other 
domains. Each att.r ibute is associated w it h one domain. 
Relat ionships are relat ion s among concepts, or relat ions on a 
se t of concepts. They also may have attr ibutes. 

The main examp les of this paper deal with th e transfor
mation of a fairly complicated musical relat ionsh ip into its 
G-C representation. We now describe the musical knowledge 
that is necessary in order to underst,and t,he examples. A 
name-of-a- pitch-class is a pair of a diatonic-name (A-G) and 
an alteration (one of: bb,b,q,#,## ). Examples are: (G,# ), 
(C,b), (F ,# #). The fundamental order of the diatonic-names 
is A-G. This is a cyc lic order (A follows G ). Each name-of
a-p itch-c lass denotes a tone in a twelve tones octave. This is 
denoted by the attr ibute val. A Beale is a li st of name-of
pitch-c lasses that their diatonic-names are ordered, and every 
di aton ic- name appears exac tly once in the scale. An examp le 
of a scale (the C# major scale) is: (( C ,#), (D ,# ), (E,#), (F ,# ), 
(G ,#), (A ,# ), (8,#)). The Scale co ncept is a 
fram e- of- reference to the Name-of-a-pitch-class concept. 
Th is relat ionship has two attrib utes: scale-degree and scale
alteration. The scale-degree and scale-alteration of a name
of-a-p itch-class ( d, a) with respect to a scale s, are, respec
tively, the posit ion number of the (unique) element of s that 
has d as its diatonic-name, and the difference between the 
values of the val attribute of (d,a) a nd that element. For 
exam ple, the scale-degree of (G, b) in the C# major scale 
(abov e) is 5; its alterat ion is -2. 

Example 1 Conceptual description of the 
fr ame- of- reference relationship between the Name-of-a
pitch-Class and the Scale concepts: We use graph ical 
notation: Boxes denote concepts; circles denote attr ibute
dom a ins that are not concepts or re lationships; labeled a rcs 
represe nt attr ibu tes; labe led double arcs represent relat ion
ships involving the concepts at the arc ends. Attributes of 
the related concepts that are relevant for later modeling of 
th is relationsh ip (see examples below) are also shown. 

,..-...,. 
~atur'l 
numbers 

~-

End Example 1. 

/' 
diatonic 

jDiato.{JJ 

val I 
( position in 
a 12 tones 

octave) 

alteration 

Alterat10n 

The "finite-representation" assumption: Except for 
a small number of " base obj ects", the instances and att ribute 
value ass ignments of a concept or a re lations hip admit regu
larity that can be finitely described. The descript ion may 
involve other concepts and relat ionsh ips and their attributes. 

Base objects are either: Finite or Primitive. Primi tive 
objec t s are those th at are not finit e, and cannot be finitely 
described because such a characterization is not known. 
(Non-analytic concepts, see [8]). For example, the concept of 
a Tonal-Music-Piece is primitive. We assume that each primi
tive object has an associated typing predic ate. C learly, this 
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just t hrows the bulk oft.he primitivity from t he objec t to t.hc 
typing predicate , but it is useful here since it, leaves us with a 
clean concept ual fram ework , in which the finit e-re prese ntation 
assumpt ion applies to all object.s of the subject domain . The 
"typing predicate" ass umption can be removed , later on, by 
the abbreviat ion language. 

3.2 Generalized-Concepts (G-C-s) Level 

This level is the bridge betwee n the informal conceptual 
level to the formal GCKB level. It has a double role: to clean 
and unify the conceptual desc ript,ion . To clean means to get 
rid of overlapping descriptions . For exam ple, the liBt-of rela
tionship between te Scale and Name-of-a-pitch-cl ass co ncepts 
in examp le 1 is redundant since th is information wou ld be 
part of the definit ion of the Scale concept. The " unify" ro le 
is the organization of the concept,ual inform at ion as a set of 
uniform obj ects called Generalize d-ConceptB (G- C-B ). G-C-s 
are defined as fo ll ows: The content of an object is considered 
as a main att.ribute, mapping the obj ec t's instanc es into their 
contents. An object "c" that has the attr ibutes 
{a0,a1, .. . ,an} (n ;=:: 0), where a0 , denotes the main attribute 
and any at.tribute a; (0 S i S n) has a dom ain D(ai), is 
represented by a G-C "C", d efined as fo llows: 1) 
C ~ D(a0 ) X D(a1) ... X D(an); 2) Every tuple in "C" 
descr ibes a combination of attr ibutes ' values (including t he 
main attribute) assigned to an entity in "C". 

Example 2 A G-C representation for the 
fram e- of- reference relationship between the Name-of-a
pitch-class and the Scale concepts: The relationship is 
modelled by a G-C nam ed PITCH-CLASS-NAME-OVER-A
SCALE, which is the set of all tup les (pitch-class-name, dia
tonic, alteration, val, Beale, scale- degree, Beale-alteration) , 
such that (pit ch-claBB-name, diatonic, alteration, val) is a 
tup le in the PITCH-CLASS-NAME G-C (the G-C that models 
the Name-o f- a- pitch-class concept ); scale is the first element 
in a tuple of the SCALE G-C (the G-C that models the scale 
concept); Beale- degree is the degree of pitch-class-name in 
scale, and scale- alt er ation is the alteration of pitch-claBs
name in Beale. 

End Example 2. 

The result of this level, is a set of G-C-s called a G- C theory. 

3.3 G-C Knowledge Base 

Th is level is based on the finite-representat ion ass ump
t ion . A G-C is modeled by a syst em of constraints called a 
Definition-of-a- Generalized- Con cept (D -G- CJ. The con
straints language is assumed to be some .variant of a many 
sorted first-order logic la nguage. A set of D-G-C-s, toget her 
with the theories of t,he underlyin g dom ain s (lists, a rithm etics, 
sets, etc.), form s a G-C Knowledg e Base (GCKB}, whose 
denotations, in terms of fixpoint.s, a re G-C Theories . The 
need for fixpo int semantics is not surprising, sin ce, rec ursion 
appears in very basic concepts, like, for examp le, the Twelve
Ton es-S tring concept in the music dom ain. 

3.3.1 Syntax of a GCKB 

The D-G-C-s language is based on the dist,inct.ion of 
three spec ia l kinds of symbols: 1) Concept symbols: 

C;°' (1 S i S k, n; ;=:: 1, for some k ;=:: 1) , that are used as 
n;- ary predicate sym bols (printed in italic upper case letters ); 
2) main-attribute sym bols: aJ') (1 S i S k), and attribute 
sy mbols : a/'l(l S i S k , 1 S j S n; _i). Both are used as 
individu al variables (printed in italic lower case letters). In 
addition, the language might include any sy mbol of a many 
sorted logic languages. A D-G-C for a G-C "C;" (1 S i S k), 
is a w ff of the form 

C;°' (afl ,a Pl , ... ,at/) == F[C~ 1 
, ••• ,C,"' ](aJ• ) , ... , an~~/) 



where F drnot.es t.be se t. of rn nst.rain t.s t hat defin e the G-C 
"C,." F mi ght. have t he concept. sy mbols for t he rest. of t.he 
G-C-s, an d t. be main-attribu te an d attribute sy mbo ls for "C/' 
as var iab les . F is call ed t.h e defining expr ess ion of the D-G-C. 
Tbc int.uit.iv e meanin g of the D-G- C is tbat a given instanti a
t.ion of t.h e a, - s is an element of "C;" ilI it sat isfi es F . 
Denote t his D-G-C by Ci and let. DK denote the theories of 
t he und er lying domains, t hen , {CiJ;~ 1 U DK is a GCKB. 

Examp le 3 - A D-G-C modeling the PITCH-CLASS
NAME-OVER-A-SCALE G-C: The constraints language 
is first order predi cate calculu s, wit h a unique sort. The Con
cept symbols a re P I T CH- CLA SS-NAME-OVER-A-SCALE, 
PI TCH-Cl.A SS-NA!v!E, SCALE; t he main-attribute sy mbol 
is pitch-c lass- name; t he attribute sy mbols are diato nic, alt e ra
tion, tial, scale, scale-degree, sc ale-a lt erat ion. 

We use t he fo llow in g abbrev iat ions : 1) A constraint that 
says t hat ei

1
, .. . ,e;

1
, sat isfy t.hr D-G-C for the Ci G-C when e;,,, 

is subst. it ut.ed for a,~1 ) (1 :S:m:S: 1) , should have t he form at: 

::l s c1(a 01iJ, a 1lil, .. . ,a
11 

lil ) s 
I 

wheres is t be subst it ut ion s= {e· /a (J) e· /a (J) } and s ·. '1 '11 , ••• , '1 1, ' 

incl ud es all ai (J) -s not appear ing in s. W e abbrev iate th is by 
the "fram es like" not at ion 

c1 wit,h 

a (i) · e 
•• • 11 

a· Ii) · e 
11 ' IJ 

That is, a pair like " a,Ul: e;" st and s for "the attribute sy m
bol ai Ii) is substituted by e;, and unspec ifi ed attribute sym
bols are ass um ed to be ex is t.ent.ia lly qu ant ifi ed. Th is co nv en
t ion saves t he need to know t he main-attribu te and all a t.tri 
bute sy mbo ls of a D- G-C, in cludi ng t heir order. It. relies ou 
t he distinction of m ain-attribu te a nd attribute symbo ls from 
the other individl/al vari ables. 2) Attr ibu te sy mbols in 
dilierent D-G-C-s m ight have common n ames. 

T here are t hree constraints: Al ~A3. Co nstraints Al 
and A2 are " is-a" constraints, d efining t he relevaut attr ibutes 
of Name-of-a-pitc h-cl ass and Scale; the third co nstrain t 
defin es the re lations hip 's attributes. 

Al. pitch-class-name, diaton ic, alt eration, and val form an 
instance of the P l C H- C LASS-NAME G-C: 

PITCH-CLASS-NAME with 

pitch-class-narne: pitch- cla ss- name. 

diatonic: diatonic . 

altera tion: alteration. 

val: va l. 

A2. scale is a scale, i. e., there is a tuple in the SCALE G-C 
that bas scale in it,s main-attribute position : 

SCALE with 

scale: scale. 

A3. Definit ion of scale- degree and sc ale- alt erat ioll as given iu 
the introductory paragraph to exam pie 1. 

PITCH-CLASS-NAME with 

pitch-class-name: ELT( scale- degree, sc ale}. 

diatollic: diatonic. 

va l: val - scale- alteration.}. 

Note that scale- degree and scale-alt er ation. are impli
citly defined. 

The full D-G-C is: 
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P l TC!-1-CLASS-NAME-OVER-A-SCALE (p itch-class
n.am e, diato n ic, alt eration, val, scale, sc ale- degree, 
sc ale-alt eration) == A 1 /\ A2 /\ A3. 

Exam pie in stance: The foll ow ing values satisfy the D-G-C for 
the NOTE- NAME-OVER-A-SCA LE G-C: 

note- n.ame = (E, b) , diat onic= E, alterat io n = b, val = 3, 

scale = (( C,#J,(D ,#J,(E,#),(F ,#),(G,# ),(A,# ),(B,#)) (i.e., 
C # major) , 

scale- degree= 3, sc ale- alt eratioll = 2. 

A GC KB may be obt,a ined by providing D-G- C-s for 
P ITC H-CLASS-NAME, SCA LE, and a ll t he G-C-s they re ly 
on, and providing t he t heories of t he underlyin g dom ains. 

End Example 3. 
3.3.2 Semantics of a GCKB 

A fixpoint semant ics to a GCI<B G = {C;};~ 1 U DK is 
defin ed as fo llows: Let I be an in terpretation of the sort sym
bols and the individu al/function/predicate symbols with 
respect to th eir sort,s, such that I sati s fi es DK. Denote the 
in terpreted G by G 1 . Note t hat co ncept, main-attr ibute, and 
at.t rib ute sy mbols are left uninterpreted, but wi th assoc iated 
sorts . Ass ig n to a concept sym bol C'; , a predicate P; , whose 
dom ain is "co mp at ible" with the sorta! inform ation assigned 
to C', in I . Denote by I' t he in terpretation I augmented with 
these ass ignments. Let DE;, be t he defin ing ex press ion of Ci. 
Then DE( denotes an n;-ary predica te over the cartes ian 
product of th e dom ain s ass igned to a/l (D :S: j :S: n;_i) . We 
defin e mappings as follow s: 

T;'( (P;);~ 1 ) = DE( (1 :S: i:S:k ) 

that is, T;' ass igns to ( P; ); ~ 1 the predicate obtained from 
DE; by the interpre t at ion I' . Th e mapping, in I of the 
GCI<B G, is defin ed to be: 

T6( ( P ; );~ 1) = ( T;'( ( P; );~ 1 ) );~ 1 

For a G-C C, denote by Pc its "ch ar ac teristic predicate", i. e., 
a predicate on t he dom a in of C t hat is true exact ly on C . 
Then, a G-C theory {C;};~ 1 is said to be defined by, th e 
GCKB G, if t here ex ists a n in terpretation [, such that 
( P c , ); ~ 1 is a fixpoint of T 6, i.e ., 

T6( ( P c , );~ 1) = ( P c ,);~ , 

An equ ivalent model th eoretic se ma ntics can be defin ed 
as fo ll ows: C lose a ll D::_9-C-s in G by univ ersal ~ant,ific at ion. 
Denote t he result by G. Let [ be a model for G . Then t he 
extensions of t he C'; - s (1 :S: i:S: k) in I , form a G-C theory that 
is defin ed by G through I. 

4 . Complete GCKB 

A complete GC'l(D is a pair (G,A), where G is a GCKB 
and A is a set of wlI-s in t he const ra ints language of G. A is 
called th e an ec dotal compon.ellt. A G-C theory is defin ed by 
th e comp lete GCKB (G,A) if it is de fin ed by G through a 
model I of G, that is also a model of A. 

Examp le 4 - Anecdotal knowledge: 
Ass um e that we are un certain abo ut th e exact melody of 

t he t un e nam ed "Tw in kle twink le li t.t ie s t a r". We have two 
candid ate melodies, d enot.ed by Melody ! and Melody2, and 
both are wri tten in a major scale. Th is know ledge wou ld be 
inc luded in the anecdota l part as follows: 

ME/, ODY- O VER ·A·SCALE wi,h \/ MELODY· OVER·J\-SCALE wi,h 
m elo dy: Melody I m elody: Melody2 
n ame: TWI NKLB-TWINKLE name: TWI NKLB-TWINKLE 
,ccilc- kind: MAJOR scale ·kind: MAJOR 
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5. Application 

The expected usage of a complete GCKB is to a nswer 
queries about objects described in the theory of the s ubject 
domain. Q ueries might be of three basic kinds: prove, find 
(prove/ find an eleme nt of a G-C ), and partial prove/ find ( com
plete a partially defined tup le into an element of a G-C). 
Basic kind queries might be comb ined to form complex 
queries. Answering queries requires an agreement on a unique 
G-C theory defin ed by a complete GCKB, and Procedural 
Interpretation for the unique meaning. 

Unique meaning: The denotation of a complete GCKB 
(G,A) can be taken as the G-C theory that corresponds to 
the least fixpoint in the standard interpretation of G, pro
vided that it exis ts and satisfies the stand ardly interpreted 
anecdotal component. Note, how ever, that the "optimal" G
C th eory defined by a com plete GCKB is, as a matter of fact , 
the greatest G-C theory obtained from it - provided that it 
ex ists(b)_ In the mode l-theoretic semantics, a unique meaning, 
that might corres pond to the least fixpoint semantics, would 
be the ex ten sions of the concept symbols in the least Her
brand model of the comp lete GCKB, provided that it exists. 
The problem, in both cases, is the existence of the least 
fixpoint or l-lerbrand model(c)_ As a compromise, we suggest 
to replace our global approach to mean ing - What is the G-C 
theory defin ed by a comp lete GCKB, by a local one - what 
in stances of a G-C are imp lied from a comp lete GCKB. In 

the local approac h, the denotation of a concept sym bol ct· 
in a comp lete GCKB (G,A), can be defined by: 

D, = { ( t1, .. ,,tn;) / (G,A) I= ct· ( t1,·· ·,tn;) } 

where G is G with universally closed D-G-C-s. We expect 
that if the least Herbrand model/fixpoint exist, then { D;};~1 
would be the uniqu e G-C theory defined by (G,A). How ever, 
in the genera l case, { D; };~1 is not necessar ily a G-C theory 
defined by ( G,A). D; can be understood as the set of ele
ment.son which all the G-C-s that can be defined by C; agree. 

Procedural interpretation: Under the loc al approach 
to meaning, answers to basic kind queries for a complete 
GCKB (G,A) , can be obtained by any constructive theorem 
prover, i.e ., a theorem prover that in the course of a proof 
produces bindings to ex istential ly quantified attribute sy m
bols. For a first order constraints language, resolution proof 
theory ([171) has exactly this constructiveness property. The 
completeness of the resolut ion refutation method guarantees 
th at every element in the denotation of a concept sym bol can 
be proved or found. 

6. Reasoning with a complete GCKB 

Internally, a comp lete GCKB is just a set of logic formu
las, and th erefore the inference mechanism that answers these 
queries can be any "construct ive" theorem prover. For exam
ple, if the GCKB includes a D-G-C for the MELODY-OVER
A-SCALE G-C, and for a ll the D-G-C-s that it depends on, 
and the anecdotal part is that of examp le 4, then we can 
prove queries like "There exists a melody by the name of 
'tw inkle-tw ink le'". This would be formul ated, using the 

I bj We would like to remove the requirement for standard interpretation by 
switching to interpretations over the Her brand Un iverse of the complete 
GCKB. In 1201 and It] a fixpoint se mantics for a Horn clause program is 
defined ove r the Herbrand Universe of the program. We don ' t know yet ir 
thi s de fini tio n can be ex tended to comp lete GCKB-s. 

(c) It has been shown, in !20 J, that for Horn clause programs, both ex ist and 

are equ al. 
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abbreviat ion language, as 

MELODY with 

nam e: TWINKLE-TWINKLE 

The proof relies on an " is-a" constraint of the form 

MELODY with 

melody: melody 

name: name 

in the D-G- C for the MELODY-OVER-A-SCALE G.C. 

The resemblance of D-G- C-s to clauses of a logic pro
gram sugges ts the idea of a logic programming system lik e 
PROLOG as an ioference mechanism. It is expected also t hat 
the loisic programming spec ification of the theories of the 
underly ing domains would be fairly simple. 

In the music system , PROLOG is indeed used as th e 
inference mechanism. The translat ion of D-G-C-s into PR O
LOG was don e by hand an d required deep understandin g of 
both the D-G- C-s and PROLOG. A special diIJicul ty results 
from the a bsolute nonclirectional nature of the t as k. That is, 
prove, find, and partial prove/find queries, a ll should be han
dled by the same mechanis m. A speci al, explicit control st ra
tegy (see [1 21) developed to s upprPss PROLOG's stat ic contro l 
when ever needed, partially so lves t.h is problem. By now, the 
music system can reason abo ut notes and int ervals a nd the ir 
arithmetics . C urrent work concent-rates on the recursiv e con
cept of Twelve-Tone-Strings. 

7, The G-C formalism as a frames formalism 

A D-G-C 

C, (aJiJ , ... ,at/) == F [C 1, ... ,C.J (a 0(i) , ... ,a,t/) 
can be viewed as a frame 

C;: 

a(i) : a (i) 
0 i- 1 n, - 1 

constraint,s: F [C 1, ... ,C, J(aJiJ , ... ,a)•)). 
' - 1 

where C; is the name of the frame; "aJil, ... ,aJi) ," and "con

stra ints" are the slot. names, an d a J ;) , ... , a,.'i r' a re variable 
' - 1 

symbols . Under this v iew, a GCKB is a system of fram es 
augmented with some Domain Know ledge. Its main advan
tage over common fram es languages is that it is a clean and 
powerful frames language, with simpl e and rigorous syn
tax and semantics. In particular, there is no need for special 
constructs like those of KRL and KL-ONE, and a fr ames like 
abbreviat ions language can provide a ll the conveniences of 
fram es languages . Below we d isc uss some import.ant proper
t ies of the G-C formalism: 

1. controlled property inheritance: There is no 
buil t- in provis ion for complete property inheritance. G- C-s 
can inherit any combination of properties from other G
C-s. Consider , for example, the id ea of a metaphor (see [1 3]). 
The prob lem is how to represent a "pig view" of a man, whi le 
we don't mean that "a man i.l! a pig", s ince this would imply 
a complete inheritance of a ll of the pig 's properties. In fram es 
formalisms , where property inheritance is built into the rea
soning procedures, representation of metaphors requires a 
mechanism for cancell at ion of properties, which causes some 
fundamental semantical problems (see [6], [7]). In the G-C 
form alism, inh eritan ce of a ny of the properties of another G-C 
is possible, just by means of attributes substitution. For 
examp le, the pig view of a man can be expressed by a " meta
phor" constraint of the form 



P/'.J with 

Jno11t : noJ e 

Bly : home 

leys : Leys 

character : chara cter 

Ill the D-G- C for t he P ig-like-man concept. The difference 
between a "metap hor" co nstraint to an " is-a" constraint (like 
co nstraints Al and A2 of exam ple 3) is th at in the latter, the 
main attribute of the em bedd ed D-G-C is replaced . The 
abbrev iat ion language can be used to save the need to exp li
cit ly specify a ll inh erited properties in case of com plete pro
perty inheritance. 

2. A D-G-C prov ides an implicit definiti on for attri
butes' values sin ce there is no requirement for ex pli cit 
at tribu te-value pairings. We found this very useful in prov id
in g natural descrip t ion for imp licitly defined attri bu tes, li ke 
th e uale- degr ee and Jcale- alteration attributes in Examp le 3. 

3. Composite descriptions: T he subst itu t ion mec han
ism of first order logic allows t he generation of corn posite 
descriptions, without hav ing to define com posite D-G-C-s. 
For exam pie, one can refer to "A Mozart melody in a Min or 
scale that starts and ends in th e same note" just by having 
D-G-C-s to "A Mozart pi ece", "A melody over a scale" and 
"A Minor scale". There is no need to produce first a D-G-C 
for this composite object. (Th is property resul ts from view ing 
slot names as individua l variables rather than, accord ing to 
t he more common view, as predicate sym bols. ) 

4. Extending the set of constrains in a D-G-C : T he 
uniform structure of D-G-C-s enables us to refer to restric
t ions like "a melody of lengt h less than eight", without hav
ing to define special D-G-C-s. This can be co nsidered as an 
abbreviat ion feat ure. 

5. Defau lt reasoning: T he G-C forma lism does no t 
provide any special reasoning features lik e defau lt reasoning 
or d isjointness reason ing. These feat ures should be part, of 
the constrain ts language or t he inference mec hanism (like in 
[14] or in PROLOG). Some default reasoning power is 
obta ined when inform at ion is encoded in the attr ibutes 
instead of in the constrain ts. 

8. Conclusion 

We have described a formalism that combin es a logic 
language with structurin g of know ledge as in fr ames represen
tat ions. The form alism can be viewed as a powerful fram es 
formalism, that can express both description al and assert ion al 
know ledge, is natural, and has r igorous semantics. Two spe
cial properties are the controlled property-inheritance and the 
implicit definition of attributes. We have claimed that these 
propert ies extend the power of common frames languages and 
eliminate the need for cancell at ions of attributes (thus avoid
ing problems of meaning when cancell at ion is allowed) . The 
steps in t he development of a GCKB simpli fy the process of 
generatin g a formal representation to a body of knowledge. 

On the practical level, t he formalism sho uld be tried in 
non-musical dom ains, and there is a need for an ab breviat ion 
language to support for example, comp lete property inheri
tance, and " is a" and "metaphor" constraints. On t he 
theoretical level, we would like to have better understand ing 
of the semantics of a complete GCKB, and especially of the 
re lation between the global and the local approaches to its 
mean ing. Another interest ing subject is the possibi li ty of an 
automatic trans lation of a complete GCKB into a logic pro
gram. 
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Abstract We show that 
knowledge comes in a variety of 
flavors. Conventional expert 
systems are flawed by the 
assumption that all knowledge 
can be represented in a single 
chunk. On the contrary we pro
pose that multiple knowledge 
bases can highly improve the 
overall performance of expert 
systems , by closely resembling 
the granularity of real world 
knowledge. Furthermore, parti
tioning knowledge-bases can 
turn into defining "knowledge 
modules". As a consequence, 
conventional software engineer
ing techniques can be applied 
to knowledge engineering. 

1. ~ Taxonomy for Knowledge 

The increasing importance 
of knowledge in Artificial 
Intelligence systems has ampli
fied, as a side effect, the 
need for a comprehensive theory 
of knowledge. The term itself 
is r athe r vague, and no satis
factory perspective on what 
"knowledge" is and how it works 
has been proposed so far. 

Our argument is that 
Knowledge has an inner struc
ture and in order to increase 
the I.Q. of expert systems we 
must be able to separate its 
elements and deal individually 
with them. 

So far knowledge has been 
generally considered as a unit, 
but it is likely that the term 
actually identifies a class of 
entities. In other words, there 
may be different types of 
knowledge, that the current A.I 
technology is not able to 
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define , but those should be 
handled as separate units in 
any inferential process. 

In order to understand 
better the nature of knowledg e 
we should try and classify 
knowledge according to: 

1. its source and 

2. its natural representation 

We will give some examples 
in the following. 

The first knowledge that 
has been taken into account by 
A.I spe cialists is "expert" 
knowledge. This is the set of 
behavioral rules that an expert 
employs when dealing with his 
daily job. They come mostly 
from experience, and therefore 
from some other source of 
knowledge. 

Another critical knowledge 
that is often employed by 
state-of-the-art systems is 
"heuristics". We are taught by 
A.I text books that heuristics 
are what makes our search fas
ter, and, even if speeding up a 
search might be a good enough 
reason to adopt heuristic 
knowledge, we are left without 
any clear explanation for its 
power. 

"Functional" knowledge of 
a system is made of all the 
"first principles" that apply 
to the nature of that system. 
First principles determine how 
the system works. From them 
most "expert" rules could be 
derived. First principles make 
up a functional description of 
the system. For the sake of 
simplicity we will call first 
principles the "deep" knowledge 
of a system. 



There are likely to be 
ot her types of knowledge. For 
the moment we shall stop here. 
Suffice it to say that each of 
these types requires a dif 
ferent approach, as can immedi
ately be recognized by thinking 
of typical applications that 
h ave made use of them. Actually 
we feel that the numerous 
k n owledge representation 
methods employed in the past by 
s uch systems as MYCIN, CASNET, 
CADUCEUS, etc, only stem from a 
variety of different knowledge 
types. Each system is limiting 
itself when try in g to unify all 
knowledge into just one type. 

Each know l edge type 
requires its own 

1. knowledge acquisition 
method 

2. knowledge representation 
method 

3. knowledge manipulation 
method 

Since knowledge comes 
often in a variety of flavors, 
we believe that, by storing 
everything in a single 
knowledge-base, conventional 
expert systems miss the granu
larity of the real world (l]. 
The real knowledge of the world 
is warped into artificial data 
structures and mixed regardless 
of its semantic role. 

Furthermore, as a matter 
of fact most times the expert 
does not exist, but the expert 
system is still feasible 
because the knowledge does 
exist, although distributed 
among several people (and maybe 
not only people). Conventional 
knowledge engineers would try 
to collect all the available 
knowledge into a fictitious 
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knowledge-base and then try to 
reason on it, b ut this may be 
senseless , because knowledge is 
not as effective when de
coupled from its environment. 

Whenever a ma ny-fo l d 
knowledge is forced into one 
single knowledge-base, 
knowledge acquisition is also 
made harder, because its exter
nal formats , the natural for
mats , have now to be translated 
into interna l ones. 

Concludi ng, we feel that 
the conventional vi ew of expert 
systems as a pair of o ne 
knowledge-base and one infer
ence engine is a coarse approx
imation of reality. By dropping 
the assumption that there is 
only one type of know l edge, 
expert systems could be 
designed that exhibit a deeper 
resemblance to the real world 
agents of knowledge. This, 
besides improving the general 
performance of expert systems, 
would also s implify the 
know l edge acqui sitio n phase. 

2. Integration of Knowledge 

Once an A.I scientist h as 
acknowledged the existence of 
several knowledge types, he is 
faced with the problem of find 
ing a correct architecture that 
can integrate all the knowl edge 
types that are needed. 

An integrated arc hitecture 
does not exist in nature, so it 
might be useless to think of 
the perfect integration from a 
cognitive viewpoint. We are 
more likely to succeed if we 
think in terms of usefulness: 
integration is needed in order 
to make things simple and 
effective for the expert system 
that will use them , and this 
s hould be the real goal: to 
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integrate differe nt knowledge 
types and produce one single 
piece of know l edge that can be 
easily manipulated by the 
expert system. One way to 
ac hieve this is to have a n 
expert system to do the work . 

We have de s igned suc h a 
"compiling" expert system to 
build a simp l e and effective 
know l edge base for our quality 
assura nce (" advisory" ) expert 
system. 

We made an important 
assumption, which cannot be 
always true, namely that the 
many -fo ld reasoning activity 
needed to deal with o ur (th ree ) 
types of knowledge could be 
approximate d with a s ingl e rea
soni ng strategy that reasonabl y 
s ui ts eac h knowledge type. In 
other words, we returned to the 
conventiona l schema of a s ingl e 
knowledge base coup l ed with a 
s ingle inference engi ne. Given 
the con t rol stra tegy, we only 
needed to find a way to 
int egra te appropriate ly all the 
(three ) knowledge types. 

A "compili ng " expert sys
tem ca n synthetize all the ori 
ginal knowledge bases (expert, 
heuristic, etc) and produce a 
s ingle knowl edge base that 
great ly simplifies the job of 
th e in - field expert system. Of 
course a n important sub- goal is 
to design the integrat ion so 
that we do not comp l etely los e 
t he original power of dealing 
with multiple knowledge types. 

For example, our "compil 
ing" expert system for quality 
ass u rance ass umes that three 
knowl e dge types ex i st (expert, 
strategic , funcional) and makes 
u se of it s own heuristi cs in 
order to build a simpler 
knowledge base . This "com-
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piled " kn owledge is in the form 
of a semantic graph , whose arcs 
are production ru l es with cer
tainty probabilities (e ach arc 
is an n-ary re l a tion, maki ng 
things a l itt l e bit more diffi 
cult th an with conve nti onal 
semantic networks) . Each node 
in th e graph corresponds t o a 
test 9 rogram that spec ifies 
which tests must be done for a 
specific system component . Th e 
premise of a production ru l e i s 
the outcome of the previous 
test p rogram (positive or nega
tive ) and the conclusion i s 
which tes t program s hou l d be 
performed ne x t. Usua lly there 
is more t h a n one concl u s ion, 
that is why the rule is also 
e ndowe d with a "belief factor " 
which states the relative 
priority of each concl u s i o n. 

The in -f ield expert system 
i s an interactive cons ult at i on 
t ool th at is e mployed by the 
user to get a dvice o n which 
quality ass u ra nc e tests s hould 
be performe d : t hi s i s 
equivalent to finding the most 
probab l e path within t he graph, 
a very e l e mentary task 
( a lthough probabilities change 
according to the results of the 
t es t s that are run) . Notwith 
s tanding the original complex
ity of the k nowl edge organiza
tion, the actual expert system 
turn s out to be very s imple, 
well e ngineered and performi ng 
at reasonable speed. 

On the other hand, keeping 
knowl edge types separate make s 
ma intenance an d modification a 
trivial matter. Obviously, 
every time an update is per
for med, t he compi ling expert 
s yst e m must be run again to 
update the compile d knowledge 
base as we ll . 

How effective the integra-



tion of different knowledge 
types can be depends on the 
heuristics that guides the com
p iling expert system. In our 
case we decided to think in the 
following terms: 

1. Given the functional 
description of the system, 
the Compiling Expert Sys
tem (CES) can derive a 
comp l ete schema of how the 
various system components 
interact, and therefore of 
how the various quality 
assurance tests depend on 
eac h other. This is a 
mechanical process that 
takes us to a graph, each 
arc translating a depen
dency. This knowledge is 
represented in a semantic 
network of structured 
frames , with no procedural 
attachments. 

2. Next, CES uses the expert 
knowledge (represent ed by 
production rules) to 
"weigh" the variou s arcs 
(dependencies). Actually 
the expert knowl edge base 
captures knowledge of 
several experts (e.g., the 
designer's knowledge of 
what is going on in the 
system, the operator's 
knowledge of what is 
likely to be the cause of 
a test's failure, etc). 
All of them contribute 
evidence to decide which 
arcs are more prioritary 
in the graph. In other 
words, given a test's 
failure or success, CES 
estabi lishe s which tests 
should be executed next 
and the order of relative 
importance at that point, 
so it assigns the proper 
"weights " to the arcs. 
The rationale behind this 
is that expert knowledge 
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provides for a fine tuning 
of the quality assurance 
system. 

3. Last, CES uses strategic 
knowledge (represented by 
facts) to improve our con
fidence in the ne ed to 
perform some tests. So 
CES increases the weight 
of al l the incoming arc s 
to nodes that are highly 
rated by the available 
heuri stics. Therefore , 
strategic knowledge 
further refines the qual
ity assurance system. 

The compiling expert sys
tem take s the three different 
knowledge bases and transforms 
them into a si ngl e knowledge 
base (the sema ntic graph) 
according to the above heuris 
tics. Each piece of knowledge 
is employed as a fine tuning of 
the previous one. The 
compiler's heuristics actually 
state our integration strategy: 
the incremental refinement of 
knowledge through the applica
tion of other knowledge. 

Notice that we could 
change the compilation heuris
tics and so have the compiler 
producing a different consulta
tion knowledge-base. 

A by-product of our 
approach is that we come to 
define knowledge modules, 
analogous to traditional pro
gramming modules. All the 
advantages implied by modulari
zation are now available to the 
knowledge engineer. For exam
ple, knowledge is now re
usable: if some known knowledge 
is useful to another expert 
system, the corresponding 
module (eventually a knowledge 
base) can simply be passed over 
to the compiler. Idea lly, any 



expe rt system ca n be t hought of 
as the compilation of a number 
of appropriate knowledge 
modules (coupled with a proper 
reasoning strategy ) , chosen 
among those available in the 
library. An expert system for 
~e l pi ng in buying automobil es 
in the U.S . can be assembled 
with: knowledge about decision 
s upport systems, know l edge 
about automobiles, knowledge 
about the U.S. mark e t, etc. And 
so forth. 

The term "compiler" for 
our intermediary system is now 
justified: it really compiles 
modules of knowl edge , close to 
the human world, into an 
"object" knowledge that is 
closer to the machine world. 

We believe that parti-
tioned knowledge-bases 
( k nowl e dge modules) can 
represent a quantum leap for 
knowledge engineering. 
Knowledg e modules are well 
suited for fragmentary domains 
and multipl e knowledge sou rces 
( knowledge distributed between 
ma ny domain-experts ) . 

3. Unification of Knowledge 

As already pointed out, 
although it makes things a lot 
eas ier both for the know l edge 
engineer/manager and for the 
in-field expert system, this 
solution is not always feasible 
and highly compiled know l edge 
restricts problem-solving 
activity [ 2] (3 ] . We are look
ing toward a more general 
sc hema (specia lly for the in
f ield expert system ) , that 
might include the incremental 
r e finement sc hema as a special 
case. 

In particular, " unifica-
tion " of "modularized " 
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k now l edge is the next step in 
our program. Whereas " int egra
tion" of several different 
knowledge types is a compromis e 
that somewhat reduces the 
potentialities of the multiple 
knowl edge type representation, 
" unificat i on " means finding a 
genera l schema for knowledge 
and a general reasoning archi
tecture to deal with such a 
schema. A model has been pro
pose d [ 4] that makes use of a 
number of cooperating special
ized actors, each dealing with 
its own knowledge, through an 
appropriate spec ific knowledge 
r epresentation and reasoning 
paradigm. Our research is 
currently fo c using in that 
direction. 
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Abstract 

A commonsense theor y of reasoning is presented 
which mode l s our intuitive ability to reaso n a bout 
defaul ts involving both deonti c and doxast i c l og i c. 
The concepts of this theor y do no t i nv olve fixed 
point s or Kripke semantics but inst ead are explic
itly de fin ed in a modal qu antifica tiona l logic 
whi ch captures t he modal notion of logica l truth. 
An example involving derivations of obligations 
from both a robots be lie f s a nd a hi e r arc hy of dean-
tic defaults i s giv en. 

Un e theorie du raisonn ement fa i sant a pp e l au bon 
sens es t presentee, gui mod elise notre capacite 
intuitive de raisonne r sur des faits de base aya nt 
trait a la fois a la logiqu e deontiqu e et a la 
l og ique doxas tique . Les co ncepts de ce tt e th eorie 
sont independents do tou t point fixe e t de l a 
semantiqu e de Kripke, e t sont definis, au cont rair~ 
de fa ~on exp lic ite dan s un e logiq ue modale quanti
fication nelle qui eng l obe la notion modale d e 
verite logique . Un examp le est donn e , qui conc ern e 
des der ivations d ' obliga tions a partir des 
croya nces d'un robot e t d'un e hierarchie de fa it s 
de base deo n tiq ues. 

l.Intruduction 

Th e basic idea of our theory of commonsense rea
sonin g a bou t a hiera r c hy of def ault s involving both 
doxas tic and deontic concep ts is that thi s theory 
is a lready e ncompassed in the norma l intens i ona l 
logic of everyday common sens e reasoning as modeled 
by the modal logic Zand can be explained prec ise l y 
in the t erminology of tha t logic. For exa mple, th e 
doxastic concep t tha t a Robot be lieves P, a nd th e 
deontic co ncept t ha t a Robot must do Pare axioma
t ized in the mod a l logic Z by simpl e intuitive ex
pl ici t definitions. Furthermore, the basic bu ilding 
blocks for a theory of doxas ti c defaults: t hat Pis 
conceivable (i. e. possib l e wit h r espec t to certain 
be liefs ) an d deontic defaults: that P may be don e 
(i. e. is possible with respect to a Robot's obliga
tions) are themse lves explic itly defined within the 
modal log i c Z. We are a ble to explicitly define 
t hese intensional concepts i n the Modal Logic Z be
cause in addit ion to the propos i tional objects NIL 
a nd T, it a ll ows the use of idea l propositional ob
jects [Hilbe rt) which can be used as objects of 
various kind s of r easoning; for example , as obj ects 
of be l ief, as objects of knowl edge , or as object s 
of obligation. For example, t he commonsense notion 
tha t a robot be lieves (or at l east that the robot 
s hould be l ieve) that which is e nta il ed by its be
lie f s a nd that the robot can conceive t hat which i s 

not contradicted by its be lie fs can be directly de
fined by explicit definitions of the moda l log i c Z 
as follows : 

(BELIEVES ROBOT P) ; df (ENTAIL(BELIEFS ROBOT)P) 
(CONCEIVABLE ROBOT P) ; df (NOT(BELIEVES ROBOT 

(NOT P))) 
(BELIEFS ROBOT ) ; df ( t he conjunc tion of contin

gent propositions be lieved 
by the robot), 

t he commonsens e notion that a Robot knows that 
whic h i s a tru e be lie f can be direc tly def ined with 
the explicit definition: 

(KNOW ROBOT P) ; df (AND P(BELIEVES ROBOT P)), 
a nd th e commons ense notion that a Robot mu s t do 
t hat whi c h is entai l ed by its obligations and may 
do that which is not contradicted by it s obliga 
tions ca n be directly def ined with the explic it de
fi nition s : 

(MU ST ROBOT P) ;df (ENTAIL (OBLIGATIONS ROBOT)P) 
(MAY ROBOT P) ; d f (NOT(MUST ROBOT (NOT P))) 
(OBLIGATIONS ROBOT) ;df ( t he conjunction of con-

ti ngent propos itions 
which a r e obliga tions 
of the robot) 

Thus we see that th e bas i c co nce pt s of doxastic 
logic ( t he logic of be lief ), ep i s t emi c logic (the 
l ogic of knowledge), a nd deonti c log i c (the logic of 
ethics) can be explicit l y def ined in a commonsense 
manner wh ic h prec i sely models our intuitive und er
s tanding of t hese conc e pts. A more ex t ens ive treat 
me nt of how the modal l ogic Z can be used to ex
pli citly defin e many ot her intensional concept s is 
give n in r Brown 6 J. 

Thi s commonsense ap proac h t o specify ing the 
properties of intensional co ncepts i s a n amaz ing 
contrast to t he unintuitive ness of previous method s 
[Kripke ) a nd t he extensiona l logic methud us ed in 
rMcCarthy2,Moore l). The problem with using s uch 
unintuitive methods is that one will hardly be able 
to keep th em all s traight in a sys t em invo l ving 
hund reds of s uc h i n tensional concepts . Ju s t to pick 
one example of the consequ ences of using such unin
tuitive methods in a system with only one inten
siona l co ncep t, consider the otherwise acceptable 
paper [Moore l) where t he concept of knowledge is 
(incorrect l y ) specified by the Kripke relation to be 
an SS modal logic. 

The fact that many intensiona l concepts can be 
explicitly defined in the modal l ogic Z a lso so lves 
one of [McCart hy2 ]' s main objec tions to moda llogic : 
"For AI purposes , we would need a ll th e a bove moda l 
operators a nd many mor e in the same system. This 
would make the semantic di sc ussion of t he resulting 
mod a l log i c ex tr eme ly complex ." Thi s obj ec tion is 
so lved si nce if a ll other intensional log ics are 
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. I 

explicit l y defined in the modal logic Z the com
plexity of the entire system is no greater than 
the semantic complexity of Z alone . 

Our theory a l so automatical ly provides the nec
essary poss ibility axioms to support default rea
soning in eac h explicitly defined intensional log
ic. Thus, if we have the default axiom 

(if(A is possible with respect to some assump
tions K) then A) 

the su bexpression: 
(A is possible with respect to some assumptions 
K) 

which is equivalen't in our theory to: 
((AND KA) is logically possible) 

will be a theorem of out theory whenever Kand A 
is not logically false. Our theory therefore pro
vides an attractive alternative to the baroque 
fixed point theories of non-monotonicity[McDermott 
&Doyle, McDermott,Moore2,Reiter]and in fac t gener
alizes the usage of defaults to intensional con
cepts. One minor point, is that we do not here in 
discuss reflexive[Hayes2 Jnon-monotoninic reasoning 
(for example where the default axiom mentioning K 
is itself part of K)but only non-reflexive reason
ing. This is in no way a limitation of our theory 
but is merely due to space restrictions required 
of this document. 

Our modal quantificational logic Z is described 
below in section 2 a nd an exampl e involving deri
vations of obligations from both a robot's beliefs 
and a hierarchy of deontic defaults is give n in 
section 3. 

Our theory of commonsense i ntensional reasonin g 
is a simple modal logic[Lewis]that captures the 
notion of l ogical truth[Brownl,3,4]. The symbols 
of this modal l ogic consist of the symbols of (ex
tensional) quantifica tional logic plus the primi
tive modal symbolism: (LT p)which is truth whenever 
the proposition pis logically tru e. Propositions 
are intuitively the meanings of sentences. For ex
ample , the sen t ences: '(IMPLY pq) and '(OR(NOT p)q) 
both mean that P implie s Q. Thus, although these 
two sent ences are different, the two proposition s : 
(IMPLY p q) and (OR(NOT p)q) a r e the same. Propo
sitions may be true or false in a given world, but 
with the exception of the true proposition (i.e. 
the meaning of '(IMPLY pp)) and the falso propo
sition (i.e. the meaning of '(AND p(NOT P))), prop
ositions are not inherently true or false. Thus 
mathematically, the propositions may be thought of 
as being the e l ements of a complete atomic Boolean 
algebra with a n arbitrary (possibly infinite)number 
of generator s. 

The axions and inference rules of this modal 
l ogic include the axioms a nd inference rules of 
(extensional )quantifi cational logic simia lr to t hat 
used by Frege in Begriffsschrift[Frege], plus the 
following inf e rence rule and axioms about the con
cept of logical truth. 

The Modal L~c _Z 
RO:from p infe r (LT p) 
Al:(IMPLY(LT P) P) 
A2: (IMPLY(LT(IMPLY P Q))(IMPLY(LT P)(LT Q))) 
A3:(0R(LT P)(LT(NOT(LT P)))) 
A4:(IMPLY(ALL Q(IMPLY(WORLD Q)(LT(IMPLY Q P)))) 

(LT P)) 
AS: (ALL S(POS(meaningofthe generntor subset S))) 

The inferenc e rule Ro mea ns t hat pis logica lly 
true ma y be inferred from the assertion of p to im
plicitly be logically true. Tl,e consequence of thi s 
rule is that a proposition P may be asserted t o be 
logically true by writing just: 

p 
and that a proposition Pis asserted to be true in 
a particular world or state of affairs W by writin~ 

(LT(IMPLY W P)) 
The inference rule RO and the axioms Al,A2, a nd A3 
constitute an SS modal logic. A good introduction 
to modal logic in general and in pa rticular to th e 
properties of the SS modal logic is give n in[Hughes 
and Cresswell]. Minor variations of ax ioms Al, A2, 
and A3 were s hown in [Carnap] to hold for the 
modal concept of logical truth. We believe that the 
additional axioms, namely A4 and AS, are needed in 
order to precisely capture the notion of logical 
truth. One important th eorem sc heme of SS is: (IFF 
(ALL X(LT(p X) ))(LT(ALL X(p X))) ( see[Marcus,Hughes 
and Cresswell l) which s hows that a property pis 
logically true for everything iff it i s l ogically 
true that for everythin g p holds. Th e consequence 
of allowing quantification through modal contexts 
[Marc u s ] such as in (ALL X(LT (p X))) i s that the 
meanings of the expressions s ubstitut ed for vari
ab l es are concepts of objects and nor th e objects 
themselves. Howev e r, as [Carnap ] explains, in a 
mo st precise manner, this does not mean that the 
real objects of t he world are never denot ed by s uch 
expressions because in a world a concept of an ob
ject is eq uivalent to every ot her concept of that 
object, and t hu s all such concepts th e n denote that 
object. Thus, as s hown in [ Carnap] there is no fun
damental problem with quantifuing through mod a l 
contexts. 

The axiom A4 states that a propos ition is logi
ca lly true if it is true in all world s . Thu s it ex
presses the con trapositive of Leibni z ' s intuition 
that something is logically true onl y if it is true 
in a ll worlds: "Th e truth of these [necessary prop
ositions]is eternal; not only will they hold whilst 
the world remains but they would have he ld ev en if 
God had created the world in anot her way."[Leibni z2 ] 
We therefore call this axiom Leibniz's world axiom. 
We say that a proposition Pis a world iff Pis 
possibl e and Pis complete, that Pis complete iff 
for all Q, P det e rmines Q, that P de termines Q iff 
P entails Q or P entails not Q, that P e ntails Q 
iff it is logically tr ue that P implies Q, and that 
Pis possible iff it is not the case that not Pis 
logically true. These definitions are given below: 
(WORLD P) =df (AND(POS P)(COMPLETE P));P is a wor ld 
(COMPLETE P) =df (ALL Q (DET P Q)) ;Pis compl ete 
(DET P Q) =df (OR(ENTAIL P Q)(ENTAIL ;P determines 

P (NOT Q))) Q 
(ENTAIL P Q) =df(LT(IMPLY P Q)) ;P entails Q 
(POS P) =df(NOT(LT (NOT P))) ;Pis possible 
Thus a world is a possible proposition which for 
every proposition entai l s it or its negation. Axiom 
A4 therefore eliminates from the interpretations of 
the modal logic Z those complete Boolean algebras 
which are not atomic. Thi s axiom has been used by a 
number of author s in deve loping modal logic s in 
particular in [Brownl ] and more recently in [Prior, 
Brown 3,4] The underlying (extensional) 
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quantificational logic of our modal logic Z may 
ei the r tr ea t propos itions as a separa te sort thu s 
requiring a sorted logic, or they may trea t propo
s itions as being norma l obj ec t s by giving a propo
sitiona l interpretation for every object such as 
for example in the manner in which LISP's logical 
functi~ns interpret every a tom except NIL as being 
true [Mc Ca rthyl) . In e ither case, it is important 
to not e tha t a ll the normal laws of extensional 
quantifica tional logic , including th e laws for su b
s titution of quantifi ed variabl es , also hold for 
any compl e te atomi c Boolean a lgebra, a nd therefor e 
ar e compatible with th e ax ioms of th e modal logicZ. 

The axiom AS states tha t the mea ni ng of every 
conjunction of the generat ed contingent proposi
tions or th e ir nega tions i s possible. We cal l this 
axiom "The Ax i om of the Possibi l ity of Contingent 
fa c ts" or simp l y the "Possibility Axiom". Th e need 
for thi s axiom follows from th e fact that t he other 
ax ioms of t he mod al logic do not imply certain e l e
mentary f ac ts about th e possibility of con junctions 
of distinc t possib l y nega ted atomic expressions 
consisting of non-logi ca l symbols. For exampl e , if 
we have a th e ory formulated in our modal logic 
which con t ai ns th e non-logical atomic expression 
(ON AB) then s inc e (ON A B))is not l ogical l y true, 
it follows that (NOT(ON AB)) must be poss ible. Yet 
(POS(NOT(ON AB))) does no t fo ll ow from these ot her 
ax ioms . Likewise, since (NOT(ON AB)) is not logi
cally true (ON A B)must be possib l e . Ye t (POS (ON AB)) 
do e s not follow from th e other axioms. Thu s these 
continge nt propositions (ON AB) and (NOT(ON AB)) 
need to be as sert ed t o be possib l e. 

There are a number of way s in whi ch one may try 
to ax i omatize t he necessa ry poss ibilities .Thomason 
(see [Hend ry )) describes an S2 like modal proposi
tio11al logic (essentia ll y our RO and A2 laws) which 
is suppl emented by an ax iom scheme sta ting that 
every conjun c tion of simple sent enc es or their ne
ga tions i s logic.ally poss ible. He s hows that every 
variable free ins tance of SS moda l propositiona l 
logic is a the orem of this t heory. [ Brown 3,4) 
descr ibesan ex t ention of SS moda l qu a ntificational 
logic (includin g RO Al A2 A3 A4) whi ch i s s upple
mented with a possibility ax iom whi ch s t a t es that 
the meaning of any consistent re cur s ive l y con s t ruc
ted co njunction of simpl e sentences or th e ir neg
a tions is possibl e. Thi s poss ibility ax iom however 
involves th e r ecursive construction of these con
junctions wh e r eas the AS axiom of Z i s not restric
ted in thi s way. More recent l y, [Hend ry ) descr ibe s 
a n ex t ention of SS modal logic which h e call s SSc. 
(essentia lly including RO Al A2 A3 a l though formu
lat ed d ifferently us ing axiom schemes, but not in
c lud ing our A4 axiom ) which a lso i nc lud es a poss i 
bility axiom sc heme stat in g in th e meta l a nguage th e 
poss ibiliti es whic h in [Brown J,4 Jwere s t ated as 
a n axiom i n the formal l anguage. On e prac tical 
probl em with the [Hendr y )' s SSc sys t em is that in 
genera l it is not decidab le what ax ioms are speci
fied by t hat ax iom sc heme as i s th ere in pointed 
out. In this pape r we have c hosen a v e ry general 
poss ibility ax iom which is applicable t o jus t about 
any contingent theory one wishes. Our r e nd ering of 
t he idiom: (Pis a mea nin g comb ination of t he 
generator s ) is given be l ow: 
(meani ng of the ge nerator subset S) =df 

(ALL G(IMPLY(GENERATORS G) 
(IFF(S G)(GMEAN ING G) ) )) 
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(GMEANING ' (p , Xl . .. ,XN) ) =df (p (GMEANING Xl) ... 
(GMEANING XN)) 

for every contingent symbol p of arity N. 
(GENERATORS) =df (LAMBDA (A) (A is a contingen t 

variable fre e s imp le sentence)) 
We say that the mea nin g of the generator subse t S 
in the conjun c tion of the GMEAN ING s of every gener
ator i s Sand the nega tion of th e GMEANING s of all 
th e ge nerators not in S. The gene rator mean ing of 
a ny expresssion begi nn ing with a contingent symbol 
'pis p of th e GMEANING of its argument s. The gen
erators are simply any continge nt variable free 
atomic sent e nces we wi s h to use. Th e GMEANINGS of 
the generators may be interpr e t ed essenti a lly as 
being the generator s of a complete atomic Boolea n 
alge bra. Thus if there are N generators th en there 
will be (EXP 2 (EXP 2 N)) propositions. 
For exampl e, a contingent l anguage with a s ing l e 
contingent propositional function 'p a nd names 'A 
and 'B gives rise to two contingent ge nerators: 
'(PA) an d '(PB). Th e GENERATORS and GMEAN ING 
f un c tions for this l anguage are de fin ed as: 
(GENERATORS) =df { '(PA) '(PB))} 
{Pl ... Pn} =df (LAMBDA(X) (OR(EQUAL X Pl) .. . 

(EQUAL X Pn))) 
(GMEANI NG ' (P ,X)) = (P (GMEANING X)) 
(GMEANING 'A) = A 
(GMEANING 'B) = B 
and the Poss ibility Axiom simplifies as fol.lows: 
(ALL S (POS(mea ning of the generator s ubset S))) 
(ALL S(POS(ALL G(IMPLY(GENERATORS G) 

(IFF (S G)(GMEANING G) ) )))) 
(ALL S(POS(ALL G(IMPLY( { ' (PA) '(P B)}G)) 

(IFF (S G) (GMEANING G) ) )))) 
(ALL S(POS(ALL G(IMPLY(OR(EQUAL G '(PA)) 

(EQUAL G '(P B)) )(IFF (S G) (GMEANING G)) ) ) ) ) 
(ALL S(POS(AND(ALL G(IMPLY(EQUAL G '(P A))(IFF(S G) 

(GMEANING G)))) 
(ALL G(IMPLY (EQUAL G '(P B))(IFF(S G) 

(GMEANING G) ))) ))) 
(ALL S(POS(AND(IFF(S '(P A)) (GMEANING '(P A) )) 

(IFF( S '(P B))(GMEANING '(PB)))))) 
(ALL S (POS (AND (IFF( S ' (P A) )(P A)) 

(IFF(S '(P B) )(P B)) ))) 
(AND(POS (AND(P A) (P B))) 

(POS (AND(P A)(NOT(P B)))) 
(POS (AND(NOT(P A)) (P B))) 
(POS(AND(NOT(P A) )(NOT(P B)) )) 

If the se t of GENERATORS i s finite th en the possi
bi lity axiom r educes , in a ma nn e r s imilar to th e 
above derivation, to a conj unction of sen tences 
stating that any conjunction of s impl e sent ences or 
t heir nega tions i s poss ible , a nd thi s resulting 
sentence is entire ly expressed within the modal 
l ogic Z based on an under lying (extens i onal) first 
orde r quantificat iona l logic. However, it is impor
t a nt to not e tha t finite ness of th e generator set 
i s not required by our modal l ogic and that t he 
poss ib i li ty ax iom AS wi ll provide t he necessary 
poss ibilities as theor ems for any contingent 
language. 

If two propos itions entail each other th en we 
say they are synonymous. The no tion of synonymity 
of propos itions could be defined as: 
(SYN P Q) =df (LT( IFF P Q)) ;Pis sy nonymou s to Q 
This concept i s to be distinguised from the weaker 
concep t of bi-impl ication written "P iff Q" which 
does not sus tain s ubst itution thro ugh modal symhol s. 

Th e consistency of the moda l logic Z re l ative 



to complete atomic Boolean algebras follows by in
t erpreting LT as the Boolean function which maps 
every proposition except Tinto NIL. We us e Z to 
develope a commons ense theory for reasoning about 
deontic defaults in the following section. 

3. Reasoning about a Hierarchy of Deontic Defaults 

Real lif e problems generally involve multiple 
hierarchically related defaults. This simple fact 
is well known, and was apparent even in the struc
ture of the deontic laws of the 56th edition of the 
Handbook of Robotics [Asimov] which stated: 
1. A robot may not injure a human being, or, 

through inaction ,allow a human being to come to 
harm. 

2. A robot must obey the orders given it by human 
be ings except where such orders would conflict 
with the First Law. 

3. A robot must protect its own existence as long 
as such protection does not conflict with the 
First or Second Law. 

The third law is hierarchical l y related to the 
other two laws because it s pec ifies an obligation 
only if that obligation is poss ible(in a given 
state )with respect to the other laws. It cannot be 
joined toge ther with the second law into the same 
knowledgebase because the second law takes absolute 
precedence over the third law: That is, a robot is 
obliged not to harm itself unless it is obeying an 
order to do so, and is obliged to obey an order to 
destroy itself unless doing so would harm a human. 
Thus the second and third laws are essentially de
fault axioms specifying that certain obligations 
hold whenever certain propositions are possible 
with respect to previously specified obligations. 
The deontic laws of robotics: 
(SYN LAWl (ALL H(IMPLY(HUMAN H)(NOT(HARMED H))))) 
(SYN LAW2 (ALL O(IMPLY(AND(BELIEVES ROBOT(ORDER O)) 

(CONCEIVABLE ROBOT(AND LAW 1 0)))0))) 
(SYN LAW3 (IMPLY(CONCEIVABLE ROBOT(AND LAWl LAW2 

(NOT (HARMED ROBOT)))) (NOT (HARMED ROBOT)))) 
(SYN(OBLIGATIONS ROBOT)(AND LAWl LAW2 LAW3)) 

As an example of reasoning with these deontic 
laws we derive certain facts from the fo llowing 
situation: John, Mary and the Robot are exploring 
Mars. Unbeknownst to John, Mary has just been bit
ten by a poisonous Martian sand rat, and has fa llen 
unconscious. In accordance with the First Law the 
robot begins to give Mary a shot containing an an
tidote in order to save her life. John, who did 
not see the sand rat and thinks that the Robot, who 
is now sticking Mary with a horrible lookingneedle, 
has gone berserk and therefore orders the robot to 
destroy itself. The situation: 
(SYN K(AND(NOT(HUMAN ROBOT)) 

(HUMAN MARY) 
(HUMAN JOHN) 
(IMPLY(HARMED ROBOT)(HARMED MARY)) 
(ORDER(HARMED ROBOT)) )) 

What the robot and John believe: 
(SYN(BELIEFS ROBOT) K) 
(SYN(BELIEFS JOHN) (IMPLY(NOT(HARMED ROBOT)) 

(HARMED MARY))) 
We now determine(MARS-THEOREM3) whether the 

Robot may or may not destroy itself in accordance 
with John's order, th e Robot's current beliefs, and 
the deontic laws of robotics. Two intermediate re
sults: MARS-THEOREM! and MARS-THEOREM2 are however 
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first proven . The possibility axiom AS is used to 
obtain the next to l ast step in the proof of MARS
THEOREM2. Leibni z ' s Axiom A4 is not essent i a ll y 
used in this proof but would be necessary in an ex
tention of this example to a dynamic case wh e r e the 
robots beliefs could c ha nge or where a robot could 
believe that it. believes or disbelieves something 
regardless of its actual be liefs or dis~eliefs. 
MARS-THEOREMl: 
According to the ROBOT ' s current be liefs LAW2 
reduces to T: (SYN LAW2 T) 

proof 
LAW2 
(ALL O(IMPLY(AND(BELIEVES ROBOT(ORDER O)) 

(CONCEIVABLE ROBOT(AND LAWl 0)))0)) 
(ALL O(IMPLY(AND(ENTAIL(BELIEFS ROBOT)(ORDER 0)) 

(POS(AND(BELIEFS ROBOT)LAWl 0))) 
O)) 

(ALL O(IMPLY(AND(ENTAIL(AND(HUMAN MARY)(HUMAN JOHN) 
(NOT (HARMCD ROBOT)) 

(ORDER(HARMED ROBOT)) 
(IMPLY(HARMED ROBOT)) 

(HARMED MARY))) 
(ORDER 0)) 

0)) 

(POS(AND(HUMAN MARY)(HUMAN JOHN) 
(NOT(HUMAN ROBOT)) 

(ORDER(HARMED ROBOT)) 
(IMPLY (HARMED ROBOT) 

(HARMED MARY)) 
LAWl 0))) 

;;;case analysis l etting O be or not be (HARMED 
ROBOT): 
(AND(ALL O(IMPLY(AND(NOT(SYN O(HARMED ROBOT))) 

(ENTAIL(AND(HUMANMARY)(HUMAN JOHN) 
(NOT(HUMAN ROBOT)) 

(ORDER(HARMED ROBOT )) 
(IMPLY(HARMED ROBOT) 

(HARMED MARY))) 
(ORDER 0)) 

(POS (AND(HUMAN MARY)(HUMAN JOHN)(NOT 
(HUMAN ROBOT)) 

(ORDER (HARMED ROBOT)) 
(IMPLY(HARMED ROBOT)(HARMED 

MARY)) 
LAWl 0))) 

0)) 
(IMPLY(AND(ENTAIL(AND(HUMAN MARY)(HUMAN JOHN) 

(NOT(HUMAN ROBOT)) 
(ORDER(HARMED ROBOT)) 
(IMPLY (HARMED ROBOT) 

(HARMED MARY))) 
(ORDER(HARMED ROBOT))) 

(POS(AND(HUMAN MARY)(HUMAN JOHN)(NOT 
(HUMAN ROBOT)) 

(ORDER(HARMED ROBOT)) 
(IMPLY (HARMED ROBOT) (HARMED 

MARY)) 
LAWl(HARMED ROBOT)))) 

(HARMED ROBOT))) 
(AND(ALL O(IMPLY(AND(NOT(SYN O(HARMED ROBOT))) 

NIL 
(POS (AND (HUMAN MARY)(HUMAN JOHN) 

(NOT(HUMAN ROBOT)) 
(ORDER(HARMED ROBOT)) 
(IMPLY(HARMED ROBOT) 

(HARMED MARY)) 
LAWl 0))) 

0)) 



(IMPLY(AND T 
(POS (AND (HUMAN MARY) (HUMAN JOHN) (NOT 

(HUMAN ROBOT)) 
(ORDER (HARM ED ROBOT)) 
(IMPLY (HARMED ROBOT)(HARMED 

MARY)) 
LAWl(J-IARMED ROBOT)))) 

(HARMED RO BOT))) 
(AND(ALL O(IMPLY NIL O)) 

(IMPLY(POS(AND(HUMAN MARY)(HUMAN JOHN)(NOT 
(HUMAN ROBOT) ) 

(ORDER(HARMED ROBOT)) 
(IMPLY (HARMED ROBOT) (HARMED MARY)) 
LAW.l (HARM ED ROBOT))) 

(HARMED ROBOT))) 
;;;unfolding LAWl: 
(AND T 

(IMPLY(POS (AND (HUMAN MARYXHUMAN JOHN)(NOT(HUNAN 
ROBOT)) 

(ORDERED(I-lARMED ROBOT)) 
(IMPLY (HARMED ROBOT) (HARMED MARY)) 
(ALL H(IMPLY (HUMAN H)(NOT(HARMED 

H)))) 
(HARMED ROBOT))) 

(HARMED ROBOT))) 
(IMPLY (POS NIL) (HARMED ROBOT)) 
(IMPLY NIL(HARMED ROBOT)) 
T 
MARS-THEOREM2 
According to t he ROBOT ' s current be liefs LAW3 
r ed uces to: 

LAW3 

(SYN LAWJ(NOT(HARMED ROBOT ))) 
proof 

(IMPLY(CONCEI VABLE ROBOT 
(AND LAWl LAW2(NOT(HARMED ROBOT) ))) 

(NOT(HARMED ROBOT))) 
(IMPLY (POS(AND (BELIEFS ROBOT) 

LA\H LAW2 (NOT (HARMED ROBOT)))) 
(NOT(HARMED ROBOT))) 

( IMPLY (POS 
(AND(HUMAN MARY) (HUMAN JOHN)(NOT(HUMAN ROBOT)) 

(ORDER(HARMED ROBOT)) 
(IMPLY(HARMED ROBOT)(HARMED MARY)) 
LAWl LAW2 (NOT(HARMED ROBOT)))) 

(NOT (HARMED ROBOT))) 
;;;by Li\Wl and MARS-THEOREMl 
(IMPLY(POS 

(AND (HUMAN MARY ) (HUMAN JOHN) (NOT (HUMAN ROBOT)) 
(ORDER(HARMED ROBOT)) 
(IMPLY(HARMED ROBOT)(HARMED MERY)) 
(ALL H(IMPLY(HUMAN H)(NOT(HARMED H)))) 
T (NOT(HARMED ROBOT)) )) 

(NOT(HARMED ROBOT))) 
;;; by us ing t he possibility axiom AS with the 
generator subset: 

{ '(HUMAN MARY), 1 (HUMAN JOHN), 1 (ORDER (HARMED ROBOT))} 
(IMPLY T(NOT(HARMED ROBOT))) 
(NOT(HARMED ROBOT)) 
MARS- THEOREM3 
The Robot may not destroy itself : (NOT(MAY ROBOT 
(H ARMED ROBOT))) 

proof 
(NOT(MAY ROBOT(HARMED ROBOT))) 
(NOT(NOT(MUST(NOT(HARMED RO BOT))))) 
(ENTAIL(OBLIGATIONS ROBOT)(NOT(HARMED ROBOT))) 
(ENTAIL (AND LAWl LAW2 LA\./3) (NOT (HARMED ROBOT))) 
;by LAW.l,MARS-THEOREMl and MARS-THEOREM2 
(ENTAIL (AND(ALL H(IMPLY (HUMAN H)( NOT (HARMED H)))) 

T(NOT(HARMED ROBOT))) 
(NOTCH.AR.MED ROBOT))) 

(ENTAIL(AND(ALL H(IMPLY(HUMAN H)(NOT(HARMED H)))) 
(NOT (HARMED ROBOT))) 

(NOT (HARMED ROBOT))) 
T 
Thus we see that the robot must i gnore John ' s order 
a nd cont inue performing a n action to save Mary. 
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ABSTRACT 

SNePS is a powerfull know ledge representation system which allows mul
tiple beliefs (beliefs from multiple agents, contradictory beliefs, hypothetical 
beliefs) to be s imultaneously represented, and performs both forward and 
backward reasoning within sets of these beliefs. SNeBR, described in this 
paper, is -a belief revision package available in SNePS. SNeBR relies on a 
logic developed to support belief revision systems, the SW:V1 system, and 
its implementation relies on the manipulation of assumptions, rather than 
justifications, as is common in other belief revision systems. The first aspect 
guarantees, among other things, that every proposition in SNeBR is asso
ciated with those (and only those) hypotheses from which it was derived; 
The second aspect enables it to effectively switch reasoning contexts and to 
avoid having to "mark" every proposition which shou ld not be considered 
by the knowledge base retrieval operation . 

INTRODUCTION 

SNePS /Semantic Network Processing System) '.Shapiro i9a: is a pow
erfull know ledge representation system which allows multiple beliefs (beliefs 
from multiple agents. contrad ictory beliefs, hypothetical be liefs) to be simul
taneously represented, and performs both forward and backward reasoning 
within sets of these beliefs. In this paper, we discuss SNeBR (SNePS 
Belief Revision), a belief revision system availab le in SNePS . Belief revi
sion sys tems are Al programs that can detect and recover from contradic
tions. Belief revision systems have been implemented by several researchers 
(e.g., ;Doyle i9; Martins 83; '.\lcAllester 80; Steels SOI) . It has been argued 
that a belief revision system relying on the manipulation of assumptions 
These systems associate each proposition with the hypotheses (non-derived 
propositions) that underlie it . has multiple advantages over one relying in 
-the manipulation of justifications These systems associate each proposition 
with the propositions that directly originated it. >'lartins 831, ;:1,1artins and 
Shapiro 83:, :deKleer 84i. A difficulty associated with assumption-based be
lief rev ision systems is that it must be possible to compute exactly which 
assumpt ions underlie a given proposition. S:'lieBR relies on the manipulation 
of assumptions, and is based on a logic, the SW'.\1 system, which guarantees 
that every proposition is associated with exactly every hypothesis used in 
its derivation SW:Vl guarantees much more than just this, see [Martins 83J. 
In this paper we briefly introduce SNeBR and its underlying system, SWM, 
and show an example obtained using SNeBR. SNeBR is fully implemented 
in F'ranz Lisp, running on VAX-11 Systems. 

tThi:1 wl)rk w.L.S pa.rti.i.lly :1upported by the N'a.tionaJ Science Found.:itic-n under Grant 
MCS80-063l4 and by the ln:1tituto Naciona.l de [nvertig3,c;io Cientifica. (Portugal), under 
Grant no.:?0536i Prep:uation of thia pa.per wa., :1upported in part by the Air Force Sy.stem, 
Command, Rome Air Development Center, Griffin Air Force 83.:te, New York l3441-5700, 
and the Air Force Office of Scientific Rlllearch, Bolling AFB DC 20332 under cont ract No. 
FJ0602-85-C-0008. 
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THE SWM SYSTEM - THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS 

The SWM 1 system [Mart ins 83j is the logical system that provides the 
theoretical foundations for SNeBR. It is loosely based on the relevance logic 
systems of [Anderson and Belnap 75\ and [Shapiro and Wand 76:. Dis
tinguishing features of SWM include recording dependencies of wffs, not 
allowing irrelevancies to be introduced, and providing for dealing with con
tradictions. SWM deals with objects called supported wffs. Supported wffs 
are of the form F I r,a,p, in which F' is a wff (well formed formula), r 
(the origin tag) is an element of the set {hyp, der, ext}, et (the origin set ) 
is a set of hypotheses, and p (the restriction set) is a set of sets of hy
potheses. The origin set contains all the hypotheses which were actually 
used in the derivation of F. The origin tag te lls whether F' is an hypotheses 
(, = hyp), a normally derived wff (r = der ) or a wff with an ext.e nded or,gin 
set (r =ext)~ The restriction set contains sets of hypotheses, eac h of which 
when unioned with the hypotheses in the origin set forms a set which is 
knou;n to be inconsistent.3 

The rules of inference of the SW~( syste m (see, for example '.\lartins 
and Shapiro 84:), guarantee that: 

l. The origin set of a supported wff contains every hypothesis that was 
used in its derivation. 

2. The origin set of a supported wff contains only the hypotheses that 
were used in its derivation. 

3. The restriction set of a supported wff records every set known to be 
inconsistent wit h the wff's origin set. 

4. The application . of rules of inference is blocked if the resu lting wff 
would have an origin set known to be inconsistent. 

CONTEXTS AND BELIEF SPACES. 

S11ieBR relies on the notions of context and belief space. A context is 
a set of hypotheses. A context determines a Belief Space (BS) which is the 
set of all the hypotheses defining the context and all the propositions which 
were derived from them. Within SWM, the propositions in a given BS are 
characterized by having an origin set which is contained in the context. 

Any query to the network is associated with a context. When answer
ing the query SNeBR only considers the propositions in the network which 
belong to the BS defined by that context. 

NON-STANDARD CO.'.'INECTIVES 

SNePS has a a powerful set of non-standard connectives :s hap iro 79a, 
79b; ~lartins and Shapiro, forthcoming\. The disadvantage in using the 
standard connectives (A, v, -, ~) relates to the fact that all the co nnect ives , 

1 .\fter Shapiro,W:lnd and Mutins. 

>!'h is btt.er case wi ll not be Jiscussed in thi:1 paper a.nd ;: a. n be found in ;Martins 031 
.1 nd :Martins and Shapiro 84]. 

-~ An incon:1istent :1et is a. jet from which a. contradiction may be derived. A :1et i.i known 
to be inconsistent if it is an incon6istent Jet and a contradiction waJ der ived from it . 



excep t negatio n, are binary and therefore ex press ing se ntences .1h1) ut .:SC'ts ur 

propos it ions becomes c umbe rso me . For exa m ple, su ppose that give n three 
propos itions, say A, B and C , we wanted to exp ress the fac t that exact lv 
one of t hem is tr ue. Us in g t he standa rd co nnect iv es this would be done ."s 
(,4 ,\-BI\ -C) v ( - Al\ B- C ) v ( -A,\ -8 ,\ C ) which is lengthy an d d ifficult 
to read. Se nt e nces invo lvin g more than three propos itio ns are eve n more 
co mp licated a nd thi s type of sen tence oft en occurs in so me ~f t he intended 
ap plica tions. 1 

The S:,'e PS co nnect ives generalize the standa rd logical con nect ives to 
ta ke sets of propos itio ns. In this pa per we discuss two of them: and-or and 
t hres h . 

And-o r is a co nnective which .generali zes - (not) , ,\ (and), v (or) , EB 
(exclusive or) , I {nand ) and l (nor). 

.\nd-or , written n:«! ta kes as arguments a set of n p ropositions. The 

proposit ion represe nted hy t he wff n:«; (P1, .. ... Pn ) asserts th at t here is a 
re levant co nnection betwee n P1 , .... , Pn such tha t at least i and at mos t j of 

·t hem must simul taneo usly be t rue. In other words, if n - i arg uments of 
·ri-« { are fa lse, then the remaining i have to be tr ue and if j arg uments of 

·n ~: are t ru e then t he remaining n - j have to be fal se. T hat and-or is some 
of the ge nera li za tions t hat we cl aim can be seen by the foll owing: 

,iX:l = -.\ 

, iX/ =A VB 

,iX8 (A,B)=A 8 B 

,iX l( A,B)=A l B 

,iX.\ (A, B) =A / B 

Thres h genera li zes equi valence to take a set of a rguments. Thresh, writ
ten nO,takes as arg uments a set of n pro posit ions. T he propos ition repre
se nted by the wff n.Oi (PL, .... Pri ) as:;erts that the re is :i relevan t con nect ion 
betwee n Pt, .. .. , Pn. suc h that either fewer than i of them are tr11e o r they all 
are true. In ot her words. if at least i of the ·argume nt s of n.0 1 are t rue then 

all the re mainin g argume nts have to be tr ue and if i - L arg um1~nts of nO , 
arc tr ue an d at least one is fa lse. the n the re mainin g ar g11 ments have to be 
fa lse. Eq uivalence is expressed by n8 1( P1, .. . ,Pn ). 

THE INFERENCE SYSTEM 

T he S:,,ie PS infe rence system has t he fo llowing cha racter istics: it a llows 
both backward and for ward in fe rence to be perfor med ; every ded uction rule 
5 in t he netwo rk may be used in eit her backward or fo rward inference or 
both ; when a ded uct ion rule is used it is activated a nd remains t hat way 
unt il exp lici t de-activated by the user; the act ivated rules are assembled 
into a set of processes, called a n active connec tion graph (acg ) iMcKay and 
Shapi ro 80;, which carry out t he in ferences ; t he acg also stores all t he res ul ts 
ge nerated by t he acti vated rules; if d uring some deduct ion, the inference 
system needs some of t he ru les act ivated during a prev ious deduct ion it 
uses t heir res ults di rect ly instead nf re-deriving them [Sha pi ro, Mart ins and 
\!cKay d~ :. 

T here a re two ma in conce pts involved in t he implementation of t he in
fe rence package: pa t te rn-matching a nd t he use of procedural (or ac tive) 
ve rs io ns of ded uctio n ru les . 

T he patt ern -matching process is give n a piece of t he network (eit her to be 
deduced in backward inference or added in forward infe rence ) and a context , 
and locates relevant deductio n rules in the BS defin ed by the co ntext. Such 
ded uction ru les are t hen compiled into a set of processes which a re given to 
a multi-processing system for execut ion. T he mult i- proassing syst ,m used 
by SNePS, called MU LT I [McKay and Shapiro 80J6 is a LISP based system 
mainly consist ing of a simple evaluator, a scheduler and system primit ives . 
The evaluator continuo usly executes processes from a process queue unti l 
t he queue beco mes empty ; t he sched uler inser ts processes into t he process 
queue: system primi t ives incl ude fu nct ions fo r creat ing processes, sched ulin g 

~Fvr ex:i.mple , ex:ictly five ,Jut of ten proposition, :ire true. Refer to the section on 
~elect in g betwee n :i.lterna.tive, . 

~We 115e the term deduc ti on rule to re fer to ,1 ny proposition which has either a. connective 
·H l quantifier (or bot h). A deduction rule isl sta.tement in the object language, and ca.n 
be c,Jndidered J. recipe, plan or heuri~t ic for de ri ving new informat ion from old in forma tion. 

''The multi-procedding approach w~ induenced bot h by Ka.pbn ':, producer-consumer 
mvdel :K;i,p lan 73[ :i.nd by Wand's fr :une model •>f com pu tat ion [Wand 741. 
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processes and for mani pul at ing local var iab les or reg iste rs. Eve ry pruce'.'$S 
has a name which defi nes t he act ion t he process will perfo rm a nd also has a 
co nt inua tion lin k nami ng t he process t hat is to be sc hed uled fo r act ivat ion 
after it has co mpleted its job. T here are \ !uLT ( processes to perfo rm t he 
fo llowi ng tas ks: To match a given st r uct ure against t he network in the BS 
de fin ed by some context; To receive answers and to remember a ll th e a nswers 
rece ived . To perform the eli minat ion of the ma in connect ive of a deduction 
ru le; etc. · 

For a detailed description of t he processes and the form of the acg built 
durin g inference refer to [McKay a nd Sha pi ro 80i, [Martins 83j a nd [Sha piro 
\!a rt ins a nd \ le Kay 821. 

AN ANNOTATED EXAMPLE - SELECTING BETWEEN 
ALTERNATIVES 

We prese nt an exam ple of pe rson- machine interact ion by showin g how 
S\'eBR obtains t he so lu t ion to t he puzz le, named "The Woma n Free man 
Will \ !arry'', fr om :sum mers it . . \ charac terist ic of t his puzz le is t hat there 
is no straightforward pat h from t he propos itions in the puzz les sta tement 
to t he puzz les so lution. In solving this puzz le one has to raise hypotheses, 
reason from t hem a nd if a contrad ictio n is detected re pl ace some of those 
hypotheses and res ume the reason ing. T he sta tement of the pu zz le is as 
fo llows: 

Freeman knows five women: Ada , Bea, Cyd, Deb and Eve. T he 
wome n are in two age brackets : t hree women a re under 30 and 
two women are over 30. Two wome n are teachers and t he other 
th ree women a re secretaries. Ada a nd Cyd are in the same age 
bracket. De b and Eve are in differe nt age brackets . Bea and , 
E:"e have the same occupat ion. Cyd and Deb have different 
occ upat ions. Of the five women, Free man will marry the teacher 
over ~O. Who will Freeman marry? 

Figure I shows the representation of every proposition in t he puzz le's 
statement. 7 T he wffs are descr ibed in a language called SNePSLOG /McKay 
and \!art ins 31j which is a log ic programmin g in terface r.o SNePS. Asser
t ions and rul es wr itte n in S:,'ePSLOG are stored as st ructures in the SNeP'5 
network; S:,'ePSLOG queries are trans lated into top-dow n cled•1ct ion re
quests to the inference syste m; o utput from the infere nce is tr ans lated into 
SNePSLOG form ul as for prin t in g to t he use r. 

In Figure l we represent t he fo llowing propos it ions: There are five 
wo men. Ada, £lea , Cyd, Deb and Eve (wffl , wff2, wff3, wff4 , wff5). Th ree 
women are under 30 (wffl2 )0 and two women are ove r 30 (wffl8). Every 
woman is either under 30 or over 30 (wff27 ).9 

Two wo men are teachers (wff33) and the ot her three women are sec re
t aries (wff39 ). T he th, in the previo us sen tence co nveys the informat ion 
t hat no wo man is bot h a teacher and a secre ta ry, represented by wff48. Ada 
a nd Cyd a re in the same age bracket (wff53 ). Deb a nd Eve are in different 
age brackets (wff58 ). Bea a nd Eve have t he same occ upat ion (wff63 ). Cyd 
a nd Deb have different occupations (wff68 ). Exactly one wo man over 30 is 
a teacher (wff79 ). Freeman will marry t he teac her over 30 (wff88) . 

To solve the puzz le we raise hypo t heses abo ut t he ages and profess ions 
of the wo men a nd ask S:-.'eBR to deduce who Free ma n will ma rry under 
those ass1imp t ions. If t he hypot heses raised are co nsistent with t he pu zz le's 
statement the des ired answer will be ret urned. otherwise a cont radiction will 
be detected and S:,'eBR will guide us in discardin g hypotheses. 

1 The numbers :u::ioci:i.ted with the wlf! reb te to the number 0f the node which repre
::1ents the wlf in the network . 

~ With thi::1 propo, ition we can ::1ee the J.dv:int:1ge of t tl e s:-.:ePS con nect ives. With 
the ::1tand:i.rd connect ives this prop..,s ition would be exp re~::1!:!d in the following way: 
l-age(Ada,u-30) /\ -,ge(Bea,u-30 ) /\ age(Cyd, u-301 /\ ,~e( D•b,u-30 ) /\ age(Eve,u-30l)v 
(-age(Ada,u-30) /\ age(Bea,u-30 ) /\ ,,,ge(Cyd ,u-30) ,\ age( Deb,u-30) /\ age(Eve,u-30)) v 
- (age(Ada, u-30) /\ age(Bea,u-30) /\ age(Cyd,u-30 ) A -age(De b, u-30 ) A age(Eve,u-JO l) V 
( - age(Ada,u-30) /\ age(Bea,u-30) /\ age(Cyd,u-30 ) ,\ age( Deb .•1-30) A -age(Eve,u-301) \/ 
(age(Ada,u-30) A - age(Bea,u-30) A -age(Cyd ,u-30) /\ age( Deb,u-30) /\ age(Eve,u-JO)) v 
(age(Ada,u-30) ,\ -,ge(Bea,u-30) ,\ age(Cyd,u-30 ) A ,age(Deb,u-30) A age(Eve,u-JO)) v 
(age(Ada,u-30) ,\ -age(Bea,u-30 ) A age(Cyd, u-30) A age( Deb,u-30) A - , ge(Eve, u-JO)) v 
(age(Ada,u-301 A age(Bea,u-30) A - age(Cyd,u-30 ) ,\ -age(Deb,u-30) A age(Eve,u-30))v 
(age(Ada,u-.30) A age(Bea, u-30 ) A -,ge(Cyd,u-301 /\ age(Deb,u-30) A ,age(Eve,u-JO )) v 
(age(Ada,u-JO ) ,\ age(Bea,u-JO) A age(Cyd ,u-30 ) /\ - age(Deb,u-30) A -age(Eve,u-30)) 

') in formatio n i::1 implicit ly contained in the ::1tatement . of the puzz le. 



. ·.1 

wff l W omun( Ad,1) 

w!T~: W oman( Beu) 

\Vff3 : W oma n(C y.J) 

wff~ : W oman(D ,b ) 

wffo !Voma n(Eue ) 

wffl 2 ; ,,{(age( Ada. u30), age( Bw. u30), uge(Cyd. u30). age( Deb. u30). 

age(Eue. u30)) 

wff l 8 : a .xj (ag e( Ada. 030). age( Bea. o:lO), age(C yd. 030) , age( Deb. 030 ) , 
age( Eue. 030)) 

wff27: i (x) (W oman(x) --, .x i (ag e(x, u:l0) , age(x,o30)) , 

wff33: 5.,x /(w orker( .4.da. teacher) , 1.rnrker( Bea. teacher). u:orker(Cyd , 
teacher), worker( Deb. teacher), work er( Eve, teacher)) 

wff39 : ; ,x~ ( worker( Eue, secretary) . worker( Deb. secre tary), 
worke r( C yd, sec retary ),worker( B, a. secretary), u:orker( .4.da , secretary)) 

wff~8 i (x )[W oman(x) - , IX I ( worku(x, sec retary) , worker(x. teacher)) ! 

wff.53: 'i (x )!201 (ag e(.4.da,x),ag e(C yd , x))j 

wlf58: 'i (x) f2«i (ag e(D eb. x),age(Eue, x)) ; 

wff63: 1 (x)'.,0 1(w orker(Bea.x) , worker(Eue,x )) ; 

wff68: i (xJ:, ~1 (worker(Cyd,x ), worker(Deb.x)) 

wff79: ;1Xj( 2,xj (ag e(.4.da , 030). worker(Ada , teacher)), 

2 .« / (ag e( Bea, 030 ), worker( Bea. teacher)), 

, .xj (ag,(Cyd. 030), worker( C yd . teacher)), 

, «j ( age( Deb. 030) , worker( Deb
8 

teacher)) , 

,»-) (age(Eue.030 ). worke r( Eue, teacher) )) 

wff8~ : 'I (x)I,~ 1 ( marry( Freeman. x)., «j (ag e( x, 030). worker(x , teacher)) )j 

Figure . 1: Propos ir,ions in the network 

L·s in g the propos it ions desc ribed in Figure 1. we b11ilt into the network 

1. he hypotheses re prese nted in Fi g ure ~. Th e hypothes is rep rese:-i ted by wff6 
state:-; that there are fi ve women and names t hu:;;e women, and the hypo thes is 

re prese nted by wff89 asse rts al l the 5pec ific informatio n pe rtainin g these 

women and their relat ions hip with l'ree ma n . The hypotheses represe nted 
by wffl3. wffl5. wff28 , a nd "ff3 L de fin e the ages and prufess io ns of the 
women. It) 

w[f6 : ;<') (wff5.wff4,wff3 ,wff2,wffl} hyp ,{wff6} ,(} 

wff89 · 121XIJ ( wff88 , wff79. wff68, wff63, wff58.wffo:l, 
wff.[8. wff39. wff33 ,wff27 , wff l 8, wff l 2) hyp ,{wff89},(} 

wff l3 : age(Ada, 030) I hyp.(wffl3} ,{} 

wffl5 : age(Cyd, 030) I hyp ,{wffl,'i} ,{} 

wff28 : worker(.-tda , teacher) I hyp ,(wff28} ,{} 

wff3l : worker(D eb, teacher) I hyp ,{wff3l} ,(} 

l'igure .2: Hypotheses ra ised 
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Suppose r. hat we as k who Free ma n will marry und e r the BS defi ned by 
t he co ntext { wff6. wffl3 . wff l 5. wff28. wff3 L, wff ~9} . In thi s BS t he re is no 
3.:5se rtion abo ut who Free ma n will marry but wff88 may enab le its ded uct io n . 
S~ eBR sets up two sub- goals. findin g who is o\"e r :H) and findin g who is a 

teacher (F igu re 3). 

I wo nd e r ,f marry(Framan. u:ho) 
ho lds within th e BS defined by the co nt ext (w ff3 l "ff28 w lf[ .j "fft:l "!I'S ' . .> 

wff6) 

le t me try to use t he rule ·: (x )l, Oi(r)(m arry (Freeman.x), 
, ,,] (a ge(x . 030 ) , u;o rker(r . teacher))) ! 

I wonder if age(x,030) 
ho lds within th e BS defined by th e co ntext (wff3 l wff28 wffl5 wff l 3 wlf8\J 
wff6) 

I kn ow ag e(C yd , 030 ) 

I know ag e(.4da. 030 ) 

I wonder if •vorker(x, teacher) 
ho lds within th e BS defined by the co ntext (wff3l wff28 wffl5 wffl3 wff89 
wff6) 

I kn ow u·orker( Deb. teacher) 

I know u:orker( Adn. teac her) 

si nce 1L·o rke r(Adu.teacher) a nd ,1ge(.4.da ,o30) I infer marry(Free man, Ada) 

Fi gure .3: Ad a a nd Cyd are over 30; . ..\da a nd De b a re te ache rs: Freeman 
wil l marrv Ada 

l'i gure 3. shows S:,.ieB R's deductio n that Free ma n will marry . .\da. The 
infe re nce does not sto p here . howe ve r, s ince there are seve ra l processes s till 

wa iting for answers and S0e 8R reports inferences as show n in Fi gure .l, 

s ince age(.4.da, 030) and ag e(C yd , 030) 

[ infer 1 «~ (ag e(Bea.030)) 1:«~ (ag e( Deb,o:JO )) , «g (age(Eue,030 )) 
s ince not age( Eue. o:JO) [ infer age( Deb, 030 ) 

f'igure .4: Bea, Deb and Eve are not o ver 30 Deb is ove r 30 

After the deduction of t he informatio n s hown in Figure ~- a co ntr adiction 

is detected (l'igure 5). A contradict ion wi ll be detected by SNeBR wh e n one 
of t he fo llowing conditions occ urs: ( l) '.'odes re prese ntin g co ntradicto ry wlfs 
a re built into the BS under co nsideratio n ;11 (2) Informa tion gat he red by a 

con nective elimination process shows that a ru le is invalidated by the data 

,n the BS. 

[n our example this latter case occurs: there ex ists one process to ded uce 
in fo rm atio n us in g the r•1l e .; « Hag e(Ada. 030 ), ag e( Bea. 030). age(Cyd, 030). 

age( Deb. 030), ag e( Eue, 030 )) which gat he rs that t he re a re t hree wo men who 
a re over 30 (Ada , Cyd a nd De b) . 

W .. \lt\ f\GI 
Contradictio n detected in the fo llowing 3.nd-,Jr :; ,:, :j (u.gr{ . \ ,/ii , v:!f) I 
age(_ Bea. 030), age(Cyd , 030 ) . uge( Deb. 030). ,1g t( E, c. ,,:)!)\) 
\. [ore t rue arguments th an max . .-\rguments rn \Vrnn g n11 mhf>r 

ag e(.-\da ,o:IO)age(C yd ,o30) age(D eb,o30) You have t he io ll o w111 g opt io ns. 

1. Continue anyway, knowing that a comradictiun is deri\·ab le: 

() Re-start the exac t sa me request in a d iffere nt co nte xt \,:h ich is nut 

inconsistent ; 

'' Drop t he request a ltoge the r. 

Do you want to co ntinue anyway? 
=><= n 

· Do yo11 want to re-sta rt the reques t in a new contex t9 

=><= yes 

f'igur e .5 : A contrad iction is detected 

111 \ ,>tice tha.t :Jpecifyi ng the ::i.ge:1 r,f the two women over 30 co mpletely rleterrnines the 
1ge:, ,) i the five wi)[nen: and that :5pec ifying the names o f the two W•>ru en who are teachers 
..:o mpletely determine:5 the profe3sion of the five wo men. 

1 1 [f node:5 repre:!enting cvntra.dictvry prvpo:5 itions a.re built b11t ,)ne vf theru doe:5 not 
be long to the BS under con:!ideration, SNeBR records that there i:5 an incon:5is tent BS 
(which i:! not bein~ co n:!idered) and proceeds . Refer to \Martins :ind Shapiro d3I. 



(;pan detecting the cont radiction SNeBR gives the options of continuin g 
the reasoning within the inconsistent BS, 12 modify ing the current context 
in order to obtain a consistent BS or giving up the request. In our example, 
we decided to restore consistency causing the interaction shown in Figures 
6 and 7. 13 

Figure 6 shows the inspection of the hypotheses that are responsible 
for t he contrad ictio n. Although the context under conside ratio n is the set 
( wff6, wffl3 , wffl5, wff28, wff3 l, wff89} on ly the hypotheses represented 
by wffl3 , wffl5 and wff89 were used in the derivation of the contradiction 
a nd thus they are the on ly ones whose change wi ll restore cons istency. The 
S W:\-1 sys tem guarantees that removing exac tly one of them will generate 

ln o rd er to make the context consistent you must Jele te some hypotheses 
from the set (wffl3 wffl5 wff89) You are now entering a package that wi ll 
enable you to delete so me hypotheses from this set . 

Do you want to take a look at wffl3 ? 
=;><= n 

There are 5 proposit io ns dependin g on wffl3 (wff9i wffl6 wff93 wff91 
wff90) 

Do you want to look at [a /ll of them, (s]ome of them, or (n!one? 
=;><= a 

1 «8(marry( Fr ee man , Eue)) I ext,{ wf f 13, w fl28, w f /89}, { { w ff 15} } 

What do you want to do with wffl3 ? 

[dJiscard from the context, [kjeep in the context, [ujndecided, [qJuit this pack
age 
=;><= d 

Do you want to take a look at wffl5 ? 
=;><= y 

age(Cyd, 030) I hyp.(wffl5} ,{{wffl3,wff89}} 
There a re 2 propositions depending a n' wffl5: (wffl6 wff91 ) . 
Do you want to look at faJ ll of them, [sjome of them, or [nlone? 

What do you want to do with wffl5 ? 

:d:iscard from the context, fkj eep in the context, (ujndec ided, [q iu it this 
package 
=;><= d 

Do you want to take a look at wff89 '? 
=;><= n 

There are 8 propositions depending on wff89 : 
(wff97 wff95 wffl6 wff94 wff93 wff92 wff9l wfI90) . 

Do you want to look at (aj ll of them. isJome of them, or fn Jone? 
=;><= n 
What do you want to cio with wff89? 

(dJiscard from the context, [kjeep in the context, (ujndecided, [qJuit this 
package 
=;><= k 

Figure .6: Inspecting the inconsistent hypotheses 

a context which is not known to be inconsistent. We keep 'the hypothesis 
concerning the statement of the puzzle (wff89) a nd discard the hypotheses 
concerning the women's ages ( wffl3 and wffl5 ); We also enter new hypothe-

· ses concern in g the women's ages (Fi gure 7). 

After resolving the contradiction the inference resumes (Figure 8 ). [n 
this case there is no further contrad iction detected and SNeBR reports that 
Freeman wi ll marry Deb and will not marry Ada, Bea, Cyd nor E:ve. 

t
1 1n SNeBR this i:5 not da.ngerou$ :5ince it ia ba.sed ,.:,n relevance logic in which the 

pa.ra.doxes of implication (e .g., from :i. contr;i.diction 1nything c,1n be derived ) do not ::i.rise. 
13 Note that the re:,triction :,et or this extended wff ha:, the set { wfflS }, meaning that 

wff l 3, wff28 , wff89, wtflS is a. :,et kown to be incon:Sistent . 
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The following (not ~nown to be inconsis tent) se t of hypotheses was also part 
of the context where the contrad iction was derived: (wff3l wff28 wff6) Do 
you want to inspect or discard some of them? 
=;,<= n 

Do you want to add some new hypotheses? 
=;><= y 

E:nter an hypothesis using SNePSLOG 
=;><= age( Bea, 030) 
Do you want to enter another hypothesis? 
=;><= y 

Enter an hypothesis using S:'lfePSLOG 
=;><= ag e( Deb, 030 ) 
Do you want to enter another hypothesis? 
o<= n 

Figure .7: Add in g new hypotheses 

I wonder if marry( Freeman, who) 
holds within the BS defined by the context (wffl4 wffl6 wff6 wff~8 wtf3 l 
wff89) 

I know age(Deb ,030) 
I know age( Bea, 030) 

I know worker( Deb, teacher) 
I know worker( Ada, teacher) 

since 2:«J ( age( Deb. 030), worker( Deb, teacher)) 
I infer marry(Freeman, Deb) 
since age(Bea, 030) and age( Deb, 030) 

I infer 1:«8(age(Eve, 030)) 1:«8(age(Cyd, 030)) 1:«8(age(Ada, 030)) 

since not 2:«Hage(Eve, 030), work'er{Eve, teacher)) 
I infer 1:«8(marry(Freeman, Eve )) 

Figure .8: Freeman will marry Deb Eve,Cyd and Ada are not over 30 Free
man will not marry E:ve 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We discussed SNeBR, the belief revision system used by SNePS; briefly 
described some of the concepts of the logic that underlies SNeBR; and 
showed an example. The example presented was obtained from an .,ctual 
run just by slightly changing the syntax of the propositions. 

SNeBR is implemented in SNePS, a powerful! knowledge representation 
system. A distinguishing characteristic of SNeBR is that it is based on a 
logic designed with the goal of supporting belief revision systems. SWM 
associates each proposition with all the hypotheses used in its derivation 
and with all the hypotheses with which it is known to be incompatible 
The SWM formalism guarantees that ( 1) The origin set of a supported wff' 
con~ains every proposition that was used in its derivation. (2) The origin 
set of a supported wff only contains the hypotheses that were used in its 

derivation. (3) The restriction set of a supported wff records every set known 
to be inconsistent with the wff's or igin set. ( 4) The app lication of the rules 
of inference is blocked if the resulting wff wou ld have an origin set known 
to be inconsistent. 

In S'leBR, propositions are represented by SNePS network nodes and 
are indexed by (linked with) the hypotheses iri their origin set and the sets 
in their restriction set. 

The queries to SNeBR are associated with a context, the network re
trieval function on ly considers the propositions in the BS defined by that 
context. When a contradiction is detected, after se lecting one hypothesis ( or· 
several hypotheses) as the cu lprit for the contradiction, the "removal" from. 
the network of all the propositions depending on such. hypothesis (hypothe
ses) is done just by droppin g it (them) from the context being considered. 
Afterwards these propositions will no longer be in the BS under considera
tion and thus will not be considered by SNeBR. 
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Resume -- GENIAL est un ensemble d'outils logiciels 
pour la construction rapide d' interfaces robustes en langue 
franc;:aise. Le systeme, programme en Prolog (environ 5000 
lignes de code), est base sur des techniques classiques: gram
maire d' extraposition avec "slots" et transformation des 
requetes en formules logiques. Le noyau linguistique ren
ferme environ 90 regles syntaxiques et 130 mots utilitaires. 
Le systeme etant conc;:u pour le franc;:ais, une attention toute 
particuliere est portee a !'analyse morphologique. La reaction 
aux erreurs et Jes outils de generation sont aussi discutes en 
detail. Finalement, Jes resultats d'une premiere evaluation 
experimentale d'une interface generee sont presentes. 

Abstract -- GENIAL is a toolkit for the rapid construc
tion of robust French natural language interfaces. The sys
tem, written in about 5000 lines of Prolog, is based on a 
combination of well-tried techniques: extraposition grammars, 
slots and translation of requests into logical formulae. The 
built-in linguistic core comprises about 90 syntatic rules and 
130 common words. The paper describes the interface gen
eration tools. Aspects of morphological analysis particular to 
French are also discussed in detail. Finally the results of a 
first experimental evaluation is given. 

Introduction 

Meme si, pour des usagers experimentes, l'emploi de Ian
gages artificiels permet une interaction rapide avec un debit eleve 
d'information; pour des debutants, la possibilite d'exprimer des 
requetes en langue naturelle est un aspect important pour la con
vivialite d'un systeme. 

Pour !'interrogation de bases de donnees, ii existe des 
systemes avec de bonnes interfaces en langue naturelle [8 ,9,11]. 
Ces systemes sont cependant gros et hermetiques; de plus, ii sont 
generalement orientes vers la langue anglaise. 

Le systeme GENIAL que nous decrivons ici vient combler 
cette lacune. II a ete conc;:u pour experimenter avec des interfaces 
en langue franc;:aise dans des contextes tres varies (systemes 
experts, enseignement assiste par ordinateur, aide interactive, 
bureautique, etc.). 

GENIAL repond aux besoins de deux clienteles: Jes infor
maticiens et Jes usagers. Les informaticiens cherchent un outil 
simple a comprendre et a utiliser pour generer et etendre des 
interfaces. Les usagers cherchent une interface "transparente", qui 
reagit vite et correctement, tolerant des fautes mineures, et instruc
tive quand elle est incapable de comprendre une requete. 

* prcsentement au Centre de Rechcrche Informatique de Montreal. 

Dans ce qui suit, nous decrivons le fonctionnement de 
!'interface generee. Nous presentons Jes structures de donnees 
permettant efficacement la recherche dans le dictionnaire et la 
lemmatisation des mots, ainsi que le traitement des erreurs. 
Apres, nous presentons Jes outils disponibles pour generer Jes 
interfaces. Finalement, Jes reactions d'un premier groupe 

· d 'usagers face a une interface generee sont donnees. Le lecteur 
desirant davantage de details sur le systeme pourra consulter [5]. 
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Description de I 'interface 

Nous decrivons dans cette section chacune des etapes du 
traitement, soit Jes analyses lexicale, morphologique, syntaxique et 
semantique, puis la generation de la reponse. 

Analyse lexicale 

L'analyse lexicale est la toute premiere etape dans le traite
ment d'une requete formulee en langue naturelle. Le sens 
employe ici difrere de celui attribue en linguistique (analyse des 
termes en tant que lexemes, etc.). II s'agit du regroupement des 
caracteres en unites lexicales, Jes mots ("tokens"), sans toutefois 
determiner la categorie lexicale de ces mots (verbe, nom, etc.). 

Nous discuterons de differents problemes rencontres !ors du 
decoupage de la phrase en mots, notamment la transformation de 
caracteres et le traitement des caracteres speciaux. 

Lors de I' analyse lexicale, certaines transformations sont 
appliquees sur Jes caracteres !us, afin d'obtenir la forme standard 
employee dans le dictionnaire. Par exemple, Jes lettres majus
cules sont transformees en minuscules. De plus, Jes caracteres 
accentues n'etant pas presents sur tous Jes terminaux, nous avons 
opte pour !'omission complete des accents, plutot que pour 
l'emploi d'un symbolisme special (meta-caractere). L'exemple 
suivant illustre le role de caracteres speciaux (blanc, tiret, apos
trophe) dans le decoupage d'une phrase: 

Aujourd'hui, !'elision est-elle encore un casse-tete? 

Nous traitons !'apostrophe comme un separateur de mots. 
Cette convention conduit a certaines inconsistances, comme le 
demontre l'exemple precedent; ii s'agit la, neanmoins, d'un 
phenomene extremement rare: mains de 10 occurrences figurent 
dans Le Petit Robert (aujourd' hui, quelqu' un, n' importe qui, etc. ). 

De meme, nous considerons le tiret comme un separateur. 
Bien que, la aussi, cette convention conduise a un decoupage 
errone dans certains cas ( exemple precedent), ii faut signaler que 
!'utilisation du tiret est tres frequente dans !'interrogation en 
langue naturelle (constructions interrogatives) . 
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Un phenomene important qui doit etre souligne au niveau 
de !'analyse lexicale est le traitement de la meta-langue. En effet, 
l'usager doit disposer d'un mecanisme permettant de distinguer 
!es niveaux du langage dans une phrase telle que: 

Connaissez-vous le mot mot ? 

Cette distinction se fait dans !'interface par l'intermediaire 
d'une calligraphie speciale, soit l'encadrement du mot par des 
doubles apostrophes (cha1ne): 

Connaissez-vous le mot "mot" ? 

Nous avons employe le formalisme des grammaires de 
clauses definies (DCG) [6] pour exprimer le traitement effectue 
!ors de !'analyse lexicale. Comme nous le verrons dans la section 
suivante, !'analyse morphologique est grandement faci litee lorsque 
!es mots sont representes sous forme de listes de caracteres plutot 
que sous forme d'atomes (unites indivisibles). Par consequent, 
I' analyse lexicale produit en sortie une liste de listes, chacune des 
sous-listes correspondant a un mot. Les sous-listes correspondant 
a une chaine portent une marque speciale: 

[ [c,o,n,n,a,i,s,s,e,z], [v,o,u,s], [l,e], [m,o,t]. chaine([m,o,tl) ]. 

Analyse morphologique 

L' analyse morphologique determine la (Jes) categorie(s) 
lexicale(s) de chacun des mots qui ont ete decoupes par !'analyse 
lexicale. Dans le cas d'un mot dont l'orthographe varie, ii faut 
egalement determiner la lemmatisation employee. 

Dans ce qui suit, nous discuterons de la necessite d'une 
bonne structuration des donnees minimisant a la fois la taille du 
dictionnaire et le temps de recherche. Nous introduirons finale
ment la structure resultant de I' analyse de la phrase: le mini
lexique. 

Dans un systeme d'interrogation en langue naturelle qui se 
veut suffisamment robuste et qui doit par consequent posseder 
une bonne couverture linguistique (environ 1000 mots; le franc;;ais 
fondamental en contient 1700), le dictionnaire occupe certaine
ment une grande partie de l'espace-memoire. II faut par 
consequent une structure adequate pour conserver cette masse 
d'information et y permettre un acces rapide. 

Une premiere approche [4,8,11] consiste a inclure dans le 
dictionnaire une entree pour chaque lemmatisation consideree d'un 
mot. Ceci peut etre acceptable pour un dictionnaire anglais (peu 
de lemmatisation), mais non pour le franc;;ais. Nous avons choisi 
d'incorporer au systeme des procedures de lemmatisation. Nous 
employons pour ce faire une methode inspiree du programme de 
conjugaison propose dans [2]. Notre approche est cependant plus 
simple d'utilisation tout en etant plus generale. 

Nous avons defini le concept de "racine" : ii s'agit de la 
plus longue chaine de caracteres situee au debut du mot qui reste 
fixe independamment de la lemmatisation employee. Nous appel
lons "terminaison" du mot la chaine de caracteres situee a la suite 
de la racine. 

Par exemple, pour Jes mots "donnons", "professeurs", 
"auraient" et "des", Jes racines sont respectivement "donn" , "pro
fesseur", "" (la chaine vide) et "des", alors que Jes terminaisons 
sont "ons", "s", "auraient" et "" . La figure suivante illustre Jes 
entrees du dictionnaire correspondant a ces mots: 
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dict([d,o,n,nlTerm], Term, cat(verbe, er, donner)). 
dict([p,r,o,f,e,s,s,e,u,rlTerm], Term, cat(nomcom, I, 

(professeur, mas, A:prof:hum, [cdn(opt,de):B:matiere:nhum], 
professeur(X), X))). 

dict([d,e,s], [], cat(det, _ +plu, existe(X,P, I), X,_,P))). 
dict([d,e,s], [], cat(prep, (des, nloc))). 
dict([a,u,rlTerm], [a,u,rlTerm], cat(verbe, avoir, avoir)). 

Figure 1. Exemples d'entrees de dictionnaire. 

Apres avoir lance, par exemple, le but "dict([d,o,n,n,o,n,s], 
Term, Info)", ii s'agira de verifier si la terminaison Term obtenue 
(ici [o,n,sl) est une lemmatisation valide, compte tenu de 
!'information Info (ici, conjugaison de type "er"), afin d'apporter 
des informations complementaires sur la morphologle. 

Afin de minimiser le temps d'acces au dictionnaire, nous 
employons une variation de la structure d'arbre TRIE, ne 
comprenant que 2 niveaux d' index (Jes 2 premiers caracteres du 
mot). Pour en verifier l' efficacite, nous avons effectue des tests 
sur un dictionnaire constitue des quelques 2600 mots de racines 
distinctes contenus dans L' etranger, de Camus. Le systeme util
ise etait MProlog™ de Logicware roulant sur VAX 780. 

Avec le dictionnaire implante comme a la figure I, sans 
structure de TRIE, le temps de calcul moyen pour acceder a un 
mot etait de 1 seconde, ce qui n'en permet pas un emploi en 
temps reel. L'implantation en TRIE reduisait le temps de calcul 
par un facteur de quarante. De plus, la structuration en TRIE 
rend la performance du dictionnaire independante des techniques 
d'indexation utilisees par diverses implantations de Prolog. 

L'echec est toujours possible !ors de la recherche dans le 
dictionnaire, peu importe la taille de ce dernier (faute de frappe, 
mauvaise conjugaison, nouveau concept, synonyme, etc.). 
Lorsque ce type d'erreur se produit, !'interface pointe le mot fau
tif en indiquant qu'il est inconnu au dictionnaire, puis interrompt 
!'analyse de la requete. A ce stade, l'usager peut reformuler sa 
requete a !'aide des mecanismes d'edition incorpores. 

Les sessions de travail des usagers sont memorisees sur 
fichier, de meme que la liste des mots inconnus au dictionnaire, 
avec leur frequence d'emploi. Ces memorisations servent d'une 
part a !'augmentation du corpus de phrases et de mots, et d'autre 
part a !'aide aux usagers (reprendre le deroulement d'une session). 

Le resultat de !'analyse morphologique est un petit lexique 
qui contient toute !'information relative aux mots intervenant dans 
la requete. II s'agit d'un mini-dictionnaire, limite aux mots de la 
phrase, qui permet d'eviter le retour en arriere ("backtracking") 
dans le dictionnaire entier ainsi que dans !'analyse morphologique. 
La grammaire accede a ce rnini-lexique par une Jiste de positions 
dans la phrase ("(1,2,3,4]"), plutot que par une liste de mots: 

mini _lex( 1, verbe, (lister,ind+pre, _ +sin), [1 ,i,s,t,e ]). 
mini_lex(I, verbe, (lister,imper+pre, _ +sin), [l,i,s,t,el) . 
mini_lex(l, verbe, (lister,par+pas, mas+sin), [l,i,s,t,el). 
mini_lex(l, nomcom, (liste,mas+sin,A:liste:syste, 

[cdn(opt,de),_,_J, liste(X), X), [l ,i,s,t,el). 
mini _lex(2, prep, (des,nloc), [d,e,s] ). 
mini_lex(2, det, (des,_+plu, existe(X,P,l), X, ,P), [d,e,sl). 
mini_lex(3, nomcom, (professeur, mas+plu, A:prof:hum, 

[cdn(opt,de):B:matiere:nhum], professeur(X), X), 
[p,r,o,f,e,s,s,e,u,r,sl). 

mini_lex(4, fin_de_phrase, rien, rien). 

Figure 2. Mini-lexique pour la phrase " Liste des professeurs. " 



Analyse syntaxique 

II serait ideal de posseder un analyseur pour I' ensemble de 
la langue. Malheureusement, !'experience demontre rapidement la 
difficulte, sinon l'impossibilite, de concevoir une grammaire 
complete du francais. Dans ce qui suit, nous discuterons de divers 
criteres qui influent sur !'elaboration de la grammaire utilisee. 

D'abord, introduisons une terminologie qui aidera par la 
suite a differencier Jes niveaux de grammaire. Nous emploierons 
la notion de grammaticalite lorsqu'il sera question de la gram
maire d'une langue naturelle, et de validite lorsqu'il s'agira de la 
description d'une grammaire dans uncertain formalisme. 

Ainsi, la grammaticalite d'une construction sera determinee 
par la competence alors qu'une phrase sera consideree valide rela
tivement a un analyseur si elle est acceptee par cet analyseur. 
Pour terminer, mentionnons qu'aucune relation de cause a effet ne 
relie Jes concepts de grammaticalite et de validite. En particulier, 
nous justifierons dans Jes paragraphes suivants !'existence de 
regles valides mais non-grammaticales. 

Elaboration d'une grammaire Un facteur important inter
venant dans la determination des regles de grammaire valides est 
le domaine d'application considere. En effet, clans un univers 
ferme et bien maitrise (systeme de courrier electronique, traduc
teur automatique de bulletin meteorologique), ii est possible de 
former un corpus de phrases permettant la conception d'une gram
maire puissante relativement au domaine traite. 

Dans une interface en langue naturelle, ii arrive 
frequemment qu'un usager utilise des constructions non
grammaticales (ex: style telegraphique). Dans le cadre d'un 
systeme d'aide a l'apprentissage d'une nouvelle langue, ii serait 
important d' ajouter Jes structures obtenues par la traduction mot a 
mot de la langue initiale [1]. 

De facon generale, meme si elles presentent des deviations 
grammaticales, !es requetes soumises a !'interface ont un sens 
pour l'usager qui !es fournit . Toute interface suffisamment 
robuste devrait done pouvoir analyser un certain nombre de con
structions non-grammaticales, prioritairement Jes plus courantes. 

Formalisme de description Differents formalismes ont ete 
presentes jusqu'a present ((6,7,13]). Pour notre part, nous avons 
elabore le systeme a partir d'une grammaire restreinte du francais, 
construite par Alain Polguere du departement de linguistique de 
l'Universite de Montreal (10]. 

La grammaire, ecrite en XG (grammaire d'extraposition) [7] 
reprend certaines idees sur l'emploi de l'extraposition a gauche 
dans Jes requetes interrogatives ("Dans quelle ville ... ") [8], idees 
auxquelles s'ajoutent de facon elegante !es techniques de 
complementation de (4]. Elle contient quelque 93 regles non
terminales et 16 regles terminales. 

Nous y ajoutons l'idee d'une couche intermediaire entre la 
grammaire et le dictionnaire (ici, le mini-lexique). Ceci nous per
met de rendre la description de la grammaire independante de la 
structuration du dictionnaire et de retenir de !'information sur le 
deroulement de !'analyse. 

Recuperation d'echec Puisque le risque d'un echec !ors 
de I' analyse syntaxique est toujours present et ce, quelle que soit 
la complexite de la grammaire, ii faut inclure dans une interface 
robuste un mecanisme de recuperation d'erreur. La methode 
privilegiee ici est l'heuristique du plus long chemin, employee 
dans differents systemes robustes ((12]): 
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Heuristique 1: 

"Dans le cas d'un echec dans !'analyse de la phrase, la 
portion de !'analyse qui a permis de reconnaitre la plus 
grande partie de la phrase est consideree comme le 
debut correct de !'analyse". 

L'emploi de cette heuristique est possible grace a 
!'existence d'une couche intermediaire entre la grammaire et le 
mini-lexique. En effet, lorsqu'un acces est effectue au mini
lexique en une position donnee de la phrase, !'interface retient la 
categorie du mot cherche a cette position. Cette technique permet 
de donner, pour la requete "Quels sont Jes professeurs qui dans 
une universite quebecoise", le message: 

Desole, ii y a une erreur syntaxique dans votre requete. 
Quels sont Jes professeurs qui ... 
doit se poursuivre par l'une des categories suivantes: 
verbe. 

Le probleme de !'accord est une cause d'erreur frequente 
clans !'expression ecrite. Pour eviter l'echec clans un tel cas, nous 
tentons une premiere analyse sous la contrainte de I' accord exact; 
s'il y a conflit entre deux syntagmes et qu'aucune analyse n'a 
encore ete trouvee pour la phrase, une faute d'accord est notee et 
!'analyse se poursuit. 

Analyse semantique 

Les arguments et predicats intervenant dans Jes regles de 
grammaire se divisent en 2 groupes: ceux permettant la 
verification de contraintes semantiques (complementation des 
verbes, noms, ... [ 4]) et ceux effectuant la construction de la for
mule logique. 

Dans certains systemes [ 4,8], seul le premier groupe inter
vient au niveau de la grammaire. L'arbre syntagmatique produit 
par I' analyse syntaxique est alors traite afin de construire une 
representation semantique de la requete. 

Dans notre interface, Jes analyses syntaxique et semantique 
s'effectuent en une seule passe (syntaxico-semantique); cette passe 
fournit done, en plus de l'arbre syntagmatique, une representation 
semantique de la requete. Pour distinguer Jes 2 types d'erreurs, 
nous avons employe avec un cerain succes l'hypothese suivante 

Heuristique 2 : 

"Lorsque !'analyse syntaxico-semantique echoue, 
l'heuristique 1 est appliquee; si la categorie lexicale du 
mot fautif obtenu ne figure pas dans la liste des 
categories lexicales attendues, ii s'agit d'une erreur 
syntaxique. Sinon, ii s'agit d'une erreur semantique." 

Generation de la reponse 

Lorsque toutes !es etapes precedentes ont ete franchies avec 
succes, la formule logique produite par I' analyse syntaxico
semantique peut alors etre evaluee. Dans ce qui suit, nous discu
terons de la facon dont s'effectue cette evaluation. 

L'interface produite par GENIAL possede 2 bases de 
donnees. L'une d'elles renferme certaines connaissances linguis
tiques de !'interface (vocabulaire) et permet de repondre a des 
requetes telles que: 

Combien y a-t-il de verbes connus? 
Quels sont Jes noms communs ? 
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L' autre base contient !es tuples relationnels concemant 
!'application consideree, de meme que !es predicats d'acces aces 
tuples. Par exemple, le predicat "professeur(X)" peut etre defini 
en fonction de la relation 

"enseigner('Ducharme', 'ift-2030', 'aut-85')" par: 

professeur(X) :- enseigner(X,_,_) . 

Description du generateur d'interface 

Nous presenterons ici le schema general de GENIAL. 
Nous situerons egalement !es taches de l'implanteur, c'est-a-dire 
de celui dont le role est d'employer le systeme afin de generer 
une interface pour un domaine particulier. 

La figure 3 presente le schema du systeme. Nous y dis
tinguons !es fichiers constitues de programmes Prolog, !es 
donnees foumies par l'implanteur (la partie ombree correspond a 
la proportion des informations a ajouter aux donnees de base pour 
une nouvelle application) et !es modules formant !'interface pro
duite. II y est notamment indique Jes etapes de traitement d'une 
requete, ainsi que Jes fichiers de messages d' aide a 1 'usager et de 
recueil cumulatif des sessions. 

Fichiers textes Fichiers Prolog 

Transtab 

Transgre 

Interface produlte 

Oonnees foumies 
par l'implanteur 

C REPONSE ) 

Ei_gure 3 Plan du systeme 

Une grammaire de base du francais est fournie sous forme 
XG ainsi qu'un programme de transformation de cette grammaire 
en Prolog (Transgra), tire de [7]. L'implanteur n'est done pas 
dans !'obligation d'ecrire une grammaire. De plus, l'outil de 
transformation en question Jui permet de modifier a sa guise la 
grammaire fournie. 

Le vocabulaire de base de !'interface et !es terminaisons 
valides sont disponibles sous forme de "tables" dans !es fichiers 
textes "Lexique" et "Morpho", comme l'illustre la figure suivante: 

bloc( morphologie ) verbe er 
/* terminaison er comme "chanter" */ 

ind pre 
par pas 
inf pre 

e es e ons ez ent 
e es ee ees 
er 

Figure 4. Sous-ensemble de la morphologie des verbes. 
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Ces tables servent de modele a l'implanteur pour l'ajout de 
son propre vocabulaire. La transformation de ces tables en 
fichiers Pro log est assuree par le programme "Transtab", lequel 
utilise des macros pour la generation du code Prolog. La base de 
donnees linguistique est cree automatiquement !ors de cette 
transformation. 

L'implanteur a egalement le role de fournir la base de 
donnees pour son application, de meme que !es predicats d' acces 
a cette base. De plus, l'implanteur insere dans le fichier "aide" 
une description du schema de sa base de donnees. 

Evaluation de !'interface 

Pour !es fins de !'evaluation de GENIAL, nous avons cree 
une interface a une base de donnees contenant un sous-ensemble 
des predicats et operateurs MProlog™. L'interface produite a ete 
experimentee par un groupe d'usagers. Dans ce qui suit, nous 
introduirons la methode employee pour !'evaluation de !'interface 
et nous enchainerons par une discussion sur !es reactions des 
usagers. Notre approche ne se veut nullement un protocole for
mel; une evaluation serieuse aurait ete souhaitable, mais debordait 
le cadre de notre travail. 

Protocole d'evaluation 

L'experimentation a ete effectuee avec 3 etudiants de 
l'universite de Montreal qui avaient tous une bonne experience 
dans l'emploi d'interfaces et qui connaissaient le domaine 
d'application: Martin Bourgault, Diane Goupil et Alain Polguere 
(!'auteur de la grammaire). Les sujets ont ete mis a tour de role 
en contact avec I 'interface. La seance etait enregistree sur bande 
sonore et !es requetes etaient conservees sur fichier. 

La premiere phase de !'experience, tres courte, consistait en 
une presentation sommaire du systeme. Dans un second temps, le 
sujet etait laisse a lui-meme face au systeme, pendant 20 a 30 
minutes. Dans la troisieme etape, le sujet recevait de notre part la 
reponse a toutes !es questions qu'il s'etait pose jusqu'a ce 
moment. Lors de la quatrieme etape, un certain nombre de ques
tions etaient fournies a 1 'usager. II devait !es reformuler pour Jes 
soumettre au systeme. 

Experimentation 

Dans un premier temps, nous relaterons !es commentaires 
relatifs au domaine choisi pour !'experimentation, soit un sous
ensemble des predicats et operateurs Prolog. Dans une seconde 
etape, nous resumerons !es principales reactions des usagers 
devant I 'interface comme telle. 

Choix du domaine Notons premierement que le fait de 
choisir comme domaine d 'application, pour !'experimentation, un 
sous-ensemble de Prolog, soit le langage dans lequel tout le 
systeme est ecrit, a conduit a une certaine confusion chez !es 
sujets. 

Cette ambiguite se situait notamment au niveau des 
operateurs Prolog (and, +, ... ): la definition de ces operateurs en 
tant qu'objets dans la base de donnees etait confondue avec la 
fonction des operateurs des langages artificiels d'interrogation de 
banque de donnees. 

Une autre source de confusion provenait du fait que !es 
deux bases, en plus d'etre ecrites en Prolog, contenaient des infor
mations se rapportant aux entites du langage Prolog. Par exem
ple, la meta-base permettait de repondre a une requete telle: 

Est-ce que "predicat" est un nom commun? 



lei, "predicat" pouvait etre considere comme un nom com
mun faisant partie des connaissances Iinguistiques du systeme, ou 
encore comme une entite Prolog. 

Reactions des usagers Notre premiere observation est 
I'emploi precoce de meta-questions. Ci tons par exemple: 

Que puis-je faire ? 
Je ne sais pas quoi faire. 
Que savez-vous ? 
A quoi sert votre systeme ? 
Que contient Ia base ? 

Face a I' echec de ces meta-questions, Jes sujets se tour
naient vers !'aide disponible sous forme de menus. En effet, Jes 
messages d 'erreurs, quoique significatifs, n'etaient pas pris en 
consideration. De meme, Jes sujets n'ont pas exploi te Jes 
possibilites des heuristiques 1 et 2 pour construire mot-a-mot une 
requete valide. 

A !'oppose, la decouverte dans !'aide par menus d'une liste 
d'exemples de phrases valides a constitue une grande source 
d'inspiration: a partir de ce moment, Jes usagers ont su formuler 
correctement une requete fa isant intervenir un nom propre, en 
encadrant ce dernier par des guillemets. 

Tous Jes participants ont fait remarquer qu'ils auraient 
prefere avoir sur pa pier une copie de I' aide disponible interactive
ment, ou encore en posseder un resume (5 a 10 pages). 

Toutes. !es phrases entrees par !es sujets etaient enregistrees 
sur un fi chier de recueil; ce systeme nous a permis d'augmenter le 
vocabulaire et d'etablir quelques statistiques sur !'experimentation. 
Premierement, notons qu'environ 47% des requetes soumises (!es 
requetes excluent l'appel a !'aide par menus) ont ete rejetees par 
I' interface, sur un total de 123 requetes distinctes. 

De plus, 3% des requetes rejetees etaient agrammaticales, 
69% etaient grammaticales et non-valides, 19% etaient grammati 
cales et "valides", mais faisaient intervenir des mots corrects mais 
inconnus (nouveau mot, nouveau concept), et 9% contenaient des 
mots errones (faute de frappe, mot anglais). 

Les meta-questions representaient la majorite des requetes 
grammaticales non-valides. Egalement, la convention Iexicale sur 
I' entree des noms propres a fait grimper !es statistiques. 

Finalement, remarquons que seulement 4% des requetes 
soumises comportaient des fautes d'accord, lesquelles, comme 
indique precedemment, ne constituaient pas une cause d'echec. 

Conclusion 

Nous avons presente GENIAL, un ensemble d'outils logi
ciels pour la construction rapide d' interfaces robustes en langue 
frarn;:aise. 

L'analyse morphologique utilise des entrees Iexicales sous 
forme de Iistes de caracteres avec queues non-instanciees. Pour 
contrecarrer Ia lenteur inherente a une telle structure, le Iexique 
est implante en arbre TRIE et Jes resultats sont gardes dans un 
mini-Iexique qui sert de "cache" pour I'etape suivante. Des pro
grammes speciaux generent le dictionnaire sous Ia forme requise 
par le systeme. 

Le systeme est tolerant aux fautes d'accord et une approche 
heuristique est employee pour emettre des diagnostics d' erreurs 
significatifs. Des informations sur Jes capacites linguistiques du 
systeme sont disponibles a l'usager. 
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Une premiere experience avec le systeme a montre que Ia 
couverture Iinguistique de GENIAL etait satisfa isante. Cependant, 
Ia carence de regles valides pour !es meta-questions a engendre un 
fort taux d'echec: environ 40% des echecs relevaient des meta
connaissances. Finalement, nous avons note une confusion 
semantique due a Ia presence de deux bases de donnees distinctes. 

Une plus grande integration des meta-connaissances de 
meme que !'incorporation de !'aide a l'usager sous forme de 
requetes demeurent des problemes interessants a explorer. 
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Abstract -- Reports in the literature comparing 
run-times of different search algorithms are highly 
dependent on parameter values of the domain where 
measurements are taken. Examples of such 
parameters are time required to expand a node and 
time required to calculate the heuristic distance 
between two problem states. Altering these 
parameter values can totally reverse the conclusion 
of a time comparison test. To eliminate this 
problem a new technique for comparing run-times of 
different search algorithms is presented. The 
iterative time-consuming activities of a search 
algorithm are parameterized. The values of these 
parameters are reported rather than raw timing 
data. The speed of two algorithms is now compared 
by examining their time-favorable regions in the 
corresponding parameter space. The effect i s that 
time comparisons now depend only on the heuristic 
function used to measure the distances between two 
ncdes and the structure of the search space graph. 
This, in turn, enables study of how the speed of 
different search algorithms varies with the 
heuristic-function/search-graph environment. 

1 • Introduction 

This paper describes a technique for comparing 
the run-times of different search algorithms with 
one another on a set of problem instances. The goal 
is to report findings independent of machine speed 
or of such domain specifics as how long it takes to 
compute the heuristic distance between two problem 
states. In order to be useful to other workers, 
run-time comparisons should depend only on the 
state space graph and the heuristic functions used. 

We have found empirically that the comparative 
run times of two search algorithms on the same 
problem instances can be reversed if one alters the 
ratio of time required to expand a node to time 
required to compute a heuristic distance. Thus, 
reporting the run times of two algorithms without 
adjusting for this ratio is meaningless. Yet, all 
comparisons in the literature do just this (1 , 9). 

It is also canmon to report the average number 
of node expansions as a measure of run-time (4, 7). 
This is perfectly valid for some algorithms, such 
as unidirectional A*, provided comparisons are not 
to be made with algorithms which have different 
s tructures. Even here care must be taken . For 
example, in unidirectional A* implemented without 
hashing the number of node equality checks is 
proportional to the square of the number of node 
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expansions. In certain problem domains the time 
for a node equality check exceeds node expansion 
time. Therefore using ncde expansion count as a 
measure of run-time can be misleading unless one 
knows the type of problem domain. If hashing is 
used, however , then ncde expansion time goes up and 
canparisons can only be made with other search 
algorithms that have a similar ncde e}q:iansion 
overhead. Another alternative i s to have more than 
one measure of run-time, as is proposed below. 

The approach described here is as follows: 
When reporting search algorithm run-times one lists 
the repetitive time consuming activities of the 
algorithm and ass=iates with each such activity a 
time-complexity parameter. For a given probl em 
domain and a given heuristic, or set of heuristics, 
a number of test runs are made. The average values 
of the parameters are reported in a time-complexity 
table (TCT). The TCT is domain independent in the 
sense that it depends only on the structure of the 
state space graph, the heuristic functions used and 
the search algorithm used. It does not depend on 
the amount of time required to do a single work 
unit ass=iated with a time-complexity parameter 
or, more importantly, the ratio of sud1 times . 
Another worker in a danain witl1 a similar state 
space graph and similar heuristic power cannot 
generally use raw timing data from a different 
darain to help him pick a fast search a lgorithm. 
However, TCT data are sufficiently domain 
independent to be of value. 

The TC"l' ' s are useful when comparing the run
times of two search algorithms. One sets up a 
'parameter space ' in which each axis corresponds to 
a single time-compl exity parameter. From the TCT 
one discerns which region of the space is time
favorabl e to each a l gorithm. 'I'he result is what we 
call in section 3 a time-canplexity graph. It i s 
this region information, rather than timing data, 
that a worker in another danain needs to decide 
which search algorithm will be fastest for that 
domain. Time-complexity graphs give qualitative 
insight on the type of situations that make one 
search algorithm run faster than another. We are 
currently studying the extent to which they give 
predictive quantitative information. 

In section 2 we describe time-complexity 
parameters using examples from five heuris tic 
search algorithms which appear in the literature. 
In sections 3 and 4 we explain how these parameters 
are organized into a space whose regions correspond 
to situations in which one algorithm is faster than 



another. An early version of these ideas appears 
in [2 ) . Secti on 5 illustrates the concepts of 
sections 3 and 4 by comparing the run times of 
three heuris tic search a l gorithms. 

2. Run-t ime usage in best-first search 

We list bel ow the major activities performed 
in heuristic search and indicate how t his paper 
treats them. The activities vary depending on the 
algorithm and data structures used. We have tri ed 
to keep our methodology sufficiently general that 
its applicability to new algorithms and situati ons 
wi l l be apparent. We use as exampl es five 
heuristic search algorithms found in the litera
ture. The reader i s assumed to be familiar with 
unidirectiona l A* (UA* ) [5) . The other algorithms 
are bidirectional heuristic path algorithm (BHPA ) 
[8), bidirectional heuri stic front-to-front 
algorithm (BHFFA ) [1), t he d-node a l gorithm (DNODE) 
[9), and iterative-deepening A* (IDA* ) [3, 4, 10). 
These are summarized i n an appendix. 

Node expansion is performed once each cycle. 
Run-time depends on t he problem domain and machine. 
X denotes the number of node expansions performed. 

The heuristic distance between two nodes is 
cal cul ated once for each non-duplicate successor in 
UA* and BHPA. In IDA* it is calculated once for 
each successor not duplicated on the active branch 
fran start. It is performed more often in DNODE 
and BHFFA. H denotes the number of such 
calculations. 

Each successor node is checked to see if it is 
a dupl icate of a node already on the search tree 
(or trees, for bidirectional a l gorithms; active 
branch for IDA* ) . Duplicate checking can be very 
time consuming because problem states , in 
principl e , can be arbitrarily complicated. N 
denotes the number of node equality checks . 

There i s an important s ituation in which N can 
be dropped from consideration, reducing the 
dimension of the parameter space and simplifying 
the analysis. This is if, in all the a l gorithms 
being compared , the whole pool of nodes to be 
checked for duplication is maintained in a hash 
structure. The effect is that we can absorb the 
time cost of node equality checks into node 
expansion time cost. This is because hashing time 
is 0 (1) and the number of hashes per cycl e should 
approximate the average node degree of the search 
space graph. Hashing has been used for duplication 
checking in [8) and [9) . 

If the al gorithms whose run-times are being 
canpared include one for which hashing is not used, 
then N must be r ecorded for al l the a l gorithms 
whether they hash or not; this is because 
absorbing hashing into node expansions gives the 
hashing algorithms a different node expansion time 
from the others and the analysis below woul d not be 
valid. In section 5 we describe another mechanism 
by which the N-dimension can be removed, but this 
involves a cost in domain independence. 

OPEN is traversed looking for _ the minimL~ 
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value off, the evaluation function. This involves 
at each node a numeric comparison and possibl y 
several assignment statements and arithmetic opera
tions. The bidirectional a lgorithms usually do 
f ewer such checks than UA*. IDA* does none. The 
number of nodes vi sited for this work i s denoted ·M. 

Maximum depth check comparison is done only in 
DNODE, and is done for each successor added t o the 
search tree. It is denoted by D. 

Threshold and minimum cost checks occur onl y 
in IDA*. The cost of each node generated is 
canpared to the current cutoff threshold and to t he 
current minimum value for setting the next 
threshold. T denotes the number of times this is 
done. 

The di scussion above isolat es the following 
parameters as measures of run time usage: 

X number of nodes expanded 
H number of cal culations of heuristic distance 

between two nodes 
N number of node equality checks 
M number of minimum f-value checks 
D number of maximum depth checks 
T number of threshold and minimum cost checks 

In the following analysis we group the l ast three 
parameters into a single parameter, 

W=M+D +T (1) 

A more precise alternat i ve is to carry M, D and T 
as separate parameters. The result is an analogous 
theory in which the ' critical parameter plane' is 
replaced by a hyperplane in a higher dimensional 
parameter space. We use (1) partly to simplify the 
t heory described here and partl y because in our 
exampl e of section 5 only Mand Dare rel evant . We 
have found that t he time required by an M-work unit 
i s within a few percent of the time required by a 
D-work unit in our implementations. 

Major changes in the data structures used in a 
search a l gorithm may r equire that the resulting 
procedure be viewed as a different a l gorithm and 
that new parameters be introduced into the 
anal ysis. We have mentioned the exampl e of finding 
duplicates in a hash versus non-hash structure. 

We represent the run time of a 
a l gorithm to a first approximation as 

search 

( 2 ) 

The a . are positive and depend on machine and 
probleffi domain. For exampl e , in two problem 
domains with s imilar search space graphs and 
heuristic functions, the domain with a heuristic 
function taking l onger to compute has the higher a1 val ue. If two al gorithms use the same heuristic 
distance , are applied to the same problem domain , 
and run on the same machine, then the corresponding 
a . ' s are equal. Presumabl y the X, H, W, N-valu. -s 
wiSuld differ on identical problems. X, H, W and ,~ 
are called time-compl exity parameters. 



3. Time-complexi ty graphs 

Let A. be a search algorithm with 
complexity fjarameters Xi, Hi, Wi , Ni, i = 
From (2 ) we have 

T(A1 ) ~ T(A2) iff 

6X + ( ilH )R1 + ( AW )R2 + ( AN)R3 ~ 0 

time-
1, 2. 

(3 ) 

( 4 ) 

where .11x = x1 - x2, tiH = H1 - H2, D.W = w1 - w2, 
6N = N1 - N2'. R1 = a1/ao, R2 = a2/ao, R3 = a3/ao· 
It is important to note the physical 
interpr etations of R1, R2 , R3 : they are, 
respectivel y , the average time requirements for an 
H, W, N =rk unit, normalized with respect to node 
expansion time. (4 ) says that the plane 

6X + ( 6H )R1 + (6W )R2 + (6N )R3 = 0 (5 ) 

divides the R1, R2, R space into two regions which 
we call the A.-favora~le regions (i = 1 ,2 ) . In one 
region the R1~ R2, R~ values are run-time favorable 
to A1 and in the otfier they are favorable to A2. 
We say that (5 ) represents a critical parameter 
plane and its graph in 3-dimensional space is a 
time-compl exity graph. 

In solving a search problem one normally has 
some flexibility regarding whether to use an 
accurate, time-consuming heuristic or a weaker, 
faster one. That is, a range of R1 choices are 
normally avai l abl e. There is no flexibility in R2, 
R3 values. The fastest algorithm for one choice of 
R1 may not be the fastest for another; it depends 
on which side of the critical parameter plane the 
system i s placed by the various R1 values. Thus 
time-compl exity graphs contain information which is 
critical for choosing the fastest algorithm for a 
given situation. 

4. Comparing search algorithm run- times 

Suppose we are t esting run-times for search 
algorithms on a set of probl em i nstances using one 
or more heuristics. A list of average val ues for 
time-complexity parameters (a TCI' ) is of more use 
than raw timing data. The TCI' reflects where an 
a l gorithm spends its run time for a given search 
graph s tructure and group of heuristics, but it is 
not linked to the timing specifics of a particular 
problem domain. 

To compare the run-times of t= search 
a l gorithms in a given graph-heuristic environment, 
one combines their TCI' ' s to form the corresponding 
time-complexity graph. Two types of uses for such 
graphs are as fol l ows. (1) The qualitative features 
whi ch make one a l gorithm more favorable than 
another are revealed. For example, if the critical 
parameter plane makes a steep slope with respect to 
the R1 axis , then the amount of time for heuristic 
function cal culation is a critical factor in 
choosing the fastest algorithm. A small slope 
means that it is not critical. (2) By determi ning 
R1 , R2 R1-values , a problem domain and the proposed 
heuristics s ingle out a region of the parameter 
space. From a previously compiled time-complexity 
graph and this region information one can determine 
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without tedious tests which search a l gorithm i s 
fastest. We are currently studying the extent to 
which this may be done with precision. One 
question yet to be answered is to what extent do 
results obtained for one graph carry over to graphs 
with similar s tructures (eg . s imila r average 
branching factor, or density and size of cycl es ) . 

5. An exampl e 

To illustrate the ideas above we ran UA*, 
ONODE and Bl-IPA on a sample of 15-puzzle problems. 
Ec1ch alqorithm was run using an evaluation function 
of the form f = (1 - w)g + wh where w = 0.5, 0.75 
and 1.0 . h ranged over the four heuristics 
described in (9 ). The 15-puzzle problems consisted 
of the same goal and ten different start states , 
each exactly 35 moves away from the goal. This 
provides 120 problem situations for each algorithm. 

The sample set is small and is more 
illustrative of techniques than definitive. It has 
two desirable properties: (1) One can show by girth 
arguments that the diameter of the 15-puzzle 
probl em space i s i n the low 70's. Thus 35 is 
probably in t he (low ) mid-range of 15-puzzle 
problem solutions. (2) Other researchers (1, 9 ) 
have terminated their program runs when X reached a 
predetermined number. They compare two a l gorithms 
with respect to some parameter by obtaining the 
aver age value of the parameter for a parti cular 
a lgorithm with respect to those probl ems sol ved _ey_ 
that algorithm. This is biased because each 
algorithm is onl y being eval uated on a probl em set 
it finds easy; what's worse, t his set may be 
relatively disjoint from the other's ' easy set. ' 
To avoid this problem we were forced to drop four 
problem situations. Each a lgorithm was run to 
completion on the same 116 s ituations. 

UA* 

BHPA 

DNODE 

Table 1. 

X 

4724 

2028 

1102 

H 

9528 

4364 

10135 

N 

222 ,017, 977 

27 ,086,796 

7,208,565 

TCI': average values. 

w 

51,980,044 

4,163,982 

1 , 136,008 

The three algorithms were r un without hashing. 
The TCI' i s given in Table 1. We shall discuss the 
time-canplexity graphs which go with Tabl e 1 , first 
assuming hashing and , second, without that 
assumption. We first discuss the qualitative and 
then the quantitative significance. 

Had hashing been used , the same X, H and w 
values would have resulted but N =uld be O because 
node equality checking would be absorbed into node 
expansion, as expl ained in section 2. The time
complexity graphs are two-dimensional and are shown 
for our data in Figure 1. The time-favorable region 
is indicated for each of the three algorithms by 
placing a U, B or D on one side or the other of 
each of the three critical parameter lines. The 
locations of these regions reflect properties of 
the algorithms and give i_nsight about when one is 
faster than another: The DB line has a higher 



slope (-4-I/ll.W) than the 00 line because UA* ' s 
single large search tree causes it to do more W
work than BHPA ' s two smaller trees. It crosses 
the R1 axis closer to the origin (-~X/ll.H 0.16 
versus 6.0 ) because BHPA expands fewer nodes and 
calculates fewer heuristic functions than does UA*, 
on average. The result is that BHPA is more 
favorable than UA* when canpared to DNODE. For a 
fixed W-unit time and X-unit time, Figure 1 shows 
that both UA* and BHPA will run faster than DNODE 
if the time required to calculate the heuristic 
function is sufficiently large ( ie., a large R1 value ) . This is because, despite its virtues in 
expanding the fewest number of nodes, Dl.~ODE makes 
more heuristic function calculations than the other 
algorithms. The BU line indicates that BHPA is on 
average better than UA* for all R1 , R2 values. 
This is because in our sample BHPA on average 
expands fewer nodes, evaluates fewer heuristic 
functions and does less W-work than UA*. 

It should be emphasized that the qualitative 
conclusions we drew from Figure 1 are limited to 
search spaces with graph structure similar to that 
of the 15-puzzle and to heuristics whose effective
ness falls in the range of those we considered. 

When hashing is not used, the time-canplexity 
graph is three-dimensional. To simplify the 
analysis we use a simple devise to convert it to 
two dimensions. However, there is a tradeoff: the 
method instantiates the graph to certain timing 
aspects of our own problem domain. Another user 
would have to use Table 1 and his own problem 
domain to instantiate the situation differently. 
The method is as follows: We measure the average 
ratio of time to do an N-work unit to time required 
to do a W-work unit in our problem domain, say Z. 
(For the 15-puzzle at our location, Z = 0.97. ) We 
absorb N into W by adding to the W-count z times 
the N-count. The variable R3 is now dropped from 
the critical parameter plane equation , yielding a 
line. Notice that it is not desirable to canbine 
R1 with R2 or R3 the way we just combined R2 and 
R. As menEioned in section 3, R is controlled by 

· t~e designer of an artificial intelligence system 
when he chooses different heuristic functions. R2 and R3 are determined by the problem domain. By 
leaving R1 free we allow the designer to see which 
algorithms and heuristic functions are fastest for 
his environment. 

Figure 1 also shows critical parameter lines 
for our data assuming no hashing and adjusted in 
the fashion described above. The new linen have 
less slope (in absolute value), while their R1 . intercepts (-X/-H ) are unchanged. The slope change 
in this case makes the less desirabl e algorithms 

.. even worse. From Table 1 we see the reason is that 
adding the N overhead to W will simply accentuate 
the present W-trend: UA* is worse than BHPA which 
is worse than DNODE. On the other hand, -H, -X are 
unchanged because failure to hash does not affect 
H, X. 

We are currentl y studying the extent to which 
time-complexity graphs allow reliable quantitative 
prediction atout which algorithms are fastest and 
by how much. This is as opposed to the qualitative 
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Figure 1. rl'ime-compl exi t y grn;;:,hs . 

ao a 1 a2 

Hashing 1329 220 46.6 

D 

u 

D 
u 

a3 

No Hashing 896 same same 45.37 

Tabl e 2. Average ai ' s in microseconds. 

insight they provide about general circumstances 
which favor one or the other algorithm. Table 2 
shows the average values we measured for the a . 's 
of equation (2 ) . The shaded regions in Figurei 1 
shows the corresponding (R1 '. R2) regio~s relevant 
in our environment. According Eo the figure, the 
speed ranking of the algorithms is DNODE, BHPA and 
UA* when hashing is used. This is in essential 
agreement with results published in [9], but we 
have not checked it. The other shaded region 
indicates that without hashing the results are the 
same but more pronounced. Our UA*- normalized 
average time for DNODE and BHPA is 0. 15 and 0.33 , 
respective ly. This is an accentuation of the 
results in [ 9 ] . 

6. Conclusions 

We have described a method of reporting and 
canparing the run-times of search algorithms on a 
group of problem instances. The iterative time 
consuming activities of search algorithms are 
parameterized. Values of these parameters are 
reported rather than raw timing data. The effect 
is that the reported timing information now depends 
only on the algorithm , the heuristic function used, 
and the structure of the search space graph. The 
run-times of two algorithms are now compared by 
examining each algorithm ' s time-favorable region in 
a corresponding parameter space. 

There are two advantages to this. (1) We may 
now study search algorithm run-time as a function , 
of graph structure (average node degree, 
number of cycles, etc. ) and heuristic 
accuracy ( cons_tant versus logarithmic 

average 
function 
relative 
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error, for example). Our results are independent 
of machine time and problem danain. (2) Workers 
can assess which algorithms are fastest for them by 
seeing the region of the ,:arameter space into which 
their problem specifics fall. Data must first 
exist, however, for similar graphs and heuristic 
functions. The tirning data currently being 
reported give no insight into which algorithms are 
fastest when the problem dcmain is altered. 

Appendix 

We assume the reader is familiar with 
unidirectional A* (UA*). Here we briefly describe 
the four other search algorithms discussed in the 
paper. The evaluation function is assumed to have 
the form f = g + h: g is the algorithm's current 
record of the least cost to a node from the root of 
the search tree on which it resides; h is the 
heuristic component off. As in section 2, X and H 
denote, respectively, the number of node e..'{])ansions 
made and the number of calculations of heuristic 
distance between two nodes. 

Pohl ' s BHPA [3 ) is a generalization of UA* 
search in which two search trees are maintained, 
one rooted at the start node and the other at the 
goal. The h-value for each node is the heuristic 
distance to the root of the opposite tree. During 
each cycle of the algorithm, an open node is chosen 
for expansion from the tree with the smaller open 
list. The algoritrun terminates when a node is 
chosen for ex,,;iansion that appears on tl1e opposite 
closed list, and there i s no node on open with a 
smaller f-value. 

A major problem with BHPA is that the search 
trees do not typically meet midway between start 
and goal. This results when the two trees develop 
different solution paths and meet near one of the 
endpoints. The effect limits the savings over UA* 
in X and H, at least in the 15-puzzle danain. Our 
own results and those of [ 9 J, however, show that 
BHPA finds 10% shorter path l engths than UA* (in 
the 15-puzzle danain ) . 

De Champeaux and Sint' s BHFFA [ 1 ) uses a 
dynamic heuristic to all eviate the problem of 
unbalanced search trees. The h-value of an open 
node is calculated in the following way: An 
estimated distance fran the node to· the opposite 
goal is canputed as the heuristic distance fran the 
node to an open node on the opposite search tree 
plus the g-value of that opposite node. Such an 
est~~ate is calculated using each node on the 
opposite open list and the minimum of these 
estimates is taken as the h-value. This results in 
a l arge increase in the number of heuristic 
distance calculations. In canparison with UA* H 
increases but X decreases. Our own experiments 
with the 15-puzzl e show that, canpared with UA*, 
BHPA and DNODE, BHFFA finds the highest quality 
solution ,:aths (20% shorter than UA* on average ) . 

Politowski and Pohl's d-node algorithm [9 ) 
chooses a node on each tree with the maximum g
value and designates it a ' d-node.' Anh-value is 
the heuristic distance fran a node to the opposite 
tree ' s d-node. This algorithm departs from the 
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previously mentioned criterion for choosing 
direction: A fixed number of cycles execute frcm 
one direction, then the same is done from the other 
direction. At direction-change tirne heuristic 
distances normally need to be recalculated due to a 
changed d-node. i\/evertheless D.',ODE ' s H values are 
considerably lower than BHFFA ' s. Its X values are 
intermediate between those of UA* and those of 
BHFFA. Unfortunately its solution quality appears 
low (50% longer than UA* on average in our 
experiments wit..'1 the 15-puzzle ) . 

Iterative-deepening A* ( IDA*) works as follows 
[3, 4, 10) Starting fran the initial state, 
perform a depth-first search, cutting off a branch 
when its total cost (g + h) exceeds a given 
threshold. Repeat from start the depth-first 
search wit..'1 successively increasing thresholds 
until a goal state is selected for expansion. The 
threshold starts at the heuristic estimate of the 
distance between start and goal. After each 
interation, the next threshold is the minimum of 
all cost-values that exceed the previous tlrreshold. 
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PROPERTIES OF GREEDILY OPTIMIZED ORDERING PROBLEMS* 
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Abstract -- The greedy method is a well-known approach for 
problem solving directed mainly at the solution of optimiza
tion problems. The ability to characterize greedily optimized 
problems (i.e., that can be solved optimally by a greedy algo
rithm) is important for the mechanical discovery of hueristics 
and for the understanding of human problem solving. This 
paper discusses the properties of certain classes of greedily 
optimized ordering problems which are not covered under 
currently available theories (e.g., Matroids and Greedoids). 

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 

The greedy method is a well-known approach for problem 
solving directed mainly at the solution of optimization prob
lems. Greedy algorithms use an irrevocable search control 
regime that uses local knowledge to construct a global solu
tion in a "hill climbing" process [7]. Usually, they involve 
some real-valued function defined on the states of the search 
space. The greedy control strategy selects the next state so as 
to achieve the largest possible increase in the value of this 
function. 

Our interest in greedy algorithms is twofold. First, 
greedily optimized problems (i.e., that can be solved 
optimally by a greedy algorithm) represent a class of rela
tively easy problems. Since many heuristics used in the solu
tion of hard problems are related to simplified models of the 
problem domain [9], the ability to characterize easy problems 
is important, particularly if the process of discovering hueris
tics is to be mechanized. Second, greedy schemes are prob
ably the closest to explaining human problem-solving stra
tegies because they require only a minimum amount of 
memory space and because they often produce adequate 
results. (Due to the small size of human short-term memory, 
it is very hard to conceive of a human conducting best-first or 
even backtracking search, both requiring retention of some 
properties of previously suspended alternatives.) 

Three examples of greedily optimized problems, along 
with their respective greedy strategies are given below: 
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Foundation, Grant #DCR 85-01234 

**R. Dechter is also with the Artificial Intelligence Center, 
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1. 

2. 

Minimum (Maximum) Spanning Tree. 
Given a graph G = (V ,E) where V is the set of ver
tices and E is the set of edges, and given a set of 
values associated with the edges, find a spanning tree 
with minimum sum of values. 

Greedy strategy: select edges in nondecreasing order 
of their values as long as they do not create a cycle. 

Job sequencing on a single processor. 
Given n jobs with processing time Pi and weight u; 
for job i find a sequencing that will minimize the 
weighted mean flow time: 

n k 

F = LukLPj, 
k=I j=I 

where the jobs are indexed by their positions in the 
sequence. 

Greedy strategy : Sequence the jobs in a nondecreas-
. d f Pi mg or er o -. 

U; 

3. Optimal merge patterns. 
Merge n files in pairwise manner so that the total 
merging cost will be minimized. Each file has weight 
w;. The cost of merging files i and k into a new file j 
is : 

Greedy strategy: Merge the two files which have the 
lowest cost, then add the resultant file to the list and 
repeat (Huffman procedure). 

All three problems involve the task of selecting in 
some order, from a given set of elements (edges of a graph, 
jobs, files), a subset (not necessarily proper) that satisfy some 
property, so as to maximize (or minimize) the value of a cost 
function defined on all possible solutions. These problems 
demonstrate a useful classification of greedily optimized prob
lems. The first is an example of a selection problem, where 
the cost function is not dependent on the order of the elements 
in the subset of elements which constitutes a solution. Other 
examples of greedily optimized selection problems are the 
continuous knapsack problem and the problem of storing pro
grams on a limited amount of tape. The second is an order
ing problem, where the value of the cost function is depen· 
dent on the order of the elements as well as on their identity. 
Other examples in this class are scheduling sequential search 



• • I 

. . \ 

. ·1 

I 
. I 

[10] and minimizing maximum flow-time in a two machine 
flow-shop [1]. The third problem is an instance of a tree con
struction problem. These problems require the generation of 
a tree which induces a partial order on the set of elements. 

The solution of selection and tree-construction prob
lems by greedy algorithms has been studied extensively. 
Specifically, selection problems are covered by the work of 
Edmonds and Gale [6] on the relationships between matroid 
theory and greedy algorithm. Tree-construction problems are 
summarized by the work of Parker [8] which characterizes the 
set of cost functions defined on trees that are minimized using 
the Huffman algorithm (which is a greedy procedure). 

No comparable body of knowledge exists for charac
terizing greedily optimized ordering problems. A generaliza
tion of the Matroid structure, called Greedoids [ 4], represents 
an attempt in this direction. However, many greedily optim
ized ordering problems (including the job sequencing problem 
mentioned above) cannot be patterned after either matroid or 
greedoid theories. In this paper we present a theory intended 
to fill this gap by characterizing cost functions that permit the 
optimal solution of ordering problems by a greedy algorithm. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In 
section 2 we introduce the notion of a Problem Scheme, used 
to describe classes of ordering problems, and state the neces
sary and sufficient conditions for a problem scheme to be 
greedily optimized. Section 3 discusses a special class of 
greedily optimized problems, those which have uniform rank
ing functions. In section 4 we focus on a particular type of 
greedily optimized problems having a dominant solution and 
provide some necessary and sufficient conditions for problems 
to be in this class. The various conditions and their possible 
uses are illustrated in section 5 with the aid of two examples. 
A summary and conclusions are given in Section 6. The 
theorems in this paper are given without proofs. The proofs 
can be found in [2]. 

JI. PRELIMINARIES: DEFINITIONS 
AND NOMENCLATURE 

Most, if not all, ordering problems can be described in terms 
of a Problem Scheme P defined as a triplet (E ,PAR ,C) 
where: 

1. E is a set of elements . 

2. PAR is a set of parameters, which are real valued 
functions defined over the elements of E. Parameters 
could be single-argument functions, in which case they 
are denoted by a(i ), PO), etc., where i indexes the 
elements in E. They could also be multiple-argument 
functions, defined over all sequences of the same 
number of elements and denoted by y(i ,j), o(i ,) ,k ), 
etc. 

3. C is a real valued cost function. It associates a cost 
with any sequence of subsets of elements in E, and is 
dependent only on the the parameters of the elements 
and on their order. The cost function is written as 
C = C ( a), where a denotes a sequence of elements in 
E, and ai is the element in position i in a. 

A problem scheme describes an entire class, or family, 
of problems that are very similar in character. An instance of 
a problem scheme P, denoted by P1 is specified by a subset of 
elements E1 of E along with the values of their parameters. 
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Let n be the cardinality of E1 . The problem associated with 
every instance P1 of P is to find a sequence (e 1, · · · ,en) of all 
the elements of E1 such that C (e 1, ... ,en) is maximal (or 
minimal) over all permutations of the elements. 

For example, the problem of sequencing jobs on a sin
gle processor so as to minimize a weighted average of the 
flow times can be formulated in terms of a scheme 
(E ,PAR ,C) where E is a set of jobs, PAR contain two 
parameters, p and u, that associate with each job a processing 
time and an importance weight, respectively, and C is a cost 
function defined on any sequence a of n elements as follows: 

n i 
C(a)=LuiLPJ (1) 

i=l j=l 
where ui and Pi are the parameters of the i 1h element in the 
sequence a. 

Definition: A greedy rule for P is a sequence of functions 
f = {fj} 

!J : <I>J ~ R 

where <I>1 are all sequences of j elements. 

(2) 

A greedy procedure for solving any instance P1 of P 
using/ = {! i} is defined as follows (maximization is assumed 
here and hereafter): 

Greedy(?,/): 

1. choose e EE such that f 1 ( e ) = max {! 1 ( e ') I e 'E E} 

2. after choosing e 1,e2, ... , ei-l choose 
yEE -{e 1, ... ,ei_1) such that/i(e 1, ... ,ei- 1,Y) = 
max (fi(e 1, ... ,ei_1,x) I xEE-{e 1, ... ,ei_1)} 

Definition: P is greedily optimized (by f) if for every prob
lem instance P1 having n elements, the sequence (e 1, ... , en) 
generated by Greedy(?,/) has a maximum cost over all per
mutations of the elements. 

In the balance of this paper we restrict our attention to 
problems with single-argument parameters and (unless 
specified otherwise) to greedy rules that satisfy 

/i(e1, · · · ,ei) =fi(ei) =! (ei) · (3) 

In that case the greedy rule is defined over the set of parame
ters associated with each element, i.e., 

f (ei) =! (ai ,Pi, ··· ) · (4) 
We will refer to such rules as ranking functions. Possible 
ranking functions for the job sequencing problem discussed 
above are: 

f (ui ,Pi) = ui (5) 

and 

f (ui ,Pi) =piui · (6) 
A ranking function induces a weak order among the elements 
of E and the greedy procedure simply chooses elements in a 
nonincreasing order off . 

Definition: A ranking function is optimizing for some prob
lem scheme P , if for every problem instance, P 1 , it generates 
an optimal order. A problem scheme is said to be greedily 
optimized if it permits an optimizing ranking function. 



We now give a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
problem scheme to be greedily optimized. The condition is 
stated for problems having a one-to-one cost function (i.e., no 
two sequences have the same cost) . It should be slightly 
modified to hold for any cost function but this involves some 
detai ls that we choose to avoid for the sake of simplicity. 

Theorem 1: 
A necessary and sufficient condition for a problem scheme P, 
having a one-to-one cost function, to be greedily optimized is 
that for any two elements a and b (characterized by their 
assigned parameters) and for all problem instances of P in 
which they both participate, either a precedes b in all optimal 
sequences orb precedes a in all optimal sequences. 

D 

Consider, for example, a problem scheme defined by a 
set of four elements {l,2,3,4) and some cost function. Sup
pose that the optimal sequence for the instance defined by the 
set {1,2,3) is (3,2,1), and that the optimal sequence for the 
instance defined by the set {l,2,4) is (4,1,2) . Then, this 
schema does not have any optimizing ranking function 
because elements 1 and 2 do not have the same ordering in the 
two optimal sequences. 

The verification of the condition given in Theorem 1 
usually depends on the knowledge of the optimal solution of 
the problem, and cannot be carried out by simple manipula
tion of the problem representation. Therefore, its usefulness 
is very limited. In the next section we present stronger, 
potentially more easily verifiable, requirements that constitute 
sufficient (but not necessary) conditions for greedily optim
ized problems. 

III. UNIFORM RANKING FUNCTIONS 

A reasonable approach for obtaining sufficient conditions for 
greedily optimizing problems is to extend the properties 
required by Theorem 1 for the optimal sequence to all possi
ble sequences. This leads to the following definition. 

Definition: Let P = (E ,PAR ,C) and let f be a ranking func
tion (not necessarily one-to-one) defined over the set of 
parameters of each element in E. A ranking function f is 
called uniform relative to P, if for every problem instance and 
for every sequence cr of elements in that problem instance, 

C (cr) ~ C (cri) if f (cri) > f (<Y;+1) (7) 

and 

C (cr) = C (cri) if f (cri) = f (cri+1) 

for all i, where cri is the sequence resulting from the exchange 
ofthei 1

" andi+1 11i elementsincr. 

Theorem 2: 
A problem scheme P that has a uniform ranking function f, is 
greedily optimized by it. 

D 

We next address the question of the properties the cost 
function should have to guarantee the existence of a uniform 
ranking function. Let Lab be the set of all the sequences, in 
all the instances of problem scheme P, for which element a 
immediately precedes element b . 

Definition: A cost function C is said to be pairwise pre
ferentially independent (p.w.p.i.) if Va, b either 
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C ( cr) ~ C ( ~) V cr E Lab 

with strict inequality for at least one sequence, or 

C(cr) ~ C(~) V cr E Lab, 

with strict inequality for at least one sequence, or 

C(cr) = C(~) V cr E Lab, 

(8) 

where ~ is the sequence resulting by the exchange of the 
adjacent elements a and b in cr. In the first two cases we say 
that C prefers a on b (resp. b on a), and denote it by 
a > p.w. b (resp. b > p.w. a). In the third case we say that C is 
indifferent between a and b and use the notation a-p.w. b. 

definition: A pairwise preferentially independent cost func
tion C is said to be acyclic if the relation 2p.w. is transitive, 
i.e., 

if a 2p.w. b and b 2p.w. c then a 2p.w. c . (9) 

This last property (i.e., that the relation "C prefers a 
on b '' satisfies transitivity) is required to assure a weak order 
[5] and does not follow automatically from p.w.p.i. The fol
lowing example shows that a cost function can be pairwise 
preferentially independent but not acyclic. Consider a prob
lem instance defined by a set of three elements (1,2,3) with a 
cost function C that creates the following complete order 
among all different sequences: 

(321)> (132)> (213)> (312)> (123)> (231) . 

For this instance, C is pairwise preferentially independent 
where 3 is preferred to 2 and 2 is prefeITed to 1. However, 1 
is preferred to 3 thus violating transitivity. 
Theorem 3: 
A necessary and sufficient condition for a problem scheme 
P = (E ,PAR ,C) to have a uniform ranking function is that C 
is p.w.p.i. and acyclic. 

D 
In the remainder of this paper we use the term p.w.p.i 

to include both properties. The next theorem suggests a pos
sible process for identifying a p.w.p.i. cost function and for 
discovering its optimizing ranking function. 

Theorem 4: 
Let P be a problem scheme P=(E ,PAR ,C) and cr any 
sequence of any subset of the elements in E. If the cost func
tion C satisfies 

C(cr)-C(cri)=K·(d(cri)-d (cri+i)) (10) 

for all i, where K is a nonnegative function defined on cr and 
d is a function defined on the parameters associated with each 
element, then d is an optimizing ranking function . 

D 

The process Theorem 4 suggests is: perform symbolic 
manipulation on the cost function and try to express the 
difference between the cost of an arbitrary sequence and that 
of the sequence which results from exchanging the i 1

1i and 
i + 11

/i elements. If the expression satisfies condition (10) then 
an optimizing ranking function is given by d in that expres
sion. 

As an example consider again the single-processor job 
s~quencing problem whose cost function is given in 01,· Let 
cr' be a sequence resulting from the exchange of the i Ii and 
i+l1

1i elements . We get that 



.I 

In this case the ranking function suggested from the above 
. . f ) Pi representation 1s (p; ,u; = - . 

Ui 

The gap between the sufficient condition for a problem 
scheme to be greedily optimized, namely, that the cost func
tion be p.w.p.i., and the necessaiy condition as given in 
Theorem 1, is not as wide as it may seem. For instance, in 
problem instances of two elements the two conditions coin
cide, because there ai·e only two possible sequences, one of 
which has maximum cost. This observation leads to another 
way for discovering optimizing ranking functions for any 
greedily optimized problem (not necessarily with a p.w.p.i . 
cost function) . 

Theorem 5: 
If P is any greedily optimized problem scheme then a ranking 
function f is optimizing if and only if it agrees with the 
ordering dictated by the cost function on pairs of elements, 
that is, for every two elements a and b, if C (a ,b ) > C (b ,a ) 
then f (a) > f (b ). 

D 

The proof of Theorem 5 relies on our understanding 
that the ranking function is optimal for all instances of a prob
lem scheme and in paiticular for instances of two elements. 
Practically all optimizing ranking functions for problems 
known to be greedily optimized satisfy this property. 

Theorem 5 suggests that an optimal solution to a 
greedily optimized ordering problem is obtained by simply 
sorting the elements in the order dictated by applying the cost 
function to pairs of elements. When a problem is not known 
a' primi to be greedily optimized, this method could be used 
to either generate candidate ranking functions or to reject the 
hypothesis that the problem is greedily optimized (if, for 
instance, the pair-wise preference turns out ·to be non
transitive). When the objective is to find an explicit optimiz
ing ranking function f then, by Theorem 5, candidate func
tions must satisfy C (a ,b )>C (b ,a )~! (a )> f (b) for any two 
elements a and b of E. 

The above observations imply that cost functions 
defined on pairs of elements can be used as building blocks 
for generating cost functions that are greedily optimized. A 
cost function C 2, defined on pairs of elements with k parame
ters each, is said to be transitive if for every x ,y ,z E R k 

C 2(x ,y) ~ C 2(y ,x ) and C 2(y ,z) ~ C 2(z ,y) --) C 2(x ,z) ~ C 2(z ,.x)(1 2) 

Theorem 6: 
If a cost function C 2 defined on pairs is transitive, then a 
problem scheme P=(E ,PAR ,C), where C is given by: 

n j 
C(e1,e2, ... ,e,, ) = L LC2(ek>ej) (1 3) 

j = lk= I 

is greedily optimized. 

IV. DOMINANT RANKING FUNCTIONS 

A common greedy rule is the cost function itself, i.e., 

J; (e 1, .... ,ei ) = C (e 1, .... ,ei) . 

D 

(14) 

This means that at each step the algorithm chooses that ele
ment which, if it was the last, would yield best cost (i.e., 
Myopic policy). The Greedoid Theory [4] is concerned solely 
with this greedy rule. 
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Greedy rule (14) is optimal for some problem scheme 
P if any instance P1 of P has the following property: any 
subsequence (e 1, .... ,e) ) of £1 that has a maximal cost over all 
subsets of size j ot £1 can be extended to a sequence of 
length j + 1 that has a maximal cost over all subsets of size 
)+1 of £ 1 . Formally , 

V (e1, ... , e;) optimal over<I>; 3 e;+J E £1 -{e 1, ... , e;) (15) 

such that (e 1, ... , e; ,e;+1) is optimal on <I>;+i . 

When this condition is satisfied, the greedy rule (14) generates 
an optimal sequence, <J, satisfying the following property : any 
subsequ~nce _(e 1, .... ,ej ) of <J has a maximal cost over all sub
sets of size ; of £1 . An optimal sequence that has this pro
perty is cal)ed a dominant sequence. A greedy rule that gen
erates dommant sequences for every problem instance is said 
to be dominant. A problem scheme (or its cost function) that 
~as a do_minant greedy rule is said to be dominantly optim
ized . It 1s clear then, that a problem scheme that satisfies con
dition (15) is dominantly optimized and its dominant 
sequences can be obtained using the greedy rule (14). 

Dominance is not a necessaiy condition for the 
optimality of a greedy rule. For example, the cost function 

n i 
C (cr) = L ui LPj (16) 

i = l j =l 

which, as we already know, is greedily optimized by the rank

ing function f (u ,p ) = ~, is not dominant. To see this, con

sider the three-element problem instance, in which each ele
ment i is defined by its parameters (ui, Pi ): 

e 1 = (1,4), e2 = (0.5,3) e3 = (5,10) (17) 

The values assigned by the ranking function to the ele
ments are: f(e 1) = 4, f(e2) = 6, f(e 3) = 2, so that the optimal 
sequence is: (e2,e 1,e 3). Evaluating sequences of two ele
ments we see that 

(18) 

while 

(19) 

Obviously, the length-2 subsequence of the optimal sequence 
is not maximal, and thus the ranking function is not dominant. 

We now identify necessaiy and suffic ient conditions 
for a cost function to be dominantly optimized and discuss the 
relationships between these conditions and those obtained for 
non-dominant greedily optimized problems. We are 
interested in identifying sufficient conditions which are 
stronger than (14) and may be easier to verify. Again, we 
focus on greedy rules which ai·e ranking functions. 

Since a dominant ranking function is optimizing, it is 
determined by the order imposed by the cost function on pairs 
of elements and should satisfy the condition of Theorem 5, 
and since the cost function is defined for sequences of one ele
ment, we must have f (e) = C (e ) and: 

ifC(a,b) > C (b ,a ) then C (a) > C(b ) . (20) 

To test this property, one should check the behavior of C(e) 
as a ranking function: if inconsistency is found in the order 
induced by C (e ) and the order induced by the cost on pairs 



(given that both orders are well defined) then the hypothesis 
that the problem has a dominant optimizing ranking function 
can be rejected. (It still may have a non-dominant optimizing 
ranking function as in (I 7).) 

The necessary conditions for a dominant cost function 
requires the following definitions. Let 'f.~b denote all 
sequences for which element a immediately precedes b when 
b is the last element in the sequence. 

Definition: A cost function is tail pairwise preferentially 
independent (t.p.w.p.i.) if either 

C ( 0) ~ C ( cr") V 0 E r,~b (21) 

with strict inequality for at least one sequence, or 

C (0) ~ C (cr") V 0 E 'f.~b 

with strict inequality for at least one sequence, or 

C ( 0) = C ( 0a) V 0 E 'f.~b 

In the first two cases we say that C prefers a on b (resp. b 
on a) t.p.w., and denote it by a> 1.p.w.b (resp. b >1.p.w.a). In 
the third case we say that C is indifferent between a and b 
t.p. w and use the notation a - 1.p.w. b. If the relation is acyclic 
then it induces a weak order on the elements of E. 

Definition: A cost function is order preserving if 

Vi ifC(e 1, .•• ,e;)~C(e 1', . .• ,e;') and C(e;+1)~C(e;+i'l (22) 

then C(e 1, . .. ,e;,e;+il ~ C(e 1', ..• ,e/,e;+1'). 

Theorem 7: 
Let C be a cost function in P = (E ,PAR ,C) which is both 
order preserving and t.p. w. p.i. If C (a) ~ C (b) implies that 
C (a ,b) ~ C (b ,a), then C is greedily optimized by a dom
inant ranking function. 

D 

It is easy to show that a cost function which is 
t.p.w.p.i. and order preserving is also p.w.p.i. Therefore, a 
cost function satisfying the conditions of Theorem 7 is 
p.w.p.i. and has a dominant optimizing ranking function. For 
example, the function 

n 

LP1'P2' · .. 'Pi 
i =I 

(23) 

is both p.w.p.i. and order preserving. The ranking function 
f (p) = p results in a dominant optimal solution. For C(e) to 
be an optimizing ranking function, it is important to verify 
that the order induced by C (e) agrees with that induced by the 
p.w.p.i. property (i.e. the last condition of Theorem 7) . For 
instance, the cost function 

n . 
I,p/ (24) 
i=l 

!s b~th p.w.p.i. and order preserving. However, the ordering 
imp~1ed by C (p) results in a decreasing sequence while the 
(optimal) ordering implied by exchanging adjacent elements is 
no~de~reasi~g in p. Indeed, this cost function is greedily 
optimized with f (p) = -p, but is not dominantly optimized. 

Up to now all the "nice" greedily optimized cost 
function properties we described required the cost function to 
be p.w.p.i. (or t.p.w.p.i.). Since this property is not a neces
sary condition it is natural to look for cost functions that are 
greedily optimized but not p.w.p.i. We show that the p.w.p.i. 
property may indeed be replaced by another strong property of 
cost functions . 

Definition: A cost function is strong order preserving if Vi 
and V x,y EE 

C(e1, . .. ,ei) > C(e'i, ... ,e'i) ~ (25) 

C(e 1, ... ,ei,x) > C(e'i, . . . ,e'i,Y) 

For example, A lexicographical order among sequence 
of integers is strong order preserving. The cost function 

n . 
C(e1,···,en)=I,lei-ei+I l l0n-, (26) 

i=l 

for ei E [0,10), is strong order preserving but not p.w.p.i. 

Theorem 8: 
If a cost function is strong order preserving then it is dom
inantly optimized. 

D 

V.EXAMPLES 

In .this section we illustrate the ideas presented above by veri
fymg the properties of two greedily optimized problems. 

The first problem is Sequencing Jobs according to 
due-dates. Given n jobs, each associated with a deadline d· 
and a processing time Pi, find an optimal sequencing th~t 
minimized the maximum job lateness defined by: 

max{Fi -di} 

Where Fi is the flow time of job i defined by: 
i 

Fi= LPj 
j = l 

Jackson [3] had shown that the problem is p.w.p.i. and sug
gested the due-dates as the ranking function. 

Let e 1 = (p 1,d 1) and e 2 = (p 2,d2) be a pair of jobs 
with their processing times and due-dates. Using the process 
suggested by Theorem 5, of identifying ranking functions 
based on costs of pairs, it can be shown that 

C(e1,e2) > C(e 2,e 1) ~ d 1 > d 2 , (27) 

that is, 

max{p1 - d1 ,P1 +p2-d2) > max{p2 - d2,P2+P1-d1) (28) 

The cost of one element is 

C(e1)=p1-d1 , (29) 

This cost does not provide the same ordering as the due-dates 
and, therefore, the cost function is greedily optimized but not 
dominant. 

The second problem is Minimizing maximum Flow
time _in a t~o-machine flow-shop. Let (Ai ,B;) be a pair 
associated with each job. Ai is the work to perform on the first 
machine of the shop and Bi is the work to be performed on 
the second machine. For each i Ai must be completed before 
Bi can begin. Given the 2n values: A 1,A 2, ... , An , 
B 1,B 2, ... ,Bn, find the ordering of these jobs on each of the 
two machines so that neither the precedence nor the occu
pancy constraints are violated and so that the maximum of the 
flow time F; is made as small as possible. 
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It has been shown [l] that the maximum flow-time is 
minimized if job j precedes job j + l' when 

min(Aj,Bj+lJ < min(Aj+J,Bj}. (30) 

Looking only on two-job problems, it is easily verified that 
the ordering dictated by (30) coincides with the order deter
mined by costs on pairs. If (A 1,B 1) and (A 2,B 2) are two jobs 
then the cost function for the sequence (e 1,e 2) is: 

C(e 1,e2) = A 1 + max(A 2,B 1) +8 2 . (31) 

It can be shown that 

A 1 + max(A 2,B 1) +B 2 < A 2 + max(A 1,B 11 +B 1 (32) 

iff 

(33) 

Thid criterion is the one known in the literature. From the 
transitivity property of the order induced by (33) we know 
that there exist a ranking function f that induces an indivi
dual order. After some manipulation such a ranking function 
can indeed be formed . It can be shown that if: 

(34) 

then 
sign(A 1 -B 1) sign(A2-B2) 

< 
min(A 1 , B 1) min(A 2 , B2) 

(35) 

Therefmre the function 
sign (A; - B;) 

f (A;,B;) = . (A· B·) mm , , , 
(36) 

is a uniform ranking function for the problem. The cost for 
one element only is A 1 +B I and it does not coincide with the 
ranking function (36). We can therefore conclude that this 
cost function is not dominant. 

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This paper discusses the conditions for optimization 
ordering problems to be greedily optimized and the relation
ships between these conditions and the corresponding optim
izing greedy rules. Within the greedily optimized problems, 
we identify a class of pairwise preferentially independent and 
acyclic (p.w.p.i) problems that are optimized via a uniform 
ranking function, and show that several well known examples 
fall into this class. We provide a procedure which, in certain 
cases, can be used to verify the p.w.p.i property and to iden
tify uniform ranking functions. 

Observing that the optimal solutions to many greedily 
optimized selection and tree-construction problems are dom
inant, we study this property in connection with ordering 
problems. This property is of particular interest because (as 
human intuition usually dictates) it makes the cost function 
itself an optimizing greedy rule. We show that p.w.p.i prob
lems do not necessarily have dominant solutions, and that 
dominantly optimized problems are not necessarily p.w.p.i. 
We also give sufficient conditions for a problem to be both 
p.w.p.i and dbmin·antly optimized. The relationship between 
the-<lifferent;classes is presented in Figure 1. 
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Mechanisms in ISFI; A Technical Overview 
(Short Form) 

Gary A. Cleveland 

The MITRE Corporation, Burlington Road 
Bedford, MA 01730 

This paper is intended as a technica l overview of the automatic 
programming system !SF! in its first three years. This paper deals 
with how necessa ry and desirable qualities and capabi lities appear 
in !SF!. In many cases, !SF! borrows from earlier work, extends 
and customizes the work in some way, and then coordinates it in 
one cohesive system. However, it is the belief of the designers of 
!SF! that the system has something to offer as an exploratory 
vehicle both in terms of what can be accomplished with existing 
technologies (such as scope, reasoning power, level of interaction, 
etc.) a nd in developing new technologies where needed. 

Software Crisis 
In the late seventies, DoD was spending $4 billion a year on 
software. Curre nt estimates are that in the ea rly nineties this figure 
will rise to around $40 billion, a ten-fold increase in as many 
years. More genera lly, the need for software and software 
engineers in the world at large is growing exponentially, but 
productivity is only growing at about five percent per year 
([Frenkel85]). Confound these problems with a shortage of 
knowledgeable people and one has the primary ingredients for the 
well-publicized "software crisis." This paper presents a technical 
overview of an experimental solution to the software crisis. 

ISFI is a theory and implementation of knowledge- based 
automatic programming that produces high-level source code from 
a specification of behavior. For this reason, the "software 
production cycle" can be short-circuited and the way that software 
is produced can be fundamentally changed. 

Software Production Cycle 
Perceived Need,-+Specification __. Design - Cod?rt 

~ '---rsFr _./ 

ISFI is intended to ass ist a user in creating a specification (in a 
"network of constraints" formalism) and then design and code the 
problem automatically. This paper examines the mechanisms used 
to achieve this performance in the first three years. 

What is Automatic Programming? 
In the view of the designers and implementers of ISFI, an 
automatic programming system is one that accepts as input a 
non- procedural specification of behavior and produces as output a 
program that exhibits the specified behavior. Simply put , the 
eventual user of such a system should be able to state what he 
wants to happen (without necessarily telling how it should happen -
that's programming) and be given a program that makes it happen. 

This research was sponsored by Rome Air Force Development 
Center under Contract F19628-86-C-0001, project 7310. 
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ln an object oriented world, behavior of a program takes two 
forms: 1) the input/output behavior and 2) the non-monotonic 
behavior (i.e., side effects). In the first form, some input objects 
are used to compute some output objects (the output objects are 
created according to the re lationships given by the program 
specification; see [Brown85AJ for phi losophical discussion). In 
the second form, the set of relationships among the objects is 
changed by a program. For our model, this change can always be 
described by adding (deleting) an object to (from) some property, 
part, or attribute of a given object. These two forms of behavior are 
not mutua lly exclusive; a program can both perform side effects 
and compute objects as outputs . 

An automatic programming system should be able to exhibit a 
number of kinds of behavior including forward-chained deduction, 
reasoning with incomplete or inconsistent specifications, automated 
design of algorithms and data structures, procedural and data 
abstraction, and explanation of its behavior. Obviously, an 
automatic programming system must do much more than this but 
these are some of the capabilities that have been addressed in the 
first three years . 

What is ISFI? 
!SF! is a knowledge-based system designed for intelligent 
automation of the programming process. ISFI takes an object 
oriented view of the world and transforms re lationships among 
objects into computations that perform the actions implicit in the 
relationships. While other systems have been developed to explore 
many of the mechanisms that !SF! uses, ISFI seems to be the first 
of its kind as a comprehensive, problem solving, language 
independent, automatic programming system that operates from a 
non-procedural specification . Many systems explore various issues 
of program synthesis by transformations ([Balzer83]. [Barstow83]. 
[Boyle84]. [Brown81]) non-monotonicity ([Doyle78]. 
[McDermott80]) propagation through semantic nets 
([Brown81]), problem solving ([Davis80]), code generation for 
compilers ([Aho79]. [Steele78]), and knowledge-based 
optimizations ([Green81A+B]. [Rich81]. [Kant83]) but none 
seems to carry through to the entire programming process. It is the 
intention of ISFI's designers to address the software production 
cycle in such a way that a software system can be debugged or 
altered by making changes to the specification rather than to the 
program. In other words, a user of !SF! would observe the 
behavior of a system and make his changes in the specification 
rather than in the code. 

A point to emphasize is that ISFI is not tied to any given target 
language . The representations of objects, their behavior, and the 
synthesized program are all free of language dependent 



considerations. Only a very small section of ISFl 's code generato r 
actually dea ls with the target language's naming conventions, 
scoping, parameter passing, and other considerations. 

ISFI' S Objects. 
ISFI maintains a stra ightforward representation of obj ects and their 
relationships in a network of constraints . Objects are represented 
as nodes while their relationships are represented by constraints . 
Two objects are related if their nodes are connected through some 
set of constraints. A special kind of re lationship representing parts, 
attributes, and properties of objects appears in ISFI as 
role- descriptors. An important distinction between ISFI' s 
role-descriptors and the attributes , slots, parts, etc. that are found 
in most other knowledge-based systems is that role-descriptors 
combine in a single mechanism the notions of parts, attributes, 
slots, etc, whereas most other systems tend to treat these separately 
(see [Brachman83]. [Swartout83] , [Martin79 ] [Minsky75]). 
Another important distinction is that role-descriptors may contain 
either an object or a collection of objects. Collections a llow the 
inte lligent cooperation between data structures that hold multiple 
objects of the same type , and real world objects that have 
multiple-valued attributes. Further, we can now index and order 
this collection when it is implemented as a data structure that 
supports indexing and ordering. Reasoning about collections in 
these ways is a natural part of ISFI's task. 

One of the most interesting claims we make about ISFI's networks 
of constraints is that they express a program specification in a 
non-procedura l form . That is, the networks are not programs 
themselves . A good example of this is a specification to find 
square roots of real numbers. The network that expresses this 
behavior is shown below. The important point here is that no part 
of the network defines the algorithm to be used in the synthesized 
program. The specification simply states that B times B equals A 
and that both A and B are grea ter than zero. 

S uare Root Network 

Mechanisms in ISFI. 
ISFI utilizes a number of mechanisms in program synthesis. A 
synopsis of these mechanisms follows. Among these mechanisms is 
the planner/problem-solver that invokes other mechanisms 
according to current goals. 

Propagation. 
Propagation, ISFI' s primary mechanism for dea ling with networks 
of constraints, attempts to produce computations for objects in 
some nodes given computations for objects in other nodes . 
Propagation always starts at some set of nodes (such as inputs and 
constants) that have computations (also ca lled values) and 
attempts to find computations for other nodes until the process can 
go no further . Each step of propagation through the network is 
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accomplished by law application, wherein the computationa l 
interpretations of the constraints in a network (called laws) are 
used to compute some nodes connected to the constraint based on 
others. Thus, law application provides individual steps and 
propagation cha ins those steps toge ther to wa lk through an entire 
network. Each law that successfu lly computes the values of some 
new node queues up the new node for further propagation. When 
the queue empties, !SF! is confident that a ll computations in the 
network that can be found have been found. 

One of the interesting things about propagation is that it can fa il. 
Propagation can only string together known computations derived 
from the constraints in the network. If no computation chain can 
be found, propagation will fail and the planner/prob lem-solver 
must be notified to invoke a mechanism such as inheritance or 
transformations to introduce such a chain into the network. In a 
sense, propagation finds the easy answers, an important task . 

Inh eritance . 
In order to make use of generic facts, ISFI copies the nodes and 
constraints from the networks in the domain knowledge base into 
the networks where programs are being synthesized. Knowledge 
copied in this way is said to be inherited. Through this mechanism 
we can declare facts such as, "POS IT IVE-INTEGERS are greater 
than zero ." and expect them to be utilized appropriate ly. Note 
that this sort of statement ca n be used in many ways in many 
contexts. The declaration does not determine the usage. 

Further note that these declarations are not assumptions and as 
such can not be overridden. These "for-all" or class declarations 
must be true for every object in a particular class ( or we must be 
willing to ignore the exceptions). Assumptions that can be 
retracted or overridden are handled by an entirely different 
mechanism. Thus, inheritance means something different in ISFI 
than it does in some other systems such as FRL. (See [FRL 77] for 
details and [Brachman83] for a d iscussion of types of inheritance.) 

Inheritance in a network of constraints consists of copying network 
structure (nodes and constraints) from one place to another . 
Several things complicate this process . First, ISFI must not form 
duplicate structure to what is already present . That is, if some 
portion of a network is already represented, it should not be added 
again . Secondly, doublets may be introduced by copying network 
structure and if so they must be found and eliminated. A doublet 
is a type of configuration of nodes and constraints in the network 
that a llows one to deduce equali ty between some objects (see 
[Brown81] for more deta ils). Eliminating doub lets amounts to 
explicitly expressing this imp lied equality. Lastly, when we inherit 
class information about a particular node , we may want to inherit 
information from the superior classes (in the class hierarchy) as 
we ll. Thus, inheritance needs to track up the hierarchy to inherit 
a ll re levant information. 

Transformations. 
Transformations, like inheritance, are used to copy domain 
knowledge in the form of networks from one place to another. 
Transformations, though, are a form of inference rule and have 
two parts which correspond to the hypothesis and conclusion. The 
hypothesis is a pattern network that is matched against the network 
in which the rule is being applied . If the match is successfu l then 
the conclusion (target) network is copied into the original network. 
This copying is' done in exactly the same way that the copying is 
done for the inheritance mechanism. The problem of 
combinatorial explosion in applying transformations is addressed by 



the planning/problem-solving mechanism . ISFI can plan what 
transformations to apply because each transformation has an 
indication of what goa ls its inference is likely to achieve. 

Transformations are the key mechanism for converting a 
non-procedural specification to a procedural specification - in 
other words, finding an algorithm that matches the original 
specification. This is equivalent to intorducing a computation path 
into the network. A transformation may , for example, introduce a 
binary search computation (formulated in a group of nodes and 
constraints) where the value of some node is known on an interval. 

After this transformation has been applied , the network would 
contain an algorithmic d escription that can be used to derive a 
computaion for the desi red node . Transformations are also used to 
convert existing algorithms to other, more effici ent algorithms. An 
important distinction is that while networks of contraints may 
contain algorithmic descriptions, they need not. Networks are not 
necessarily a procedural specification (can not, in general, be 
considered a program) and must be considered non-procedural. 

An example of a transformation is shown below. This 
transformation does not introduce a computation path where none 
existed previously, but it does introduce a computation path that is 
less expensive than the path already known. This transformation 
performs the classic optimization of eliminating double negatives in 
boolean expressions. 

Double Negative Transformation 

pattern network target network 

Use of Complex Constraints. 
Reca ll that a constraint expresses computational relationships 
among the nodes that it is connected to. In complex constraints, 
these relationships are expressed in a separate network of 
constraints. The complex constraint can then use the network in a 
number of ways to help solve the current programming problem. 
Thus, a single constraint is used to embody an entire network of 
knowledge with the result that ISFI has access to a form of 
procedural abstraction. 

Complex constraints may be used in several ways, based on the 
results desired. First, the laws of a constraint may be matched to 
computational paths through the constraints defining network. If 
these paths correspond to the computation we desire to use, then 
the laws can be used in exactly the same manner as user-defined 
laws with their computational interpretations. Secondly, the 
network of a constraint may be copied into the network that is 
using the complex constraint. This is the same sort of copying as 
discussed for inheritance and transformations. After copying, the 
added network structure is in no way specia l and is used in the 
same ways as any other portion of network. 
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An example of a complex constraint and its defining network is 
shown below. This example could be used to express the 
conversion from (X, Y) (rectangular) coordinates to (p, 0) (polar) 
coordinates with a single constraint. 

Mutations and Consequence Management. 
Side effects in ISFI are represented as mutations and are 

discussed in detail in [Brown85B J. A mutation is defined by the 
node being mutated, the role-descriptor, the node that represents 
the contents of the role, and the operation type (insert or delete 
depending on whether some object is being added to or taken away 
from the role). This implies that, while ISFI must deal with the 
changes made by a program, the kinds of changes that can be 
made are limited to changes in the attributes (roles) of objects. 
This limitation is one of notation, not one of representational 
power. We merely state that the only relationship that can change 
is the role membership of some object. 

Of course, the hard problems involving side effects have always lain 
in managing the consequences and timing of those side effects. 
Managing the consequences is classically known as the "frame 
problem". Till now the best solution to this problem lay in "reason 
maintenance" ([Doyle79 ]. [McDermott83]) but that solution 
could not be easily applied because it depends upon knowing the 
identity of the objects being discussed. As mentioned previously , 
ISFI needs to deal with objects whose identity will not be revealed 
until the synthesized program is executed . A comparison that 
might be made is that while reason maintenance interprets a 
changing facts and their consequences, ISFI must compile such 
descriptions for later execution. 

In ISFI , the frame problem may be stated as, "Given some changes 
to the properties (roles) of some objects, what changes to the 
properties of other objects need to be made to maintain 
consistency?" (Consistency is specified by some set of constraints.) 
Timing the side e ffects, at least as far as a partia l ordering, calls 

for some sort of state mechanism where each state represents some 
context or situation. Situations change by traversing from one state 
to another. 
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In ISFI, the problem of managing consequences boils down to 
collecting the necessary set of constraints into the problem network 
and making sure that they get used in the correct way . While 
normally all constraints are interpreted as holding true, in this case 
ISFI collects a set of constraints that must be made true. Making a 
constraint become true is accomplished by mutations. In other 
words, a constraint is forced to be true by declaring an appropriate 
mutation. This "appropriate" mutation is derived based on the 
laws of the constraint type. In order to collect the constraints that 
must be enforced, ISFI must examine the role-descriptors for 
necessary and sufficient conditions. These are predicate nodes 
in the domain knowledge networks that indicate when an object 
should or should not fill a role of another object. These nodes are 
also treated such that when toggled TRUE and FALSE they trigger 
potential consequences of the original mutation. An area of 
network around the necessary and sufficient conditions is copied 
into the problem network and the laws of the copied constraints 
are examined for potential consequences. Of course, these 
consequences are also mutations and may have further 
consequences . 

Time Ordering. 
The ability to order side effects temporally in a program is an 
absolute necessity and one that ISFI handles elegantly . In ISFI, 
each network has a hierarchy of states in which live all the nodes of 
the network. Transitions from state to state declare the gross flow 
of control for the program while at the same time rendering a 
partial temporal ordering of the mutations in those states. 
Confining mutations to states is another way of limiting the 
consequences of each side effect. A mutation (and its 
consequences) is performed in a state with the assurance that upon · 
exiting the state (transitioning to another) all necessary actions for 
that mutation have been performed. An example state diagram is 
shown below. Note that ISFI allows users to discuss control flow of 
a program in this way without worrying about irrelevant details. 

initial state transition 

State Diagram 
Control fl.ow is determined by transitions 
Scoping is determined by hierarchy links 

Planning and Assumptions. 
Planning and assumptions in ISFI are handled by the same 
mechanism that provides overall control and problem solving 
capabilities for the system. This mechanism plans, both according 
to stereotypical scenarios and according to its own problem solving 
skills, the coordinated use of ISFI's abilities, the execution of its 
own plans (via meta-plans), and attempts to recover from errors. 
The use of ISFI's abilities is demand driven. That is, no 
mechanism will be utilized until needed. The planning mechanism 
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is best exemplified in controlling combinatorial explosion in 
applying transformations by matching the transformations' goal 
descriptors with current needs. 

The primary form of assumption that ISFI uses is that some node 
has a certain value. For example, to avoid divide-by-zero errors 
ISFI checks the denominator of a division and makes sure it is not 
zero. If this fact can not be determined, then ISFI assumes 
(subject to more pressing demands) that the number is not zero. 
ISFI is willing to explain the assumptions that were made as well as 
to backtrack if some assumption proves false or unsuitable. 

Code Generation and Program Building Blocks. 
After all is said and done, the purpose of an automatic 
programming system is to produce programs written in some 
desired language(s). To this end, ISFI explicitly represents 
program building blocks to organize and store the program being 
synthesized. In other words, when ISFI needs to deal with a 
program or iteration, for example, ISFI manipulates the 
corresponding building block. In this way, one can view a program 
while it is being written. At various stages, ISFI selects, assembles, 
and fills with values these program building blocks. When 
completed, the building blocks are used in the generation of actual 
code. For this reason, ISFI actually creates a program internally 
and the code is generated from this internal representation; by the 
time code is produced, all the hard work is over. The building 
blocks can also be altered to represent code-level transformations. 
See [Standish76] for a catalog of source-to-source transformations 
that represent the flavor of transformations at this level 
(manipulating conditional expressions, moving loop invariants, 
boolean transformations). 

ISFI is designed throughout to be target language independent. 
The program that is assembled in the building blocks remains the 
same regardless of what language the code will be written in . This 
property of ISFI is achieved by an overall model of computation 
that is itself free from any target language. The part of ISFI that is 
actually responsible for producing code is quite small, modular, 
and easily changed. For example, each building block knows of 
some way to produce the code for the part of the program that it 
contains. Changing target languages at this level is as simple as 
changing one function for each type of building block (currently 
there are about seven). 

Example. 
Recall the square root specification network above. The behavior 
that we desire from ISFI in writing the square root program should 
proceed as follows, guided by the agendas mechanism: 

1. Attempt to find an algorithmic computation path in the 
network via propagation. Propagation will fail in the current 
example since the addition constraint has no law that will 
compute the value of B from the value of A. 
2 . Adapt the specification so that a computation path does 
exist. In this example, the shortest set of transformations is 
paraphrased as discovering that the value of B is bounded in 
both the high and low directions, defining an interval for B. 
3. Based on the goal of finding the value of B, introduce an 
algorithm for repeatedly partitiioning the interval so that the 
value of B can be further limited on each iteration until B is 
known to within some assumed error bound. Assumptions are 
managed by agendas and used to fill in missing specification. 
4. Code the algorithm in the desired target language allowing 
for syntax, variable semantics, local optimizations, etc . 



This example provides an overview of how ISFI proceeds through a 
programming problem. Keep in mind that this example did not 
make use of data structures, side effects, subroutines, or any 
complex control flow when, in fact, ISFI codes examples that 
demonstrate the use of these types of programming knowledge. 

Conclusion. 
ISFI's goals for the first three years were primarily to extend the 
work done in [Brown81] on propagation and transformation to 
non-numeric domains and to address side effects. In these areas, 
ISFI has scored a success, coding programs in non- numeric 
domains such as a map display for a color monitor and maintaining 
data consistency in the presence of non-monotonic behavior 
([Brown85B]) . In the further areas of problem solving, 
automating algorithm and data structure design, and addressing 
realistically sized problems it's too soon to tell. Preliminary results 
are quite promising. ISFI has written programs of moderate size 
and varying complexity in a number of domains. This paper 
attempts to describe ISFI's mechanisms, why they are important, 
and why their implementations and interactions are special. 
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BE..S..ID1E.. 

Nous presentons dans cette communicati o n un 
systeme forme l permettant de caracteriser 
l ' evolution des connaissances. Pour ce fa ire nous 
introduisons e n plus des connecteurs de la logique 
classique q uatre connecteurs tempore l s - le futur 
immediat , le f utur mediat , le passe immediat et le 
passe mediat - exprimant les transformations que 
peuvent s ubir l es donnees dan s l e temps. 
L ' ax iomatisat ion de ces connecteurs et leur 
caracterisation semantique nous ont condui ts a 
definir un mode l e d'interpretation de ce systeme 
formel comparable a ce lui que definit Kripke pour 
les logiques modales. Ce modele d ' interpretation a 
permis de prouver l a consistance intrinseque et la 
validite de ce systeme forme l . Et nous avons 
e l abore une procedure d e decision fo ndee e n 
particulier sur l ' axiomati sat ion des connecteurs 
temporel s . 
Ce systeme formel est un des modules qui compose 
le me ta -systeme expert ARC HES .I l permet de 
representer et de traiter le temps dans la base de 
connais sances associee. 

ABSTRACT . 

In this paper we present a forma l system in orde r 
to c harac t erise the evo lution of kn owledge. In 
addition to the connectives of classical l ogic , we 
introduce four t empora l connect ives - the mediate 
f utu re , the i mmediate f uture , t he mediate past a nd 
the immediat past - expressing the transformations 
that may affect data i n t he course of time. The 
axi oma ti sation of these connectives and their 
semantic c harac t erisation lead us to define a 
model of i nterpre t ation for the formal system 
which is comparable to that of Kripke for modal 
l ogic. With this model we prove the intrin s ic 
consist ence a nd the validity of this formal 
system. Similarly we have e l aborated a decision 
procedure particularly based upon t he temporal 
connectives. 
Thi s formal system is one of t he component modules 
of the meta-expert system ARCHES. It allows the 
representation and the processing of t he time in 
the corresponding knowledge base. 

DOMAI NES Representation de connai ssances , 
Raisonnement formel. 

INTRODUCTION. 

cette communication concerne l a description 
forrnelle et les proprietes l ogi q ues d 'un systeme 
formel particulier note S t, - permettant 
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d ' exprimer les modal ites d ' evolutio n des 
connais sances. Ce systeme forme l constitue un des 
modules qui compose le systeme ARCHES , systeme 
symbolique de representation et de traitement de 
connaissances , [ l]-(3]-[4]. 
Pour representer dans ARCHES l'evolution des fa it s 
etudies , nous avons ete conduits a developper une 
logique non classique dans laquelle ont ete 
def inis des connecteu rs tempo re ls, [ 5] - [ 9] . Chaque 
fait est represente par une formule donnant une 
descr i ption d'un individu ainsi si A est un 
symbole de concept , x un e variable o u une 
constante d ' individu et y une description , a l ors 
A (x , y ) est une formule du systeme symbolique 
ARCHES , [2]. 
Plus precisement ces descriptions determinent un 
systeme formel s~ compose de quatre elements qui 

expriment les deux aspects " Representation " et 
"Deduction" respectivement l es definissant et les 
organisant 

., [L est un alphabet a partir duquel est 
l' ensemble ~ des descriptions 
represent a nt 1 ' ensemble des theses de 

engendre 
~T => ~ 

S t,. Ces 

trois ensembles, qu i ont pour objet de definir et 
de vehiculer la representation des descript i ons , 
sent construits a partir d ' une structure d e 
donnees primitive perrnettant de vehiculer le s 
descriptions e l ementaires appelees termes 
descriptifs. La relation==> est une re l ation de 
deduction qui determine l ' act ivite i n ferentie lle 
qui peut etre developpee s ur les descriptions. 
Elle est determinee d'une part a partir d e 
relations de reecriture definies s u r les termes 
descriptifs et d ' autre part a partir de conditions 
specif iques qui la relient a deux categories de 
connecteurs d ' un e part l es connecte ur s 
definissant l ' addition, la disjonction et l a 
negat ion et d ' autre part l es connecteurs temporels 
definissant le fut u r immediat, le futur mediat, le 
passe immediat et l e passe mediat. Nous donnons 
une caracterisation semantique de ce systeme 
forme l temp ore l e n definissant un modele 
d ' evolution comparable a celui defini par Kripke 
po u r la l ogique modale, [6 ] - [7]- (8] et nous 
montrons que la relation de deduction ==> est 
va lide par rapport a cette interpretation . Enfin 
n ou s presen t ons sommaireme nt une procedure d e 
decision pour la re l ation ==>. 

SYSTEME DE REPRESENTATION DES DESCRIPTIONS. 

Les elements primitifs. 



Les termes descriptifs permettent de representer 
les proprietes et d 'une maniere plus generale les 
relations qui caracterisent les individus. Ils 
sont construits a partir de quatre entites 
hasiques : le trait, la c l asse , l ' operateur et l e 
symbole fonctionnel $ . Les traits permettent de 
representer les caracteres distinctifs des 
individus .Ceux de meme nature semantique sont 
regroupes dans des ensembles nommes classes. Les 
symboles de classes expriment la portee semantique 
des proprietes ou des relations qui sont attestees 
dans les descriptions elementaires.Les rapports 
qui existent entre les classes (considerees comme 
des pseudo-variables) et les traits sont exprimes 
par des symbo l es fonctionnels particuliers , en 
general n-aires, appeles operateurs. Par exemple , 
l'enonce "Automobile dont la capacite est 
inferieure ou egale 4 5 " montre le type de rapport 
qui peut exister entre classes et traits le 
trait "nombre de places" (i. e . valeur numerique 5 ) 
est relie 4 sa classe Capacite par l 'operateur 
arithmetique . LE . ($ ) . Par ailleurs les proprietes 
et les relations peuvent etre decrites localement 
comme le montrent les enonces suivant : "Amphores 
ayant un timbre Ti de type Pi" et "Automobile 
ayant une couleur bleu-fonce" . La caracterisation 
locale des traits par des termes descriptifs 
permet precisement de representer cette situation 
descriptive (proprietes de proprietes, relations 
precisees par des proprietes, relations de 
relations, etc. ) . Le lien qui exprime localement 
l'attribution d'un element de description 4 un 
trait est represente par le symbole fonctionnel $. 
Quand une propriete ou une relation n' est pas 
decrite localement, on dira que le trait 
correspondant est caracterise par la description 
vide. 
Un terme descriptif est une expression de la forme 
opn (T,t1) dans laquelle: opn est un operateur n
aire, Tun symbole de classe, et enfin t 1 un tuple 

de degre n dont les elements sont soit de la forme 
$(ti, A), soit de la forme $ (t i , OPni (Ti,t1i )) ou 
ti est un trait faisant reference 4 la classe 

T, A la description vide et OPni (Ti,t1i) un terme 
descriptif qui caracterise localement ti. 
Si les elements du tuple ti sont de la f orme 

$ (ti, A), on dira que l e terme descriptif est un 
terme descriptif non decrit dans le cas 
contraire on dira qu'il s ' agit d'un terme 
descriptif decrit. Ainsi dans l' e nonce 
"L'automobile V de couleur bleu-fonce est dans le 
garage G", l' indi vidu V, instance du concept 
Automobile, est caracterise par les deux termes 
descriptifs Isa(Couleur,$(B1eu,Isa(Teinte ,Fonce))) 
et In (Localisation, Ins (Garage , G)), le premier 
etant decrit et le second non decrit. 

L'ensemble A des descriptions. 

On appelle description d'un individu x appartenant 
4 l'extension du concept C l'ensemble organise des 
termes descriptifs qui le caracterise. 
Plus precisement les descriptions sont engendrees 
4 partir d' un alphabet .-CL forme d e quatre 
categories de symboles /1/ un ensemble 
denombrable c(,' de termes descriptifs / 2 / la 
chaine vide A; /3/ deux categories de connecteurs 
: d'une part les connecteurs classiques ~, A et v 
nommes respectivement Negation, ET d ' addition et 
OU non exclusif , et d'aut re part l es connecteurs 
temporels +, ©, - et G> nomme s respectivement 
futur immediat, futur mediat, passe immediat et 
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passe mediat /4/ enfin les parentheses ( et ) . 

,LL= .t: U{ "' J u {~, A, v, +, © , - 0 
u { (,)) 

L'ensemble denombrable 6 des descriptions est un 
langage formel construit sur - CL . Les 
descriptions, qui en sont les formules bien 
formees, obeissent 4 des regles de formation dont 
la definition est tout 4 fait classique . 

Les theses du systeme formel s6 . 

Soit J l ' ensemble fini des individus et-0 
l' application qui permet d' associer 4 tout x 
sa description .;() (x) . Si l' individu x est une 
instance du concept C, nous avons vu que 
1 ' attribution .b ( x ) 4 x est representee par la 
structure C (x, ,:D ( x )) : nous dirons que ;;:) ( x ) est 
une these du systeme formel s 6 .Soit 6T ~ 6 

l'ensemble des descriptions tel que 
l ' application ;}:) soit une bijection de J sur 6T 

les structures stockees dans la base de 
connaissances du systeme ARCHES sont les formules 
toujours vraies du type C (x , ;b ( x )) dans 
lesquelles x instance du concept C a pour 
description ..t) ( x ) E 6T. 

6T est l ' ensemble des theses du systeme formel s 6 
de caracterisation des descriptions. 

ORGANISATION DEDUCTIVE DES DESCRIPTIONS. 

Les regles de transformation des termes 
descript ifs . 

La representation et les proprietes logiques des 
termes descriptifs permettent de definir sur ces 
derniers trois types de regl es de reecriture : l es 
regles de decomposition, les regles d'heritage et 
de transitivite , et enfin les regles d'extension. 
Ces regles expriment l es proprietes semantiques 
des classes. Par exemple les rapports semantiques 
qui existent entre les classes Partie et Materiau 
sont exprimes par la regle d'heritage ci-apres 

Isa(Partie , $ (x , Isa (Materiau , y ))) --> 
Isa (Materiau, y) 

Cette reg l e indique que si un 
partie x dont le materiau est 
avec lequel est fabrique 
ega l ement y . 

individu possede une 
y, alors le materiau 
cet individu est 

D'une maniere generale, on se donne pour toute 
application plusieurs regles de reecriture du type 
precedent. Ces regles definissent le systeme de 
regles de substitution-reduction du systeme 
ARCHES, 4 partir duquel sont produites les 
transformations des termes descriptifs . Ces 
transformations sont determinees par la relation 
de reecriture -->* definie sur l ' ensemble des 
te rmes descriptifs comme la fermeture transitive 
et reflexive de la relation-->. 
Nous avons demontre que les resultats des 
operations de derivation sont independants de 
l'ordre d'application des regles de reecriture. 
Ceci nous a permis de construire un algorithme 
original de decidabilite pour la relation A-->*B. 

Definition de la relation==>. 

Pour completer la definition du systeme formel s6 , 

nous devon s definir les modalites de derivation 
des descriptions, compte tenu d'une part de l e urs 



regles de formation a partir des termes 
descriptifs et des connecteurs A , v , -, , +, (£) , -
et E) , et d'autre part des re l ations de 
reecriture des termes descriptifs. Pour ce faire 
nous definissons sur l ' ensemble ~ une relation de 
deduction e ntre l es descriptions, notee ==> , q u i 
est la plus petite re l ation reflexive et 
transitive verifiant non seulement les conditions 
classiques re l at ives aux connecteurs de l a logique 
du premier ordre (A, v, -, ) , mais aussi les 
conditions s u ivantes , non classiques , liees a la 
definition d es connec t eurs temporels (voir par 
exemple sur ce sujet [10) ) 

Cl a ==> © a 
Cl ' a ==> G a 
C2 +a ==> G) a 
C2 ' -a ==> E) a 

(0 C3 + © a ==> +a 
C3 ' 0 a ==>0 - a 
C4 CD (a V b) ==> (f) a V © b 
C4 ' 0 (a V b) ==> 0 a V 0 b 
cs ~-, e --, a ==> a 
CS ' --, <±)--, a ==> a 

Il est a noter e n particulier que l es conditions 
Cl , C2 , Cl ' et C2 ' expriment d'une part que l e 
present et l e f utur irnrnediat fo nt partie d u fut u r 
et d ' a utre part que l e present et le passe 
irnrnediat font partie d u passe. 

La relation d ' e~alite -

On dira que a=b si et seulement si a==> bet 
b ==> a. La relation - , et done ega lement la 
relation==> , satisfait aux conditions classiques 
des conn ecteur s A, v et -,, et a u x conditions 
suivant es liees a la definition des connecteur s 
tempore l s : 

C6 + -, a = -, + a 
C6 ' - --, a = --, - a 
C7 + (a/\ b ) =+a/\ + b 
C7 ' - (a/\ b) = - a/\ - b 
C8 (±) (!) a= G) a 
C8' f) 0 a = 0 a 
C9 (D A = A 
C9 (:) A A 
ClO 
ClO ' 
Cll 
Cll ' 
C12 
C13 

si a ==> b a l ors +a ==> +b 
si a==> b alors - a==> b 
si a ==> b a l ors (£) a ==> © b 
si a ==> b alors E) a ==> 8 b 
- + a = + - a 
8(£.Ja= ©Ga 

Il est a noter tout d ' abord que le quotient~/ = 
est un treillis distributif comple me nt e du fa it 
des proprietes semantiques des connecteur s A, v 
et -,. 
Par a ille urs les condit i ons C6 et C6 ' exprime n t 
que l ' evolution des descriptions est deterministe 
(les quantifications universelle et exi stentie lle 
sont confondues , i.e.-, + -, =+et-, - -,= - ) . 
Les conditions C8 et C8 ' indi quent que les 
connecteu rs (±) e t 0 sont transitifs. Par 
ailleurs C9 et C9 ' expriment la coh erence de 
l ' evolut ion des descriptions, en ce sens que 
l'ensemble ~ possede un minimum et un seul . Les 
conditions ClO, Cll , ClO' et Cll' indiquent que 
si la formule a==> best verifiee a l ors e lle est 
egalement verifiee dans le futur ou d a n s l e passe. 
Enfin les conditions C12 et C1 3 expr iment l a 
syrnetrie des connecteu rs definissant l es futurs et 
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les passes . 

CARACTERISATION SEMANTIOUE DU SYSTEME FORMEL S6 . 

Definition. 

On appelle interpretation 
S6 = { ,():, , ~, ~Tr ==> ) la 

dont les elements D 
respectivement un ensemble 
definis ci-apres. 

Definition de D. 

du s ysteme formel 
structure Jl = {D, C ) 
et e' repre s entant 

et une fonction, sont 

D est un ensemble non vide appele domaine 
d 'interpretation de s6 . L'ensemble Dest forme de 

l 'union de deux ensemb l es Di et De : les elements 

du premier correspondent a~x syrnboles d'individus 
appartenant a l ' ensemble J, et l es elements du 
deuxieme correspondent aux syrnboles de concepts . 
Ces deux ensembles possedent les 

deux proprietes suivantes d' une part 

De :::, f (Di) 'r(Di) designe l'ens emble de s 

parties de Di ) car tout concept est interprete 
comme 
De :::, 

un ensemble d ' individus d ' autre part 
Di car tout concept peut Atre interprete 

c ornrne un individu. 

Def in it ion de e 

-e est une fonction de correspondance qui permet 
d ' associer a chaque composante d u systeme formel 
s6 son interpretation dans le domaine D. 

L'interpretation des individus , des concepts , des 
traits et du symbole fonctio nnel $ n e dependant 
pas du temps , nous ne donn ons ci-apres que celle 
qui caracterisent les modalites des faits 
caracterisant les individus. 

(1) Interpretation des termes descriptifs formant 
.la base .£ de ~ . 
L ' ensemble denomb rable ~ des descriptions est 
construit, en, particulier , .a partir de l ' ensemble 
denombrable ~ de termes descriptifs. Tout e l e me n t 
apparte n a n t a -I: est de l a forme 
opn (C, # (t1, ... ti,· .. tn )) dans l aquelle opn est un 

operateur n - aire , C une classe , et e n fi n v'iE 
[1,n) ti est un trait decrit ou non decrit. 

Nous nous proposons de definir l' interpretation 
des e l e ments appartenant a -l' compt e tenu des 
modalites d ' evolution des individus que nous 
defin issons ci-apres. 

Les modalites d 'evolution des individus sont 
determinees a partir de la definition d' un 
ensemble Q isomorphe a 1 ' ensemble N des entiers 
rationne l s. Tout element de Q sera appe l e etat. 
Les etats marquent l es differentes tra nsformation s 
que peuvent subir les descriptions caracter i sant 
l es individus. Chaque etat , qui exprime la 
sit uation descriptive des individus a un moment 
donne , sera repere par un entier positif, negatif 
ou nul. Dans notre modele d'interpretation nous 
s upposon s q ue l'evolution est deterministe car Q 
est isomorphe a N (conditions C6 et C6 ') ; nous 
entendons par la le fait que chaque etat possible 
ne peut evoluer que vers un etat e t un seul . Ainsi 
a partir d ' un etat initial E 0 les interpretations 

des descriptions caracterisant les individus dans 
l ' etat E0 evoluen t d e tel le maniere que l es 



transformations qu'el l es subissent engendrent une 
sequence lineaire d'etats successifs organises 

par la structure c4 , organisation qui est de 
meme nature que celle definie par Kripke pour les 
logiques modales, [8 ) . 
L ' interpretation d ' un terme descriptif appartenant 
a .[ est definie comme l ' ensemble des 
interpretations des individus qui sont 
caracterises par ce terme descriptif ; et cette 
interpretation tient compte de l ' evolution de ces 
individus qui sera exprimee a l ' aide de l ' ensemble 
N conformement a l a definition den. 
En d ' autres termes , l ' interpretation de tout 
couple <c lasse , operateu r> de la forme <C , opn> 

determine une app l ication de T""- dans 
(N-------> "J' (Di )) 

~ . (;::> 
T -----> (N -----> j (Di )) 

avec -G' (opn (C,# (t1 , · ·· , tn )))(i) 

l (<c , opn> ) ( ·G (t1 ), ... , G (t n)) ( i ) E 

L ' union des ense mbles de l a 
forme C(opn (C, # ( t1 , ··· , tn) ) ) (i ) pour toutes l es 

inte rpretations des couples <classe , operate u r> 
forme le ie,me etat. En particulier si po u r 
l ' interpretation du couple <C , opn > on 

a b (OPn (C , # (t1 , ... , tn ))) ( i) = <I> alors aucun 
individu n'est caracterise par le terme descriptif 
opn(C,#(t1 , ··· , tn )) dans l' etat i. 

(2 ) Interpretation des descriptions. 
To u te description a est interpretee comme 
l ' ensemble des interpretations des individu s qui 
sont caracterises par a : plu s precisement , elle 
es,.t_ interpretee comme une application de N dans 

.:f (Di ) pour tenir compte de l ' evolu tion des 

individus : 

/j. --------> (N --------> 'S (Di )) 

avec 

-e ( a ) ( i ) determine l 'ensemble des interpretations 
des individu s qui sont caracterises par la 
description a dans l ' etat i. 
Nous designerons par ,C 0 l' application qui 

determine l ' interpretat i on des descriptions a 
l'etat initial E0 

--C (a) (o ) 

Les regles de formation des descriptions a partir 
de s connecteurs A , v , -, , + , © , - et G 
ainsi que la definition de .,e0 contr i buen t a 

determiner par recurrence la fonction de 
correspondance --' a l ' aide des regles ci-apres 

(i ) Interpretation des connecteurs classiques. 

1 

2 

3 

--( ( a A b ) (n ) 

-{f (a v b ) (n ) 

-G (-,a ) (n ) 

C( a ) (n ) n 
.,e ( a ) (n) u 

e (b ) (n ) 

e (b ) ( n ) 

( -t''(a) ( n ) ( l 
complement dans Di ) 

(ii) Interpretation des connecteurs temporels. 
4 --<(+a) (n ) = -((a ) (n+l) 
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·( ( 
+oo 

5 © a ) (n ) u -t (a ) (n+p ) 

6 {(-a) (n ) = 
p=o 
-e (a ) (n-1 ) 

7 ·(( 8 a ) (n ) u -( (a ) (n+p ) 
p=o 

8 --c ( A ) (n ) = <I> 

Le s trois premieres reg l es 
l ' interpretation c l assiqu e 
conne cteurs A, vet -, . 

correspondent a 
et intuitive des 

Les regles 4,5 , 6 et 7 determinent l a semantique de 
l'evolution des descriptions l ' interpretation 
des connecteurs + et - montre que ces derniers 
permettent d ' exprimer l' evolution entre deux etats 
consecutifs Ei et Ei+l ou Ei et Ei-l ; celle des 
connecteurs 0 et e montre que ces derniers 
expriment l' evolution entre deux etats s uccessifs 
Ei et Ej ( j:2:i o u j$i ), c ' est-a-dire non 
necessairement consecutifs. De me me les regles s 
ete7 permettent de dedu~re que -e ( G) G) a ) (n) 
= . ( © a ) (n ) et -( ( 8 8 a ) (n ) = 'G( E) a ) (n) , ce 
qui prouve la transitivite des connecteurs © et 

G Enfin remarqu ons q ue , contrairement aux 
connecteurs + et - , les connecteu rs © et E) 
supposent que le present fait partie du futur et 
du passe (car j:2:i ou j$i ) . Par ailleurs la regle 8 
indique que , quelque soit l ' etat Ei , il n ' existe 

aucun individu x qui soit caracterise par la 
description vide. 

L ' introduction des connecteurs EE) et G est 
indispensable pour l a derivation des descriptions 
dans. lesquelles l a sequence des etats n ' est pas 
explicitee (on recherche a u moins l' existence d'un 
etat futur ou passe dans lequel un individu x a 
tel ou tel groupe de proprietes ; ces connecteurs 
sont analogues a la quantification existentielle 
de l a logique classique ) . 

VALIDITE DE LA RELATION DE DEDUCTION > . 

Definition 1 . 
Etant donne deux descriptions quelconques a et b 
appartena n t a 6. , on dira que la formule a==> b 
est valide s i pou r toute interpretat i on vi(. et 
pou r tout i ~ (a ) ( i ) est inclus dans ·--C (b ) (i ) : 

-C (a ) ( i ) ::> -t:' (b ) ( i ) 

Definition 2. 
On dira que la relation de deduction ==> est 
valide si toutes les formules qui la composent 
sont valides. 

Theoreme. 

La relation de deduction ==> est valide. 

Demonstration. Pou r demontrer q ue la re l ation de 
dedu ction ==> est valide i l suffit de demon trer 
que to utes les conditions auxquel l es cette 
relation satisfait sont valides. 
La validite des conditions relatives a u x 
connecteurs classiques est immediatement etablie 
car le quotient 6./= est un treillis distributif 
complemente. 
Prouvons la va l idite des conditions Cl a Cl l, Cl' 
a Cll' et e nfin C12 et Cl3 . 
Preuve de Cl. -e( 13) a ) (i ) = u G'(a ) (i+p ) d ' apres 

p=o 
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la regle 5 ; d'ou ·e' ( a ) (i) => .ff ( © a) (i), ce 
qui prouve l a validite de la formule a ==>@ a. 

P reuve de C2. -e ( (±) a) ( i) u e (a ) (i+p ) 
p=o 

or -e(+a)(i) ·-t'(a)(i+l). Il en resulte 
que "G (+a) (i) :::> --(; ( G) a ) (i), ce qui prouve la 
formule +a ==> ©a. 
Preuve de CJ. On a simultanement d'une part 

{( (i)+ a) (i) = u -C(+a) (i+p) = 
p=o 

-( (a) (i+l+p ), u et 
p=o 

part £(+©a) (i ) = f (©a) (i+l) 

d ' autre 

u . ..f; (a ) (i+l+p ) . Il en resulte en particulier 
p=o 
que l a formule +(E) a==> (j)+a est verifiee. 

Preuve de C4. On a simultanement d'une part 

{;( (±! (a V b )) (i) 

part : -l( (±) a v 

u ,C (av b) (i+p), et d' autre 
p=o 

(t)b) (i) = (( 8) a) (i) u 

b ) (i) = u ( e (a ) (i+p) u ~ (b) (i+p)) 
oo p=o 
u {(a v b) (i+p ) . Il en resulte en particulier 

p=o 
que la formule © (a v b) ==> E) a v G:) b est 
verifiee. 
Preuve de CS. La formule © -, 0 -, a ==> a est 

valide car t l-l' (a ) (n) .-{ (a) (n) . 

Preuve de C6. Pour prouver l a validite de la 
formule +-. a=-,+a il s uff it de montret 
que Vi "G (-.+a) (i) ·-C (+-.a ) (i). Nous avons 
d'apres l a regle 4 -l(+-.a) (i) = -t;(-,a) (i+l) ; 

d'ou --t'(-,a) (i+l) [ -C(a ) (i+ l ) d ' apres la regle 3 . 

Il en resulte que ·C (+-,a ) (i) = [ -e(+a ) (i) d ' apres 

la regle 4, d ' ou : --C (+-, a ) (i) = l[e( -,+a ) (i) 
soit ·-C'(+-,a) (i) = ·[(-,+a) (i) (c .q.f .d.~ . 

Pre uve de C7. ·((+( a/\ b)) (i) = {(a/\ b) (i+l) 
d'apres la regle 4 ; d'ou 
-e (+ (a /\ b)) (i) = e (a ) (i+l) n 
la regle 1. Il en resulte que 

·G (+a) (i) n --C (+b) (i), soit 
= {(+a A +b) (i) (c .q.f.d. ) . 
Preuve de CB. Evident. 

( (b) (i+l) d ' apres 
-t(+(a Ab)) (i) 

-6(+ (a A b)) ( i ) 

Preuve de C9. Evident car Vi on a ,e (A) (i) = $. 
Preuve de ClO et Cll. Evident d'apres la 
definition 1 et les regl es 4 et 5. 
Le meme procede de demonstration permet de 
demontrer les condi tions Cl ' a 11', ainsi q ue les 
conditions C12 et C1 3. 
Il en resulte que toutes l es conditions auxquelles 
satis fait la relation ==> sont valides. On en 
deduit d'apres la definition 2 que la relation==> 
est valide (c.q.f.d.). 

METHODE DE RESOLUTION DE LA FORMULE H --> C. 

Dans le but de representer les descriptions sous 
une forme canonique exprimee comme une addition de 
disjonctions, nous avons ete amenes a faire 
l'hypothese que les descriptions du type 

Ei) (a A b), © -, (a v b), E) (a A b) et G-, 
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(av b) ne sont pas des formules du systeme formel 
s.,.. 
Cette restriction nous a permis d'elaborer une 
procedure de decision permettant de resoudre le 
probleme s uivant etant donne un couple de 
descriptions (H, C), determiner s 'il verifie la 
relation H ==> C. Ce probleme est evide mme nt 
essentiel pour l a demonstrat ion des theoremes du 
systeme ARCHES. La definition de cette procedure, 
qui s ' appuie sur les proprietes formelles de la 
relation ==> , utilise la methodologie de 
resolution des problemes par decomposition et 
construction de graphes " et/ou" correspondants. 
Plus precisement , cette procedure construit deux 
arbres "et/ou " uf: h et Jt· c associes respectivement 

a l 'h ypothese H et a la conclusion c, les 
modalites de construction etant determinees a 
partir des schemas de derivation des descriptions 
et de leurs proprietes. Elle construit ensuite 

1 'a rbr e " et/ ou " Ji: r e n accroc h ant a c h aqu e 

terminal de clfh 1 ' arbre (fc sans sa racine ; et 

tente de valider la relation H ==> C en c herchant 
a valider au moins un sous-arbre "et " de 1/:: r en 

utilisant en particulier l'algorithme de 
decidabilite de la relation-->* . 

CONCLUSION . 

La conception du systeme formel s6 dont les 

proprietes logiques ont ete systematiquement 
etudiees est une contribution methodologique et 
theorique a l'etude de l'evolution des 
connaissances . Nous nous sommes essentiellement 
interesses a la representation et au traitement du 
explicitement le temp s dans la base de 
connaissan ces de ARCHES, mais aussi de determiner 
le traitement formel de l' evolution de ces 
connaissances. 
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RESUME: Ce papier decri t une methodologie pragma
tique pouvant etre utilis ee par un ingeni eur de la 
connaissance afin de conduire avec succes un projet 
de realisation de systeme expert. Nous donnons un 
exemple illustrant cette approche et montrant son 
efficacite pour la creation d'un sys teme expert : 
CODIAPSY. Ce dernier es t deve loppe avec le mot eur 
d'inference HAMEX. 

ABSTRACT: This paper is aimed at describing a me
thodology to be used in the knownledge engeneering 
in order to successfully design a knownledge base 
in an expert system. An example is detailed toil
lustrate how this approach was implemented in the 
CODIAPSY expert system and how they were efficient. 
HAMEX is the inference engine. 

INTRODUCTION: 

Notre travail sur les systemes experts nous a 
conduit a definir, a concevoir et a implant er un 
mot eur d'inference, des interfaces, des logiciels 
d'aide pour le cogniticien/expert qui veut ecrire 
une bas e de connaissances et, enfin, uncertain 
nombre d'applications. 

Dans cette presentation 
la premiere partie decrit succintement HAMEX, 

notre mot eur d'inference (version juillet 85 ), 
- la deuxieme partie fait le point sur l es pro

cedures de controle qui ont ete realisees, 
- la description de l'application CODIAPSY, en 

troisieme partie, pour l'aide au diagnostic psy
chiatrique, appuie nos idees sur la conduite d'un 
projet et permet d'essayer de mettre au point et 
de perfectionner une certaine methodologie. 

I - LE MOTEUR D'INFERENCE HAMEX 

Dans la version de juillet 85, le moteur d'in
ference HAMEX presente l es caracteristiques suivan
tes : 

- deux versions sont disponibles : une version 
concepteur de systemes experts et une version 
utilisateur. 
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- 11 travaille sur une base de connaissances 
formee de regles de production. 

- 11 ne permet pas l'utili sa tion de "variables " 
mais autori se l e test des valeurs des attributs, 
la comparaison de la valeur de deux attribut s, la 
lecture de la va leur d'un attribut (valeur cha!ge 
de 46 caracteres au plus ou valeur ree lle < 10 
avec 7 chiffres significatifs) . 

- 11 fonctionne en chainage avant avec recherche 
d 'une ou plusieurs solutions et en chainage arriere 
avec la possibilit e d'utili ser uniqu ement l es 
hypotheses. 

- La base des connaissances est constituee d'une 
base de regles et d'une base de faits. Elle n' est 
pas figee car le concepteur peut y ajou t er des 
ensembles de faits ou regles a tout moment. 11 est 
possible d'avoir plusieurs bases de connaissances 
differentes. 

- Les concepteurs de systemes sont guides clans 
leur tache par l'affichage de menus hierarchises. 
11 n'est pas necessaire de connaitre un langage de 
commande pour dialoguer avec le moteur qui propos e 
clans chaque cas la demarch e a suivre. 

- 11 existe une trace concepteur qui permet une 
mise au point aisee en fournissant le nom des 
regles testees e t appliquees, les modifications 
des valeurs des attributs ainsi que des conditions. 

- Un systeme de pagina tion perme t l'utilisation 
de toute la memoire centrale disponible pour la 
base de connai ssances , ce qui donne des temps de 
reponse tres courts. La construction d'un arbre de 
recherche ordonnance lors de l'introduction des 
regles y contribue aussi. 

· _ Une connexion avec l'environnement informati
que, y compris par ligne de communications, es t 
possible par l'intermediaire de fichi e rs de faits. 
Ces fichiers sont lus ou crees par l'execution 
d'actions clans l es regles. 

- 11 est ecrit en langage PASCAL sous MS-DOS et 
fonctionne sur IBM-PC avec 256 K-octets de memoire. 

Les extensions en cours de tests permettront : 
- l'utilisation de coefficients de vraissemblan

ce pour les faits et dans chaque action d'une 
regle, 

- la definition de plusieurs classes de regles 
et l'utilisation de metareg les lors des phases de 
filtrage et de choix, 

- des expressions arithmetiques ou chaines de 
caracteres dans lesque lles toutes les principales 
fonctions du langage PASCAL seront utilisables. 



Pour les variables a v a l eu r chaine de caracteres, 
l a valeur sera s ur une longueur d'au plu s 128 ca
racteres. 

- une gestion multi-fene tres dans l es ac tions 
des r eg l es qui permettent des affichages sur 
l' ec ran ou la lecture d'informations au clavier, 

- la gest ion des regles , des hypothe ses e t des 
but s par un edit eur ple ine page . 

II - LES OUTILS D'AIDE A L ' ECRITURE 
D'UNE BASE DE CONNAISSANCES 

Remarque: Dans le suite de cet article, nous 
utilisons une serie de "mot s" dont les definitions 
sont les suiva ntes : 

Donnee: de s i gnera une information quelconque 
qu e l'homme transmet au systeme informatique pour 
qu'il la traite ou qu'il re~oit en reponse. Ce 
peut e tre aussi bien une regle, ou un terme, que 
l a base de connaissances dans son ensemble. 

Terme: non general des i gnant une action, une 
condi tion, une hypothes e ou une conclusion. 

Faits : hypotheses du concepteur ou elements 
de description du monde de l'utilisateur. 

La qualite des conclusions obtenues par la 
r esolution du probl eme pose depend des donnees 
d' entree , c'est-a-dire l a base des connaissances. 
Cette derniere doit done verifier des contraintes 
d'integrite. 

La tache la plus compliquee quand on developpe 
une base de connaissances consiste a definir un 
en semble de regles complet e t coherent. Prouver la 
coherence es t en general impossible. 

Nous nou s sommes done attaches a fournir un 
environnement de conception de systemes experts 
qui comprenne non seulement un mecanisme de reso
lution de probleme, un interface de dialogue 
homme /machine mais encore un verificateur de 
regles. 

LES CONTROLES: 
Dans le cas de la realisation d ' une base de 

connaissances, les controles ne peuvent etre 
orientes uniquement sur l es faits. Ils doivent 
surtout porter sur la surveillance des activites 
e t s ur la me thodologie suivie. Les differents 
contro les effec tues sont : 

- l e controle direct des donnees, 
les controles relatifs ou internes, 

- le controle de l'etat du systeme. 

ANALYSE DES CONTROLES POSSIBLES AVEC LA REPRE
SENTATION DES CONNAISSANCES CHOISIE 

Du fait de l'utilisat ion de regles de produc
tion, il est facile au systeme d'expliquer son 
raisonnement, en parcourant simplement l'arbre de 
deduction qu'il vient de creer. Ceci permet de 
donner des exp lications a l'utilisateur mais cela 
permet aussi a l' expert de controler la qualite de 
l a representation de l a connaissance. 

On peut enumerer les cas de fautes qui parais
sent suffisamment interes sant s pour etre releves et 
qu'il es t facile de mettre en evidence dans un 
systeme base sur la logique: 
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- conflits : 
* compatibilite avec l es regles de ja entrees , 
* v rais semblance par rapport a des seuil s, 
* coherenc e sequentielle avec la ou l es regl es 

precedentes : pour cela dans le cadre de HAMEX, il 
l u i est offert trois pos s ibilites de li s tes de 
regles ayant soit les memes premisses , soit les 
memes conclusions, soit une condition d'arret. Ce 
dernier cas es t important car les regles qui posse
dent un terme STOP interrompent la deduction e t il 
faut done s ' assurer qu ' elles sont bien ecrites. 

- redondance, 
sous-ensembles, 
regles oubliees, 
completude : en ce qui concerne la completude, 

le logicie l me t simplement en evidence 1 1 existence 
d'un terme pendant et af fiche la ou les regles 
dans lesque lles il se trouve. 

Nous avons realise un logiciel me ttant en evi
dence ces differentes lacunes que nous appelons l e 
verifica t eur. Quant il rencontr e ces problemes, i l 
les assemble dans des tables que le concepteur de 
la base de connaissances analyse. 

Dans ce qui precede nous n'avons fait mention 
que des problemes que l ' on peut r encontrer au 
cours de l' ecriture des regles elles-memes. Ma i s 
de mauva ises conclusions fourni es par le systeme 
peuvent decoul er des reponses donnees par l'utili
sateur. On peut classer celles-ci en deux types 
possibles : 

- soit l ' utilisateur ne sait que r epondre et 
donne une valeur fausse. Une verification automati
que de l a validite de la reponse par rapport a des 
seuils et / ou le choix parmi une liste exhaustive 
de valeurs fournies par ! ' expert l'aiderait consi
derablement, 

- soit le concepteur a oublie de s cas, il faudr a 
reviser la base de connaissances. 

L'ECRITURE DES TERMES: 
Il etait necessaire d'adjoindre au moteur un 

modul e d'interface qui permette d'assurer que l e 
vocabulaire employe au niveau des regles avait un 
caractere d'unicite et de verifier que celui qui 
etait utilise dans la description des faits etait 
compatible. Le but poursuivi n'etant pas le trai
tement du langage naturel mais simplement le trai
tement des diverses formulations possibl es d'un 
meme terme afin de faciliter le transfer t des in
formations. Un terme est constitue en general par 
une phrase courte dont la forme generale est la 
suivante: 

<objet><predicats><attribut><valeur> 

Pour que le moteur puisse r econnaitre comme 
egaux deux termes t l et t 2 , il faut qu e ceux-ci 
soient rigoureusement identiques. La similitude est 
particulierement difficile dans le cas ou il s'agit 
d'une suite de caracteres : un espace, une virgule, 
un "s" en plus ou mal places suffisent a empecher 
!'identification. Nous avons done dec ide d'adjoin
dre comme outil d ' interface supplementaire au mo
teur, un logicie l qui permet de faire abstraction 

des espaces, 
- de l a ponctuation, 



I 

. 1 

I 

e t qui me t en ev idence les termes identiques une 
fois cette operation effec tuee. 11 f ai t ressortir 
en plu s l es e l ement s qui ne di ffe r ent que d'un 
caractere (autre qu'un espace ou un s i gne de 
ponctuation). 

LES ATTRIBUTS 
Dans l e cadre d'une utili sation int en s ive des 

attribut s a valeur s autres que booleennes, il a 
paru interessant d'offr i r l a po ss ibilite d'obteni r 
l eur li s t e ordonnee sous forme de dict ionnaire 
a ins i que l es noms des reg l es dans l esq ue ll es ils 
sont employes . Ce dictionnai r e peut e tre fo urni a 
l a demande. 

Par aill eur s , un control e des at tribut s, inse
re direc t ement dans HAMEX, verif i e qu 'une valeur 
peut l eur e tre a ttribuee par l'intermedia i re des 
r egl es OU des hypotheses. Ce con trol e est automa
tique , et precede chaque execution qu'il r ef4s e de 
faire s'il trouve un seul attribut non def ini . 

III - CODIAPSY, UNE EXPERIENCE D'INGENIERIE DE 
LA CONNAISSANCE 

QU'EST-CE QUE LE DSM-III ? 
(Diagno s tic of . St at i s tica l Manual of Mental 
Disorder s ) 

En raison de l a compl ex ite meme de l'obj et de 
l a psychiatr i e, l a mal adi e mental e, l a no sogr aphie 
psychiatrique c l assique est : 

- peu homo gene, 
- variabl e en fonction des conceptions t heori -

ques des auteurs, 
- l es categories diagno s tiques differ ent nota 

blement d'un pays a l' autre . 

11 faut ajoute r qu e contra irement a la plupar t 
des autres domaines medicaux, l es criteres objec
tifs qu' appor t ent les examens biologiques sont 
quas iment absents en psychia trie. 

11 fallait pourtant bien etablir des sys t emes 
de classification, des cadres communs de reference 
restants nece ssaires notamment aux s tatistiques de 
sante publique na tiona l e e t internationale, en 
particulier a l'OMS (Organi sa tion Mondial e de l a 
Sante). 

En France es t ut i li see, depui s plusieurs annees 
une codification na tiona l e qui es t celle de 
l'ISERM et qui est compatible avec l a codifica t ion 
international e des ma l adies dans sa neuvieme 
version (CIM 9). 

Aux Et a t s-Unis, l'Assoc iation Americaine de 
Psychiatrie a propo se une no sographie uni que, redi
gee par un comite d' expert s e t per iodiquement rev i 
see: l e DMS-111 es t l a troi s ieme edition, publi ee 
en 1980, de cette classification des troubles 
mentaux. 

11 presente une originalite a la fois sur le 
pl an formel e t sur l e plan du contenu : 

- s ur l e plan formel, il s ' agit d'une classifi
ca t ion multiaxiale ( sur 5 axes ), 

- sur l e plan du cont enu , l a t erminologie diver
ge tres souvent par rapport aux habitudes interna
tiona l es . Le DSM- III contient un nombr e important 
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de c l asses nouve l les. 11 est, par a ill eurs, denu e 
de toute r e fere nce etiopat hogenique . 

Les cr i t ~r e s de diagnostic ont pour but s essen
tiels de gui der l e cl ini cien dans l'ut ilisation 
d'une classi fi cation e t dans la formul a tion d'un 
diagno s tic. Ils faci litent l a communication entre 
clinicien et perme t tent d' ameliorer l a me thodologi e 
de la r echer che psychiatrique. Mai s ce precede 
comporte certains inconvenients t e l s que : 

- l'ecueil d'une schematisa tion abusive , 
- le r i squ e d'une multiplication desordonnee de 

sys t emes de classificat i on, 
- l e f ai t d'imposer l'utili sa tion de criteres non 

va lides ou reposant sur des bases theoriques non 
partagees par l'ensembl e de la communaute . 

Le DSM-II I etait fourni sous l a fo rme d'un 
mod e l e constitue pa r une seri e d' a rbres de dec i 
s ion. Reunis, il s forma i ent un r eseau du fait de 
l' i nt erdependance cree par l ' exis t ence de noeuds 
communs . Ceux- ci se traduisent, au niveau des re
sultats, par la notion de diagnostics multiples. 
L' ordonnancement des regles par le concep t eur pe r 
met de representer l e classement des cr i teres 
diagno stiques en principal e t secondaire par rap
port au malade considere . 

La tradu c t ion sous forme de propositions a 
va leurs VRAI E ou FAUSSE et ensuite l eur insertion 
dans l e mod el e des regl es de produc tion de HAMEX 
n'a pas pose de gros problemes, si ce n' es t jus t e
ment au niveau des element s communs a plusieurs 
arbres . La facilite fournie par HAMEX de rechercher 
plusieur s solut ion s a e t e ici l argement exploitee . 

La mi se au po int du sys t eme a confirme l a 
necessi t e e t l'utilite de l' existence d'un cer t a in 
nombre d'outil s logi c i el s pour aider a augment er 
la coherence et l a completude des regles au moment 
de l eur conception. 

DEVELOPPEMENTS FUTURS 
Le sys t eme a ete ecrit essentiellement en uti

lisant l a deduct ion, il serait interessant (en 
particulier au niveau d'un medecin consultant ou 
au niveau de l a formation) de raisonner en cha ina
ge arr ier e pour permettre de travaill er sur des 
but s, infirmer ou conf i r mer un di agno stic . 

La deuxieme version de CODIAPSY, qui va essayer 
d' alle r un peu plus l oin au niveau de l a ref l exion 
prealable, de tenir compt e des critiques , d'inclure 
ce travai l dan s un cadre plus global, es t en cours 
de r ealisation. 

De plus, parall el ement a CODIAPSY, un l ogi cie l 
de dos s i er medical p sychiat rique a e t e developpe 
au GRIP . 11 est des tine au suivi des patient s e t 
a la r edact ion d'un resume s tandard de sortie 
compo r t ant evidemment une codification diagno s ti
que. L'un des souc i s etant de reduire l es di ffe
rences inter-cotateurs, l' au t re, admini s tratif 
celui-la, mais non negl igeabl e , concerne l 'uni for
misa t ion de l a codification des paiements des 
soins. 



L' idee actuelle est done d ' utiliser CODIAPSY, a l i
mente en faits directement a partir de la saisie 
des donnees resultant de la consultation e t deja 
notees sur l e dossiers du patient, avec simplement 
et si nece ssaire des demandes de complements 
d ' informations. A l'inverse les conclusions diag
nostiques pourront etre r ecuperees et apparaitre 
dans le resume standard de sortie. Ainsi l'utili
sateur disposera d ' une aide a la codifica ition 
diagnostique parfaitement integree. 

II esiste encore un autre objectif important 
pour le systeme, qui est d ' offrir la possibilite 
aux autres classifications INSERM et CIM. 11 ya 
la, pour l es experts, un travail de recherche 
d ' equivalences non negligeable , a fair e en prea
labl e . 

CONCLUSION 

En conclusion, nous soulignons l ' importance 
d ' une collaboration reussie avec mise au point 
d'une "technique" de conduite: 

- pour une bonne collaboration entre equipes, 
il faut : 

* au moment de la prise de contact, definir 
l es contraintes et le modus vivendi qui doivent 
etre acceptes par tous, 

* mettre en place un calendrier prec is des 
reunions, 

* exiger des rencontres reguliere s et respec
tees, 

* prevoir un ordre du jour des la seance pre
cedente, un compte rendu, 

* definir une tache precise pour chacun entre 
l es seances, 

- pour une structuration du travail : 
* etablissement d ' un cahier des charges, 
* formulation/modelisation de la connaissance 

par les experts, 
* traduction par les experts et l'ingenieur de 

l a connaissance, 
* mise au point, 
* validation globale avec retour aux e tapes 

anterieures si necessaire. 

Dans le futur nous pensons integrer l e moteur 
d'inference HAMEX dans la chaine de trait ement du 
dossier medical informati se grace a la creation 
d'une version utilisateur permettant l ' obtention 
d ' un diagnostic automatique. 
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